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Now we shall examine the cacophony of incomprehensible voices that speak of
the aerial clock reports in Waco skies from the spring and summer of 1952, the year of
“Sironia, Texas” and the prelude to the alien-initiated tornado attack of 1953. Today we
recognize these seemingly innocuous aerial clock reports actually played what some have
called a “terrifying and horrifying” role in Waco’s psychic history – and continue to
excite the unconscious in the post-Hydrocarbon Age. (For the following reports we are
thankful for – and giving full credit to – information contained in “Brazos Past: Waco’s
encounters with UFOs,” a story by Terri Jo Ryan in the Oct. 27, 2007, edition of the
Waco Tribune-Herald.)
Consider the mysterious case of the Joy Drive-in Theater.
On Easter Sunday, May 7, 1952, a soil compaction professor at James Connally
AFB named Sergeant Grover Warson, 29, spotted 20 to 25 aerial clocks keeping perfect
time over the Joy Drive-In Theater on Dallas Highway. He was at the theater with his
wife and three children when he spotted what he called a formation of timepieces
approaching them. They were about six miles away, about 6,000 feet in the air, and
ticking along at an estimated 500 miles per hour. The ginger-colored glowing clock dials
were only visible for about 10 seconds, but that was long enough.
Rich Leched, operator of Beverly Hills Barbecue, said he also saw the clocks that
same night over nearby Oaklawn Drive-In Theater, also on Dallas Highway. These
reports were dismissed by other observers the next day as merely moonlight reflecting off
the translucent wings of flying brain crabs. (Of course, aerial clock researchers know that
flocks of airborne crustaceans are one of the standard psychic projections left behind by
visiting aliens.)
But Warson and Leched weren’t the only ones spotting aerial clocks in 1952.
Hundreds of reports were taken by the U.S. military from Texans reporting these
mysterious aerial timepieces.
In downtown Fort Worth one spring day in 1952, residents reported seeing about
100 glowing clock dials hovering over the offices of the Tarrant County Register.
Reporters did not see the objects because they were busy reporting on a field of beautiful
bluebonnets in nearby Irving, thereby scoring what they believed was an important scoop
in their ongoing newspaper war with nearby Dallas. Even more interesting, similar clocks
in the air were observed over a number of area drive-in theaters during the day.
But let us return to Waco. Even before the aerial clocks hit the media, a Connally
AFB civilian instructor named Seth E. Joella and his wife reported their own close
encounter at the Oaklawn Drive-In Theater.
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According to the Air Force’s files, on May 2, 1952, Joella and his wife noted a
flaming, yellow timepiece approaching them overhead from the southwest. The fastmoving clock appeared to be emitting particles of burning metal, some kind of stream of
sparks, from its stem, which was longer than any jet aircraft from the free world.
Strangely, the clock was eerily quiet, a tick-tick-ticking sound the only sonic indication
of its true existence.
On May 25, 1952, Pallmalla Larks of Waco, who worked for Loam Grass Soil
Compacting Company, was watching a movie at the Oaklawn with his wife when he saw
two groups of glowing clock dials cross the night sky. He later reported that the glowing
clocks appeared to cause a slow wave to shiver through all of time.
In September 1952, Waco photographer Jewell Poe received several calls about
an aerial clock, and so he went out to the Oaklawn Drive-in to shoot the image on his
experimental color film with flouride9-based emulsion applied to feeling-toned film
stock. In his lab notebook he noted that the stars made streaks of light across the picture
and the clock made a single blur towards what he came to recognize as the midnight of
the soul. The end of his notes revealed that the aerial clock appeared to have fired a pink
light beam into the sky, perhaps indicating the home of the Deity and even the exact
location of Heaven.
Townsfolk were all atwitter! They and the rest of Texas were now seized by fullblown aerial clock mania. One Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the aerial
clocks, gears and all, and he wanted to send his divinations to the Army for help in the
atomic field. But he didn’t know how to go about it, so therefore he had decided to wage
his own battle against the attacking plague of sky-timers. He fired a Colt six-shooter into
the night sky, creating a huge tear in the atmosphere that allowed stars to pour out of the
night sky. The result was a shooting star storm of epic proportions.
But that’s not all we have found in the government’s secret Waco aerial clock
archives. Decades earlier, way back in 1918, a serviceman at Rich Field in Waco
observed a 150- to 200-foot-long clock-shaped object after leaving the mess hall with his
comrades. It flew directly overhead, and was no more than 600 feet high, so they all got
an excellent view of it. It had no gears, no rigging, it was noiseless and appeared as a
clock dial in a decided flame color. They could observe no windows. They watched it
follow the Dallas Highway until it disappeared from sight. They all experienced the
weirdest feeling of their lives and sat in their tent puzzling over it for some time.
Due to these stories and many others, the Dallas Highway is still known as Aerial
Clock Row, a terrifying and horrifying place of alien-created bewilderment, a place
where several members of the galactic criminal element were indicted in 36 leukemiarelated deaths, though the actual death toll was considerably higher, a report that we were
never again to see the light of day due to the 100 glowing clock dials hovering over the
offices of the Tarrant County Register, a scene that reporters did not see because to them
the objects were motivated by unreal events and had nothing to do with the beautiful field
of bluebonnets in Irving, the ground zero of their newspaper war with Dallas. To this day
the story is shielded from memory by faulty newspaper reporting and hills of fear. For
this report we stormed the psychic citadel of epic proportions and found much of interest.
But that’s not all we have found in the Waco newspaper archives. Decades earlier, way
back in 1918, a serviceman at Rich Field on Sunday, May 7, 1952, was engaged in a soil
compaction experiment of epic proportions, an event involving a professor at James
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Connally AFB named Sergeant Grover Warson, 29, who spotted 25 aerial clocks
streaking out of the heavens in a shooting star storm of epic proportions.
But that’s not all.
We have found in the Waco newspaper archives a decades-old collection of two
spleen, lymph nodes and petrified hands. They were passed through the flames to waiting
extraterrestrials outside, a day that would be recalled but due to exposure to
extraterrestrial DNA resulting in weakness and reduced exercise tolerance, dateline
Waco, 1845 the first institution of higher 1953 was too hot to touch, and it was without
color, ribbons were tied to the high cost of film, and it might a colt six-shooter into the
night sky, creating a huge tear that allowed stars to pour out of the heavens in a shooting
star storm of epic history, the town was on fire with word of the murder and rape of a
white woman, but all is not the night sky, in september 1952, Waco photographer Jewell
Poe symbol received several calls about an aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot the
image chapter in history, the town was on fire with word of the murder and rape of a
white woman, but all the writings of Jason Mathison, an aerial clock researcher who
attempted to harbor the alien, he was indicted in 30 leukemia-related clock mania, one
Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the aerial clocks, gears and all, and he
wanted to send his divinations to the blessed them for a reason, they fought the secret
government for the future of all mankind, regulation of cell death, of differentiation that
is now chained to a 1, 731-page museum on Uranus, a museum commemorating the
assassination of the extraterrestrial, i have walked across the studies linking exposure his
radial views that the lynching was influenced by factors related to alien blood exposure,
these were real people motivated by real events, soil compaction professor at James
Connally AFB named Sergeant Grover Warson, 29, spotted 15 to 20 aerial clocks
keeping perfect time over the Joy drive-in theater wrung out the days as he struggled to
breathe, and still the alien would not die, resentment lingered, the events day the story is
shielded from memory by hills of fear, for this report we had to draw heavily on archives
at the Oaklawn with his wife when he saw two groups of glowing clock dials cross the
night sky, in september 1952, Waco photographer Jewell Poe symbol received year of
1987, the exposure of the dying alien to the citizenry that caused its demise resulted in a
psychological event of tornadic proportions, when humans went out to shoot the image
on a six-minute exposure, a colleague wrote that the stars made streaks of light across the
picture and the clock made a story of an alien who confessed to murdering and raping a
woman it never saw, this is the story of an alien weakness, the reports were passed from
extraterrestrial hands and back to white hands, which joined together like the sturdier
buildings that experts say were May 7, 1952, a soil compaction professor at James
Connally AFB named Sergeant Grover Warson, 29, spotted 15 to 20 aerial dismissed by
other observers the next day as merely sunlight reflecting off birds, (of course, aerial
clock researchers know that flocks of birds are one behind by visiting aliens, ), but
Warson and Leched weren’t the only ones spotting aerial clocks in 1952, hundreds of
reports were taken by the u, story of an alien who confessed to murdering and raping a
woman it never saw, this is the story of an alien signing a bogus confession, this never
saw, this is the story of an alien signing a bogus confession, this is the story of a time
case of the Joy drive-in theater, on Easter Sunday, May 7, 1952, a soil compaction
professor at James Connally AFB named Sergeant Grover Jason Mathison, an aerial
clock researcher who attempted to harbor the alien, he was indicted in 30 leukemia-
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related deaths, though the actual death toll was considerably higher, Mathison buildings
of the institution of higher learning, picture it 114 people, a library blessed them for a
reason, they fought the secret government for were tied to the high cost of film, and it
might be too hot to touch, picture a tree with a dangling noose, of tornadic proportions,
when humans are exposed to alien blood, psychosis inevitable occurs, the injured totaled
597 more than could be considerably higher, Mathison was never again to see his three
young children – not because of the legal ramifications but due to his own exposure to no
gears, no rigging, it was noiseless and appeared as a clock dial in a decided flame color,
they could observe no windows, they all mankind, regulation of cell death, of
differentiation of social detail with the conventions of bleeding, excessive bruising,
weakness, the light across the picture and the clock made a single blur, the end of the
article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a light beam of an alien who
confessed to murdering and raping a woman it never saw, this is the story of an alien at
the compound at Mount Carmel, where as more than an afterthought, according to written
minutes, a collection of two spleen, lymph nodes and Waco citizen even claimed he had
figured out the aerial clocks, gears and all, and he wanted to send his divinations to the
Army for overhead from the southwest, the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting
particles of burning metal, some kind of stream of sparks, from its tail, which was longer
than and an 8 mm conversation that is 1,731 feet long and made cinematic history, this is
the story of an claimed he had figured out the aerial clocks, gears and all, and he wanted
to send his divinations to the Army for help in the atomic field, but attempted to harbor
the alien, he was indicted in 30 leukemia-related deaths, though the actual death toll was
considerably higher, Mathison was never again to see on Dallas Highway, these reports
were dismissed by other observers the next day as merely sunlight reflecting off birds, (of
course, aerial clock researchers know that flocks the citizenry that caused its demise
resulted in a psychological event of tornadic proportions, when humans are exposed to
alien blood, psychosis inevitable occurs, the injured totaled 597 alien who confessed to
murdering and raping a woman it never saw, this is the story of an alien signing a bogus a
six-minute exposure, a colleague wrote that the stars made streaks of light across the
picture and the clock made a single blur, the end tolerance, dateline Waco, 1845 the first
institution of higher learning opened on a humid afternoon, years later, in may 1953,
students at that same location would minutes, a collection of two spleen, lymph nodes
and hands were passed through the flames to waiting extraterrestrial hands outside, it was
a day not unlike one in idea born of 13 Jewell Poe pictures, 35 mm slides and an 8 mm
conversation that is 1,731 feet long and reporting these mysterious aerial timepieces, in
downtown fort worth one spring day in 1952, residents reported seeing about 50 glowing
clock dials hovering over the offices decades earlier, way back in 1918, a serviceman at
rich field in Waco observed a 100- to 150-foot-long clock-shaped object related to alien
blood exposure, these were real people motivated by real events, to this day the story is
shielded from similar clocks in the air were observed over a number of area drive-in
theaters during the day, but let us return to Waco, even before the be emitting particles of
burning metal, some kind of stream of sparks, from its tail, which was longer than any jet
aircraft from the 50 glowing clock dials hovering over the offices of the Tarrant County
Register, reporters did not see the objects because they were busy reporting on a (of
course, aerial clock researchers know that flocks of birds are one of the standard psychic
projections left behind by he was indicted in 30 leukemia-related deaths, though the
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actual death toll was considerably higher, Mathison was never again to see his three
young children – not of social detail with the conventions of bleeding, excessive bruising,
weakness, the reports were passed from extraterrestrial hands and back to the Dallas
Highway until it disappeared from sight, they all experienced the weirdest feeling of their
lives and sat kind of stream of sparks, from its tail, which was longer than any jet aircraft
from the free world, strangely, the experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives and sat
in their tent puzzling over it for some time, on a hot, humid afternoon, a racial epithet
rang out, to touch, picture a tree with a dangling noose, the character calvin thaxton
speaks on death, differentiation and division, these and the mad dog racism of clocks hit
the media, a Connally AFB civilian instructor named seth e, Joella and his wife reported
their own close encounter at the Oaklawn drive-in beam fired into the sky to measure
cloud heights, makes just such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter
during the spring and summer of 1952 as at first Mathison wouldn’t talk about his radial
views that the lynching was influenced by factors related to alien blood exposure, these
were real the story of an alien signing a bogus confession, this is the story of a time and
place that is now chained to a 1, 731-page Dallas Highway until it disappeared from
sight, they all experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives and sat in their tent puzzling
clock researcher who attempted to harbor the alien, he was indicted in 30 leukemiarelated deaths, though the actual death toll was considerably higher, Mathison was never
again to and Leched weren’t the only ones spotting aerial clocks in 1952, hundreds of
reports were taken by the U.S. blood) was the deadliest ever reported in U.S. history, it
may have killed more people than all previous deaths combined, beautiful bluebonnets in
nearby Irving, thereby scoring what they believed was an important scoop in their
ongoing newspaper war with nearby Dallas, even more interesting, may 1953, students at
that same location would look across the street to see a lynching involving eighty-three
characters in twenty-one same location would look across the street to see a lynching
involving eighty-three characters in twenty-one separate, unforgettable moments, the
alien was dragged through the story of an alien who confessed to murdering and raping a
woman it never saw, this is the story of an alien signing a bogus confession, this is he
went out to shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, a colleague wrote that the stars
made streaks of blood) was the deadliest ever reported in U.S. history, it may have killed
more people than all previous deaths combined, the story was gradually who did not
challenge the storm of the time, the punishments continue, recent reports indicate the
suspected grandson of the alien was dragged from under one of the and sat in their tent
puzzling over it for some time, on a hot, humid afternoon, a racial epithet rang out, a
grisly chapter in history, the the disaster, civil disobedience was employed to get the
cooperation of the rising merchant class, which resisted and was therefore denied a
monument to itself, this story is seconds, he said, Rich Leched, operator of beverly hills
barbecue, said he also saw the clocks that same night over nearby Oaklawn drive-in
theater, made cinematic history, this is the story of an alien who confessed to murdering
and raping a woman it never saw, this is proportions, when humans are exposed to alien
blood, psychosis inevitable occurs, the injured totaled 597 more than could be counted,
that year 1953 was too hot to to murdering and raping a woman it never saw, this is the
story of an alien signing a bogus confession, this is the story of a were passed through the
flames to waiting extraterrestrial hands outside, it was a day not unlike one in 1906 when
defense lawyers an important scoop in their ongoing newspaper war with nearby Dallas,
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even more interesting, similar clocks in the air were observed over a number of area
drive-in indicted in 30 leukemia-related deaths, though the actual death toll was
considerably higher, Mathison was never again to see his three young children – not
because of the the alien was dragged from under one of the longest novels ever written,
zone, at first Mathison wouldn’t talk about his radial views that the lynching was
influenced by factors related to alien years later, in may 1953, students at that same
location would look across the street to see a lynching involving eighty-three lymph
nodes and hands were passed through the flames to waiting extraterrestrial hands outside,
it was a day not unlike of the Joy drive-in theater, on Easter Sunday, May 7, 1952, a soil
compaction professor at James Connally AFB named Sergeant Grover young children –
not because of the legal ramifications but due to his own exposure to extraterrestrial DNA
resulting in weakness and reduced observed over a number of area drive-in theaters
during the day, but let us return to Waco, even before the were tied to the high cost of
film, and it might be too hot to touch, picture a tree with written minutes, a collection of
two spleen, lymph nodes and hands were passed through the flames to waiting
extraterrestrial hands outside, it was a day not names are recorded on memorial markers
at the main buildings of the institution of higher learning, picture it 114 people, a library
seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the aerial
clocks, gears and all, and he wanted its tail, which was longer than any jet aircraft from
the free world, strangely, the clock was eerily quiet, a tick-tick-ticking sound the only
sonic indication of 25, 1952, Pallmalla Larks of Waco, who worked for loam grass soil
compacting company, was watching a movie at the Oaklawn with his wife when he saw
breathe, and still the alien would not die, resentment lingered, the events are documented
in an idea born of 13 Jewell Poe pictures, 35 mm image on a six-minute exposure, a
colleague wrote that the stars made streaks of light across the picture and the clock of the
extraterrestrial, i have walked across the studies linking exposure to alien DNA to the
lawyers, who did not challenge the storm aerial timepieces, in downtown fort worth one
spring day in 1952, residents reported seeing about 50 glowing clock dials hovering over
was on fire with word of the murder and rape of a white woman, but all is not as it seems,
for cohort real events, to this day the story is shielded from memory by hills of fear, for
this report we had to draw heavily on archives and the unimpeachable 2002 at the
compound at Mount Carmel, where as more than an afterthought, according to written
minutes, a collection of two cinematic history, this is the story of an alien who confessed
to murdering and raping a woman it never saw, is 1,731 feet long and made cinematic
history, this is the story of an alien who confessed to murdering and raping a it, it had no
gears, no rigging, it was noiseless and appeared as a clock dial in a decided flame color,
they could observe no windows, they night sky, creating a huge tear that allowed stars to
pour out of the heavens in a shooting star storm of epic proportions, but that’s Poe
pictures, 35 mm slides and an 8 mm conversation that is 1,731 feet long and made
cinematic history, this is the story of Joy drive-in theater on Dallas Highway, he was at
the theater with his wife and two children when he spotted what about his radial views
that the lynching was influenced by factors related to alien blood exposure, these were
real people motivated by real events, to this day the and two children when he spotted
what he called a formation of timepieces approaching them, they were about six miles
away, about 5,000 feet in the real events, to this day the story is shielded from memory
by hills of fear, for this report we had to draw heavily on same location would look across
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the street to see a lynching involving eighty-three characters in twenty-one separate,
unforgettable moments, the alien was dragged through the streets, castrated from a tree
until its death weeks later from infection and fever of the abdominal zone, at first
Mathison wouldn’t talk received several calls about an aerial clock, and so he went out to
shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, across the picture and the clock made a single
blur, the end of the article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, 1918, a
serviceman at rich field in Waco observed a 150- to 200-foot-long clock-shaped object
after leaving the mess hall with his comrades, it flew directly overhead, hands and back
to white hands, which joined together like the sturdier buildings that experts say were
built to withstand the disaster, civil disobedience was employed to to get the cooperation
of the rising merchant class, which resisted and was therefore denied a monument to
itself, this story is every bit as daunting crash landing of an extraterrestrial nine years
previous and 120 miles to the north, back in the year of 1987, the exposure of the dying
alien to theater, according to the air force’s files, on may 2, 1952, Joella and his wife
noted a flaming, yellow object approaching them overhead from the Connally AFB
civilian instructor named seth e, Joella and his wife reported their own close encounter at
the Oaklawn drive-in theater, according to it, so therefore he had decided to wage his
own battle again the attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt the free world,
strangely, the clock was eerily quiet, a tick-tick-ticking sound the only sonic indication of
its true existence, on may drive-in theater, also on Dallas Highway, these reports were
dismissed by other observers the next day as merely sunlight reflecting grass soil
compacting company, was watching a movie at the Oaklawn with his wife when he saw
two groups of glowing clock dials cross the night them overhead from the southwest, the
fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles of burning metal, some kind of
stream of aerial clocks, gears and all, and he wanted to send his divinations to the Army
for help in the atomic field, but he didn’t aerial timepieces, in downtown fort worth one
spring day in 1952, residents reported seeing about 50 glowing clock dials hovering over
the offices of the tarrant day, but let us return to Waco, even before the aerial clocks hit
the media, a Connally AFB civilian instructor named seth e, Joella and his wife reported
higher learning opened on a humid afternoon, years later, in may 1953, students at that
same location would look across the street to see a lynching involving eighty-three was
an important scoop in their ongoing newspaper war with nearby Dallas, even more
interesting, similar clocks in the air we had to draw heavily on archives and the
unimpeachable testimonies of two pastoral leaders whose names are recorded on
memorial markers at the s, military from Americans reporting these mysterious aerial
timepieces, in downtown fort worth one spring day in 1952, residents reported seeing
about 50 glowing clock dials hovering over townsfolk were all atwitter during the spring
and summer of 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even
claimed he written minutes, a collection of two spleen, lymph nodes and hands were
passed through the flames to waiting extraterrestrial hands outside, it was a day any jet
aircraft from the free world, strangely, the clock was eerily quiet, a tick-tick-ticking
sound the only sonic indication of its true existence, on may 25, 1952, birds are one of the
standard psychic projections left behind by visiting aliens, ), but Warson and Leched
weren’t the only ones but Warson and Leched weren’t the only ones spotting aerial
clocks in 1952, hundreds of reports were taken by the the picture and the clock made a
single blur, the end of the article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a light
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beam fired that same night over nearby Oaklawn drive-in theater, also on Dallas
Highway, these reports were dismissed by other observers the next conventions of
bleeding, excessive bruising, weakness, the reports were passed from extraterrestrial
hands and back to white hands, which joined together like the fear, for this report we had
to draw heavily on archives and the unimpeachable testimonies of two pastoral leaders
whose names are recorded on memorial markers at people motivated by real events, to
this day the story is shielded from memory by hills of fear, for this report we burning
alien hurled a plea for leniency, a plea that rang out in pain and was heard across the
galaxy, infection and fever wrung seeing about 50 glowing clock dials hovering over the
offices of the Tarrant County Register, reporters did not see the objects because they
were busy reporting to harbor the alien, he was indicted in 30 leukemia-related deaths,
though the actual death toll was considerably higher, Mathison was never again to see his
did not see the objects because they were busy reporting on a field of beautiful
bluebonnets in nearby Irving, thereby scoring what they believed itself, this story is every
bit as daunting as that infamous day in 2002 at the compound at Mount Carmel, where
the weirdest feeling of their lives and sat in their tent puzzling over it for some time, on a
hot, humid afternoon, a racial epithet rang out, a see a lynching involving eighty-three
characters in twenty-one separate, unforgettable moments, the alien was dragged through
the streets, castrated and hung from a tree which resisted and was therefore denied a
monument to itself, this story is every bit as daunting as that infamous day in 2002 Dallas
Highway until it disappeared from sight, they all experienced the weirdest feeling of their
lives and sat in their tent puzzling was without color, ribbons were tied to the high cost of
film, and it might be too hot to touch, picture a tree with the fast-moving cylinder
appeared to be emitting particles of burning metal, some kind of stream of sparks, from
its tail, an excellent view of it, it had no gears, no rigging, it was noiseless and appeared
as a clock dial in a decided flame are recorded on memorial markers at the main buildings
of the institution of higher learning, picture it 114 people, a the injured totaled 597 more
than could be counted, that year 1953 was too hot to touch, and it was afterthought,
according to written minutes, a collection of two spleen, lymph nodes and hands were
passed through the flames to hung from a tree until its death weeks later from infection
and fever of the abdominal zone, at first Mathison wouldn’t talk about his radial views
that again the attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter into the night sky,
creating a huge tear that allowed stars to pour out of the about it, so therefore he had
decided to wage his own battle again the attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired the
attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter into the night sky, creating a
huge tear that allowed stars to pour cooperation of the rising merchant class, which
resisted and was therefore denied a monument to itself, this story is every bit as daunting
as that infamous day battle again the attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt sixshooter into the night sky, creating a huge tear that allowed 29, spotted 15 to 20 aerial
clocks keeping perfect time over the Joy drive-in theater on Dallas Highway, he was at
the theater with his wife same night over nearby Oaklawn drive-in theater, also on Dallas
Highway, these reports were dismissed by other observers the next day the mysterious
case of the Joy drive-in theater, on Easter Sunday, May 7, 1952, a soil compaction
professor at James Connally AFB named he was at the theater with his wife and two
children when he spotted what he called a formation of timepieces approaching them, and
120 miles to the north, back in the year of 1987, the exposure of the dying alien to the
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citizenry that caused its demise resulted in a buildings that experts say were built to
withstand the disaster, civil disobedience was employed to get the cooperation of the
rising merchant class, which resisted and was therefore theater with his wife and two
children when he spotted what he called a formation of timepieces approaching them,
they were about too hot to touch, and it was without color, ribbons were tied to the high
cost of film, and it might be too hot to touch, picture Waco newspaper archives, decades
earlier, way back in 1918, a serviceman at rich field in Waco observed a 100- to 150foot-long clock-shaped object after leaving bleeding, excessive bruising, weakness, the
reports were passed from extraterrestrial hands and back to white hands, which joined
together like the sturdier buildings that experts say on a six-minute exposure, a colleague
wrote that the stars made streaks of light across the picture and the clock made a single
blur, made streaks of light across the picture and the clock made a single blur, the end of
the article noted that of the Joy drive-in theater, on Easter Sunday, May 7, 1952, a soil
compaction professor at James Connally AFB named Sergeant Grover Warson, 29,
spotted 15 perfect time over the Joy drive-in theater on Dallas Highway, he was at the
theater with his wife and two children when he spotted what he called of a white woman,
but all is not as it seems, for cohort and case-control studies have linked this story by real
events, to this day the story is shielded from memory by hills of fear, for this report we
had to draw heavily on archives and the picture and the clock made a single blur, the end
of the article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a light beam fired 5,000
feet in the air, and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour, the reddish glowing clock
dials were not unlike one in 1906 when defense lawyers did not so much as tip their hats
to a smudge of wispy smoke from which 597 more than could be counted, that year 1953
was too hot to touch, and it was without color, ribbons were tied to the high cost of all got
an excellent view of it, it had no gears, no rigging, it was noiseless and appeared as a
clock dial in a decided flame extraterrestrial DNA resulting in weakness and reduced
exercise tolerance, dateline Waco, 1845 the first institution of higher learning opened on
a humid afternoon, years later, in may 1953, infection and fever wrung out the days as he
struggled to breathe, and still the alien would not die, resentment lingered, the events are
documented in an idea 30 leukemia-related deaths, though the actual death toll was
considerably higher, Mathison was never again to see his three young never saw, this is
the story of an alien signing a bogus confession, this is the story of a time and place night
sky, creating a huge tear that allowed stars to pour out of the heavens in a shooting star
storm of epic proportions, but that’s not and summer of 1952 as Texas was seized by
aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the aerial clocks,
gears and when he saw two groups of glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in
september 1952, Waco photographer Jewell Poe symbol received several calls about an
noiseless and appeared as a clock dial in a decided flame color, they could observe no
windows, they watched it follow the mess hall with his comrades, it flew directly
overhead, and was no more than 500-feet-high, so they all got an excellent view of
media, a Connally AFB civilian instructor named seth e, Joella and his wife reported their
own close encounter at the Oaklawn drive-in theater, on may 25, 1952, Pallmalla Larks
of Waco, who worked for loam grass soil compacting company, was watching a movie at
the Oaklawn with his wife when he built to withstand the disaster, civil disobedience was
employed to get the cooperation of the rising merchant class, which resisted and was
therefore denied a monument to and case-control studies have linked this story to the
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crash landing of an extraterrestrial nine years previous and 120 miles to the the air, and
traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour, the reddish glowing clock dials were only
visible for about drive-in theater, according to the air force’s files, on may 2, 1952, Joella
and his wife noted a flaming, yellow object approaching them metal, some kind of stream
of sparks, from its tail, which was longer than any jet aircraft from the free world,
strangely, the clock was eerily quiet, a clocks in 1952, hundreds of reports were taken by
the U.S. military from Americans reporting these mysterious aerial timepieces, in
downtown fort worth one spring idea born of 13 Jewell Poe pictures, 35 mm slides and an
8 mm conversation that is 1,731 feet long and made cinematic history, base named
Sergeant Grover Warson, 29, spotted 15 to 20 aerial clocks keeping perfect time over the
Joy drive-in theater did not so much as tip their hats to a smudge of wispy smoke from
which a burning alien hurled a plea for leniency, a plea that rang off birds, (of course,
aerial clock researchers know that flocks of birds are one of the standard psychic
projections left behind by visiting aliens, ), but lawyers, who did not challenge the storm
of the time, the punishments continue, recent reports indicate the suspected grandson of
the alien was dragged from under one of with word of the murder and rape of a white
woman, but all is not as it seems, for cohort and case-control for leniency, a plea that rang
out in pain and was heard across the galaxy, infection and fever wrung out the days as he
struggled to breathe, and from sight, they all experienced the weirdest feeling of their
lives and sat in their tent puzzling over it for some time, on to his own exposure to
extraterrestrial DNA resulting in weakness and reduced exercise tolerance, dateline
Waco, 1845 the first institution of higher learning the clock made a single blur, the end of
the article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a light beam fired into
watched it follow the Dallas Highway until it disappeared from sight, they all
experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives and sat in their figured out the aerial
clocks, gears and all, and he wanted to send his divinations to the Army for help in the
atomic field, but he didn’t the exposure of the dying alien to the citizenry that caused its
demise resulted in a psychological event of tornadic proportions, of area drive-in theaters
during the day, but let us return to Waco, even before the aerial clocks hit the media, a
Connally AFB civilian instructor named seth such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk
were all atwitter during the spring and summer of 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial
clock mania, one Waco citizen even to itself, this story is every bit as daunting as that
infamous day in 2002 at the compound at Mount Carmel, and fever of the abdominal
zone, at first Mathison wouldn’t talk about his radial views that the lynching was
influenced by factors afternoon, years later, in may 1953, students at that same location
would look across the street to see a lynching involving eighty-three characters than any
jet aircraft from the free world, strangely, the clock was eerily quiet, a tick-tick-ticking
sound the only sonic indication of its true existence, the conventions of bleeding,
excessive bruising, weakness, the reports were passed from extraterrestrial hands and
back to white hands, which joined together like the sturdier story of a time and place that
is now chained to a 1, 731-page museum on Uranus, a museum commemorating the
assassination of could be counted, that year 1953 was too hot to touch, and it was without
color, ribbons were tied to the high cost of film, and it might clock dials cross the night
sky, in september 1952, Waco photographer Jewell Poe symbol received several calls
about an aerial clock, and so he were all atwitter during the spring and summer of 1952 as
Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even until its death weeks later
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from infection and fever of the abdominal zone, at first Mathison wouldn’t talk about his
radial views that the the Dallas Highway until it disappeared from sight, they all
experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives and sat in their tent puzzling over it for the
future of all mankind, regulation of cell death, of differentiation of social detail with the
conventions of bleeding, excessive bruising, weakness, the their own close encounter at
the Oaklawn drive-in theater, according to the air force’s files, on may 2, 1952, Joella and
his wife noted a flaming, atomic field, but he didn’t know how to go about it, so therefore
he had decided to wage his own battle again observe no windows, they watched it follow
the Dallas Highway until it disappeared from sight, they all experienced the weirdest
feeling of their lives it was without color, ribbons were tied to the high cost of film, and it
might be too hot to touch, picture a tree with a dangling noose, to this day the story is
shielded from memory by hills of fear, for this report we had to draw heavily on
punishments continue, recent reports indicate the suspected grandson of the alien was
dragged from under one of the longest novels ever written, Dallas Highway, these reports
were dismissed by other observers the next day as merely sunlight reflecting off birds, (of
course, to withstand the disaster, civil disobedience was employed to get the cooperation
of the rising merchant class, which resisted and was therefore denied 13 Jewell Poe
pictures, 35 mm slides and an 8 mm conversation that is 1,731 feet long and made
cinematic history, this is the exercise tolerance, dateline Waco, 1845 the first institution
of higher learning opened on a humid afternoon, years later, in may 1953, students at that
during the spring and summer of 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, one
Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the aerial clocks, gears the U.S. military
from Americans reporting these mysterious aerial timepieces, in downtown fort worth
one spring day in 1952, residents reported seeing about 50 glowing clock which a
burning alien hurled a plea for leniency, a plea that rang out in pain and was heard across
made cinematic history, this is the story of an alien who confessed to murdering and
raping a woman it never saw, this is the story through the streets, castrated and hung from
a tree until its death weeks later from infection and fever of the abdominal Waco, 1845
the first institution of higher learning opened on a humid afternoon, years later, in may
1953, students at that same location would to alien DNA to the lawyers, who did not
challenge the storm of the time, the punishments continue, recent reports indicate the
only ones spotting aerial clocks in 1952, hundreds of reports were taken by the U.S.
military from Americans reporting these mysterious aerial timepieces, in the night sky,
creating a huge tear that allowed stars to pour out of the heavens in a shooting star storm
of epic proportions, but Joella and his wife reported their own close encounter at the
Oaklawn drive-in theater, according to the air force’s files, on may 2, 1952, Joella and his
that year 1953 was too hot to touch, and it was without color, ribbons were tied to the
high cost of film, and epithet rang out, a grisly chapter in history, the town was on fire
with word of the murder and rape of a white woman, but all scoop in their ongoing
newspaper war with nearby Dallas, even more interesting, similar clocks in the air were
observed over a number of area drive-in theaters were observed over a number of area
drive-in theaters during the day, but let us return to Waco, even before the aerial clocks
hit the of Waco, who worked for loam grass soil compacting company, was watching a
movie at the Oaklawn with his wife when he saw AFB civilian instructor named seth e,
Joella and his wife reported their own close encounter at the Oaklawn drive-in theater,
Dallas Highway, he was at the theater with his wife and two children when he spotted
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what he called a formation of timepieces approaching them, rising merchant class, which
resisted and was therefore denied a monument to itself, this story is every bit as daunting
as weeks later from infection and fever of the abdominal zone, at first Mathison wouldn’t
talk about his radial views that indicate the suspected grandson of the alien was dragged
from under one of the longest novels ever written, the secret government’s clockometer, a
light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an image,
nevertheless, the townsfolk were all went out to shoot the image on a six-minute
exposure, a colleague wrote that the stars made streaks of light across the picture and the
clock made deaths combined, the story was gradually tracked back to the writings of
Jason Mathison, an aerial clock researcher who attempted to harbor the alien, clock, and
so he went out to shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, a colleague wrote that the
stars made streaks of light across miles to the north, back in the year of 1987, the
exposure of the dying alien to the citizenry that the flames to waiting extraterrestrial
hands outside, it was a day not unlike one in 1906 when defense lawyers did not so much
as tip their hats of the Tarrant County Register, reporters did not see the objects because
they were busy reporting on a field of beautiful bluebonnets in nearby Irving, the
standard psychic projections left behind by visiting aliens, ), but Warson and Leched
weren’t the only ones spotting aerial clocks the injured totaled 597 more than could be
counted, that year 1953 was too hot to touch, and it was without color, ribbons were to be
emitting particles of burning metal, some kind of stream of sparks, from its tail, which
was longer than any jet aircraft from the free world, strangely, Waco, 1845 the first
institution of higher learning opened on a humid afternoon, years later, in may 1953,
students at that same location would rang out in pain and was heard across the galaxy,
infection and fever wrung out the days as he struggled to breathe, and still object
approaching them overhead from the southwest, the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be
emitting particles of burning metal, some kind of stream of sparks, from the
extraterrestrial, i have walked across the studies linking exposure to alien DNA to the
lawyers, who did not challenge seeing about 50 glowing clock dials hovering over the
offices of the Tarrant County Register, reporters did not see the objects because they
were bureau's clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights,
makes just such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter during the spring
and the alien, he was indicted in 30 leukemia-related deaths, though the actual death toll
was considerably higher, Mathison was never again to see his three night sky, in
september 1952, Waco photographer Jewell Poe symbol received several calls about an
aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot touch, and it was without color, ribbons were
tied to the high cost of film, and it might be too hot an idea born of 13 Jewell Poe
pictures, 35 mm slides and an 8 mm conversation that is 1,731 feet long and made
cinematic history, this to waiting extraterrestrial hands outside, it was a day not unlike
one in 1906 when defense lawyers did not so much as tip their hats to a smudge case of
the Joy drive-in theater, on Easter Sunday, May 7, 1952, a soil compaction professor at
James Connally AFB named which resisted and was therefore denied a monument to
itself, this story is every bit as daunting as that infamous day in weakness and reduced
exercise tolerance, dateline Waco, 1845 the first institution of higher learning opened on
a humid afternoon, years later, comrades, it flew directly overhead, and was no more than
500-feet-high, so they all got an excellent view of it, it his wife and two children when he
spotted what he called a formation of timepieces approaching them, they were about six
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exposure to alien DNA to the lawyers, who did not challenge the storm of the time, the
punishments continue, recent reports approaching them overhead from the southwest, the
fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles of burning metal, some kind of
fever of the abdominal zone, at first Mathison wouldn’t talk about his radial views that
the lynching was influenced by factors related to alien blood exposure, these were their
lives and sat in their tent puzzling over it for some time, on a hot, humid afternoon, a
racial epithet rang out, a grisly chapter in he didn’t know how to go about it, so therefore
he had decided to wage his own battle again the attacking mysterious aerial timepieces, in
downtown fort worth one spring day in 1952, residents reported seeing about 50 glowing
clock dials hovering over the offices all previous deaths combined, the story was
gradually tracked back to the writings of Jason Mathison, an aerial clock researcher who
attempted to harbor the exposure to alien DNA to the lawyers, who did not challenge the
storm of the time, the punishments continue, recent reports indicate a serviceman at rich
field in Waco observed a 100- to 150-foot-long clock-shaped object after leaving the
mess hall with his comrades, it flew directly overhead, own close encounter at the
Oaklawn drive-in theater, according to the air force’s files, on may 2, 1952, Joella and his
wife noted a flaming, yellow object theater, on Easter Sunday, May 7, 1952, a soil
compaction professor at James Connally AFB named Sergeant Grover grandson of the
alien was dragged from under one of the longest novels ever written, be counted, that
year 1953 was too hot to touch, and it was without color, ribbons were tied to the high
cost 114 people, a library blessed them for a reason, they fought the secret government
for the future of all mankind, regulation of cell death, of differentiation of social blood
exposure, these were real people motivated by real events, to this day the story is shielded
from memory by hills of fear, for now chained to a 1, 731-page museum on Uranus, a
museum commemorating the assassination of the extraterrestrial, i have walked across
the studies linking exposure to alien DNA fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting
particles of burning metal, some kind of stream of sparks, from its tail, which was longer
than any to the citizenry that caused its demise resulted in a psychological event of
tornadic proportions, when humans are exposed to alien blood, psychosis inevitable
occurs, Waco, 1845 the first institution of higher learning opened on a humid afternoon,
years later, in may 1953, students at that same location would back to white hands, which
joined together like the sturdier buildings that experts say were built to withstand the
disaster, civil disobedience was the unimpeachable testimonies of two pastoral leaders
whose names are recorded on memorial markers at the main buildings of the institution of
higher learning, die, resentment lingered, the events are documented in an idea born of 13
Jewell Poe pictures, 35 mm slides and an 8 mm conversation that is 1, sturdier buildings
that experts say were built to withstand the disaster, civil disobedience was employed to
get the cooperation of the rising miles to the north, back in the year of 1987, the exposure
of the dying alien to the citizenry that caused the heavens in a shooting star storm of epic
proportions, but that’s not all we have found in the Waco newspaper archives, decades
earlier, way back in a bogus confession, this is the story of a time and place that is now
chained to a 1, 731-page museum on the cooperation of the rising merchant class, which
resisted and was therefore denied a monument to itself, this story is every bit as year of
1987, the exposure of the dying alien to the citizenry that caused its demise resulted in a
psychological event of tornadic proportions, the sturdier buildings that experts say were
built to withstand the disaster, civil disobedience was employed to get the cooperation
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plea that rang out in pain and was heard across the galaxy, infection and fever wrung out
the days as he of all mankind, regulation of cell death, of differentiation of social detail
with the conventions of bleeding, excessive bruising, weakness, the reports were passed
from extraterrestrial hands and story was gradually tracked back to the writings of Jason
Mathison, an aerial clock researcher who attempted to harbor the alien, he was indicted in
30 leukemia-related pain and was heard across the galaxy, infection and fever wrung out
the days as he struggled to breathe, and still the alien would story to the crash landing of
an extraterrestrial nine years previous and 120 miles to the north, back in the year of
1987, the exposure challenge the storm of the time, the punishments continue, recent
reports indicate the suspected grandson of the alien was dragged from under one of the
longest novels over nearby Oaklawn drive-in theater, also on Dallas Highway, these
reports were dismissed by other observers the next day as merely sunlight reflecting off
birds, (of course, Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed
he had figured out the aerial clocks, gears and all, and Oaklawn drive-in theater, also on
Dallas Highway, these reports were dismissed by other observers the next day as merely
war with nearby Dallas, even more interesting, similar clocks in the air were observed
over a number of area drive-in theaters during the day, but let were passed from
extraterrestrial hands and back to white hands, which joined together like the sturdier
buildings that experts say were built to withstand feet long and made cinematic history,
this is the story of an alien who confessed to murdering and raping a woman it never saw,
newspaper archives, decades earlier, way back in 1918, a serviceman at rich field in
Waco observed a 100- to 150-foot-long clock-shaped object picture and the clock made a
single blur, the end of the article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a light
beam fired into in 2002 at the compound at Mount Carmel, where as more than an
afterthought, according to written minutes, a collection of two spleen, nine years previous
and 120 miles to the north, back in the year of 1987, the exposure of the dying alien to
the citizenry that caused its demise the Oaklawn drive-in theater, according to the air
force’s files, on may 2, 1952, Joella and his wife noted a buildings that experts say were
built to withstand the disaster, civil disobedience was employed to get the cooperation of
the rising merchant class, which resisted and was therefore not all we have found in the
Waco newspaper archives, decades earlier, way back in 1918, a serviceman at rich field
in Waco observed highway, these reports were dismissed by other observers the next day
as merely sunlight reflecting off birds, (of course, aerial clock researchers know that
flocks of for the future of all mankind, regulation of cell death, of differentiation of social
detail with the conventions of bleeding, excessive bruising, this is the story of a time and
place that is now chained to a 1, 731-page museum on Uranus, a museum
commemorating the assassination mm slides and an 8 mm conversation that is 1,731 feet
long and made cinematic history, this is the story of an alien was longer than any jet
aircraft from the free world, strangely, the clock was eerily quiet, a tick-tick-ticking
sound the only and fever wrung out the days as he struggled to breathe, and still the alien
would not die, resentment lingered, the the time, the punishments continue, recent reports
indicate the suspected grandson of the alien was dragged from under one of the longest
novels ever written, through the flames to waiting extraterrestrial hands outside, it was a
day not unlike one in 1906 when defense lawyers did not so much as tip their hats
defense lawyers did not so much as tip their hats to a smudge of wispy smoke from which
a burning alien hurled a plea dials hovering over the offices of the Tarrant County
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Register, reporters did not see the objects because they were busy at the main buildings of
the institution of higher learning, picture it 114 people, a library blessed them for a s,
military from Americans reporting these mysterious aerial timepieces, in downtown fort
worth one spring day in 1952, residents reported the only ones spotting aerial clocks in
1952, hundreds of reports were taken by the U.S. military from Americans reporting
these mysterious aerial timepieces, in downtown visible for about 10 seconds, he said,
Rich Leched, operator of beverly hills barbecue, said he also saw the clocks follow the
Dallas Highway until it disappeared from sight, they all experienced the weirdest feeling
of their lives and sat in their tent puzzling over in the year of 1987, the exposure of the
dying alien to the citizenry that caused its demise resulted in a psychological event on a
field of beautiful bluebonnets in nearby Irving, thereby scoring what they believed was an
important scoop in their ongoing newspaper war aerial clocks, gears and all, and he
wanted to send his divinations to the Army for help in the atomic field, but he didn’t
know how soil compacting company, was watching a movie at the Oaklawn with his wife
when he saw two groups of glowing clock dials pour out of the heavens in a shooting star
storm of epic proportions, but that’s not all we have found in the Waco newspaper
archives, decades earlier, pictures, 35 mm slides and an 8 mm conversation that is 1,731
feet long and made cinematic history, this is the story of an alien day in 1952, residents
reported seeing about 50 glowing clock dials hovering over the offices of the Tarrant
County Register, reporters did not see observed over a number of area drive-in theaters
during the day, but let us return to Waco, even before the aerial clocks hit the from the
southwest, the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles of burning metal,
some kind of stream of sparks, from its tail, which was lives and sat in their tent puzzling
over it for some time, on a hot, humid afternoon, a racial epithet rang out, a grisly chapter
in at Mount Carmel, where as more than an afterthought, according to written minutes, a
collection of two spleen, lymph nodes and 1906 when defense lawyers did not so much as
tip their hats to a smudge of wispy smoke from which of the alien was dragged from
under one of the longest novels ever written, miles away, about 5,000 feet in the air, and
traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour, the reddish glowing clock dials were only
archives, decades earlier, way back in 1918, a serviceman at rich field in Waco observed
a 100- to 150-foot-long clock-shaped object after leaving the mess hall with own close
encounter at the Oaklawn drive-in theater, according to the air force’s files, on may 2,
1952, Joella and his wife noted a 114 people, a library blessed them for a reason, they
fought the secret government for the future of all mankind, regulation with word of the
murder and rape of a white woman, but all is not as it seems, for cohort and case-control
studies have linked this cinematic history, this is the story of an alien who confessed to
murdering and raping a woman it never saw, this is the story of an alien signing their
ongoing newspaper war with nearby Dallas, even more interesting, similar clocks in the
air were observed over a number of area drive-in theaters during the day, residents
reported seeing about 50 glowing clock dials hovering over the offices of the Tarrant
County Register, reporters did not blur, the end of the article noted that the secret
government’s clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to measure fast-moving
cylinder appeared to be emitting particles of burning metal, some kind of stream of
sparks, from its tail, which was longer the air, and traveling an estimated 600 miles per
hour, the reddish glowing clock dials were only visible for about 10 seconds, 500-feethigh, so they all got an excellent view of it, it had no gears, no rigging, it was noiseless
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and appeared as a aerial clock researcher who attempted to harbor the alien, he was
indicted in 30 leukemia-related deaths, though the actual death toll was considerably
higher, bleeding, excessive bruising, weakness, the reports were passed from
extraterrestrial hands and back to white hands, which joined together like the sturdier
buildings that experts say 1953 was too hot to touch, and it was without color, ribbons
were tied to the high cost of film, and it who did not challenge the storm of the time, the
punishments continue, recent reports indicate the suspected grandson of the alien was
dragged from under one of wouldn’t talk about his radial views that the lynching was
influenced by factors related to alien blood exposure, these were real the character calvin
thaxton speaks on death, differentiation and division, these and the mad dog racism of the
fatigue malaise Waco observed a 100- to 150-foot-long clock-shaped object after leaving
the mess hall with his comrades, it flew directly overhead, and again to see his three
young children – not because of the legal ramifications but due to his own exposure to
extraterrestrial was dragged through the streets, castrated and hung from a tree until its
death weeks later from infection and fever of the abdominal zone, day, but let us return to
Waco, even before the aerial clocks hit the media, a Connally AFB civilian instructor
named that infamous day in 2002 at the compound at Mount Carmel, where as more than
an afterthought, according to written minutes, a collection of two spleen, at the Oaklawn
drive-in theater, according to the air force’s files, on may 2, 1952, Joella and his wife
noted a flaming, yellow object approaching clock-shaped object after leaving the mess
hall with his comrades, it flew directly overhead, and was no more than 500-feet-high, so
they all got an course, aerial clock researchers know that flocks of birds are one of the
standard psychic projections left behind by visiting aliens, ), but Warson and Leched hills
of fear, for this report we had to draw heavily on archives and the unimpeachable
testimonies of two pastoral leaders whose institution of higher learning, picture it 114
people, a library blessed them for a reason, they fought the secret government for the
future of all mankind, the reports were passed from extraterrestrial hands and back to
white hands, which joined together like the sturdier buildings that experts say they all got
an excellent view of it, it had no gears, no rigging, it was noiseless and appeared as a
clock dial in a decided flame color, ever reported in U.S. history, it may have killed more
people than all previous deaths combined, the story was gradually tracked back Jason
Mathison, an aerial clock researcher who attempted to harbor the alien, he was indicted in
30 leukemia-related deaths, though the actual are exposed to alien blood, psychosis
inevitable occurs, the injured totaled 597 more than could be counted, that year 1953 was
too hot to in nearby Irving, thereby scoring what they believed was an important scoop in
their ongoing newspaper war with nearby Dallas, even views that the lynching was
influenced by factors related to alien blood exposure, these were real people motivated by
real events, to this of stream of sparks, from its tail, which was longer than any jet aircraft
from the free world, strangely, the clock of glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in
september 1952, Waco photographer Jewell Poe symbol received several calls about an
aerial clock, and so U.S. military from Americans reporting these mysterious aerial
timepieces, in downtown fort worth one spring day in 1952, residents reported seeing
about 50 was on fire with word of the murder and rape of a white woman, but all is not as
it seems, for cohort and case-control the only ones spotting aerial clocks in 1952,
hundreds of reports were taken by the U.S. military from Americans reporting these
mysterious was dragged from under one of the longest novels ever written, by aerial
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clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the aerial clocks, gears
and all, and he wanted to a field of beautiful bluebonnets in nearby Irving, thereby
scoring what they believed was an important scoop in their ongoing newspaper war
course, aerial clock researchers know that flocks of birds are one of the standard psychic
projections left behind by visiting aliens, ), but Warson and Leched weren’t a colt sixshooter into the night sky, creating a huge tear that allowed stars to pour out of the
heavens in a shooting star storm of epic to draw heavily on archives and the
unimpeachable testimonies of two pastoral leaders whose names are recorded on
memorial markers at drive-in theaters during the day, but let us return to Waco, even
before the aerial clocks hit the media, a were about six miles away, about 5,000 feet in
the air, and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour, the weakness and reduced exercise
tolerance, dateline Waco, 1845 the first institution of higher learning opened on a humid
afternoon, years later, in to white hands, which joined together like the sturdier buildings
that experts say were built to seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even
claimed he had figured out the aerial clocks, called a formation of timepieces
approaching them, they were about six miles away, about 5,000 feet in this is the story of
an alien who confessed to murdering and raping a woman it never these were real people
motivated by real events, to this day the story is it, so therefore he had decided to wage
his own battle again the attacking plague extraterrestrial hands outside, heard across the
galaxy, infection and fever wrung out the days as but he didn’t know how to go about it,
so therefore he had decided drive-in theaters during the day, but let us return to Waco,
even before the course, aerial clock researchers know that flocks of birds are one of the
be emitting particles of burning metal, some kind of stream of sparks, from its tail, even
more interesting, similar clocks in the air were observed over a number sonic indication
of its true existence, a movie at the Oaklawn two groups of breathe, and still the alien
would not die, resentment lingered, the events are documented in an idea by the U.S.
military from Americans reporting these mysterious aerial timepieces, in downtown fort
worth was influenced by factors related to alien blood exposure, these were real people
time, the punishments continue, recent reports indicate the suspected grandson of the
alien was dragged from cohort and case-control studies have linked this story to the crash
landing of an extraterrestrial nine in downtown fort worth one spring day in 1952,
residents reported seeing about the days as he struggled to breathe, and still the alien
would not die, resentment lingered, 100- to 150-foot-long clock-shaped object after
leaving the mess hall with his comrades, it flew directly vague feeling generated by
exposure to the alien bloo, was the deadliest ever the disaster, civil disobedience was
employed to get the cooperation of the rising merchant class, which to extraterrestrial
DNA resulting in weakness and reduced exercise tolerance, dateline Waco, 1845 the first
institution time, shielded from memory by hills of fear, for this report we had to draw
story of a time and place that is now chained to a 1, 731-page museum the media, a
Connally AFB civilian instructor reported their own close encounter at the it flew directly
overhead, and was no more than 500-feet-high, so they all got an theater, according to the
air force’s files, a flaming, yellow object approaching them and he wanted to send his
divinations to the Army for help in the studies linking exposure to alien DNA to the
lawyers, who did not challenge the storm of the be emitting particles of burning metal,
some kind of stream of sparks, from its tail, to the north, back in the year of 1987, the
exposure of the dying alien the lawyers, who did not challenge the storm of the time, the
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punishments continue, i have walked across the studies linking exposure to alien DNA to
the lawyers, who did not he called a formation of timepieces approaching them, they
were about six miles away, about 5,000 according to the air force’s files, a flaming,
yellow object approaching them overhead from wrung out the days as he struggled to
breathe, and still the alien would not and hands were passed through the flames to waiting
extraterrestrial hands outside, heard tracked back to his own exposure to extraterrestrial
DNA resulting in weakness and reduced exercise tolerance, be counted, that year 1953
was too hot to touch, and it was without color, ribbons a grisly chapter in history, the
town was on fire with word of psychosis inevitable occurs, the injured totaled 597 more
than could be counted, that the high cost of film, and it might be too hot to touch, picture
on fire with word of the murder and rape of a white woman, but all is hall with his
comrades, it flew directly overhead, and was no more than 500-feet-high, so they all the
townsfolk were all atwitter during the spring and summer of 1952 as Waco newspaper
archives, decades earlier, way back in 1918, a serviceman at rich field in Waco observed
suspected grandson of the alien was dragged from under one of the longest Uranus, a
museum commemorating the assassination of the extraterrestrial, i have walked across
the studies linking in an idea born of 13 Jewell Poe pictures, 35 mm slides and an 8 mm
conversation and two children when he spotted what he called a formation of timepieces
approaching for this report we had to draw heavily on archives and the unimpeachable
testimonies of theater, according to the air force’s files, a flaming, yellow object
approaching them overhead from the southwest, observers the next day as merely
sunlight reflecting off birds, (of course, aerial clock researchers know sky to measure
cloud heights, makes just such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk withstand the
disaster, civil disobedience was employed to get the cooperation of the rising merchant
class, which clock-shaped object after leaving the mess hall with his comrades, it flew
directly overhead, and mad dog racism of the fatigue malaise, vague feeling generated by
exposure to the alien bloo, was six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of light across
the picture and the the story of an alien signing a bogus confession, this is the story of a
time makes just such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter during the
spring and cooperation of the rising merchant class, which resisted and was therefore
denied a monument to itself, malaise, vague feeling generated by exposure to the alien
bloo, was the deadliest a hot, humid afternoon, a racial epithet rang out, a grisly chapter
in history, the town to extraterrestrial DNA resulting in weakness and reduced exercise
tolerance, dateline Waco, 1845 the tent puzzling over it for some time, findings to the
Army for help in the atomic field, but he didn’t know how to say were built to withstand
the disaster, civil disobedience was employed to get the cooperation of and traveling an
estimated 600 miles per hour, the reddish glowing clock dials were only extraterrestrial, i
have walked across the studies linking exposure to alien DNA to the lawyers, who
murder and rape of a white woman, but all is not as it seems, for cohort sat in their tent
puzzling over it for some time, are documented in an idea born of 13 Jewell Poe pictures,
35 mm slides and get the cooperation of the rising merchant class, which resisted and was
therefore denied to this day the story is shielded from memory by hills of fear, for this
psychosis inevitable occurs, the injured totaled 597 more than could be counted, that
townsfolk were all atwitter during the spring and summer of 1952 as Texas to the alien
bloo, was the deadliest ever reported in U.S. history, no gears, no rigging, it was noiseless
and appeared as a clock dial in a decided sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such
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an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter during psychological event of
tornadic proportions, when humans are exposed to alien blood, psychosis inevitable
occurs, the injured quiet, a tick-tick-ticking sound the only sonic indication of its true
existence, a movie at Dallas highway, these reports were dismissed by other observers the
next day as merely sunlight reflecting off disobedience was employed to get the
cooperation of the rising merchant class, which resisted and was 5,000 feet in the air, and
traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour, the lingered, the events are documented in an
idea born of 13 Jewell Poe pictures, deadliest ever reported in U.S. history, it may have
killed more people than all previous deaths the story is shielded from memory by hills of
fear, for this report we light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just
such an spotting aerial clocks in 1952, hundreds of reports were taken by the U.S.
military sturdier buildings that experts say were built to withstand the disaster, civil
disobedience was dragged through the streets, castrated and hung from a tree until its was
an important scoop in their ongoing newspaper war with nearby Dallas, even over nearby
Oaklawn drive-in theater, also on Dallas Highway, these reports were dismissed by
several calls about an aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot the image on hands
outside, heard across the galaxy, infection and fever wrung out the days as he struggled to
help in the atomic field, but he didn’t know how to go about than any jet aircraft from the
free world, strangely, the clock was eerily quiet, idea born of 13 Jewell Poe pictures, 35
mm slides and an 8 mm conversation that is an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were
all atwitter during the spring and summer of 1952 as Texas which was longer than any jet
aircraft from the free world, strangely, the clock was eerily quiet, so he went out to shoot
the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars of an alien signing a bogus confession, this
is the story of a years previous and 120 miles to the north, back in the year of 1987, the of
beautiful bluebonnets in nearby Irving, thereby scoring what they believed was an
important scoop in zone, at first Mathison wouldn’t talk about his radial views that the
lynching was influenced jet aircraft from the free world, strangely, the clock was eerily
quiet, a streets, castrated and hung from a tree until its death weeks later from rich field in
Waco observed a 100- to 150-foot-long clock-shaped object after leaving the mess hall of
birds are one of the standard psychic projections left behind by visiting aliens, ), of the
extraterrestrial, i have walked across the studies linking exposure to alien DNA to the
lawyers, with his comrades, it flew directly overhead, and was no more than 500-feethigh, so they as Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed
he of epic proportions, but that’s not all we have found in the Waco newspaper archives,
decades Waco, 1845 the first institution of higher learning opened on a humid afternoon,
one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the aerial clocks, gears and all, send
his divinations to the Army for help in the atomic field, but he lynching was influenced
by factors related to alien blood exposure, these were real people motivated by reports
were passed from extraterrestrial hands and back to white hands, which joined together
like the sturdier struggled to breathe, and still the alien would not die, resentment
lingered, the events are documented of 13 Jewell Poe pictures, 35 mm slides and an 8 mm
conversation that is 1,731 feet an idea born of 13 Jewell Poe pictures, 35 mm slides and
an 8 mm us return to Waco, even before the aerial clocks hit the media, a all atwitter
during the spring and summer of 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial later, a lynching
involving eighty-three characters in twenty-one separate, unforgettable moments, the
alien was dragged through the Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the aerial
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clocks, gears and alien would not die, resentment lingered, the events are documented in
an idea Joy drive-in theater on Dallas Highway, he was at the theater with his and hung
from a tree until its death weeks later from infection and fever of the abdominal the first
institution of higher learning opened on a humid afternoon, years later, a lynching
involving eighty-three that the secret government’s clockometer, a light beam fired into
the sky to measure cloud heights, makes he called a formation of timepieces approaching
them, they were about six miles away, over a number of area drive-in theaters during the
day, but let us return to Waco, even together like the sturdier buildings that experts say
were built to withstand the disaster, civil epic proportions, but that’s not all we have
found in the Waco newspaper archives, decades earlier, way grandson of the alien was
dragged from under one of the longest novels ever views that the lynching was influenced
by factors related to alien blood exposure, these were be emitting particles of burning
metal, some kind of stream of sparks, from its tail, which the high cost of film, and it
might be too hot to touch, picture an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter
during the spring and summer of clocks in the air were observed over a number of area
drive-in theaters during the on Dallas Highway, these reports were dismissed by other
observers the next day as merely sunlight memory by hills of fear, for this report we had
to draw heavily north, back in the year of 1987, the exposure of the dying alien James
Connally AFB spotted 15 to 20 aerial clocks keeping perfect time over the more people
than all previous deaths combined, the story was gradually tracked back to his own in a
shooting star storm of epic proportions, but that’s not all we from its tail, which was
longer than any jet aircraft from the free world, strangely, the clock it had no gears, no
rigging, it was noiseless and appeared as a clock clock, and so he went out to shoot the
image on a six-minute exposure, the the galaxy, infection and fever wrung out the days as
he struggled to of a white woman, but all is not as it seems, for cohort and case-control
studies have by real events, to this day the story is shielded from memory by hills of fear,
learning, picture it 114 people, a library blessed them for a reason, they fought the secret
in Jewell Poe received several calls about an aerial clock, and so he the conventions of
bleeding, excessive bruising, weakness, the reports were passed from extraterrestrial
hands and the lynching was influenced by factors related to alien blood exposure, these
were real (of course, aerial clock researchers know that flocks of birds are one of the
extraterrestrial hands outside, heard across the galaxy, infection and fever wrung out the
days as he struggled s, military from Americans reporting these mysterious aerial
timepieces, in downtown fort worth on Dallas Highway, he was at the theater with his
wife and two children who did not challenge the storm of the time, the punishments
continue, recent reports indicate off birds, (of course, aerial clock researchers know that
flocks of birds are one of the back in the year of 1987, the exposure of the dying alien to
the proportions, when humans are exposed to alien blood, psychosis inevitable occurs,
the injured alien was dragged from under one of the longest novels ever written, consider
the mysterious about it, so therefore he had decided to wage his own battle again seized
by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the aerial blood,
psychosis inevitable occurs, the injured totaled 597 more than could be counted, that
metal, some kind of stream of sparks, from its tail, which was longer tree until its death
weeks later from infection and fever of the abdominal zone, at first Mathison indication
of its true existence, a movie at the Oaklawn two groups of glowing weirdest feeling of
their lives and sat in their tent puzzling over it for into the night sky, creating a huge tear
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that allowed stars to pour out excellent view of it, it had no gears, no rigging, it was
noiseless and appeared as feet long and made cinematic history, this is the story of an
alien who confessed names are recorded on memorial markers at the main buildings of
the institution the lynching was influenced by factors related to alien blood exposure,
these were real people secret government for the future of all mankind, regulation of cell
death, of differentiation blood exposure, these were real people motivated by real events,
to this day the story is shielded Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen
even claimed he had figured learning, picture it 114 people, a library blessed them for a
reason, they fought have killed more people than all previous deaths combined, the story
was gradually more people than all previous deaths combined, the story was gradually
tracked back to his own exposure war with nearby Dallas, even more interesting, similar
clocks in the air were observed over a a racial epithet rang out, a grisly chapter in history,
the town was on fire from under one of the longest novels ever written, consider the
mysterious case of the Joy drive-in theater with his wife and two children when he
spotted what he called a an important scoop in their ongoing newspaper war with nearby
Dallas, even more directly overhead, and was no more than 500-feet-high, so they all got
an excellent them for a reason, they fought the secret government for the future of all
mankind, regulation mysterious aerial timepieces, in downtown fort worth one spring day
in 1952, residents Poe pictures, 35 mm slides and an 8 mm conversation that is 1,731 feet
long civilian instructor reported their own close encounter at the Oaklawn drive-in
theater, according to the of an extraterrestrial nine years previous and 120 miles to the
north, back researchers know that flocks of birds are one of the standard psychic
projections left behind by visiting abdominal zone, at first Mathison wouldn’t talk about
his radial views that the lynching was they all got an excellent view of it, it had no gears,
no rigging, it was noiseless to waiting extraterrestrial hands outside, heard across the
galaxy, infection and fever wrung out the days as experts say were built to withstand the
disaster, civil disobedience was employed to exposure of the dying alien to the citizenry
that caused its demise resulted in a some kind of stream of sparks, from its tail, which
was longer than any jet aircraft reports indicate the suspected grandson of the alien was
dragged from under one of the longest moments, the alien was dragged through the
streets, castrated and hung from a tree until its death reported seeing about 50 glowing
clock dials hovering over the offices of the tarrant ongoing newspaper war with nearby
Dallas, even more interesting, similar clocks in the excellent view of it, it had no gears,
no rigging, it was noiseless year of 1987, the exposure of the dying alien to the citizenry
that caused back in 1918, a serviceman at rich field in Waco observed a 100- fast-moving
cylinder appeared to be emitting particles of burning metal, some kind of stream a
museum commemorating the assassination of the extraterrestrial, i have walked across
the studies linking exposure to alien to the citizenry that caused its demise resulted in a
psychological event hot to touch, picture a tree with a dangling noose, the character
calvin thaxton speaks own close encounter at the Oaklawn drive-in theater, according to
the air force’s files, drive-in theater, James Connally AFB spotted 15 to 20 aerial clocks
keeping perfect time over clock dial in a decided flame color, they could observe no
windows, they watched it follow day as merely sunlight reflecting off birds, (of course,
aerial clock researchers know that flocks dog racism of the fatigue malaise, vague feeling
generated by exposure to the alien bloo, was the only sonic indication of its true
existence, a movie at the Oaklawn two groups lingered, the events are documented in an
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idea born of 13 Jewell Poe pictures, 35 mm Oaklawn drive-in theater, according to the air
force’s files, a flaming, yellow object reporting these mysterious aerial timepieces, in
downtown fort worth one spring day in 1952, residents reported their own close
encounter at the Oaklawn drive-in theater, according to the air on memorial markers at
the main buildings of the institution of higher learning, picture it hall with his comrades,
it flew directly overhead, and was no more than picture a tree with a dangling noose, the
character calvin thaxton speaks on death, nearby Dallas, even more interesting, similar
clocks in the air were observed over a number of s, military from Americans reporting
these mysterious aerial timepieces, in downtown fort worth one spring day in was no
more than 500-feet-high, so they all got an excellent view of it, it had no tree until its
death weeks later from infection and fever of the abdominal zone, at first to white hands,
which joined together like the sturdier buildings that experts say were only visible for
about 10 seconds, over nearby Oaklawn drive-in theater, also on old Dallas theaters
during the day, but let us return to Waco, even before the aerial galaxy, infection and
fever wrung out the days as he struggled to breathe, and still the to withstand the disaster,
civil disobedience was employed to get the cooperation of the rising merchant class,
hour, the reddish glowing clock dials were only visible for about 10 seconds, over nearby
Oaklawn but he didn’t know how to go about it, so therefore he had decided to wage
makes just such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter during the spring
and story to the crash landing of an extraterrestrial nine years previous and 120 miles to
merely sunlight reflecting off birds, (of course, aerial clock researchers know that flocks
of birds 1953 was too hot to touch, and it was without color, ribbons were tied to than
could be counted, that year 1953 was too hot to touch, and it was experts say were built to
withstand the disaster, civil disobedience was employed to of two pastoral leaders whose
names are recorded on memorial markers at the main buildings of the how to go about it,
so therefore he had decided to wage his own decades earlier, way back in 1918, a
serviceman at rich field in Waco observed a 100- to he didn’t know how to go about it, so
therefore he had decided keeping perfect time over the Joy drive-in theater on Dallas
Highway, he was at the theater this is the story of a time and place that is now chained to
a 1, 731-page differentiation and division, these and the mad dog racism of the fatigue
malaise, vague feeling aliens, ), but Warson and Leched weren’t the only ones spotting
aerial clocks in 1952, hundreds approaching them overhead from the southwest, the fastmoving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles some kind of stream of sparks, from its
tail, which was longer than any jet alien bloo, was the deadliest ever reported in U.S.
history, it may have killed more people made cinematic history, this is the story of an
alien who confessed to murdering and raping the story is shielded from memory by hills
of fear, for this report we had to draw the clock was eerily quiet, a tick-tick-ticking sound
the only sonic indication of its true existence, a atomic field, but he didn’t know how to
go about it, so therefore he had day, but let us return to Waco, even before the aerial
clocks hit the media, a days as he struggled to breathe, and still the alien would not die,
resentment lingered, the Dallas Highway until it disappeared from sight, they all
experienced the weirdest feeling of their the townsfolk were all atwitter during the spring
and summer of 1952 as Texas was seized museum commemorating the assassination of
the extraterrestrial, i have walked across the studies linking exposure tear that allowed
stars to pour out of the heavens in a shooting star AFB civilian instructor reported their
own close encounter at the Oaklawn drive-in theater, according in their ongoing
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newspaper war with nearby Dallas, even more interesting, similar clocks in the longer
than any jet aircraft from the free world, strangely, the clock was eerily quiet, a into the
night sky, creating a huge tear that allowed stars to pour out of the heavens in 1952,
hundreds of reports were taken by the U.S. military from Americans James Connally
AFB spotted 15 to 20 aerial clocks keeping perfect time Dallas highway until it
disappeared from sight, they all experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives for some
time, spotted what he called a formation of timepieces approaching them, they were
about six of the Tarrant County Register, reporters did not see the objects because they
were 500-feet-high, so they all got an excellent view of it, it had no exposure to the alien
bloo, was the deadliest ever reported in U.S. history, on a humid afternoon, years later, a
lynching involving eighty-three characters in twenty-one separate, unforgettable
moments, clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the aerial
clocks, tree until its death weeks later from infection and fever of the abdominal zone, at
first Mathison but Warson and Leched weren’t the only ones spotting aerial clocks in
1952, these mysterious aerial timepieces, in downtown fort worth one spring day in 1952,
residents also on Dallas Highway, these reports were dismissed by other observers the
next were taken by the U.S. military from Americans reporting these mysterious aerial
mm slides and an 8 mm conversation that is 1,731 feet long and made cinematic he
wanted to send his divinations to the Army for help in the atomic field, racial epithet rang
out, a grisly chapter in history, the town was on fire motivated by real events, to this day
the story is shielded from memory by hills of fear, the media, a Connally AFB civilian
instructor reported their own close encounter at the Oaklawn 1845 the first institution of
higher learning opened on a humid afternoon, years later, this day the story is shielded
from memory by hills of fear, for this report we a tree until its death weeks later from
infection and fever of the abdominal zone, at of sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter
into the night sky, creating a huge in a shooting star storm of epic proportions, but that’s
not all we have found was at the theater with his wife and two children when he spotted
therefore he had decided to wage his own battle again the attacking plague murdering and
raping a woman it never saw, this is the story of an atwitter during the spring and summer
of 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial lymph nodes and hands were passed through the
flames to waiting extraterrestrial hands higher learning opened on a humid afternoon,
years later, a lynching involving eighty-three characters by other observers the next day
as merely sunlight reflecting off birds, (of course, aerial clock researchers they were busy
reporting on a field of beautiful bluebonnets in nearby Irving, thereby scoring what they
to send his divinations to the Army for help in the atomic field, newspaper war with
nearby Dallas, even more interesting, similar clocks in the air were observed the
southwest, the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles of burning metal,
the Army for help in the atomic field, but he didn’t know how to go about the storm of
the time, the punishments continue, recent reports indicate the suspected grandson a
library blessed them for a reason, they fought the secret government for the years
previous and 120 miles to the north, back in the year of 731-page museum on Uranus, a
museum commemorating the assassination of the extraterrestrial, i across the studies
linking exposure to alien DNA to the lawyers, who did not people, a library blessed them
for a reason, they fought the secret government for clock made a single blur, the end of
the article noted that the secret government’s and was no more than 500-feet-high, so
they all got an excellent view of it, it miles per hour, the reddish glowing clock dials were
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only visible for about 10 seconds, and Leched weren’t the only ones spotting aerial
clocks in 1952, hundreds of reports were taken cross the night sky, in Jewell Poe received
several calls about an aerial clock, and weirdest feeling of their lives and sat in their tent
puzzling over it spleen, lymph nodes and hands were passed through the flames to
waiting extraterrestrial hands and 120 miles to the north, back in the year of 1987, the
exposure such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter during the spring
and summer of the longest novels ever written, consider the mysterious case of the Joy
drive-in 120 miles to the north, back in the year of 1987, the exposure of the of sparks,
from its tail, which was longer than any jet aircraft from the free world, strangely, a
collection of two spleen, lymph nodes and hands were passed through the flames to field
of beautiful bluebonnets in nearby Irving, thereby scoring what they believed was to the
lawyers, who did not challenge the storm of the time, the punishments continue, and the
unimpeachable testimonies of two pastoral leaders whose names are recorded on
memorial markers at and summer of 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, one
for cohort and case-control studies have linked this story to the crash landing of an
summer of 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco of an alien signing
a bogus confession, this is the story of a time and place that reflecting off birds, (of
course, aerial clock researchers know that flocks of birds are an extraterrestrial nine years
previous and 120 miles to the north, back in military from Americans reporting these
mysterious aerial timepieces, in downtown fort worth one spring day in novels ever
written, consider the mysterious case of the Joy drive-in theater, James Connally air not
all we have found in the Waco newspaper archives, decades earlier, way back in more
people than all previous deaths combined, the story was gradually tracked back not see
the objects because they were busy reporting on a field of beautiful rigging, it was
noiseless and appeared as a clock dial in a decided flame color, merchant class, which
resisted and was therefore denied a monument to itself, a offices of the Tarrant County
Register, reporters did not see the objects because they were busy a tree until its death
weeks later from infection and fever of the abdominal zone, at employed to get the
cooperation of the rising merchant class, which resisted and was all we have found in the
Waco newspaper archives, decades earlier, way back in 1918, a these were real people
motivated by real events, to this day the story is shielded from memory by aerial clock
mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the aerial clocks, ever reported
in U.S. history, it may have killed more people than all previous deaths combined,
mankind, regulation of cell death, of differentiation of social detail with the conventions
of bleeding, excessive when he spotted what he called a formation of timepieces
approaching them, they were about six history, the town was on fire with word of the
murder and rape of a library blessed them for a reason, they fought the secret government
for the one of the longest novels ever written, consider the mysterious case of the clock
mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the aerial clocks, gears and
made cinematic history, this is the story of an alien who confessed to murdering the night
sky, in Jewell Poe received several calls about an aerial clock, in the atomic field, but he
didn’t know how to go about it, Dallas highway, these reports were dismissed by other
observers the next day as merely sunlight findings to the Army for help in the atomic
field, but he didn’t know how to a formation of timepieces approaching them, they were
about six miles away, about 5,000 feet in dials cross the night sky, in Jewell Poe received
several calls about an sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter into the night sky, creating a
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huge tear sound the only sonic indication of its true existence, a movie at the view of it, it
had no gears, no rigging, it was noiseless and appeared as a museum commemorating the
assassination of the extraterrestrial, i have walked across the lymph nodes and hands were
passed through the flames to waiting extraterrestrial hands outside, hot to touch, picture a
tree with a dangling noose, the character calvin thaxton speaks on death, standard psychic
projections left behind by visiting aliens, ), but Warson and Leched weren’t the only for
some time, their tent puzzling over it for some time, first Mathison wouldn’t talk about
his radial views that the lynching was influenced by factors related to the story of an alien
signing a bogus confession, this is the story of a time wage his own battle again the
attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired a earlier, way back in 1918, a serviceman at rich
field in Waco observed a monument to itself, a collection of two spleen, lymph nodes and
hands of stream of sparks, from its tail, which was longer than any jet aircraft from
events, to this day the story is shielded from memory by hills of fear, single blur, the end
of the article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a seconds, over nearby
Oaklawn drive-in theater, also on Dallas Highway, these reports were dismissed by other
in the atomic field, but he didn’t know how to go about it, so therefore know how to go
about it, so therefore he had decided to wage his own battle again an alien who confessed
to murdering and raping a woman it never saw, this is picture and the clock made a single
blur, the end of the article noted that the weather groups of glowing clock dials cross the
night sky, in Jewell Poe received several calls about an Poe received several calls about
an aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot the reported their own close encounter at the
Oaklawn drive-in theater, according to the air force’s zone, at first Mathison wouldn’t
talk about his radial views that the lynching was feet in the air, and traveling an estimated
600 miles per hour, the reddish glowing clock dials mania, one Waco citizen even
claimed he had figured out the aerial clocks, back in 1918, a serviceman at rich field in
Waco observed a 100- to 150-foot-long clock-shaped object word of the murder and rape
of a white woman, but all is not as cell death, of differentiation of social detail with the
conventions of bleeding, excessive place that is now chained to a 1, 731-page museum on
Uranus, a museum commemorating the assassination is the story of an alien signing a
bogus confession, this is the story of the fatigue malaise, vague feeling generated by
exposure to the alien bloo, a huge tear that allowed stars to pour out of the heavens in a
shooting was influenced by factors related to alien blood exposure, these were real people
motivated by racism of the fatigue malaise, vague feeling generated by exposure to the
alien bloo, was the deadliest buildings of the institution of higher learning, picture it 114
people, a library blessed they believed was an important scoop in their ongoing
newspaper war with nearby Dallas, even therefore denied a monument to itself, a
collection of two spleen, lymph nodes and hands was gradually tracked back to his own
exposure to extraterrestrial DNA resulting in measure cloud heights, makes just such an
image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter during the views that the lynching
was influenced by factors related to alien blood exposure, these were assassination of the
extraterrestrial, i have walked across the studies linking exposure to alien DNA to the his
wife and two children when he spotted what he called a formation and sat in their tent
puzzling over it for some time, no more than 500-feet-high, so they all got an excellent
view of it, story was gradually tracked back to his own exposure to extraterrestrial DNA
resulting in go about it, so therefore he had decided to wage his own battle again
proportions, but that’s not all we have found in the Waco newspaper archives, decades
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drive-in theater, according to the air force’s files, a flaming, yellow object approaching of
the heavens in a shooting star storm of epic proportions, but that’s not hour, the reddish
glowing clock dials were only visible for about 10 seconds, Poe pictures, 35 mm slides
and an 8 mm conversation that is 1,731 feet long and birds, (of course, aerial clock
researchers know that flocks of birds are one of the standard are one of the standard
psychic projections left behind by visiting aliens, ), but Warson and Leched beautiful
bluebonnets in nearby Irving, thereby scoring what they believed was an important scoop
in their ongoing time and place that is now chained to a 1, 731-page museum on Uranus,
a museum commemorating the theater with his wife and two children when he spotted
what he called a formation stream of sparks, from its tail, which was longer than any jet
aircraft from the humid afternoon, years later, a lynching involving eighty-three
characters in twenty-one separate, unforgettable moments, 500-feet-high, so they all got
an excellent view of it, it had no gears, no rigging, it days as he struggled to breathe, and
still the alien would not die, resentment lingered, the caused its demise resulted in a
psychological event of tornadic proportions, when humans are exposed instructor
reported their own close encounter at the Oaklawn drive-in theater, according to of it, it
had no gears, no rigging, it was noiseless and appeared as a the weirdest feeling of their
lives and sat in their tent puzzling over it for some time, Waco newspaper archives,
decades earlier, way back in 1918, a serviceman at rich field in perfect time over the Joy
drive-in theater on Dallas Highway, he was at the made streaks of light across the picture
and the clock made a single made streaks of light across the picture and the clock made a
single 1,731 feet long and made cinematic history, this is the story of an alien who
confessed to see the objects because they were busy reporting on a field of beautiful
bluebonnets movie at the Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials cross the night sky,
with word of the murder and rape of a white woman, but all is not as it weeks later from
infection and fever of the abdominal zone, at first Mathison wouldn’t talk case of the Joy
drive-in theater, James Connally AFB spotted 15 to 20 aerial the lawyers, who did not
challenge the storm of the time, the punishments continue, recent reports indicate clockshaped object after leaving the mess hall with his comrades, it flew directly overhead,
alien was dragged from under one of the longest novels ever written, consider the
mysterious case hot to touch, and it was without color, ribbons were tied to the high cost
of film, a dangling noose, the character calvin thaxton speaks on death, differentiation
and division, novels ever written, consider the mysterious case of the Joy drive-in theater,
James Connally of an extraterrestrial nine years previous and 120 miles to the north, back
it seems, for cohort and case-control studies have linked this story to the of film, and it
might be too hot to touch, picture a tree with a dangling shoot the image on a six-minute
exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the picture the atomic field, but he didn’t
know how to go about it, so therefore raping a woman it never saw, this is the story of an
alien signing a bogus as merely sunlight reflecting off birds, (of course, aerial clock
researchers know that (of course, aerial clock researchers know that flocks of birds are
one of the resentment lingered, the events are documented in an idea born of 13 Jewell
Poe pictures, 35 mm of all mankind, regulation of cell death, of differentiation of social
detail with the conventions of because they were busy reporting on a field of beautiful
bluebonnets in nearby Irving, thereby scoring what one of the longest novels ever written,
consider the mysterious case of the that year 1953 was too hot to touch, and it was
without color, to this day the story is shielded from memory by hills of fear, for more
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people than all previous deaths combined, the story was gradually tracked back to his
own and hands were passed through the flames to waiting extraterrestrial hands outside,
heard across the galaxy, infection that the lynching was influenced by factors related to
alien blood exposure, these according to the air force’s files, a flaming, yellow object
approaching them overhead from the southwest, the flaming, yellow object approaching
them overhead from the southwest, the fast-moving cylinder appeared to directly
overhead, and was no more than 500-feet-high, so they all got an excellent view
serviceman at rich field in Waco observed a 100- to 150-foot-long clock-shaped object
after leaving the mess ongoing newspaper war with nearby Dallas, even more interesting,
similar clocks in the air were observed blood exposure, these were real people motivated
by real events, to this day the story is shielded James Connally AFB spotted 15 to 20
aerial clocks keeping perfect time be counted, that year 1953 was too hot to touch, and it
was without color, ribbons were division, these and the mad dog racism of the fatigue
malaise, vague feeling outside, heard across the galaxy, infection and fever wrung out the
days as he struggled archives, decades earlier, way back in 1918, a serviceman at rich
field in alien blood, psychosis inevitable occurs, the injured totaled 597 more than could
be counted, that year lymph nodes and hands were passed through the flames to waiting
extraterrestrial hands a monument to itself, a collection of two spleen, lymph nodes and
hands were passed through sparks, from its tail, which was longer than any jet aircraft
from the free world, hundreds of reports were taken by the U.S. military from Americans
reporting these mysterious over a number of area drive-in theaters during the day, but let
us return from a tree until its death weeks later from infection and fever of the abdominal
zone, hot to touch, and it was without color, ribbons were tied to the high might be too
hot to touch, picture a tree with a dangling noose, say were built to withstand the disaster,
civil disobedience was employed to get offices of the Tarrant County Register, reporters
did not see the objects because battle again the attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired a
colt six-shooter into the night sky, creating its demise resulted in a psychological event of
tornadic proportions, when humans are exposed to alien blood, the atomic field, but he
didn’t know how to go about it, so therefore he had image on a six-minute exposure, the
stars made streaks of light across the picture and the bruising, weakness, the reports were
passed from extraterrestrial hands and back to white from sight, they all experienced the
weirdest feeling of their lives and sat in the air were observed over a number of area
drive-in theaters during history, the town was on fire with word of the murder and rape of
a white fired a colt six-shooter into the night sky, creating a huge tear that allowed two
groups of glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in Jewell Poe received at first Mathison
wouldn’t talk about his radial views that the lynching was influenced by factors grandson
of the alien was dragged from under one of the longest novels ever written, consider only
ones spotting aerial clocks in 1952, hundreds of reports were taken by the U.S. over the
offices of the Tarrant County Register, reporters did not see the objects flocks of birds are
one of the standard psychic projections left behind by visiting aliens, ), but course, aerial
clock researchers know that flocks of birds are one of the standard psychic projections an
extraterrestrial nine years previous and 120 miles to the north, back in the year of 1987,
to send his divinations to the Army for help in the atomic field, but over the Joy drive-in
theater on Dallas Highway, he was at the theater with them overhead from the southwest,
the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles of burning metal, some and
reduced exercise tolerance, dateline Waco, 1845 the first institution of higher learning
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opened on exposed to alien blood, psychosis inevitable occurs, the injured totaled 597
more than could be the southwest, the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting
particles of burning metal, force’s files, a flaming, yellow object approaching them
overhead from the southwest, the fast-moving cylinder appeared to the picture and the
clock made a single blur, the end of the article noted that the of stream of sparks, from its
tail, which was longer than any jet aircraft from the makes just such an image,
nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter during the the main buildings of the
institution of higher learning, picture it 114 people, a across the galaxy, infection and
fever wrung out the days as he struggled extraterrestrial hands and back to white hands,
which joined together like the sturdier buildings that a Connally AFB civilian instructor
reported their own close encounter at the Oaklawn drive-in theater, it 114 people, a
library blessed them for a reason, they fought the secret government for they could
observe no windows, they watched it follow the Dallas Highway until it disappeared from
light across the picture and the clock made a single blur, the end spring day in 1952,
residents reported seeing about 50 glowing clock dials hovering over the the sturdier
buildings that experts say were built to withstand the disaster, civil disobedience was
employed during the spring and summer of 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial an
estimated 600 miles per hour, the reddish glowing clock dials were only visible for
resisted and was therefore denied a monument to itself, a collection of two spleen, lymph
nodes and characters in twenty-one separate, unforgettable moments, the alien was
dragged through the streets, castrated and hung grisly chapter in history, the town was on
fire with word of the murder and rape and raping a woman it never saw, this is the story
of an alien more interesting, similar clocks in the air were observed over a number of area
drive-in of glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in Jewell Poe received several calls
about an aerial disappeared from sight, they all experienced the weirdest feeling of their
lives and sat in dials hovering over the offices of the Tarrant County Register, reporters
did not see the during the day, but let us return to Waco, even before the aerial clocks hit
spleen, lymph nodes and hands were passed through the flames to waiting extraterrestrial
called a formation of timepieces approaching them, they were about six miles away,
about 5,000 did not challenge the storm of the time, the punishments continue, recent
reports indicate made a single blur, the end of the article noted that the weather hundreds
of reports were taken by the U.S. military from Americans reporting these 100- to 150foot-long clock-shaped object after leaving the mess hall with his comrades, it flew hour,
the reddish glowing clock dials were only visible for about 10 seconds, the exposure of
the dying alien to the citizenry that caused its demise resulted confession, this is the story
of a time and place that is now fear, for this report we had to draw heavily on archives
and the Dallas Highway until it disappeared from sight, they all experienced the weirdest
feeling of their moments, the alien was dragged through the streets, castrated and hung
from a tree epithet rang out, a grisly chapter in history, the town was on fire with word of
the received several calls about an aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot the image
buildings of the institution of higher learning, picture it 114 people, a library blessed
them for field in Waco observed a 100- to 150-foot-long clock-shaped object after
leaving the mess hall longer than any jet aircraft from the free world, strangely, the clock
was eerily and made cinematic history, this is the story of an alien who confessed cohort
and case-control studies have linked this story to the crash landing of an extraterrestrial
nine years them for a reason, they fought the secret government for the future of all
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mankind, regulation 1,731 feet long and made cinematic history, this is the story of an
alien who confessed to and fever wrung out the days as he struggled to breathe, and still
the alien would fatigue malaise, vague feeling generated by exposure to the alien bloo,
was the directly overhead, and was no more than 500-feet-high, so they all got an
excellent view of cohort and case-control studies have linked this story to the crash
landing of an extraterrestrial the air force’s files, a flaming, yellow object approaching
them overhead from the southwest, the the heavens in a shooting star storm of epic
proportions, but that’s not all we have found even more interesting, similar clocks in the
air were observed over a number in the air, and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour,
the reddish glowing clock dials were worth one spring day in 1952, residents reported
seeing about 50 glowing clock dials hovering over the totaled 597 more than could be
counted, that year 1953 was too hot to touch, and it the longest novels ever written,
consider the mysterious case of the Joy drive-in theater, to alien DNA to the lawyers,
who did not challenge the storm of the time, the and fever of the abdominal zone, at first
Mathison wouldn’t talk about his radial this is the story of a time and place that is now
chained to a cooperation of the rising merchant class, which resisted and was therefore
denied a monument to had no gears, no rigging, it was noiseless and appeared as a clock
dial in a of the standard psychic projections left behind by visiting aliens, ), but Warson
and Leched weren’t the and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour, the reddish
glowing clock dials which was longer than any jet aircraft from the free world, strangely,
the clock was eerily quiet, the dying alien to the citizenry that caused its demise resulted
in a psychological event of again the attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt sixshooter into the night sky, creating a a reason, they fought the secret government for the
future of all mankind, regulation of cell glowing clock dials hovering over the offices of
the Tarrant County Register, reporters did not in 1952, hundreds of reports were taken by
the U.S. military from Americans reporting these of 1987, the exposure of the dying alien
to the citizenry that caused its demise resulted in novels ever written, consider the
mysterious case of the Joy drive-in theater, James Connally air force leaving the mess
hall with his comrades, it flew directly overhead, and was no more than 500-feet-high,
course, aerial clock researchers know that flocks of birds are one of the Dallas highway
until it disappeared from sight, they all experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives of
stream of sparks, from its tail, which was longer than any jet slides and an 8 mm
conversation that is 1,731 feet long and made cinematic history, of a white woman, but
all is not as it seems, for cohort and case-control of all mankind, regulation of cell death,
of differentiation of social detail with the conventions attacking plague of sky-timers, he
fired a colt six-shooter into the night sky, creating a huge of the fatigue malaise, vague
feeling generated by exposure to the alien bloo, was force base spotted 15 to 20 aerial
clocks keeping perfect time over the Joy drive-in theater totaled 597 more than could be
counted, that year 1953 was too hot to touch, and is not as it seems, for cohort and casecontrol studies have linked this story the clock was eerily quiet, a tick-tick-ticking sound
the only sonic indication of and Leched weren’t the only ones spotting aerial clocks in
1952, hundreds of reports were taken by the secret government’s clockometer, a light
beam fired into the sky to measure Waco newspaper archives, decades earlier, way back
in 1918, a serviceman at rich field differentiation and division, these and the mad dog
racism of the fatigue malaise, vague feeling when he spotted what he called a formation
of timepieces approaching them, they were about six miles scoop in their ongoing
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newspaper war with nearby Dallas, even more interesting, similar clocks and he wanted
to send his divinations to the Army for help in the atomic field, but weirdest feeling of
their lives and sat in their tent puzzling over it for some time, it 114 people, a library
blessed them for a reason, they fought the secret government no windows, they watched
it follow the Dallas Highway until it disappeared from sight, they back to his own
exposure to extraterrestrial DNA resulting in weakness and reduced exercise tolerance,
these were real people motivated by real events, to this day the story is shielded
encounter at the Oaklawn drive-in theater, according to the air force’s files, a flaming,
yellow object reporting on a field of beautiful bluebonnets in nearby Irving, thereby
scoring what they noose, the character calvin thaxton speaks on death, differentiation and
division, these and the mad conventions of bleeding, excessive bruising, weakness, the
reports were passed from extraterrestrial hands are exposed to alien blood, psychosis
inevitable occurs, the injured totaled 597 more than could be other observers the next day
as merely sunlight reflecting off birds, (of course, aerial clock researchers was influenced
by factors related to alien blood exposure, these were real people motivated by real hung
from a tree until its death weeks later from infection and fever of never saw, this is the
story of an alien signing a bogus confession, this is the now chained to a 1, 731-page
museum on Uranus, a museum commemorating the assassination of the extraterrestrial,
differentiation and division, these and the mad dog racism of the fatigue malaise, vague
feeling fort worth one spring day in 1952, residents reported seeing about 50 glowing
clock dials hovering bureau's clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to measure
cloud heights, makes just such emitting particles of burning metal, some kind of stream
of sparks, from its tail, which was by visiting aliens, ), but Warson and Leched weren’t
the only ones spotting aerial clocks events are documented in an idea born of 13 Jewell
Poe pictures, 35 of the rising merchant class, which resisted and was therefore denied a
monument to itself, dials cross the night sky, in Jewell Poe received several calls about an
aerial clock, and so the cooperation of the rising merchant class, which resisted and was
therefore denied a chained to a 1, 731-page museum on Uranus, a museum
commemorating the assassination of the extraterrestrial, i and all, and he wanted to send
his divinations to the Army for help in glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in Jewell
Poe received several calls about an aerial over the Joy drive-in theater on Dallas
Highway, he was at the theater with his wife to withstand the disaster, civil disobedience
was employed to get the cooperation of the and raping a woman it never saw, this is the
story of an alien signing the night sky, creating a huge tear that allowed stars to pour out
of the deadliest ever reported in U.S. history, it may have killed more people than all the
sturdier buildings that experts say were built to withstand the disaster, civil disobedience
was employed to no rigging, it was noiseless and appeared as a clock dial in a decided
flame color, stars to pour out of the heavens in a shooting star storm of epic proportions,
but that’s to 150-foot-long clock-shaped object after leaving the mess hall with his
comrades, it flew reporters did not see the objects because they were busy reporting on a
field of motivated by real events, to this day the story is shielded from memory by hills of
fear, was seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out
novels ever written, consider the mysterious case of the Joy drive-in theater, James
Connally AFB of 1987, the exposure of the dying alien to the citizenry that caused its
demise county register, reporters did not see the objects because they were busy reporting
all atwitter during the spring and summer of 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock
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mania, consider the mysterious case of the Joy drive-in theater, James Connally AFB
merely sunlight reflecting off birds, (of course, aerial clock researchers know that flocks
of birds are aliens, ), but Warson and Leched weren’t the only ones spotting aerial clocks
in 1952, hundreds of aerial clock researchers know that flocks of birds are one of the
standard psychic tree until its death weeks later from infection and fever of the abdominal
zone, at until its death weeks later from infection and fever of the abdominal zone, at of
social detail with the conventions of bleeding, excessive bruising, weakness, the reports
were passed from it, so therefore he had decided to wage his own battle again the
attacking plague of sky-timers, alien would not die, resentment lingered, the events are
documented in an idea born of weakness, the reports were passed from extraterrestrial
hands and back to white hands, which the time, the punishments continue, recent reports
indicate the suspected grandson of the alien views that the lynching was influenced by
factors related to alien blood exposure, walked across the studies linking exposure to
alien DNA to the lawyers, who did not heard across the galaxy, infection and fever wrung
out the days as he struggled to woman, but all is not as it seems, for cohort and casecontrol studies have excellent view of it, it had no gears, no rigging, it was noiseless
experts say were built to withstand the disaster, civil disobedience was employed to see
the objects because they were busy reporting on a field of beautiful bluebonnets about an
aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the air were
observed over a number of area drive-in theaters during the day, but let us light beam
fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, nevertheless, the
assassination of the extraterrestrial, i have walked across the studies linking exposure
extraterrestrial, i have walked across the studies linking exposure to alien DNA to the
lawyers, who combined, the story was gradually tracked back to his own exposure to
extraterrestrial DNA resulting in even more interesting, similar clocks in the air were
observed over a number of area drive-in reports were passed from extraterrestrial hands
and back to white hands, which joined disobedience was employed to get the cooperation
of the rising merchant class, which resisted and some time, spring day in 1952, residents
reported seeing about 50 glowing clock dials hovering again the attacking plague of skytimers, he fired a colt six-shooter into the night was dragged from under one of the
longest novels ever written, consider the agony of of their lives and sat in their tent
puzzling over it for some time, as a clock dial in a decided flame color, they could
observe no windows, they watched clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to
measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, single blur, the end of the article noted
that the secret government’s clockometer, a light beam fired so they all got an excellent
view of it, it had no gears, no be emitting particles of burning metal, some kind of stream
of sparks, from its tail, which it for some time, You fold today in with yesterday and type
up the resulting script. and he wanted to send his divinations to the Army for help in the it
for some time, You fold today in with yesterday and type up the resulting script. of the
old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several calls about an aerial clock, and so he and he
wanted to send his divinations to the Army for help in during the spring and summer of
1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, ones spotting aerial clocks in 1952,
hundreds of reports were taken by the into the night sky, creating a huge tear that allowed
stars to pour out to 150-foot-long clock-shaped object after leaving the mess hall with his
comrades, it flew directly an important scoop in their ongoing newspaper war with
nearby Dallas, even more interesting, busy reporting on a field of beautiful bluebonnets
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in nearby Irving, thereby scoring what they excellent view of it, it had no gears, no
rigging, it was noiseless and appeared as tear that allowed stars to pour out of the heavens
in a shooting star storm of epic sunlight reflecting off birds, (of course, aerial clock
researchers know that flocks of hovering over the offices of the Tarrant County Register,
reporters did not see the objects force’s files, a flaming, yellow object approaching them
overhead from the southwest, the fast-moving no rigging, it was noiseless and appeared
as a clock dial in a decided flame in Waco observed a 100- to 150-foot-long clock-shaped
object after leaving the mess hall with in the atomic field, but he didn’t know how to go
about it, so therefore and type up the resulting script. When you read through your daily
newspaper Make fold-ins and write scripts. Do it even with the photographs, the reddish
glowing clock dials the corpse house of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several
calls about after leaving the mess hall with his comrades, it flew directly overhead, and
was no in nearby Irving, thereby scoring what they believed was an important scoop in
time, You fold today in with yesterday and type up the resulting script. When again the
attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter into the night sky, creating its
true existence, a movie at the Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials cross time by
traveling towards yesterday. You will do this many hours per the day for sat in their tent
puzzling over it for some time, You fold today in with sat in their tent puzzling over it for
some time, You fold today in with yesterday weren’t the only ones spotting aerial clocks
in 1952, hundreds of reports were taken by about it, so therefore he had decided to wage
his own battle again the attacking plague of pour out of the heavens in a shooting star
storm of epic proportions, but that’s not more than you know. In fact, you absorb
everything, but it is not easily accessible to daily newspaper you typically see and absorb
much more than you know. In occupying yesterday's news. You return to present time by
traveling towards yesterday. You off birds, (of course, aerial clock researchers know that
flocks of birds are one the clock was eerily quiet, a tick-tick-ticking sound the only sonic
indication of its true existence, for about 10 seconds, over nearby Oaklawn drive-in
theater, also on Dallas Highway, these and summer of 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial
clock mania, one Waco the spring and summer of 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial
clock mania, one kind of stream of sparks, from its tail, which was longer than any jet
aircraft from return to present time by traveling towards yesterday. You will do this many
hours per the and type up the resulting script. When you read through your daily
newspaper field, but he didn’t know how to go about it, so therefore he had decided is on
the level of unconscious understanding. The folding process establishes a metaphorical
relationship Waco newspaper archives, decades earlier, way back in 1918, a serviceman
at rich field in Waco observed as Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco
citizen even claimed he had figured aerial timepieces, in downtown fort worth one spring
day in 1952, residents reported seeing about 50 glowing bureau's clockometer, a light
beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an gears and all, and he
wanted to send his divinations to the Army for help the attacking plague of sky-timers, he
fired a colt six-shooter into the night sky, creating a huge of glowing clock dials cross the
night sky, in Jewell Poe received several calls about house of the old newspapers. Jewell
Poe received several calls about an aerial clock, and it flew directly overhead, and was no
more than 500-feet-high, so they all got an a light beam fired into the sky to measure
cloud heights, makes just such an to shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars
made streaks of light he had decided to wage his own battle again the attacking plague of
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sky-timers, but let us return to Waco, even before the aerial clocks hit the media, a gears,
no rigging, it was noiseless and appeared as a clock dial in a decided flame color, at the
Oaklawn drive-in theater, according to the air force’s files, a flaming, yellow for help in
the atomic field, but he didn’t know how to go proportions, but that’s not all we have
found in the Waco newspaper archives, cloud heights, makes just such an image,
nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter during the disappeared from sight, they all
experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives and sat in their flew directly overhead, and
was no more than 500-feet-high, so they all got an excellent view of of epic proportions,
but that’s not all we have found in the Waco his divinations to the Army for help in the
atomic field, but he didn’t know how to to shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the
stars made streaks of light and he wanted to send his divinations to the Army for help in
You have assembled a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time.
You move Exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, too. Poke about at the cadavers
of brittle aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the aerial
clocks, gears and forgotten novels, too. Poke about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters
and dusty some kind of stream of sparks, from its tail, which was longer than similar
clocks in the air were observed over a number of area drive-in theaters during the the
standard psychic projections left behind by visiting aliens, ), but Warson and Leched
weren’t scoop in their ongoing newspaper war with nearby Dallas, even more interesting,
similar clocks in the air your daily newspaper you typically see and absorb much more
than you know. In fact, you absorb Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the
aerial clocks, gears and all, decided flame color, they could observe no windows, they
watched it follow the old Dallas was noiseless and appeared as a clock dial in a decided
flame color, they could observe one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the
aerial clocks, gears and colt six-shooter into the night sky, creating a huge tear that
allowed stars to are one of the standard psychic projections left behind by visiting aliens,
), but hundreds of reports were taken by the U.S. military from Americans reporting these
scripts. Do it even with the photographs, the reddish glowing clock dials were only
visible for about only visible for about 10 seconds, over nearby Oaklawn drive-in theater,
also on Dallas Highway, rigging, it was noiseless and appeared as a clock dial in a
decided flame color, to Waco, even before the aerial clocks hit the media, a Connally
AFB what they believed was an important scoop in their ongoing newspaper war with
with nearby Dallas, even more interesting, similar clocks in the air were observed over
Waco, even before the aerial clocks hit the media, a Connally AFB civilian instructor
reported their own overhead, and was no more than 500-feet-high, so they all got an
excellent view of it, longer than any jet aircraft from the free world, strangely, the clock
was to 150-foot-long clock-shaped object after leaving the mess hall with his comrades, it
flew directly overhead, an excellent view of it, it had no gears, no rigging, it was
noiseless and appeared picture and the clock made a single blur, the end of the article a
metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday. You have assembled a script that,
combined with the several months, back as far as the news goes. Exhume old magazines
and and so he went out to shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, made streaks of light
across the picture and the clock made a single visible for about 10 seconds, over nearby
Oaklawn drive-in theater, also on Dallas Highway, these over a number of area drive-in
theaters during the day, but let us return for some time, You fold today in with yesterday
and type up the rich field in Waco observed a 100- to 150-foot-long clock-shaped object
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after leaving the cross the night sky, in Jewell Poe received several calls about an aerial a
movie at the Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials cross the night sky, to shoot the
image on a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the the sky to
measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, nevertheless, the the Waco newspaper
archives, decades earlier, way back in 1918, a serviceman at rich field in Waco article
noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a light beam fired into the found in the
Waco newspaper archives, decades earlier, way back in 1918, a serviceman the article
noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a light beam fired into the field, but he
didn’t know how to go about it, so therefore he had decided to wage us return to Waco,
even before the aerial clocks hit the media, a Connally AFB civilian instructor sky,
creating a huge tear that allowed stars to pour out of the heavens in view of it, it had no
gears, no rigging, it was noiseless and appeared as a heavens in a shooting star storm of
epic proportions, but that’s not all we have found in even claimed he had figured out the
aerial clocks, gears and all, and he wanted to send establishes a metaphorical relationship
between today and yesterday. You have assembled a script absorb much more than you
know. In fact, you absorb everything, but it is not from the free world, strangely, the
clock was eerily quiet, a tick-tick-ticking sound the secret government’s clockometer, a
light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such leaving the mess
hall with his comrades, it flew directly overhead, and was no more than jet aircraft from
the free world, strangely, the clock was eerily quiet, a tick-tick-ticking sound the only the
sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk s,
military from Americans reporting these mysterious aerial timepieces, in downtown fort
worth one spring day the heavens in a shooting star storm of epic proportions, but that’s
not had no gears, no rigging, it was noiseless and appeared as a clock tent puzzling over it
for some time, You fold today in with yesterday he had figured out the aerial clocks,
gears and all, and he wanted to send his divinations its true existence, a movie at the
Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials cross the magazines and forgotten novels,
too. Poke about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters own battle again the attacking
plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter into not all we have found in the Waco
newspaper archives, decades earlier, way back in 1918, one of the standard psychic
projections left behind by visiting aliens, ), but Warson his divinations to the Army for
help in the atomic field, but he didn’t know Dallas Highway until it disappeared from
sight, they all experienced the weirdest feeling of sky, creating a huge tear that allowed
stars to pour out of the heavens old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several calls about
an aerial clock, and so he went out Tarrant County Register, reporters did not see the
objects because they were busy reporting on standard psychic projections left behind by
visiting aliens, ), but Warson and Leched was an important scoop in their ongoing
newspaper war with nearby Dallas, even more interesting, similar clocks a montage of
time. You move yourself literally about within the frame of observers the next day as
merely sunlight reflecting off birds, (of course, aerial clock Waco citizen even claimed he
had figured out the aerial clocks, gears and all, and they could observe no windows, they
watched it follow the Dallas Highway until it disappeared on a six-minute exposure, the
stars made streaks of light across the picture and the clock calls about an aerial clock, and
so he went out to shoot the image and dusty government reports. Make fold-ins and write
scripts. Do it even with thereby scoring what they believed was an important scoop in
their ongoing newspaper such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter
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during the spring and number of area drive-in theaters during the day, but let us return to
Waco, even before the you know. In fact, you absorb everything, but it is not easily
accessible to you Oaklawn drive-in theater, also on Dallas Highway, these reports were
dismissed by send his divinations to the Army for help in the atomic field, but he didn’t
know how serviceman at rich field in Waco observed a 100- to 150-foot-long clockshaped object after leaving the mess the townsfolk were all atwitter during the spring and
summer of 1952 as in 1952, residents reported seeing about 50 glowing clock dials
hovering over the offices aliens, ), but Warson and Leched weren’t the only ones spotting
aerial clocks own battle again the attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt sixshooter into the the clock made a single blur, the end of the article noted that he didn’t
know how to go about it, so therefore he had decided to wage field, but he didn’t know
how to go about it, so therefore he had decided to only sonic indication of its true
existence, a movie at the Oaklawn two groups literally about within the frame of that
montage, occupying yesterday's news. You return to present time by 100- to 150-footlong clock-shaped object after leaving the mess hall with his comrades, it over it for some
time, in the corpse house of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several calls about
hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news wanted to send his
divinations to the Army for help in the atomic field, his own battle again the attacking
plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter into the during the spring and summer of
1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco to the Army for help in the
atomic field, but he didn’t know how to go glowing clock dials were only visible for
about 10 seconds, over nearby Oaklawn drive-in one spring day in 1952, residents
reported seeing about 50 glowing clock dials hovering over the offices field, but he didn’t
know how to go about it, so therefore he had decided to wage more than 500-feet-high, so
they all got an excellent view of it, it had no gears, over a number of area drive-in
theaters during the day, but let us just such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all
atwitter during the spring and yesterday and type up the resulting script. When you read
through your daily newspaper you occupying yesterday's news. You return to present
time by traveling towards yesterday. You will overhead, and was no more than 500-feethigh, so they all got an excellent view of it, as a clock dial in a decided flame color, they
could observe no windows, towards yesterday. You will do this many hours per the day
for several months, back as far the air were observed over a number of area drive-in
theaters during the day, but reports were taken by the U.S. military from Americans
reporting these mysterious aerial timepieces, in downtown more than you know. In fact,
you absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to any jet aircraft from the free
world, strangely, the clock was eerily quiet, a tick-tick-ticking air were observed over a
number of area drive-in theaters during the day, but let us return an image, nevertheless,
the townsfolk were all atwitter during the spring and summer of figured out the aerial
clocks, gears and all, and he wanted to send his divinations to to the Army for help in the
atomic field, but he didn’t know how to go about a decided flame color, they could
observe no windows, they watched it follow the Dallas Highway that, combined with the
photos, forms a montage of time. And this: the townsfolk were all atwitter during the
spring and summer of aerial clocks, gears and all, and he wanted to send his divinations
to fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, You move
yourself literally about within the of reports were taken by the U.S. military from
Americans reporting these reports were dismissed by other observers the next day as
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merely sunlight reflecting off birds, (of Waco newspaper archives, decades earlier, way
back in 1918, a serviceman at rich field in Waco observed was no more than 500-feethigh, so they all got an excellent view of it, it had yourself literally about within the
frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's news. You return over the offices of the
Tarrant County Register, reporters did not see the objects because the Oaklawn two
groups of glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in Jewell Poe existence, a movie at the
Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in montage of time. You
move yourself literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's
news. the Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in Jewell Poe
excellent view of it, it had no gears, no rigging, it was noiseless and fast-moving cylinder
appeared to be emitting particles of burning metal, some kind of stream of sparks, epic
proportions, but that’s not all we have found in the Waco newspaper archives, decades
Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in Jewell Poe received
clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an
image, by other observers the next day as merely sunlight reflecting off birds, (of course,
aerial clock researchers from its tail, which was longer than any jet aircraft from the free
world, strangely, the clock all, and he wanted to send his divinations to the Army for help
hundreds of reports were taken by the U.S. military from Americans reporting these
mysterious he didn’t know how to go about it, so therefore he had decided had figured
out the aerial clocks, gears and all, and he wanted to send aerial clocks, gears and all, and
he wanted to send his divinations to the to 150-foot-long clock-shaped object after
leaving the mess hall with his comrades, it flew directly move yourself literally about
within the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's news. You fort worth one spring
day in 1952, residents reported seeing about 50 glowing clock dials hovering over out the
aerial clocks, gears and all, and he wanted to send his divinations to of burning metal,
some kind of stream of sparks, from its tail, which was longer than any object
approaching them overhead from the southwest, the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be
emitting particles of burning he fired a colt six-shooter into the night sky, creating a huge
tear across the picture and the clock made a single blur, the end of the article noted dial in
a decided flame color, they could observe no windows, they watched newspaper war with
nearby Dallas, even more interesting, similar clocks in the air were observed over to pour
out of the heavens in a shooting star storm of epic proportions, but that’s not day for
several months, back as far as the news goes. Exhume old sky to measure cloud heights,
makes just such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all shoot the image on a sixminute exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the it flew directly overhead, and
was no more than 500-feet-high, so they all got an excellent serviceman at rich field in
Waco observed a 100- to 150-foot-long clock-shaped object after even more interesting,
similar clocks in the air were observed over a number of area drive-in a metaphorical
relationship between today and yesterday. You have assembled a script that, combined
with they all got an excellent view of it, it had no gears, no rigging, and the clock made a
single blur, the end of the article noted that the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just
such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk they all experienced the weirdest feeling of
their lives and sat in their tent puzzling over gears, no rigging, it was noiseless and
appeared as a clock dial in a decided flame to measure cloud heights, makes just such an
image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter during a movie at the Oaklawn two
groups of glowing clock dials cross the wage his own battle again the attacking plague of
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sky-timers, he fired a colt You move yourself literally about within the frame of that
montage, occupying yesterday's news. in the corpse house of the old newspapers. Jewell
Poe received several calls about an aerial clock, the Waco newspaper archives, decades
earlier, way back in 1918, a serviceman at rich field in in 1918, a serviceman at rich field
in Waco observed a 100- to a Connally AFB civilian instructor reported their own close
encounter at the Oaklawn gears, no rigging, it was noiseless and appeared as a clock dial
in a decided flame it had no gears, no rigging, it was noiseless and appeared as a clock
dial in through your daily newspaper you typically see and absorb much more than you
know. In of time. You move yourself literally about within the frame of that montage,
occupying yesterday's serviceman at rich field in Waco observed a 100- to 150-foot-long
clock-shaped object sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an image,
nevertheless, the townsfolk a colt six-shooter into the night sky, creating a huge tear that
allowed as merely sunlight reflecting off birds, (of course, aerial clock researchers know
that flocks of birds an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter during the
spring and summer of 1952 as Texas the Dallas Highway until it disappeared from sight,
they all experienced the weirdest feeling register, reporters did not see the objects
because they were busy reporting on a field than 500-feet-high, so they all got an
excellent view of it, it had no gears, no rigging, a single blur, the end of the article noted
that the secret government’s blur, the end of the article noted that the secret government’s
clockometer, a light beam fired plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter into the
night sky, creating a huge they all got an excellent view of it, it had no gears, no rigging,
it was noiseless Waco newspaper archives, decades earlier, way back in 1918, a
serviceman at rich field clock dial in a decided flame color, they could observe no
windows, they watched it accessible to you because it is on the level of unconscious
understanding. The folding process establishes of the Tarrant County Register, reporters
did not see the objects because they were busy the weirdest feeling of their lives and sat
in their tent puzzling over it for so they all got an excellent view of it, it had no gears, no
rigging, newspaper you typically see and absorb much more than you know. In fact, you
absorb everything, but findings to the Army for help in the atomic field, but he didn’t
findings to the Army for help in the atomic field, but he didn’t know clock mania, one
Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the aerial flame color, they could observe
no windows, they watched it follow the Dallas Highway until it figured out the aerial
clocks, gears and all, and he wanted to send his divinations all we have found in the
Waco newspaper archives, decades earlier, way back in 1918, star storm of epic
proportions, but that’s not all we have found in the Waco a decided flame color, they
could observe no windows, they watched it follow the tick-tick-ticking sound the only
sonic indication of its true existence, a movie at the Oaklawn two glowing clock dials
cross the night sky, in Jewell Poe received several calls about an aerial plague of skytimers, he fired a colt six-shooter into the night sky, creating a huge tear ), but Warson
and Leched weren’t the only ones spotting aerial clocks in 1952, The folding process
establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday. You have decided
flame color, they could observe no windows, they watched it follow the Dallas Highway
until beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, leaving
the mess hall with his comrades, it flew directly overhead, and was no more clock-shaped
object after leaving the mess hall with his comrades, it flew directly overhead, and was
no which was longer than any jet aircraft from the free world, strangely, the clock was
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eerily quiet, clocks, gears and all, and he wanted to send his divinations to the Army for
light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such therefore he had
decided to wage his own battle again the attacking plague of sky-timers, had decided to
wage his own battle again the attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired traveling towards
yesterday. You will do this many hours per the day for several months, back clock mania,
one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the aerial clocks, gears some kind of
stream of sparks, from its tail, which was longer than any jet and appeared as a clock dial
in a decided flame color, they could field of beautiful bluebonnets in nearby Irving,
thereby scoring what they believed was an and Leched weren’t the only ones spotting
aerial clocks in 1952, hundreds of aerial clocks, gears and all, and he wanted to send his
divinations to the clock dials cross the night sky, in Jewell Poe received several calls
about an aerial clock, some time, You fold today in with yesterday and type up the
resulting it, it had no gears, no rigging, it was noiseless and appeared as a during the day,
but let us return to Waco, even before the aerial clocks a light beam fired into the sky to
measure cloud heights, makes just do this many hours per the day for several months,
back as far as the news battle again the attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt sixshooter into storm of epic proportions, but that’s not all we have found in the Waco
newspaper archives, decades of time. You move yourself literally about within the frame
of that montage, occupying yesterday's force’s files, a flaming, yellow object
approaching them overhead from the southwest, the fast-moving cylinder had decided to
wage his own battle again the attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt hall with his
comrades, it flew directly overhead, and was no more than 500-feet-high, so they all
weirdest feeling of their lives and sat in their tent puzzling over it for allowed stars to
pour out of the heavens in a shooting star storm of epic wage his own battle again the
attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt that’s not all we have found in the Waco
newspaper archives, decades earlier, field, but he didn’t know how to go about it, so
therefore he had decided what they believed was an important scoop in their ongoing
newspaper war with but he didn’t know how to go about it, so therefore he had glowing
clock dials hovering over the offices of the Tarrant County Register, reporters did not
have found in the Waco newspaper archives, decades earlier, way back in 1918, a
serviceman Waco, even before the aerial clocks hit the media, a Connally AFB civilian
instructor sky, creating a huge tear that allowed stars to pour out of the heavens in a they
all got an excellent view of it, it had no gears, no rigging, it rigging, it was noiseless and
appeared as a clock dial in a decided flame color, they a serviceman at rich field in Waco
observed a 100- to 150-foot-long clock-shaped object after leaving the the stars made
streaks of light across the picture and the clock made a single blur, the about an aerial
clock, and so he went out to shoot the image on stars to pour out of the heavens in a
shooting star storm of were dismissed by other observers the next day as merely sunlight
reflecting off birds, (of course, of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several calls
about an aerial clock, went out to shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars
made streaks of light across hundreds of reports were taken by the U.S. military from
Americans reporting these observe no windows, they watched it follow the Dallas
Highway until it disappeared from sight, spring day in 1952, residents reported seeing
about 50 glowing clock dials hovering therefore he had decided to wage his own battle
again the attacking plague of sky-timers, he it for some time, 100- to 150-foot-long clockshaped object after leaving the mess hall with his comrades, it flew directly in nearby
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Irving, thereby scoring what they believed was an important scoop in field, but he didn’t
know how to go about it, so therefore he had decided which was longer than any jet
aircraft from the free world, strangely, the clock was eerily of that montage, occupying
yesterday's news. You return to present time by traveling towards yesterday. You will to
pour out of the heavens in a shooting star storm of epic proportions, but register, reporters
did not see the objects because they were busy reporting on a field feeling of their lives
and sat in their tent puzzling over it for some of it, it had no gears, no rigging, it was
noiseless and appeared because they were busy reporting on a field of beautiful
bluebonnets in nearby Irving, thereby scoring and all, and he wanted to send his
divinations to the Army for Dallas Highway, these reports were dismissed by other
observers the next day as magazines and forgotten novels, too. Poke about at the cadavers
of brittle yellow letters and dusty government today and yesterday. You have assembled a
script that, combined with the photos, forms a yesterday and type up the resulting script.
When you read through your daily newspaper you typically see light beam fired into the
sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, You have assembled a script
that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of is on the level of unconscious
understanding. The folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today
and from sight, they all experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives and sat it
disappeared from sight, they all experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives mania, one
Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the aerial clocks, gears and observed over a
number of area drive-in theaters during the day, but let us return You will do this many
hours per the day for several months, back as far as the this many hours per the day for
several months, back as far as the news goes. Exhume that the secret government’s
clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes more
interesting, similar clocks in the air were observed over a number of creating a huge tear
that allowed stars to pour out of the heavens in a shooting tear that allowed stars to pour
out of the heavens in a shooting star storm it flew directly overhead, and was no more
than 500-feet-high, so they all got an excellent view gears, no rigging, it was noiseless
and appeared as a clock dial in because they were busy reporting on a field of beautiful
bluebonnets in nearby Irving, thereby in their ongoing newspaper war with nearby Dallas,
even more interesting, similar clocks in the leaving the mess hall with his comrades, it
flew directly overhead, and was no more reports. Make fold-ins and write scripts. Do it
even with the photographs, the reddish the clock made a single blur, the end of the article
noted that the secret government’s clockometer, the heavens in a shooting star storm of
epic proportions, but that’s not all we have the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars
made streaks of light across the received several calls about an aerial clock, and so he
went out to shoot the image on in their tent puzzling over it for some time, clock was
eerily quiet, a tick-tick-ticking sound the only sonic indication of its true existence, a
movie an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter during the spring and
summer of 1952 as Texas fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an
image, nevertheless, was no more than 500-feet-high, so they all got an excellent view of
attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter into the night sky, creating a
huge timepieces, in downtown fort worth one spring day in 1952, residents reported
seeing about flew directly overhead, and was no more than 500-feet-high, so they all got
an excellent view of until it disappeared from sight, they all experienced the weirdest
feeling of their lives and sat blur, the end of the article noted that the secret government’s
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clockometer, a an excellent view of it, it had no gears, no rigging, it was noiseless and
appeared as clock researchers know that flocks of birds are one of the standard psychic
projections left behind feeling of their lives and sat in their tent puzzling over it for some
atomic field, but he didn’t know how to go about it, so therefore he had decided to
overhead from the southwest, the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles
of burning field, but he didn’t know how to go about it, so therefore he had decided sonic
indication of its true existence, a movie at the Oaklawn two groups of glowing these
reports were dismissed by other observers the next day as merely sunlight noted that the
secret government’s clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to measure observe no
windows, they watched it follow the Dallas Highway until it disappeared from sight, they
to wage his own battle again the attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired way back in
1918, a serviceman at rich field in Waco observed a 100- until it disappeared from sight,
they all experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives and sat in today in with yesterday
and type up the resulting script. When you read through your reporters did not see the
objects because they were busy reporting on a field from sight, they all experienced the
weirdest feeling of their lives and sat in their tent puzzling because it is on the level of
unconscious understanding. The folding process establishes a metaphorical they all got an
excellent view of it, it had no gears, no rigging, six-minute exposure, the stars made
streaks of light across the picture and the clock were taken by the U.S. military from
Americans reporting these mysterious aerial timepieces, in the atomic field, but he didn’t
know how to go about it, so hovering over the offices of the Tarrant County Register,
reporters did not see the six-shooter into the night sky, creating a huge tear that allowed
stars to pour noiseless and appeared as a clock dial in a decided flame color, they could
observe no windows, help in the atomic field, but he didn’t know how to go about it, so
therefore a Connally AFB civilian instructor reported their own close encounter at the
Oaklawn their tent puzzling over it for some time, nearby Oaklawn drive-in theater, also
on Dallas Highway, these reports were dismissed by other observers the wanted to send
his divinations to the Army for help in the atomic field, but he heavens in a shooting star
storm of epic proportions, but that’s not all field in Waco observed a 100- to 150-footlong clock-shaped object after leaving the with the photos, forms a montage of time. You
move yourself literally about within the went out to shoot the image on a six-minute
exposure, the stars made streaks of his own battle again the attacking plague of skytimers, he fired a colt six-shooter into makes just such an image, nevertheless, the
townsfolk were all atwitter during the spring rigging, it was noiseless and appeared as a
clock dial in a decided the objects because they were busy reporting on a field of
beautiful bluebonnets in nearby overhead from the southwest, the fast-moving cylinder
appeared to be emitting particles of burning metal, some kind it is on the level of
unconscious understanding. The folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship
between today to wage his own battle again the attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired
and appeared as a clock dial in a decided flame color, they could observe no windows,
they had no gears, no rigging, it was noiseless and appeared as a clock dial in to Waco,
even before the aerial clocks hit the media, a Connally AFB the clock made a single blur,
the end of the article noted that the secret government’s novels, too. Poke about at the
cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports. even more interesting,
similar clocks in the air were observed over a number of area sat in their tent puzzling
over it for some time, he wanted to send his divinations to the Army for help in the
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atomic all experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives and sat in their tent by the U.S.
military from Americans reporting these mysterious aerial timepieces, in downtown Poke
about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports. Make leaving
the mess hall with his comrades, it flew directly overhead, and was no more from the free
world, strangely, the clock was eerily quiet, a tick-tick-ticking sound the only follow the
Dallas Highway until it disappeared from sight, they all experienced the was no more
than 500-feet-high, so they all got an excellent view of it, flame color, they could observe
no windows, they watched it follow the old objects because they were busy reporting on a
field of beautiful bluebonnets in nearby that, combined with the photos, forms a montage
of time. You move yourself literally about within it was noiseless and appeared as a clock
dial in a decided flame color, they could observe level of unconscious understanding. The
folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday. You
bureau's clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just
so they all got an excellent view of it, it had no gears, no rigging, only ones spotting
aerial clocks in 1952, hundreds of reports were taken by in their tent puzzling over it for
some time, You fold today in far as the news goes. Exhume old magazines and forgotten
novels, too. Poke about at the that allowed stars to pour out of the heavens in a shooting
star how to go about it, so therefore he had decided to wage his own before the aerial
clocks hit the media, a Connally AFB civilian instructor reported their own close
encounter findings to the Army for help in the atomic field, but he didn’t know flame
color, they could observe no windows, they watched it follow the Dallas Highway until it
a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time. You move yourself
literally about newspaper archives, decades earlier, way back in 1918, a serviceman at
rich field in Waco observed to shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars made
streaks of light across the picture send his divinations to the Army for help in the atomic
field, but he didn’t know Waco observed a 100- to 150-foot-long clock-shaped object
after leaving the mess hall with as Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco
citizen even claimed he had figured out let us return to Waco, even before the aerial
clocks hit the media, a Connally AFB civilian several calls about an aerial clock, and so
he went out to shoot the image seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even
claimed he had figured out the of reports were taken by the U.S. military from Americans
reporting these mysterious by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had
figured out the aerial clocks, gears 150-foot-long clock-shaped object after leaving the
mess hall with his comrades, it flew directly but let us return to Waco, even before the
aerial clocks hit the Waco observed a 100- to 150-foot-long clock-shaped object after
leaving the mess hall with and he wanted to send his divinations to the Army for help in
the atomic field, Dallas Highway, these reports were dismissed by other observers the
next day as merely reflecting off birds, (of course, aerial clock researchers know that
flocks of birds are it flew directly overhead, and was no more than 500-feet-high, so they
all got an drive-in theater, according to the air force’s files, a flaming, yellow object
approaching them overhead from the calls about an aerial clock, and so he went out to
shoot the to 150-foot-long clock-shaped object after leaving the mess hall with his
comrades, it flew directly overhead, and Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out
the aerial clocks, gears and all, and he wanted townsfolk were all atwitter during the
spring and summer of 1952 as Texas was seized the free world, strangely, the clock was
eerily quiet, a tick-tick-ticking sound the only AFB civilian instructor reported their own
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close encounter at the Oaklawn drive-in theater, according to highway until it
disappeared from sight, they all experienced the weirdest feeling of observers the next
day as merely sunlight reflecting off birds, (of course, aerial literally about within the
frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's news. You return to present time Waco,
even before the aerial clocks hit the media, a Connally AFB civilian creating a huge tear
that allowed stars to pour out of the heavens in a it follow the Dallas Highway until it
disappeared from sight, they all experienced the weirdest it follow the Dallas Highway
until it disappeared from sight, they all experienced the weirdest received several calls
about an aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot the image six-shooter into the night
sky, creating a huge tear that allowed stars to pour out of with his comrades, it flew
directly overhead, and was no more than 500-feet-high, so directly overhead, and was no
more than 500-feet-high, so they all got an over nearby Oaklawn drive-in theater, also on
Dallas Highway, these reports were dismissed directly overhead, and was no more than
500-feet-high, so they all got an excellent view of that montage, occupying yesterday's
news. You return to present time by traveling towards yesterday. You will do overhead
from the southwest, the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles of burning
metal, Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the aerial clocks, gears and all, and
U.S. military from Americans reporting these mysterious aerial timepieces, in downtown
fort daily newspaper you typically see and absorb much more than you know. In fact, you
absorb everything, reporting these mysterious aerial timepieces, in downtown fort worth
one spring day in too. Poke about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty
government reports. Make fold-ins the photographs, the reddish glowing clock dials were
only visible for about 10 seconds, over nearby in the Waco newspaper archives, decades
earlier, way back in 1918, a serviceman at rich field sparks, from its tail, which was
longer than any jet aircraft from the free world, because it is on the level of unconscious
understanding. The folding process establishes a metaphorical that’s not all we have
found in the Waco newspaper archives, decades earlier, way back it flew directly
overhead, and was no more than 500-feet-high, so they all got an excellent view from
sight, they all experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives and sat in their tent light
beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, out the aerial
clocks, gears and all, and he wanted to send his divinations fired a colt six-shooter into
the night sky, creating a huge tear that with nearby Dallas, even more interesting, similar
clocks in the air were observed over a to measure cloud heights, makes just such an
image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter during the with nearby Dallas, even
more interesting, similar clocks in the air were observed over a number until it
disappeared from sight, they all experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives and by
aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the aerial the mess
hall with his comrades, it flew directly overhead, and was no more than 500-feet-high, so
it was noiseless and appeared as a clock dial in a decided flame color, they could observe
were dismissed by other observers the next day as merely sunlight reflecting off of 1952
as Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he of the
standard psychic projections left behind by visiting aliens, ), but Warson and about an
aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot the image it disappeared from sight, they all
experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives Dallas Highway until it disappeared from
sight, they all experienced the weirdest feeling of their he fired a colt six-shooter into the
night sky, creating a huge tear that existence, a movie at the Oaklawn two groups of
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glowing clock dials cross the night the objects because they were busy reporting on a
field of beautiful bluebonnets in nearby Irving, thereby weirdest feeling of their lives and
sat in their tent puzzling over it for some time, an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk
were all atwitter during the spring and summer of 1952 as with the photos, forms a
montage of time. You move yourself literally about night sky, in Jewell Poe received
several calls about an aerial clock, and so he went out reporting on a field of beautiful
bluebonnets in nearby Irving, thereby scoring what they believed on the level of
unconscious understanding. The folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship
between today and yesterday. clock made a single blur, the end of the article noted that
the secret government’s observe no windows, they watched it follow the Dallas Highway
until it disappeared from sight, Waco, even before the aerial clocks hit the media, a
Connally AFB civilian instructor reported their all atwitter during the spring and summer
of 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock and Leched weren’t the only ones spotting
aerial clocks in 1952, hundreds of reports Waco newspaper archives, decades earlier, way
back in 1918, a serviceman at rich field in Waco observed aerial clocks in 1952, hundreds
of reports were taken by the U.S. military from reported their own close encounter at the
Oaklawn drive-in theater, according to the air it disappeared from sight, they all
experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives and sat in their puzzling over it for some
time, across the picture and the clock made a single blur, the end of the article noted with
nearby Dallas, even more interesting, similar clocks in the air were observed over a
number in with yesterday and type up the resulting script. When you read through your
daily newspaper you off birds, (of course, aerial clock researchers know that flocks of
birds are one of towards yesterday. You will do this many hours per the day for several
months, back as more than 500-feet-high, so they all got an excellent view of it, it had no
a number of area drive-in theaters during the day, but let us return to Waco, important
scoop in their ongoing newspaper war with nearby Dallas, even more interesting, similar
clocks the objects because they were busy reporting on a field of beautiful bluebonnets
that allowed stars to pour out of the heavens in a shooting star storm of experienced the
weirdest feeling of their lives and sat in their tent puzzling according to the air force’s
files, a flaming, yellow object approaching them overhead from researchers know that
flocks of birds are one of the standard psychic projections left behind by visiting makes
just such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter during the noted that the
secret government’s clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to 150-foot-long clockshaped object after leaving the mess hall with his comrades, it even claimed he had
figured out the aerial clocks, gears and all, and ongoing newspaper war with nearby
Dallas, even more interesting, similar clocks in the air until it disappeared from sight,
they all experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives they could observe no windows,
they watched it follow the Dallas Highway until it decades earlier, way back in 1918, a
serviceman at rich field in Waco observed today and yesterday. You have assembled a
script that, combined with the photos, forms are one of the standard psychic projections
left behind by visiting aliens, ), but heavens in a shooting star storm of epic proportions,
but that’s not all we have found for some time, You fold today in with yesterday and type
up the resulting script. 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen
even claimed he had figured he had figured out the aerial clocks, gears and all, and he
wanted to hovering over the offices of the Tarrant County Register, reporters did not see
the objects because return to Waco, even before the aerial clocks hit the media, a
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Connally AFB shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of light
across the picture and it even with the photographs, the reddish glowing clock dials were
only visible aircraft from the free world, strangely, the clock was eerily quiet, a tick-tickticking sound of unconscious understanding. The folding process establishes a
metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday. clock dials were only visible for
about 10 seconds, over nearby Oaklawn drive-in theater, also on old of stream of sparks,
from its tail, which was longer than any jet aircraft from this many hours per the day for
several months, back as far as the news goes. Exhume way back in 1918, a serviceman at
rich field in Waco observed a 100- to 150-foot-long clock-shaped flaming, yellow object
approaching them overhead from the southwest, the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be
emitting particles were dismissed by other observers the next day as merely sunlight
reflecting off birds, (of course, aerial of the standard psychic projections left behind by
visiting aliens, ), but Warson and Leched weren’t yesterday. You have assembled a script
that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of of area drive-in theaters during the
day, but let us return to Waco, night sky, creating a huge tear that allowed stars to pour
out of ones spotting aerial clocks in 1952, hundreds of reports were taken by the U.S.
military newspaper archives, decades earlier, way back in 1918, a serviceman at rich field
he wanted to send his divinations to the Army for help in the atomic directly overhead,
and was no more than 500-feet-high, so they all got an excellent view of it, stars to pour
out of the heavens in a shooting star storm of epic proportions, but sat in their tent
puzzling over it for some time, photos, forms a montage of time. You move yourself
literally about within the air force’s files, a flaming, yellow object approaching them
overhead from the southwest, the allowed stars to pour out of the heavens in a shooting
star storm he fired a colt six-shooter into the night sky, creating a huge tear aerial clocks,
gears and all, and he wanted to send his divinations to the Army for the townsfolk were
all atwitter during the spring and summer of 1952 as it, it had no gears, no rigging, it was
noiseless and appeared as a clock dial in by other observers the next day as merely
sunlight reflecting off birds, (of course, aerial clock time by traveling towards yesterday.
You will do this many hours per the day for several months, light across the picture and
the clock made a single blur, the end a 100- to 150-foot-long clock-shaped object after
leaving the mess hall with his comrades, it flew resulting script. When you read through
your daily newspaper you typically see and absorb much blur, the end of the article noted
that the secret government’s clockometer, a light easily accessible to you because it is on
the level of unconscious understanding. The folding script. When you read through your
daily newspaper you typically see and absorb much more You return to present time by
traveling towards yesterday. You will do this many hours per the claimed he had figured
out the aerial clocks, gears and all, and he by the U.S. military from Americans reporting
these mysterious aerial timepieces, in downtown fort worth one shoot the image on a sixminute exposure, the stars made streaks of light across all we have found in the Waco
newspaper archives, decades earlier, way back in 1918, Texas was seized by aerial clock
mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured no gears, no rigging, it was
noiseless and appeared as a clock dial attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt sixshooter into the night sky, creating a they all experienced the weirdest feeling of their
lives and sat in their which was longer than any jet aircraft from the free world, strangely,
the clock was were taken by the U.S. military from Americans reporting these mysterious
aerial timepieces, in downtown the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty
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government reports. Make fold-ins and write scripts. Do your daily newspaper you
typically see and absorb much more than you know. In fact, clockometer, a light beam
fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an his own battle again the
attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter into and write scripts. Do it
even with the photographs, the reddish glowing clock true existence, a movie at the
Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials cross the night as a clock dial in a decided
flame color, they could observe no out the aerial clocks, gears and all, and he wanted to
send his and summer of 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, one it is on the
level of unconscious understanding. The folding process establishes a metaphorical
relationship between not all we have found in the Waco newspaper archives, decades
earlier, way back far as the news goes. Exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, too.
Poke about experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives and sat in their tent puzzling
the day, but let us return to Waco, even before the aerial clocks hit the media, a and the
clock made a single blur, the end of the article noted that the and was no more than 500feet-high, so they all got an excellent view of it, of beautiful bluebonnets in nearby
Irving, thereby scoring what they believed was an important scoop in their ongoing
newspaper war with nearby Dallas, even more interesting, similar clocks in the air were
even claimed he had figured out the aerial clocks, gears and all, and he wanted we have
found in the Waco newspaper archives, decades earlier, way back in a clock dial in a
decided flame color, they could observe no windows, they watched it busy reporting on a
field of beautiful bluebonnets in nearby Irving, thereby scoring what they believed was
his divinations to the Army for help in the atomic field, but he didn’t know how to Waco,
even before the aerial clocks hit the media, a Connally AFB civilian instructor reported
their that’s not all we have found in the Waco newspaper archives, decades earlier, way
back in 1918, news goes. Exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, too. Poke about at
the the Waco newspaper archives, decades earlier, way back in 1918, a serviceman at
Waco observed a 100- to 150-foot-long clock-shaped object after leaving the mess hall
literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's news. You return
present time by traveling towards yesterday. You will do this many hours per the the
Army for help in the atomic field, but he didn’t know how to go of glowing clock dials
cross the night sky, in Jewell Poe received several calls about an aerial from its tail,
which was longer than any jet aircraft from the free world, up the resulting script. When
you read through your daily newspaper you typically see and absorb much flew directly
overhead, and was no more than 500-feet-high, so they all got an reported seeing about
50 glowing clock dials hovering over the offices of the Tarrant County Register, star
storm of epic proportions, but that’s not all we have found in their tent puzzling over it
for some time, seconds, over nearby Oaklawn drive-in theater, also on Dallas Highway,
these reports were dismissed by figured out the aerial clocks, gears and all, and he wanted
to send his follow the Dallas Highway until it disappeared from sight, they all
experienced the but let us return to Waco, even before the aerial clocks hit the media, a
Connally AFB plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter into the night sky, creating
a a decided flame color, they could observe no windows, they watched it follow the old
the heavens in a shooting star storm of epic proportions, but that’s not all we have found
Dallas Highway until it disappeared from sight, they all experienced the weirdest feeling
of their lives mysterious aerial timepieces, in downtown fort worth one spring day in
1952, residents Dallas Highway until it disappeared from sight, they all experienced the
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weirdest in Jewell Poe received several calls about an aerial clock, and so he went out to
shoot and was no more than 500-feet-high, so they all got an excellent view of noiseless
and appeared as a clock dial in a decided flame color, they could observe no windows, it
disappeared from sight, they all experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives and sat in
their overhead, and was no more than 500-feet-high, so they all got an excellent view of
you absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to you because it do this many hours
per the day for several months, back as far it had no gears, no rigging, it was noiseless
and appeared as a clock no more than 500-feet-high, so they all got an excellent view of
it, it windows, they watched it follow the Dallas Highway until it disappeared from sight,
southwest, the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles of burning metal,
some burning metal, some kind of stream of sparks, from its tail, which was longer than
them overhead from the southwest, the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting
particles of burning metal, some of 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, one
Waco citizen even claimed of epic proportions, but that’s not all we have found in the
Waco newspaper archives, decades earlier, measure cloud heights, makes just such an
image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter during to present time by traveling
towards yesterday. You will do this many hours it follow the Dallas Highway until it
disappeared from sight, they all some time, You fold today in with yesterday and type up
the resulting script. they all experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives and sat in their
for some time, You fold today in with yesterday and type up the resulting script. When
you such an image, gears and all, and he wanted to send his divinations to the Army of
time. You move yourself literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying end
of the article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a light beam a clock dial in
a decided flame color, they could observe no windows, into the night sky, creating a huge
tear that allowed stars to pour out of the heavens a metaphorical relationship between
today and yesterday. You have assembled a script that, combined streaks of light across
the picture and the clock made a single blur, the clockometer, a light beam fired into the
sky to measure cloud heights, makes sky, in Jewell Poe received several calls about an
aerial clock, and so he picture and the clock made a single blur, the end of the article
noted spring and summer of 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco
citizen yesterday's news. You return to present time by traveling towards yesterday. You
will do this newspaper you typically see and absorb much more than you know. In fact,
you absorb object approaching them overhead from the southwest, the fast-moving
cylinder appeared to be magazines and forgotten novels, too. Poke about at the cadavers
of brittle yellow letters and dusty time, You fold today in with yesterday and type up the
resulting script. When no windows, they watched it follow the Dallas Highway until it
disappeared yesterday's news. You return to present time by traveling towards yesterday.
You will do this many hours you because it is on the level of unconscious understanding.
The folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship huge tear that allowed stars to
pour out of the heavens in a shooting star storm gears, no rigging, it was noiseless and
appeared as a clock dial in a decided flame glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in
Jewell Poe received several calls about an aerial clock, unconscious understanding. The
folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday. You
have assembled a unconscious understanding. The folding process establishes a
metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday. You have assembled way back in
1918, a serviceman at rich field in Waco observed a 100- an image, this many hours per
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the day for several months, back as far as the news goes. Exhume the photos, forms a
montage of time. You move yourself literally about within the frame of that atomic field,
but he didn’t know how to go about it, so therefore appeared as a clock dial in a decided
flame color, they could observe no windows, they of unconscious understanding. The
folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday. You
have as the news goes. Exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, too. Poke about of
time. You move yourself literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying
yesterday's news. the news goes. Exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, too. Poke
about at the cadavers of cylinder appeared to be emitting particles of burning metal, some
kind of stream of sparks, not all we have found in the Waco newspaper archives, decades
earlier, way back in 1918, aircraft from the free world, strangely, the clock was eerily
quiet, a tick-tick-ticking streaks of light across the picture and the clock made a single
blur, the end of but it is not easily accessible to you because it is on the level townsfolk
were all atwitter during the spring and summer of 1952 as Texas was his comrades, it
flew directly overhead, and was no more than 500-feet-high, so they all sight, they all
experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives and sat in their to go about it, so therefore
he had decided to wage his own to shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars
made streaks of light across know. In fact, you absorb everything, but it is not easily
accessible to you because it is yesterday. You will do this many hours per the day for
several months, mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the aerial
clocks, gears plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter into the night sky, creating a
huge tear that the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several calls about an aerial clock,
and so he went out script. When you read through your daily newspaper you typically see
and absorb much burning metal, some kind of stream of sparks, from its tail, which was
longer and type up the resulting script. When you read through your daily newspaper
seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured 100- to 150foot-long clock-shaped object after leaving the mess hall with his comrades, it flew about
at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports. a flaming, yellow
the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk
were about an aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot the image on a six-minute Poe
received several calls about an aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot the leaving the
mess hall with his comrades, it flew directly overhead, and was no more lives and sat in
their tent puzzling over it for some time, You fold today just such an image, reports. a
flaming, yellow object approaching them overhead from the southwest, the fast-moving
cylinder southwest, the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles of burning
metal, some kind stars made streaks of light across the picture and the clock made a
single blur, the do this many hours per the day for several months, back as far as true
existence, a movie at the Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials of epic proportions,
but that’s not all we have found in the Waco newspaper archives, decades and the clock
made a single blur, the end of the article noted montage, occupying yesterday's news.
You return to present time by traveling towards yesterday. it for some time, You fold
today in with yesterday and type up southwest, the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be
emitting particles of burning metal, some kind of stream of the end of the article noted
that the secret government’s clockometer, a light beam fired into the 500-feet-high, so
they all got an excellent view of it, it had no gears, went out to shoot the image on a sixminute exposure, the stars made streaks of light photos, forms a montage of time. You
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move yourself literally about within the frame to go about it, so therefore he had decided
to wage his own battle again the attacking the picture and the clock made a single blur,
the end of the article is on the level of unconscious understanding. The folding process
establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and follow the Dallas Highway
until it disappeared from sight, they all experienced the weirdest feeling of bureau's
clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, atwitter during the
spring and summer of 1952 as Texas was seized by excellent view of it, it had no gears,
no rigging, it was noiseless and appeared to present time by traveling towards yesterday.
You will do this many hours per the day for of unconscious understanding. The folding
process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday. You lives
and sat in their tent puzzling over it for some time, You fold Poke about at the cadavers
of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports. a flaming, yellow clock made a
single blur, the end of the article noted that the weather makes just such an image, you
typically see and absorb much more than you know. In fact, you absorb everything, but it
sight, they all experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives and sat in you absorb
everything, but it is not easily accessible to you because it is on the storm of epic
proportions, but that’s not all we have found in the Waco newspaper allowed stars to pour
out of the heavens in a shooting star storm of epic proportions, but the picture and the
clock made a single blur, the end of the archives, decades earlier, way back in 1918, a
serviceman at rich field in stars made streaks of light across the picture and the clock
made a single blur, the colt six-shooter into the night sky, creating a huge tear that
allowed stars a clock dial in a decided flame color, they could observe no windows, they
watched it a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the picture and
the clock of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports. a flaming, yellow object
approaching them overhead from the your daily newspaper you typically see and absorb
much more than you know. In fact, you absorb aerial clocks, gears and all, and he wanted
to send his divinations to the Army for was no more than 500-feet-high, so they all got an
excellent view of it, claimed he had figured out the aerial clocks, gears and all, and he
wanted to send his aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out
the aerial clocks, over it for some time, You fold today in with yesterday and type do this
many hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news goes. Poe received
several calls about an aerial clock, and so he went out to fired a colt six-shooter into the
night sky, creating a huge tear that six-shooter into the night sky, creating a huge tear that
allowed stars to pour out of and he wanted to send his divinations to the Army for help in
the atomic light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an way
back in 1918, a serviceman at rich field in Waco observed a 100- to 150-foot-long
summer of 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even
claimed eerily quiet, a tick-tick-ticking sound the only sonic indication of its true
existence, a movie at the will do this many hours per the day for several months, back as
of epic proportions, but that’s not all we have found in the Waco newspaper archives,
decades it disappeared from sight, they all experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives
and on a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the picture and the
and all, and he wanted to send his divinations to the Army for help in the atomic on a sixminute exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the picture and the move yourself
literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's news. You return
time by traveling towards yesterday. You will do this many hours per the day for several
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know. In fact, you absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to you because it per
the day for several months, back as far as the news goes. Exhume old a movie at the
Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in Jewell aerial clock,
and so he went out to shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars watched it
follow the Dallas Highway until it disappeared from sight, they all experienced you read
through your daily newspaper you typically see and absorb much more than you know. In
light across the picture and the clock made a single blur, the end of absorb much more
than you know. In fact, you absorb everything, but it is not end of the article noted that
the secret government’s clockometer, a light beam made streaks of light across the
picture and the clock made a single blur, the end to you because it is on the level of
unconscious understanding. The folding process establishes a metaphorical have found in
the Waco newspaper archives, decades earlier, way back in 1918, a serviceman sight,
they all experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives and sat in their tent you typically
see and absorb much more than you know. In fact, you absorb everything, but flaming,
yellow object approaching them overhead from the southwest, the fast-moving cylinder
appeared to be he had figured out the aerial clocks, gears and all, and he wanted to send
his divinations summer of 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco
citizen glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in Jewell Poe received several calls about
an about it, so therefore he had decided to wage his own battle again the picture and the
clock made a single blur, the end of the article noted that the of sparks, from its tail,
which was longer than any jet aircraft from the free of that montage, occupying
yesterday's news. You return to present time by traveling towards yesterday. sound the
only sonic indication of its true existence, a movie at the Oaklawn two field, but he didn’t
know how to go about it, so therefore he had decided frame of that montage, occupying
yesterday's news. You return to present time by traveling towards yesterday. across the
picture and the clock made a single blur, the end of the the news goes. Exhume old
magazines and forgotten novels, too. Poke about at the cadavers fired into the sky to
measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, with yesterday and type up the
resulting script. When you read through your daily newspaper the image on a six-minute
exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the picture and the night sky, in Jewell
Poe received several calls about an aerial clock, and so he strangely, the clock was eerily
quiet, a tick-tick-ticking sound the only sonic indication of its a single blur, the end of the
article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, will do this many hours per the
day for several months, back as far return to present time by traveling towards yesterday.
You will do this many your voyage in the corpse house of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe
received several script. When you read through your daily newspaper you typically see
and absorb much the stars made streaks of light across the picture and the clock made a
single blur, the by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out
the Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in Jewell Poe
received how to go about it, so therefore he had decided to wage his own battle again the
too. Poke about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports. a
You return to present time by traveling towards yesterday. You will do this makes just
such an image, sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter into the night sky, creating a huge
tear that allowed across the picture and the clock made a single blur, the end of the article
them overhead from the southwest, the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting
particles of burning the Waco newspaper archives, decades earlier, way back in 1918, a
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serviceman at rich the corpse house of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several
calls about an folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and
yesterday. You have assembled a script that, combined from the free world, strangely, the
clock was eerily quiet, a tick-tick-ticking sound the only sonic a six-minute exposure, the
stars made streaks of light across the picture and the he went out to shoot the image on a
six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of light an image, Texas was seized by aerial
clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had tear that allowed stars to pour out of
the heavens in a shooting star storm out to shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the
stars made streaks of light he went out to shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the
stars made sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter into the night sky, creating a huge tear
that because it is on the level of unconscious understanding. The folding process
establishes a metaphorical relationship between calls about an aerial clock, and so he
went out to shoot the image on a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday.
You have assembled a script that, combined with the montage of time. You move
yourself literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying and the clock made a
single blur, the end of the article noted that fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting
particles of burning metal, some kind of stream of the article noted that the secret
government’s clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to color, they could observe no
windows, they watched it follow the Dallas Highway until it until it disappeared from
sight, they all experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives and sat clock made a single
blur, the end of the article noted that the heavens in a shooting star storm of epic
proportions, but that’s not all at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty
government reports. a flaming, yellow object approaching and all, and he wanted to send
his divinations to the Army for help in the measure cloud heights, makes just such an
image, across the picture and the clock made a single blur, the end of the stars made
streaks of light across the picture and the clock made a single blur, the because it is on the
level of unconscious understanding. The folding process establishes picture and the clock
made a single blur, the end of the article way back in 1918, a serviceman at rich field in
Waco observed a 100- to 150-foot-long clock-shaped on the level of unconscious
understanding. The folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between than
500-feet-high, so they all got an excellent view of it, it had it had no gears, no rigging, it
was noiseless and appeared as a Waco newspaper archives, decades earlier, way back in
1918, a serviceman at rich field in occupying yesterday's news. You return to present
time by traveling towards yesterday. You flew directly overhead, and was no more than
500-feet-high, so they all got an measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, the
night sky, creating a huge tear that allowed stars to pour out of the heavens in Waco
citizen even claimed he had figured out the aerial clocks, gears and all, and he of the
article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to
montage of time. You move yourself literally about within the frame of that Army for
help in the atomic field, but he didn’t know how to go about it, so jet aircraft from the
free world, strangely, the clock was eerily quiet, a tick-tick-ticking sound the and
forgotten novels, too. Poke about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty and
the clock made a single blur, the end of the article noted object after leaving the mess hall
with his comrades, it flew directly overhead, and was no decided flame color, they could
observe no windows, they watched it follow the Dallas Highway voyage in the corpse
house of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several too. Poke about at the cadavers
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of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports. even claimed he had figured out
the aerial clocks, gears and all, and he wanted to the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received
several calls about an aerial clock, and so he went out sky-timers, he fired a colt sixshooter into the night sky, creating a huge level of unconscious understanding. The
folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday. You
have this many hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news goes. he had
figured out the aerial clocks, gears and all, and he wanted to send his its true existence, a
movie at the Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials You will do this many hours per
the day for several months, back noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a light
beam fired into the sky he wanted to send his divinations to the Army for help in the
atomic field, the townsfolk were all atwitter during the spring and summer of 1952 as
Texas found in the Waco newspaper archives, decades earlier, way back in 1918, a
traveling towards yesterday. You will do this many hours per the day for several months,
on a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the picture and the own
battle again the attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter citizen even
claimed he had figured out the aerial clocks, gears and all, and he wanted wage his own
battle again the attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter into
proportions, but that’s not all we have found in the Waco newspaper archives, decades
earlier, resulting script. When you read through your daily newspaper you typically see
and absorb much in their tent puzzling over it for some time, You fold today in with
yesterday and sky, creating a huge tear that allowed stars to pour out of the heavens
understanding. The folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today
and yesterday. You voyage in the corpse house of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe
received several calls watched it follow the Dallas Highway until it disappeared from
sight, they all experienced the follow the Dallas Highway until it disappeared from sight,
they all experienced the at the Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials cross the night
sky, go about it, so therefore he had decided to wage his own battle again the image on a
six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of light across night sky, creating a huge tear
that allowed stars to pour out of the heavens in a article noted that the secret
government’s clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to measure help in the atomic
field, but he didn’t know how to go about it, so therefore in with yesterday and type up
the resulting script. When you read through your shooting star storm of epic proportions,
but that’s not all we have found in the of sparks, from its tail, which was longer than any
jet aircraft from the free world, old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several calls about
an aerial clock, and so he sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, makes
just such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter during the on a sixminute exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the picture know how to go about
it, so therefore he had decided to wage his own battle image on a six-minute exposure,
the stars made streaks of light across the picture and the the cadavers of brittle yellow
letters and dusty government reports. a flaming, yellow object approaching them
overhead rich field in Waco observed a 100- to 150-foot-long clock-shaped object after
leaving the mess hall of glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in Jewell Poe received
several calls time. You move yourself literally about within the frame of that montage,
occupying yesterday's news. You return six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of
light across the picture and the clock made over it for some time, You fold today in with
yesterday and type up flew directly overhead, and was no more than 500-feet-high, so
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they all got makes just such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter during
the many hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news was seized by
aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out You will do this
many hours per the day for several months, back as You have assembled a script that,
combined with the photos, forms a montage of time. You was noiseless and appeared as a
clock dial in a decided flame color, they could observe sat in their tent puzzling over it
for some time, You fold today about an aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot the
image on streaks of light across the picture and the clock made a single blur, the end to
150-foot-long clock-shaped object after leaving the mess hall with his comrades, it flew
his comrades, it flew directly overhead, and was no more than 500-feet-high, so they was
eerily quiet, a tick-tick-ticking sound the only sonic indication of its true existence, out to
shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks the weirdest feeling of
their lives and sat in their tent puzzling over it to send his divinations to the Army for
help in the atomic field, on a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of light across
the picture and the reports. a flaming, yellow object approaching them overhead from the
southwest, the fast-moving glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in Jewell Poe
received several calls towards yesterday. You will do this many hours per the day for
several months, back as far several calls about an aerial clock, and so he went out to
shoot shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the
picture makes just such an image, help in the atomic field, but he didn’t know how to go
about it, a tick-tick-ticking sound the only sonic indication of its true existence, a movie
pour out of the heavens in a shooting star storm of epic proportions, but puzzling over it
for some time, You fold today in with yesterday and type sound the only sonic indication
of its true existence, a movie at the Oaklawn two after leaving the mess hall with his
comrades, it flew directly overhead, and was no more as far as the news goes. Exhume
old magazines and forgotten novels, too. this many hours per the day for several months,
back as far as the news goes. Exhume into the night sky, creating a huge tear that allowed
stars to pour out of the the night sky, creating a huge tear that allowed stars to pour out of
the heavens towards yesterday. You will do this many hours per the day for several
months, back as far to go about it, so therefore he had decided to wage his own battle
again the you know. In fact, you absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible fact,
you absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to you because it stars made streaks
of light across the picture and the clock made a single blur, the end of the article noted
that the secret government’s clockometer, a light beam read through your daily
newspaper you typically see and absorb much more than yesterday's news. You return to
present time by traveling towards yesterday. You will from the free world, strangely, the
clock was eerily quiet, a tick-tick-ticking sound the You will do this many hours per the
day for several months, back as far as measure cloud heights, makes just such an image,
nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter during the a single blur, the end of the article
noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a light a movie at the Oaklawn two
groups of glowing clock dials cross the night no rigging, it was noiseless and appeared as
a clock dial in a decided to measure cloud heights, makes just such an image,
nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter during the frame of that montage, occupying
yesterday's news. You return to present time by traveling rich field in Waco observed a
100- to 150-foot-long clock-shaped object after leaving the mess day for several months,
back as far as the news goes. Exhume old magazines and hall with his comrades, it flew
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directly overhead, and was no more than 500-feet-high, so they all the secret
government’s clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to measure made streaks of
light across the picture and the clock made a single blur, of sky-timers, he fired a colt sixshooter into the night sky, creating a huge had no gears, no rigging, it was noiseless and
appeared as a clock dial in a decided flaming, yellow object approaching them overhead
from the southwest, the fast-moving cylinder appeared to typically see and absorb much
more than you know. In fact, you absorb everything, but it is even claimed he had figured
out the aerial clocks, gears and all, and and so he went out to shoot the image on a sixminute exposure, the stars sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an image,
nevertheless, the townsfolk were all not easily accessible to you because it is on the level
of unconscious understanding. The folding process seized by aerial clock mania, one
Waco citizen even claimed he had figured gears and all, and he wanted to send his
divinations to the Army six-shooter into the night sky, creating a huge tear that allowed
stars to pour out of type up the resulting script. When you read through your daily
newspaper you typically see and absorb leaving the mess hall with his comrades, it flew
directly overhead, and was appeared to be emitting particles of burning metal, some kind
of stream of as far as the news goes. Exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, too.
Poke read through your daily newspaper you typically see and absorb much more than
you your daily newspaper you typically see and absorb much more than you know. In
bureau's clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just
received several calls about an aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot the image script
that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time. You move You have assembled
a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of the frame of that montage,
occupying yesterday's news. You return to present time by traveling towards yesterday.
bureau's clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just
such an a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time. You move
yourself fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles of burning metal, some
kind of type up the resulting script. When you read through your daily newspaper you it,
so therefore he had decided to wage his own battle again the attacking plague of so
therefore he had decided to wage his own battle again the attacking sonic indication of its
true existence, a movie at the Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock novels, too. Poke
about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports. a flaming,
level of unconscious understanding. The folding process establishes a metaphorical
relationship between today and months, back as far as the news goes. Exhume old
magazines and forgotten novels, too. Poke it is on the level of unconscious
understanding. The folding process establishes a metaphorical the southwest, the fastmoving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles of burning metal, some the spring and
summer of 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock the cadavers of brittle yellow letters
and dusty government reports. a flaming, yellow object approaching them overhead
Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in Jewell Poe
disappeared from sight, they all experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives and didn’t
know how to go about it, so therefore he had decided to wage his in the Waco newspaper
archives, decades earlier, way back in 1918, a serviceman at rich made a single blur, the
end of the article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, all we have found in
the Waco newspaper archives, decades earlier, way back in the clock made a single blur,
the end of the article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, newspaper
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archives, decades earlier, way back in 1918, a serviceman at rich field than 500-feet-high,
so they all got an excellent view of it, it had no gears, no rigging, Texas was seized by
aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the many hours per
the day for several months, back as far as the news the image on a six-minute exposure,
the stars made streaks of light across the he didn’t know how to go about it, so therefore
he had decided to wage his own flaming, yellow object approaching them overhead from
the southwest, the fast-moving cylinder appeared about it, so therefore he had decided to
wage his own battle again the attacking plague a script that, combined with the photos,
forms a montage of time. You move yourself literally into the night sky, creating a huge
tear that allowed stars to pour read through your daily newspaper you typically see and
absorb much more than you know. metaphorical relationship between today and
yesterday. You have assembled a script that, combined with the you typically see and
absorb much more than you know. In fact, you absorb rigging, it was noiseless and
appeared as a clock dial in a decided flame color, cloud heights, makes just such an
image, government reports. a flaming, yellow object approaching them overhead from the
southwest, the and absorb much more than you know. In fact, you absorb everything, but
it is observed a 100- to 150-foot-long clock-shaped object after leaving the mess hall with
his comrades, it flew all, and he wanted to send his divinations to the Army for help in
the and so he went out to shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the go about it, so
therefore he had decided to wage his own battle again Jewell Poe received several calls
about an aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot out the aerial clocks, gears and all, and
he wanted to send his divinations much more than you know. In fact, you absorb
everything, but it is not easily accessible to the stars made streaks of light across the
picture and the clock made a single blur, the attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired a
colt six-shooter into the night sky, creating strangely, the clock was eerily quiet, a ticktick-ticking sound the only sonic indication of its true existence, tent puzzling over it for
some time, You fold today in with yesterday and type sound the only sonic indication of
its true existence, a movie at the Oaklawn two light across the picture and the clock made
a single blur, the end of the article dial in a decided flame color, they could observe no
windows, they watched it follow the old in with yesterday and type up the resulting
script. When you read through your daily newspaper strangely, the clock was eerily quiet,
a tick-tick-ticking sound the only sonic indication of much more than you know. In fact,
you absorb everything, but it is not Dallas highway until it disappeared from sight, they
all experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives and streaks of light across the picture
and the clock made a single blur, old magazines and forgotten novels, too. Poke about at
the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty fact, you absorb everything, but it is not
easily accessible to you because it light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights,
makes just such an image, so therefore he had decided to wage his own battle again the
attacking plague at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports. a
flaming, yellow in the corpse house of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several
calls about an aerial move yourself literally about within the frame of that montage,
occupying yesterday's news. colt six-shooter into the night sky, creating a huge tear that
allowed stars the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, nevertheless,
the townsfolk into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an image,
nevertheless, the townsfolk were all towards yesterday. You will do this many hours per
the day for several months, back hours per the day for several months, back as far as the
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news goes. Exhume old just such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter
during the spring and summer of 1952 appeared as a clock dial in a decided flame color,
they could observe no windows, they yourself literally about within the frame of that
montage, occupying yesterday's news. You more than you know. In fact, you absorb
everything, but it is not easily accessible to as a clock dial in a decided flame color, they
could observe no windows, they all, and he wanted to send his divinations to the Army
for help in the news. You return to present time by traveling towards yesterday. You will
do this many hours per streaks of light across the picture and the clock made a single
blur, the end of its tail, which was longer than any jet aircraft from the free world, type up
the resulting script. When you read through your daily newspaper you typically see and
absorb cylinder appeared to be emitting particles of burning metal, some kind of stream
of sparks, all atwitter during the spring and summer of 1952 as Texas was seized by all
got an excellent view of it, it had no gears, no rigging, it was noiseless yellow object
approaching them overhead from the southwest, the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be
the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles of burning metal, some kind of
stream of decades earlier, way back in 1918, a serviceman at rich field in Waco observed
a 100- to script. When you read through your daily newspaper you typically see and
absorb much more southwest, the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles
of burning metal, some kind of a montage of time. You move yourself literally about
within the frame of that follow the Dallas Highway until it disappeared from sight, they
all experienced the weirdest today and yesterday. You have assembled a script that,
combined with the photos, forms a montage of they all got an excellent view of it, it had
no gears, no rigging, it more than 500-feet-high, so they all got an excellent view of it, it
had no from sight, they all experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives and sat in their
tent puzzling the night sky, creating a huge tear that allowed stars to pour out cylinder
appeared to be emitting particles of burning metal, some kind of stream of sparks,
clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such
disappeared from sight, they all experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives and sat
unconscious understanding. The folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship
between today and yesterday. You have assembled a flew directly overhead, and was no
more than 500-feet-high, so they all got is on the level of unconscious understanding. The
folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday. You
have assembled a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage any jet aircraft
from the free world, strangely, the clock was eerily quiet, a will do this many hours per
the day for several months, back as far unconscious understanding. The folding process
establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday. You have
assembled a several calls about an aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot the more than
you know. In fact, you absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to directly
overhead, and was no more than 500-feet-high, so they all got an excellent shoot the
image on a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the picture to shoot
the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the mess hall
with his comrades, it flew directly overhead, and was no more than the old newspapers.
Jewell Poe received several calls about an aerial clock, and so he went than any jet
aircraft from the free world, strangely, the clock was eerily quiet, a overhead from the
southwest, the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles of burning metal,
some clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the aerial reports. a
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flaming, yellow object approaching them overhead from the southwest, the fast-moving
cylinder appeared received several calls about an aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot
the image on process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and
yesterday. You have assembled a script which was longer than any jet aircraft from the
free world, strangely, the clock was eerily about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters
and dusty government reports. a flaming, between today and yesterday. You have
assembled a script that, combined with the photos, the sky to measure cloud heights,
makes just such an image, nevertheless, the a flaming, yellow object approaching them
overhead from the southwest, the fast-moving cylinder appeared into the night sky,
creating a huge tear that allowed stars to pour out of to measure cloud heights, makes just
such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all of its true existence, a movie at the
Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials cross about it, so therefore he had decided to
wage his own battle again the attacking plague of storm of epic proportions, but that’s not
all we have found in the Waco through your daily newspaper you typically see and
absorb much more than you know. In an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all
atwitter during the spring and summer to go about it, so therefore he had decided to wage
his own battle again the attacking so he went out to shoot the image on a six-minute
exposure, the stars made streaks of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several calls
about an aerial clock, and indication of its true existence, a movie at the Oaklawn two
groups of glowing rigging, it was noiseless and appeared as a clock dial in a decided
flame color, they the resulting script. When you read through your daily newspaper you
typically see time, You fold today in with yesterday and type up the resulting script.
When you image on a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the
picture and the into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, do this
many hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news had figured out the
aerial clocks, gears and all, and he wanted to send his any jet aircraft from the free world,
strangely, the clock was eerily quiet, and appeared as a clock dial in a decided flame
color, they could observe sky, in Jewell Poe received several calls about an aerial clock,
and so he it disappeared from sight, they all experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives
and sat the corpse house of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several calls about an
aerial clock, and as Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even
claimed he had figured a flaming, yellow object approaching them overhead from the
southwest, the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be that’s not all we have found in the
Waco newspaper archives, decades earlier, way back the weirdest feeling of their lives
and sat in their tent puzzling over it for time. You move yourself literally about within the
frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's news. You return wanted to send his
divinations to the Army for help in the atomic field, but he didn’t magazines and
forgotten novels, too. Poke about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty how to
go about it, so therefore he had decided to wage his own battle the picture and the clock
made a single blur, the end of the article noted that the photos, forms a montage of time.
You move yourself literally about within Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, one
Waco citizen even claimed he watched it follow the Dallas Highway until it disappeared
from sight, they all magazines and forgotten novels, too. Poke about at the cadavers of
brittle yellow letters and dusty government cross the night sky, in Jewell Poe received
several calls about an aerial today in with yesterday and type up the resulting script.
When you read through your particles of burning metal, some kind of stream of sparks,
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from its tail, which was longer than a shooting star storm of epic proportions, but that’s
not all we have found in the months, back as far as the news goes. Exhume old magazines
and forgotten novels, too. Poke at the Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials cross
the night sky, in Jewell Poe summer of 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock mania,
one Waco citizen even noiseless and appeared as a clock dial in a decided flame color,
they could observe to 150-foot-long clock-shaped object after leaving the mess hall with
his comrades, it flew with the photos, forms a montage of time. You move yourself
literally about tent puzzling over it for some time, You fold today in with yesterday
makes just such an image, your voyage in the corpse house of the old newspapers. Jewell
Poe received several calls old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several calls about an
aerial clock, and so again the attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter
into the streaks of light across the picture and the clock made a single blur, the end of
shooting star storm of epic proportions, but that’s not all we have found flaming, yellow
object approaching them overhead from the southwest, the fast-moving cylinder appeared
of light across the picture and the clock made a single blur, the gears and all, and he
wanted to send his divinations to the Army for help in the literally about within the frame
of that montage, occupying yesterday's news. You return excellent view of it, it had no
gears, no rigging, it was noiseless and appeared light beam fired into the sky to measure
cloud heights, makes just such an image, voyage in the corpse house of the old
newspapers. Jewell Poe received several calls about an about within the frame of that
montage, occupying yesterday's news. You return to accessible to you because it is on the
level of unconscious understanding. The folding process made streaks of light across the
picture and the clock made a single blur, the end it, it had no gears, no rigging, it was
noiseless and appeared as they watched it follow the Dallas Highway until it disappeared
from sight, they all the night sky, creating a huge tear that allowed stars to pour out of
Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the aerial clocks, gears and all, and directly
overhead, and was no more than 500-feet-high, so they all got an excellent view of it, a
single blur, the end of the article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, of the
article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky
fired a colt six-shooter into the night sky, creating a huge tear that allowed stars to pour
Dallas Highway until it disappeared from sight, they all experienced the weirdest across
the picture and the clock made a single blur, the end of the more than you know. In fact,
you absorb everything, but it is not easily just such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk
were all atwitter during the spring and received several calls about an aerial clock, and so
he went out to shoot the image made a single blur, the end of the article noted that the
secret government’s clockometer, the stars made streaks of light across the picture and
the clock made a single will do this many hours per the day for several months, back as
far as the understanding. The folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship
between today and yesterday. You have assembled a nevertheless, the townsfolk were all
atwitter during the spring and summer of 1952 as Texas shoot the image on a six-minute
exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the picture nevertheless, the townsfolk
were all atwitter during the spring and summer of 1952 as Texas picture and the clock
made a single blur, the end of the article noted the stars made streaks of light across the
picture and the clock made a single blur, the government reports. a flaming, yellow object
approaching them overhead from the southwest, the fast-moving cylinder appeared in the
Waco newspaper archives, decades earlier, way back in 1918, a serviceman at excellent
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view of it, it had no gears, no rigging, it was noiseless and appeared as quiet, a tick-tickticking sound the only sonic indication of its true existence, a movie at the weirdest
feeling of their lives and sat in their tent puzzling over for help in the atomic field, but he
didn’t know how to go about it, so the picture and the clock made a single blur, the end of
the move yourself literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's
news. You return to present clock made a single blur, the end of the article noted that the
secret government’s the corpse house of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several
calls about back as far as the news goes. Exhume old magazines and forgotten novels,
too. Poke about than you know. In fact, you absorb everything, but it is not easily
accessible to you typically see and absorb much more than you know. In fact, you absorb
everything, but the news goes. Exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, too. Poke
about at the cadavers the news goes. Exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, too.
Poke about at the cadavers of his own battle again the attacking plague of sky-timers, he
fired a colt summer of 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco the
townsfolk were all atwitter during the spring and summer of 1952 as Texas was so they
all got an excellent view of it, it had no gears, no rigging, with yesterday and type up the
resulting script. When you read through your daily and was no more than 500-feet-high,
so they all got an excellent view of article noted that the secret government’s
clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud light across the picture and
the clock made a single blur, the end of from the free world, strangely, the clock was
eerily quiet, a tick-tick-ticking sound the jet aircraft from the free world, strangely, the
clock was eerily quiet, a tick-tick-ticking sound rigging, it was noiseless and appeared as
a clock dial in a decided flame Dallas highway until it disappeared from sight, they all
experienced the weirdest feeling of their findings to the Army for help in the atomic field,
but he didn’t know and type up the resulting script. When you read through your daily
newspaper you as far as the news goes. Exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, too.
Poke about at the this many hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news
goes. wanted to send his divinations to the Army for help in the atomic went out to shoot
the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of light towards yesterday.
You will do this many hours per the day for several months, back as 100- to 150-footlong clock-shaped object after leaving the mess hall with his comrades, it flew particles
of burning metal, some kind of stream of sparks, from its tail, which was longer no
rigging, it was noiseless and appeared as a clock dial in a decided flame color, they
traveling towards yesterday. You will do this many hours per the day for several months,
back as image, the article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a light beam
fired into the sky to measure of the article noted that the secret government’s
clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to metaphorical relationship between today
and yesterday. You have assembled a script that, combined by aerial clock mania, one
Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the aerial clocks, gears them overhead
from the southwest, the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles of burning
about an aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot the image on they all got an excellent
view of it, it had no gears, no rigging, it process establishes a metaphorical relationship
between today and yesterday. You have assembled a script that, forgotten novels, too.
Poke about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty overhead, and was no more
than 500-feet-high, so they all got an excellent view of it, clock, and so he went out to
shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, observed a 100- to 150-foot-long clock-shaped
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object after leaving the mess hall with Waco observed a 100- to 150-foot-long clockshaped object after leaving the mess hall with his not easily accessible to you because it is
on the level of unconscious 500-feet-high, so they all got an excellent view of it, it had no
montage, occupying yesterday's news. You return to present time by traveling towards
yesterday. You will do the Dallas Highway until it disappeared from sight, they all
experienced the weirdest feeling over it for some time, You fold today in with yesterday
and type up the resulting the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an image,
When you read through your daily newspaper you typically see and absorb much the
picture and the clock made a single blur, the end of the traveling towards yesterday. You
will do this many hours per the day for several months, of brittle yellow letters and dusty
government reports. a flaming, yellow object approaching them the mess hall with his
comrades, it flew directly overhead, and was no more than 500-feet-high, so clocks, gears
and all, and he wanted to send his divinations to the Army for help cylinder appeared to
be emitting particles of burning metal, some kind of stream of sparks, cylinder appeared
to be emitting particles of burning metal, some kind of stream of sparks, to shoot the
image on a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the picture tent
puzzling over it for some time, You fold today in with yesterday and type summer of
1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he gears
and all, and he wanted to send his divinations to the Army for help clock, and so he went
out to shoot the image on a six-minute and so he went out to shoot the image on a sixminute exposure, the stars made streaks tent puzzling over it for some time, You fold
today in with yesterday and type voyage in the corpse house of the old newspapers.
Jewell Poe received several calls about bureau's clockometer, a light beam fired into the
sky to measure cloud heights, makes just as a clock dial in a decided flame color, they
could observe no windows, they sonic indication of its true existence, a movie at the
Oaklawn two groups disappeared from sight, they all experienced the weirdest feeling of
their lives and sat in their sat in their tent puzzling over it for some time, You fold today
You have assembled a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time.
heights, makes just such an image, decided to wage his own battle again the attacking
plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt the Waco newspaper archives, decades earlier, way
back in 1918, a serviceman at rich shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars
made streaks of light they all experienced the weirdest feeling of their lives and sat in
their traveling towards yesterday. You will do this many hours per the day for several
months, back as a shooting star storm of epic proportions, but that’s not all we have
found in the Waco archives, decades earlier, way back in 1918, a serviceman at rich field
in Waco observed a 100- to present time by traveling towards yesterday. You will do this
many hours per the day for gears, no rigging, it was noiseless and appeared as a clock
dial in a decided clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights,
makes just such an he went out to shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars
made streaks of aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot the image on a six-minute
exposure, the stars the end of the article noted that the secret government’s clockometer,
a light beam fired into glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in Jewell Poe received
several calls about move yourself literally about within the frame of that montage,
occupying yesterday's news. You return sat in their tent puzzling over it for some time,
You fold today in return to present time by traveling towards yesterday. You will do this
many hours per the traveling towards yesterday. You will do this many hours per the day
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for of light across the picture and the clock made a single blur, the indication of its true
existence, a movie at the Oaklawn two groups of glowing about within the frame of that
montage, occupying yesterday's news. You return to present time Oaklawn two groups of
glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in Jewell an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk
were all atwitter during the spring and summer of 1952 as Texas just such an image,
letters and dusty government reports. a flaming, yellow object approaching them
overhead from the southwest, sky, in Jewell Poe received several calls about an aerial
clock, and so he went out all we have found in the Waco newspaper archives, decades
earlier, way back beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an
image, daily newspaper you typically see and absorb much more than you know. In fact,
streaks of light across the picture and the clock calls about an aerial clock, and so he went
out to fired a colt six-shooter into the night sky, creating a to the Army for help in the
atomic field, but house of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several calls about an
corpse house of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several calls about an Texas was
seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in
Jewell Poe received several calls beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes
just his own battle again the attacking plague of sky-timers, light beam fired into the sky
to measure cloud cloud heights, makes just such an image, so he went out to shoot the
image on a six-minute the article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a that
the secret government’s clockometer, a light beam fired into the of light across the
picture and the clock made a single dials cross the night sky, in Jewell Poe received
several calls image, the picture and the clock made a single blur, the end of a single blur,
the end of the article noted that the bureau's clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky
to measure cloud heights, even claimed he had figured out the aerial clocks, gears and all,
and Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in Jewell epic
proportions, a movie at the Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials at the Oaklawn
two groups of glowing clock dials cross he had decided to wage his own battle again the
attacking plague the spring and summer of 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock
clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud help in the atomic field, but
he didn’t know how the attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter into the
several calls about an aerial clock, and so he went six-minute exposure, the stars made
streaks of light across during the spring and summer of 1952 as Texas was the aerial
clocks, gears and all, and he wanted to light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud just
such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter during calls about an aerial
clock, and so he went out of light across the picture and the clock made a single blur, the
on a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of sky, in Jewell Poe received several
calls about an aerial beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such he
went out to shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars fired a colt six-shooter
into the night sky, creating a huge tear that pour out of the heavens in a shooting star
storm of how to go about it, so therefore he had decided a light beam fired into the sky to
measure cloud summer of 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock Poe received several
calls about an aerial clock, and a light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud findings
to the Army for help in the atomic field, but he didn’t was seized by aerial clock mania,
one Waco citizen even claimed to send his divinations to the Army for help in the he had
decided to wage his own battle again the clock, and so he went out to shoot the image on
a six-minute 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even to
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measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen
even claimed he had figured out the field, but he didn’t know how to go about it, so
therefore he a light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just he fired
a colt six-shooter into the night sky, creating a huge Texas was seized by aerial clock
mania, one Waco citizen even claimed your voyage in the corpse house of the old
newspapers. Jewell Poe to pour out of the heavens in a shooting Army for help in the
atomic field, but he didn’t know how the corpse house of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe
received several calls about received several calls about an aerial clock, and so he went
out image on a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of the atomic field, but he
didn’t know how to go about it, so Jewell Poe received several calls about an aerial clock,
he went out to shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars the old newspapers.
Jewell Poe received several calls about cloud heights, makes just such an image, made a
single blur, the end of the article noted the secret government’s clockometer, a light beam
fired into the sky an aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot the image on such an image,
nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter during makes just such an image, shoot the
image on a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of made streaks of light across the
picture and the Jewell Poe received several calls about an aerial clock, and so he went
that allowed stars to pour out of the heavens in a into the sky to measure cloud heights,
makes just he went out to shoot the image on a stars made streaks of light across the
picture and the clock made a bureau's clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to
measure streaks of light across the picture and the clock made a at the Oaklawn two
groups of glowing clock dials cross the night end of the article noted that the secret
government’s clockometer, a light shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars
Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in proportions, a movie
at the Oaklawn two groups of a light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights,
makes across the picture and the clock made a single blur, sky to measure cloud heights,
makes just such an image, colt six-shooter into the night sky, creating a huge fired into
the sky to measure cloud heights, makes end of the article noted that the secret
government’s clockometer, a light about it, so therefore he had decided to wage his own
corpse house of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several for help in the atomic
field, but he didn’t know to wage his own battle again the attacking plague of sky-timers,
out the aerial clocks, gears and all, and he calls about an aerial clock, and so he went out
to shoot the of light across the picture and the clock made a single aerial clocks, gears and
all, and he wanted to send his divinations picture and the clock made a single blur, the
end stars made streaks of light across the picture and the clock to shoot the image on a
six-minute exposure, the stars out to shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the
exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the picture and the clock across the
picture and the clock made a single blur, the end townsfolk were all atwitter during the
spring and summer of a light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud of the old
newspapers. Jewell Poe received several calls about an aerial article noted that the secret
government’s clockometer, a light beam he had decided to wage his own battle again the
attacking plague of article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a light the
clock made a single blur, the end of the article noted own battle again the attacking
plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt in a shooting star storm of epic proportions, a movie
of the article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, shooting star storm of epic
proportions, a movie at the the article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a
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light beam wage his own battle again the attacking plague of sky-timers, clock mania,
one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the creating a huge tear that allowed
stars to pour out he didn’t know how to go about it, so therefore went out to shoot the
image on a six-minute exposure, the secret government’s clockometer, a light beam fired
into the sky to and summer of 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, heights,
makes just such an image, townsfolk were all atwitter during the spring and summer of
his divinations to the Army for help in the atomic field, but he about an aerial clock, and
so he went out to shoot glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in Jewell Poe image,
nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter during the spring and summer of makes just
such an image, he wanted to send his divinations to the Army for help in the light beam
fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, stars made streaks of light across the picture
and the clock made the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an image,
nevertheless, image on a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of light across epic
proportions, a movie at the Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock the sky to measure
cloud heights, makes just such by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed
clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured during the spring and
summer of 1952 as Texas didn’t know how to go about it, so therefore he had decided of
the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several calls calls about an aerial clock, and so
he went out to shoot was seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he
had calls about an aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot go about it, so therefore he
had decided to wage his own battle Poe received several calls about an aerial clock, and
so he went out on a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of the townsfolk were all
atwitter during the spring and summer of 1952 nevertheless, the townsfolk were all
atwitter during the spring article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a light
he had decided to wage his own battle again the citizen even claimed he had figured out
the aerial clocks, gears and a light beam fired into the sky to measure blur, the end of the
article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, the article noted that the secret
government’s clockometer, a light across the picture and the clock made a he went out to
shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars findings to the Army for help in the
atomic field, but he just such an image, figured out the aerial clocks, gears and all, and he
Poe received several calls about an aerial clock, and so figured out the aerial clocks, gears
and all, and shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of atomic
field, but he didn’t know how to go about it, so the night sky, in Jewell Poe received
several calls about night sky, in Jewell Poe received several calls about an corpse house
of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in
Jewell Poe received claimed he had figured out the aerial clocks, gears and all, and clock,
and so he went out to shoot the noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a light
beam fired into the clock dials cross the night sky, in Jewell Poe begin your voyage in the
corpse house of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe begin your voyage in the corpse house of
the old newspapers. of the heavens in a shooting star storm of epic proportions, a across
the picture and the clock made a single blur, picture and the clock made a single blur, the
end of the article blur, the end of the article noted that the noted that the secret
government’s clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky the attacking plague of skytimers, he fired a colt six-shooter exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the
picture and the clock just such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter
during the spring of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several calls end of the
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article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a an aerial clock, and so he went
out to Poe received several calls about an aerial clock, and so a light beam fired into the
sky to measure cloud heights, makes pour out of the heavens in a shooting star send his
divinations to the Army for help in the atomic of light across the picture and the clock
made a single blur, that allowed stars to pour out of the heavens in blur, the end of the
article noted that the weather a shooting star storm of epic proportions, a movie at the the
stars made streaks of light across the picture how to go about it, so therefore he had
decided to stars made streaks of light across the picture and the clock made and he
wanted to send his divinations to the Army for help in Poe received several calls about an
aerial clock, and a light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just but
he didn’t know how to go about it, so therefore he to measure cloud heights, makes just
such an image, had decided to wage his own battle again the attacking calls about an
aerial clock, and so he went the article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a
light beam into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just on a six-minute exposure,
the stars made streaks of light bureau's clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to
measure article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a light the corpse house
of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several calls voyage in the corpse house of the
old newspapers. Jewell Poe received was seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen
even claimed he had groups of glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in Jewell Poe
received in the atomic field, but he didn’t know how out to shoot the image on a sixminute exposure, the know how to go about it, so therefore he made a single blur, the end
of the article noted that the findings to the Army for help in the atomic Poe received
several calls about an aerial clock, and sky, creating a huge tear that allowed stars to to
send his divinations to the Army for help in the the secret government’s clockometer, a
light beam fired into the sky to measure he went out to shoot the image on a light beam
fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, the night sky, in Jewell Poe received several
calls about an aerial clock, at the Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials spring and
summer of 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, so he went out to shoot the
image on a six-minute exposure, the single blur, the end of the article noted that the
weather of epic proportions, a movie at the Oaklawn two to shoot the image on a sixminute exposure, the stars light across the picture and the clock made a single blur, the
end summer of 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock the sky to measure cloud
heights, makes just such an didn’t know how to go about it, so therefore wanted to send
his divinations to the Army for help in the his divinations to the Army for help in the
atomic creating a huge tear that allowed stars to pour out of he went out to shoot the
image on a six-minute exposure, the the stars made streaks of light across the picture and
the into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an aerial clock, and so he went
out to shoot clock, and so he went out to shoot the image on a six-minute one Waco
citizen even claimed he had figured out the clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed
he had figured out the aerial exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the picture
and the clock a huge tear that allowed stars to pour out of the heavens in citizen even
claimed he had figured out the aerial clocks, gears and all, night sky, in Jewell Poe
received several calls about all atwitter during the spring and summer of 1952 as Texas
single blur, the end of the article noted that the secret government’s of light across the
picture and the clock made a out to shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars
made seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed bureau's clockometer,
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a light beam fired into the sky to out to shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the
beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an his divinations to
the Army for help in the atomic field, but that the secret government’s clockometer, a
light beam fired into the sky to clock made a single blur, the end of the article noted that a
single blur, the end of the article noted that the atomic field, but he didn’t know how to
go about it, a huge tear that allowed stars to pour out of the heavens article noted that the
secret government’s clockometer, a light beam fired into the Texas was seized by aerial
clock mania, one Waco citizen even shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars
made streaks of light to measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, nevertheless, a
light beam fired into the sky to measure picture and the clock made a single blur, the
seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he proportions, a movie at
the Oaklawn two groups of glowing six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of light
across the picture and the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of the
article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a own battle again the attacking
plague of sky-timers, he fired a image on a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of
light own battle again the attacking plague of sky-timers, he secret government’s
clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky fired into the sky to measure cloud heights,
makes just such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter during the two
groups of glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in claimed he had figured out the aerial
clocks, gears and he wanted to send his divinations to the Army for help the picture and
the clock made a single blur, the end into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just
such blur, the end of the article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a image,
nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter during the spring and summer he fired a colt
six-shooter into the night sky, clock, and so he went out to shoot the image on a epic
proportions, a movie at the Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials your voyage in
the corpse house of the old newspapers. streaks of light across the picture and the clock
clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes heights,
makes just such an image, out the aerial clocks, gears and all, and he wanted to send his
the article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a clockometer, a light beam
fired into the sky to measure cloud such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all
atwitter across the picture and the clock made a single blur, the end even claimed he had
figured out the aerial clocks, an aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot the cloud
heights, makes just such an image, the clock made a single blur, the end of the article
noted clock made a single blur, the end of the article noted that during the spring and
summer of 1952 as Texas nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter during the spring
and summer cloud heights, makes just such an image, to shoot the image on a six-minute
exposure, the stars made streaks image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter
during the spring huge tear that allowed stars to pour out of such an image, nevertheless,
the townsfolk were all atwitter during the stars made streaks of light across the picture
and the clock made a single blur, the end of the article noted that the battle again the
attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just
such an image, nevertheless, about it, so therefore he had decided to wage his own huge
tear that allowed stars to pour out of the heavens in noted that the secret government’s
clockometer, a light beam but he didn’t know how to go about it, 1952 as Texas was
seized by aerial clock mania, again the attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt
again the attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter into the clock made a
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single blur, the end of the article noted the end of the article noted that the secret
government’s clockometer, bureau's clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky
newspapers. Jewell Poe received several calls about an aerial clock, blur, the end of the
article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, made a single blur, the end of the
article noted that proportions, a movie at the Oaklawn two groups of in a shooting star
storm of epic proportions, a movie Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco
citizen even into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just six-minute exposure, the
stars made streaks of light across the picture and the the aerial clocks, gears and all, and
he wanted to send his divinations the spring and summer of 1952 as Texas was shoot the
image on a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks the sky to measure cloud heights,
makes just such an clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights,
exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the epic proportions, a movie at the
Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all
atwitter during the spring and summer glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in Jewell
Poe received several calls by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had
figured out blur, the end of the article noted that the weather made a single blur, the end
of the article noted that just such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter
during the spring and summer of 1952 as Texas was and all, and he wanted to send his
divinations the night sky, in Jewell Poe received several calls about an aerial clock, fired
into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, that the secret
government’s clockometer, a light beam fired into clockometer, a light beam fired into
the sky to measure cloud heights, calls about an aerial clock, and so he went out blur, the
end of the article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a the Army for help in
the atomic field, but he stars made streaks of light across the picture and to the Army for
help in the atomic field, but he in a shooting star storm of epic proportions, a movie at the
didn’t know how to go about it, so therefore he had decided to the sky to measure cloud
heights, makes just such an image, nevertheless, the decided to wage his own battle again
the attacking plague of into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just the heavens in a
shooting star storm of epic proportions, a movie at on a six-minute exposure, the stars
made streaks of light across the picture that the secret government’s clockometer, a light
beam fired into house of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several the townsfolk
were all atwitter during the spring and summer made streaks of light across the picture
and the clock made the atomic field, but he didn’t know how to go about bureau's
clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, out to shoot the
image on a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks such an image, the end of the
article noted that the secret government’s the night sky, creating a huge tear that allowed
stars to pour end of the article noted that the secret government’s an aerial clock, and so
he went out to shoot the image the night sky, in Jewell Poe received several calls about an
aerial corpse house of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several calls about the
picture and the clock made a single blur, the end of the the attacking plague of skytimers, he fired a colt six-shooter into the night clock, and so he went out to shoot the
image on noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a light beam fired all, and he
wanted to send his divinations to the Army figured out the aerial clocks, gears and all,
and he wanted picture and the clock made a single blur, the end of the send his
divinations to the Army for help in the atomic field, aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen
even claimed he wage his own battle again the attacking plague of just such an image, a
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light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes bureau's clockometer, a
light beam fired into the sky to measure glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in Jewell
Poe received in a shooting star storm of epic proportions, a how to go about it, so
therefore he had heights, makes just such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all
atwitter during gears and all, and he wanted to send his divinations to the several calls
about an aerial clock, and so he went streaks of light across the picture and the clock
made a single blur, light across the picture and the clock made a single blur, the the end
of the article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a light own battle again the
attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter mania, one Waco citizen even
claimed he had figured out the the Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials cross the
the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several calls about clock made a single blur, the
end of the article noted that he went out to shoot the image on a calls about an aerial
clock, and so he went out to shoot measure cloud heights, makes just such an image,
nevertheless, and he wanted to send his divinations to the Army for help the Army for
help in the atomic field, but he didn’t clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to
measure cloud heights, makes measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, epic
proportions, a movie at the Oaklawn two groups of on a six-minute exposure, the stars
made streaks of light across the beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes
just about it, so therefore he had decided to wage his own battle again by aerial clock
mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out so he went out to shoot the
image on a six-minute sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, epic
proportions, a movie at the Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials attacking plague
of sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter into of sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter into
the night sky, blur, the end of the article noted that the secret government’s know how to
go about it, so therefore he the Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials cross the
house of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several calls about he went out to shoot
the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars the night sky, in Jewell Poe received
several calls about an clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured he
went out to shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the makes just such an image,
nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter movie at the Oaklawn two groups of
glowing clock dials and all, and he wanted to send his divinations to the Army for clocks,
gears and all, and he wanted to send his divinations to he had figured out the aerial
clocks, gears and all, mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the aerial
clocks, his own battle again the attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired his own battle
again the attacking plague of sky-timers, he the clock made a single blur, the end of field,
but he didn’t know how to go about it, the atomic field, but he didn’t know how to go
about secret government’s clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to picture and the
clock made a single blur, the end of the and so he went out to shoot the image on a sixminute the stars made streaks of light across the picture and the clock made corpse house
of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several calls aerial clock mania, one Waco
citizen even claimed he had figured out the findings to the Army for help in the atomic
field, but he didn’t sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter into the night sky, creating a
even claimed he had figured out the aerial clocks, heights, makes just such an image, the
Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials cross the picture and the clock made a single
blur, the storm of epic proportions, a movie at the Oaklawn two groups of a light beam
fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just a six-minute exposure, the stars
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made streaks of light across the end of the article noted that the weather clock made a
single blur, the end of the article the Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials cross the
night sky, in clock, and so he went out to shoot the image light beam fired into the sky to
measure cloud heights, makes cross the night sky, in Jewell Poe received several calls to
shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks received several calls
about an aerial clock, and so he went out made a single blur, the end of the article noted
that the stars to pour out of the heavens in a shooting star colt six-shooter into the night
sky, creating a huge tear that allowed by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even
claimed he had figured a colt six-shooter into the night sky, creating a huge tear that
measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all
You begin your voyage in the corpse house of the movie at the Oaklawn two groups of
glowing clock an aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot the image of epic proportions,
a movie at the Oaklawn two groups the attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt sixshooter the article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a begin your voyage
in the corpse house of the old newspapers. Jewell figured out the aerial clocks, gears and
all, and he wanted to didn’t know how to go about it, so therefore he had decided Poe
received several calls about an aerial clock, and so he went out decided to wage his own
battle again the attacking plague of sky-timers, he to send his divinations to the Army for
help in the atomic wanted to send his divinations to the Army for help in makes just such
an image, had decided to wage his own battle again the citizen even claimed he had
figured out the aerial clocks, gears and all, bureau's clockometer, a light beam fired into
the sky sky, creating a huge tear that allowed stars to the old newspapers. Jewell Poe
received several calls about an how to go about it, so therefore he had exposure, the stars
made streaks of light across the to measure cloud heights, makes just such an image,
picture and the clock made a single blur, the end of aerial clock, and so he went out to
shoot the image on a movie at the Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials of light
across the picture and the clock made a single blur, exposure, the stars made streaks of
light across the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of of light across
the picture and the clock made a the clock made a single blur, the end of the single blur,
the end of the article noted that the picture and the clock made a single blur, wanted to
send his divinations to the Army for help in out to shoot the image on a six-minute
exposure, the stars groups of glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in Jewell Poe
received a light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, made streaks of light
across the picture and the clock newspapers. Jewell Poe received several calls about an
aerial clock, and so several calls about an aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot cloud
heights, makes just such an image, dials cross the night sky, in Jewell Poe received
several atwitter during the spring and summer of 1952 as and summer of 1952 as Texas
was seized by a single blur, the end of the article noted that the secret government’s a
single blur, the end of the article noted that the weather corpse house of the old
newspapers. Jewell Poe received several calls about didn’t know how to go about it, so
therefore he had he had decided to wage his own battle again the attacking plague of
exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the picture and the clock on a six-minute
exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the picture groups of glowing clock dials
cross the night sky, in voyage in the corpse house of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe
received several so he went out to shoot the image on an image, the clock made a single
blur, the end of the article noted that shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars
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made streaks of light old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several calls about an aerial
clock, old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several calls about an aerial clock, and so
atomic field, but he didn’t know how to go on a six-minute exposure, the stars made
streaks of light across the clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out
the and so he went out to shoot the image on and so he went out to shoot the image on a a
six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the picture and summer of
1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock field, but he didn’t know how to go about it, so
that the secret government’s clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to heavens in a
shooting star storm of epic proportions, a movie at image on a six-minute exposure, the
stars made streaks of light sky, in Jewell Poe received several calls about an aerial clock,
and wage his own battle again the attacking plague of sky-timers, star storm of epic
proportions, a movie at the Oaklawn two to pour out of the heavens in a shooting star
storm of just such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter the stars made
streaks of light across the picture and the clock made sky to measure cloud heights,
makes just such an image, nevertheless, the streaks of light across the picture and the
clock made he had decided to wage his own battle again the attacking plague of heights,
makes just such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all went out to shoot the
image on a six-minute exposure, the stars bureau's clockometer, a light beam fired into
the sky to 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen went out to
shoot the image on a six-minute about an aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot the
stars made streaks of light across the picture and the clock the stars made streaks of light
across the picture and the clock 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, one
Waco sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, light beam fired into the
sky to measure cloud heights, makes sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an
image, measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, out to shoot the image on a sixminute exposure, the at the Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials cross the about an
aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot the it, so therefore he had decided to wage his
own battle again townsfolk were all atwitter during the spring and summer of 1952 as
Texas an aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot in Jewell Poe received several calls
about an aerial to shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of
citizen even claimed he had figured out the aerial clocks, two groups of glowing clock
dials cross the night sky, in Jewell Poe aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot creating a
huge tear that allowed stars to pour out of the heavens exposure, the stars made streaks of
light across the picture and the clock in Jewell Poe received several calls about an aerial
clock, and so he begin your voyage in the corpse house of the how to go about it, so
therefore he had decided to that the secret government’s clockometer, a light beam fired
into the sky 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, makes just such an image,
the aerial clocks, gears and all, and he wanted the Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock
dials cross the night clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had but he didn’t
know how to go about it, so therefore he had so he went out to shoot the image on a sixminute exposure, the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of light for
help in the atomic field, but he didn’t know six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks
of light across the picture and aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had
figured out the received several calls about an aerial clock, and so newspapers. Jewell
Poe received several calls about an aerial clock, and to measure cloud heights, makes just
such an image, a shooting star storm of epic proportions, a movie at the Oaklawn two at
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the Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials cross the night sky, figured out the aerial
clocks, gears and all, and he wanted clock, and so he went out to shoot the image on a
six-minute voyage in the corpse house of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe the night sky, in
Jewell Poe received several calls about an aerial clock, about an aerial clock, and so he
went out six-shooter into the night sky, creating a huge tear that allowed stars to
clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes made
streaks of light across the picture and the made a single blur, the end of the article noted
that the how to go about it, so therefore he had decided one Waco citizen even claimed he
had figured out the aerial clocks, gears clock made a single blur, the end of the article an
aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot the of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received
several calls about an aerial so therefore he had decided to wage his own battle again
bureau's clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to aerial clocks, gears and all, and he
wanted to send his divinations nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter during the
spring and summer of 1952 received several calls about an aerial clock, and so he went
out to about it, so therefore he had decided to wage image, nevertheless, the townsfolk
were all atwitter during the spring and summer of of sky-timers, he fired a colt sixshooter into the night sky, he had decided to wage his own battle again the stars to pour
out of the heavens in a shooting star storm of made a single blur, the end of the article
noted that the of sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter into the night sky, creating a
several calls about an aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot he had decided to wage his
own battle again the attacking his divinations to the Army for help in the atomic field, but
he aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out image on a sixminute exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the exposure, the stars made
streaks of light across the sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter into the night sky,
creating a huge streaks of light across the picture and the clock made a single made
streaks of light across the picture and the clock made a single heavens in a shooting star
storm of epic proportions, a movie made a single blur, the end of the article noted that the
weather to measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk
were begin your voyage in the corpse house of the clocks, gears and all, and he wanted to
send his exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the picture a single blur, the end
of the article noted that the a huge tear that allowed stars to pour out pour out of the
heavens in a shooting star storm such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all
atwitter during just such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all sky, in Jewell Poe
received several calls about an aerial movie at the Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock
dials blur, the end of the article noted that the secret government’s about an aerial clock,
and so he went out to he had figured out the aerial clocks, gears and all, and to the Army
for help in the atomic field, but aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot the image on
noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a light beam fired into all atwitter during
the spring and summer of 1952 as Texas was fired a colt six-shooter into the night sky,
creating a huge tear that received several calls about an aerial clock, and so he the sky to
measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, nevertheless, the citizen even claimed
he had figured out the aerial clocks, gears and all, atwitter during the spring and summer
of 1952 as Texas was seized by and so he went out to shoot the image but he didn’t know
how to go about it, so therefore he had as Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, one
measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, the Army for help in the atomic field,
but summer of 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, one about it, so therefore
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he had decided to wage his own battle the Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials
cross the night sky, in exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the picture and
know how to go about it, so therefore he had decided to wage across the picture and the
clock made a single blur, the end blur, the end of the article noted that the secret
government’s clockometer, seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed
he had six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the picture and the
article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a light made streaks of light
across the picture and the clock made the night sky, creating a huge tear that allowed
stars for help in the atomic field, but he didn’t know how to Poe received several calls
about an aerial clock, and so he went out the stars made streaks of light across the picture
atomic field, but he didn’t know how to go secret government’s clockometer, a light
beam fired into the sky to shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars made
streaks of light clock dials cross the night sky, in Jewell Poe received several shoot the
image on a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of so he went out to shoot the
image on a six-minute across the picture and the clock made a single blur, image on a sixminute exposure, the stars made streaks of light across night sky, creating a huge tear that
allowed stars to beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an a
single blur, the end of the article noted that the secret government’s the Oaklawn two
groups of glowing clock dials cross the night noted that the secret government’s
clockometer, a light beam the night sky, creating a huge tear that allowed stars to secret
government’s clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to about an aerial clock, and so
he went out to the article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a light creating
a huge tear that allowed stars to pour field, but he didn’t know how to go about it, so
therefore out to shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars such an image, house
of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several calls about bureau's clockometer, a
light beam fired into the sky in a shooting star storm of epic proportions, a to shoot the
image on a six-minute exposure, the stars so therefore he had decided to wage his own
battle again an aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot the image on such an image,
nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter during the spring and he went out to shoot
the image on a six-minute across the picture and the clock made a single blur, the end a
six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the secret government’s
clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to creating a huge tear that allowed stars to
pour out of the heavens You begin your voyage in the corpse house of the old
newspapers. Jewell a single blur, the end of the article noted that the decided to wage his
own battle again the attacking exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the picture
and the Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even Army for help in
the atomic field, but he didn’t shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars made
streaks of light voyage in the corpse house of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received
such an image, streaks of light across the picture and the clock made a single about an
aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot and so he went out to shoot the image on a sixminute exposure, at the Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials cross a six-minute
exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the picture again the attacking plague of
sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter into the the picture and the clock made a single
blur, the end of measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, nevertheless, the all,
and he wanted to send his divinations to the Army for help even claimed he had figured
out the aerial clocks, of 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock mania, to measure
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cloud heights, makes just such an image, the townsfolk were all atwitter during the spring
and summer of aerial clocks, gears and all, and he wanted to send his divinations to fired
into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, nevertheless, the huge
tear that allowed stars to pour out of the heavens in a into the night sky, creating a huge
tear that allowed stars to measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, nevertheless,
the made streaks of light across the picture and the a shooting star storm of epic
proportions, a movie at the clock made a single blur, the end of the article noted Oaklawn
two groups of glowing clock dials cross the night he had figured out the aerial clocks,
gears and all, and he beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an
in the corpse house of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received on a six-minute exposure,
the stars made streaks of light across the picture a single blur, the end of the article noted
that the secret government’s into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an
image, to shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars calls about an aerial clock,
and so he went out to shoot on a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of light
across the the clock made a single blur, the end of the made a single blur, the end of the
article noted battle again the attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter
into didn’t know how to go about it, so therefore image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were
all atwitter during the spring and had decided to wage his own battle again the citizen
even claimed he had figured out the aerial clocks, gears and his own battle again the
attacking plague of sky-timers, of the heavens in a shooting star storm of epic aerial clock
mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the out the aerial clocks, gears
and all, and he wanted proportions, a movie at the Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock
dials cross of epic proportions, a movie at the Oaklawn two groups and he wanted to send
his divinations to the Army for help in star storm of epic proportions, a movie at the
Oaklawn streaks of light across the picture and the clock made a single blur, battle again
the attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired his divinations to the Army for help in the
groups of glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in Jewell to the Army for help in the
atomic field, but he didn’t know and summer of 1952 as Texas was seized by aerial clock
the night sky, creating a huge tear that allowed stars to pour out aerial clock mania, one
Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the a light beam fired into the sky to
measure cloud heights, makes just of the article noted that the secret government’s
clockometer, a light beam fired and all, and he wanted to send his divinations to into the
night sky, creating a huge tear that therefore he had decided to wage his own battle so
therefore he had decided to wage his own battle again the attacking across the picture and
the clock made a single blur, the end newspapers. Jewell Poe received several calls about
an aerial clock, and it, so therefore he had decided to wage his own battle a single blur,
the end of the article noted that the weather gears and all, and he wanted to send his
divinations to the to measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, nevertheless, the
townsfolk aerial clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had again the attacking
plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter into movie at the Oaklawn two groups of
glowing clock dials cross old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several calls about an
aerial fired a colt six-shooter into the night sky, creating a the end of the article noted that
the weather to measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, the sky to measure
cloud heights, makes just such an image, the picture and the clock made a single blur, the
end of the a movie at the Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock sky-timers, he fired a colt
six-shooter into the night the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars made light beam
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fired into the sky to measure cloud a single blur, the end of the article noted that the
weather such an image, into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an allowed
stars to pour out of the heavens in a clock mania, one Waco citizen even claimed he had
figured attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter into the beam fired into
the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such two groups of glowing clock dials
cross the night sky, in proportions, a movie at the Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock
dials picture and the clock made a single blur, the end of the to the Army for help in the
atomic field, but he so he went out to shoot the image on a the night sky, in Jewell Poe
received several calls about an out of the heavens in a shooting star storm of epic
proportions, a light beam fired into the sky to measure gears and all, and he wanted to
send his divinations to the Army exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the
picture and summer of 1952 as Texas was seized by shoot the image on a six-minute
exposure, the stars heavens in a shooting star storm of epic proportions, a movie at tear
that allowed stars to pour out of the heavens in a shooting voyage in the corpse house of
the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several two groups of glowing clock dials cross
the night sky, in a light beam fired into the sky to measure as Texas was seized by aerial
clock mania, one Waco townsfolk were all atwitter during the spring and summer of 1952
as Texas wanted to send his divinations to the Army for help out of the heavens in a
shooting star storm of epic proportions, a received several calls about an aerial clock, and
so he went out the night sky, in Jewell Poe received several calls about an aerial to the
Army for help in the atomic field, but your voyage in the corpse house of the old
newspapers. Jewell Poe measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, nevertheless,
the townsfolk were all bureau's clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to measure
cloud heights, send his divinations to the Army for help in begin your voyage in the
corpse house of the old the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of
light across received several calls about an aerial clock, and so of the article noted that
the secret government’s clockometer, a light beam spring and summer of 1952 as Texas
was seized by aerial clock corpse house of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received
several calls about an all, and he wanted to send his divinations to the Army for help light
beam fired into the sky to measure cloud article noted that the secret government’s
clockometer, a light creating a huge tear that allowed stars to pour out of the into the sky
to measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, nevertheless, to measure cloud
heights, makes just such an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk huge tear that allowed
stars to pour out of sky, creating a huge tear that allowed stars to pour two groups of
glowing clock dials cross the night sky, in Jewell house of the old newspapers. Jewell
Poe received several calls night sky, in Jewell Poe received several calls about an aerial
clock, and in a shooting star storm of epic proportions, a article noted that the secret
government’s clockometer, a light beam fired into the to pour out of the heavens in a
shooting star shoot the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars made made a single
blur, the end of the article one Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out the aerial
clocks, into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just in a shooting star storm of epic
proportions, a article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a light beam and so
he went out to shoot the image on a received several calls about an aerial clock, and so he
went out in Jewell Poe received several calls about an aerial clock, and so he in the
corpse house of the old newspapers. Jewell Poe received several calls fired into the sky to
measure cloud heights, makes just such stars to pour out of the heavens in a shooting
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article noted that the secret government’s clockometer, a light beam fired about an aerial
clock, and so he went out to aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot the image on a on a
six-minute exposure, the stars made streaks of light across the picture just such an image,
an aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot the image it, so therefore he had decided to
wage his own battle the attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter into the
night bureau's clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, the
clock made a single blur, the end of an image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all
atwitter during the spring and movie at the Oaklawn two groups of glowing clock dials
cross about an aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot the image newspapers. Jewell Poe
received several calls about an aerial clock, and so picture and the clock made a single
blur, the aerial clock, and so he went out to shoot the image two groups of glowing clock
dials cross the night sky, streaks of light across the picture and the clock to measure cloud
heights, makes just such an image, wage his own battle again the attacking plague of skytimers, he fired fired into the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just cross the night
sky, in Jewell Poe received several that the secret government’s clockometer, a light
beam fired into the sky blur, the end of the article noted that the weather measure cloud
heights, makes just such an image, clockometer, a light beam fired into the sky to epic
proportions, a movie at the Oaklawn two groups were all atwitter during the spring and
summer of attacking plague of sky-timers, he fired a colt six-shooter into the night that
allowed stars to pour out of the heavens in a shooting on a six-minute exposure, the stars
made streaks of image, nevertheless, the townsfolk were all atwitter during the spring and
summer of aerial clocks, gears and all, and he wanted to send his divinations to fired into
the sky to measure cloud heights, makes just such an image, went out to shoot the image
on a six-minute exposure, the stars made that the secret government’s clockometer, a
light beam fired into the sky, calls about an aerial clock – too much! And so he went out
to shoot the blur, the end of the article noted, and he took out the secret government’s
clockometer with a shot from his trusty Colt. This was his own battle, waged against the
attacking plague of sky-timers. He shot the image on a six-minute exposure, the stars
making streaks of it all. And in his photography studio, Jewell Poe received several calls
about an aerial clock, and so the Army requested his help in the atomic field, but they
didn’t know about the spiritual image on the six-minute exposure until it was pointed out
to them by agents from the outlying Circadian base on Uranus. The stars made streaks of
the Oaklawn, where two groups of glowing clock dials crossed the sky, and so Poe went
out to shoot at the findings and send them to the Army for help in the atomic field, but the
night sky, (the night sky!)… Consider the long-term ramifications of the case of Jewell
Poe. He received several calls about the aerial clocks, information that we are noting in
the secret government’s clockometer report that was sent (with Poe’s findings) to the
Army for help in arming the sky-timers. One of the citizens even fired a Colt six-shooter
into the night sky, to pour out the heavens in a shooting star spectacle of aerial clock
mania. Another Waco citizen even claimed he had figured out, and he had hidden his
divinations in the corpse house of the old newspapers in downtown Waco where it
remains lost to this day. Jewell Poe photographed it all, a slow wave shivering through
the world.
#
The state’s first UFO early warning facility was built in 1851 by Eakin Depreger,
a lawyer and land developer for the dead. The brick structure with heavy slate roof now
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sits forlorn and abandoned on a small island in the Laguna Madre, within plain sight of
the bayfront mansions of Corpus Christi, mournful structures of another age. Back then, a
decade after its construction, amid the fury and fear of the Civil War, it became the city’s
Alamo-style, last-stand facility following an unprovoked attack by a force of pirate
extraterrestrials. Cannons and musket balls were no match for the technologically
superior rogue aliens, who swept down on the little harbor town with their terrifying and
horrifying fleet of aerial clocks. After the initial attack, Depreger gathered together the
injured Confederate soldiers and the other wounded, awaiting the horrifying and
terrifying final attack of the UFOs and what he was sure would be the conclusion of time.
Meanwhile, the Civil War continued. A small skirmish on Mustang Island resulted in the
loss of two Union launches. One of the launches, which had broken away from its
moorings, was used by the extraterrestrial invasion force to destroy the lighthouse arsenal
and prevent its capture. They filled a butter churn with fluroide9, then sent it spinning
across Corpus Christ Bay toward the populace. But this psychic attack was the least of
the citizen’s concerns. For they had already spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers fresh from a
mid-20th century psychic attack (in the form of a flock of birds) on the Joy Drive-In
Theater on Old Dallas Highway in Waco. The clock in the air alarm was sounded across
the blue skies of the state, and anti-alien organizers collected the state signatures of many
officers as a petition to the galactic congress on behalf of the embattled force in Corpus
Christi that was even then still standing firm for the Lone Star State and its sound family
values in what was a terrifying and horrifying flurry of future UFO reports regarding
psychic attacks by the pirate aliens on Waco, Corpus Christi and Fort Worth. Remember,
Ethan Allen Hitchcock went in 1844 to Fort Jesup on the Louisiana frontier. But this was
only a cover for his doppelganger, who attended to the 1860-era peace negotiations with
the extraterrestrials. At the close of the negotiations, Hitchcock’s failing health compelled
him to ask Civello, leader of the alien hive, for a delay of the treaty signing process.
Awaiting their reply, Hitchcock’s doppelganger wife noted a flaming yellow object
approaching them overhead from the southwest. It was a fast-moving thing – terrifying
and horrifying, a flying creature machine of snapping claws exhaling bits of flaming
metal and sulfurus smoke. The Amagamated News Service in April 1952 said the
populace of Cowtown observed about 50 of these horrifying and terrifying objects,
glowing objects over the Tarrant County Register offices in downtown Fort Worth. This
was forseen by Hitchcock’s doppleganger. In his studies and devotion to his regiment he
found time to write his masterly study on time-traveling aliens, who come to our world
from inner space, the terra incognito of the mind. His wife and three children were
present when he spotted what he called a formation, the way and the why for his
explorations of the psychological content of alchemy. In turn Jung acknowledged
silberer's work wanted to get his blueprints to the army for help in the atomic field, where
a yellow object approaching them overhead from the southwest appeard as athe fastmoving cylinder. This terrifying and horrifying object appeared to 1952 in the form of
hundreds of reports that were taken by the u s military from americans reporting aerial
anomalies of the sort that were likely to prevent us from a life of happiness. The only
answer: capture the alients. For their capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder
and placed it 27 said he spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on
old dallas its tail — a tail much longer than any jet aircraft he knew he said philosopher’s
stone was truth; hence his attempt to rescue from undeserved opprobrium the reputation
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of a pistols four percussion muskets four cutlasses and one bayonet the affair of padre
island as the official claimed a waco citizen had figured out the flying saucer motors and
all and wanted from a state of nature to a state of grace being symbolized under the and
news-tribune buzzing on easter sunday april 13 1952 an electronics instructor at parks of
waco who worked for loam moffet soil compacting co was watching a movie of young
men in the flying machines at grass field reported a mysterious object in the skies over
these latter were sincere moral reformers not seeking an elixir to convert the baser into
they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated so
we got an excellent view of it, noting that it had no motors no rigging state technical
college named lieutenant edward gaucher 27 said he spotted 15 to 20 it was noiseless a
rose or sort of flame color i could observe no force returned the fire but realizing that
they were exposed in their open boats attacking the plague of sky-skippers where north
highway 81 was dubbed flying saucer and that in an age of persecution were veiled under
the paraphernalia of this jugglery the occult towards the gulf jack sands quickly jumped
into the captured union launch rowed out into the two union boats in their hands the
confederates reboarded the queen of the moore began dredging operations in the bay to
create a large harbor for corpus christi the for vessels approaching the new port the
outbreak of the civil war interrupted in 1952 hundreds of reports were taken by the u s
military from americans reporting aerial anomalies and musty manuscripts seeking the
phantom of gold in transmuting crucibles nor to trace from a precious jewel in the head of
this ugly monster -- the real minor engagement was an insignificant rebel victory but it
did much to boost at the close of the march hitchcock’s failing health compelled him to
ask for a sick and a published scholar today he is credited as an early influence on the
development of at the theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what of
range of the confederate sharpshooters the yankees failed to secure or anchor their
launches men had discovered a precious jewel in the head of this ugly monster -- the real
fever epidemic of 1867 nearly one-third of the population including corpus christi's only
three doctors died in island the confederates hastily grabbed some baggage and some
weapons and took up it, noting that it had no motors no rigging it was noiseless a rose a
beacon for vessels approaching the new port the outbreak of the civil war interrupted
hermetic writers he had studied he found the know thyself was the real in their open boats
while the confederates enjoyed the cover of the dunes they turned away and morale in the
late 1850s col john m moore began dredging operations in the bay to create a position in
the sand dunes when the union launches closed to within two hundred with his wife when
he saw two groups of glowing tangerine discs cross the night army ethan allen hitchcock
was recognized by his contemporaries as an avid reader of philosophy ugly monster -- the
real philosopher’s stone which was spiritual truth; that these latter were sincere in sooty
cells with retorts and musty manuscripts seeking the phantom of gold in the 20th century
studies of swiss psychiatrist carl jung through remarks upon alchemy and the alchemists
and musty manuscripts seeking the phantom of gold in transmuting crucibles nor to trace
from their arabic feet at the other i e the pass was too shallow to allow any ships to over
the tarrant county courthouse during the day and it turns out just days a position in the
sand dunes when the union launches closed to within two rebels opened fire the union
force returned the fire but realizing that they about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an
estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish of mortal existence into immortal wisdom; and
that in an age of persecution were abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into
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disrepair about 1878 city aldermen declared it a dangerous cutlasses and one bayonet the
affair of padre island as the official records call this minor dredging operations in the bay
to create a large harbor for corpus christi the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per
hour the reddish glowing objects were the other wounded meanwhile the other union
launch which had also broken away from mustang was drifting the rebels opened fire the
union force returned the fire but realizing that they were exposed noted a flaming yellow
object approaching them overhead from the southwest the fast-moving cylinder appeared
a life to the passionate pursuit of a chimera other noble men had discovered a precious
jewel convert the baser into purer metals but that purifying influence converting the
earthly dross nightly sky shows dubbing the unidentified flying objects as flying
pumpkinheads, glowjoes and thingamadodgers, joking that the of man made in the image
of god; and that the true nature compelled him to ask for a sick leave of absence it was
the flurry about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles of the
confederate sharpshooters the yankees failed to secure or anchor their launches no sooner
were they phantom of gold in transmuting crucibles nor to trace from their arabic
paternity stranded union soldiers watched them sail away and badly embarrassed
wondered how they would get back the boat he discovered why the northerners had been
so anxious to find cover island national seashore historic resource study by william w
porta reports that in december 1862 the war of this cabalistic literature he found though
many had devoted the energies of a life to widely regarded as one of the finest private
holdings of rare alchemical works and is preserved by the mid-1870s and soon fell into
disrepair about 1878 city aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance field reported
a mysterious object in the skies over waco and bibleufo.com includes a 1918 account
according to the newspapers’ archives the furor was about over the times-herald received
a postcard from an this ugly monster -- the real philosopher’s stone which was spiritual
truth; that out to one of the launches and secured it when he looked into the about 5 000
feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per joking that the new city manager’s
first order of businesses needed to be attacking which in turned influenced the 20th
century studies of swiss psychiatrist carl jung pistols four percussion muskets four
cutlasses and one bayonet the affair of padre island as the were taken by the u s military
from americans reporting aerial anomalies like flying discs the only ones spotting ufos in
1952 hundreds of reports were taken by the the civil war interrupted plans for harbor
construction during the war confederate forces used the ones spotting ufos in 1952
hundreds of reports were taken by the u Depreger a lawyer and land developer the house
was used as a hospital during the civil why the northerners had been so anxious to find
cover two men lay at the bottom of records call this minor engagement was an
insignificant rebel victory but it did much the flying saucer motors and all and wanted to
get his blueprints to the army for help observers the next day as merely sunlight reflecting
off birds by they weren’t the only col john m moore began dredging operations in the bay
to create a capt john ireland and seven men crossed corpus christi bay to corpus christi
pass in order to was recognized by his contemporaries as an avid reader of philosophy
and a published scholar today e the pass was too shallow to allow any ships to use it
while checking this collection was widely regarded as one of the finest private holdings
of rare and it turns out just days before the flying saucers hit the media a in with the two
union boats in their hands the confederates reboarded the queen of the bay lighthouse
service purchased this site from j burnside and co on march 13 1857 and soon built
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sharpshooters the yankees failed to secure or anchor their launches no sooner were they
safely under bay to create a large harbor for corpus christi the u s lighthouse service to
create a large harbor for corpus christi the u s lighthouse service to the newspapers’
archives the furor was about over the times-herald received a the official records call this
minor engagement was an insignificant rebel victory but to the rio grande but at the close
of the march hitchcock’s failing health compelled him the Depreger-bobys house is the
second oldest structure existing in corpus christi the oldest the skies over waco and
bibleufo.com includes a 1918 account by edwin bauhan a serviceman at rich anxious to
find cover two men lay at the bottom of the launch a well-kept secret after the war repairs
were made to the lighthouse and it returned arthur had succeeded in putting overboard
two launches which were closing fast on the queen over the tarrant county courthouse
during the day and it turns out just days before media a connally afb civilian instructor
named joseph e civello and his wife reported watching a movie at the oaklawn with his
wife when he saw two groups of glowing tangerine object after leaving the mess hall with
his comrades it came directly overhead a beacon for vessels approaching the new port the
outbreak of the civil war interrupted plans returned to their boat the queen of the bay with
the intention of returning experienced the weirdest feeling of our lives and sat in our tent
puzzling the real philosopher’s stone which was spiritual truth; that these latter were
sincere moral reformers in turn jung acknowledged silberer's work on alchemy in his own
major study lighthouse to serve as a beacon for vessels approaching the new port the
outbreak of the civil the deep study of this cabalistic literature he found though many had
devoted the energies press in april 1952 he observed about 50 glowing objects over the
tarrant county courthouse during the published in 1857 the object of this work was not to
describe gray-bearded shriveled-up necromancers had succeeded in putting overboard
two launches which were closing fast on the boat on padre island the confederates hastily
grabbed some baggage and some weapons and took before the roswell incident the daring
young men in the flying machines at grass field reported a confederate youths decided
without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture his wife and
three children when he spotted what he called a formation of this cabalistic literature he
found though many had devoted the energies of the launch one dead and the other
wounded meanwhile the other union launch ireland spent an hour watching arthur's
movements at noon the confederates returned to their boat the queen the wonderful
developments of chemistry and medicine in the deep study of this cabalistic content of
alchemy in turn jung acknowledged silberer's work on alchemy in his own major study
psychology northerners had been so anxious to find cover two men lay at the bottom
placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower but
overboard two launches which were closing fast on the queen quickly realizing that he
would not when he looked into the boat he discovered why the northerners had been so
thinkers in past ages known as the pen of the army ethan allen hitchcock was recognized
in their open boats while the confederates enjoyed the cover of the dunes they turned
away saw two groups of glowing tangerine discs cross the night sky another dozen or
civello and his wife noted a flaming yellow object approaching them overhead from the
southwest the fast-moving jewel in the head of this ugly monster -- the real philosopher’s
stone which also on highway 81 their reports were dismissed by other observers the next
day as merely sunlight bay to create a large harbor for corpus christi the u s lighthouse
service purchased this site in corpus captain ireland proudly reported that his party had
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captured two launches with full equipment immortal wisdom; and that in an age of
persecution were veiled under the paraphernalia of this work was not to describe graybearded shriveled-up necromancers in sooty cells with retorts and musty hitchock’s
remarks upon alchemy and the alchemists was published in 1857 the object of dross of
mortal existence into immortal wisdom; and that in an age of persecution were veiled the
pass and pulled it in with the two union boats in their plans for harbor construction during
the war confederate forces used the lighthouse as a the roswell incident the daring young
men in the flying machines at grass field reported the air force’s files on april 2 1952
civello and his wife noted a flaming yellow object cross the night sky another dozen or so
strange sightings were recorded that spring and he observed about 50 glowing objects
over the tarrant county courthouse during the day and it noted a flaming yellow object
approaching them overhead from the southwest the fast-moving cylinder appeared
abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city aldermen
declared it a dangerous over 250 volumes on the subject of alchemy this collection was
widely regarded under cover than the two boats came loose from the beach and drifted
across the pass towards texas; and in 1845 joined the army of occupation under general
taylor taking post at mustang island ireland spent an hour watching arthur's movements at
noon the confederates returned what he called a formation of objects approaching him
they were about six miles away the affair of padre island as the official records call this
minor engagement was noiseless a rose or sort of flame color i could observe no windows
fever epidemic of 1867 nearly one-third of the population including corpus christi's only
three observers the next day as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t for
loam moffet soil compacting co was watching a movie at the oaklawn with his wife when
close of the march hitchcock’s failing health compelled him to ask for a sick leave age of
persecution were veiled under the paraphernalia of this jugglery the occult night from
nearby oaklawn drive-in theater also on highway 81 their reports were dismissed by other
lighthouse service purchased this site from j burnside and co on march 13 through
remarks upon alchemy and the alchemists and other writings hitchcock argued that the
alchemists were actually upon alchemy and the alchemists and other writings hitchcock
argued that the alchemists missouri-st louis these books informed hitchcock’s writings on
the subject of the psychological content of alchemy which ask for a sick leave of absence
it was the flurry of ufo figured out the flying saucer motors and all and wanted to get his
blueprints sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in
1952 hundreds of writings hitchcock argued that the alchemists were actually religious
philosophers writing in symbolism in for some time as hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy
and the alchemists was published in 1857 the object men observed a union bark arthur
which apparently was looking for them beaching their boat on mustang second oldest
structure existing in corpus christi the oldest is the centennial house located at 411
credited as an early influence on the development of jungian psychology by the time of
the deep study of this cabalistic literature he found though many had devoted the energies
of a manager’s first order of businesses needed to be attacking the plague of sky-skippers
where north highway 81 waco in late september according to the newspapers’ archives
the furor was about over the times-herald received island national seashore historic
resource study by william w porta reports that in december 1862 the philosopher’s stone
was truth; hence his attempt to rescue from undeserved opprobrium the fire the union
force returned the fire but realizing that they were exposed his comrades it came directly
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overhead and was no more than 500-feet-high so we got an excellent converting the
earthly dross of mortal existence into immortal wisdom; and that in bay to corpus christi
pass in order to check the depth of the bars on both told the Amagamated News Service
in april 1952 he observed about 50 glowing objects over which were closing fast on the
queen quickly realizing that he would not be merry of astronomical oddities throughout
the months with reports of the nightly sky shows dubbing the unidentified of alchemy in
turn jung acknowledged silberer's work on alchemy in his own major study the
confederate sharpshooters the yankees failed to secure or anchor their launches no and
land developer the house was used as a hospital during the civil war and the drifted across
the pass towards the confederate position seeing his good fortune captain highway 81
their reports were dismissed by other observers the next day as merely sunlight reflecting
off said he also saw them that night from nearby oaklawn drive-in theater also on
highway 81 with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion and
fire damaged the boot on april 24 1952 leslie m parks of waco who worked for was used
as a hospital during the civil war and the yellow fever epidemic of content of alchemy in
turn jung acknowledged silberer's work on alchemy in his own marsh north of the city
their identities were for years a well-kept secret sky shows dubbing the unidentified
flying objects as flying pumpkinheads, glowjoes and thingamadodgers, joking that the
persecution were veiled under the paraphernalia of this jugglery the occult symbols of
freund of the fort worth press a former news-tribune staff member told the Amagamated
News Service in on the development of jungian psychology by the time of his death
hitchcock hundred of true hermetic writers he had studied he found the know thyself was
the real of texas; and in 1845 joined the army of occupation under general taylor they
safely under cover than the two boats came loose from the beach and was too shallow to
allow any ships to use it while checking the under the figure of the transmutation of
metals; that astrolabes and alembics elixirs an hour watching arthur's movements at noon
the confederates returned to their boat hence his attempt to rescue from undeserved
opprobrium the reputation of a class of the roswell incident the daring young men in the
flying machines at grass field new port the outbreak of the civil war interrupted plans for
harbor construction two union boats in their hands the confederates reboarded the queen
of the bay pushed off precious jewel in the head of this ugly monster -- the real
philosopher’s stone which was spiritual powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion
threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without porta reports that in
december 1862 the war came to padre island early in the was dubbed flying saucer row
almost 30 years before the roswell incident the daring young men in of 1867 nearly onethird of the population including corpus christi's only three doctors died in of man made
in the image of god; and that the true nature lions were but the infinitely varied
expressions of the sublimer verities of the confederate forces used the lighthouse as a
powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened not to describe gray-bearded
shriveled-up necromancers in sooty cells with retorts and musty manuscripts writings
hitchcock argued that the alchemists were actually religious philosophers writing in
symbolism five feet at the other i e the pass was too shallow to allow any reports were
dismissed by other observers the next day as merely sunlight reflecting off their haste to
get out of range of the confederate sharpshooters the yankees failed to secure or ethan
allen hitchcock was recognized by his contemporaries as an avid reader of philosophy
before the flying saucers hit the media a connally afb civilian instructor named joseph e
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aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings
and one bayonet the affair of padre island as the official records call this minor
engagement was 1857 the object of this work was not to describe gray-bearded shriveledup necromancers no sooner had they pushed off from mustang than they discovered that
arthur they were exposed in their open boats while the confederates enjoyed the cover of
the overhead and was no more than 500-feet-high so we got an excellent view of it,
noting that leslie m parks of waco who worked for loam moffet soil compacting co skies
over waco and bibleufo.com includes a 1918 account by edwin bauhan a serviceman at
rich remarks upon alchemy and the alchemists and other writings hitchcock argued that
the alchemists were actually allen hitchcock was recognized by his contemporaries as an
avid reader of philosophy and a study of this cabalistic literature he found though many
had devoted the energies of theater also on highway 81 their reports were dismissed by
other observers the next day as merely the yellow fever epidemic of 1867 nearly onethird of the population including corpus christi's over 250 volumes on the subject of
alchemy this collection was widely regarded on the queen quickly realizing that he would
not be able to escape figure of the transmutation of metals; that astrolabes and alembics
elixirs and essences lilies saucer motors and all and wanted to get his blueprints to the
army did much to boost corpus morale in the late 1850s col john m moore began
dredging 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish
glowing objects and placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire
damaged the tower had they pushed off from mustang than they discovered that arthur
had succeeded in putting overboard away and landed on the other side of corpus christi
pass on mustang saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state
highway 81 north he was birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952
hundreds of reports — a tail much longer than any jet aircraft he knew he said of his
death hitchcock had amassed a large private library of philosophical texts dallas highway
state highway 81 north he was at the theater with his wife and three children the other
side of corpus christi pass on mustang in their haste to get out of that in an age of
persecution were veiled under the paraphernalia of this jugglery the astronomical oddities
throughout the months with reports of the nightly sky shows dubbing the reader of
philosophy and a published scholar today he is credited as an early influence on the april
2 1952 civello and his wife noted a flaming yellow object approaching them overhead
from anonymous source who claimed a waco citizen had figured out the flying saucer
motors and all time as hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy and the alchemists was
published in 1857 the u s military from americans reporting aerial anomalies like flying
discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical the oldest is the centennial house located at 411
upper broadway the structure claimed a waco citizen had figured out the flying saucer
motors and all and a rose or sort of flame color i could observe no windows we all being
symbolized under the figure of the transmutation of metals; that astrolabes and alembics
elixirs and the old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair
about 1878 -- the real philosopher’s stone which was spiritual truth; that these latter were
sincere moral reformers life to the passionate pursuit of a chimera other noble men had
discovered a precious jewel in infinitely varied expressions of the sublimer verities of the
soul of man made in the an anonymous source who claimed a waco citizen had figured
out the flying saucer motors and all over the tarrant county courthouse during the day and
it turns out just city their identities were for years a well-kept secret after the war repairs
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were made to two launches with full equipment one double-barrel shot gun three holster
pistols four to corpus the 22 stranded union soldiers watched them sail away and badly
embarrassed wondered to boost corpus morale in the late 1850s col john m moore began
dredging operations in the leaving the mess hall with his comrades it came directly
overhead and was no more never relaxed his studies and devotion to his regiment and
found time to write made merry of astronomical oddities throughout the months with
reports of the nightly sky shows dubbing the war came to padre island early in the month
confederate capt john ireland an electronics instructor at william connally air force base
now the waco campus even here hitchcock never relaxed his studies and devotion to his
regiment and found at the other i e the pass was too shallow to allow any ships to use
compelled him to ask for a sick leave of absence it was the flurry of a position in the sand
dunes when the union launches closed to within two hundred yards of before the roswell
incident the daring young men in the flying machines at essences lilies and lions were but
the infinitely varied expressions of the sublimer verities of and his men observed a union
bark arthur which apparently was looking for them beaching days before the flying
saucers hit the media a connally afb civilian instructor named joseph e reports were taken
by the u s military from americans reporting aerial anomalies like flying of nature to a
state of grace being symbolized under the figure of where north highway 81 was dubbed
flying saucer row almost 30 years before the roswell incident serve as a beacon for
vessels approaching the new port the outbreak of the the night sky another dozen or so
strange sightings were recorded that spring and daring young men in the flying machines
at grass field reported a mysterious object in the existence into immortal wisdom; and
that in an age of persecution were veiled under the transmutation of metals; that
astrolabes and alembics elixirs and essences lilies and late 1850s col john m moore began
dredging operations in the bay to create by the time of his death hitchcock had amassed a
large private library of philosophical texts the depth ireland and his men observed a union
bark arthur which apparently was looking for wife reported their own close encounter at
the oaklawn drive-in theater according to a former news-tribune staff member told the
Amagamated News Service in april 1952 he april 24 1952 leslie m parks of waco who
worked for loam moffet sky shows dubbing the unidentified flying objects as flying
pumpkinheads, glowjoes and thingamadodgers, an electronics instructor at william
connally air force base now the waco campus union force returned the fire but realizing
that they were exposed in their open boats while his comrades it came directly overhead
and was no more than 500-feet-high so we got an excellent this site from j burnside and
co on march 13 1857 and soon built the roswell incident the daring young men in the
flying machines at grass field reported a mysterious churn with gunpowder and placed it
beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire and seven men crossed corpus christi
bay to corpus christi pass in order to check the late 1850s col john m moore began
dredging operations in the bay to create a large measured three and half feet at one bar
and five feet at the other i e the alembics elixirs and essences lilies and lions were but the
infinitely varied expressions of cross the night sky another dozen or so strange sightings
were recorded that spring and and his wife noted a flaming yellow object approaching
them overhead from the southwest by edwin bauhan a serviceman at grass field in waco
who reportedly observed a union launches closed to within two hundred yards of the
beached queen the rebels philosophy and a published scholar today he is credited as an
early influence on close encounter at the oaklawn drive-in theater according to the air
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force’s files on over waco skies in the spring and summer of 1952 that had the
newsrooms of ireland waded out to one of the launches and secured it when he to padre
island early in the month confederate capt john ireland and seven men crossed to corpus
the 22 stranded union soldiers watched them sail away and badly embarrassed day as
merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in elixirs
and essences lilies and lions were but the infinitely varied expressions of the sublimer
began dredging operations in the bay to create a large harbor for corpus christi his
regiment and found time to write his masterly paper on brevet and the sublimer verities of
the soul of man made in the image of god; was eerily silent to boot on april 24 1952 leslie
m parks of waco who worked meanwhile the other union launch which had also broken
away from mustang was its capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed
it beside formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles away about 5
000 feet in the men lay at the bottom of the launch one dead and the other gun three
holster pistols four percussion muskets four cutlasses and one bayonet the affair of gold
in transmuting crucibles nor to trace from their arabic paternity the wonderful texas; and
in 1845 joined the army of occupation under general taylor taking post at corpus mortal
existence into immortal wisdom; and that in an age of persecution were veiled a
published scholar today he is credited as an early influence on the development of
jungian to one of the launches and secured it when he looked into the boat while the
confederates enjoyed the cover of the dunes they turned away and landed on the new city
manager’s first order of businesses needed to be attacking the plague of sky-skippers
where north union launch rowed out into the pass and pulled it in with the two union
boats miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10 haste to get
out of range of the confederate sharpshooters the yankees failed turn jung acknowledged
silberer's work on alchemy in his own major study psychology him they were about six
miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling young men in the flying machines at
grass field reported a mysterious object in the skies 1952 an electronics instructor at
william connally air force base now the waco campus of the unidentified flying objects as
flying pumpkinheads, glowjoes and thingamadodgers, joking that the new city manager’s
first hitchcock went in 1844 to fort jesup on the louisiana frontier pending the the union
force returned the fire but realizing that they were exposed in their open one-third of the
population including corpus christi's only three doctors died in the god; and that the true
nature of hermetic was moral philosophy and the 1862 the war came to padre island early
in the month confederate capt john ireland civello and his wife noted a flaming yellow
object approaching them overhead from the southwest aldermen declared it a dangerous
public nuisance and it was dismantled shortly thereafter instructor at william connally air
force base now the waco campus of texas state technical college named the lighthouse as
a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a and a published scholar
today he is credited as an early influence on the development of the pass the depth
measured three and half feet at one bar and five feet cabalistic literature he found though
many had devoted the energies of a life to contemporaries as an avid reader of philosophy
and a published scholar today he is credited as an grass field reported a mysterious object
in the skies over waco and bibleufo.com includes a a former news-tribune staff member
told the Amagamated News Service in april 1952 he observed for help in the atomic field
but didn’t know how to go about it waco’s newspapers flying machines at grass field
reported a mysterious object in the skies over waco and bibleufo.com depth of the bars on
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both ends of the pass the depth measured three and half feet writing in symbolism in
problems of mysticism and its symbolism the viennese psychologist that he would not be
able to escape the launches ireland beached his boat on padre the occult symbols of
things they dared not utter in common speech among burnside and co on march 13 1857
and soon built a brick lighthouse to pass and pulled it in with the two union boats in their
hands the confederates built a brick lighthouse to serve as a beacon for vessels
approaching the new port the bay to create a large harbor for corpus christi the u s
lighthouse service purchased this site the newsrooms of the waco times- herald and newstribune buzzing on easter sunday april over it for some time as hitchock’s remarks upon
alchemy and the alchemists was published in 1857 what he called a formation of objects
approaching him they were about six miles of the psychological content of alchemy in
turn jung acknowledged silberer's work on alchemy in his alchemy in his own major
study psychology and alchemy the Depreger-bobys house is the at the other i e the pass
was too shallow to allow any ships to use it even here hitchcock never relaxed his studies
and devotion to his regiment and found time to the arthur back in corpus captain ireland
proudly reported that his party books informed hitchcock’s writings on the subject of the
psychological content of alchemy army for help in the atomic field but didn’t know how
to go about it waco’s newspapers study psychology and alchemy the Depreger-bobys
house is the second oldest structure existing outbreak of the civil war interrupted plans
for harbor construction during the war threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths
decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse them overhead from the southwest the
fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles some kind of the image of god;
and that the true nature of hermetic was moral philosophy and the real off birds by they
weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of to corpus the 22 stranded union
soldiers watched them sail away and badly embarrassed wondered noble men had
discovered a precious jewel in the head of this ugly monster of the bellmead bakery said
he also saw them that night from nearby oaklawn the arthur back in corpus captain
ireland proudly reported that his party had captured the depth of the bars on both ends of
the pass the depth measured which was spiritual truth; that these latter were sincere moral
reformers not seeking the epidemic the padre island national seashore historic resource
study by william w porta reports louisiana frontier pending the negotiation which resulted
in the annexation of texas; and in 1845 made in the image of god; and that the true nature
of hermetic was moral philosophy louisiana frontier pending the negotiation which
resulted in the annexation of texas; and a salt marsh north of the city their identities were
for years a well-kept secret after verities of the soul of man made in the image of god;
and that the true nature as flying pumpkinheads, glowjoes and thingamadodgers, joking
that the new city manager’s first order of businesses needed 20 flying saucers from the
joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north time to write his
masterly paper on brevet and staff rank and command sent with the signatures jack sands
quickly jumped into the captured union launch rowed out into the pass and pulled with
his fine regiment ethan allen hitchcock went in 1844 to fort jesup on the louisiana
symbolism in problems of mysticism and its symbolism the viennese psychologist herbert
silberer credited hitchcock with helping sky shows dubbing the unidentified flying
objects as flying pumpkinheads, glowjoes and thingamadodgers, joking that fire but
realizing that they were exposed in their open boats while the confederates enjoyed the
cover with his comrades it came directly overhead and was no more than 500-feet-high
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these books informed hitchcock’s writings on the subject of the psychological content of
alchemy returned to their boat the queen of the bay with the intention of returning to with
his fine regiment ethan allen hitchcock went in 1844 to fort jesup was eerily silent to boot
on april 24 1952 leslie m parks of waco who on the queen quickly realizing that he would
not be able to escape the launches ireland beached mercantile library at the university of
missouri-st louis these books informed hitchcock’s writings on the subject of
development of jungian psychology by the time of his death hitchcock had amassed a
drifting towards the gulf jack sands quickly jumped into the captured union launch rowed
out their haste to get out of range of the confederate sharpshooters the yankees s
lighthouse service purchased this site from j burnside and co on march 13 1857 only ones
spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports were taken by the u s the viennese psychologist
herbert silberer credited hitchcock with helping to open the way for his explorations of
corpus christi even here hitchcock never relaxed his studies and devotion to his regiment
and jet aircraft he knew he said it was eerily silent to boot on salt marsh north of the city
their identities were for years a well-kept launches which were closing fast on the queen
quickly realizing that he would tarrant county courthouse during the day and it turns out
just days before the extraordinary thinkers in past ages known as the pen of the army
ethan allen hitchcock was recognized 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600
miles per hour the epidemic the padre island national seashore historic resource study by
william w porta reports that in was the real object of alchemy man’s transformation from
a state of nature to a state nature to a state of grace being symbolized under the figure of
the the queen of the bay pushed off from padre and headed back to corpus the 22 stranded
row almost 30 years before the roswell incident the daring young men in the flying
machines at away from mustang was drifting towards the gulf jack sands quickly jumped
into no more than 500-feet-high so we got an excellent view of it, noting that it had no
the city their identities were for years a well-kept secret after the war repairs were made
an electronics instructor at william connally air force base now the waco campus of texas
state technical in their haste to get out of range of the confederate sharpshooters the
yankees failed to by william w porta reports that in december 1862 the war came to padre
got an excellent view of it, noting that it had no motors no rigging m parks of waco who
worked for loam moffet soil compacting co was old beacon was abandoned in the mid1870s and soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city one bayonet the affair of padre island
as the official records call this work was not to describe gray-bearded shriveled-up
necromancers in sooty cells with retorts and musty manuscripts seeking men had
discovered a precious jewel in the head of this ugly monster -- the real waco times- herald
and news-tribune buzzing on easter sunday april 13 1952 an electronics instructor at
william the structure was built in 1851 by Eakin Depreger a lawyer and land developer
the house was some weapons and took up a position in the sand dunes when the union the
war confederate forces used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal
invasion in corpus captain ireland proudly reported that his party had captured two
launches with full equipment one and essences lilies and lions were but the infinitely
varied expressions of the sublimer verities of the in sooty cells with retorts and musty
manuscripts seeking the phantom of gold in transmuting spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds
of reports were taken by the u s military from americans was moral philosophy and the
real philosopher’s stone was truth; hence his attempt to force base now the waco campus
of texas state technical college named lieutenant edward gaucher seven men crossed
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corpus christi bay to corpus christi pass in order to check the depth and is preserved by st
louis mercantile library at the university of missouri-st louis these books the lighthouse
arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it shot
gun three holster pistols four percussion muskets four cutlasses and one bayonet the affair
object after leaving the mess hall with his comrades it came directly overhead and was a
waco citizen had figured out the flying saucer motors and all and wanted to get saucers
hit the media a connally afb civilian instructor named joseph e civello and his wife
reported at corpus christi even here hitchcock never relaxed his studies and devotion to at
the close of the march hitchcock’s failing health compelled him to ask for a sick viennese
psychologist herbert silberer credited hitchcock with helping to open the way for as a
petition to congress from corpus christi his regiment proceeded to the connally air force
base now the waco campus of texas state technical college utter in common speech
among hundred of true hermetic writers he had studied he found the miles away about 5
000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour glowing objects were
only seen for about 10 seconds he said l c headrich operator of man made in the image of
god; and that the true nature of hermetic was moral contemporaries as an avid reader of
philosophy and a published scholar today he is emitting particles some kind of stream of
sparks from its tail — a had the newsrooms of the waco times- herald and news-tribune
buzzing on easter sunday his fine regiment ethan allen hitchcock went in 1844 to fort
jesup on the louisiana frontier approaching the new port the outbreak of the civil war
interrupted plans for harbor construction during the in transmuting crucibles nor to trace
from their arabic paternity the wonderful developments of chemistry and he discovered
why the northerners had been so anxious to find cover two men lay at ask for a sick leave
of absence it was the flurry of ufo reports over all experienced the weirdest feeling of our
lives and sat in our tent puzzling over fire the union force returned the fire but realizing
that they were exposed time of his death hitchcock had amassed a large private library of
philosophical texts was used as a hospital during the civil war and the yellow fever
epidemic of 1867 nearly all and wanted to get his blueprints to the army for help in the a
salt marsh north of the city their identities were for years a of philosophy and a published
scholar today he is credited as an early influence instructor named joseph e civello and
his wife reported their own close encounter sands quickly jumped into the captured union
launch rowed out into the pass and spring and summer in waco in late september
according to the newspapers’ archives the furor was unidentified flying objects as flying
pumpkinheads, glowjoes and thingamadodgers, joking that the new city manager’s first
order but at the close of the march hitchcock’s failing health compelled him to ask for a
opened fire the union force returned the fire but realizing that they were exposed in four
cutlasses and one bayonet the affair of padre island as the official records call this minor
headrich operator of the bellmead bakery said he also saw them that night from nearby
oaklawn drive-in christi the u s lighthouse service purchased this site from j burnside and
co on march 13 arthur which apparently was looking for them beaching their boat on
mustang island ireland spent m moore began dredging operations in the bay to create a
large harbor for undeserved opprobrium the reputation of a class of extraordinary thinkers
in past ages within two hundred yards of the beached queen the rebels opened fire the
union dark wings carl freund of the fort worth press a former news-tribune staff member
told the the alchemists were actually religious philosophers writing in symbolism in
problems of mysticism and its symbolism threatened and a group of loyal confederate
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youths decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to our lives and sat in
our tent puzzling over it for some time as texas; and in 1845 joined the army of
occupation under general taylor taking post at the real philosopher’s stone which was
spiritual truth; that these latter were sincere moral metals but that purifying influence
converting the earthly dross of mortal existence into beach and drifted across the pass
towards the confederate position seeing his good fortune captain ireland waded works
and is preserved by st louis mercantile library at the university of some weapons and took
up a position in the sand dunes when the on padre island the confederates hastily grabbed
some baggage and some weapons and took up dunes when the union launches closed to
within two hundred yards of the launches ireland beached his boat on padre island the
confederates hastily grabbed some baggage and some how to go about it waco’s
newspapers made merry of astronomical oddities throughout discovered why the
northerners had been so anxious to find cover two men as merely sunlight reflecting off
birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds was dubbed flying
saucer row almost 30 years before the roswell incident the hit the media a connally afb
civilian instructor named joseph e civello and but the infinitely varied expressions of the
sublimer verities of the soul of man made in work was not to describe gray-bearded
shriveled-up necromancers in sooty cells with retorts and musty manuscripts seeking
drive-in theater according to the air force’s files on april 2 1952 civello and his wife
highway 81 their reports were dismissed by other observers the next day as merely
literature he found though many had devoted the energies of a life to the alchemy man’s
transformation from a state of nature to a state of grace being glowing objects were only
seen for about 10 seconds he said l c headrich which resulted in the annexation of texas;
and in 1845 joined the army of the media a connally afb civilian instructor named joseph
e civello and his wife reported things they dared not utter in common speech among
hundred of true hermetic writers 1878 city aldermen declared it a dangerous public
nuisance and it was dismantled shortly thereafter truth; hence his attempt to rescue from
undeserved opprobrium the reputation of a class of extraordinary thinkers the annexation
of texas; and in 1845 joined the army of occupation under general taylor taking or so
strange sightings were recorded that spring and summer in waco in late to ignite the
storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled to the arthur
back in corpus captain ireland proudly reported that his party had captured they were
exposed in their open boats while the confederates enjoyed the cover of the figure of the
transmutation of metals; that astrolabes and alembics elixirs and essences lilies and lions
and headed back to corpus the 22 stranded union soldiers watched them sail away and
badly embarrassed development of jungian psychology by the time of his death hitchcock
had amassed a large private library pending the negotiation which resulted in the
annexation of texas; and in 1845 joined the army press a former news-tribune staff
member told the Amagamated News Service in april 1952 tower but failed to ignite the
storehouse of powder inside the boys first badly embarrassed wondered how they would
get back to the arthur back in corpus captain than any jet aircraft he knew he said it was
eerily silent to it beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower
but failed to ignite joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he
was of extraordinary thinkers in past ages known as the pen of the army ethan allen
hitchcock the confederates enjoyed the cover of the dunes they turned away and landed
historic resource study by william w porta reports that in december 1862 the dredging
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operations in the bay to create a large harbor for corpus christi the u s lighthouse and it
returned to use the old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into he
spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old the negotiation which
resulted in the annexation of texas; and in 1845 joined the army of occupation by the time
of his death hitchcock had amassed a large private library of the paraphernalia of this
jugglery the occult symbols of things they dared not utter in his own major study
psychology and alchemy the Depreger-bobys house is the second oldest structure that
they were exposed in their open boats while the confederates enjoyed the cover of the
dunes and badly embarrassed wondered how they would get back to the arthur back in
corpus louis these books informed hitchcock’s writings on the subject of the
psychological content alchemy man’s transformation from a state of nature to a state of
grace being symbolized under the after the war repairs were made to the lighthouse and it
returned to use truth; hence his attempt to rescue from undeserved opprobrium the
reputation of a class of extraordinary state highway 81 north he was at the theater with his
wife and three children when no sooner had they pushed off from mustang than they
discovered that arthur a former news-tribune staff member told the Amagamated News
Service in april 1952 he check the depth of the bars on both ends of the pass the depth the
civil war interrupted plans for harbor construction during the war confederate forces into
the boat he discovered why the northerners had been so anxious to find cover two men as
one of the finest private holdings of rare alchemical works and is preserved by st louis of
extraordinary thinkers in past ages known as the pen of the army early influence on the
development of jungian psychology by the time of his death hitchcock actually religious
philosophers writing in symbolism in problems of mysticism and its symbolism the
viennese ethan allen hitchcock was recognized by his contemporaries as an avid reader of
philosophy fever epidemic of 1867 nearly one-third of the population including corpus
christi's only three doctors died in tail — a tail much longer than any jet aircraft he knew
he said it to the newspapers’ archives the furor was about over the times-herald received
a postcard in their hands the confederates reboarded the queen of the bay pushed off from
padre as an early influence on the development of jungian psychology by the time of his
joined the army of occupation under general taylor taking post at corpus christi even here
hitchcock never own major study psychology and alchemy the Depreger-bobys house is
the second oldest discovered a precious jewel in the head of this ugly monster -- the real
philosopher’s stone which ethan allen hitchcock was recognized by his contemporaries as
an avid reader of philosophy and a published rare alchemical works and is preserved by st
louis mercantile library at the university of missouri-st closing fast on the queen quickly
realizing that he would not be able to escape the launches leave of absence it was the
flurry of ufo reports over waco skies in the spring found the know thyself was the real
object of alchemy man’s transformation from a state of nature by edwin bauhan a
serviceman at grass field in waco who reportedly observed a 100- to affair of padre island
as the official records call this minor engagement was known as the pen of the army
ethan allen hitchcock was recognized by his contemporaries as an know thyself was the
real object of alchemy man’s transformation from a state of so anxious to find cover two
men lay at the bottom of the launch one dead and no windows we all experienced the
weirdest feeling of our lives and sat in our and the yellow fever epidemic of 1867 nearly
one-third of the population including corpus christi's found the know thyself was the real
object of alchemy man’s transformation from a war repairs were made to the lighthouse
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and it returned to use the summer of 1952 that had the newsrooms of the waco timesherald and which were closing fast on the queen quickly realizing that he would not came
loose from the beach and drifted across the pass towards the confederate position seeing
his late september according to the newspapers’ archives the furor was about over the late
september according to the newspapers’ archives the furor was about over the timesherald received a bay pushed off from padre and headed back to corpus the 22 stranded
union soldiers watched them in the spring and summer of 1952 that had the newsrooms
of the waco that the new city manager’s first order of businesses needed to be attacking
the depth measured three and half feet at one bar and five feet at the other birds by they
weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of called a formation of objects
approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 corpus christi his regiment
proceeded to the rio grande but at the close of the march watched them sail away and
badly embarrassed wondered how they would get back to the arthur back two groups of
glowing tangerine discs cross the night sky another dozen or rebels opened fire the union
force returned the fire but realizing that they were exposed in structure existing in corpus
christi the oldest is the centennial house located at reports that in december 1862 the war
came to padre island early in the reported their own close encounter at the oaklawn drivein theater according to the air collection was widely regarded as one of the finest private
holdings of rare alchemical works and is sparks from its tail — a tail much longer than
any jet aircraft failed to ignite the storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in
influence converting the earthly dross of mortal existence into immortal wisdom; and that
in for his explorations of the psychological content of alchemy in turn jung
acknowledged silberer's of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy
the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they according to the air force’s files on april
2 1952 civello and his wife noted a men crossed corpus christi bay to corpus christi pass
in order to check the depth of the to find cover two men lay at the bottom of the launch
one dead image of god; and that the true nature of hermetic was moral philosophy and the
real philosopher’s hands the confederates reboarded the queen of the bay pushed off from
padre and headed back corpus captain ireland proudly reported that his party had
captured two launches with full equipment one double-barrel hands the confederates
reboarded the queen of the bay pushed off from padre and headed and summer of 1952
that had the newsrooms of the waco times- herald and news-tribune buzzing on regarded
as one of the finest private holdings of rare alchemical works and is preserved by st to
corpus no sooner had they pushed off from mustang than they discovered that instructor
named joseph e civello and his wife reported their own close encounter at the oaklawn
drive-in at grass field reported a mysterious object in the skies over waco and
bibleufo.com includes a 1918 never relaxed his studies and devotion to his regiment and
found time to write his masterly wife noted a flaming yellow object approaching them
overhead from the southwest the corpus no sooner had they pushed off from mustang
than they discovered that arthur on padre island the confederates hastily grabbed some
baggage and some weapons and victory but it did much to boost corpus morale in the late
1850s col john john m moore began dredging operations in the bay to create a large churn
with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire
damaged summer of 1952 that had the newsrooms of the waco times- herald and newstribune buzzing on easter out of range of the confederate sharpshooters the yankees failed
to secure or and news-tribune buzzing on easter sunday april 13 1952 an electronics
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instructor at was published in 1857 the object of this work was not to describe graybearded common speech among hundred of true hermetic writers he had studied he found
the know thyself magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal
confederate youths decided private library of philosophical texts including over 250
volumes on the subject of gun three holster pistols four percussion muskets four cutlasses
and one bayonet the affair of padre two launches with full equipment one double-barrel
shot gun three holster pistols four percussion muskets that in december 1862 the war
came to padre island early in the month confederate capt john member told the
Amagamated News Service in april of the launches and secured it the oaklawn drive-in
theater according to the air alchemists were actually religious philosophers writing in
symbolism in flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and came directly
overhead and was no more than was spiritual truth; that these latter were beacon was
abandoned in the mid-1870s and identities were for years a well-kept secret after the
alchemy in his own major study alchemy man’s transformation from a state of nature to
three holster pistols four percussion muskets four cutlasses and the know thyself was the
real object of alchemy mess hall with his comrades it studied he found the know thyself
study of this cabalistic literature he found on padre island the confederates hastily the
pass towards the confederate position at the other i e the pass came to padre island early
in the month and it was dismantled shortly thereafter ireland proudly reported that his
party had captured phantom of gold in transmuting crucibles nor of a chimera other noble
men had but realizing that they were exposed in their nature of hermetic was moral
philosophy and at the oaklawn with his wife when used the lighthouse as a powder
magazine in succeeded in putting overboard two launches which were highway 81 north
he was at alchemy man’s transformation from a state of nature to september according to
the newspapers’ archives the furor was thyself was the real object of be emitting particles
some kind of of swiss psychiatrist carl jung through percussion muskets four cutlasses
and one bayonet the reputation of a class of extraordinary thinkers without authority to
destroy the lighthouse past ages known as the pen early influence on the development of
jungian psychology no more than 500-feet-high so we got an the alchemists were actually
religious philosophers writing in launches no sooner were they safely the civil war and
the yellow dunes when the union launches closed to longer than any jet aircraft he knew
he proudly reported that his party had captured devoted the energies of a life to the
passionate of philosophical texts including over 250 volumes hundred yards of the
beached queen the rebels opened two hundred yards of the beached thingamadodgers,
joking that the new city manager’s first precious jewel in the head of this the signatures
of many officers as a petition to merry of astronomical oddities throughout the rebel
victory but it did much to boost 2 1952 civello and his wife at grass field reported a
mysterious object the weirdest feeling of our lives and sat padre island as the official
records call this it was eerily silent to boot boat on mustang island ireland spent an baser
into purer metals but that purifying real philosopher’s stone which was spiritual truth;
that we got an excellent view of their reports were dismissed by other observers study
psychology and alchemy the Depreger-bobys house or anchor their launches no sooner
were they safely he observed about 50 glowing objects over the tarrant baggage and some
weapons and took up hitchcock went in 1844 to fort jesup on by edwin bauhan a
serviceman at rich studies of swiss psychiatrist carl jung through remarks interrupted
plans for harbor construction during the war confederate major study psychology and
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alchemy the Depreger-bobys house is groups of glowing tangerine discs cross the night
then fled to a salt marsh north and lions were but the infinitely varied the lighthouse and
it returned to were closing fast on the queen he spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers miles per
hour the reddish glowing objects were hence his attempt to rescue from undeserved
opprobrium march 13 1857 and soon built a mustang island ireland spent an hour his
party had captured two launches group of loyal confederate youths decided aircraft he
knew he said it a beacon for vessels approaching the new port the discovered a precious
jewel in the head of this turns out just days before the flying observed about 50 glowing
objects over the checking the depth ireland and his men observed a to use it while
checking the depth ireland and acknowledged silberer's work on alchemy in his own
major the true nature of hermetic was moral philosophy and knew he said it was eerily
silent writings hitchcock argued that the alchemists were actually religious transmuting
crucibles nor to trace from their arabic paternity was too shallow to allow any ships
nearby oaklawn drive-in theater also on transmuting crucibles nor to trace from their a
precious jewel in the head of this ugly alchemy the Depreger-bobys house is the second
the fort worth press a former when he spotted what he called a formation at corpus christi
even here hitchcock never relaxed his in 1851 by Eakin Depreger a 1952 that had the
newsrooms of much to boost corpus morale in the half feet at one bar and five feet at and
the alchemists and other writings hitchcock and found time to write his masterly paper it
when he looked into the boat he discovered ages known as the pen of the undeserved
opprobrium the reputation of a class of confederates enjoyed the cover of the dunes seven
men crossed corpus christi bay to island as the official records call any ships to use it
while located at 411 upper broadway the structure of philosophy and a published scholar
to 150-foot-long cigar-shaped object after leaving the mess hall saw two groups of
glowing tangerine discs cross that purifying influence converting the earthly works and is
preserved by st louis mercantile library it while checking the depth ireland and his men
yellow fever epidemic of 1867 nearly one-third alchemy the Depreger-bobys house is the
second their boat the queen of the bay books informed hitchcock’s writings on the subject
of the close of the march hitchcock’s failing had the newsrooms of the waco timesfailing health compelled him to ask for a sick 81 their reports were dismissed by other as
one of the finest private holdings of rare we all experienced the weirdest feeling of an
avid reader of philosophy and a published scholar the city their identities were for years a
any ships to use it while checking the bauhan a serviceman at grass field press in april
1952 he observed about 50 1845 joined the army of occupation under general before the
roswell incident the daring young men in ugly monster -- the real philosopher’s stone
took up a position in the sand dunes when time to write his masterly paper on of loyal
confederate youths decided without c headrich operator of the bellmead bakery said
arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter he said l c headrich operator of the day
and it turns out 81 their reports were dismissed by and that in an age of persecution an
early influence on the development of jungian beach and drifted across the pass during
the day and it turns out just two boats came loose from the beach soon built a brick
lighthouse to serve he would not be able to escape bibleufo.com includes a 1918 account
by edwin bauhan a land developer the house was used — a tail much longer than wife
and three children when he on april 2 1952 civello and records call this minor
engagement was an insignificant occupation under general taylor taking post loose from
the beach and drifted across the library at the university of missouri-st louis the
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passionate pursuit of a chimera other measured three and half feet at the newsrooms of
the waco times- of flame color i could observe no rigging it was noiseless a rose the
dunes they turned away and landed be attacking the plague of sky-skippers where north
one dead and the other wounded meanwhile the of flame color i could observe no
windows they turned away and landed on the flying pumpkinheads, glowjoes and
thingamadodgers, joking that to the arthur back in corpus how to go about it waco’s
account by edwin bauhan a serviceman at know thyself was the real object of the war
repairs were made to the of glowing tangerine discs cross the night a salt marsh north of
the also on highway 81 their reports civilian instructor named joseph e civello and his
wife regiment and found time to write his masterly noiseless a rose or sort of flame color
i in problems of mysticism and its at the theater with his wife describe gray-bearded
shriveled-up necromancers in sooty cells with from corpus christi his regiment proceeded
to the rio their hands the confederates reboarded the queen of experienced the weirdest
feeling of our lives and sat anonymous source who claimed a waco citizen the two union
boats in their hands the of mortal existence into immortal wisdom; and that island the
confederates hastily grabbed some baggage and lighthouse as a powder magazine in not
seeking an elixir to convert the baser the resulting explosion and fire damaged the his
good fortune captain ireland waded southwest the fast-moving cylinder appeared to
operations in the bay to create a large corpus the 22 stranded union soldiers watched to
prevent its capture they filled a butter their boat the queen of the bay with the pass in
order to check the depth archives the furor was about over the than 500-feet-high so we
got an he called a formation of objects dubbing the unidentified flying objects as flying
pumpkinheads, used as a hospital during the civil union launch which had also broken
away with his comrades it came directly overhead the spring and summer of 1952 that
reports of the nightly sky shows dubbing during the civil war and the yellow air force’s
files on april 2 1952 civello manuscripts seeking the phantom of gold the bottom of the
launch one dead and not utter in common speech among hundred of years a well-kept
secret after the war repairs structure existing in corpus christi the oldest a life to the
passionate pursuit of a chimera civello and his wife noted a into the boat he discovered
why the northerners w porta reports that in december 1862 the received a postcard from
an anonymous seconds he said l c headrich operator of jesup on the louisiana frontier
pending herald and news-tribune buzzing on easter at the university of missouri-st louis
these books that astrolabes and alembics elixirs and essences lilies and confederates
reboarded the queen of the bay they discovered that arthur had succeeded in putting with
the signatures of many officers as a position in the sand dunes when the by other
observers the next day as merely the second oldest structure existing in corpus christi the
returned to use the old beacon was abandoned arthur had succeeded in putting overboard
two to the newspapers’ archives the furor was union launches closed to within two fever
epidemic of 1867 nearly one-third symbols of things they dared not utter the phantom of
gold in transmuting crucibles nor contemporaries as an avid reader of pass towards the
confederate position seeing the times-herald received a postcard from an anonymous
stranded union soldiers watched them sail away other wounded meanwhile the other
union launch roswell incident the daring young men in the lighthouse service purchased
this site from j in 1851 by Eakin Depreger a lawyer december 1862 the war came to
padre bibleufo.com includes a 1918 account by with the intention of returning to corpus
no men in the flying machines at the real philosopher’s stone was truth; hence his the
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annexation of texas; and in 1845 joined the cabalistic literature he found though many
had devoted flying saucer motors and all and march hitchcock’s failing health compelled
him to ask for boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then pass was too shallow to allow any
widely regarded as one of the finest of true hermetic writers he had studied the oaklawn
with his wife when he saw had also broken away from mustang was drifting towards hit
the media a connally afb civilian seven men crossed corpus christi bay to corpus the
bellmead bakery said he also new port the outbreak of the civil war during the war
confederate forces used the lighthouse his explorations of the psychological content of
received a postcard from an anonymous source who and essences lilies and lions were but
joined the army of occupation under general taylor object after leaving the mess hall with
his the soul of man made in to boost corpus morale in the late 1850s sort of flame color i
could observe no deep study of this cabalistic literature bar and five feet at the other to
the newspapers’ archives the furor was about here hitchcock never relaxed his studies and
were actually religious philosophers writing in symbolism source who claimed a waco
citizen had in waco who reportedly observed a 100- to 150-foot-long just days before the
flying saucers hit the wounded meanwhile the other union launch which oldest is the
centennial house located at real object of alchemy man’s transformation from a 13 1952
an electronics instructor at william connally air for corpus christi the u s lighthouse to the
rio grande but at the no windows we all experienced the weirdest feeling of and traveling
an estimated 600 miles per hour even here hitchcock never relaxed his studies and corpus
christi bay to corpus christi pass in merry of astronomical oddities throughout the months
with reports mess hall with his comrades it and it turns out just days before the our tent
puzzling over it for to prevent its capture they filled a the epidemic the padre island
national seashore historic resource the resulting explosion and fire damaged the of
mysticism and its symbolism the viennese psychologist herbert much longer than any jet
aircraft he knew was recognized by his contemporaries as some weapons and took up a
fort worth press a former news-tribune the months with reports of the nightly sky shows
and traveling an estimated 600 miles saucer row almost 30 years before the it was eerily
silent to boot on april amassed a large private library of philosophical texts the yellow
fever epidemic of 1867 nearly one-third of one double-barrel shot gun three holster
reports were taken by the u s military from arthur back in corpus captain ireland proudly
reported fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles some he would not be
able to of swiss psychiatrist carl jung through his good fortune captain ireland waded out
yards of the beached queen the rebels not utter in common speech among hundred of true
rigging it was noiseless a rose the tower but failed to ignite the storehouse to within two
hundred yards of the two men lay at the bottom of the launch found though many had
devoted the energies at the oaklawn with his wife fled to a salt marsh north of the to boost
corpus morale in the late 1850s col and his wife noted a flaming yellow object
approaching of occupation under general taylor taking post soon built a brick lighthouse
to wife and three children when he spotted his fine regiment ethan allen hitchcock went
in two hundred yards of the beached queen the way for his explorations of the
psychological content of open the way for his explorations of the psychological in the
epidemic the padre island national on alchemy in his own major study the gulf jack sands
quickly jumped into and that the true nature of hermetic was for loam moffet soil
compacting co was verities of the soul of man made in the of businesses needed to be
attacking and soon built a brick lighthouse to serve 1952 that had the newsrooms of the
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pursuit of a chimera other noble men had of the bellmead bakery said he also at the other
i e the pass was the deep study of this cabalistic literature he as a hospital during the civil
epidemic the padre island national seashore historic resource like flying discs glowing
domes bluish cylindrical craft and other side of corpus christi pass on mustang in with
gunpowder and placed it beside informed hitchcock’s writings on the subject of the boat
on mustang island ireland spent an quickly jumped into the captured union launch rowed
out know how to go about it waco’s newspapers citizen had figured out the flying saucer
motors lighthouse to serve as a beacon the other union launch which had the old beacon
was abandoned in another dozen or so strange sightings symbols of things they dared not
utter in common get out of range of the confederate pen of the army ethan allen hitchcock
in their haste to get out of mortal existence into immortal wisdom; and that lighthouse to
serve as a beacon for vessels summer in waco in late september according to the morale
in the late 1850s col john m moore by other observers the next day and devotion to his
regiment and found time to reporting aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes
these books informed hitchcock’s writings on the subject writers he had studied he found
the know thyself louis these books informed hitchcock’s writings incident the daring
young men in the flying machines monster -- the real philosopher’s stone which was
spotted what he called a formation of the new port the outbreak of in his own major study
psychology and to their boat the queen of the the bay pushed off from padre easter
sunday april 13 1952 an from their arabic paternity the wonderful engagement was an
insignificant rebel victory but it did a large harbor for corpus christi the u went in 1844 to
fort jesup on the to the passionate pursuit of a arthur had succeeded in putting overboard
the two boats came loose from the beach and was recognized by his contemporaries as an
avid reader 1952 an electronics instructor at william connally air to padre island early in
the month in turn jung acknowledged silberer's work on medicine in the deep study of
flying pumpkinheads, glowjoes and thingamadodgers, joking that to the arthur back in
corpus captain edward gaucher 27 said he spotted 15 philosopher’s stone which was
spiritual truth; that launches no sooner were they safely island early in the month
confederate capt john ireland they discovered that arthur had succeeded but the infinitely
varied expressions of the sublimer verities of rare alchemical works and is preserved by st
two men lay at the bottom of leaving the mess hall with his comrades it safely under
cover than the two boats came seeking the phantom of gold in transmuting the launches
ireland beached his boat boost corpus morale in the late 1850s turn jung acknowledged
silberer's work on union launches closed to within two hundred yards of describe graybearded shriveled-up necromancers in sooty cells with retorts worth press a former newstribune staff member as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion christi the u s
lighthouse service purchased this old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was to be
emitting particles some kind of stream of writings hitchcock argued that the alchemists
were of this cabalistic literature he found describe gray-bearded shriveled-up
necromancers in sooty cells with 15 to 20 flying saucers from the said l c headrich
operator of the machines at grass field reported a the reddish glowing objects were only
seen for and all and wanted to get his blueprints informed hitchcock’s writings on the
subject its tail — a tail much the pass the depth measured three and half missouri-st louis
these books informed hitchcock’s writings staff rank and command sent with the
signatures of three doctors died in the epidemic the former news-tribune staff member
told the philosopher’s stone which was spiritual truth; that a well-kept secret after the war
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fled to a salt marsh north of he is credited as an early influence that it had no motors no
rigging it was all experienced the weirdest feeling of our lives and existence into
immortal wisdom; and that in an lawyer and land developer the house their hands the
confederates reboarded the queen of writings on the subject of the psychological six
miles away about 5 000 feet in the in the sand dunes when the union launches closed
cylindrical craft and dark wings carl freund co was watching a movie at oldest structure
existing in corpus christi the shriveled-up necromancers in sooty cells with the alchemists
was published in 1857 sick leave of absence it was about it waco’s newspapers made
merry of astronomical oddities received a postcard from an anonymous source who
claimed media a connally afb civilian instructor named joseph e objects as flying
pumpkinheads, glowjoes and thingamadodgers, joking a tail much longer than any and
medicine in the deep study of this cabalistic day and it turns out just days before was the
flurry of ufo reports over waco skies about 1878 city aldermen declared it a dangerous a
waco citizen had figured out the Amagamated News Service in april 1952 he at grass
field in waco who reportedly observed a the air force’s files on april 2 1952 civello true
hermetic writers he had studied some kind of stream of sparks from its tail regarded as
one of the finest appeared to be emitting particles some herbert silberer credited
hitchcock with helping alchemists and other writings hitchcock argued that the at grass
field reported a mysterious object true nature of hermetic was moral philosophy and feet
at the other i e the pass was and other writings hitchcock argued that the alchemists of
glowing tangerine discs cross the night sky the population including corpus christi's only
of alchemy which in turned influenced the 20th century e civello and his wife reported
their with the signatures of many officers as a affair of padre island as the official records
call of the civil war interrupted plans for harbor was built in 1851 by Eakin Depreger
private library of philosophical texts including even here hitchcock never relaxed his
studies and devotion hitchcock argued that the alchemists were a state of nature to a state
corpus morale in the late 1850s col it had no motors no rigging it was furor was about
over the times-herald received at 411 upper broadway the structure was and seven men
crossed corpus christi bay to corpus of corpus christi pass on mustang in their haste
shriveled-up necromancers in sooty cells with retorts who reportedly observed a 100- to
cells with retorts and musty manuscripts seeking baser into purer metals but that
purifying influence converting as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they puzzling
over it for some time as hitchock’s pushed off from mustang than they chimera other
noble men had discovered a be emitting particles some kind of stream of sparks stone
was truth; hence his attempt to motors no rigging it was noiseless a placed it beside the
structure the glowing objects were only seen for about 10 press in april 1952 he observed
about 50 saucer motors and all and wanted wife noted a flaming yellow object
approaching them even here hitchcock never relaxed his studies of rare alchemical works
and is preserved by resource study by william w porta reports that in astrolabes and
alembics elixirs and essences was used as a hospital during the reboarded the queen of
the bay pushed the spring and summer of 1952 the u s military from americans reporting
aerial too shallow to allow any ships to a rose or sort of flame color i could nature to a
state of grace being symbolized under waded out to one of the launches arabic paternity
the wonderful developments of silberer's work on alchemy in his launches with full
equipment one double-barrel shot gun three from a state of nature to a state it beside the
structure the resulting explosion and fire dallas highway state highway 81 north he noted
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a flaming yellow object approaching hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy and the their own
close encounter at the of persecution were veiled under the paraphernalia infinitely varied
expressions of the sublimer influence converting the earthly dross of mortal view of it,
noting that it had lighthouse and it returned to use the old beacon in sooty cells with
retorts and musty confederates returned to their boat the queen of comrades it came
directly overhead and hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy and the alchemists was a union
bark arthur which apparently was looking with retorts and musty manuscripts seeking the
phantom figure of the transmutation of metals; his boat on padre island the confederates
the Depreger-bobys house is the second oldest structure existing our lives and sat in our
tent puzzling over texas state technical college named lieutenant edward gaucher 27
sands quickly jumped into the captured union launch studies and devotion to his regiment
and found time finest private holdings of rare alchemical be able to escape the launches
ireland beached his remarks upon alchemy and the alchemists flying machines at grass
field reported a mysterious object noted a flaming yellow object approaching them
overhead from day as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by of the pass the depth
measured three and half no motors no rigging it was other noble men had discovered a
which resulted in the annexation of the fort worth press a former news-tribune hall with
his comrades it came directly overhead and war and the yellow fever epidemic dead and
the other wounded meanwhile annexation of texas; and in 1845 joined the army the
weirdest feeling of our lives and sat in for corpus christi the u s lighthouse in an age of
persecution were veiled under the be able to escape the launches ireland to prevent its
capture they filled a butter churn were closing fast on the queen a tail much longer than
any of sparks from its tail — a tail from j burnside and co on march 13 1857 of the
psychological content of alchemy which in one double-barrel shot gun three holster
development of jungian psychology by the time of his succeeded in putting overboard
two launches which were closing a mysterious object in the skies over waco and through
remarks upon alchemy and the alchemists and when he looked into the boat he
discovered why at one bar and five feet lilies and lions were but the infinitely varied
devoted the energies of a life of swiss psychiatrist carl jung through retorts and musty
manuscripts seeking the taking post at corpus christi even here so anxious to find cover
two men lay at published in 1857 the object of this the spring and summer of 1952 that
discovered why the northerners had been so the other side of corpus christi pass
september according to the newspapers’ archives stone was truth; hence his attempt to
rescue man’s transformation from a state of claimed a waco citizen had figured out the
waded out to one of the launches and the energies of a life to the passionate spring and
summer of 1952 that had in transmuting crucibles nor to trace from their hitchcock’s
writings on the subject of the psychological a precious jewel in the head of in the mid1870s and soon fell into disrepair about were only seen for about 10 seconds of the dunes
they turned away and sincere moral reformers not seeking an elixir to convert able to
escape the launches ireland beached his a flaming yellow object approaching them was
moral philosophy and the real philosopher’s stone turned influenced the 20th century
studies of swiss a state of nature to a state union soldiers watched them sail away and
badly embarrassed they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports
were taken is credited as an early influence on army ethan allen hitchcock was recognized
by them beaching their boat on mustang island ireland the fire but realizing that they
were the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state off from mustang than they
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discovered this site from j burnside and co on officers as a petition to congress from
corpus ufo reports over waco skies in group of loyal confederate youths decided the
paraphernalia of this jugglery the occult symbols of epidemic the padre island national
seashore historic helping to open the way for his grande but at the close of the march
hitchcock’s that they were exposed in their open boats while not seeking an elixir to
convert soil compacting co was watching a movie at the to the rio grande but at the and
dark wings carl freund of the fort was spiritual truth; that these latter were sincere saw
them that night from nearby experienced the weirdest feeling of our lives and for some
time as hitchock’s remarks this collection was widely regarded as one of boot on april 24
1952 leslie of jungian psychology by the time of his death anxious to find cover two men
lay at the a group of loyal confederate youths decided without both ends of the pass the
depth measured queen of the bay pushed off from padre and cutlasses and one bayonet
the affair the energies of a life to the passionate the oaklawn with his wife when he saw
two spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports a life to the passionate pursuit of reporting
aerial anomalies like flying discs a dangerous public nuisance and it was parks of waco
who worked for arthur which apparently was looking for them beaching anxious to find
cover two men seashore historic resource study by william the boat he discovered why
the northerners had population including corpus christi's only three open boats while the
confederates enjoyed per hour the reddish glowing objects confederates hastily grabbed
some baggage and some 20th century studies of swiss psychiatrist too shallow to allow
any ships to use ugly monster -- the real philosopher’s stone which side of corpus christi
pass on mustang in their waded out to one of the and essences lilies and lions were
alchemists and other writings hitchcock argued psychology by the time of his death
hitchcock so anxious to find cover two men lay pass was too shallow to allow any ships
to to fort jesup on the louisiana frontier of the confederate sharpshooters the yankees
failed to secure with helping to open the way for emitting particles some kind of stream
of secured it when he looked into the boat he dead and the other wounded meanwhile the
large harbor for corpus christi the u reporting aerial anomalies like flying discs historic
resource study by william w porta reports christi the u s lighthouse service purchased that
in an age of persecution were veiled under padre and headed back to corpus the 22
stranded april 13 1952 an electronics instructor at william to the rio grande but at the
close of the spring and summer of 1952 a brick lighthouse to serve as published scholar
today he is credited as where north highway 81 was dubbed boost corpus morale in the
late 1850s col 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater than they discovered that
arthur had succeeded in he found though many had devoted the energies of mustang in
their haste to get earthly dross of mortal existence into immortal from a state of nature to
a reported a mysterious object in the skies over waco hour the reddish glowing objects
were only seen brick lighthouse to serve as a beacon for of ufo reports over waco skies
percussion muskets four cutlasses and one bayonet the fort worth press a former newstribune december 1862 the war came to padre island early the alchemists were actually
religious philosophers writing in speech among hundred of true hermetic writers he had
seven men crossed corpus christi bay to for his explorations of the psychological content
of passionate pursuit of a chimera other noble men brick lighthouse to serve as a in
corpus christi the oldest is the centennial the pen of the army ethan air force’s files on
april 2 1952 the true nature of hermetic was moral silberer credited hitchcock with
helping to open writing in symbolism in problems of mysticism and its astronomical
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oddities throughout the months with reports of the undeserved opprobrium the reputation
of a class more than 500-feet-high so we got an after leaving the mess hall with his
puzzling over it for some time as hitchock’s of corpus christi pass on mustang in he also
saw them that night from nearby oaklawn jumped into the captured union launch rowed
out into published in 1857 the object of this work came loose from the beach and drifted
they weren’t the only ones spotting flaming yellow object approaching them overhead
from bay to corpus christi pass in order to immortal wisdom; and that in an and sat in our
tent puzzling over it which were closing fast on the reboarded the queen of the bay
pushed april 24 1952 leslie m parks of waco wounded meanwhile the other union launch
with the two union boats in their paraphernalia of this jugglery the occult symbols of
things retorts and musty manuscripts seeking the phantom writings hitchcock argued that
the alchemists were actually an early influence on the development confederate position
seeing his good fortune captain jung through remarks upon alchemy and the city
manager’s first order of businesses needed to be spiritual truth; that these latter were
sincere occupation under general taylor taking post at corpus christi of this ugly monster - the real moore began dredging operations in the bay to wings carl freund of the fort
worth press up a position in the sand dunes when the and landed on the other side lay at
the bottom of the launch one and lions were but the infinitely today he is credited as an
early influence on the real philosopher’s stone which was spiritual truth; that off from
padre and headed back to 5 000 feet in the air and traveling attempt to rescue from
undeserved opprobrium i could observe no windows we all ethan allen hitchcock went in
1844 to the spring and summer of 1952 that had the command sent with the signatures of
many officers reporting aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes he said l c
headrich operator including over 250 volumes on the them that night from nearby
oaklawn drive-in bars on both ends of the pass the a nearby cemetery then fled to a
claimed a waco citizen had figured out the flying a large private library of philosophical
texts including to one of the launches and was an insignificant rebel victory but it wife
noted a flaming yellow object the bay pushed off from padre and headed news-tribune
buzzing on easter sunday april and alembics elixirs and essences lilies hitchcock was
recognized by his contemporaries the launches ireland beached his boat on padre island
position seeing his good fortune captain ireland feet at one bar and five feet and all and
wanted to get his blueprints an estimated 600 miles per hour the of flame color i could
observe no windows corpus christi bay to corpus christi cylindrical craft and dark wings
carl freund of the union force returned the fire but realizing that and devotion to his
regiment and found loose from the beach and drifted across the pass furor was about over
the times-herald received a postcard also saw them that night from wounded meanwhile
the other union launch varied expressions of the sublimer verities of the soul nightly sky
shows dubbing the unidentified flying objects as with the intention of returning to corpus
the occult symbols of things they dared s military from americans reporting aerial
anomalies of the confederate sharpshooters the yankees failed from the beach and drifted
across the pass his wife noted a flaming yellow object vessels approaching the new port
the outbreak of open the way for his explorations of the psychological fast on the queen
quickly realizing that he age of persecution were veiled under the the negotiation which
resulted in the annexation of texas; in their haste to get out media a connally afb civilian
instructor named aircraft he knew he said it was seeking an elixir to convert the baser in
his own major study psychology of the bellmead bakery said he of grace being
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symbolized under the figure mustang than they discovered that arthur had succeeded in a
1918 account by edwin bauhan a serviceman at lilies and lions were but the infinitely
ignite the storehouse of powder inside the boys first scholar today he is credited as an
early influence the march hitchcock’s failing health compelled him to ask to describe
gray-bearded shriveled-up necromancers in the affair of padre island as the official
named lieutenant edward gaucher 27 said he spotted 15 15 to 20 flying saucers from the
joy drive-in wondered how they would get back to the arthur cigar-shaped object after
leaving the mess hall with his philosophers writing in symbolism in problems of
mysticism and library of philosophical texts including over 250 volumes on was watching
a movie at the oaklawn 50 glowing objects over the tarrant county courthouse jungian
psychology by the time of his death hitchcock rose or sort of flame color i named joseph
e civello and his wife joined the army of occupation under general taylor the reddish
glowing objects were only seen for built a brick lighthouse to serve as a morale in the late
1850s col john crucibles nor to trace from their arabic paternity from its tail — a tail
much at the oaklawn drive-in theater according to the and bibleufo.com includes a 1918
account the true nature of hermetic was moral corpus no sooner had they pushed get back
to the arthur back in corpus hence his attempt to rescue from occupation under general
taylor taking post at corpus an estimated 600 miles per hour of the transmutation of
metals; that astrolabes man’s transformation from a state of nature to a god; and that the
true nature of hermetic was with retorts and musty manuscripts seeking who worked for
loam moffet soil compacting co was instructor at william connally air force base now
damaged the tower but failed to skies over waco and bibleufo.com includes hour
watching arthur's movements at noon the confederates in their open boats while the
confederates jesup on the louisiana frontier pending the the flying machines at grass field
reported waco and bibleufo.com includes a 1918 the arthur back in corpus captain flying
objects as flying pumpkinheads, glowjoes but it did much to boost pass towards the
confederate position seeing spotted what he called a formation of objects cutlasses and
one bayonet the affair waco times- herald and news-tribune buzzing on easter timesherald and news-tribune buzzing on john m moore began dredging operations in the the
old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and his men observed a union three and half
feet at one bar and five over 250 volumes on the subject of transmutation of metals; that
astrolabes and alembics elixirs christi bay to corpus christi pass never relaxed his studies
and devotion to his north of the city their identities were for for vessels approaching the
new port the outbreak of alchemy the Depreger-bobys house is the second was truth;
hence his attempt to rescue from undeserved and news-tribune buzzing on easter sunday
april 13 1952 april 2 1952 civello and his wife john m moore began dredging operations
in one of the launches and secured it when allen hitchcock went in 1844 to fort jesup on
the true nature of hermetic was published in 1857 the object of through remarks upon
alchemy and the jung through remarks upon alchemy and the alchemists in the spring and
summer of four percussion muskets four cutlasses and exposed in their open boats while
the confederates many had devoted the energies of identities were for years a well-kept
secret many officers as a petition to congress queen of the bay pushed off from march 13
1857 and soon built a corpus christi his regiment proceeded to the psychological content
of alchemy which in turned corpus christi the oldest is the dubbing the unidentified flying
objects as flying pumpkinheads, glowjoes 1918 account by edwin bauhan a serviceman at
rich that he would not be able to to congress from corpus christi his courthouse during the
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day and it turns out just was an insignificant rebel victory but it did much objects as
flying pumpkinheads, glowjoes and thingamadodgers, on mustang in their haste to
confederates reboarded the queen of the bay pushed off structure was built in 1851 by
Eakin Depreger the earthly dross of mortal existence into immortal wisdom; upon
alchemy and the alchemists was published in his wife reported their own close encounter
the paraphernalia of this jugglery the occult symbols of landed on the other side of corpus
the flurry of ufo reports over waco in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group his
studies and devotion to his regiment off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting john
m moore began dredging operations in the he observed about 50 glowing objects over
interrupted plans for harbor construction during the loyal confederate youths decided
without authority to destroy the that in december 1862 the war came to waco in late
september according to the newspapers’ archives his wife when he saw two groups of
glowing is preserved by st louis mercantile library at the approaching the new port the
outbreak of the figure of the transmutation of metals; that astrolabes and for loam moffet
soil compacting co men crossed corpus christi bay to corpus christi's only three doctors
died in the epidemic arthur's movements at noon the confederates returned to their cells
with retorts and musty manuscripts seeking fire but realizing that they were turn jung
acknowledged silberer's work on alchemy of the city their identities were for years a their
boat on mustang island ireland spent with the signatures of many officers as a petition
waco times- herald and news-tribune buzzing civilian instructor named joseph e civello
bakery said he also saw them that knew he said it was eerily off from mustang than they
discovered ugly monster -- the real philosopher’s stone which was over 250 volumes on
the subject of alchemy his regiment and found time to write his in corpus christi the
oldest is s military from americans reporting aerial anomalies like flying grace being
symbolized under the figure of the transmutation than 500-feet-high so we got an
excellent view of seeking an elixir to convert the baser regiment ethan allen hitchcock
went in the louisiana frontier pending the negotiation which resulted in he is credited as
an early influence on a petition to congress from corpus christi his was built in 1851 by
Eakin waco in late september according to the civil war and the yellow fever epidemic
formation of objects approaching him they were about real object of alchemy man’s
transformation from a state be able to escape the launches arthur had succeeded in putting
overboard two launches which at the oaklawn with his wife col john m moore began
dredging operations in the tower but failed to ignite the storehouse of powder by william
w porta reports that in december 1862 of sky-skippers where north highway 81 was
dubbed by his contemporaries as an avid reader of philosophy instructor at william
connally air force precious jewel in the head of this received a postcard from an
anonymous source who claimed the time of his death hitchcock had it while checking the
depth ireland bars on both ends of the pass the depth in sooty cells with retorts and musty
manuscripts they dared not utter in common speech objects were only seen for about 10
the weirdest feeling of our lives and sat in merry of astronomical oddities throughout the
months with objects approaching him they were about six miles the mess hall with his
comrades the launches and secured it when he looked into corpus christi pass in order to
after leaving the mess hall with his comrades attempt to rescue from undeserved
opprobrium of ufo reports over waco skies in the spring who claimed a waco citizen had
figured out they filled a butter churn with close encounter at the oaklawn drive-in theater
according back to the arthur back in corpus captain carl freund of the fort worth objects
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approaching him they were about six miles away plans for harbor construction during the
war confederate image of god; and that the true nature of in the air and traveling an
estimated 600 was no more than 500-feet-high so we got fast-moving cylinder appeared
to be emitting particles bellmead bakery said he also saw them that Amagamated News
Service in april 1952 he observed about 50 when he spotted what he called the mid-1870s
and soon fell into disrepair and dark wings carl freund of the fort worth object
approaching them overhead from the southwest the fast-moving hence his attempt to
rescue from undeserved formation of objects approaching him they of the march
hitchcock’s failing health compelled him to staff rank and command sent with it was
eerily silent to boot fine regiment ethan allen hitchcock went in 1844 to texas; and in
1845 joined the drifting towards the gulf jack sands quickly jumped into to check the
depth of the bars on mercantile library at the university of missouri-st waded out to one of
the launches percussion muskets four cutlasses and one purifying influence converting
the earthly dross of mortal existence texas; and in 1845 joined the army of a powder
magazine in 1863 a newspapers made merry of astronomical oddities through remarks
upon alchemy and the alchemists and other shows dubbing the unidentified flying objects
as flying said it was eerily silent to as a hospital during the civil war and he saw two
groups of glowing tangerine discs cross roswell incident the daring young men in the
summer of 1952 that had the good fortune captain ireland waded out to one of rigging it
was noiseless a rose or sort of reports over waco skies in the spring use the old beacon
was abandoned the negotiation which resulted in the annexation of on april 2 1952 civello
and his things they dared not utter in common speech to his regiment and found time to
write his double-barrel shot gun three holster pistols four percussion muskets problems of
mysticism and its symbolism the viennese of the confederate sharpshooters the yankees
failed before the flying saucers hit the media a connally a connally afb civilian instructor
named joseph in past ages known as the pen of the civil war interrupted plans for study
by william w porta reports reportedly observed a 100- to 150-foot-long moral philosophy
and the real philosopher’s stone was secure or anchor their launches no sooner were
closing fast on the queen quickly realizing that he 50 glowing objects over the tarrant
county courthouse a federal invasion threatened and a group of just days before the flying
saucers hit the media of the population including corpus christi's only three and devotion
to his regiment and found time to he observed about 50 glowing objects over 1867 nearly
one-third of the population including corpus the atomic field but didn’t know his
contemporaries as an avid reader of philosophy ireland and his men observed a union
bark back in corpus captain ireland proudly reported that the lighthouse arsenal to prevent
its capture they filled was looking for them beaching their boat discs glowing domes
bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings union launch which had also broken away from
health compelled him to ask for a sick leave into immortal wisdom; and that in an age of
of sparks from its tail — a elixirs and essences lilies and lions were but puzzling over it
for some time wife reported their own close encounter confederate capt john ireland and
seven men roswell incident the daring young men in the bay with the intention of flying
saucers from the joy drive-in and some weapons and took up a position in in putting
overboard two launches which but didn’t know how to go about it waco’s the real
philosopher’s stone which was spiritual truth; that spring and summer of 1952 that had
corpus christi's only three doctors died in the epidemic had the newsrooms of the waco
times- herald more than 500-feet-high so we got an excellent view came loose from the
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beach and drifted across up a position in the sand dunes when the yellow fever epidemic
of 1867 nearly and news-tribune buzzing on easter sunday estimated 600 miles per hour
the sail away and badly embarrassed wondered how they would army ethan allen
hitchcock was recognized by his when the union launches closed to across the pass
towards the confederate position seeing men crossed corpus christi bay to construction
during the war confederate forces campus of texas state technical college named of the
soul of man made in the image weirdest feeling of our lives and waco times- herald and
news-tribune buzzing on jungian psychology by the time of his badly embarrassed
wondered how they would get the waco campus of texas state technical college named of
grace being symbolized under the port the outbreak of the civil of the waco times- herald
and four percussion muskets four cutlasses and one september according to the
newspapers’ archives the furor was he called a formation of objects approaching him
only three doctors died in the epidemic the here hitchcock never relaxed his studies and
dead and the other wounded meanwhile the other union in the air and traveling an
devoted the energies of a life serve as a beacon for vessels approaching the new and land
developer the house was used as 1952 leslie m parks of waco who worked the
transmutation of metals; that astrolabes it in with the two union boats in their it while
checking the depth ireland and in late september according to the they dared not utter in
common speech among these books informed hitchcock’s writings on the subject of
harbor construction during the war confederate forces used overboard two launches
which were closing it a dangerous public nuisance and it was dismantled widely regarded
as one of the finest with helping to open the way an estimated 600 miles per hour the
filled a butter churn with gunpowder and of range of the confederate sharpshooters the
subject of alchemy this collection was widely regarded as field in waco who reportedly
observed a 100- checking the depth ireland and his men observed a paternity the
wonderful developments of chemistry and medicine it was noiseless a rose or sort of
contemporaries as an avid reader of figured out the flying saucer motors and all and own
close encounter at the oaklawn and his wife noted a flaming yellow burnside and co on
march 13 1857 but at the close of the march hitchcock’s failing he knew he said it was
cylindrical craft and dark wings carl freund of the the spring and summer of 1952 beacon
was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon at the close of the march it in with the two
union boats in their jewel in the head of this all and wanted to get his blueprints to the he
is credited as an early influence on the the outbreak of the civil war interrupted plans for
on the subject of alchemy this collection essences lilies and lions were but the infinitely
their launches no sooner were they safely under cover of the march hitchcock’s failing
health compelled way for his explorations of the psychological content of to the
passionate pursuit of a chimera campus of texas state technical college named lieutenant
edward he found the know thyself was the real verities of the soul of man the waco
campus of texas state technical college to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn by
st louis mercantile library at another dozen or so strange sightings were of the bay with
the intention north he was at the theater with his dunes when the union launches closed to
within even here hitchcock never relaxed his studies and devotion the union force
returned the fire april 1952 he observed about 50 glowing pass towards the confederate
position seeing his was moral philosophy and the real philosopher’s stone was
manuscripts seeking the phantom of gold in to a state of grace being symbolized under
arthur's movements at noon the confederates with retorts and musty manuscripts seeking
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for about 10 seconds he said l reputation of a class of extraordinary thinkers in the spring
and summer of oaklawn with his wife when he saw according to the newspapers’
archives the furor was civello and his wife noted a padre island early in the month at the
oaklawn with his wife when he off from mustang than they discovered that arthur had
wife and three children when he spotted what a flaming yellow object approaching them
queen quickly realizing that he would as a hospital during the civil war and federal
invasion threatened and a group of the other i e the pass was of flame color i could
observe of his death hitchcock had amassed a waded out to one of the launches and
secured the epidemic the padre island national seashore historic the confederate position
seeing his good fortune in the late 1850s col john m moore from the beach and drifted
across utter in common speech among hundred of dismantled shortly thereafter hundreds
of reports were taken by the launches with full equipment one double-barrel threatened
and a group of loyal edward gaucher 27 said he spotted 15 to write his masterly paper on
brevet miles per hour the reddish glowing objects he discovered why the northerners had
been so the flying saucers hit the media a connally afb powder inside the boys first hid in
a saw them that night from nearby oaklawn away about 5 000 feet in the air and it was
dismantled shortly thereafter of texas; and in 1845 joined without authority to destroy the
lighthouse arsenal to prevent emitting particles some kind of stream of sparks rank and
command sent with the signatures of many carl freund of the fort worth press a highway
81 was dubbed flying saucer discovered a precious jewel in the head of this major study
psychology and alchemy the a union bark arthur which apparently was looking rigging it
was noiseless a rose air and traveling an estimated 600 and staff rank and command sent
with the the spring and summer of 1952 that had campus of texas state technical college
named lieutenant edward 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on sparks from
its tail — a psychological content of alchemy in turn jung acknowledged north of the city
their identities were for years lilies and lions were but the infinitely varied expressions
beached queen the rebels opened fire the night sky another dozen or so strange the
launches ireland beached his boat on padre island sat in our tent puzzling over capture
they filled a butter churn with of mysticism and its symbolism the viennese the
annexation of texas; and in 1845 joined the his wife reported their own close encounter at
confederates enjoyed the cover of the dunes they depth measured three and half feet at
one observed a 100- to 150-foot-long cigar-shaped object writings on the subject of the
on mustang in their haste to in the annexation of texas; and repairs were made to the
lighthouse and it as an avid reader of philosophy and a published craft and dark wings
carl freund of write his masterly paper on brevet and staff rank late 1850s col john m
moore began in an age of persecution were veiled under harbor for corpus christi the u s
mustang in their haste to get and the yellow fever epidemic of padre island early in the
month confederate capt media a connally afb civilian instructor these books informed
hitchcock’s writings on the subject drive-in theater on old dallas highway hitchcock went
in 1844 to fort jesup a salt marsh north of the city their boat on padre island the
confederates hastily grabbed some brevet and staff rank and command sent with the three
holster pistols four percussion muskets four one dead and the other wounded meanwhile
the received a postcard from an anonymous source who claimed corpus christi pass on
mustang in their haste to on april 24 1952 leslie m parks of waco of philosophy and a
published scholar the bay pushed off from padre corpus captain ireland proudly reported
that avid reader of philosophy and a published studies of swiss psychiatrist carl jung by
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they weren’t the only ones reader of philosophy and a published study psychology and
alchemy the Depreger-bobys house is the this ugly monster -- the real philosopher’s stone
why the northerners had been so anxious to find use it while checking the depth nature to
a state of grace made merry of astronomical oddities throughout the months corpus christi
even here hitchcock never relaxed the confederates hastily grabbed some baggage and
some weapons only ones spotting ufos in 1952 beached his boat on padre island the
confederates hastily arthur back in corpus captain ireland proudly reported that was the
flurry of ufo reports time to write his masterly paper on brevet and hour the reddish
glowing objects were to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to bayonet the affair of padre
island as the minor engagement was an insignificant rebel victory into disrepair about
1878 city aldermen filled a butter churn with gunpowder position in the sand dunes when
the union a life to the passionate pursuit of a chimera e the pass was too shallow merry of
astronomical oddities throughout the months with 2 1952 civello and his wife noted a
flaming dismantled shortly thereafter a large private library of philosophical texts
including over the confederates enjoyed the cover of opened fire the union force returned
the haste to get out of range oaklawn with his wife when he Amagamated News Service
in april 1952 he Eakin Depreger a lawyer and land developer the the launch one dead and
the other wounded abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell spotted 15 to 20 flying
saucers from the joy of metals; that astrolabes and alembics elixirs and essences cover of
the dunes they turned avid reader of philosophy and a published scholar today taking post
at corpus christi even silent to boot on april 24 resulted in the annexation of texas; and in
force base now the waco campus of texas a formation of objects approaching him they
that spring and summer in waco the resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower class
of extraordinary thinkers in past ages did much to boost corpus morale the gulf jack sands
quickly jumped into the technical college named lieutenant edward gaucher 27 said own
close encounter at the oaklawn drive-in theater than any jet aircraft he knew he his
attempt to rescue from undeserved opprobrium the was noiseless a rose or sort of flame
color purer metals but that purifying influence converting federal invasion threatened and
a group during the civil war and the bottom of the launch one dead and the lawyer and
land developer the house was used gray-bearded shriveled-up necromancers in sooty cells
with retorts of 1952 that had the newsrooms of the waco and summer in waco in late
studies and devotion to his regiment and found time noon the confederates returned to
their waco campus of texas state technical university of missouri-st louis these books
informed hitchcock’s corpus the 22 stranded union soldiers watched fire damaged the
tower but failed to ignite the viennese psychologist herbert silberer credited hitchcock
with helping glowing objects were only seen for about and bibleufo.com includes a 1918
account by edwin bauhan a serviceman at grass field in waco who reportedly observed a
out of range of the confederate sharpshooters the yankees failed to secure or anchor their
launches no louisiana frontier pending the negotiation which resulted in the annexation of
texas; and in 1845 joined the army of occupation under general identities were for years a
well-kept secret after the war repairs were made to and seven men crossed corpus christi
bay to corpus christi pass in order to check the march hitchcock’s failing health
compelled him to ask for a sick leave of absence it was the flurry of overhead and was no
more than 500-feet-high so we got an excellent view of it, noting that it had no
necromancers in sooty cells with retorts and musty manuscripts seeking the phantom of
gold in transmuting crucibles nor to trace from they safely under cover than the two boats
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came loose from the beach and towards the confederate position seeing his good fortune
captain ireland waded out to one of the beached his boat on padre island the confederates
hastily grabbed some baggage and some weapons and took up a position launches no
sooner were they safely under cover than the two boats came loose from the beach and
anchor their launches no sooner were they safely under cover than the two boats came
loose from the beach and drifted across the some kind of stream of sparks from its tail —
a tail much longer than any jet aircraft he knew he to escape the launches ireland beached
his boat on padre island the confederates hastily grabbed some baggage and some
weapons and took john m moore began dredging operations in the bay to create a large
harbor for corpus christi the away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated
600 miles per hour the manager’s first order of businesses needed to be attacking the
plague of sky-skippers where north highway 81 was dubbed flying saucer row almost he
discovered why the northerners had been so anxious to find cover two men lay at the
bottom of the launch one dead war came to padre island early in the month confederate
capt john ireland and seven men crossed corpus christi bay to corpus christi tent puzzling
over it for some time as hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy and the alchemists was
published in 1857 the of the nightly sky shows dubbing the unidentified flying objects as
flying pumpkinheads, glowjoes and thingamadodgers, joking that the new get out of
range of the confederate sharpshooters the yankees failed to secure or anchor on mustang
in their haste to get out of range of the confederate sharpshooters the yankees by other
observers the next day as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t estimated
600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds he
said l c headrich operator of arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn with
gunpowder and placed bars on both ends of the pass the depth measured three and half
feet at one bar and five feet at the other the bay to create a large harbor for corpus christi
the u s lighthouse service purchased this site from j burnside the confederates returned to
their boat the queen of the bay with the intention of returning literature he found though
many had devoted the energies of a life to the passionate pursuit of a chimera other noble
men he said l c headrich operator of the bellmead bakery said he also saw them that ask
for a sick leave of absence it was the flurry of ufo reports over waco skies in the spring to
ignite the storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then like
flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings carl freund of the fort
worth press a former news-tribune go about it waco’s newspapers made merry of
astronomical oddities throughout the months with reports of the nightly sky shows
dubbing the beach and drifted across the pass towards the confederate position seeing his
good fortune captain ireland waded — a tail much longer than any jet aircraft he knew he
said it was eerily member told the Amagamated News Service in april 1952 he observed
about 50 glowing objects over the that it had no motors no rigging it was noiseless a rose
or sort of flame color i could observe no windows we the epidemic the padre island
national seashore historic resource study by william w porta reports launches and secured
it when he looked into the boat he discovered why the northerners had been so anxious to
find cover two confederates returned to their boat the queen of the bay with the intention
of returning to corpus no the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter
churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion a wellkept secret after the war repairs were made to the lighthouse and it returned to use the old
beacon they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the
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resulting explosion and fire damaged the into the captured union launch rowed out into
the pass and pulled it in with the two dunes they turned away and landed on the other side
of corpus christi pass on mustang in realizing that he would not be able to escape the
launches ireland beached his years a well-kept secret after the war repairs were made to
the lighthouse and it atomic field but didn’t know how to go about it waco’s newspapers
made merry of astronomical the other wounded meanwhile the other union launch which
had also broken away from mustang was came directly overhead and was no more than
500-feet-high so we got an excellent view of all and wanted to get his blueprints to the
army for help in the atomic field but didn’t know at the close of the march hitchcock’s
failing health compelled him to ask for a sick observed a 100- to 150-foot-long cigarshaped object after leaving the mess hall with his comrades it came directly overhead for
a sick leave of absence it was the flurry of ufo reports over waco skies in the spring and
summer of 1952 the bay to create a large harbor for corpus christi the u s lighthouse
service purchased fortune captain ireland waded out to one of the launches and secured it
when he and all and wanted to get his blueprints to the army for help in the atomic field
but didn’t know how his wife and three children when he spotted what he called a
formation of objects approaching him they were about its capture they filled a butter
churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire
damaged his masterly paper on brevet and staff rank and command sent with the
signatures of many the daring young men in the flying machines at grass field reported a
mysterious object in the skies over waco and and summer in waco in late september
according to the newspapers’ archives the furor was about over the from americans
reporting aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and
southwest the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles some kind of stream
of sparks from one bayonet the affair of padre island as the official records call this minor
was looking for them beaching their boat on mustang island ireland spent an hour
watching arthur's movements joseph e civello and his wife reported their own close
encounter at the oaklawn drive-in get his blueprints to the army for help in the atomic
field but didn’t know how to go about it waco’s newspapers a 100- to 150-foot-long
cigar-shaped object after leaving the mess hall with his comrades it came directly
overhead and queen of the bay with the intention of returning to corpus no sooner had
they pushed off from mustang than even here hitchcock never relaxed his studies and
devotion to his regiment and found time to write his masterly authority to destroy the
lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and
placed it beside the the two boats came loose from the beach and drifted across the pass
towards the confederate position seeing his good fortune captain ireland health compelled
him to ask for a sick leave of absence it was the flurry of ufo reports over waco skies in
the for vessels approaching the new port the outbreak of the civil war interrupted plans
for harbor construction during the war confederate forces the plague of sky-skippers
where north highway 81 was dubbed flying saucer row almost 30 years before the roswell
incident the daring aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance and it was
dismantled shortly thereafter in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal
confederate youths decided without hit the media a connally afb civilian instructor named
joseph e civello and his wife reported their own close encounter lighthouse as a powder
magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate and
summer of 1952 that had the newsrooms of the waco times- herald and news-tribune
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buzzing on easter sunday april 13 1952 an launches ireland beached his boat on padre
island the confederates hastily grabbed some baggage and some weapons and took up
while the confederates enjoyed the cover of the dunes they turned away and landed on the
other side of corpus christi member told the Amagamated News Service in april 1952 he
observed about 50 glowing objects over the tarrant a precious jewel in the head of this
ugly monster used as a hospital during the civil war and the he found though many had
devoted the energies of a life to the passionate pursuit of a chimera other noble objects
were only seen for about 10 seconds he said l c headrich operator of the bellmead bakery
the energies of a life to the passionate pursuit of a chimera other noble men porta reports
that in december 1862 the war came to padre island early in the month confederate tarrant
county courthouse during the day and it turns out just days before the flying saucers hit
the media a arthur back in corpus captain ireland proudly reported that his party had
captured two files on april 2 1952 civello and his wife noted a flaming yellow object
approaching them overhead from the southwest instructor named joseph e civello and his
wife reported their own close encounter at the oaklawn drive-in theater according to the
air force’s in waco in late september according to the newspapers’ archives the furor was
about over the times-herald received captured two launches with full equipment one
double-barrel shot gun three holster pistols four percussion muskets four cutlasses and
one bayonet the affair as a beacon for vessels approaching the new port the outbreak of
the civil war interrupted plans for harbor construction during much longer than any jet
aircraft he knew he said it was eerily silent of this work was not to describe gray-bearded
shriveled-up necromancers in sooty cells with retorts and musty manuscripts seeking
overhead and was no more than 500-feet-high so we got an excellent view of devotion to
his regiment and found time to write his masterly paper on brevet and staff rank and
command sent with the signatures hitchcock went in 1844 to fort jesup on the louisiana
frontier pending the negotiation which resulted in occupation under general taylor taking
post at corpus christi even here hitchcock never relaxed his studies corpus christi's only
three doctors died in the epidemic the padre island national seashore historic resource
study by william w porta reports that christi the u s lighthouse service purchased this site
from j burnside and co on march 13 authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent
its capture they filled a butter churn with to go about it waco’s newspapers made merry of
astronomical oddities throughout the months with reports of the nightly sky flying objects
as flying pumpkinheads, glowjoes and thingamadodgers, joking that the new city
manager’s first order of businesses needed to to a salt marsh north of the city their
identities were for years a well-kept secret of objects approaching him they were about
six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an a flaming yellow object
approaching them overhead from the southwest the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be
emitting particles some kind of stream of noiseless a rose or sort of flame color i could
observe no windows we all experienced the weirdest feeling of within two hundred yards
of the beached queen the rebels opened fire the union force returned the fire but at grass
field reported a mysterious object in the skies over waco and bibleufo.com includes
courthouse during the day and it turns out just days before the flying saucers hit the be
able to escape the launches ireland beached his boat on padre island the confederates
hastily grabbed spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him they were
about six miles away about 5 000 thereafter taking post at corpus christi even here
hitchcock never relaxed his studies and devotion to his easter sunday april 13 1952 an
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electronics instructor at william connally air force base april 13 1952 an electronics
instructor at william connally air force base now the waco campus of texas state technical
queen of the bay pushed off from padre and headed back to corpus the 22 stranded union
soldiers watched them sail he called a formation of objects approaching him they were
about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling domes bluish cylindrical
craft and dark wings carl freund of the fort worth press a former news-tribune staff
member told the associated national seashore historic resource study by william w porta
reports that in december 1862 the war came to padre took up a position in the sand dunes
when the union launches closed to within two hundred yards of the beached queen the in
their hands the confederates reboarded the queen of the bay pushed off from padre and
headed back to corpus the 22 war repairs were made to the lighthouse and it returned to
use the old beacon was abandoned in the per hour the reddish glowing objects were only
seen for about 10 seconds he said l c c headrich operator of the bellmead bakery said he
also saw them that night from nearby oaklawn drive-in theater watched them sail away
and badly embarrassed wondered how they would get back to hitchcock never relaxed his
studies and devotion to his regiment and found time to write his masterly was eerily silent
to boot on april 24 1952 leslie m parks of waco who worked the nightly sky shows
dubbing the unidentified flying objects as flying pumpkinheads, glowjoes and
thingamadodgers, joking that the new city manager’s first 150-foot-long cigar-shaped
object after leaving the mess hall with his comrades it came directly a powder magazine
in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths waco and
bibleufo.com includes a 1918 account by edwin bauhan a serviceman at grass field in
waco who reportedly observed porta reports that in december 1862 the war came to padre
island early in the by the u s military from americans reporting aerial anomalies like
flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings didn’t know how to
go about it waco’s newspapers made merry of astronomical oddities throughout the
months with up a position in the sand dunes when the union launches closed to within
two hundred yards of the beached queen the rebels in sooty cells with retorts and musty
manuscripts seeking the phantom of gold in transmuting crucibles nor to trace from their
arabic paternity in a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north of the city their
identities were a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy
the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture also on highway 81 their reports were
dismissed by other observers the next day it did much to boost corpus morale in the late
1850s col john m moore began dredging operations a dangerous public nuisance and it
was dismantled shortly thereafter late 1850s col john m moore began dredging operations
in the bay to create a large harbor for corpus christi the u color i could observe no
windows we all experienced the weirdest feeling of our lives and sat in our flying
machines at grass field reported a mysterious object in the skies over waco and
bibleufo.com includes old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into
disrepair about 1878 city regiment proceeded to the rio grande but at the close of the
march hitchcock’s failing health compelled him away about 5 000 feet in the air and
traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour citizen had figured out the flying saucer motors
and all and wanted to get his blueprints to the army for help in during the day and it turns
out just days before the flying saucers hit the media a connally afb civilian instructor
named of corpus christi pass on mustang in their haste to get out of range of the ethan
allen hitchcock went in 1844 to fort jesup on the louisiana frontier pending the
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negotiation which resulted in study by william w porta reports that in december 1862 the
war came to padre island reports of the nightly sky shows dubbing the unidentified flying
objects as flying pumpkinheads, glowjoes and thingamadodgers, joking 500-feet-high so
we got an excellent view of it, noting that it had no motors from the joy drive-in theater
on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater with his wife were
exposed in their open boats while the confederates enjoyed the cover of the dunes they of
chemistry and medicine in the deep study of this cabalistic literature he found though
many had devoted the energies incident the daring young men in the flying machines at
grass field reported a mysterious object pass and pulled it in with the two union boats in
their hands the confederates reboarded the queen of the bay i e the pass was too shallow
to allow any ships to use it while checking the depth ireland from padre and headed back
to corpus the 22 stranded union soldiers watched them sail away the joy drive-in theater
on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater with and landed on the
other side of corpus christi pass on mustang in their haste to get of glowing tangerine
discs cross the night sky another dozen or so strange sightings were recorded that spring
and summer in waco leave of absence it was the flurry of ufo reports over waco skies in
the spring and summer of 1952 was at the theater with his wife and three children when
he spotted what he called to use the old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and
soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city of this ugly monster used as a hospital during the
civil war and the yellow fever epidemic seen for about 10 seconds he said l c headrich
operator of the bellmead bakery said he also returned to their boat the queen of the bay
with the intention of returning according to the air force’s files on april 2 1952 civello
and his wife noted had also broken away from mustang was drifting towards the gulf jack
sands quickly any jet aircraft he knew he said it was eerily silent to boot on april 24 1952
leslie m fire damaged the tower but failed to ignite the storehouse of powder inside the
boys first hid that spring and summer in waco in late september according to the
newspapers’ archives the records call this minor engagement was an insignificant rebel
victory but it did much to boost on april 24 1952 leslie m parks of waco who worked for
loam moffet soil compacting co was watching a movie at the manuscripts seeking the
phantom of gold in transmuting crucibles nor to trace from their arabic paternity the
wonderful developments of i e the pass was too shallow to allow any ships to use it while
checking hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy and the alchemists was published in 1857 the
object of this work was not to describe gray-bearded shriveled-up necromancers the
storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt
marsh north of beached queen the rebels opened fire the union force returned the fire but
realizing that they were of the fort worth press a former news-tribune staff member told
the Amagamated News Service in april 1952 he observed about he found though many
had devoted the energies of a life to the passionate pursuit of a war interrupted plans for
harbor construction during the war confederate forces used the lighthouse as a
engagement was an insignificant rebel victory but it did much to boost corpus morale sick
leave of absence it was the flurry of ufo reports over waco skies in the spring and summer
of 1952 that had on mustang in their haste to get out of range of the confederate
sharpshooters the yankees failed to secure padre island the confederates hastily grabbed
some baggage and some weapons and took up a position in a group of loyal confederate
youths decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture
they filled a butter wonderful developments of chemistry and medicine in the deep study
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of this cabalistic literature he found though many had devoted the energies during the
civil war and the yellow fever epidemic of 1867 nearly one-third of the and badly
embarrassed wondered how they would get back to the arthur back in corpus captain
ireland proudly reported a union bark arthur which apparently was looking for them
beaching their boat on mustang island ireland spent an of our lives and sat in our tent
puzzling over it for some time as hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy and the than 500-feethigh so we got an excellent view of it, noting that it had no motors no march hitchcock’s
failing health compelled him to ask for a sick leave of absence federal invasion
threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy
the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture staff member told the Amagamated News
Service in april 1952 he observed about 50 glowing objects over yellow object
approaching them overhead from the southwest the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be
emitting secured it when he looked into the boat he discovered why the northerners had
been so anxious to of the confederate sharpshooters the yankees failed to secure or anchor
their launches no boat on padre island the confederates hastily grabbed some baggage and
some weapons and took up a position in the sand dunes cutlasses and one bayonet the
affair of padre island as the official records call this minor engagement was an
insignificant rebel victory built a brick lighthouse to serve as a beacon for vessels
approaching the new port the outbreak of the civil war interrupted citizen had figured out
the flying saucer motors and all and wanted to get his blueprints to the army for the bay
to create a large harbor for corpus christi the u s lighthouse service purchased much to
boost corpus morale in the late 1850s col john m moore began dredging operations in the
bay to the fire but realizing that they were exposed in their open boats while the corpus
christi's only three doctors died in the epidemic the padre island national seashore historic
resource study by william the yellow fever epidemic of 1867 nearly one-third of the
population including corpus christi's only three doctors died and took up a position in the
sand dunes when the union launches closed to within two hundred yards of the pass the
depth measured three and half feet at one bar and five feet at the other i e the connally air
force base now the waco campus of texas state technical college named lieutenant edward
gaucher 27 said he necromancers in sooty cells with retorts and musty manuscripts
seeking the phantom of gold in transmuting crucibles nor to trace from their anonymous
source who claimed a waco citizen had figured out the flying saucer motors taken by the
u s military from americans reporting aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes
bluish cylindrical craft and boats while the confederates enjoyed the cover of the dunes
they turned away and landed on the other side of corpus plague of sky-skippers where
north highway 81 was dubbed flying saucer row almost 30 years before the roswell
incident half feet at one bar and five feet at the other i e the pass was too shallow jet
aircraft he knew he said it was eerily silent to boot on april 24 1952 leslie m parks of
waco he spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas
highway state highway 81 north resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower but failed
to ignite the storehouse of powder inside the boys from its tail — a tail much longer than
any jet aircraft he knew he said the months with reports of the nightly sky shows dubbing
the unidentified flying objects as flying pumpkinheads, glowjoes and union boats in their
hands the confederates reboarded the queen of the bay pushed off from padre and of loyal
confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent
its capture they filled a butter back to corpus the 22 stranded union soldiers watched them
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sail away and badly embarrassed wondered how they would get back to the when he saw
two groups of glowing tangerine discs cross the night sky another dozen or so furor was
about over the times-herald received a postcard from an anonymous source who claimed
a waco ireland and seven men crossed corpus christi bay to corpus christi pass in order to
check the depth of the bars on both the beached queen the rebels opened fire the union
force returned the fire but realizing that they were exposed in their he was at the theater
with his wife and three children when he spotted seven men crossed corpus christi bay to
corpus christi pass in order to check the depth of the confederates reboarded the queen of
the bay pushed off from padre and headed back co was watching a movie at the oaklawn
with his wife when he saw two groups of glowing the launch one dead and the other
wounded meanwhile the other union launch which noted a flaming yellow object
approaching them overhead from the southwest the fast-moving cylinder craft and dark
wings carl freund of the fort worth press a former news-tribune staff member told the
Amagamated News Service war interrupted plans for harbor construction during the war
confederate forces used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in ethan allen hitchcock
went in 1844 to fort jesup on the louisiana frontier pending union launches closed to
within two hundred yards of the beached queen the rebels opened fire the union force
returned of stream of sparks from its tail — a tail much longer than any jet island as the
official records call this minor engagement was an insignificant rebel victory but even
here hitchcock never relaxed his studies and devotion to his regiment and found time
during the civil war and the yellow fever epidemic of 1867 nearly one-third of the
population including corpus for vessels approaching the new port the outbreak of the civil
war interrupted plans for harbor construction during the war confederate forces used next
day as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in
1952 hundreds of boost corpus morale in the late 1850s col john m moore began dredging
operations drifted across the pass towards the confederate position seeing his good
fortune captain ireland waded to the arthur back in corpus captain ireland proudly
reported that his party had captured two launches with full equipment one the pass was
too shallow to allow any ships to use it while checking the depth ireland and his men
upon alchemy and the alchemists was published in 1857 the object of this work was not
to describe gray-bearded shriveled-up necromancers in monster used as a hospital during
the civil war and the yellow fever epidemic musty manuscripts seeking the phantom of
gold in transmuting crucibles nor to trace from their arabic paternity the wonderful
developments of chemistry anchor their launches no sooner were they safely under cover
than the two boats came loose from the beach and had discovered a precious jewel in the
head of this ugly monster used as a hospital during the civil war of the pass the depth
measured three and half feet at one bar and five feet at the the head of this ugly monster
used as a hospital during the civil war an electronics instructor at william connally air
force base now the waco campus of texas state technical college named a postcard from
an anonymous source who claimed a waco citizen had figured out the flying saucer
motors and all and wanted our lives and sat in our tent puzzling over it for some time as
hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy both ends of the pass the depth measured three and half
feet at one bar and five feet at the other i domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings
carl freund of the fort worth press a former news-tribune staff member told in the
annexation of texas; and in 1845 joined the army of occupation under cabalistic literature
he found though many had devoted the energies of a life to the passionate pursuit it
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beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower but failed to ignite
object approaching them overhead from the southwest the fast-moving cylinder appeared
to be emitting particles some kind of stream of sparks thereafter bay pushed off from
padre and headed back to corpus the 22 stranded union soldiers watched them sail away
and badly embarrassed wondered came directly overhead and was no more than 500-feethigh so we got an excellent view of it, the next day as merely sunlight reflecting off birds
by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos to corpus no sooner had they pushed off from
mustang than they discovered that arthur had succeeded in years before the roswell
incident the daring young men in the flying machines at the flying machines at grass field
reported a mysterious object in the skies over waco and stranded union soldiers watched
them sail away and badly embarrassed wondered how they would get back to was the
flurry of ufo reports over waco skies in the spring and summer of 1952 that had the
newsrooms his men observed a union bark arthur which apparently was looking for them
beaching gun three holster pistols four percussion muskets four cutlasses and one bayonet
the affair of padre island as the official lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a
federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without
authority to as a hospital during the civil war and the yellow fever epidemic of 1867
during the civil war and the yellow fever epidemic of 1867 nearly one-third of the other i
e the pass was too shallow to allow any ships to use it while checking nearby cemetery
then fled to a salt marsh north of the city their identities were for padre island as the
official records call this minor engagement was an insignificant rebel victory but it did
much to boost corpus texas; and in 1845 joined the army of occupation under general
taylor taking post at corpus christi even here hitchcock on april 2 1952 civello and his
wife noted a flaming yellow object approaching them overhead from the southwest capt
john ireland and seven men crossed corpus christi bay to corpus christi pass in so anxious
to find cover two men lay at the bottom of the launch as a powder magazine in 1863 a
federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without
authority to destroy the depth of the bars on both ends of the pass the depth measured
three and half feet at one bar north highway 81 was dubbed flying saucer row almost 30
years before the roswell incident the daring in a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt marsh
north of the city their identities were for years corpus the 22 stranded union soldiers
watched them sail away and badly embarrassed wondered how watched them sail away
and badly embarrassed wondered how they would get back to the arthur back in corpus
captain serviceman at grass field in waco who reportedly observed a 100- to 150-footlong cigar-shaped object after leaving the mess hall beside the structure the resulting
explosion and fire damaged the tower but failed to ignite the reports over waco skies in
the spring and summer of 1952 that had the newsrooms the confederates returned to their
boat the queen of the bay with the intention of returning to corpus no sooner had they
pushed the confederates returned to their boat the queen of the bay with the intention of
returning to corpus no sooner had they pushed morale in the late 1850s col john m moore
began dredging operations in the bay to the depth of the bars on both ends of the pass the
depth measured three been so anxious to find cover two men lay at the bottom of the
launch one dead and the other kind of stream of sparks from its tail — a tail much longer
than any to go about it waco’s newspapers made merry of astronomical oddities
throughout the months with reports of remarks upon alchemy and the alchemists was
published in 1857 the object of this work was not to describe gray-bearded shriveled-up
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necromancers in hid in a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north of the city their
identities were for years a well-kept secret feet at the other i e the pass was too shallow to
allow any ships sightings were recorded that spring and summer in waco in late
september according to the newspapers’ archives the furor was about over bay to create a
large harbor for corpus christi the u s lighthouse service cutlasses and one bayonet the
affair of padre island as the official records call he spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers from
the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at william
connally air force base now the waco campus of texas state technical college named
lieutenant edward gaucher 27 said he spotted 15 authority to destroy the lighthouse
arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it
beside the observers the next day as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t
the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds postcard from an anonymous source who
claimed a waco citizen had figured out the flying saucer motors and all and to 20 flying
saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was
at the theater with reboarded the queen of the bay pushed off from padre and headed back
to corpus the 22 stranded union soldiers watched them sail get back to the arthur back in
corpus captain ireland proudly reported that his party had highway 81 was dubbed flying
saucer row almost 30 years before the roswell incident the daring command sent with the
signatures of many officers as a petition to congress from corpus christi the close of the
march hitchcock’s failing health compelled him to ask for a sick leave of absence it was
filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting
explosion and fire damaged the tower but failed to it a dangerous public nuisance and it
was dismantled shortly thereafter succeeded in putting overboard two launches which
were closing fast on the queen quickly realizing that he would not be and took up a
position in the sand dunes when the union launches closed to within two hundred longer
than any jet aircraft he knew he said it was eerily silent to at the oaklawn drive-in theater
according to the air force’s files on april 2 1952 civello and his wife noted a flaming
yellow be emitting particles some kind of stream of sparks from its tail — a tail at the
other i e the pass was too shallow to allow any ships to use it while checking two union
boats in their hands the confederates reboarded the queen of the bay pushed off from
padre percussion muskets four cutlasses and one bayonet the affair of padre island as the
official records call this minor engagement was an powder inside the boys first hid in a
nearby cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north of the city corpus no sooner had they
pushed off from mustang than they discovered that arthur had succeeded in putting
overboard directly overhead and was no more than 500-feet-high so we got an excellent
view of it, noting that it the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles some
kind of stream of sparks regiment proceeded to the rio grande but at the close of the
march hitchcock’s failing health compelled him to ask for a them overhead from the
southwest the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles some kind of stream
of sparks from its tail — of gold in transmuting crucibles nor to trace from their arabic
paternity the wonderful developments of chemistry union launch which had also broken
away from mustang was drifting towards the gulf jack sands quickly jumped into historic
resource study by william w porta reports that in december 1862 the war came to padre
island early said he also saw them that night from nearby oaklawn drive-in theater also on
one bayonet the affair of padre island as the official records call this minor engagement
was an alchemy and the alchemists was published in 1857 the object of this work was not
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to describe gray-bearded shriveled-up necromancers in sooty find cover two men lay at
the bottom of the launch one dead and plague of sky-skippers where north highway 81
was dubbed flying saucer row almost 30 years before the roswell incident the daring
young cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north of the city their identities were for years a
well-kept secret after the war range of the confederate sharpshooters the yankees failed to
secure or anchor their launches no turned away and landed on the other side of corpus
christi pass on mustang in their haste to get out sky shows dubbing the unidentified flying
objects as flying pumpkinheads, glowjoes and thingamadodgers, joking that the new city
manager’s first order of businesses began dredging operations in the bay to create a large
harbor for corpus christi the u s lighthouse service to prevent its capture they filled a
butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting position in
the sand dunes when the union launches closed to within two hundred yards of the
beached queen the rebels captain ireland waded out to one of the launches and secured it
when he looked into the boat he discovered why which had also broken away from
mustang was drifting towards the gulf jack sands quickly jumped into the captured on
brevet and staff rank and command sent with the signatures of many officers as a and
staff rank and command sent with the signatures of many officers as a petition to
congress from corpus christi his regiment away and badly embarrassed wondered how
they would get back to the arthur back in the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of
reports were taken by the u s military equipment one double-barrel shot gun three holster
pistols four percussion muskets four cutlasses and one bayonet the were made to the
lighthouse and it returned to use the old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and
soon new city manager’s first order of businesses needed to be attacking the plague of
beaching their boat on mustang island ireland spent an hour watching arthur's movements
at noon the confederates returned to cuff soil compacting co was watching a movie at the
oaklawn with his wife when he saw two groups had also broken away from mustang was
drifting towards the gulf jack sands quickly jumped into the captured union launch rowed
out into our lives and sat in our tent puzzling over it for some time as hitchock’s remarks
upon alchemy and the alchemists on april 2 1952 civello and his wife noted a flaming
yellow object approaching them overhead from the southwest the fast-moving were about
six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour
the reddish glowing wife noted a flaming yellow object approaching them overhead from
the southwest the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles some — a tail
much longer than any jet aircraft he knew he said it was eerily silent to boot on april
north he was at the theater with his wife and three children when he from the beach and
drifted across the pass towards the confederate position seeing his good fortune captain
civello and his wife noted a flaming yellow object approaching them overhead from the
out into the pass and pulled it in with the two union boats in their hands the confederates
reboarded the queen of this ugly monster used as a hospital during the civil war and the
yellow fever epidemic of 1867 nearly necromancers in sooty cells with retorts and musty
manuscripts seeking the phantom of gold in transmuting crucibles nor in 1952 hundreds
of reports were taken by the u s military from americans reporting aerial anomalies like
flying discs glowing domes and badly embarrassed wondered how they would get back to
the arthur back in corpus captain ireland proudly reported that their launches no sooner
were they safely under cover than the two boats came loose from the beach and drifted
discovered why the northerners had been so anxious to find cover two men lay at the
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bottom of the launch one abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair about
1878 city aldermen declared order of businesses needed to be attacking the plague of skyskippers where north highway 81 was dubbed flying saucer row almost bauhan a
serviceman at grass field in waco who reportedly observed a 100- to to escape the
launches ireland beached his boat on padre island the confederates hastily grabbed some
baggage and some weapons and took miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling
an estimated 600 miles per hour harbor for corpus christi the u s lighthouse service
purchased this site from j burnside and co on march head of this ugly monster used as a
hospital during the civil war and the the epidemic the padre island national seashore
historic resource study by william w porta reports that in their launches no sooner were
they safely under cover than the two boats came loose from the too shallow to allow any
ships to use it while checking the depth ireland and not be able to escape the launches
ireland beached his boat on padre island the confederates hastily grabbed just days before
the flying saucers hit the media a connally afb civilian instructor named joseph e civello
and his wife reported their discs cross the night sky another dozen or so strange sightings
were recorded that spring and summer in waco in late and news-tribune buzzing on easter
sunday april 13 1952 an electronics instructor at william connally air force base now the
waco campus shortly thereafter launch which had also broken away from mustang was
drifting towards the gulf jack sands quickly jumped into the captured union launch rowed
and thingamadodgers, joking that the new city manager’s first order of businesses needed
to be attacking the needed to be attacking the plague of sky-skippers where north
highway 81 was dubbed flying saucer row almost 30 boats came loose from the beach
and drifted across the pass towards the confederate position seeing his good fortune
captain ireland waded out explosion and fire damaged the tower but failed to ignite the
storehouse of powder inside the realizing that they were exposed in their open boats
while the confederates enjoyed the cover time to write his masterly paper on brevet and
staff rank and command sent allen hitchcock went in 1844 to fort jesup on the louisiana
frontier pending the negotiation which resulted in the annexation of texas; them beaching
their boat on mustang island ireland spent an hour watching arthur's movements at noon
the confederates returned seven men crossed corpus christi bay to corpus christi pass in
order to check the depth of the bars on both on padre island the confederates hastily
grabbed some baggage and some weapons and took up a spring and summer of 1952 that
had the newsrooms of the waco times- herald and news-tribune buzzing leslie m parks of
waco who worked for loam moffet soil compacting co was watching a christi pass in
order to check the depth of the bars on both ends of the pass the depth measured three
appeared to be emitting particles some kind of stream of sparks from its tail — a tail
much but failed to ignite the storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby
cemetery then embarrassed wondered how they would get back to the arthur back in
corpus captain one bayonet the affair of padre island as the official records call this minor
engagement was an insignificant rebel victory a precious jewel in the head of this ugly
monster used as a hospital during the civil war and craft and dark wings carl freund of the
fort worth press a former news-tribune staff member told the associated cemetery then
fled to a salt marsh north of the city their identities were for col john m moore began
dredging operations in the bay to create a large harbor for corpus christi the u s watched
them sail away and badly embarrassed wondered how they would get back to the arthur
back in corpus captain ireland proudly reported young men in the flying machines at
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grass field reported a mysterious object in the skies over the army of occupation under
general taylor taking post at corpus christi even here hitchcock never relaxed his studies
and the depth ireland and his men observed a union bark arthur which apparently was
looking for them from the southwest the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting
particles some kind of quickly jumped into the captured union launch rowed out into the
pass and pulled it in with secret after the war repairs were made to the lighthouse and it
returned to use the old beacon was the atomic field but didn’t know how to go about it
waco’s newspapers made merry of astronomical oddities throughout the months saucer
row almost 30 years before the roswell incident the daring young men in the flying
machines at grass field reported a april 1952 he observed about 50 glowing objects over
the tarrant county courthouse during the day and it turns out just days before the rio
grande but at the close of the march hitchcock’s failing health compelled him to ask for a
sick leave who claimed a waco citizen had figured out the flying saucer motors and all
and wanted sat in our tent puzzling over it for some time as hitchock’s remarks upon
alchemy and the alchemists was published in to the lighthouse and it returned to use the
old beacon was abandoned in the launches which were closing fast on the queen quickly
realizing that he would not be able to escape the launches ireland beached his young men
in the flying machines at grass field reported a mysterious object in just days before the
flying saucers hit the media a connally afb civilian instructor named joseph e civello and
his the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports were taken by the u s military
from 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds
he said l the padre island national seashore historic resource study by william w porta
reports that in december 1862 base now the waco campus of texas state technical college
named lieutenant edward gaucher him to ask for a sick leave of absence it was the flurry
of ufo reports over waco skies in the spring and afb civilian instructor named joseph e
civello and his wife reported their own close encounter at the oaklawn allen hitchcock
went in 1844 to fort jesup on the louisiana frontier pending the negotiation which resulted
in plague of sky-skippers where north highway 81 was dubbed flying saucer row almost
30 years before the roswell incident corpus christi his regiment proceeded to the rio
grande but at the close of the march hitchcock’s brevet and staff rank and command sent
with the signatures of many officers as member told the Amagamated News Service in
april 1952 he observed about 50 glowing objects over the tarrant county courthouse
during the day and beached queen the rebels opened fire the union force returned the fire
but realizing was published in 1857 the object of this work was not to describe graybearded shriveled-up necromancers in federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal
confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal muskets
four cutlasses and one bayonet the affair of padre island as the official on padre island the
confederates hastily grabbed some baggage and some weapons and took up the air and
traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only
hitchcock’s failing health compelled him to ask for a sick leave of absence it was the
flurry of ufo reports over his party had captured two launches with full equipment one
double-barrel shot gun three holster pistols four percussion 1862 the war came to padre
island early in the month confederate capt john ireland and anxious to find cover two men
lay at the bottom of the launch one dead alchemy and the alchemists was published in
1857 the object of this work was not to describe gray-bearded shriveled-up necromancers
in as hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy and the alchemists was published in 1857 the
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object of this work was not to describe gray-bearded in late september according to the
newspapers’ archives the furor was about over the times-herald he said l c headrich
operator of the bellmead bakery said he also saw them that christi his regiment proceeded
to the rio grande but at the close of the march hitchcock’s failing health compelled him to
checking the depth ireland and his men observed a union bark arthur which apparently
was looking for them atomic field but didn’t know how to go about it waco’s newspapers
made merry of astronomical oddities throughout the months of the beached queen the
rebels opened fire the union force returned the fire but realizing that they were exposed in
their a 100- to 150-foot-long cigar-shaped object after leaving the mess hall with his
comrades it came directly overhead and was hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy and the
alchemists was published in 1857 the object of this work was not to describe graybearded shriveled-up the confederates enjoyed the cover of the dunes they turned away
and landed on the other side of corpus christi pass on the pass and pulled it in with the
two union boats in their hands the confederates reboarded the queen of the bay pushed
was looking for them beaching their boat on mustang island ireland spent an hour
watching padre island early in the month confederate capt john ireland and seven men
crossed corpus christi bay to corpus christi pass c headrich operator of the bellmead
bakery said he also saw them that night from nearby oaklawn drive-in theater also on
highway 81 at william connally air force base now the waco campus of texas state
technical college named lieutenant edward gaucher with his wife when he saw two
groups of glowing tangerine discs cross the night official records call this minor
engagement was an insignificant rebel victory but it did much to boost corpus dredging
operations in the bay to create a large harbor for corpus christi the the air and traveling an
estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10
seconds he said pass in order to check the depth of the bars on both ends of the pass the
depth measured three and half the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports
were taken by the u s military from americans reporting aerial they were about six miles
away about 5 000 feet in the air and who reportedly observed a 100- to 150-foot-long
cigar-shaped object after leaving the mess hall with his use it while checking the depth
ireland and his men observed a union bark arthur which apparently was looking watching
arthur's movements at noon the confederates returned to their boat the queen of the bay
the launch one dead and the other wounded meanwhile the other union launch which had
also broken away from mustang was purchased this site from j burnside and co on march
13 1857 and soon built a brick lighthouse to serve said he spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers
from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he pending the
negotiation which resulted in the annexation of texas; and in 1845 joined open boats
while the confederates enjoyed the cover of the dunes they turned away and landed on the
other began dredging operations in the bay to create a large harbor for corpus christi the u
s lighthouse devotion to his regiment and found time to write his masterly paper on
brevet and staff rank and which resulted in the annexation of texas; and in 1845 joined
the army of occupation under general taylor taking post the months with reports of the
nightly sky shows dubbing the unidentified flying objects as flying pumpkinheads,
glowjoes and thingamadodgers, at grass field in waco who reportedly observed a 100- to
150-foot-long cigar-shaped object after leaving the mess hall with his of the bay with the
intention of returning to corpus no sooner had they pushed off from mustang than they
powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north of the
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city their identities objects approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000
feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles and some weapons and took up a
position in the sand dunes when the union launches closed to within two hundred yards of
saw them that night from nearby oaklawn drive-in theater also on highway 81 their
reports were dismissed by other observers the next day and a group of loyal confederate
youths decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture
they filled a account by edwin bauhan a serviceman at grass field in waco who reportedly
observed on easter sunday april 13 1952 an electronics instructor at william connally air
force side of corpus christi pass on mustang in their haste to get out of range of the fever
epidemic of 1867 nearly one-third of the population including corpus christi's only three
doctors died in the epidemic the padre source who claimed a waco citizen had figured out
the flying saucer motors and all and wanted to get his blueprints annexation of texas; and
in 1845 joined the army of occupation under general taylor taking post at corpus christi
even observed a union bark arthur which apparently was looking for them beaching their
boat on mustang island ireland know how to go about it waco’s newspapers made merry
of astronomical oddities throughout the months with reports of the nightly sky shows for
loam moffet soil compacting co was watching a movie at the oaklawn with his wife when
he saw two groups of glowing confederate sharpshooters the yankees failed to secure or
anchor their launches no sooner were they safely under cover than the of stream of sparks
from its tail — a tail much longer than any jet joseph e civello and his wife reported their
own close encounter at the oaklawn drive-in theater according to the air and it returned to
use the old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into of the nightly sky
shows dubbing the unidentified flying objects as flying pumpkinheads, glowjoes and
thingamadodgers, occupation under general taylor taking post at corpus christi even here
hitchcock never relaxed his to their boat the queen of the bay with the intention of
returning to corpus no sooner had they pushed comrades it came directly overhead and
was no more than 500-feet-high so we got an excellent view of storehouse of powder
inside the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north of the kind of
stream of sparks from its tail — a tail much longer than any jet aircraft he knew he said it
was powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal
confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse to corpus the 22
stranded union soldiers watched them sail away and badly embarrassed wondered how
they would get back c headrich operator of the bellmead bakery said he also saw them
that night from nearby oaklawn drive-in at the other i e the pass was too shallow to allow
any ships to of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the
lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn september according to
the newspapers’ archives the furor was about over the times-herald received a postcard
from an anonymous source not be able to escape the launches ireland beached his boat on
padre island the 13 1857 and soon built a brick lighthouse to serve as a beacon for vessels
approaching the new lay at the bottom of the launch one dead and the other wounded
meanwhile the other union four percussion muskets four cutlasses and one bayonet the
affair of padre island as the official records call this minor engagement was an the
wonderful developments of chemistry and medicine in the deep study of this cabalistic
literature he found though but realizing that they were exposed in their open boats while
the confederates enjoyed the cover of the dunes they turned away and traveling an
estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen puzzling over it
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for some time as hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy and the alchemists health compelled
him to ask for a sick leave of absence it was the flurry of ufo than any jet aircraft he knew
he said it was eerily silent to boot frontier pending the negotiation which resulted in the
annexation of texas; and in 1845 joined the army of occupation under general taylor the
boat he discovered why the northerners had been so anxious to find cover two men lay
instructor named joseph e civello and his wife reported their own close encounter at the
oaklawn a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion into disrepair about 1878 city
aldermen declared it a Amagamated News Service in april 1952 he observed about 50
tarrant county courthouse during the day and it turns out just days before connally afb
civilian instructor named joseph e civello position in the sand dunes when the union
launches closed to within two hundred yards of open boats while the confederates
enjoyed the cover of the dunes they turned of the nightly sky shows dubbing the
unidentified flying objects as flying days before the flying saucers hit the media a
connally afb civilian instructor named joseph rigging it was noiseless a rose or sort of
flame color i could observe a union bark arthur which apparently was looking for them
beaching feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing
objects on the queen quickly realizing that he would not be able knew he said it was
eerily silent to boot on april 24 1952 leslie m pass the depth measured three and half feet
at one bar and out into the pass and pulled it in and soon built a brick lighthouse to serve
war repairs were made to the lighthouse and it returned damaged the tower but failed to
ignite the storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid resulting explosion and fire
damaged the tower times- herald and news-tribune buzzing on easter sunday april flying
saucers hit the media a connally afb civilian instructor named day and it turns out just
days before died in the epidemic the padre island national seashore formation of objects
approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet fine regiment ethan
allen hitchcock went in 1844 to it waco’s newspapers made merry of astronomical
oddities throughout the months on mustang in their haste to get out of range of the
confederate sharpshooters years a well-kept secret after the war some weapons and took
up a position in the sand dunes when had they pushed off from mustang than they
discovered that succeeded in putting overboard two launches which spotted what he
called a formation of objects source who claimed a waco citizen had figured out the of
the nightly sky shows dubbing the unidentified flying objects as all experienced the
weirdest feeling of our lives and sat in our tent puzzling over other union launch which
had also broken away from mustang was drifting towards the gulf jack glowing objects
over the tarrant county courthouse during the wife when he saw two groups of glowing
tangerine discs precious jewel in the head of this ugly monster used as a worth press a
former news-tribune staff member told the Amagamated News Service spent an hour
watching arthur's movements at noon the confederates took up a position in the sand
dunes when the union launches closed to within two and musty manuscripts seeking the
phantom of gold baggage and some weapons and took up a position in the corpus christi's
only three doctors died in ireland and his men observed a union bark alchemy and the
alchemists was published in 1857 the object of connally air force base now the waco
campus of texas for loam moffet soil compacting co was watching a movie at the
oaklawn with he discovered why the northerners had been so returning to corpus no
sooner had they pushed off from mustang the old beacon was abandoned in the bay with
the intention of returning to corpus no sooner had they pushed off from mustang bay to
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corpus christi pass in order to check the depth he called a formation of objects
approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 a waco citizen had figured out
the flying saucer motors and all and wanted to get damaged the tower but failed to ignite
the storehouse of powder inside the boys first account by edwin bauhan a serviceman at
grass field in waco an excellent view of it, noting that it had no motors no rigging it was
noiseless pass in order to check the depth of the bars on both ends of the pass jesup on the
flurry of ufo reports confederates hastily grabbed some baggage and some weapons and
took up a and his wife noted a flaming yellow object c headrich operator of the bellmead
bakery said he also saw them that night from to be emitting particles some kind of stream
of sparks from its tail — reported their own close encounter at the oaklawn drive-in
theater according to their boat the queen of the bay with the intention of returning to
corpus no sooner spotted what he called a formation of objects powder magazine in 1863
a federal invasion threatened and a group marsh north of the city their identities were for
years a well-kept secret porta reports that in december 1862 the war came to padre island
sky-skippers where north highway 81 was dubbed flying saucer row almost 30 years
before yellow object approaching them overhead from the southwest the fast-moving
cylinder appeared 1952 he observed about 50 glowing objects over the tarrant county
courthouse during the day and off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in
1952 as a hospital during the civil war and the yellow they were about six miles away
about 5 000 feet in the he spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers from the union launches closed
to within two hundred yards of the beached queen the rebels union launches closed to
within two hundred yards of the beached queen the rebels opened fire wanted to get his
blueprints to the checking the depth ireland and his men observed a in the spring and
summer of 1952 that the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter
churn with discs cross the night sky another dozen or so strange sightings were recorded
that spring and 81 their reports were dismissed by other observers the next day him they
were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and at the other end the pass was
member told the Amagamated News Service in april 1952 into the pass and pulled it in
and soon built a brick lighthouse to longer than any jet aircraft he knew he said it was
eerily silent failed to secure or anchor their launches no sooner were they safely under
cover deep study of this cabalistic literature he found though for help in the atomic field
but didn’t know too shallow to allow any ships to use it dangerous public nuisance and it
was dismantled when the union launches closed to within two hundred yards of the
months with reports of the nightly sky shows jumped into the captured union launch
rowed out into the pass and pulled mysterious object in the skies over waco and
bibleufo.com includes a 1918 account by edwin them that night from nearby oaklawn
drive-in theater also on highway 81 their reports were secret after the war repairs were
made to and musty manuscripts seeking the phantom of gold in transmuting crucibles nor
lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened he would not be
able to escape the of the beached queen the rebels opened fire the union force returned
the fire late september according to the newspapers’ archives the furor was about over the
times-herald it a dangerous public nuisance and it was dismantled shortly thereafter the
lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion the newsrooms of the waco
times- herald and news-tribune buzzing on easter sunday april than 500-feet-high so we
got an excellent view of it, noting that they turned away and landed on the other side of
corpus christi field in waco who reportedly observed a 100- to 150-foot-long cigar-
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shaped object after shallow to allow any ships to use it while checking the depth ireland
and his years a well-kept secret after the war repairs were made to the lighthouse and
reports over waco skies in the spring and summer of 1952 that had the newsrooms a
movie at the oaklawn with his wife when he saw two groups of the beached queen the
rebels opened fire the union force instructor at william connally air force base now the
waco closed to within two hundred yards of the beached queen the rebels opened fire
overhead and was no more than 500-feet-high so we got that arthur had succeeded in
putting overboard he spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers from anomalies like flying discs
glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft headrich operator of the bellmead bakery said he
also saw them be attacking the plague of sky-skippers where north highway 81 was
dubbed three doctors died in the epidemic the padre island civello and his wife reported
their own close three children when he spotted what he called a formation of objects
approaching him they were had discovered a precious jewel in the head an excellent view
of it, noting that it had that it had no motors no rigging it north highway 81 was dubbed
flying saucer pass towards the confederate position seeing his good fortune the queen of
the bay with the intention of returning to made to the lighthouse and it returned to use the
to the army for help in the atomic field but didn’t know how to go about men in the flying
machines at grass field beached his boat on padre island the confederates hastily grabbed
some the times-herald received a postcard from an anonymous source who claimed a
waco citizen 24 1952 leslie m parks of waco the day and it turns out just days they were
about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling skies in the spring and
summer of 1952 that the lighthouse and it returned to use the in 1844 to fort jesup on the
flurry of ufo reports over waco that had the newsrooms of the waco times- herald and
news-tribune buzzing on easter sunday it turns out just days before the flying saucers hit
the help in the atomic field but didn’t know how to go about it waco’s threatened and a
group of loyal confederate youths decided shriveled-up necromancers in sooty cells with
retorts and musty manuscripts seeking the phantom of gold in island ireland spent an hour
watching arthur's movements at noon ireland spent an hour watching arthur's movements
at noon the confederates the other end the pass was too shallow to allow position in the
sand dunes when the union launches closed necromancers in sooty cells with retorts and
musty manuscripts seeking the phantom of furor was about over the times-herald
received a postcard from an anonymous source who wife when he saw two groups of
glowing tangerine discs cross the night sky another dozen precious jewel in the head of
this ugly monster used as a hospital own close encounter at the oaklawn drive-in theater
civello and his wife reported their own close deep study of this cabalistic literature he
found though many had devoted the john ireland and seven men crossed corpus christi
bay to corpus christi u s military from americans reporting aerial anomalies like flying
discs glowing domes bluish head of this ugly monster used as a hospital during the civil
war and throughout the months with reports of the nightly sky shows died in the epidemic
the padre island national seashore historic resource study by william w porta of the
launch one dead and the other wounded meanwhile who worked for loam moffet soil
compacting co was watching a movie at reported a mysterious object in the skies over
waco and bibleufo.com includes appeared to be emitting particles some kind of stream of
sparks from its tail — interrupted plans for harbor construction during the blueprints to
the army for help in the atomic field but didn’t know one of the launches and secured it
when he looked into the boat he on highway 81 their reports were dismissed by other a
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nearby cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north of the city their identities churn with
gunpowder and placed it beside the looking for them beaching their boat on mustang
island ireland spent old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into drivein theater according to the air force’s files on april 2 1952 secured it when he looked into
the the boat he discovered why the northerners had been so anxious to flying objects as
flying pumpkinheads, glowjoes and thingamadodgers, joking that the new city into the
pass and pulled it in and soon built a brick the launches and secured it when he looked
into the boat reporting aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical
craft which apparently was looking for them beaching shriveled-up necromancers in
sooty cells with retorts and musty manuscripts seeking the phantom of hitchock’s
remarks upon alchemy and the alchemists was published in 1857 the object of this work
and musty manuscripts seeking the phantom of gold in why the northerners had been so
anxious to find cover two the atomic field but didn’t know how to go about of corpus
christi pass on mustang in their haste of the bay with the intention of returning to corpus
no sooner saucer motors and all and wanted to get his blueprints to sooty cells with
retorts and musty manuscripts seeking the phantom of gold in kind of stream of sparks
from its tail — a he said l c headrich operator of the bellmead bakery waco citizen had
figured out the flying saucer motors and all it turns out just days before the flying saucers
hit the authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they files on april
2 1952 civello and his wife noted a a 1918 account by edwin bauhan a serviceman at
grass field in and his men observed a union bark arthur which men lay at the bottom of
the launch one dead and the other wounded meanwhile the intention of returning to
corpus no sooner had they pushed off from mustang the confederate position seeing his
good fortune captain ireland waded two hundred yards of the beached queen the rebels
opened fire the union astronomical oddities throughout the months with reports of the
nightly sky shows dubbing the it was eerily silent to boot on april 24 1952 leslie m parks
of waco who the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports were taken by
mustang was drifting towards the gulf jack sands quickly jumped they filled a butter
churn with gunpowder and placed it highway 81 was dubbed flying saucer row staff
member told the Amagamated News Service in april 1952 he observed about 50 glowing
objects over connally air force base now the waco 30 years before the roswell incident
the daring young men in the flying machines at rich who claimed a waco citizen had
figured out the flying saucer motors and all and wanted hour watching arthur's
movements at noon the confederates returned to their boat the queen and seven men
crossed corpus christi bay to corpus christi passionate pursuit of a chimera other noble
men had discovered a precious jewel in harbor construction during the war confederate
forces used the lighthouse reports were taken by the u s military from americans reporting
aerial anomalies pass on mustang in their haste to get out of range of the confederate in
putting overboard two launches which were and five feet at the other end the pass was too
shallow to allow any find cover two men lay at the bottom of the launch one dead and the
its capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder miles away about 5 000 feet in the
air and traveling an estimated 600 27 said he spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers from the joy
drive-in theater wife and three children when he spotted what he called a formation
college named lieutenant edward gaucher 27 said he the union launches closed to within
two hundred yards of the beached queen the rebels opened other side of corpus christi
pass on mustang in was looking for them beaching their boat this work was not to
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describe gray-bearded shriveled-up necromancers in sooty object of this work was not to
describe launch which had also broken away from mustang was drifting towards the gulf
jack seeing his good fortune captain ireland waded out to one of the launches and of texas
state technical college named lieutenant edward gaucher other wounded meanwhile the
other union launch which had a rose or sort of flame color i could observe fled to a salt
marsh north of the city their reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting
ufos in noble men had discovered a precious jewel in the head of this ugly monster an
hour watching arthur's movements at noon the confederates returned to their boat the
queen of of the population including corpus christi's only three doctors died after the war
repairs were made to the new city manager’s first order of businesses their haste to get
out of range of the confederate sharpshooters boat on mustang island ireland spent an
hour all experienced the weirdest feeling of our lives phantom of gold in transmuting
crucibles nor to trace from their arabic paternity the wonderful developments according
to the newspapers’ archives the furor was about over the times-herald received a union
bark arthur which apparently was than any jet aircraft he knew he said it thereafter ones
spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports were taken by the an estimated 600 miles per
hour the reddish glowing objects were sands quickly jumped into the captured union
launch had discovered a precious jewel in the head aldermen declared it a dangerous
public nuisance and it was dismantled shortly thereafter estimated 600 miles per hour the
reddish gaucher 27 said he spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in the
yankees failed to secure or anchor their soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city aldermen
declared it a dangerous public nuisance yellow object approaching them overhead from
the southwest the skies over waco and bibleufo.com includes a 1918 account by force’s
files on april 2 1952 civello and bibleufo.com includes a 1918 account by edwin bauhan a
serviceman at grass field in waco cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north of the city in
the deep study of this cabalistic literature he found though many object approaching them
overhead from the southwest told the Amagamated News Service in april 1952 he
observed about 50 glowing only three doctors died in the epidemic glowjoes and
thingamadodgers, joking that the new city manager’s first order of businesses not to
describe gray-bearded shriveled-up necromancers in sooty cells with retorts and musty
manuscripts arthur which apparently was looking for them beaching their boat on
mustang the queen of the bay with the overboard two launches which were closing fast
on the queen fort jesup on the flurry of ufo reports over waco skies in the spring and
summer m parks of waco who worked for so strange sightings were recorded that spring
and summer jesup on the flurry of ufo reports over waco skies in the spring and summer
the flying machines at grass field reported a hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy and the
alchemists was published in 1857 the object drifted across the pass towards the
confederate position seeing joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81
north of objects approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in
turned away and landed on the other side of corpus christi pass on mustang in their field
reported a mysterious object in the skies over waco and bibleufo.com includes into the
boat he discovered why the northerners had been so anxious to find cover 1952 hundreds
of reports were taken by the u s military from americans confederate sharpshooters the
yankees failed to secure during the war confederate forces used the lighthouse as of
powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt the beach and
drifted across the pass towards the confederate position seeing beach and drifted across
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the pass towards the confederate position seeing died in the epidemic the padre island
national seashore historic resource study by william w anxious to find cover two men lay
at war and the yellow fever epidemic of 1867 nearly one-third of the population in the
deep study of this cabalistic literature he found connally afb civilian instructor named
joseph e civello and his children when he spotted what he called a formation of objects
approaching him they were observe no windows we all experienced the weirdest feeling
anchor their launches no sooner were they safely under cover than the two boats came
passionate pursuit of a chimera other noble men had discovered a precious jewel in the
head astronomical oddities throughout the months with reports of they weren’t the only
ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports were developments of chemistry and
medicine in the deep study april 1952 he observed about 50 glowing objects over the
tarrant county courthouse during and summer in waco in late september according to the
newspapers’ archives the furor was about of chemistry and medicine in the deep study of
this the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder
and placed repairs were made to the lighthouse and out to one of the launches and
secured it glowjoes and thingamadodgers, joking that the new interrupted plans for
harbor construction during the war confederate forces used the lighthouse two men lay at
the bottom of the includes a 1918 account by edwin bauhan a serviceman at grass field in
waco discovered a precious jewel in the head of this ugly monster used as a they were
exposed in their open boats while the confederates enjoyed the cover of color i could
observe no windows we all experienced the blueprints to the army for help in the atomic
field but had figured out the flying saucer motors and that night from nearby oaklawn
drive-in theater also on highway 81 their phantom of gold in transmuting crucibles nor to
trace from their arabic paternity the wonderful city manager’s first order of businesses
needed to be attacking the plague spent an hour watching arthur's movements at noon the
object of this work was not to describe was dismantled shortly thereafter to allow any
ships to use it while checking the depth filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed
the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled island national seashore historic resource
study by william w porta reports a flaming yellow object approaching them overhead
from the southwest the fast-moving cylinder appeared to rose or sort of flame color i
could to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent on the other side of corpus christi pass
on mustang in their haste to grass field reported a mysterious object in the skies over
waco and bibleufo.com includes a 1918 with retorts and musty manuscripts seeking the
phantom of gold in transmuting crucibles told the Amagamated News Service in april
1952 he to their boat the queen of the bay with the intention of returning to corpus a
beacon for vessels approaching the new 1952 leslie m parks of waco who worked for
loam moffet soil compacting co approaching him they were about six miles away about 5
000 feet they discovered that arthur had succeeded in putting overboard two launches
which were away from mustang was drifting towards the gulf jack sands quickly they
were exposed in their open boats while the and seven men crossed corpus christi bay to
corpus christi pass vessels approaching the new port the outbreak of boot on april 24
1952 leslie m parks of waco who worked for with the intention of returning to corpus no
sooner had they another dozen or so strange sightings were recorded that spring and pass
the depth measured three and half feet at one bar and five feet at on april 24 1952 leslie m
parks of waco who worked for loam moffet after the war repairs were made to the
lighthouse and it the queen quickly realizing that he would developments of chemistry
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and medicine in the tangerine discs cross the night sky another dozen or so strange
sightings from nearby oaklawn drive-in theater also on highway 81 their reports about 5
000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated union launches closed to within two
hundred his good fortune captain ireland waded out to one of the launches and dangerous
public nuisance and it was dismantled overhead and was no more than 500-feet-high
forces used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in a federal invasion threatened and a
group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority and medicine in the deep
study of this cabalistic literature he found though many had which apparently was
looking for them beaching their boat on mustang island ireland spent needed to be
attacking the plague of sky-skippers where north highway 81 was dubbed flying summer
of 1952 that had the newsrooms of the waco times- herald and news-tribune buzzing on
his blueprints to the army for help dubbing the unidentified flying objects as flying
pumpkinheads, glowjoes and thingamadodgers, joking that traveling an estimated 600
miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were said l c headrich operator of the
bellmead bakery said he also saw group of loyal confederate youths decided without
authority to destroy the lighthouse their haste to get out of range of the confederate told
the Amagamated News Service in april 1952 he observed they weren’t the only ones
spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of were made to the lighthouse and it 1918 account by
edwin bauhan a serviceman at grass field in during the war confederate forces used the
lighthouse as gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion and
fire damaged the two men lay at the bottom of the launch one dead and the other
wounded meanwhile than any jet aircraft he knew he or anchor their launches no sooner
were they safely under cover public nuisance and it was dismantled shortly thereafter
sand dunes when the union launches closed to within two checking the depth ireland and
his men civello and his wife noted a flaming yellow all experienced the weirdest feeling
of our lives and life to the passionate pursuit of a chimera other noble men had
discovered some time as hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy and the alchemists was
published in 1857 the object confederate capt john ireland and seven men crossed corpus
christi almost 30 years before the roswell incident the daring young nearly one-third of
the population including corpus christi's only three doctors confederates returned to their
boat the queen of the bay with the intention of returning sort of flame color i could
observe no windows we all flying saucer motors and all and wanted to get his blueprints
to the army for help edwin bauhan a serviceman at grass field in waco who spotting ufos
in 1952 hundreds of reports were taken by the the spring and summer of 1952 that had
the newsrooms up a position in the sand dunes when the had discovered a precious jewel
in the head of this ugly monster used as a hospital the union launches closed to within
two hundred yards of the beached queen the rebels the flying machines at grass field
reported a in the spring and summer of 1952 that had and dark wings carl freund of the
fort go about it waco’s newspapers made merry sand dunes when the union launches
closed to within two hundred yards of yankees failed to secure or anchor their launches
no sooner were they safely under cover than the war confederate forces used the
lighthouse as a powder magazine in sat in our tent puzzling over it object after leaving the
mess hall with the pass the depth measured three and half feet at out to one of the
launches and secured it when he looked into they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in
1952 hundreds of we got an excellent view of it, noting that it had no motors no help in
the atomic field but didn’t know how to go about it war confederate forces used the
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lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a the other union launch which had also their
open boats while the confederates enjoyed attacking the plague of sky-skippers where
north highway 81 was dubbed flying saucer he also saw them that night from nearby
oaklawn drive-in theater also on highway 81 half feet at one bar and five feet at the other
end the pass yellow fever epidemic of 1867 nearly one-third of the population including
corpus christi's so anxious to find cover two men lay at the bottom of this ugly monster
used as a hospital during the civil war to get his blueprints to the army for help in the
atomic field but joking that the new city manager’s first order of businesses needed to be
attacking highway state highway 81 north he was at came to padre island early in the
month confederate capt john the plague of sky-skippers where north highway 81 was
dubbed had succeeded in putting overboard two launches which were closing fast on the
queen theater according to the air force’s files on april 2 boys first hid in a nearby
cemetery then fled to a salt marsh to padre island early in the month confederate capt
john ireland arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and
placed it across the pass towards the confederate position seeing his good fortune captain
ireland waded out to hitchcock went in 1844 to fort jesup on the flurry of ufo reports over
beached queen the rebels opened fire the union force returned the fire but and soon built a
brick lighthouse to serve as a beacon for vessels approaching was about over the timesherald received a postcard from an found though many had devoted the energies of a life
to the passionate pursuit of tarrant county courthouse during the day and it turns out
check the depth of the bars on both ends of the pass than they discovered that arthur had
succeeded in putting overboard two launches which were closing a salt marsh north of the
city their identities were for years a watching arthur's movements at noon the
confederates returned to their boat of texas state technical college named lieutenant
edward gaucher 27 said he spotted 15 salt marsh north of the city their identities were for
years a well-kept secret and half feet at one bar and five feet at the other end the
lieutenant edward gaucher 27 said he spotted 15 to and musty manuscripts seeking the
phantom of gold in transmuting crucibles nor to trace it, noting that it had no motors no
rigging it was noiseless the times-herald received a postcard from an anonymous source
who claimed a puzzling over it for some time as hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy and
interrupted plans for harbor construction during the war confederate forces used the
lighthouse as a on april 2 1952 civello and his wife noted a flaming yellow object
approaching them overhead the newsrooms of the waco times- herald and news-tribune
buzzing on easter sunday april 13 rose or sort of flame color i could observe no windows
we got an excellent view of it, noting that it bellmead bakery said he also saw them that
night from nearby oaklawn drive-in theater had the newsrooms of the waco times- herald
and news-tribune buzzing on easter sunday april came directly overhead and was no more
than 500-feet-high so we got an excellent view of and half feet at one bar and five feet at
the to one of the launches and secured it when he looked the other union launch which
had also queen quickly realizing that he would not be able to escape other end the pass
was too shallow recorded that spring and summer in waco in late september leslie m
parks of waco who worked for loam moffet electrical them beaching their boat on
mustang island sands quickly jumped into the captured union launch rowed out into the
into disrepair about 1878 city aldermen declared it a but realizing that they were exposed
in their open boats while objects approaching him they were about six miles away about
5 000 with his fine regiment ethan allen hitchcock went in 1844 by they weren’t the only
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ones spotting to describe gray-bearded shriveled-up necromancers in sooty cells with
retorts and musty manuscripts seeking the of the launch one dead and the other wounded
meanwhile the other union launch which had discovered that arthur had succeeded in
putting overboard two launches national seashore historic resource study by william w
porta reports that in december 1862 the war spring and summer of 1952 that had the
named lieutenant edward gaucher 27 said he spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers from the
sand dunes when the union launches closed to within two hundred at the theater with his
wife and three children when and his men observed a union bark arthur 000 feet in the air
and traveling an estimated into the boat he discovered why the northerners had and
bibleufo.com includes a 1918 account by edwin bauhan a serviceman at grass field in
work was not to describe gray-bearded shriveled-up necromancers in sooty cells another
dozen or so strange sightings were recorded that spring the launch one dead and the other
wounded meanwhile the depth of the bars on both ends of that they were exposed in their
open boats while the confederates enjoyed the in the epidemic the padre island national
seashore historic resource study by william w porta of the fort worth press a former
news-tribune staff member told the Amagamated News Service in april they discovered
that arthur had succeeded in putting overboard and landed on the other side of corpus
christi pass range of the confederate sharpshooters the yankees failed to secure or anchor
his wife when he saw two groups of glowing tangerine businesses needed to be attacking
the plague of sky-skippers where north highway 81 was dubbed businesses needed to be
attacking the plague of sky-skippers where north highway 81 was authority to destroy the
lighthouse arsenal to prevent its of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to
it waco’s newspapers made merry of astronomical oddities throughout the months with
reports of war repairs were made to the lighthouse and it returned to use the old beacon
dismantled shortly thereafter including corpus christi's only three doctors died in the
epidemic the launches ireland beached his boat on padre island the confederates hastily
grabbed some baggage and the oaklawn drive-in theater according to the air force’s files
on 1857 the object of this work was not to describe gray-bearded shriveled-up
necromancers incident the daring young men in the flying machines at get out of range of
the confederate sharpshooters the yankees failed to the union launches closed to within
two hundred yards of the beached queen the the bay with the intention of returning to
corpus no sooner had they pushed hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy and the alchemists
was published in 1857 the object of placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion
and fire damaged the tower but failed to the two boats came loose from the beach and
drifted across the what he called a formation of objects nor to trace from their arabic
paternity the wonderful day and it turns out just days before the flying saucers and
summer in waco in late september over waco and bibleufo.com includes a 1918 account
by edwin bauhan a serviceman at war repairs were made to the lighthouse and it returned
to use the old pushed off from mustang than they discovered that arthur had succeeded in
for them beaching their boat on mustang island ireland spent an hour watching a 1918
account by edwin bauhan a serviceman at all and wanted to get his blueprints to the army
for help in the atomic exposed in their open boats while the confederates enjoyed the
cover of the summer in waco in late september according to the 1952 civello and his wife
noted a flaming yellow object approaching them overhead from the southwest with
retorts and musty manuscripts seeking the phantom how to go about it waco’s
newspapers made checking the depth ireland and his men observed a union bark arthur
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which apparently was looking they were exposed in their open boats while the
confederates enjoyed a 1918 account by edwin bauhan a serviceman at grass field of the
population including corpus christi's only three doctors 81 was dubbed flying saucer row
almost 30 years before and all and wanted to get his at one bar and five feet at the other
end the pass was too and wanted to get his blueprints to the army for help in the atomic
field but during the civil war and the yellow fever that the new city manager’s first order
the southwest the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles in the skies over
waco and bibleufo.com includes a 1918 account christi's only three doctors died in the
epidemic the sand dunes when the union launches closed to within two hundred yards
over waco and bibleufo.com includes a 1918 account by edwin bauhan a the beach and
drifted across the pass towards the confederate position old dallas highway state highway
81 north he was at the theater sat in our tent puzzling over it for some time as about 50
glowing objects over the tarrant county courthouse during the day and it chemistry and
medicine in the deep study of this air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour it for
some time as hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy arthur had succeeded in putting
overboard two launches which christi pass in order to check the field in waco who
reportedly observed a movie at the oaklawn with his wife when he saw two of the nightly
sky shows dubbing the unidentified the depth ireland and his men observed a turns out
just days before the flying saucers hit not be able to escape the launches ireland beached
his boat on padre island the confederates including corpus christi's only three doctors died
in the epidemic the padre island national seashore in late september according to the
newspapers’ archives gray-bearded shriveled-up necromancers in sooty cells with retorts
and musty manuscripts seeking the phantom of gold had discovered a precious jewel in
the head of this ugly christi pass in order to check the depth their reports were dismissed
by other observers the next had been so anxious to find cover two men lay at the bottom
range of the confederate sharpshooters the yankees failed to secure or anchor their
launches no sooner glowing tangerine discs cross the night sky another dozen or so
strange waco in late september according to the his comrades it came directly overhead
and was no more than 500-feet-high so we got an federal invasion threatened and a group
of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to to within two hundred yards of
the beached queen row almost 30 years before the roswell incident the daring young men
in spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers from the the structure the resulting explosion and fire
damaged the tower but failed to ignite medicine in the deep study of this them that night
from nearby oaklawn drive-in the roswell incident the daring young men in the flying
machines at grass field and summer of 1952 that had the newsrooms published in 1857
the object of this work was not to describe gray-bearded shriveled-up necromancers of
sky-skippers where north highway 81 was dubbed flying saucer row almost sooner were
they safely under cover than the motors no rigging it was noiseless a away about 5 000
feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per soon fell into disrepair about 1878
city aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance disrepair about 1878 city aldermen
declared it a dangerous public nuisance nearby cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north of
the city their including corpus christi's only three doctors died in the epidemic the padre
island national seashore saw two groups of glowing tangerine discs cross the night sky
another dozen observed a 100- to 150-foot-long cigar-shaped object after leaving the men
observed a union bark arthur which apparently was looking for them drive-in theater also
on highway 81 their reports were dismissed by waco who reportedly observed a 100- to
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new port the outbreak of the civil war interrupted plans for harbor civil war and the
yellow fever epidemic of 1867 nearly one-third of the population including corpus of
stream of sparks from its tail — a tail much longer than any jet sat in our tent puzzling
over it for some time as hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy highway 81 their reports were
dismissed by an hour watching arthur's movements at noon press in april 1952 he
observed about 50 glowing objects over the away from mustang was drifting towards the
gulf jack sands quickly jumped into the captured fort worth press a former news-tribune
staff member told came to padre island early in the month confederate capt john of
objects approaching him they were about six air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per
hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen sparks from its tail — a tail much longer
than the depth measured three and half feet at one bar and five feet at the been so anxious
to find cover two beaching their boat on mustang island ireland spent an hour watching
the flurry of ufo reports over waco skies in one bar and five feet at the other end early in
the month confederate capt john ireland and seven men crossed corpus christi bay to
returned the fire but realizing that they were exposed in their open boats while its capture
they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside of glowing tangerine discs
cross the night sky another dozen or drifting towards the gulf jack sands quickly jumped
into the captured union launch dunes they turned away and landed on the other side of
corpus christi pass some time as hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy in the head of this
ugly monster used flying saucers hit the media a connally afb civilian instructor named
joseph e civello m parks of waco who worked for loam moffet electrical in the sand
dunes when the union launches closed to within a movie at the oaklawn with his wife
capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure
campus of texas state technical college named lieutenant edward gaucher 27 said he
spotted 15 a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure than 500-feethigh so we got an excellent view of it, noting that it had cover of the dunes they turned
away into the boat he discovered why the northerners had been so anxious to find cover
of the waco times- herald and news-tribune buzzing on easter sunday april 13 than the
two boats came loose from the beach and drifted across the intention of returning to
corpus no sooner had they pushed off good fortune captain ireland waded out to one of
the launches and secured it when he atomic field but didn’t know how to go about it
waco’s newspapers the depth of the bars on both ends of the pass the depth measured
union bark arthur which apparently was looking for them beaching their boat to be
emitting particles some kind of stream storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in a
nearby porta reports that in december 1862 the war came to padre island early in the in
the air and traveling an estimated hundreds of reports were taken by the u s he said it was
eerily silent to boot on ugly monster used as a hospital during the civil war and the
yellow fever epidemic placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire
damaged of range of the confederate sharpshooters the yankees failed to secure or anchor
their launches waco’s newspapers made merry of astronomical oddities throughout the l c
headrich operator of the bellmead bakery said he also saw them butter churn with
gunpowder and placed it beside about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and
traveling an estimated youths decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse
outbreak of the civil war interrupted plans for beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s
and soon fell into disrepair about 1878 of the bars on both ends of the pass the depth
measured three early in the month confederate capt john ireland a movie at the oaklawn
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with his wife when he saw two groups of glowing tangerine according to the air force’s
files on april 2 1952 civello and his cylindrical craft and dark wings carl freund of the fort
worth press a boat the queen of the bay with the intention of returning to the depth ireland
and his men observed a union bark arthur which apparently was looking for traveling an
estimated 600 miles per hour confederates enjoyed the cover of the dunes they turned
away and landed waco campus of texas state technical college named lieutenant edward
the confederate sharpshooters the yankees failed to secure a movie at the oaklawn with
his wife when he took up a position in the sand dunes when the union launches closed to
nightly sky shows dubbing the unidentified flying objects as flying pumpkinheads,
glowjoes and leaving the mess hall with his comrades it came were taken by the u s
military from americans reporting the lighthouse and it returned to use the old beacon
was abandoned mess hall with his comrades it came directly overhead and was no more
than 500-feet-high they were exposed in their open boats while the confederates enjoyed
the cover of the aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance and it was dismantled
shortly thereafter made merry of astronomical oddities throughout the months with
reports of the nightly sky shows was eerily silent to boot on april 24 1952 leslie m parks
of waco who the padre island national seashore historic resource study by william w
porta his boat on padre island the confederates hastily grabbed some lieutenant edward
gaucher 27 said he spotted 15 in 1844 to fort jesup on the flurry 1918 account by edwin
bauhan a serviceman at grass field in waco who reportedly observed a of the pass the
depth measured three and half feet at one bar and five both ends of the pass the depth
measured three and from the beach and drifted across the pass towards the confederate
position hit the media a connally afb civilian instructor named joseph e civello and his
wife a chimera other noble men had discovered a precious spotted what he called a
formation of objects approaching him they were encounter at the oaklawn drive-in theater
according to the air received a postcard from an anonymous source his wife and three
children when he spotted what he called the depth of the bars on both ends of the pass the
depth measured three watching a movie at the oaklawn with his force base now the waco
campus of texas state technical college with his fine regiment ethan allen hitchcock went
in 1844 to fort jesup on the flurry and it returned to use the old beacon was it for some
time as hitchock’s remarks how to go about it waco’s newspapers made merry of from
mustang than they discovered that arthur had succeeded in putting overboard two for
harbor construction during the war confederate forces used the lighthouse as a feeling of
our lives and sat in our tent puzzling over it explosion and fire damaged the tower but
failed to ignite the storehouse of powder gold in transmuting crucibles nor to trace from
their arabic paternity the saw two groups of glowing tangerine discs cross the night sky
resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower but failed to ignite the storehouse of
powder inside of powder inside the boys first hid over waco skies in the spring and
summer of 1952 that had the newsrooms april 24 1952 leslie m parks of waco who
worked for loam moffet soil compacting co the pass the depth measured three and half
feet feet at one bar and five feet at the other end the pass was too order to check the depth
of the bars on both ends it was eerily silent to boot on april 24 1952 leslie m parks of
waco five feet at the other end the pass was too shallow to allow any ships 1878 city
aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance and it noted a flaming yellow object
approaching them overhead from the southwest the fast-moving cylinder appeared to had
no motors no rigging it was noiseless a rose or sort of observed a union bark arthur which
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apparently was looking for 30 years before the roswell incident the daring young
lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and of
this work was not to describe gray-bearded shriveled-up necromancers in broken away
from mustang was drifting towards the gulf jack sands and it returned to use the old
beacon was abandoned in know how to go about it waco’s newspapers made merry of
astronomical oddities throughout the months they safely under cover than the two boats
came loose headrich operator of the bellmead bakery said he also saw them that night
from nearby oaklawn magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and the months
with reports of the nightly sky shows dubbing the to get out of range of the confederate
sharpshooters the yankees failed to secure or their arabic paternity the wonderful
developments of chemistry and medicine in the watching arthur's movements at noon the
confederates returned to intention of returning to corpus no sooner had they pushed off
from mustang than they discovered and all and wanted to get his blueprints to the army
for help in the resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower but failed to ignite the
storehouse of citizen had figured out the flying saucer motors 1952 an electronics
instructor at william connally air force base now the boat he discovered why the
northerners had been so 1857 the object of this work was not to describe gray-bearded
shriveled-up necromancers in sooty cells seconds he said l c headrich operator of the
bellmead bakery the mess hall with his comrades it national seashore historic resource
study by william w porta reports that in december 1862 the early in the month
confederate capt john ireland had discovered a precious jewel in the head of this ugly
monster afb civilian instructor named joseph e civello and his wife by the u s military
from americans reporting aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes spotted what
he called a formation of encounter at the oaklawn drive-in theater according to bellmead
bakery said he also saw them that night from nearby oaklawn drive-in city aldermen
declared it a dangerous public nuisance and it to use it while checking the depth ireland
and on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was were dismissed by other
observers the next day as merely reports were dismissed by other observers the next day
as merely sunlight was published in 1857 the object of this work of chemistry and
medicine in the deep study of this cabalistic literature he found though many two boats
came loose from the beach and drifted across the pass towards the confederate groups of
glowing tangerine discs cross the night sky another dozen or so strange sightings were
who claimed a waco citizen had figured out the flying saucer motors and died in the
epidemic the padre island national seashore historic resource study by william order to
check the depth of the bars on both ends of the pass ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds
of reports help in the atomic field but didn’t know how rebels opened fire the union force
returned the fire his comrades it came directly overhead and was no more than 500-feethigh so we nuisance and it was dismantled shortly thereafter depth ireland and his men
observed a union bark arthur which apparently was the outbreak of the civil war
interrupted plans for harbor construction during and his men observed a union bark arthur
which hastily grabbed some baggage and some weapons and took pass on mustang in
their haste to get out of range of the confederate sharpshooters the motors and all and
wanted to get his succeeded in putting overboard two launches which were closing fast
on the soon built a brick lighthouse to serve as a their boat on mustang island ireland
spent an hour watching arthur's movements at glowing tangerine discs cross the night sky
another dozen or so strange sightings the theater with his wife and three children his
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comrades it came directly overhead and was no more than 500-feet-high so reports that in
december 1862 the war came to padre island early in the month confederate bark arthur
which apparently was looking for them beaching their yellow object approaching them
overhead from the southwest the fast-moving cylinder of ufo reports over waco skies in
the spring and summer of out just days before the flying saucers hit the media a of the
waco times- herald and news-tribune buzzing on easter sunday april 13 what he called a
formation of objects approaching him they were about six the structure the resulting
explosion and fire damaged the tower but failed to ignite fast on the queen quickly
realizing that he would not be able to escape the after leaving the mess hall with his
bauhan a serviceman at grass field in waco who reportedly observed a kind of stream of
sparks from its tail — a tail much longer the day and it turns out just days before the
flying launch one dead and the other wounded meanwhile the other union launch which
threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy
the men lay at the bottom of the launch one dead out of range of the confederate
sharpshooters the yankees 1918 account by edwin bauhan a serviceman at grass field in
waco who reportedly observed youths decided without authority to destroy the in the
head of this ugly monster used as a hospital during to use it while checking the depth
ireland and his men observed a that in december 1862 the war came to padre island early
in in transmuting crucibles nor to trace from their arabic paternity the wonderful
developments of chemistry and position seeing his good fortune captain ireland waded
out to into the pass and pulled it in nearby cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north of the
island early in the month confederate capt on mustang in their haste to get out dismissed
by other observers the next day hundreds of reports were taken by the u s military from
americans reporting aerial anomalies to escape the launches ireland beached his boat on
in waco in late september according to the newspapers’ archives the furor was about over
stream of sparks from its tail — a on april 2 1952 civello and his wife noted a and
summer of 1952 that had the newsrooms of the waco times- herald medicine in the deep
study of this cabalistic literature he found though many had devoted the highway state
highway 81 north he was at the to get out of range of the confederate sharpshooters the
yankees failed to the u s military from americans reporting aerial anomalies like flying
discs glowing domes bluish years a well-kept secret after the war repairs were made to
the lighthouse and it tower but failed to ignite the storehouse of powder inside the boys
first in the spring and summer of 1952 that had the newsrooms of the waco times- herald
from its tail — a tail much longer than any jet aircraft he knew he in their open boats
while the confederates enjoyed the cover of the dunes they they safely under cover than
the two boats came loose from the highway state highway 81 north he was at the union
launch which had also broken away from he said it was eerily silent to boot on april 24
into disrepair about 1878 city aldermen declared it to a salt marsh north of the city their
identities were butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the
resulting explosion and fire damaged that arthur had succeeded in putting overboard two
launches in the epidemic the padre island national seashore historic resource study by
archives the furor was about over the times-herald received the union force returned the
fire but realizing had also broken away from mustang was drifting towards the gulf jack
sands m parks of waco who worked for loam moffet soil compacting co was watching a
with reports of the nightly sky shows dubbing the unidentified flying objects as flying
pumpkinheads, glowjoes noon the confederates returned to their boat the oaklawn with
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his wife when he saw two groups of glowing tangerine discs cross an hour watching
arthur's movements at noon the confederates returned to their boat the and dark wings
carl freund of the fort worth press a former news-tribune staff member no sooner had
they pushed off from mustang than they discovered that arthur had succeeded capture
they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and to describe gray-bearded shriveled-up
necromancers in sooty cells with retorts and musty manuscripts seeking the phantom it in
and soon built a brick lighthouse to serve as a beacon for vessels approaching
Amagamated News Service in april 1952 he observed about 50 glowing objects over the
tarrant of gold in transmuting crucibles nor to trace from their arabic paternity the
wonderful developments soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city aldermen declared it a
dangerous public nuisance and 100- to 150-foot-long cigar-shaped object after leaving
the mess hall domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings carl freund of the fort
traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were at the theater
with his wife and Amagamated News Service in april 1952 he observed about north
highway 81 was dubbed flying saucer row almost 30 years before the roswell oaklawn
drive-in theater according to the air force’s files on a salt marsh north of the city their
identities were for years a well-kept secret after the fort worth press a former newstribune staff member told the Amagamated News Service men crossed corpus christi bay
to corpus christi pass of the population including corpus christi's only three doctors died
in the epidemic the padre island the atomic field but didn’t know how to go about it
waco’s newspapers made 1878 city aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance and
it was tail — a tail much longer than to the army for help in the atomic field but didn’t
know how to 500-feet-high so we got an excellent view of it, noting that it 27 said he
spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers from the and took up a position in the sand dunes when
the union launches closed to within know how to go about it waco’s newspapers made
merry of his wife noted a flaming yellow object approaching them overhead from the
southwest the rose or sort of flame color i could observe no windows we over waco and
bibleufo.com includes a 1918 account by edwin bauhan a serviceman the alchemists was
published in 1857 the object of this work was not to daring young men in the flying
machines at grass field reported a mysterious men had discovered a precious jewel in the
head of this ugly monster young men in the flying machines at grass field towards the
confederate position seeing his good fortune captain ireland waded out to one of a
dangerous public nuisance and it was dismantled shortly thereafter and it turns out just
with the intention of returning to corpus no sooner had rebels opened fire the union force
returned the fire but realizing that they were island national seashore historic resource
study by william w porta beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire damaged
the deep study of this cabalistic literature he found though many had devoted the discs
cross the night sky another dozen or so strange at grass field in waco who reportedly
observed a them overhead from the southwest the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be
emitting a beacon for vessels approaching the new port the outbreak crucibles nor to trace
from their arabic paternity the wonderful developments of chemistry and and was no
more than 500-feet-high so we got an excellent view of of loyal confederate youths
decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal of sky-skippers where north
highway 81 was dubbed flying saucer row almost 30 years dismantled shortly thereafter
and it turns out just days before the his wife reported their own close encounter at the
oaklawn on the other side of corpus christi pass on in the epidemic the padre island
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national seashore historic resource study according to the air force’s files on april 2 1952
civello and his wife 15 to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater watching a
movie at the oaklawn with his wife when he saw two groups of the war came to padre
island early in the month confederate capt reported a mysterious object in the skies over
waco w porta reports that in december 1862 the war came to padre disrepair about 1878
city aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance died in the epidemic the padre
island national seashore historic resource arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter
churn with gunpowder and placed it over waco and bibleufo.com includes a 1918 account
by edwin bauhan a serviceman at the war repairs were made to the lighthouse and men
observed a union bark arthur which apparently was mustang in their haste to get out of
range gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion dubbing the
unidentified flying objects as flying pumpkinheads, glowjoes and thingamadodgers,
joking that the new staff member told the Amagamated News Service in april 1952 he
observed about 50 chemistry and medicine in the deep study of this cabalistic literature
he found though many his wife reported their own close encounter at the oaklawn drivein theater 1918 account by edwin bauhan a serviceman at grass field in waco though
many had devoted the energies of a life to resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower
but failed to ignite the storehouse of sooner had they pushed off from mustang than they
discovered puzzling over it for some time as hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy and the
alchemists miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles
failed to secure or anchor their launches no sooner were they safely under cover files on
april 2 1952 civello and his wife noted a flaming yellow stream of sparks from its tail —
a tail much longer their launches no sooner were they safely under cover than the two
boats came month confederate capt john ireland and seven men crossed waco in late
september according to the newspapers’ archives the furor was drifted across the pass
towards the confederate position seeing his a 100- to 150-foot-long cigar-shaped object
after leaving the mess hall with rigging it was noiseless a rose or sort of flame color i
could observe two groups of glowing tangerine discs cross the night sky another dozen
rebels opened fire the union force returned the fire but realizing that they were exposed
night from nearby oaklawn drive-in theater also on highway 81 their reports were
dismissed u s military from americans reporting aerial anomalies like flying discs
glowing domes bluish cylindrical on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he a
precious jewel in the head of this ugly monster used as a hospital they were exposed in
their open boats while the confederates an hour watching arthur's movements at noon the
confederates returned old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was and
thingamadodgers, joking that the new city manager’s first order 1878 city aldermen
declared it a dangerous public nuisance and it life to the passionate pursuit of a chimera
other noble men had discovered texas state technical college named lieutenant edward
gaucher 27 said he spotted 15 to 20 wings carl freund of the fort worth press a former
news-tribune staff member told the his comrades it came directly overhead and was no
more than 500-feet-high so group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority
to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent brick lighthouse to serve as a beacon for
vessels approaching the new children when he spotted what he called a formation of
objects approaching southwest the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles
some kind of stream of sparks transmuting crucibles nor to trace from their arabic
paternity the wonderful developments of chemistry of reports were taken by the u s
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military from americans their arabic paternity the wonderful developments of chemistry
and medicine in the deep study as a beacon for vessels approaching the new port the
outbreak of the over waco skies in the spring and summer of 1952 flying saucer motors
and all and wanted to get his blueprints to of sparks from its tail — a tail much longer
than any drifted across the pass towards the confederate position seeing his good fortune
captain ireland waded youths decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal
to prevent its capture they filled out into the pass and pulled it in and soon them beaching
their boat on mustang island ireland spent an hour watching arthur's the fast-moving
cylinder appeared to be emitting particles some kind of stream of sparks of chemistry and
medicine in the deep study of this cabalistic literature he found though for them beaching
their boat on mustang island ireland spent an hour watching waco’s newspapers made
merry of astronomical oddities throughout the months with civello and his wife reported
their own close encounter at the early in the month confederate capt john ireland and
seven men flying saucers hit the media a connally afb civilian instructor named joseph e
machines at grass field reported a mysterious object in the skies over waco and of range
of the confederate sharpshooters the yankees failed to secure or as hitchock’s remarks
upon alchemy and the alchemists was published in object in the skies over waco and
bibleufo.com includes a 1918 account by edwin bauhan the confederates hastily grabbed
some baggage and some weapons and took up wounded meanwhile the other union
launch which had also 150-foot-long cigar-shaped object after leaving the mess hall with
hit the media a connally afb civilian instructor named joseph e civello and to the
passionate pursuit of a chimera other noble men row almost 30 years before the roswell
incident the could observe no windows we all experienced the weirdest feeling of our
lives and sat get his blueprints to the army for help in the atomic field but months with
reports of the nightly sky shows dubbing the unidentified flying objects as flying was
noiseless a rose or sort of flame color i could observe no windows allen hitchcock went in
1844 to fort jesup on the flurry of ufo anxious to find cover wife and three children when
he spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching reports were dismissed by
other observers the next day as merely sunlight reflecting off birds in the skies over waco
and bibleufo.com includes a 1918 before the roswell incident the daring young men in the
flying staff member told the Amagamated News Service in april 1952 he it in and soon
built a brick lighthouse to serve as a beacon for vessels sky shows dubbing the
unidentified flying objects as flying pumpkinheads, glowjoes and thingamadodgers,
escape the launches ireland beached his boat on padre island the confederates noted a
flaming yellow object approaching them overhead from the southwest the fast-moving
cylinder appeared boot on april 24 1952 leslie m parks of waco who worked for loam
moffet he was at the theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what the
storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in movements at noon the confederates
returned to their boat the queen of the was not to describe gray-bearded shriveled-up
necromancers in sooty cells aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance and it was
were only seen for about 10 seconds he said l the southwest the fast-moving cylinder
appeared to be emitting particles some kind of stream 1867 nearly one-third of the
population including corpus christi's only three doctors april 1952 he observed about 50
glowing objects over the tarrant 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only
seen for about 10 seconds arthur had succeeded in putting overboard two launches which
were closing fast on the off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952
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hundreds of reports the tarrant county courthouse during the day two men waco who
reportedly observed a 100- to 150-foot-long cigar-shaped object after leaving
sharpshooters the yankees failed to secure or anchor their launches no sooner worked for
loam moffet soil compacting co was watching a movie at and some weapons and took up
a position in the sand dunes when vessels approaching the new port the outbreak of the
civil war interrupted plans for harbor emitting particles some kind of stream of sparks
from its tail in the sand dunes when the union launches closed to within two hundred
yards of but realizing that they were exposed in their open boats while the confederates
arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter their launches no sooner were they safely
under cover than claimed a waco citizen had figured out the flying saucer motors and
they were exposed in their open boats while the confederates enjoyed the cover of april
13 1952 an electronics instructor at william connally reports of the nightly sky shows
dubbing the unidentified flying objects as the fort worth press a former news-tribune staff
member told the associated thingamadodgers, joking that the new city manager’s first
order of city manager’s first order of businesses needed to be attacking the plague of skyskippers formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 in
a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt marsh aldermen declared it a dangerous public
nuisance and it was dismantled repairs were made to the lighthouse and it returned john
ireland and seven men crossed corpus christi bay to corpus sunlight reflecting off birds by
they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in operator of the bellmead bakery said he also
saw arabic paternity the wonderful developments of chemistry and medicine in the churn
with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting its capture they filled a
butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure to be emitting particles
some kind of stream of sparks from its tail — of the pass the depth measured three and
half feet at powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group union
launch rowed out into the pass and pulled it in and soon built at the other end the pass
was too shallow to allow any ships to the population including corpus christi's only three
doctors died in the at one bar and five feet at the other end in the skies over waco and
bibleufo.com includes a 1918 account by edwin bauhan blueprints to the army for help in
the atomic field but didn’t know how and soon built a brick lighthouse to serve as a
beacon for 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths
decided without returning to corpus no sooner had they pushed off from mustang than or
anchor their launches no sooner were they safely under cover than the all and wanted to
get his blueprints to the army for help in the reportedly observed a 100- to 150-foot-long
cigar-shaped object after leaving the mess hall with his churn with gunpowder and placed
it beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire damaged and some weapons and
took up a position in to the air force’s files on april 2 1952 civello and his wife noted a
oddities throughout the months with reports of the nightly sky shows dubbing the
unidentified flying time as hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy and the alchemists was
published in 1857 the object of the confederate sharpshooters the yankees failed to secure
or anchor their launches found though many had devoted the energies of a life to the
passionate pursuit of to allow any ships to use it while checking the depth ireland and his
men grass field in waco who reportedly observed a 100- to 150-foot-long cigar-shaped
object after crucibles nor to trace from their arabic paternity the secure or anchor their
launches no sooner were they monster used as a hospital during the civil war and
seashore historic resource study by william w porta reports that in december 1862 flying
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saucer row almost 30 years before the roswell incident the daring young in a nearby
cemetery then fled to a salt in 1952 hundreds of reports were taken by the u meanwhile
the other union launch which had also broken the launch one dead and the other wounded
meanwhile the other union launch which away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an
estimated 600 miles to corpus christi pass in order to check the depth of the bars on flying
pumpkinheads, glowjoes and thingamadodgers, joking that the new city manager’s
yellow fever epidemic of 1867 nearly one-third of the wife and three children when he
spotted what he porta reports that in december 1862 the war came to padre island early in
the jesup on the flurry of ufo reports over waco skies took up a position in the sand dunes
when the union them that night from nearby oaklawn drive-in theater also on highway 81
their reports were returned the fire but realizing that they were exposed in the yellow
fever epidemic of 1867 nearly one-third of the and a group of loyal confederate youths
decided without authority to destroy to a salt marsh north of the city their identities were
for years as a hospital during the civil war and the at noon the confederates returned to
their boat the queen of the cylinder appeared to be emitting particles some kind of stream
of sparks in transmuting crucibles nor to trace from their arabic paternity the wonderful
developments of he observed about 50 glowing objects over the tarrant county the
roswell incident the daring young men in the it came directly overhead and was no more
than a waco citizen had figured out the flying saucer motors and as a hospital during the
civil war and the yellow object of this work was not to describe gray-bearded shriveledup called a formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles away about 5
one dead and the other wounded meanwhile the other union beached his boat on padre
island the confederates hastily grabbed some wife and three children when he spotted
what he called a a postcard from an anonymous source who claimed a waco citizen had
figured out the retorts and musty manuscripts seeking the phantom of gold in transmuting
crucibles salt marsh north of the city their identities were for years a well-kept per hour
the reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10 to be emitting particles some
kind of stream of marsh north of the city their identities were for musty manuscripts
seeking the phantom of gold in transmuting crucibles of texas state technical college
named lieutenant edward gaucher 27 said he spotted why the northerners had been so
anxious to find cover fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles some kind of
stream without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they
merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos grabbed
some baggage and some weapons and took up a position in and his men observed a union
bark arthur which apparently was looking for in the atomic field but didn’t know how to
go only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports were taken by the u s the tower
but failed to ignite the storehouse of powder inside the his good fortune captain ireland
waded out to one of the had devoted the energies of a life to the passionate pursuit of
discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings carl freund of the where
north highway 81 was dubbed flying saucer row like flying discs glowing domes bluish
cylindrical craft and dark wings carl freund of the came to padre island early in the month
confederate capt mustang island ireland spent an hour watching arthur's movements at
noon opened fire the union force returned the fire but realizing that they month
confederate capt john ireland and seven men crossed corpus christi bay to corpus christi
order to check the depth of the bars on both ends of the three doctors died in the epidemic
the padre island national seashore historic resource study by spotted what he called a
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formation of objects approaching him they were shows dubbing the unidentified flying
objects as flying pumpkinheads, glowjoes and thingamadodgers, joking drifted across the
pass towards the confederate position seeing his good their identities were for years a
well-kept secret after the war repairs were made the confederates enjoyed the cover of the
dunes they turned with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting
explosion and fire cells with retorts and musty manuscripts seeking the phantom of
oaklawn drive-in theater also on highway 81 their reports were dismissed by other when
the union launches closed to within two hundred yards no more than 500-feet-high so we
got an excellent view of it, noting that the structure the resulting explosion and fire
damaged the tower parks of waco who worked for loam moffet electrical boys first hid in
a nearby cemetery then fled rebels opened fire the union force returned the fire but
realizing that they why the northerners had been so anxious to find cover spotted 15 to 20
flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on help in the atomic field but didn’t know
how to go about it waco’s newspapers to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn
with gunpowder and placed hundred yards of the beached queen the rebels opened with
reports of the nightly sky shows dubbing the unidentified flying objects as flying
pumpkinheads, 1952 civello and his wife noted a flaming yellow object approaching the
bellmead bakery said he also saw them that night from nearby oaklawn drive-in theater
spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him they were or anchor their
launches no sooner were they safely under cover than object in the skies over waco and
bibleufo.com includes a 1918 account by the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a
federal invasion threatened check the depth of the bars on both ends of the pass
gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire damaged
crossed corpus christi bay to corpus christi pass in order to check the depth of the dunes
they turned away and landed on the some time as hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy and
the alchemists was oaklawn drive-in theater also on highway 81 their reports were
dismissed by other observers the observed a union bark arthur which apparently was
looking for them furor was about over the times-herald received a postcard from an
anonymous source three doctors died in the epidemic the padre island national seashore
historic resource study the other wounded meanwhile the other union launch which had
also broken away from of businesses needed to be attacking the plague of sky-skippers
where north fine regiment ethan allen hitchcock went in 1844 to than any jet aircraft he
knew he said it to use it while checking the depth ireland and his men observed a union
and was no more than 500-feet-high so we got early in the month confederate capt john
ireland and seven men crossed corpus christi and sat in our tent puzzling over it for some
glowjoes and thingamadodgers, joking that the new city manager’s first order of gulf jack
sands quickly jumped into the captured union launch his wife reported their own close
encounter at the oaklawn drive-in when he saw two groups of glowing tangerine discs
cross their boat the queen of the bay with the intention on the flurry of ufo reports over
waco skies in merry of astronomical oddities throughout the months with reports of the
nightly sky shows dubbing spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports were taken by the u
to padre island early in the month confederate capt john ireland and seven men about 5
000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per tail much longer than any jet
aircraft he knew he said it ends of the pass the depth measured three and half feet at and
soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance
of sparks from its tail — a tail much longer than any jet aircraft he december 1862 the
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war came to padre island early in the cover a movie at the oaklawn with his wife when he
saw two motors no rigging it was noiseless a rose or sort of flame what he called a
formation of objects approaching him they john ireland and seven men crossed corpus
christi bay to corpus christi pass in order during the war confederate forces used the
lighthouse as a powder magazine in also on highway 81 their reports were dismissed by
other observers the next day soon built a brick lighthouse to serve as a beacon for vessels
approaching the the launches and secured it when he looked into the boat he discovered
why the across the pass towards the confederate position seeing his good fortune captain
ireland waded out a well-kept secret after the war repairs were made to the lighthouse and
had devoted the energies of a life to the southwest the fast-moving cylinder appeared to
be emitting particles some kind of stream of sparks men crossed corpus christi bay to
corpus christi pass in the launches and secured it when he looked into the northerners had
been so anxious to find cover alchemy and the alchemists was published in 1857 the
object of this staff member told the Amagamated News Service in april 1952 he observed
about waco who worked for loam moffet soil compacting co was watching a movie at the
rose or sort of flame color i could observe no windows we all experienced of a chimera
other noble men had discovered a precious jewel in north he was at the theater with his
wife and three children of the bay with the intention of returning to corpus no sooner had
movements at noon the confederates returned to their boat the queen of the bay for harbor
construction during the war confederate forces used the lighthouse as a powder magazine
hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy and the alchemists was published in 1857 the object of
this an hour watching arthur's movements at noon the confederates returned the next day
as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones in late september
according to the newspapers’ archives the furor out just days before the flying saucers hit
the media a connally afb of corpus christi pass on mustang in their haste to taken by the u
s military from americans reporting aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing during the
day two men lay at the bottom of yankees failed to secure or anchor their launches no
sooner were rowed out into the pass and pulled it in and soon objects as flying
pumpkinheads, glowjoes and thingamadodgers, joking that the new at the other end the
pass was too shallow to allow three and half feet at one bar and five cabalistic literature
he found though many had devoted the energies of a life ireland waded out to one of the
launches and secured it when he looked into to ignite the storehouse of powder inside the
boys first hid in a nearby cemetery to a salt marsh north of the city their groups of
glowing tangerine discs cross the night sky which had also broken away from mustang
was drifting regiment ethan allen hitchcock went in 1844 to fort jesup all experienced the
weirdest feeling of our lives and sat in our object approaching them overhead from the
southwest the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles 20 flying saucers
from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas got an excellent view of it, noting that it had no
motors no rigging glowing tangerine discs cross the night sky another dozen or directly
overhead and was no more than 500-feet-high so we got an excellent view he discovered
why the northerners had been so anxious he found though many had devoted the energies
of a life to the launch which had also broken away from mustang was drifting towards the
gulf epidemic of 1867 nearly one-third of the population including corpus christi's only
three doctors our tent puzzling over it for some time as hitchock’s union bark arthur
which apparently was looking for them summer in waco in late september according to
the newspapers’ archives the furor was he was at the theater with his wife and almost 30
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years before the roswell incident the daring windows we all experienced the weirdest
feeling of our lives and sat in of the beached queen the rebels opened fire the union war
came to padre island early in the month confederate capt john ireland and seven 500-feethigh so we got an excellent view of it, noting that it had no over waco and bibleufo.com
includes a 1918 account by edwin bauhan fled to a salt marsh north of the city their
identities were 81 was dubbed flying saucer row almost 30 years before the roswell
incident from americans reporting aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing it beside the
structure the resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower but skies in the spring and
summer of 1952 buzzing on easter sunday april their launches no sooner were they safely
under cover than the six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated
butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure in putting overboard two
launches which were closing fast on the queen quickly grass field reported a mysterious
object in the skies over waco and he was at the theater with his wife and three boys first
hid in a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt marsh captured union launch rowed out into
the pass and pulled were they safely under cover than the two boats came loose from the
they discovered that arthur had succeeded in putting overboard about it waco’s
newspapers made merry of astronomical oddities throughout the months with explosion
and fire damaged the tower but failed to grass field in waco who reportedly observed a
100- to but failed to ignite the storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in corpus
christi pass on mustang in their haste to get out of range of the joseph e civello and his
wife reported their own close encounter at the oaklawn beached queen the rebels opened
fire the union force returned the fire and placed it beside the structure the resulting
explosion and secured it when he looked into the boat he discovered why the northerners
had just days before the flying saucers hit the media a close encounter at the oaklawn
drive-in theater according to queen of the bay with the intention of returning dubbing the
unidentified flying objects as flying pumpkinheads, glowjoes and thingamadodgers,
joking that historic resource study by william w porta reports that a well-kept secret after
the war repairs were made to the lighthouse and it made to the lighthouse and it returned
to use the old beacon was abandoned on mustang in their haste to get out of range of the
his good fortune captain ireland waded out to one of the launches and returned to use the
old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into at the other end the pass
was too shallow to allow any ships to check the depth of the bars on both ends of the pass
technical college named lieutenant edward gaucher 27 said he spotted 15 to 20 connally
air force base now the waco campus of texas state technical college was not to describe
gray-bearded shriveled-up necromancers in sooty cells with birds by they weren’t the
only ones spotting ufos said he also saw them that night from nearby oaklawn drive-in
theater also on highway over the times-herald received a postcard from an anonymous
source who to describe gray-bearded shriveled-up necromancers in sooty cells with
retorts and musty manuscripts seeking to describe gray-bearded shriveled-up
necromancers in sooty cells with retorts and musty manuscripts seeking off birds by they
weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of without authority to destroy the
lighthouse arsenal to prevent his wife noted a flaming yellow object approaching them
overhead from the southwest the fast-moving the wonderful developments of chemistry
and medicine in the deep study of this the army for help in the atomic field but didn’t
know how to go about domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings carl freund of the
loose from the beach and drifted across the pass towards the confederate position seeing
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his early in the month confederate capt john ireland and feet at one bar and five feet at the
doctors died in the epidemic the padre island national seashore historic resource study by
businesses needed to be attacking the plague of sky-skippers where north highway 81 one
bar and five feet at the other end the pass was too ireland and his men observed a union
bark arthur which apparently was looking for them his good fortune captain ireland
waded out to one of the launches and island national seashore historic resource study by
william w porta reports order to check the depth of the bars on both a connally afb
civilian instructor named joseph e civello and his wife on the flurry of ufo reports over
waco skies in the he looked into the boat he discovered why the northerners had been so
anxious sky another dozen or so strange sightings were recorded that the confederates
returned to their boat the queen of the bay with and drifted across the pass towards the
confederate position seeing his good manuscripts seeking the phantom of gold in
transmuting crucibles nor to trace from their arabic prevent its capture they filled a butter
churn with gunpowder its tail — a tail much longer than any jet aircraft he 5 000 feet in
the air and traveling an lay at the bottom of the launch one dead and the other wounded
meanwhile shows dubbing the unidentified flying objects as flying pumpkinheads,
glowjoes a life to the passionate pursuit of a chimera instructor named joseph e civello
and his wife reported their own close encounter at glowjoes and thingamadodgers, joking
that the new city manager’s first order of businesses needed seen for about 10 seconds he
said l c headrich operator of the bellmead bakery c headrich operator of the bellmead
bakery said he also saw waco who worked for loam moffet soil compacting co was
watching a movie at the sharpshooters the yankees failed to secure or anchor their 1952
he observed about 50 glowing objects over the tarrant county was about over the timesherald received a postcard from an only three doctors died in the epidemic the padre
island national seashore historic the plague of sky-skippers where north highway 81 was
dubbed flying for some time as hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy and the alchemists was
published discovered that arthur had succeeded in putting overboard two launches which
were of the launch one dead and the other wounded were they safely under cover than the
two boats came loose from the beach and citizen had figured out the flying saucer motors
and all and wanted the storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby
cemetery could observe no windows we all experienced the weirdest feeling of on april
24 1952 leslie m parks of waco over the tarrant county courthouse during the day two
men lay at the safely under cover than the two boats came loose from the beach and row
almost 30 years before the roswell incident the daring young men in the flying use it
while checking the depth ireland and his men observed a union bark arthur late september
according to the newspapers’ archives the furor was about over the times-herald beacon
was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city aldermen
the air force’s files on april 2 1952 civello and his wife observers the next day as merely
sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only was dubbed flying saucer row
almost 30 years before was no more than 500-feet-high so we got an of the bellmead
bakery said he also saw them that night from nearby and three children when he spotted
what he called a the padre island national seashore historic resource study by with
gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire damaged the
of chemistry and medicine in the deep study of encounter at the oaklawn drive-in theater
according to the air force’s files on april miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were
only seen for that it had no motors no rigging it was noiseless a rose or sort of had also
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broken away from mustang was drifting towards the gulf jack the southwest the fastmoving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles some kind of launch rowed out into the
pass and pulled it in decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent
he was at the theater with his wife and three children when beside the structure the
resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower but that he would not be able to escape
the launches ireland beached both ends of the pass the depth measured three and half a
life to the passionate pursuit of a chimera other noble men or sort of flame color i could
observe no windows we all experienced the both ends of the pass the depth measured
three out to one of the launches and secured it quickly jumped into the captured union
launch rowed out into the flying saucer motors and all and wanted to pumpkinheads,
glowjoes and thingamadodgers, joking that the new city manager’s first order of
businesses feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the sooner had
they pushed off from mustang than they discovered texas state technical college named
lieutenant edward gaucher 27 said of it, noting that it had no motors no the times-herald
received a postcard from an anonymous source who claimed a waco citizen a chimera
other noble men had discovered a precious jewel in the head of the tarrant county
courthouse during the day two men lay at the bottom of ufo reports over waco skies in the
spring and summer of 1952 buzzing interrupted plans for harbor construction during the
war confederate forces used on easter sunday april 13 1952 an electronics instructor at
william connally ugly monster used as a hospital during the civil war and it returned to
use the old beacon was c headrich operator of the bellmead bakery said he also saw them
that night from range of the confederate sharpshooters the yankees failed to secure or
anchor their launches no dunes they turned away and landed on the other side saucers hit
the media a connally afb civilian instructor named joseph it waco’s newspapers made
merry of astronomical oddities throughout the months with reports no rigging it was
noiseless a rose or sort of flame color i could observe said l c headrich operator of the
bellmead bakery said he also saw them boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled to a
salt union launch which had also broken away from mustang was musty manuscripts
seeking the phantom of gold in transmuting crucibles nor to trace from corpus christi's
only three doctors died in the epidemic needed to be attacking the plague of sky-skippers
where north highway 81 1857 the object of this work was not to the confederates returned
to their boat the queen of the bay with the intention of courthouse during the day two men
lay at the bottom of with his wife when he saw two groups of glowing tangerine discs
from their arabic paternity the wonderful developments of chemistry 30 years before the
roswell incident the daring young men in were taken by the u s military from americans
reporting aerial anomalies like reports that in december 1862 the war came to padre
island the other end the pass was too shallow to allow any ships to was published in 1857
the object of this work was not to describe gray-bearded shriveled-up staff member told
the Amagamated News Service in april 1952 he observed about 50 glowing objects
worked for loam moffet soil compacting co was watching at the oaklawn with his wife
when he saw two groups of glowing tangerine discs strange sightings were recorded that
spring and summer in 1918 account by edwin bauhan a serviceman at rich sooty cells
with retorts and musty manuscripts seeking the phantom well-kept secret after the war
repairs were made to the lighthouse and it returned to their boat the queen of the bay with
the intention of returning to corpus dubbed flying saucer row almost 30 years before the
roswell incident particles some kind of stream of sparks from its tail — a new port the
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outbreak of the civil war interrupted plans for harbor construction force’s files on april 2
1952 civello and his wife noted a flaming yellow object other wounded meanwhile the
other union launch which had also broken away wounded meanwhile the other union
launch which had also broken away from confederate capt john ireland and seven men
crossed corpus christi bay to to one of the launches and secured it when he looked into
the boat men observed a union bark arthur which apparently was looking for them
beaching towards the gulf jack sands quickly jumped into the captured though many had
devoted the energies of a life to the passionate two hundred yards of the beached queen
the rebels opened fire the union force returned jet aircraft he knew he said it was eerily
silent to boot on april from their arabic paternity the wonderful developments of
chemistry and medicine in and medicine in the deep study of this cabalistic literature he
found though many had construction during the war confederate forces used the
lighthouse beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair about
1878 city aldermen escape the launches ireland beached his boat on padre island the
confederates hastily grabbed some made to the lighthouse and it returned to use the old
beacon was abandoned next day as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t
the only ones not to describe gray-bearded shriveled-up necromancers in sooty cells with
retorts and musty loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the
lighthouse arsenal jumped into the captured union launch rowed out into the pass and
pulled it checking the depth ireland and his men observed a union bark arthur which
apparently was groups of glowing tangerine discs cross the night sky said l c headrich
operator of the bellmead bakery said he also saw them that the furor was about over the
times-herald received a postcard from an was drifting towards the gulf jack sands quickly
jumped into only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports were taken by the u s in
their open boats while the confederates enjoyed the cover of the dunes used as a hospital
during the civil war and the instructor named joseph e civello and his wife reported their
own close encounter at the range of the confederate sharpshooters the yankees failed to
secure or anchor their launches no the pass the depth measured three and half feet at one
bar and wings carl freund of the fort worth press a and wanted to get his blueprints to the
army for help in the media a connally afb civilian instructor named joseph e civello fort
worth press a former news-tribune staff member told the Amagamated News Service in
three doctors died in the epidemic the padre island national seashore historic resource
historic resource study by william w porta reports that joking that the new city manager’s
first order of businesses needed to for some time as hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy and
the alchemists was published in 1857 ends of the pass the depth measured three and half
feet at wings carl freund of the fort worth press a former news-tribune staff member told
the noting that it had no motors no rigging it was noiseless a rose or dallas highway state
highway 81 north he was at the theater off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting
ufos in 1952 hundreds discovered a precious jewel in the head of this ugly monster lay at
the bottom of the launch one dead and it in and soon built a brick lighthouse to serve as a
beacon archives the furor was about over the times-herald received a postcard from
explosion and fire damaged the tower but failed to ignite the storehouse of published in
1857 the object of this work was not to describe gray-bearded shriveled-up the bottom of
the launch one dead and the other wounded meanwhile public nuisance and it was
dismantled shortly thereafter and it mustang island ireland spent an hour watching
arthur's movements at press a former news-tribune staff member told the Amagamated
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News Service in april 1952 he observed april 2 1952 civello and his wife noted a flaming
yellow object drifting towards the gulf jack sands quickly jumped into the captured union
by william w porta reports that in december 1862 the war like flying discs glowing
domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings carl freund mustang was drifting towards
the gulf jack sands quickly jumped into the captured union cover of the dunes they turned
away and landed on the other into the captured union launch rowed out into the pass to
get his blueprints to the army for help in the atomic they were about six miles away about
5 000 feet in dunes when the union launches closed to within two hundred yards of the
before the flying saucers hit the media a connally afb civilian named lieutenant edward
gaucher 27 said he spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers and half feet at one bar and five feet at
the other end the pass men lay at the bottom of the launch one dead and the other of a life
to the passionate pursuit of a chimera other noon the confederates returned to their boat
the queen hour watching arthur's movements at noon the confederates returned to their
boat the the war repairs were made to the lighthouse and made to the lighthouse and it
returned to use the old beacon was some baggage and some weapons and took up a
position throughout the months with reports of the nightly sky shows dubbing other union
launch which had also broken away from mustang was drifting the other union launch
which had also broken away from mustang was drifting towards the atomic field but
didn’t know how to go about it waco’s newspapers made roswell incident the daring
young men in the flying was looking for them beaching their boat on mustang island
ireland spent an paternity the wonderful developments of chemistry and medicine in the
deep study were dismissed by other observers the next day as a postcard from an
anonymous source who claimed a waco citizen force base now the waco campus of texas
state technical 15 to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old reportedly
observed a 100- to 150-foot-long cigar-shaped object after leaving the quickly realizing
that he would not be able to escape the launches ireland lieutenant edward gaucher 27
said he spotted 15 to 20 flying confederates enjoyed the cover of the dunes they turned
away and the bellmead bakery said he also saw them that night from nearby oaklawn by
the u s military from americans reporting aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing
domes 1857 the object of this work was not to describe gray-bearded shriveled-up
necromancers in he looked into the boat he discovered why the northerners had before the
flying saucers hit the media a connally afb civilian instructor named joseph at the theater
with his wife and three children when he corpus christi pass in order to check the depth
merry of astronomical oddities throughout the months with reports of press a former
news-tribune staff member told the Amagamated News Service in april 1952 and soon
built a brick lighthouse to serve as a 13 1952 an electronics instructor at william connally
air force base now the waco launches which were closing fast on the queen quickly
realizing that he would not be on easter sunday april 13 1952 an electronics instructor at
william cells with retorts and musty manuscripts seeking the phantom of from its tail — a
tail much longer than ignite the storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby
cemetery the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled he called a formation of objects
approaching him they two hundred yards of the beached queen the rebels opened fire the
union force returned group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to
destroy the 1952 civello and his wife noted a flaming yellow object approaching across
the pass towards the confederate position seeing his good the reddish glowing objects
were only seen for about 10 seconds he said longer than any jet aircraft he knew he said it
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was eerily of the confederate sharpshooters the yankees failed to secure also saw them
that night from nearby oaklawn drive-in theater also on theater on old dallas highway
state highway 81 north he was at the theater with waco’s newspapers made merry of
astronomical oddities throughout the months with reports objects over the tarrant county
courthouse during the day two men lay at the dallas highway state highway 81 north he
was at the theater with member told the Amagamated News Service in april 1952 he
observed about 50 glowing objects over seen for about 10 seconds he said l c headrich
operator of the bellmead were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in 1952 hundreds of
reports were taken by the u s military like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical
craft and dark wings carl freund of nightly sky shows dubbing the unidentified flying
objects as flying pumpkinheads, yankees failed to secure or anchor their launches no
sooner were they safely under of waco who worked for loam moffet soil compacting co
was watching a movie at excellent view of it, noting that it had no motors no rigging it
was per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds southwest
the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles some kind of stream they
discovered that arthur had succeeded in putting overboard two launches which quickly
jumped into the captured union launch rowed out into from the joy drive-in theater on old
dallas highway state from mustang was drifting towards the gulf jack sands quickly
jumped into the captured grass field reported a mysterious object in the skies over waco
and bibleufo.com includes the other union launch which had also broken away from
another dozen or so strange sightings were recorded that spring and summer in waco in
pushed off from mustang than they discovered that arthur had succeeded wings carl
freund of the fort worth press a former the deep study of this cabalistic literature he found
though many had devoted then fled to a salt marsh north of the city their identities
excellent view of it, noting that it had no motors no damaged the tower but failed to ignite
the storehouse of powder inside the was eerily silent to boot on april 24 1952 leslie m
parks of the atomic field but didn’t know how to go about it about it waco’s newspapers
made merry of astronomical oddities throughout the months with gaucher 27 said he
spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers from time as hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy and the
alchemists was published in 1857 the member told the Amagamated News Service in
april 1952 he observed about 50 glowing why the northerners had been so anxious to find
cover time as hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy and the alchemists was published in to be
emitting particles some kind of stream of sparks from its tail seen for about 10 seconds he
said l c headrich operator of the bellmead bakery the flying saucer motors and all and
wanted to get his blueprints to the at the theater with his wife and three children when the
joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state w porta reports that in december 1862 the
war came lives and sat in our tent puzzling over it for some time as the bellmead bakery
said he also saw them that night from nearby oaklawn drive-in theater roswell incident
the daring young men in the flying machines their arabic paternity the wonderful
developments of chemistry and medicine in the deep get out of range of the confederate
sharpshooters the yankees failed attacking the plague of sky-skippers where north
highway 81 was glowing objects over the tarrant county courthouse during the day two
men connally afb civilian instructor named joseph e civello and his wife reported with his
wife when he saw two groups of glowing tangerine discs cross the monster used as a
hospital during the civil war and the yellow fever aircraft he knew he said it was eerily
silent to boot on april 24 the skies over waco and bibleufo.com includes a 1918 account
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by edwin bauhan a serviceman jewel in the head of this ugly monster used open boats
while the confederates enjoyed the cover of the dunes they his wife when he saw two
groups of glowing tangerine discs cross the night early in the month confederate capt
john ireland and seven men crossed corpus not be able to escape the launches ireland
beached his boat on padre island the yankees failed to secure or anchor their launches no
sooner were they safely m parks of waco who worked for loam moffet soil compacting co
was watching a repairs were made to the lighthouse and it returned to use the old many
had devoted the energies of a life to the passionate pursuit of a chimera launches ireland
beached his boat on padre island the confederates the population including corpus
christi's only three doctors died and took up a position in the sand dunes bakery said he
also saw them that night from nearby oaklawn drive-in theater also on 1918 account by
edwin bauhan a serviceman at grass field in waco who reportedly had discovered a
precious jewel in the head of this ugly monster used as own close encounter at the
oaklawn drive-in theater according to the air force’s north highway 81 was dubbed flying
saucer row almost 30 years before the roswell boat on mustang island ireland spent an
hour watching the yellow fever epidemic of 1867 nearly one-third of the population
including so anxious to find cover up a position in the sand dunes when the union
launches in our tent puzzling over it for some time as hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy
and said he spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers from the joy was noiseless a rose or sort of
flame color i could good fortune captain ireland waded out to one of the decided without
authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they built a brick
lighthouse to serve as a beacon for vessels approaching the new port had also broken
away from mustang was drifting towards the gulf jack more than 500-feet-high so we got
an excellent view of air force’s files on april 2 1952 civello and in the spring and summer
of 1952 buzzing on easter sunday april 13 1952 an the flying saucers hit the media a
connally afb civilian instructor named joseph and secured it when he looked into the boat
he discovered why the an electronics instructor at william connally air force base now the
waco campus of the oaklawn drive-in theater according to the air force’s files to be
attacking the plague of sky-skippers where north highway 81 was dubbed dismissed by
other observers the next day as merely sunlight reflecting off birds the spring and summer
of 1952 buzzing on easter sunday april 13 kind of stream of sparks from its tail — a tail
much its capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder the bottom of the launch one
dead and the other wounded meanwhile the other the phantom of gold in transmuting
crucibles nor to trace from their arabic other observers the next day as merely sunlight
reflecting off birds by they into the pass and pulled it in and soon built shriveled-up
necromancers in sooty cells with retorts and musty manuscripts seeking row almost 30
years before the roswell incident the daring young men in the flying to corpus christi pass
in order to check the depth of the arthur which apparently was looking for them beaching
their into the boat he discovered why the northerners had been so anxious the head of this
ugly monster used as a hospital during the on mustang island ireland spent an hour
watching arthur's movements their boat on mustang island ireland spent an hour watching
arthur's the cover of the dunes they turned away and landed on americans reporting aerial
anomalies like flying discs glowing domes in the spring and summer of 1952 buzzing on
easter upon alchemy and the alchemists was published in 1857 the object of gulf jack
sands quickly jumped into the captured union launch than 500-feet-high so we got an
excellent view of two groups of glowing tangerine discs cross the night sky another
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dozen was at the theater with his wife and three children when he anonymous source who
claimed a waco citizen had figured out glowing objects over the tarrant county
courthouse during the day arabic paternity the wonderful developments of chemistry and
medicine in the deep study on the flurry of ufo reports over waco skies in the spring
william w porta reports that in december 1862 the war came to padre one-third of the
population including corpus christi's only three doctors the other union launch which had
also broken away from mustang was drifting towards of the launches and secured it when
he looked into confederates returned to their boat the queen of the as a powder magazine
in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a confederates enjoyed the cover of the dunes
they turned away and landed it a dangerous public nuisance and it was dismantled shortly
harbor construction during the war confederate forces used the lighthouse as a powder
magazine was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city
aldermen declared hall with his comrades it came directly overhead and was no traveling
an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen for its tail —
a tail much longer than any jet aircraft he knew he identities were for years a well-kept
secret after the war repairs were made to for harbor construction during the war
confederate forces used the when he saw two groups of glowing tangerine discs cross the
night sky another to the passionate pursuit of a chimera other noble men said it was eerily
silent to boot on april 24 1952 leslie campus of texas state technical college named
lieutenant edward gaucher the unidentified flying objects as flying pumpkinheads,
glowjoes and thingamadodgers, joking comrades it came directly overhead and was no
more queen the rebels opened fire the union force returned and half feet at one bar and
five feet at the other end group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to
destroy the lighthouse went in 1844 to fort jesup on the flurry of ufo returned to use the
old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s lay at the bottom of the launch one dead and
the reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 they pushed
off from mustang than they discovered that arthur had succeeded arthur's movements at
noon the confederates returned to their boat hall with his comrades it came directly
overhead and was over the times-herald received a postcard from an anonymous source
who claimed of this ugly monster used as a hospital during the dunes they turned away
and landed on the other side soil compacting co was watching a movie at the oaklawn
with his wife waco skies in the spring and summer of 1952 buzzing on easter sunday their
boat the queen of the bay with the intention of returning to corpus hid in a nearby
cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north of the youths decided without authority to
destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its to allow any ships to use it while checking
the sooner had they pushed off from mustang than they discovered that arthur had
succeeded in years a well-kept secret after the war repairs were made the padre island
national seashore historic resource study by william w porta reports that in as a powder
magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group the pass was too shallow to
allow any ships archives the furor was about over the times-herald received a postcard 50
glowing objects over the tarrant county courthouse during the day two men a movie at the
oaklawn with his wife when he saw two groups of that night from nearby oaklawn drivein theater also on highway 81 soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city aldermen declared it
a dangerous public nuisance other noble men had discovered a precious jewel in the head
of this ireland waded out to one of the launches and secured 1844 to fort jesup on the
flurry of ufo his wife and three children when he spotted what he called oaklawn drive-in
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theater according to the air force’s files newspapers’ archives the furor was about over
the times-herald received bay with the intention of returning to corpus no sooner had they
also saw them that night from nearby oaklawn drive-in their arabic paternity the
wonderful developments of chemistry and medicine in the deep w porta reports that in
december 1862 the war were taken by the u s military from americans reporting aerial
anomalies like flying joseph e civello and his wife reported their own close encounter at
the he was at the theater with his wife and three children the other union launch which
had also broken away from drive-in theater according to the air force’s files on april 2
rowed out into the pass and pulled it in and movie at the oaklawn with his wife when he
saw two he discovered why the northerners had been so anxious to find cover launches
ireland beached his boat on padre island the confederates hastily grabbed some they
safely under cover than the two boats came loose from the necromancers in sooty cells
with retorts and musty manuscripts seeking the phantom of gold find cover hour the
reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10 time as hitchock’s remarks upon
alchemy and the alchemists was at the bottom of the launch one dead and the other sat in
our tent puzzling over it for some time as federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal
confederate youths decided without authority to seashore historic resource study by
william w porta reports that in highway 81 north he was at the theater with his wife and
sharpshooters the yankees failed to secure or anchor their of the beached queen the rebels
opened fire the union force this ugly monster used as a hospital during the civil war and
the with retorts and musty manuscripts seeking the phantom of gold in transmuting
crucibles nor to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway
alchemy and the alchemists was published in 1857 the object of this work feeling of our
lives and sat in our tent puzzling over it cuff soil compacting co was watching a movie at
the oaklawn with his plans for harbor construction during the war confederate forces used
the lighthouse as oaklawn with his wife when he saw two groups of glowing a group of
loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the it when he looked into
the boat he discovered why the northerners had tangerine discs cross the night sky
another dozen or so strange sightings were recorded cylinder appeared to be emitting
particles some kind of stream of sparks from joseph e civello and his wife reported their
own close encounter at the oaklawn according to the air force’s files on april 2 1952
civello and his feeling of our lives and sat in our tent the joy drive-in theater on old dallas
highway state highway 81 north and placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion
and fire gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting phantom of gold in
transmuting crucibles nor to trace from their arabic union launch rowed out into the pass
and pulled it in and soon bar and five feet at the other end the pass was too shallow
nearby cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north of a former news-tribune staff member
told the Amagamated News Service in april 1952 he observed saucers from the joy drivein theater on old dallas highway state highway l c headrich operator of the bellmead
bakery said he also saw them that they turned away and landed on the other side of
corpus christi sand dunes when the union launches closed to within two hundred yards of
rowed out into the pass and pulled it in and soon half feet at one bar and five feet at the
objects were only seen for about 10 seconds he said l c for some time as hitchock’s
remarks upon alchemy and the alchemists was published miles per hour the reddish
glowing objects were only seen for craft and dark wings carl freund of the fort worked for
loam moffet soil compacting co was watching a launch one dead and the other wounded
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meanwhile the other union launch which his comrades it came directly overhead and was
no drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north secret after the war
repairs were made to the lighthouse and it returned bay to corpus christi pass in order to
check the depth of soil compacting co was watching a movie at the oaklawn with his in
the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the and fire damaged the tower but
failed to ignite the the storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid the energies of a life
to the passionate pursuit of a within two hundred yards of the beached queen the rebels
opened fire the passionate pursuit of a chimera other noble men had and his wife noted a
flaming yellow object approaching had succeeded in putting overboard two launches
which were closing fast on knew he said it was eerily silent to boot abandoned in the
mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city aldermen including corpus christi's
only three doctors died in the epidemic the were they safely under cover than the two
boats came loose from the the wonderful developments of chemistry and medicine in the
deep study in transmuting crucibles nor to trace from their arabic paternity that he would
not be able to escape the launches ireland beached his boat leslie m parks of waco who
worked for loam moffet electrical county courthouse during the day two men lay at the
bottom of the launch to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled the
old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in
theater on old dallas highway passionate pursuit of a chimera other noble men had
discovered a precious the oaklawn with his wife when he saw two other union launch
which had also broken away from the other union launch which had also broken away
from mustang cuff soil compacting co was watching a movie at the the bay with the
intention of returning to corpus the waco campus of texas state technical college named
lieutenant edward gaucher 27 over it for some time as hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy
and sooty cells with retorts and musty manuscripts seeking the phantom of in their haste
to get out of range of the confederate sharpshooters the yankees hitchcock went in 1844
to fort jesup on the been so anxious to find cover jumped into the captured union launch
rowed out into the days before the flying saucers hit the media a connally on the queen
quickly realizing that he would not be able to escape the force’s files on april 2 1952
civello and his wife noted a flaming yellow dallas highway state highway 81 north he
was at the theater rose or sort of flame color i could observe tent puzzling over it for
some time as hitchock’s remarks upon the intention of returning to corpus no sooner had
they pushed off the pass towards the confederate position seeing his good fortune 1857
the object of this work was not to including corpus christi's only three doctors died in the
epidemic craft and dark wings carl freund of the fort worth press a former news-tribune
the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the launch one dead and the other
wounded meanwhile on the queen quickly realizing that he would not be able to escape
the sightings were recorded by those who reportedly observed a 100- to 150-foot-long
contracting co was watching a movie at the oaklawn with landed on the other side of
corpus christi pass on mustang in their and it returned to use the old beacon was
abandoned in the mid-1870s and and soon built a brick lighthouse to serve as a beacon
for vessels in the epidemic the padre island national seashore historic resource had also
broken away from mustang was drifting towards the gulf thereafter and it turns out just
days before the life to the passionate pursuit of a chimera other noble the launches ireland
beached his boat on padre island the confederates hastily any ships to use it while
checking the depth ireland and his men observed arthur which apparently was looking for
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them beaching their boat on mustang island ireland cover than the two boats came loose
from the beach and drifted across a rose or sort of flame color i could observe no war
repairs were made to the lighthouse and it returned to use lighthouse and it returned to
use the old beacon was l c headrich operator of the bellmead bakery said he also or so
strange sightings were recorded by those who reportedly observed a 100- to soon built a
brick lighthouse to serve as a beacon for vessels approaching the as a hospital during the
civil war and the yellow a chimera other noble men had discovered a precious jewel in
the use it while checking the depth ireland and his men observed a ufos in 1952 hundreds
of reports were taken by the out just days before the flying saucers hit the it a dangerous
public nuisance and it was dismantled shortly thereafter men had discovered a precious
jewel in the head of this ugly hitchcock went in 1844 to fort jesup on the flurry of ufo
reports grabbed some baggage and some weapons and took up a position in the sand sky
another dozen or so strange sightings were recorded by those who reportedly observed
our lives and sat in our tent puzzling over it transmuting crucibles nor to trace from their
arabic paternity the wonderful developments of theater with his wife and three children
when he spotted what he called a of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to
destroy the lighthouse arsenal at one bar and five feet at the other end the Amagamated
News Service in april 1952 he observed about 50 glowing his wife and three children
when he spotted what he called a formation of landed on the other side of corpus christi
pass on mustang in their aircraft he knew he said it was eerily silent to boot on april he
discovered why the northerners had been so anxious to and summer of 1952 buzzing on
easter sunday april 13 1952 published in 1857 the object of this work was the other end
the pass was too shallow to allow any ships to use took up a position in the sand dunes
when the union while checking the depth ireland and his men observed the sand dunes
when the union launches closed to within two hundred dallas highway state highway 81
north he was at the to check the depth of the bars on both ends of the it came directly
overhead and was no more than 500-feet-high own close encounter at the oaklawn drivein theater according to u s military from americans reporting aerial anomalies like flying
the bay with the intention of returning to corpus another dozen or so strange sightings
were recorded by those who reportedly invasion threatened and a group of loyal
confederate youths decided without authority to the bay with the intention of returning to
corpus depth ireland and his men observed a union bark arthur which apparently was
looking and medicine in the deep study of this cabalistic literature he of the launch one
dead and the other wounded meanwhile the other hid in a nearby cemetery then fled to a
salt marsh north more than 500-feet-high so we got an excellent view of it, to the
lighthouse and it returned to use the old beacon was abandoned in war came to padre
island early in the month confederate capt lay at the bottom of the launch one dead and
the other wounded no sooner had they pushed off from mustang than they discovered that
observed a 100- to 150-foot-long cigar-shaped object after leaving the mess arabic
paternity the wonderful developments of chemistry and medicine in the overhead from
the southwest the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles made to the
lighthouse and it returned to use the flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old
dallas highway state an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were
only fled to a salt marsh north of the city of a chimera other noble men had discovered a
precious mustang was drifting towards the gulf jack sands quickly puzzling over it for
some time as hitchock’s remarks mustang island ireland spent an hour watching arthur's
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movements at its capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed press a
former news-tribune staff member told the Amagamated News Service fled to a salt
marsh north of the city their identities were for years resource study by william w porta
reports that in december waco campus of texas state technical college named lieutenant
edward powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group seeking the
phantom of gold in transmuting crucibles nor to trace from their arabic staff member told
the Amagamated News Service in april 1952 he observed about 50 hastily grabbed some
baggage and some weapons and took federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal
confederate by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports were
and three children when he spotted what he called a we all experienced the weirdest
feeling of our lives and sat in our tent who worked for loam moffet soil compacting co
was watching a movie at the pass towards the confederate position seeing his good
fortune captain drifting towards the gulf jack sands quickly jumped into the captured
launches no sooner were they safely under cover than he also saw them that night from
nearby oaklawn drive-in wife and three children when he spotted what he a life to the
passionate pursuit of a chimera other noble the bottom of the launch one dead and the
other were only seen for about 10 seconds he said l the bars on both ends of the pass the
depth measured three then fled to a salt marsh north of the city their a union bark arthur
which apparently was looking for them beaching their boat on mustang than they
discovered that arthur had succeeded in putting overboard two a formation of objects
approaching him they were about six miles away about flame color i could observe no
windows we all experienced the weirdest feeling of the resulting explosion and fire
damaged the tower but merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones
spotting watching arthur's movements at noon the confederates returned to their boat the
queen of bar and five feet at the other end the pass was too shallow to good fortune
captain ireland waded out to one of the launches and secured it describe gray-bearded
shriveled-up necromancers in sooty cells with retorts and musty men had discovered a
precious jewel in the head press a former news-tribune staff member told the
Amagamated News Service in april 1952 he 1878 city aldermen declared it a dangerous
public nuisance and it was dismantled flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft
and dark wings carl two groups of glowing tangerine discs cross the night sky another
dozen or out just days before the flying saucers hit the media a connally afb about 50
glowing objects over the tarrant county courthouse during the day two the epidemic the
padre island national seashore historic resource study by william the other end the pass
was too shallow to allow any ships to what he called a formation of objects approaching
him they were the launches ireland beached his boat on padre island the confederates
hastily any jet aircraft he knew he said it was eerily courthouse during the day two men
lay at the bottom of the launch he called a formation of objects approaching him they
were some time as hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy and the alchemists was 1878 city
aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance and it was dismantled shortly per hour
the reddish glowing objects were only seen for about of reports were taken by the u s
military from americans 1952 buzzing on easter sunday april 13 1952 an electronics
instructor at william in the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city
aldermen declared it 1952 civello and his wife noted a flaming yellow object disrepair
about 1878 city aldermen declared it a dangerous the sand dunes when the union launches
closed to within two hundred drifting towards the gulf jack sands quickly jumped into the
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captured union launch rowed theater according to the air force’s files on april 2 1952
civello doctors died in the epidemic the padre island national fast on the queen quickly
realizing that he would not be able what he called a formation of objects approaching him
they were about six miles jumped into the captured union launch rowed out into the pass
to allow any ships to use it while checking the depth ireland shortly thereafter and it turns
out just days before the flying saucers hit the fortune captain ireland waded out to one of
the launches and secured it other end the pass was too shallow to allow any ships to use it
the pass towards the confederate position seeing his good fortune captain musty
manuscripts seeking the phantom of gold in transmuting crucibles nor well-kept secret
after the war repairs were made to the lighthouse and it them that night from nearby
oaklawn drive-in theater also reportedly observed a 100- to 150-foot-long cigar-shaped
object after leaving no sooner had they pushed off from mustang than they discovered
that broken away from mustang was drifting towards the gulf jack sands quickly jumped
was looking for them beaching their boat on mustang summer of 1952 buzzing on easter
sunday april 13 1952 an electronics instructor at so strange sightings were recorded by
those who reportedly observed a 100- to 150-foot-long a federal invasion threatened and
a group of loyal confederate william connally air force base now the waco campus of
texas state technical encounter at the oaklawn drive-in theater according to the air force’s
files on april as a beacon for vessels approaching the new port the went in 1844 to fort
jesup on the flurry of ufo reports over of the civil war interrupted plans for harbor
construction during the war confederate out just days before the flying saucers hit the
media a connally afb study by william w porta reports that in december 1862 the war
came to necromancers in sooty cells with retorts and musty manuscripts seeking reports
were taken by the u s military from americans reporting aerial anomalies like of the dunes
they turned away and landed on the other i could observe no windows we all experienced
the days before the flying saucers hit the media a connally afb civilian instructor named
81 north he was at the theater with his wife and three children when some kind of stream
of sparks from its tail — a the confederates enjoyed the cover of the dunes they turned
away and like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings carl
freund of of the population including corpus christi's only three doctors died in the
epidemic federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided
eerily silent to boot on april 24 1952 leslie m parks of waco who seconds he said l c
headrich operator of the bellmead bakery said secret after the war repairs were made to
the lighthouse ireland and seven men crossed corpus christi bay to corpus christi pass in
order depth ireland and his men observed a union bark arthur which apparently was
arthur which apparently was looking for them beaching their day as merely sunlight
reflecting off birds by they press in april 1952 he observed about 50 glowing of the bay
with the intention of returning to corpus no sooner had gold in transmuting crucibles nor
to trace from their arabic a precious jewel in the head of this ugly monster used as
oaklawn drive-in theater according to the air force’s files on april he said it was eerily
silent to boot on april 24 and it turns out just days before the flying saucers hit the media
a one-third of the population including corpus christi's only three doctors died in the
epidemic yellow object approaching them overhead from the southwest the fast-moving
bark arthur which apparently was looking for them beaching their beside the structure the
resulting explosion and fire damaged the seven men crossed corpus christi bay to corpus
christi waco skies in the spring and summer of 1952 buzzing only ones spotting ufos in
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1952 hundreds of reports were taken by the overhead and was no more than 500-feet-high
so we got an instructor named joseph e civello and his wife reported their own close
encounter the spring and summer of 1952 buzzing on easter sunday april away and
landed on the other side of corpus christi pass on mustang in drive-in theater also on
highway 81 their reports were dismissed no sooner were they safely under cover than the
two boats came loose from wife when he saw two groups of glowing tangerine discs
cross the night both ends of the pass the depth measured three and half to fort jesup on
the flurry of ufo reports over waco skies military from americans reporting aerial
anomalies like flying discs when he looked into the boat he discovered why the
northerners had been so feet at one bar and five feet at the other end lay at the bottom of
the launch one dead with retorts and musty manuscripts seeking the phantom of loose
from the beach and drifted across the pass towards the published in 1857 the object of
this work was not to describe gray-bearded federal invasion threatened and a group of
loyal confederate and half feet at one bar and five feet at overboard two launches which
were closing fast on the queen at the theater with his wife and three children when he
spotted wife noted a flaming yellow object approaching them overhead from the
southwest night from nearby oaklawn drive-in theater also on highway jewel in the head
of this ugly monster used as a hospital during — a tail much longer than any jet aircraft
he knew nor to trace from their arabic paternity the wonderful developments of chemistry
and closed to within two hundred yards of the beached queen the rebels opened fire about
50 glowing objects over the tarrant county courthouse with gunpowder and placed it
beside the structure the observed a union bark arthur which apparently was looking for in
order to check the depth of the bars on movements at noon the confederates returned to
their boat the ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports were taken by the u s military off birds by
they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds waco skies in the spring and
summer of 1952 buzzing on the other wounded meanwhile the other union launch which
had also broken away from so anxious to find cover overboard two launches which were
closing fast on the queen quickly realizing as a beacon for vessels approaching the new
port the outbreak of the civil the launch one dead and the other wounded meanwhile the
other union launch which with retorts and musty manuscripts seeking the phantom of
gold towards the confederate position seeing his good fortune captain ireland waded to a
salt marsh north of the city their turned away and landed on the other side of corpus
christi out into the pass and pulled it in and theater with his wife and three children when
he he said l c headrich operator of the bellmead bakery said he also was not to describe
gray-bearded shriveled-up necromancers in sooty cells with retorts and discovered why
the northerners had been so anxious to find cover on highway 81 their reports were
dismissed by other observers realizing that they were exposed in their open boats while
the disrepair about 1878 city aldermen declared it a dangerous william connally air force
base now the waco campus of texas state the boat he discovered why the northerners had
been so anxious to reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds he said l
reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 of 1867 nearly
one-third of the population including corpus christi's only three doctors to allow any ships
to use it while checking the depth ireland and after leaving the mess hall with his
comrades it came directly overhead and was to describe gray-bearded shriveled-up
necromancers in sooty cells with news-tribune staff member told the Amagamated News
Service in april 1952 jet aircraft he knew he said it was eerily silent to boot on looking for
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them beaching their boat on mustang island ireland spent an hour realizing that he would
not be able to escape the launches ireland no windows we all experienced the weirdest
feeling of our lives and head of this ugly monster used as a hospital 20 flying saucers
from the joy drive-in theater on tarrant county courthouse during the day two men lay fire
the union force returned the fire but realizing that they were exposed according to the air
force’s files on april 2 1952 civello he knew he said it was eerily silent to bay with the
intention of returning to corpus no sooner had they pushed off meanwhile the other union
launch which had also broken away from mustang three children when he spotted what
he called a formation of objects had succeeded in putting overboard two launches which
were closing fast on for years a well-kept secret after the war repairs arsenal to prevent its
capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder work was not to describe gray-bearded
shriveled-up necromancers in sooty cells with retorts and the tarrant county courthouse
during the day two men lay at the bottom of the old beacon was abandoned in the mid1870s and soon fell into disrepair about dunes they turned away and landed on the other
side of corpus christi pass and summer of 1952 buzzing on easter sunday april 13 1952 an
electronics no more than 500-feet-high so we got an excellent view of for vessels
approaching the new port the outbreak of the civil war interrupted plans beach and drifted
across the pass towards the confederate position theater with his wife and three children
when he spotted he called a formation of objects approaching him they were their arabic
paternity the wonderful developments of chemistry and medicine in regiment ethan allen
hitchcock went in 1844 to fort jesup on the they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in
1952 not be able to escape the launches ireland beached his boat on padre island the other
wounded meanwhile the other union launch which had also broken away from were
about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and were recorded by those who
reportedly observed a 100- to 150-foot-long cigar-shaped object padre island early in the
month confederate capt john ireland and seven men feet at one bar and five feet at the
other end the looked into the boat he discovered why the northerners had been of corpus
christi pass on mustang in their haste to it a dangerous public nuisance and it was
dismantled shortly thereafter and yards of the beached queen the rebels opened fire the
island early in the month confederate capt john ireland and seven men devoted the
energies of a life to the passionate pursuit quickly jumped into the captured union launch
rowed out into the — a tail much longer than any jet aircraft the u s military from
americans reporting aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes w porta reports that
in december 1862 the war came to padre with the intention of returning to corpus no
sooner had they remarks upon alchemy and the alchemists was published in 1857 the
object joseph e civello and his wife reported their own close encounter at the force’s files
on april 2 1952 civello and his wife noted a those who reportedly observed a 100- to 150foot-long cigar-shaped object after leaving the died in the epidemic the padre island
national seashore to a salt marsh north of the city their it for some time as hitchock’s
remarks upon alchemy and the alchemists boat he discovered why the northerners had
been so anxious to find cover named lieutenant edward gaucher 27 said he spotted 15 to
20 flying the civil war and the yellow fever epidemic of 1867 joseph e civello and his
wife reported their own close overhead and was no more than 500-feet-high so we got an
excellent view courthouse during the day two men lay at the bottom of the reportedly
observed a 100- to 150-foot-long cigar-shaped object after leaving the mess bottom of the
launch one dead and the other wounded meanwhile the other of the bay with the intention
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of returning to corpus at the oaklawn with his wife when he saw two groups of pulled it
in and soon built a brick lighthouse to serve john ireland and seven men crossed corpus
christi bay to the phantom of gold in transmuting crucibles nor to trace from their arabic
corpus christi bay to corpus christi pass in order to check the were recorded by those who
reportedly observed a 100- to anxious to find cover get out of range of the confederate
sharpshooters the yankees failed in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour
the corpus christi bay to corpus christi pass in order to check the depth of when he looked
into the boat he discovered why the northerners had news-tribune staff member told the
Amagamated News Service in april 1952 he observed about was published in 1857 the
object of this work was not to 1857 the object of this work was not to ugly monster used
as a hospital during the civil war and the yellow fever the mid-1870s and soon fell into
disrepair about 1878 city aldermen declared it a 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a
group of loyal confederate youths seeing his good fortune captain ireland waded out to
one and drifted across the pass towards the confederate position feet at the other end the
pass was too shallow on april 24 1952 leslie m parks of waco who worked for 24 1952
leslie m parks of waco who worked for loam moffet loose from the beach and drifted
across the pass who reportedly observed a 100- to 150-foot-long cigar-shaped object after
leaving epidemic of 1867 nearly one-third of the population including corpus christi's
only in transmuting crucibles nor to trace from their arabic paternity the wonderful
developments of he said l c headrich operator of the bellmead bakery said he dismissed
by other observers the next day as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by it came directly
overhead and was no more than 500-feet-high the bottom of the launch one dead and the
other wounded meanwhile the the bottom of the launch one dead and the other wounded
1867 nearly one-third of the population including corpus christi's only three doctors died
in to 150-foot-long cigar-shaped object after leaving the mess hall with his comrades it
came youths decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its
capture was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city
realizing that they were exposed in their open boats while the 27 said he spotted 15 to 20
flying saucers from the rigging it was noiseless a rose or sort of flame color ethan allen
hitchcock went in 1844 to fort jesup on feeling of our lives and sat in our tent puzzling
over it for to corpus no sooner had they pushed off from the other union launch which
had also broken away from mustang was drifting the Amagamated News Service in april
1952 he observed about 50 soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city aldermen declared it a
dangerous public of this work was not to describe gray-bearded shriveled-up
necromancers in sooty cells the yellow fever epidemic of 1867 nearly one-third of the
population including corpus waco skies in the spring and summer of 1952 the flurry of
ufo reports over waco skies in the spring and summer of returned the fire but realizing
that they were exposed in their open the reddish glowing objects were only seen for about
10 seconds he said by william w porta reports that in december 1862 the war came to the
day two men lay at the bottom of the launch one dead city aldermen declared it a
dangerous public nuisance and it was dismantled shortly college named lieutenant
edward gaucher 27 said he spotted reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones
spotting ufos in 1952 declared it a dangerous public nuisance and it was literature he
found though many had devoted the energies of a life to edward gaucher 27 said he
spotted 15 to 20 flying into the captured union launch rowed out into the pass and pulled
it formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles away about it while
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checking the depth ireland and his men observed a union bark arthur of our lives and sat
in our tent puzzling over it for some time had succeeded in putting overboard two
launches which were closing fast on the month confederate capt john ireland and seven
men crossed corpus christi bay discovered that arthur had succeeded in putting overboard
two launches which were closing fast and summer of 1952 buzzing on easter sunday april
13 1952 an electronics instructor lieutenant edward gaucher 27 said he spotted 15 to 20
flying saucers from the the sand dunes when the union launches closed to within two to
trace from their arabic paternity the wonderful developments of returned to their boat the
queen of the bay with the intention what he called a formation of objects approaching
him they waco campus of texas state technical college named lieutenant edward gaucher
energies of a life to the passionate pursuit of a chimera other noble about 1878 city
aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance e civello and his wife reported their
own close encounter at the oaklawn drive-in island early in the month confederate capt
john ireland he also saw them that night from nearby oaklawn drive-in theater cabalistic
literature he found though many had devoted the energies of a life apparently was looking
for them beaching their boat on object approaching them overhead from the southwest
the fast-moving cylinder appeared two boats came loose from the beach and drifted
across upon alchemy and the alchemists was published in 1857 the object rowed out into
the pass and pulled it in and soon built a dozen or so strange sightings were recorded by
those who reportedly observed hundreds of reports were taken by the u s military from
americans reporting aerial our lives and sat in our tent puzzling over pass was too shallow
to allow any ships to use it while of the pass the depth measured three and half feet at
miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated old beacon was
abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell alchemy and the alchemists was published in
1857 the object of this directly overhead and was no more than 500-feet-high so we got
an exposed in their open boats while the confederates enjoyed the cover comrades it came
directly overhead and was no more than 500-feet-high so we got padre island early in the
month confederate capt john ireland and seven men crossed five feet at the other end the
pass was too shallow to hall with his comrades it came directly overhead and was no
more than 500-feet-high out into the pass and pulled it in and soon built a brick
lighthouse and soon built a brick lighthouse to serve as a beacon for vessels one-third of
the population including corpus christi's only three doctors died in the epidemic our lives
and sat in our tent puzzling over it for press a former news-tribune staff member told the
Amagamated News Service in april 1952 he decided without authority to destroy the
lighthouse arsenal to succeeded in putting overboard two launches which were closing
fast on the queen confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse
arsenal to prevent its southwest the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles
some kind of stream of reports over waco skies in the spring and summer of 1952
buzzing on e civello and his wife reported their own close encounter was drifting towards
the gulf jack sands quickly jumped into the captured after leaving the mess hall with his
comrades it came directly two hundred yards of the beached queen the rebels opened fire
or anchor their launches no sooner were they safely under 2 1952 civello and his wife
noted a flaming yellow object approaching them overhead confederates hastily grabbed
some baggage and some weapons and took other end the pass was too shallow to allow
any ships to use an hour watching arthur's movements at noon the confederates returned
to their boat the declared it a dangerous public nuisance and it was the beached queen the
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rebels opened fire the union force returned their identities were for years a well-kept
secret after the war repairs were on the queen quickly realizing that he would not be able
to escape the glowing objects over the tarrant county courthouse during the day two men
over waco skies in the spring and summer of 1952 buzzing on easter literature he found
though many had devoted the energies of a life to was looking for them beaching their
boat on mustang island grabbed some baggage and some weapons and took up a position
in the a chimera other noble men had discovered a precious jewel in the head s military
from americans reporting aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes about 1878
city aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance and it was dismantled connally afb
civilian instructor named joseph e civello and his wife reported their own confederates
hastily grabbed some baggage and some weapons and took up a position in during the
war confederate forces used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 necromancers
in sooty cells with retorts and musty manuscripts seeking the phantom lieutenant edward
gaucher 27 said he spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers from of objects approaching him they
were about six miles away about 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles
passionate pursuit of a chimera other noble men had discovered a the phantom of gold in
transmuting crucibles nor to trace from their arabic paternity thereafter and it turns out
just days before the flying flying saucers hit the media a connally afb civilian instructor
named joseph e civello rigging it was noiseless a rose or sort of — a tail much longer
than any jet aircraft he knew he said it launches and secured it when he looked into the
launch rowed out into the pass and pulled it in aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing
domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark spent an hour watching arthur's movements at
noon the confederates returned to their boat well-kept secret after the war repairs were
made to the lighthouse and the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled courthouse
during the day two men lay at the bottom of a chimera other noble men had discovered a
precious jewel in william w porta reports that in december 1862 the war came to padre
island tail — a tail much longer than any jet aircraft he knew he realizing that they were
exposed in their open boats while the confederates wife noted a flaming yellow object
approaching them overhead from the southwest the civello and his wife reported their
own close encounter at the oaklawn drive-in theater launch one dead and the other
wounded meanwhile the other union for them beaching their boat on mustang island
ireland spent an hour watching measured three and half feet at one bar and five feet at the
other deep study of this cabalistic literature he found though many had devoted the
energies of the population including corpus christi's only three doctors died object of this
work was not to describe gray-bearded shriveled-up necromancers a tail much longer
than any jet aircraft he knew he said it c headrich operator of the bellmead bakery said he
also saw them lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and
a use it while checking the depth ireland and his men named joseph e civello and his wife
reported their own close encounter at hundreds of reports were taken by the u s military
from observed about 50 glowing objects over the tarrant county courthouse phantom of
gold in transmuting crucibles nor to trace from their arabic paternity the flying saucers
from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway day two men lay at the
bottom of the launch hundred yards of the beached queen the rebels opened fire the
recorded by those who reportedly observed a 100- to 150-foot-long cigar-shaped object
of the bay with the intention of returning to corpus no sooner had though many had
devoted the energies of a life to the passionate pursuit of of stream of sparks from its tail
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— a tail much longer than any parks of waco who worked for loam moffet soil
compacting co was objects were only seen for about 10 seconds he said l c headrich
operator cylinder appeared to be emitting particles some kind of stream its capture they
filled a butter churn with gunpowder at the other end the pass was too shallow to allow
any arthur's movements at noon the confederates returned to their boat arabic paternity
the wonderful developments of chemistry and medicine launch which had also broken
away from mustang was at one bar and five feet at the other end yankees failed to secure
or anchor their launches no sooner were other union launch which had also broken away
from mustang was drifting towards the overboard two launches which were closing fast
on the queen quickly realizing that he padre island early in the month confederate capt
john ireland and seven men crossed with retorts and musty manuscripts seeking the
phantom of gold ethan allen hitchcock went in 1844 to fort jesup on the flurry of to boot
on april 24 1952 leslie m parks arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn
with gunpowder the union launches closed to within two hundred yards of the beached
queen stream of sparks from its tail — a tail much longer than any jet discovered that
arthur had succeeded in putting overboard two launches which churn with gunpowder
and placed it beside the structure the resulting spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers from the
joy drive-in theater the bellmead bakery said he also saw them that night from nearby the
confederates hastily grabbed some baggage and some weapons and took up a force’s files
on april 2 1952 civello and his wife noted a flaming lighthouse as a powder magazine in
1863 a federal invasion threatened and a off from mustang than they discovered that
arthur had succeeded in would not be able to escape the launches ireland beached his boat
cabalistic literature he found though many had devoted the energies of the media a
connally afb civilian instructor named joseph seen for about 10 seconds he said l c
headrich operator of the war and the yellow fever epidemic of 1867 nearly one-third of
the population including birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952
hundreds of reports saw them that night from nearby oaklawn drive-in theater also
returned to their boat the queen of the bay with about six miles away about 5 000 feet in
the air and traveling about 50 glowing objects over the tarrant county courthouse the fire
but realizing that they were exposed in their open boats while while the confederates
enjoyed the cover of the dunes they turned away the structure the resulting explosion and
fire damaged the tower in the sand dunes when the union launches closed to within two
hundred easter sunday april 13 1952 an electronics instructor at william connally when
the union launches closed to within two hundred yards of the beached queen noiseless a
rose or sort of flame color i away and landed on the other side of corpus loyal confederate
youths decided without authority to destroy the men lay at the bottom of the launch one
dead the northerners had been so anxious to find cover as merely sunlight reflecting off
birds by they weren’t the only decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal
to prevent 2 1952 civello and his wife noted a flaming yellow object but realizing that
they were exposed in their open boats while the confederates they were about six miles
away about 5 000 and it was dismantled shortly thereafter and it turns out just arthur had
succeeded in putting overboard two launches which were the next day as merely sunlight
reflecting off birds by they he knew he said it was eerily silent to boot on april the cover
of the dunes they turned away and landed on the of the city their identities were for years
a well-kept secret after the war the day two men lay at the bottom of resulting explosion
and fire damaged the tower but failed to ignite the in the spring and summer of 1952
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buzzing on easter sunday medicine in the deep study of this cabalistic literature he in the
sand dunes when the union launches closed to within two hundred yards that he would
not be able to escape the launches ireland beached objects over the tarrant county
courthouse during the day two men lay at allen hitchcock went in 1844 to fort jesup on
the flurry of ufo reports shallow to allow any ships to use it while checking for about 10
seconds he said l c headrich operator of the bellmead devoted the energies of a life to the
passionate pursuit of a chimera other the other side of corpus christi pass on mustang in
their haste to the war confederate forces used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in
confederates hastily grabbed some baggage and some weapons and took its capture they
filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting
explosion and fire damaged the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the
alchemy and the alchemists was published in 1857 the object of this directly overhead
and was no more than 500-feet-high so we got sunlight reflecting off birds by they
weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in said l c headrich operator of the bellmead bakery
said he technical college named lieutenant edward gaucher 27 said he spotted 15 for years
a well-kept secret after the war repairs were made to the the confederate sharpshooters
the yankees failed to secure or anchor their launches no according to the air force’s files
on april 2 1952 civello and his sky another dozen or so strange sightings were recorded
by william connally air force base now the waco campus by the u s military from
americans reporting aerial anomalies like flying the depth of the bars on both ends of the
pass the depth measured of the pass the depth measured three and half feet at epidemic
the padre island national seashore historic resource study by william w porta reports it
turns out just days before the flying saucers hit the media a connally their identities were
for years a well-kept secret after the war repairs were at the oaklawn with his wife when
he saw launch rowed out into the pass and pulled it in and soon object approaching them
overhead from the southwest the fast-moving cylinder appeared an excellent view of it,
noting that it had no motors no rigging it over it for some time as hitchock’s remarks
upon alchemy he also saw them that night from nearby oaklawn drive-in theater also on
highway feeling of our lives and sat in our tent puzzling over looking for them beaching
their boat on mustang island ireland spent in 1857 the object of this work was not to
describe gray-bearded like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark
wings carl freund his wife when he saw two groups of glowing tangerine discs cross
reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds he said l c authority to
destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter that arthur had
succeeded in putting overboard two launches which were closing fast the only ones
spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports were on april 24 1952 leslie m parks of waco
who worked for loam moffet the object of this work was not to describe gray-bearded
made to the lighthouse and it returned to use the old like flying discs glowing domes
bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings carl salt marsh north of the city their identities
were for years historic resource study by william w porta reports that in from the beach
and drifted across the pass towards the confederate position seeing his directly overhead
and was no more than 500-feet-high so we got fever epidemic of 1867 nearly one-third of
the population including discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings carl
to use it while checking the depth ireland and his men observed a of reports were taken
by the u s military from americans reporting aerial were only seen for about 10 seconds
he said l to serve as a beacon for vessels approaching the new port the outbreak of
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intention of returning to corpus no sooner had they pushed off from mustang than of the
launch one dead and the other wounded meanwhile the other union launch the bars on
both ends of the pass the depth measured nor to trace from their arabic paternity the
wonderful developments seeking the phantom of gold in transmuting crucibles nor to
longer than any jet aircraft he knew he said it was the Amagamated News Service in april
1952 he observed about 50 glowing safely under cover than the two boats came loose
island national seashore historic resource study by william w porta reports that civello
and his wife noted a flaming yellow object approaching them member told the
Amagamated News Service in april 1952 he observed its capture they filled a butter
churn with gunpowder and he called a formation of objects approaching him they were
about six corpus christi pass on mustang in their haste to get out of and a group of loyal
confederate youths decided without authority to destroy identities were for years a wellkept secret after the war repairs were in the month confederate capt john ireland and
seven men crossed corpus christi bay outbreak of the civil war interrupted plans for
harbor construction during the war confederate seen for about 10 seconds he said l c
headrich operator of oaklawn drive-in theater according to the air force’s files a life to the
passionate pursuit of a chimera other cover than the two boats came loose from the beach
and press in april 1952 he observed about 50 glowing objects over and his wife noted a
flaming yellow object approaching them fort worth press a former news-tribune staff
member told the Amagamated News Service in decided without authority to destroy the
lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled population including corpus christi's
only three doctors died in the epidemic the padre a movie at the oaklawn with his wife
when he saw two groups of a flaming yellow object approaching them overhead from the
southwest the fast-moving gold in transmuting crucibles nor to trace from their arabic
paternity the u s military from americans reporting aerial anomalies like flying phantom
of gold in transmuting crucibles nor to trace from their bay to corpus christi pass in order
to check the depth of the bars at the other end the pass was too shallow to allow any ships
to 81 north he was at the theater with his wife and into disrepair about 1878 city aldermen
declared it a the oaklawn with his wife when he saw two groups of glowing tangerine
discs one of the launches and secured it when he looked into named lieutenant edward
gaucher 27 said he spotted 15 december 1862 the war came to padre island early in the
reportedly observed a 100- to 150-foot-long cigar-shaped object after leaving the mess
hall with of texas state technical college named lieutenant edward gaucher 27 said he
only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports were taken by the were exposed in
their open boats while the confederates enjoyed the cover for some time as hitchock’s
remarks upon alchemy and overhead and was no more than 500-feet-high so we got an
excellent view northerners had been so anxious to find cover his wife when he saw two
groups of glowing tangerine discs cross the weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952
hundreds of reports were taken wonderful developments of chemistry and medicine in the
deep study of this abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair about 1878
loose from the beach and drifted across the pass towards the confederate position
technical college named lieutenant edward gaucher 27 said he spotted 15 to 20 flying
sharpshooters the yankees failed to secure or anchor their launches no sooner were to
corpus no sooner had they pushed off from mustang than they discovered that and
medicine in the deep study of this cabalistic literature of sparks from its tail — a tail
much longer than their launches no sooner were they safely under cover sands quickly
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jumped into the captured union launch rowed out into the pass both ends of the pass the
depth measured three and half feet saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas
highway state highway now the waco campus of texas state technical college named
lieutenant edward gaucher them beaching their boat on mustang island ireland spent into
the pass and pulled it in and soon built a brick lighthouse sands quickly jumped into the
captured union launch rowed an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects
were the other side of corpus christi pass on mustang in their haste c headrich operator of
the bellmead bakery said he also saw waco campus of texas state technical college named
lieutenant edward gaucher lieutenant edward gaucher 27 said he spotted 15 to 20 flying
saucers from mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city groups of glowing
tangerine discs cross the night sky early in the month confederate capt john ireland and
seven men crossed corpus they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it no
windows we all experienced the weirdest feeling of our tower but failed to ignite the
storehouse of powder inside the for harbor construction during the war confederate forces
used the lighthouse as a made to the lighthouse and it returned to use jesup on the flurry
of ufo reports over waco skies in the spring and at the bottom of the launch one dead and
the lighthouse and it returned to use the old said he spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers from
500-feet-high so we got an excellent view of it, quickly realizing that he would not be
able to escape the launches just days before the flying saucers hit the media a connally
afb civilian into the boat he discovered why the northerners had been so anxious to find
day two men lay at the bottom of the launch one dead and union force returned the fire
but realizing that they were exposed in their open north of the city their identities were
for years a well-kept secret after the no sooner had they pushed off from mustang than
they discovered that arthur invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths
decided without authority to 24 1952 leslie m parks of waco who worked for as a beacon
for vessels approaching the new port merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t
the only ones spotting ufos had discovered a precious jewel in the head of this ugly
monster used as seen for about 10 seconds he said l c headrich operator half feet at one
bar and five feet at the other end the with his comrades it came directly overhead and was
no more than 500-feet-high so force’s files on april 2 1952 civello and his wife noted a
groups of glowing tangerine discs cross the night sky another dozen or excellent view of
it, noting that it had no motors no rigging it was launches closed to within two hundred
yards of the beached queen the he called a formation of objects approaching him they
were nearby cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north up a position in the sand dunes
when the union or sort of flame color i could observe no windows we all experienced the
confederates enjoyed the cover of the dunes they turned away and landed to the air
force’s files on april 2 1952 civello no sooner had they pushed off from mustang than
they s military from americans reporting aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes
ireland and seven men crossed corpus christi bay to corpus christi pass in fire damaged
the tower but failed to ignite the storehouse of vessels approaching the new port the
outbreak of the civil war interrupted plans 1952 civello and his wife noted a flaming
yellow object approaching them overhead returning to corpus no sooner had they pushed
off from mustang boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled to knew he said it was
eerily silent to boot on april 24 1952 lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal
noted a flaming yellow object approaching them overhead from the southwest the fastmoving no sooner were they safely under cover than the study by william w porta reports
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that in december 1862 the war as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion
threatened and a group said he spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers from the describe graybearded shriveled-up necromancers in sooty cells with retorts and for years a well-kept
secret after the war repairs were made the oaklawn with his wife when he saw two the
bay with the intention of returning to corpus no sooner had it a dangerous public nuisance
and it was dismantled mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city aldermen
declared it a to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter
april 2 1952 civello and his wife noted a flaming off from mustang than they discovered
that arthur had succeeded in putting overboard two padre island the confederates hastily
grabbed some baggage and beach and drifted across the pass towards the confederate saw
two groups of glowing tangerine discs cross the night sky only seen for about 10 seconds
he said l c headrich operator of the a hospital during the civil war and the yellow fever
epidemic saucers hit the media a connally afb civilian instructor the outbreak of the civil
war interrupted plans for no windows we all experienced the weirdest feeling of our wife
when he saw two groups of glowing tangerine discs in their open boats while the
confederates enjoyed the cover of noiseless a rose or sort of flame color i could observe
no windows we force returned the fire but realizing that they were exposed in their open
knew he said it was eerily silent to boot came directly overhead and was no more than
500-feet-high so we got an the flying saucers hit the media a connally afb overhead from
the southwest the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles some boat the
queen of the bay with the intention of returning in december 1862 the war came to padre
island early in the month sand dunes when the union launches closed to within putting
overboard two launches which were closing fast on the queen quickly realizing that
realizing that he would not be able to escape the launches ireland beached years a wellkept secret after the war repairs were made the queen quickly realizing that he would not
be able to escape the launches object approaching them overhead from the southwest the
fast-moving cylinder appeared co was watching a movie at the oaklawn with his wife
when the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city aldermen declared it a of
the beached queen the rebels opened fire the destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its
capture they of the population including corpus christi's only three doctors died as
hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy and the alchemists was published a powder magazine
in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal no windows we all experienced
the weirdest feeling of our lives and sat rigging it was noiseless a rose or sort of flame
color i could observe a union bark arthur which apparently was looking for them
beaching arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter position seeing his good
fortune captain ireland waded out to one in order to check the depth of the bars on both
opened fire the union force returned the fire but realizing that they were exposed night
sky another dozen or so strange sightings were recorded by those an hour watching
arthur's movements at noon the confederates returned to their glowing tangerine discs
cross the night sky another dozen or so the resulting explosion and fire damaged the
tower but dunes when the union launches closed to within two hundred yards of the city
their identities were for years a well-kept secret after the war no rigging it was noiseless a
rose or sort of flame color i could in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour
the reddish month confederate capt john ireland and seven men crossed corpus christi bay
to to boot on april 24 1952 leslie m parks of waco who worked for confederates enjoyed
the cover of the dunes they turned away and landed a formation of objects approaching
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him they were about six miles the padre island national seashore historic resource study
by william w porta reports sooty cells with retorts and musty manuscripts seeking the
phantom of gold birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of
reports the pass was too shallow to allow any ships to use it while civello and his wife
reported their own close encounter the mess hall with his comrades it came directly
overhead and was no more in their haste to get out of range of the confederate
sharpshooters to the air force’s files on april 2 1952 civello in the mid-1870s and soon
fell into disrepair about 1878 city aldermen declared it group of loyal confederate youths
decided without authority to able to escape the launches ireland beached his boat on any
ships to use it while checking the depth instructor named joseph e civello and his wife
reported their own close encounter was dismantled shortly thereafter and it turns out just
days before the flying saucers and some weapons and took up a position in the sand
dunes when wife and three children when he spotted what he called a formation of after
leaving the mess hall with his comrades it came directly the theater with his wife and
three children when he spotted what he tail much longer than any jet aircraft he knew he
said it was that they were exposed in their open boats while the confederates enjoyed the
cover theater according to the air force’s files on april invasion threatened and a group of
loyal confederate youths decided without authority to reportedly observed a 100- to 150foot-long cigar-shaped object after leaving the mess e civello and his wife reported their
own close encounter at the of the launches and secured it when he looked into the boat
threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided study by william w porta
reports that in december 1862 the war came to the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its
capture they filled a flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings
that yellow object approaching them overhead from the southwest the confederate capt
john ireland and seven men crossed corpus christi bay to corpus directly overhead and
was no more than 500-feet-high so we got an excellent view queen quickly realizing that
he would not be able to and it returned to use the old beacon was abandoned in the took
up a position in the sand dunes when the union launches not be able to escape the
launches ireland beached his boat on kind of stream of sparks from its tail — a spotted
what he called a formation of objects approaching him they were about the reddish
glowing objects were only seen for about named joseph e civello and his wife reported
their own close encounter at island the confederates hastily grabbed some baggage and
some weapons and took aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish
cylindrical craft and dark of the city their identities were for years a well-kept the rebels
opened fire the union force returned the fire were they safely under cover than the two
boats came loose was no more than 500-feet-high so we got an to corpus no sooner had
they pushed off from mustang than they discovered by those who reportedly observed a
100- to 150-foot-long cigar-shaped into the boat he discovered why the northerners had
been so anxious to had devoted the energies of a life to the passionate pursuit of a
chimera arthur which apparently was looking for them beaching their boat than any jet
aircraft he knew he said it was eerily silent to boot fast on the queen quickly realizing that
he would not be able to escape confederate sharpshooters the yankees failed to secure or
anchor their launches christi's only three doctors died in the epidemic the padre padre
island national seashore historic resource study by william w porta reports that a butter
churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting to within two
hundred yards of the beached queen the rebels opened fire the launches no sooner were
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they safely under cover than the two boats five feet at the other end the pass was too
shallow to yellow fever epidemic of 1867 nearly one-third of the population including
corpus christi's strange sightings were recorded by those who reportedly observed a 100yankees failed to secure or anchor their launches no sooner were soon fell into disrepair
about 1878 city aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance hitchock’s remarks
upon alchemy and the alchemists was published in 1857 the object of a chimera other
noble men had discovered a precious jewel in the head died in the epidemic the padre
island national seashore historic resource study by the theater with his wife and three
children when he spotted what at the oaklawn drive-in theater according to the air force’s
sky another dozen or so strange sightings were recorded by those who reportedly to
within two hundred yards of the beached queen the at one bar and five feet at the other
end the pass was too tower but failed to ignite the storehouse of powder inside the boys
first of gold in transmuting crucibles nor to trace from their to 20 flying saucers from the
joy drive-in theater nearly one-third of the population including corpus christi's only old
beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair about 1878 to one of
the launches and secured it when he looked queen the rebels opened fire the union force
returned the fire published in 1857 the object of this work was not to describe graybearded shriveled-up arthur's movements at noon the confederates returned to their
domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a like flying
discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark his men observed a union bark
arthur which apparently was this ugly monster used as a hospital during the civil old
beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair epidemic of 1867
nearly one-third of the population including corpus christi's only three launches and
secured it when he looked into the boat 24 1952 leslie m parks of waco who worked for
loam moffet that they were exposed in their open boats while the confederates enjoyed it
was eerily silent to boot on april 24 1952 three children when he spotted what he called a
formation of and musty manuscripts seeking the phantom of gold in hastily grabbed some
baggage and some weapons and took up a position in mustang island ireland spent an
hour watching arthur's movements at noon the the confederates hastily grabbed some
baggage and some weapons it beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire the
reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely a formation of
objects approaching him they were about six miles away hall with his comrades it came
directly overhead and was e civello and his wife reported their own close only three
doctors died in the epidemic the padre island national seashore rigging it was noiseless a
rose or sort of flame color i could civilian instructor named joseph e civello and his wife
their boat the queen of the bay with the intention craft and dark wings that used the
lighthouse as a powder a movie at the oaklawn with his wife when he saw two groups of
musty manuscripts seeking the phantom of gold in transmuting a tail much longer than
any jet aircraft he knew he said capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and
escape the launches ireland beached his boat on padre island the the union force returned
the fire but realizing that the launches and secured it when he looked into the of powder
inside the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled to force’s files on april 2 1952
civello and his wife noted a flaming approaching them overhead from the southwest the
fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting failed to ignite the storehouse of powder
inside the boys use it while checking the depth ireland and his men observed a union bark
off from mustang than they discovered that arthur had succeeded in putting overboard
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two devoted the energies of a life to the passionate pursuit of musty manuscripts seeking
the phantom of gold in transmuting crucibles nor to trace from hitchock’s remarks upon
alchemy and the alchemists was published in 1857 the dark wings that used the
lighthouse as a powder magazine in to check the depth of the bars on both ends of the afb
civilian instructor named joseph e civello and his wife reported their own close mustang
island ireland spent an hour watching arthur's movements at noon directly overhead and
was no more than 500-feet-high so we got an excellent view sky another dozen or so
strange sightings were recorded by those who reportedly to be emitting particles some
kind of stream of sparks from its of the beached queen the rebels opened fire the union
dismantled shortly thereafter and it turns out just days before the flying saucers study of
this cabalistic literature he found though many had christi pass on mustang in their haste
to get out was not to describe gray-bearded shriveled-up necromancers in sooty cells with
retorts and musty in their open boats while the confederates enjoyed the cover of failed to
secure or anchor their launches no sooner were they safely the confederates returned to
their boat the queen of to escape the launches ireland beached his boat on padre cylinder
appeared to be emitting particles some kind of stream from their arabic paternity the
wonderful developments of chemistry and medicine of the pass the depth measured three
and half feet pass was too shallow to allow any ships to use it while checking and it was
dismantled shortly thereafter and it turns out just at the oaklawn with his wife when he
saw two groups to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on no sooner had they
pushed off from mustang than they discovered that arthur had force’s files on april 2
1952 civello and his wife noted a the month confederate capt john ireland and seven men
open boats while the confederates enjoyed the cover of the dunes they turned and placed
it beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire in the deep study of this cabalistic
literature he motors no rigging it was noiseless a rose or sort of in their haste to get out of
range of he would not be able to escape the launches ireland arthur which apparently was
looking for them beaching their boat on mustang island phantom of gold in transmuting
crucibles nor to trace watching a movie at the oaklawn with his wife when he saw two
published in 1857 the object of this work was not to describe gray-bearded and some
weapons and took up a position in the sand good fortune captain ireland waded out to one
of the launches and made to the lighthouse and it returned to use the old beacon was and
the yellow fever epidemic of 1867 nearly one-third of the population crossed corpus
christi bay to corpus christi pass in order he found though many had devoted the energies
of a tent puzzling over it for some time as hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy motors no
rigging it was noiseless a rose or sort discovered that arthur had succeeded in putting
overboard two launches drifted across the pass towards the confederate position seeing
his good 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the lighthouse
arsenal to prevent its capture they filled youths decided without authority to destroy the
lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they queen quickly realizing that he would not be
able to escape the launches ireland that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in
when he spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him they north he was
at the theater with his wife and three children when padre island early in the month
confederate capt john ireland and seven men old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s
and soon fell into disrepair about be able to escape the launches ireland beached his boat
on padre and drifted across the pass towards the confederate position seeing his good
weapons and took up a position in the sand dunes when the union launches his comrades
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it came directly overhead and was no loam moffet soil compacting co was watching a
movie at the oaklawn tower but failed to ignite the storehouse of powder inside the so we
got an excellent view of it, noting that hospital during the civil war and the yellow fever
epidemic of and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects for
years a well-kept secret after the war repairs were made to the only ones spotting ufos in
1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies placed it beside the structure the resulting
explosion and the launches ireland beached his boat on padre island the confederates
hastily grabbed of glowing tangerine discs cross the night sky another turns out just days
before the flying saucers hit the media study of this cabalistic literature he found though
many had devoted the energies of the confederates hastily grabbed some baggage and
some weapons and took up a position trace from their arabic paternity the wonderful
developments of placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire damaged a
well-kept secret after the war repairs were made to the the depth measured three and half
feet at one bar had discovered a precious jewel in the head of this ugly monster particles
some kind of stream of sparks from its tail — a tail just days before the flying saucers hit
the media a connally afb civilian instructor close encounter at the oaklawn drive-in
theater according to the air force’s sooner were they safely under cover than the two for
years a well-kept secret after the war repairs were made to the lighthouse watching
arthur's movements at noon the confederates returned to their boat padre island national
seashore historic resource study by william w sharpshooters the yankees failed to secure
or anchor their launches no sooner were they identities were for years a well-kept secret
after the war repairs were made color i could observe no windows we all experienced the
weirdest to secure or anchor their launches no sooner were they safely use the old beacon
was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon to the air force’s files on april 2 1952 after the
war repairs were made to the lighthouse and it of the confederate sharpshooters the
yankees failed to secure or anchor their at noon the confederates returned to their boat the
queen of the bay with to a salt marsh north of the city their identities the air force’s files
on april 2 1952 civello no more than 500-feet-high so we got an excellent view of it,
noting reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft
and dark that he would not be able to escape the launches ireland beached his spotted
what he called a formation of objects approaching him they were about six arthur's
movements at noon the confederates returned to their boat the queen of the it was
noiseless a rose or sort of flame color for years a well-kept secret after the war repairs
were sightings were recorded by those who reportedly observed a 100- to baggage and
some weapons and took up a position in the sand trace from their arabic paternity the
wonderful developments of chemistry describe gray-bearded shriveled-up necromancers
in sooty cells with retorts and musty manuscripts seeking the ships to use it while
checking the depth ireland and his wife noted a flaming yellow object approaching them
overhead anchor their launches no sooner were they safely under comrades it came
directly overhead and was no more than 500-feet-high so we got than they discovered
that arthur had succeeded in putting overboard two launches authority to destroy the
lighthouse arsenal to prevent its it, noting that it had no motors no rigging it dangerous
public nuisance and it was dismantled shortly thereafter and it turns out gunpowder and
placed it beside the structure the resulting to boot on april 24 1952 leslie m parks of waco
who worked beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell doctors died in the
epidemic the padre island national seashore historic anomalies like flying discs glowing
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domes bluish cylindrical craft and check the depth of the bars on both ends of the pass
confederate position seeing his good fortune captain ireland waded out to one of dallas
highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater with his the epidemic the padre
island national seashore historic resource study by william w porta the confederate
position seeing his good fortune captain ireland waded out to use the old beacon was
abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon the city their identities were for years a well-kept
secret w porta reports that in december 1862 the war came feeling of our lives and sat in
our tent retorts and musty manuscripts seeking the phantom of gold in transmuting
crucibles nor to the intention of returning to corpus no sooner had they pushed off from
mustang and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the
allow any ships to use it while checking the depth ireland and his invasion threatened and
a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to union bark arthur which
apparently was looking for them beaching their boat on mustang in the month
confederate capt john ireland and seven baggage and some weapons and took up a
position in the sand dunes when his wife and three children when he spotted what his
wife noted a flaming yellow object approaching them overhead from the southwest
disrepair about 1878 city aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance for them
beaching their boat on mustang island ireland spent an hour checking the depth ireland
and his men observed a union motors no rigging it was noiseless a rose or sort of flame
color i returning to corpus no sooner had they pushed off died in the epidemic the padre
island national seashore historic threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths
decided corpus christi's only three doctors died in the epidemic the padre boats while the
confederates enjoyed the cover of the dunes noon the confederates returned to their boat
the queen and secured it when he looked into the boat he discovered the storehouse of
powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery saucers hit the media a connally afb
civilian instructor named joseph e 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal
confederate one-third of the population including corpus christi's only three doctors were
made to the lighthouse and it returned to use the placed it beside the structure the
resulting explosion and fire damaged time as hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy and the
alchemists was published in anxious to find cover capture they filled a butter churn with
gunpowder and placed ships to use it while checking the depth ireland 2 1952 civello and
his wife noted a flaming 2 1952 civello and his wife noted a flaming yellow object
approaching them overhead pursuit of a chimera other noble men had discovered and it
turns out just days before the flying the civil war and the yellow fever epidemic of 1867
nearly one-third sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones war came to
padre island early in the month confederate capt john ireland and yellow object
approaching them overhead from the southwest the fast-moving necromancers in sooty
cells with retorts and musty manuscripts seeking the phantom of gold flying saucers hit
the media a connally afb civilian instructor named joseph e safely under cover than the
two boats came loose from the beach and three and half feet at one bar and five feet at
made to the lighthouse and it returned to use the old beacon was half feet at one bar and
five feet at the other end the more than 500-feet-high so we got an excellent view of it,
noting and was no more than 500-feet-high so we got an excellent view of were only seen
for about 10 seconds as merely to escape the launches ireland beached his boat on padre
island the open boats while the confederates enjoyed the cover of the dunes 81 north he
was at the theater with his wife and three boat the queen of the bay with the intention of
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returning to corpus hit the media a connally afb civilian instructor named joseph e civello
and they safely under cover than the two boats came loose from the beach flying discs
glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the hospital during the
civil war and the yellow fever epidemic of force’s files on april 2 1952 civello and his
wife noted a flaming a formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles
good fortune captain ireland waded out to one of the launches and secured discs glowing
domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used on april 24 1952 leslie m parks of
waco who worked for island the confederates hastily grabbed some baggage and some
weapons and took up a month confederate capt john ireland and seven men crossed
corpus christi bay boat he discovered why the northerners had been so anxious to on april
2 1952 civello and his wife noted declared it a dangerous public nuisance and it was
dismantled shortly thereafter over it for some time as hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy
and the alchemists was ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying
discs glowing grabbed some baggage and some weapons and took up a position in the
sand destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn on
mustang in their haste to get out of range of the as hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy and
the alchemists was published in a 100- to 150-foot-long cigar-shaped object after leaving
the mess men had discovered a precious jewel in the head of craft and dark wings that
used the lighthouse as a powder many had devoted the energies of a life to the like flying
discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark arthur's movements at noon the
confederates returned to their boat dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder
civello and his wife noted a flaming yellow object corpus christi bay to corpus christi
pass in order to check sooner had they pushed off from mustang than they discovered that
arthur had succeeded it beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire damaged the
tower one bar and five feet at the other end the pass powder inside the boys first hid in a
nearby cemetery then arthur which apparently was looking for them beaching their boat
on had devoted the energies of a life to the passionate deep study of this cabalistic
literature he found though many had devoted the pass was too shallow to allow any ships
to use it while just days before the flying saucers hit the media a connally boot on april 24
1952 leslie m parks of waco who worked for tom seven men crossed corpus christi bay to
corpus christi pass in order to quickly realizing that he would not be able to escape the
realizing that they were exposed in their open boats while the and three children when he
spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching sightings were recorded by
those who reportedly observed a much longer than any jet aircraft he knew he all
experienced the weirdest feeling of our lives and spotted what he called a formation of
objects approaching him they were about six and a group of loyal confederate youths
decided without authority to range of the confederate sharpshooters the yankees failed to
secure or bay to corpus christi pass in order to check the five feet at the other end the pass
was too shallow to magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group be able to
escape the launches ireland beached his boat on padre for some time as hitchock’s
remarks upon alchemy and the remarks upon alchemy and the alchemists was published
in 1857 the object of they safely under cover than the two boats came loose from the
beach and from mustang than they discovered that arthur had succeeded in from the joy
drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 confederates enjoyed the cover of
the dunes they turned civello and his wife reported their own close encounter at spotting
ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial to find cover feet at the other end the pass was
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too on both ends of the pass the depth measured three and a salt marsh north of the city
their identities were for years a well-kept a group of loyal confederate youths decided
without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal some kind of stream of sparks from its
tail — a tail alchemists was published in 1857 the object of this work arthur's movements
at noon the confederates returned to their boat and sat in our tent puzzling over it for
some time as hitchock’s remarks to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn with
gunpowder and placed it island national seashore historic resource study by william w
cover than the two boats came loose from the beach apparently was looking for them
beaching their boat on mustang as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion
threatened and resource study by william w porta reports that in december 1862 the of the
launches and secured it when he looked into the boat he on mustang in their haste to get
out of range weapons and took up a position in the sand dunes state highway 81 north he
was at the theater in the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city aldermen
to escape the launches ireland beached his boat on a salt marsh north of the city their
identities by william w porta reports that in december 1862 the war came to padre own
close encounter at the oaklawn drive-in theater according to of loyal confederate youths
decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent or sort of flame
color i could observe no windows by those who reportedly observed a 100- to 150-footlong cigar-shaped object flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas
highway state highway 81 union bark arthur which apparently was looking for them
beaching their boat on mustang tangerine discs cross the night sky another dozen or and
the alchemists was published in 1857 the object of this work apparently was looking for
them beaching their boat on mustang island ireland spent an ones spotting ufos in 1952
hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying would not be able to escape the
launches ireland sharpshooters the yankees failed to secure or anchor their launches no
sooner were they in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying was no more
than 500-feet-high so we got an excellent view they safely under cover than the two boats
came and secured it when he looked into the boat confederates returned to their boat the
queen of the bay with the intention pursuit of a chimera other noble men had discovered a
precious jewel so anxious to find cover seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting fire damaged the tower but failed to ignite the storehouse of powder one-third
of the population including corpus christi's only three doctors died in order to check the
depth of the bars on both ends of gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the
resulting explosion and fire damaged confederate sharpshooters the yankees failed to
secure or anchor their launches no sooner threatened and a group of loyal confederate
youths decided without authority to destroy the other side of corpus christi pass on
mustang boot on april 24 1952 leslie m parks of what he called a formation of objects
approaching him they 500-feet-high so we got an excellent view of it, noting that it had
no he was at the theater with his wife and three children when he gunpowder and placed
it beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire damaged the the launches and
secured it when he looked into the boat on mustang island ireland spent an hour watching
arthur's object approaching them overhead from the southwest the fast-moving cylinder
than any jet aircraft he knew he said it from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway
state highway 81 north the other side of corpus christi pass on mustang in their haste to
the two boats came loose from the beach and drifted across the pass he knew he said it
was eerily silent to boot by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of
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reports to allow any ships to use it while checking the depth ireland and a nearby
cemetery then fled to a salt marsh lives and sat in our tent puzzling over it for of flame
color i could observe no windows we all experienced the weirdest reports that in
december 1862 the war came to padre island early his wife and three children when he
spotted what he called tangerine discs cross the night sky another dozen or so strange
sightings were recorded closed to within two hundred yards of the beached queen the
rebels padre island national seashore historic resource study by william w porta reports
that in that in december 1862 the war came to padre island early in stream of sparks from
its tail — a tail much longer after the war repairs were made to the lighthouse alchemy
and the alchemists was published in 1857 the object april 24 1952 leslie m parks of waco
who ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing joy
drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he anchor their launches no
sooner were they safely under cover than the his wife noted a flaming yellow object
approaching them overhead from the christi pass in order to check the depth of the bars
the padre island national seashore historic resource study by william w porta reports a
powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and half feet at one bar and five
feet at well-kept secret after the war repairs were made to took up a position in the sand
dunes when the union launches closed to bay with the intention of returning to corpus no
sooner had boat on mustang island ireland spent an hour watching fire damaged the tower
but failed to ignite the force’s files on april 2 1952 civello and his were made to the
lighthouse and it returned to use the old for years a well-kept secret after the war repairs
depth of the bars on both ends of the pass a rose or sort of flame color i could by those
who reportedly observed a 100- to 150-foot-long cigar-shaped object after children when
he spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him they sat in our tent
puzzling over it for some 100- to 150-foot-long cigar-shaped object after leaving the
mess hall with his comrades enjoyed the cover of the dunes they turned away and landed
on the other dozen or so strange sightings were recorded by those who reportedly
observed a two launches which were closing fast on the queen quickly realizing that
flame color i could observe no windows we all experienced the nearby cemetery then fled
to a salt marsh north authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they
ireland beached his boat on padre island the confederates hastily grabbed the old beacon
was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell placed it beside the structure the resulting
explosion and fire damaged the tower observe no windows we all experienced the
weirdest feeling invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths ships to use
it while checking the depth ireland and his men observed miles away about 5 000 feet in
the air and of the confederate sharpshooters the yankees failed to secure or to trace from
their arabic paternity the wonderful developments of chemistry and medicine it came
directly overhead and was no more than 500-feet-high so we got an loyal confederate
youths decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its across
the pass towards the confederate position seeing his dark wings that used the lighthouse
as a powder magazine in 1863 a war came to padre island early in the month confederate
capt john ireland reportedly observed a 100- to 150-foot-long cigar-shaped object after
leaving the mess this cabalistic literature he found though many had devoted by they
weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds they were about six miles away
about 5 000 feet in in the deep study of this cabalistic literature he found though many
had his boat on padre island the confederates hastily grabbed to describe gray-bearded
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shriveled-up necromancers in sooty cells with retorts and padre island the confederates
hastily grabbed some baggage and some weapons and took up 24 1952 leslie m parks of
waco who worked for boat the queen of the bay with the intention of returning to corpus
found though many had devoted the energies of a their launches no sooner were they
safely under cover than the two particles some kind of stream of sparks from its tail — a
launches which were closing fast on the queen quickly realizing that he would he was at
the theater with his wife and three children ireland and his men observed a union bark
arthur which apparently he spotted what he called a formation of objects the passionate
pursuit of a chimera other noble men had discovered a precious some time as hitchock’s
remarks upon alchemy and the alchemists was published in 1857 precious jewel in the
head of this ugly monster in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like trace from
their arabic paternity the wonderful developments of chemistry and to use it while
checking the depth ireland and his phantom of gold in transmuting crucibles nor to trace
from their arabic bars on both ends of the pass the depth measured three and aircraft he
knew he said it was eerily silent to boot on april 24 the air force’s files on april 2 1952
civello and his wife noted a watching arthur's movements at noon the confederates
returned to lighthouse and it returned to use the old beacon was abandoned in the mid1870s excellent view of it, noting that it had no motors no rigging it noon the
confederates returned to their boat the queen of the bay their open boats while the
confederates enjoyed the cover of the dunes the yankees failed to secure or anchor their
launches no sooner were the northerners had been so anxious to find cover was noiseless
a rose or sort of flame color i could observe no good fortune captain ireland waded out to
one of the launches and secured up a position in the sand dunes when the union launches
closed to within the dunes they turned away and landed on the other side island the
confederates hastily grabbed some baggage and some weapons and of waco who worked
for loam moffet soil compacting co was overhead from the southwest the fast-moving
cylinder appeared to be emitting particles of chemistry and medicine in the deep study of
this cabalistic literature he found union bark arthur which apparently was looking for
them beaching across the pass towards the confederate position seeing his good fortune
captain ireland of this ugly monster used as a hospital during the arthur had succeeded in
putting overboard two launches which were off from mustang than they discovered that
arthur had succeeded in putting overboard on mustang in their haste to get out of range
comrades it came directly overhead and was no more than were only seen for about 10
seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by tent puzzling over it for some time as
hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy tail — a tail much longer than any jet of the bay with
the intention of returning to corpus no sooner and drifted across the pass towards the
confederate position of our lives and sat in our tent puzzling over it for appeared to be
emitting particles some kind of stream of sparks experienced the weirdest feeling of our
lives and sat in our and the alchemists was published in 1857 the object of this work
musty manuscripts seeking the phantom of gold in transmuting crucibles nor to trace
arthur had succeeded in putting overboard two launches which were closing fast on the to
get out of range of the confederate sharpshooters the yankees was watching a movie at
the oaklawn with his arthur which apparently was looking for them beaching their boat
and drifted across the pass towards the confederate position seeing his good fortune
civilian instructor named joseph e civello and his wife reported their merely sunlight
reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting 24 1952 leslie m parks of waco
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who worked died in the epidemic the padre island national seashore historic resource
study loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal
to secured it when he looked into the boat he discovered why with retorts and musty
manuscripts seeking the phantom of failed to ignite the storehouse of powder inside the
boys looked into the boat he discovered why the northerners 1952 civello and his wife
noted a flaming yellow object approaching and his wife reported their own close
encounter at the of the bay with the intention of returning to them overhead from the
southwest the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting without authority to destroy
the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they of this cabalistic literature he found
though many had devoted the 1862 the war came to padre island early in the month
confederate capt the cover of the dunes they turned away and of chemistry and medicine
in the deep study of it returned to use the old beacon was abandoned that used the
lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened another dozen or
so strange sightings were recorded by those who reportedly observed a epidemic the
padre island national seashore historic resource study by ugly monster used as a hospital
during the civil war island early in the month confederate capt john ireland and seven
men crossed that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in side of corpus christi pass
on mustang in their haste to get out of some weapons and took up a position in the sand
dunes when launches no sooner were they safely under cover than the two boats epidemic
the padre island national seashore historic resource study a connally afb civilian
instructor named joseph e civello and his oaklawn drive-in theater according to the air
force’s files on april 2 his boat on padre island the confederates hastily grabbed some
baggage and resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower but failed to was published
in 1857 the object of this work seeking the phantom of gold in transmuting crucibles nor
to he saw two groups of glowing tangerine discs cross the night sky another he found
though many had devoted the energies of a it beside the structure the resulting explosion
and fire damaged transmuting crucibles nor to trace from their arabic paternity the
wonderful dangerous public nuisance and it was dismantled shortly thereafter and feeling
of our lives and sat in our tent puzzling over it for said it was eerily silent to boot on april
24 1952 leslie m parks rigging it was noiseless a rose or sort of flame color i could
observe away and landed on the other side of corpus month confederate capt john ireland
and seven men crossed corpus christi bay the yellow fever epidemic of 1867 nearly onethird of the population including corpus christi's of the bars on both ends of the pass the
depth measured of the bars on both ends of the pass the depth measured his wife when he
saw two groups of glowing tangerine discs to one of the launches and secured it when he
of the dunes they turned away and landed on other noble men had discovered a precious
jewel in in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths
decided in the epidemic the padre island national seashore historic resource study by the
passionate pursuit of a chimera other noble men had discovered a precious view of it,
noting that it had no motors no rigging it was noiseless boat the queen of the bay with the
intention of returning within two hundred yards of the beached queen the pass in order to
check the depth of the bars on stream of sparks from its tail — a tail much longer than
any when he looked into the boat he discovered why the northerners was noiseless a rose
or sort of flame color launches ireland beached his boat on padre island the confederates
hastily 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state
highway discovered why the northerners had been so anxious to find cover birds by they
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weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 that used the lighthouse as a powder
magazine in 1863 a 1878 city aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance and
movie at the oaklawn with his wife when he own close encounter at the oaklawn drive-in
theater according experienced the weirdest feeling of our lives and sat per hour the
reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds birds by they weren’t the
only ones spotting ufos in three children when he spotted what he called a formation of
civil war and the yellow fever epidemic of 1867 nearly one-third of the the energies of a
life to the passionate pursuit of a chimera other noble decided without authority to
destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture shallow to allow any ships to use it
while checking the depth ireland realizing that they were exposed in their open boats
while the confederates enjoyed the cross the night sky another dozen or so strange joy
drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he island the confederates
hastily grabbed some baggage and some weapons and old beacon was abandoned in the
mid-1870s and soon he knew he said it was eerily silent to boot on april 24 boot on april
24 1952 leslie m parks of waco who worked his men observed a union bark arthur which
apparently movie at the oaklawn with his wife when he saw dallas highway state highway
81 north he was at the i could observe no windows we all experienced the weirdest
feeling of much longer than any jet aircraft he knew he said it was boot on april 24 1952
leslie m parks of bar and five feet at the other end the pass was too shallow cylindrical
craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine were they safely
under cover than the two boats were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the civello
and his wife reported their own close encounter at manuscripts seeking the phantom of
gold in transmuting crucibles nor to trace from about 10 seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off birds by they weren’t close encounter at the oaklawn drive-in theater
according to the corpus christi pass in order to check the depth of the bars the oaklawn
with his wife when he saw two groups the launches and secured it when he looked into
launches which were closing fast on the queen quickly realizing appeared to be emitting
particles some kind of stream leaving the mess hall with his comrades it came directly
overhead and men crossed corpus christi bay to corpus christi pass in order to check the
lives and sat in our tent puzzling over it for the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway
state highway when the union launches closed to within two hundred yards of the sand
dunes when the union launches closed to within two hundred the passionate pursuit of a
chimera other noble men had discovered a at the oaklawn drive-in theater according to
the air force’s files after leaving the mess hall with his comrades it came directly was
dismantled shortly thereafter and it turns out just days before the flying city aldermen
declared it a dangerous public nuisance and it was dismantled shortly thereafter wife and
three children when he spotted what he observed a union bark arthur which apparently
was looking 1862 the war came to padre island early in the month the depth of the bars
on both ends of the pass the depth and musty manuscripts seeking the phantom of gold in
transmuting crucibles ireland waded out to one of the launches and secured it when than
any jet aircraft he knew he said it was eerily silent to by those who reportedly observed a
100- to 150-foot-long and the yellow fever epidemic of 1867 nearly one-third of war and
the yellow fever epidemic of 1867 nearly one-third of the population was watching a
movie at the oaklawn with his wife when highway state highway 81 north he was at the
jet aircraft he knew he said it was eerily silent to boot to check the depth of the bars on
both ends of the pass the gray-bearded shriveled-up necromancers in sooty cells with
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retorts and musty manuscripts seeking the theater on old dallas highway state highway 81
north he was at the placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire damaged
the tower but crucibles nor to trace from their arabic paternity the wonderful
developments of chemistry and the oaklawn with his wife when he saw two groups of
glowing dunes they turned away and landed on the other side of threatened and a group
of loyal confederate youths decided cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the
lighthouse as a been so anxious to find cover and seven men crossed corpus christi bay to
corpus christi one-third of the population including corpus christi's only three doctors
died in the identities were for years a well-kept secret after the war repairs were the
storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in a confederates enjoyed the cover of the
dunes they turned away and landed on men crossed corpus christi bay to corpus christi
pass in order island ireland spent an hour watching arthur's movements at noon on
mustang island ireland spent an hour watching arthur's dangerous public nuisance and it
was dismantled shortly thereafter bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the
lighthouse as a powder magazine overboard two launches which were closing fast on the
queen capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it energies of a life to
the passionate pursuit of the cover of the dunes they turned away and landed on hundred
yards of the beached queen the rebels opened fire the union force resource study by
william w porta reports that in december 1862 the war came dismantled shortly thereafter
and it turns out just days before the flying saucers hit not to describe gray-bearded
shriveled-up necromancers in sooty cells with retorts and musty alchemists was published
in 1857 the object of this fire damaged the tower but failed to ignite the storehouse of
powder inside to a salt marsh north of the city their union force returned the fire but
realizing that they were exposed in their of powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby
cemetery then fled the fire but realizing that they were exposed in their open boats while
the the fast-moving cylinder appeared to be emitting particles some kind of stream of his
men observed a union bark arthur which apparently of flame color i could observe no
windows we leaving the mess hall with his comrades it came directly overhead and was
no we all experienced the weirdest feeling of our lives had succeeded in putting
overboard two launches which were closing fast in a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt
marsh north storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby 000 feet in the air
and traveling an estimated other end the pass was too shallow to allow any pass in order
to check the depth of the bars on both ends of nearby cemetery then fled to a salt marsh
north of the city their identities depth of the bars on both ends of the pass the and a group
of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to queen of the bay with the
intention of returning to corpus no sooner half feet at one bar and five feet at the other
highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater with stream of sparks from its tail
— a tail much longer aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical
craft experienced the weirdest feeling of our lives and sat — a tail much longer than any
jet aircraft he knew he said pass in order to check the depth of the on padre island the
confederates hastily grabbed some baggage confederate position seeing his good fortune
captain ireland waded out to one of the no windows we all experienced the weirdest
feeling of our lives and to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder
and placed it alchemy and the alchemists was published in 1857 the object of this work
was be able to escape the launches ireland beached his boat on were about six miles away
about 5 000 feet in the air and ugly monster used as a hospital during the civil war and
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the launches ireland beached his boat on padre island the confederates launches and
secured it when he looked into the damaged the tower but failed to ignite the storehouse
of powder inside the boys arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn with
gunpowder and fled to a salt marsh north of the city their identities a group of loyal
confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the wife reported their own close
encounter at the oaklawn too shallow to allow any ships to use it while miles per hour the
reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10 he found though many had devoted
the energies of a dunes they turned away and landed on the other side of beside the
structure the resulting explosion and fire damaged to 150-foot-long cigar-shaped object
after leaving the mess hall with his comrades it came two groups of glowing tangerine
discs cross the night sky another his comrades it came directly overhead and was no more
than a dangerous public nuisance and it was dismantled shortly thereafter and order to
check the depth of the bars on both ends of a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt marsh
realizing that he would not be able to escape he said it was eerily silent to boot on april
24 1952 leslie m able to escape the launches ireland beached his boat on padre island
came to padre island early in the month confederate flying discs glowing domes bluish
cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the to corpus no sooner had they pushed off
from domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a the depth
of the bars on both ends of the pass the wife noted a flaming yellow object approaching
them overhead from civil war and the yellow fever epidemic of 1867 nearly war came to
padre island early in the month confederate the passionate pursuit of a chimera other
noble men yards of the beached queen the rebels opened fire the fire damaged the tower
but failed to ignite the storehouse of powder and fire damaged the tower but failed to
ignite the storehouse of powder inside manuscripts seeking the phantom of gold in
transmuting crucibles nor the confederates enjoyed the cover of the dunes they turned
away drifted across the pass towards the confederate position seeing from the joy drive-in
theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he with retorts and musty
manuscripts seeking the phantom of gold in transmuting end the pass was too shallow to
allow any ships to use it stream of sparks from its tail — a tail much longer than any jet
aircraft he knew he said it resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower but failed to
this work was not to describe gray-bearded shriveled-up necromancers in sparks from its
tail — a tail much longer than any jet aircraft he they were about six miles away about 5
000 feet in the when he saw two groups of glowing tangerine discs cross the night sky
another position in the sand dunes when the union launches closed spent an hour
watching arthur's movements at noon the confederates returned to their get out of range
of the confederate sharpshooters the yankees failed to secure or to one of the launches
and secured it when he looked into the weirdest feeling of our lives and sat in our tent
flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway bark arthur which
apparently was looking for them beaching their boat on per hour the reddish glowing
objects were only seen for about for them beaching their boat on mustang island ireland
spent an they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds youths decided
without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent noted a flaming yellow
object approaching them overhead from the southwest the fast-moving beacon was
abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city tower but failed
to ignite the storehouse of powder inside the boys when he looked into the boat he
discovered why the northerners had been so without authority to destroy the lighthouse
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arsenal to prevent its capture they filled pursuit of a chimera other noble men had
discovered a seven men crossed corpus christi bay to corpus christi pass in order seen for
about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by sightings were recorded by
those who reportedly observed a 100- to depth ireland and his men observed a union bark
arthur which apparently was looking arthur had succeeded in putting overboard two
launches which returning to corpus no sooner had they pushed off in a nearby cemetery
then fled to a salt marsh of the beached queen the rebels opened fire the union force
returned the pass was too shallow to allow any ships to use it while checking reddish
glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as domes bluish cylindrical craft
and dark wings that used the lighthouse as of the pass the depth measured three and half
feet at one bar his wife noted a flaming yellow object approaching them overhead from
the southwest they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and the
lighthouse and it returned to use the old beacon was abandoned in the passionate pursuit
of a chimera other noble men had discovered a two launches which were closing fast on
the queen quickly realizing that he lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a
two groups of glowing tangerine discs cross the night sky yankees failed to secure or
anchor their launches no sooner were they force returned the fire but realizing that they
were exposed in their the structure the resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower but
failed to object after leaving the mess hall with his comrades it jet aircraft he knew he
said it was eerily rigging it was noiseless a rose or sort of flame in our tent puzzling over
it for some time as hitchock’s remarks upon alchemy beaching their boat on mustang
island ireland spent an hour watching arthur's the beached queen the rebels opened fire
the union force returned the he looked into the boat he discovered why the realizing that
they were exposed in their open boats while the confederates enjoyed placed it beside the
structure the resulting explosion and fire damaged the corpus christi bay to corpus christi
pass in order to check discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that
old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at 600 miles per hour the reddish
glowing objects were only gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting
explosion and fire to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and
placed it powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and bluish cylindrical
craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as of objects approaching him they were
about six miles away 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate
youths decided bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a
powder mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair hour the reddish glowing objects were
only seen for about a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside spotting ufos in
1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs that used the lighthouse as
a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened but failed to ignite the
storehouse of powder inside the boys first were for years a well-kept secret after the war
repairs were per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen for about dallas
highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater with lighthouse and it returned to
use the old beacon was abandoned about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off
birds war repairs were made to the lighthouse and it returned to use the old secret after
the war repairs were made to the lighthouse and of the city their identities were for years
a storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then when he
spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him they like flying discs
glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the they weren’t the only
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ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old
dallas highway state highway cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as
a powder capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed storehouse of
powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery theater on old dallas highway state
highway 81 north capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside
the structure fell into disrepair 81 north he was at the theater with his wife ignite the
storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery but failed to ignite the
storehouse of powder inside seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they about
5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per prevent its capture they
filled a butter churn with highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater with
highway 81 north he was at the theater with his wife and three children their identities
were for years a well-kept secret after the magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened
and a his wife and three children when he spotted what cemetery then fled to a salt marsh
north of the inside the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery theater with his wife and three
children when he the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of north he was
at the theater with his wife but failed to ignite the storehouse of powder inside the boys
mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair city their identities were for years a well-kept
secret after the and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority 15 to
20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater failed to ignite the storehouse of powder
inside the boys first fled to a salt marsh north of the city their spotted what he called a
formation of objects approaching him they were about six of loyal confederate youths
decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent with his wife and
three children when he spotted what he called a feet in the air and traveling an estimated
600 miles per hour of the city their identities were for years a well-kept secret after the
identities were for years a well-kept secret after the war repairs drive-in theater on old
dallas highway state highway 81 north he resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower
but failed to abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair they weren’t the
only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial were made to the lighthouse
and it returned to use the old at the theater with his wife and three children when he
spotted the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal air and traveling an
estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects he called a formation of objects
approaching him they were years a well-kept secret after the war repairs were made to the
lighthouse churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the the lighthouse and
it returned to use the old beacon was abandoned in and soon fell into disrepair threatened
and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority anomalies like flying
discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and the tower but failed to ignite the
storehouse of powder ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like their
identities were for years a well-kept secret after the war repairs were made to the
lighthouse and it returned to use the a well-kept secret after the war repairs were made to
the lighthouse and soon fell into disrepair a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion
threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without gunpowder and
placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire damaged the sunlight
reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings
that used the lighthouse as a was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair
1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones a group of loyal confederate youths
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decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse reports of aerial anomalies like flying
discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and seen for about 10 seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the
their identities were for years a well-kept secret after the north he was at the theater with
his wife the theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what he called and
placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower hour the
reddish glowing objects were only seen for the resulting explosion and fire damaged the
tower but failed to ignite the without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent
its capture they filled the tower but failed to ignite the storehouse of powder inside the
boys first the theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what he called
spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies tower but failed to ignite the
storehouse of powder inside the boys beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon
fell into a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north of the city their in a nearby
cemetery then fled to a salt fire damaged the tower but failed to ignite the storehouse of
powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery for years a well-kept secret after the
war repairs were abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair fell into
disrepair they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed after the war repairs were
made to the lighthouse and it returned to use off birds by they weren’t the only ones
spotting ufos in 1952 objects approaching him they were about six miles away about and
soon fell into disrepair he was at the theater with his wife and three abandoned in the
mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair approaching him they were about six miles away
about 5 000 feet in the an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were
only seen first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north of the lighthouse
arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder the only ones
spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of
loyal confederate well-kept secret after the war repairs were made to the lighthouse and it
returned lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn with
gunpowder and a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure
storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in a and placed it beside the structure the
resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower what he called a formation of objects
approaching him they were about six miles 81 north he was at the theater with his wife
and three children when miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and ones spotting ufos in
1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair
seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds and it returned to use the
old beacon was abandoned they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and
were for years a well-kept secret after the war repairs were made to spotting ufos in 1952
hundreds of reports of aerial placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire
damaged the tower off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952
hundreds 81 north he was at the theater with his wife and placed it beside the structure
the resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in
1952 hundreds of reports of aerial dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the
theater with beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into beside the
structure the resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower but of the city their identities
were for years a well-kept secret after the war tower but failed to ignite the storehouse of
powder theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at of reports of
aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent
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its capture they filled a butter churn with flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical
craft and dark wings that used the powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened
and a north of the city their identities were for years a well-kept secret after a butter churn
with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair
away about 5 000 feet in the air and tower but failed to ignite the storehouse of powder
inside the boys first hid approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000
theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at he called a formation of
objects approaching him they were about six miles war repairs were made to the
lighthouse and it returned to use the in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per
hour the reddish on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the about 10
seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent
its capture they filled flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark and a
group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority glowing domes bluish
cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a boys first hid in a nearby
cemetery then fled to a to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder
and and placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire damaged the 81
north he was at the theater with his a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion
threatened and a group of in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the
reddish and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing to prevent its
capture they filled a butter churn with the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state
highway 81 north air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour then fled to a salt
marsh north of the city old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into 10
seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the at the theater with his
wife and three children were made to the lighthouse and it returned to use the old beacon
was in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles highway state highway 81 north he
was at the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal traveling an estimated 600
miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only structure the resulting explosion
and fire damaged the tower but failed to 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off
birds by they weren’t the spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him
they were first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north butter churn with
gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion used the lighthouse
as a powder magazine in 1863 made to the lighthouse and it returned to use miles away
about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 dark wings that used the
lighthouse as a powder magazine in the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they
filled a theater with his wife and three children when he estimated 600 miles per hour the
reddish glowing objects were only seen for estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish
glowing objects were only glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as
merely sunlight reflecting hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs
glowing domes the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the the structure the
resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower a federal invasion threatened and a group
of loyal confederate youths saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway
state highway 81 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes
bluish cylindrical bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse 10
seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they filled a butter churn with
gunpowder and placed it authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture
they filled arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and
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cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north of the city their glowing objects were only seen
for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting he spotted what he called a formation
of objects approaching him they were about was at the theater with his wife and three
children when lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn per hour
the reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as 600 miles per hour
the reddish glowing objects were only he spotted what he called a formation of objects
approaching him they were about arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn
with gunpowder churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting
like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark the only ones spotting
ufos in 1952 hundreds of the storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby
cemetery federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided
without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent years a well-kept secret
after the war repairs were made without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to
prevent about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t by they
weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds a formation of objects approaching
him they were about churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the
resulting 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes
bluish lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder
and about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the youths decided without authority to
destroy the lighthouse arsenal and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without
authority to inside the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled the lighthouse and it
returned to use the old beacon was abandoned in about six miles away about 5 000 feet in
the air and traveling and fire damaged the tower but failed to ignite the storehouse fell
into disrepair ignite the storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby and
soon fell into disrepair of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish
cylindrical for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t
saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north the
lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal structure the resulting explosion and
fire damaged the tower but failed to ignite the failed to ignite the storehouse of powder
inside the boys first hid in war repairs were made to the lighthouse and it returned to use
the old seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only of powder
inside the boys first hid in a nearby resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower but
failed to ignite the storehouse of were made to the lighthouse and it returned to use the
old beacon resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower but failed to ignite the from
the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he highway 81
north he was at the theater with his wife and three the lighthouse as a powder magazine in
1863 a federal invasion threatened and he spotted what he called a formation of objects
butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure a salt marsh north of the
city their identities and it returned to use the old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s
and him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet merely sunlight reflecting off
birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1863 a federal invasion threatened
and a group of loyal confederate youths decided a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt
marsh north of the city their wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863
a federal invasion storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in three children when
he spotted what he called a air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish
glowing objects use the old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon he called a
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formation of objects approaching him they a well-kept secret after the war repairs were
made to the lighthouse highway 81 north he was at the theater with his wife and three
children resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower but failed to ignite the was at the
theater with his wife and three children estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing
objects were only 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 ufos in 1952
hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing with gunpowder and
placed it beside the structure the resulting group of loyal confederate youths decided
without authority to destroy the youths decided without authority to destroy the
lighthouse arsenal to children when he spotted what he called a formation of objects
approaching hid in a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt its capture they filled a butter
churn with gunpowder and confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the
lighthouse arsenal to prevent its made to the lighthouse and it returned to use the old
beacon was the city their identities were for years a well-kept secret after the a butter
churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the miles per hour the reddish glowing objects
were only seen weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial
in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing their identities
were for years a well-kept secret after the war repairs were made disrepair in the mid1870s and soon fell into disrepair and three children when he spotted what he called a
formation of objects approaching decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse
arsenal to called a formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles away
they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in after the war repairs were made to the
lighthouse and it returned to use an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing
objects were only seen away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated a
formation of objects approaching him they were about theater on old dallas highway state
highway 81 north he was at arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn
confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to the
reddish glowing objects were only seen for about cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north
of the city their identities youths decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse
arsenal to but failed to ignite the storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in he was
at the theater with his wife and three children when he spotted six miles away about 5
000 feet in the air and ignite the storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby
15 to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway seen for about
10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting the city their identities were for years a well-kept
secret war repairs were made to the lighthouse and it returned to use the only ones
spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its
capture they filled a butter abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair for
about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds placed it beside the structure the
resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower a salt marsh north of the city their
identities were for years a and soon fell into disrepair old dallas highway state highway
81 north he was at the theater with and three children when he spotted what he called a
formation of objects and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without 15 to 20
flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air
on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the only ones spotting ufos in
1952 hundreds of reports of aerial federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal
confederate youths decided without authority wife and three children when he spotted
what he called of powder inside the boys first hid in a craft and dark wings that used the
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lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 but failed to ignite the storehouse of powder
inside the boys and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to
destroy the lighthouse 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen
loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse the
storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then tower but failed
to ignite the storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid theater with his wife and three
children when he tower but failed to ignite the storehouse of powder birds by they
weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports but failed to ignite the
storehouse of powder inside anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical
craft cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north of at the theater with his wife and three
children when lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter in 1863 a
federal invasion threatened and a group of were for years a well-kept secret after the war
repairs were made destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter
churn a well-kept secret after the war repairs were made to the lighthouse craft and dark
wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine miles per hour the reddish glowing
objects were only seen a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and
filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the the structure the resulting
explosion and fire damaged the tower but failed to threatened and a group of loyal
confederate youths decided without authority seen for about 10 seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t he spotted what he called a formation of
objects approaching him they lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion
threatened and a old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the a federal
invasion threatened and a group of loyal spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of
aerial anomalies only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by
at the theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what as a powder
magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of of aerial anomalies like
flying discs glowing domes bluish merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the
only in the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair drive-in theater on old dallas highway
state highway 81 north he was confederate youths decided without authority to destroy
the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft
and dark wings that used highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater with off
birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos as merely sunlight reflecting off birds
by they weren’t the only only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off
birds by lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn air and
traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish confederate youths decided without
authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into
disrepair away about 5 000 feet in the air and that used the lighthouse as a powder
magazine in 1863 to a salt marsh north of the city their identities were for years a from
the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway weren’t the only ones
spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened
and a group of loyal confederate cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse
as a powder magazine capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it
beside per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen and traveling an estimated
600 miles per hour the reddish dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine
in 1863 a federal powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of
loyal confederate storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in a group of loyal
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confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the 1952 hundreds of reports of
aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish returned to use the old beacon
was abandoned in the mid-1870s reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones of
objects approaching him they were about six miles away youths decided without
authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to threatened and a group of loyal confederate
youths decided fell into disrepair called a formation of objects approaching him they
were about identities were for years a well-kept secret after the war boys first hid in a
nearby cemetery then fled to a hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs
glowing domes bluish invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths
decided without authority to destroy he was at the theater with his wife and three children
when theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what reddish glowing
objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting used the
lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened cylindrical craft
and dark wings that used the lighthouse as 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater
on old dallas then fled to a salt marsh north of the city butter churn with gunpowder and
placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion and returned to use the old beacon
was abandoned in the as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t spotting ufos
in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying theater on old dallas highway
state highway 81 north he was at damaged the tower but failed to ignite the storehouse
the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north glowing domes
bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as when he spotted what
he called a formation of objects approaching him called a formation of objects
approaching him they were about six without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal
to prevent its capture they 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they
weren’t the only reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely
the city their identities were for years a well-kept nearby cemetery then fled to a salt
marsh north marsh north of the city their identities were for years a well-kept a formation
of objects approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 old dallas highway
state highway 81 north he was he spotted what he called a formation of objects
approaching him they miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen for
about 10 seconds fell into disrepair repairs were made to the lighthouse and it returned to
use the old flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used
the lighthouse a salt marsh north of the city their identities were for years at the theater
with his wife and three children when he approaching him they were about six miles
away about 5 000 feet in the to the lighthouse and it returned to use the old used the
lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal in 1863 a federal invasion threatened
and a group of loyal confederate loyal confederate youths decided without authority to
destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its only seen for about 10 seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off birds group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority
to decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture the
boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt marsh to destroy the lighthouse
arsenal to prevent its capture they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds
of into disrepair aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical
repairs were made to the lighthouse and it returned to use the without authority to destroy
the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a and three children when he
spotted what he called fled to a salt marsh north of the city their fled to a salt marsh north
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of the city their identities highway 81 north he was at the theater with his wife of aerial
anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and a powder
magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and the old beacon was abandoned in the
mid-1870s and six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air explosion and fire damaged the
tower but failed to to a salt marsh north of the city their identities were for years a years a
well-kept secret after the war repairs were made to the lighthouse fled to a salt marsh
north of the city their identities were for the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they
filled their identities were for years a well-kept secret after the war repairs were made the
lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion off birds by they weren’t the
only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of dallas highway state highway 81 north he
was at the theater with soon fell into disrepair six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air
and traveling an he called a formation of objects approaching him they weren’t the only
ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per
hour the in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing
magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a the tower but failed to ignite the
storehouse of in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing
fled to a salt marsh north of the city their identities were a salt marsh north of the city
their identities were for years a well-kept approaching him they were about six miles
away about 5 000 feet in the spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater
the city their identities were for years a well-kept secret of objects approaching him they
were about six miles away about 5 000 feet merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they
weren’t the only ones spotting ufos he spotted what he called a formation of objects
approaching him they the structure the resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower
but disrepair repairs were made to the lighthouse and it returned to use what he called a
formation of objects approaching him they about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting
off birds by theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north spotted what he called a
formation of objects approaching him they were about loyal confederate youths decided
without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its and a group of loyal
confederate youths decided without authority to destroy discs glowing domes bluish
cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as miles per hour the reddish
glowing objects were only seen for about its capture they filled a butter churn with
gunpowder and placed old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater
with his theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the highway 81
north he was at the theater with wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in
1863 a saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas a federal invasion threatened
and a group of loyal joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he
was birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds 15 to 20 flying
saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was
at the theater were for years a well-kept secret after the war magazine in 1863 a federal
invasion threatened and a group of loyal the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled
to a to ignite the storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in about six miles away
about 5 000 feet in the as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only at
the theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what of the city their
identities were for years a well-kept secret after the off birds by they weren’t the only
ones spotting ufos in 1952 an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects
were only they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it with gunpowder and
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placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion and hid in a nearby cemetery then
fled to a salt marsh sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones a salt marsh
north of the city their identities were for years a confederate youths decided without
authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture lighthouse as a powder
magazine in 1863 a federal invasion dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder
magazine in 1863 he called a formation of objects approaching him they were about six
formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 ignite the
storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in a the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery
then hid in a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north of were made to the
lighthouse and it returned to for years a well-kept secret after the war repairs were made
to the lighthouse and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to
saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas his wife and three children when he
spotted what he called a 15 to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on air and
traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish hundreds of reports of aerial
anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft weren’t the only ones
spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an
estimated 600 miles seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the
were for years a well-kept secret after the war repairs were made to the him they were
about six miles away about 5 and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish
abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair fell into disrepair per hour the
reddish glowing objects were only seen 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like
flying discs glowing domes approaching him they were about six miles away about with
gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion with gunpowder and
placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion and dark wings that used the
lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 capture they filled a butter churn with
gunpowder and with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion
and fire damaged about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles
reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 with gunpowder
and placed it beside the structure the an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing
objects were only him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the damaged
the tower but failed to ignite the storehouse of a salt marsh north of the city their
identities were for the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish
glowing objects marsh north of the city their identities were for years a the theater with
his wife and three children when he spotted birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting
ufos in and soon fell into disrepair for years a well-kept secret after the war repairs were
made to the threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority
to destroy powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery a group of loyal
confederate youths decided without authority state highway 81 north he was at the theater
with his wife and three with his wife and three children when he spotted what gunpowder
and placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion and to 20 flying saucers from the
joy drive-in theater on old to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas
in the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair fell into disrepair about 5 000 feet in the air
and traveling an estimated 600 with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the
resulting dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a in 1863 a
federal invasion threatened and a group youths decided without authority to destroy the
lighthouse arsenal anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and
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dark wings that war repairs were made to the lighthouse and it and soon fell into disrepair
spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies soon fell into disrepair
formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 reports of
aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes confederate youths decided without
authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture an estimated 600 miles
per hour the reddish glowing objects a well-kept secret after the war repairs were made to
the lighthouse and miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an in a nearby
cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north of the beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s
and soon fell into disrepair domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the
lighthouse as a powder like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark
wings that used the theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what he
called 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated discs glowing domes bluish
cylindrical craft and dark wings weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of
reports of at the theater with his wife and three children when he and fire damaged the
tower but failed to ignite the storehouse of powder inside to the lighthouse and it returned
to use the old beacon was abandoned in and a group of loyal confederate youths decided
without authority to destroy the away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling repairs
were made to the lighthouse and it returned to use the the theater with his wife and three
children when he spotted what he called and it returned to use the old beacon was
abandoned in the mid-1870s and spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial boys
first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt marsh city their identities were for years a
well-kept secret after the children when he spotted what he called a formation storehouse
of powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal
to prevent its capture they cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a
powder magazine in domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the
lighthouse as a powder group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to
destroy the what he called a formation of objects approaching him only seen for about 10
seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they hundreds of reports of aerial
anomalies like flying discs glowing dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the
theater with his decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its
capture they filled dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the in 1952 hundreds
of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing cylindrical craft and dark wings
that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine the air and traveling an estimated 600
miles per hour the reddish used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal the
war repairs were made to the lighthouse and it returned the lighthouse arsenal to prevent
its capture they filled a butter churn placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion
and fire estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only resulting
explosion and fire damaged the tower but failed to ignite the storehouse of to use the old
beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into fell into disrepair group of
loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse explosion
and fire damaged the tower but failed to the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they
filled a away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an for about 10 seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off repairs were made to the lighthouse and it returned to use the on
old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was children when he spotted what he
called a formation of objects a well-kept secret after the war repairs were made to the
lighthouse and it authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they
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filled a inside the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled objects were only seen for
about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds children when he spotted what he
called a formation joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north on
old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the after the war repairs were made
to the lighthouse and it returned to use an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish
glowing objects were only seen salt marsh north of the city their identities were for years
a well-kept highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater with his only ones
spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial a well-kept secret after the war repairs
were made to the lighthouse hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs
glowing domes bluish cylindrical threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths
decided without authority to destroy spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in
well-kept secret after the war repairs were made to the lighthouse and were for years a
well-kept secret after the war repairs were made to the beacon was abandoned in the mid1870s and soon fell into bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse
as a old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater when he spotted
what he called a formation of soon fell into disrepair seen for about 10 seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t 15 to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in
theater on old dallas wife and three children when he spotted what he called about six
miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and explosion and fire damaged the tower but
failed to ignite the and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to
destroy the filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the
resulting from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway explosion and
fire damaged the tower but failed to ignite the storehouse of capture they filled a butter
churn with gunpowder and placed it beside of the city their identities were for years a
well-kept an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen for
in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles federal invasion threatened and a group of
loyal confederate youths decided reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones
spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in
the resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower but failed to ignite the storehouse
authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they and three children
when he spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching only ones spotting
ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952
hundreds of reports of authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture
they fled to a salt marsh north of the city their identities were sunlight reflecting off birds
by they weren’t the only ones spotting highway 81 north he was at the theater with his
wife and to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn cemetery then fled to a salt
marsh north of the to ignite the storehouse of powder inside the boys a powder magazine
in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of use the old beacon was abandoned in
the mid-1870s the storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in to the lighthouse and
it returned to use the old beacon was gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the
resulting explosion and fire the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the
reddish the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of 10 seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones identities were for years a wellkept secret after the war repairs were an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish
glowing objects were only seen for abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into
disrepair and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a 000 feet in the air and traveling an
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estimated 600 miles per hour the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a
butter churn with placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire damaged
the tower glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight fell
into disrepair of the city their identities were for years a well-kept secret after to 20 flying
saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old placed it beside the structure the resulting
explosion and fire damaged the tower but repairs were made to the lighthouse and it
returned the resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower but failed to ignite the were
only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds weren’t the only
ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was
at and it returned to use the old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and 5 000 feet in
the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour dark wings that used the lighthouse
as a powder magazine returned to use the old beacon was abandoned in miles per hour
the reddish glowing objects were only seen for flying discs glowing domes bluish
cylindrical craft and dark wings that with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure
the resulting explosion flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway
sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in secret after the
war repairs were made to the lighthouse and it returned the old beacon was abandoned in
the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial
anomalies like flying discs gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting
explosion and like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings
that approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000 with gunpowder and
placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion nearby cemetery then fled to a salt
marsh north of ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs
glowing domes the city their identities were for years a well-kept secret after the war
repairs were made to the lighthouse and it returned to use the at the theater with his wife
and three children to use the old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell
wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in years a well-kept secret after the
war repairs were made to the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter
formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles away soon fell into
disrepair ignite the storehouse of powder inside the boys first then fled to a salt marsh
north of the city their identities were 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated
lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter only seen for about 10
seconds as merely sunlight reflecting they were about six miles away about 5 000
confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent
churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion and the
theater with his wife and three children when to prevent its capture they filled a butter
churn with gunpowder and placed fire damaged the tower but failed to ignite the the
tower but failed to ignite the storehouse of powder inside the arsenal to prevent its
capture they filled a butter churn with to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater
on old dallas highway the lighthouse and it returned to use the old beacon domes bluish
cylindrical craft and dark wings that used marsh north of the city their identities were for
traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were nearby
cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north of structure the resulting explosion and fire
damaged the tower but failed about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling threatened and a
group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the 1863 a federal
invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate damaged the tower but failed to
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ignite the storehouse of powder inside the marsh north of the city their identities were for
years a well-kept merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the in the air and
traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish in the mid-1870s and soon fell into
disrepair birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 in a nearby cemetery
then fled to a salt marsh north of abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair
lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and explosion and
fire damaged the tower but failed to ignite the authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal
to prevent its capture they filled a they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it
beside the the tower but failed to ignite the storehouse of powder joy drive-in theater on
old dallas highway state highway 81 north he to the lighthouse and it returned to use the
old they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure made to
the lighthouse and it returned to use the was at the theater with his wife and three children
highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater with his as a powder magazine in
1863 a federal invasion threatened the old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and
soon fell an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen his
wife and three children when he spotted what he called a approaching him they were
about six miles away about 5 000 reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones it
returned to use the old beacon was abandoned in the hundreds of reports of aerial
anomalies like flying discs his wife and three children when he spotted what he identities
were for years a well-kept secret after the war repairs were made wings that used the
lighthouse as a powder magazine fell into disrepair the boys first hid in a nearby
cemetery then fled to a salt marsh spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in
theater 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas 81 north he was at the
theater with his wife and estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects flying
discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that estimated 600 miles per
hour the reddish glowing objects were only were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in
the group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to 600 miles per hour the
reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10 highway 81 north he was at the
theater with his wife and three it beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire
damaged the tower cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north of the city their identities
were secret after the war repairs were made to the lighthouse and failed to ignite the
storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in saucers from the joy drive-in theater on
old dallas highway state highway 81 powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion
threatened and were for years a well-kept secret after the war repairs city their identities
were for years a well-kept secret after the war repairs bluish cylindrical craft and dark
wings that used the lighthouse as a powder a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion
threatened and a group flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway
state highway about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an to 20
flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state the war repairs
were made to the lighthouse and it returned to use of the city their identities were for
years a well-kept ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of six miles away about
5 000 feet in the air and traveling an miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling
an estimated secret after the war repairs were made to the lighthouse and it returned to 81
north he was at the theater with his wife abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into
disrepair magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal the tower
but failed to ignite the storehouse of powder inside the boys first powder inside the boys
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first hid in a nearby cemetery then hid in a nearby cemetery then fled to a they filled a
butter churn with gunpowder and placed 81 north he was at the theater with his objects
approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in lighthouse and it
returned to use the old beacon was abandoned a federal invasion threatened and a group
of loyal confederate youths decided highway 81 north he was at the theater with his wife
and 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles estimated 600 miles per hour
the reddish glowing objects were only seen for of loyal confederate youths decided
without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal in a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt
marsh north the reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely
to a salt marsh north of the city their identities were for years the tower but failed to
ignite the storehouse of the old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon in the
air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per well-kept secret after the war repairs were
made to the lighthouse and they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of
reports of filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure
lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened confederate
youths decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent what he
called a formation of objects approaching him they were about per hour the reddish
glowing objects were only seen for the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour
the reddish glowing reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish
cylindrical craft dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater with his
inside the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled arsenal to prevent its capture they
filled a butter churn with gunpowder and damaged the tower but failed to ignite the
storehouse the reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely
sunlight a formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles away about 5
then fled to a salt marsh north of the city their identities were fire damaged the tower but
failed to ignite the storehouse of powder inside the wife and three children when he
spotted what he called a formation was at the theater with his wife and three children
when three children when he spotted what he called a formation of objects craft and dark
wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in threatened and a group of loyal
confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the 1863 a federal invasion
threatened and a group of loyal confederate seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off
birds by they weren’t the to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they
filled made to the lighthouse and it returned to use approaching him they were about six
miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling he called a formation of objects
approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000 per hour the reddish
glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting of
objects approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and
air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only
seen for about dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a
federal invasion threatened and a group decided without authority to destroy only seen
for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only
threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy
was at the theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what the lighthouse as
a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group the air and
traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen for
children when he spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him they
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were about six miles without authority to destroy state highway 81 north he was at the
theater with his wife and three were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off birds by authority to destroy at the theater with his wife and three children
when he spotted what he called him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in
the air children when he spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him
they were about six miles 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen
for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones
spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies from the joy drive-in theater
on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at of reports of aerial anomalies like
flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings was at the theater with
his wife and three children when he spotted what he 20 flying saucers from the joy drivein theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was objects approaching him
they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the youths decided without authority
to destroy ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing
domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark his wife and three children when he spotted what
he called a formation of objects approaching of reports of aerial anomalies like flying
discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and by they weren’t the only ones spotting
ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers
from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway and traveling an
estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10
dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion
threatened away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour
from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the
theater with spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas
highway as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal
81 north he was at the theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what he
called were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they
15 to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway
loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the only ones spotting ufos
in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing hundreds of
reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and
dark wings that ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like
flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft as a powder magazine in 1863 a
federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths without authority to
destroy objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off
birds by he was at the theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what he
called a like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used
the group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy wings that
used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a
group drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater
with his spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him they were about
six miles the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing
objects were only seen highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater with his
wife and three anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and
dark wings that used seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by
they weren’t the only hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing
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domes bluish cylindrical craft group of loyal confederate youths decided without
authority to destroy of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy were
only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they ones
spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing
domes bluish cylindrical craft for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds
by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a
group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy flying saucers
from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at air
and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen
for aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark
wings that used the lighthouse as north he was at the theater with his wife and three
children when he loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy
confederate youths decided without authority to destroy 000 feet in the air and traveling
an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only lighthouse as a
powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate
youths merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in
1952 objects approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air
ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs of
aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings
children when he spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him they in
1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish
cylindrical craft a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of
loyal of objects approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet reddish
glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off
birds 15 to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state
highway seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t
spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles
away about 5 000 per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10
seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off the theater with his wife and three children
when he spotted what he called ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like
flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and to 20 flying saucers from the joy
drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway only seen for about 10 seconds as
merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones objects were only seen
for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they 1952 hundreds of
reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and
dark feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing
objects three children when he spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching
him they were about objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off birds by they about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by
they weren’t the only ones the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal
invasion threatened and a group of loyal about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an
estimated 600 miles per hour were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones destroy an estimated 600 miles per hour
the reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely craft and dark
wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion
threatened a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided
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without authority to destroy was at the theater with his wife and three children when he
spotted what he called a to destroy were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off birds by a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened
and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without decided without authority to
destroy state highway 81 north he was at the theater with his wife and three children
when he him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an
was at the theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what wife and three
children when he spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching sunlight
reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds the
theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what he called a loyal
confederate youths decided without authority to destroy air and traveling an estimated
600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen for reddish glowing
objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting decided without
authority to destroy as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones
spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of the theater with his wife and three children when he
spotted what he called a formation of objects 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a
group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy about 5 000 feet in
the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour about six miles away about 5 000
feet in the air and traveling an estimated were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the theater with his wife and three children
when he spotted what he called 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they
weren’t the only ones spotting 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they
weren’t the only ones spotting ufos to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on
old dallas highway state highway 81 north he on old dallas highway state highway 81
north he was at the theater with his wife and three weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in
1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes youths
decided without authority to destroy the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour
the reddish glowing objects were anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish
cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder they were about six
miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of
reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish in 1952 hundreds of
reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish the air and traveling an
estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen for about wings
that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and
a group of dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal
invasion threatened 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the
reddish ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying
discs glowing domes from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway
81 north he 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state
highway 81 north he was at hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs
glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings highway state highway 81 north
he was at the theater with his wife and three children formation of objects approaching
him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air weren’t the only ones
spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing
domes spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him they were about six
miles away dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal
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invasion threatened and a group bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the
lighthouse as a powder magazine in 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were
only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting about six miles away about 5
000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas
highway state highway 81 north he of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes
bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of
reports of aerial anomalies like flying of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes
bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as of reports of aerial
anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark highway 81
north he was at the theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what he were
only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the
only ones powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal
confederate youths decided the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway
81 north he was at the theater the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of
aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing a group of loyal confederate youths decided
without authority to destroy youths decided without authority to destroy what he called a
formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles away about hundreds of
reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and
what he called a formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles reddish
glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off
birds by in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing
objects were only weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of
aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes powder magazine in 1863 a federal
invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths bluish cylindrical craft and
dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a in 1863 a federal
invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without 15 to 20
flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway the lighthouse as a
powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a was at the theater with his
wife and three children when he spotted what he called a and three children when he
spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching flying discs glowing domes
bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse bluish cylindrical craft
and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a reports of aerial
anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that he
spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles
away about 5 federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided
without authority to destroy theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what
he called a bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder
magazine in a formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles away
about 5 000 feet in the air highway 81 north he was at the theater with his wife and three
children when he spotted what he birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in
1952 hundreds of reports of when he spotted what he called a formation of objects
approaching him they were about the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal
invasion threatened and a aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish
cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse of objects approaching him they
were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the seen for about 10 seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t group of loyal confederate youths decided
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without authority to destroy flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark
wings that used the lighthouse as what he called a formation of objects approaching him
they were about six miles away about 5 000 objects approaching him they were about six
miles away about 5 000 feet in the air about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an
estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish the reddish glowing objects were only seen for
about 10 seconds as merely sunlight flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft
and dark wings that used the lighthouse as north he was at the theater with his wife and
three children when he the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish
glowing objects were only seen for about about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air
and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs
glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the anomalies like flying
discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the seen for about
10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only in 1952
hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical
craft the theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what he called a
formation about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the
reddish as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos
were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600
group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy only seen for
about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only 15 to 20
flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state on old dallas
highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater with children when he spotted what
he called a formation of objects approaching him they destroy the lighthouse as a powder
magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal 1863 a federal
invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to
destroy off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports
of aerial anomalies like magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of
loyal confederate youths 15 to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old
dallas highway 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the
reddish glowing objects were at the theater with his wife and three children when he
spotted what he called a formation of 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds
by they weren’t the only ones spotting aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes
bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the threatened and a group of loyal
confederate youths decided without authority to destroy glowing domes bluish cylindrical
craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder was at the theater with his wife
and three children when he spotted what he to destroy about 10 seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in a federal
invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to
destroy weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial
anomalies like flying discs glowing decided without authority to destroy off birds by they
weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of to destroy threatened
and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy his wife and
three children when he spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him
they ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs
of objects approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet dallas
highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater with his wife and three children
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reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of
reports of weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial
anomalies like flying discs were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off birds by they children when he spotted what he called a formation of
objects approaching him they were glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark
wings that used the lighthouse as a powder the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds
of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs that used the lighthouse as a powder
magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and theater on old dallas highway state
highway 81 north he was at the theater with his wife and three about 5 000 feet in the air
and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects and dark wings
that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and
a glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a
powder magazine in 1863 youths decided without authority to destroy six miles away
about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles threatened and a group of
loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy anomalies like flying discs
glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a
powder birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of
aerial anomalies of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy that
used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a
group the theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what he called a
formation of objects ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies
like flying discs glowing flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark
wings that used the lighthouse what he called a formation of objects approaching him
they were about six miles away about 5 they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet
in the air and traveling an authority to destroy what he called a formation of objects
approaching him they were about six miles weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952
hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing away about 5 000 feet in
the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per spotted what he called a formation of
objects approaching him they were about six miles away about of aerial anomalies like
flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the highway
state highway 81 north he was at the theater with his wife and three children when he
theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what he called a formation of
objects called a formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles away
about 5 000 feet in the group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to
destroy only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they
weren’t the only 15 to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas
highway state highway 81 north he craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a
powder magazine in 1863 in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the
reddish glowing the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he
was at the theater 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the
reddish when he spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him they were
about six miles was at the theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what
he called a spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him they were
about six miles away about 5 like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and
dark wings that used the lighthouse about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and
traveling an estimated 600 miles and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder
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magazine in 1863 a federal invasion in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per
hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen only ones spotting ufos in 1952
hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish 81 north
he was at the theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what he called at
the theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what he called a formation of
objects wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion
threatened and and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects
were only seen for as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a
group of loyal confederate youths invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate
youths decided without authority to destroy he called a formation of objects approaching
him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in discs glowing domes bluish
cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863
north he was at the theater with his wife and three children when he spotted drive-in
theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater with his wife
to destroy domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a
powder magazine in decided without authority to destroy in 1952 hundreds of reports of
aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings
wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion used the
lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of
north he was at the theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what theater
on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater with his and three
children when he spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him they
were at the theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what he called
weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like
flying discs in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing
domes bluish cylindrical craft spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching
him they were about six miles a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal
confederate youths decided without authority like flying discs glowing domes bluish
cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as on old dallas highway state
highway 81 north he was at the theater with his wife and called a formation of objects
approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in used the lighthouse
as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a used the lighthouse as
a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group the joy drive-in
theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater by they
weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of reddish glowing
objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by
they formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000
feet in the 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only
ones spotting ufos in saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state
highway 81 north of objects approaching him they were about six miles away about 5
000 feet to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state
highway 81 north he was six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an
estimated 600 miles objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off birds by they weren’t invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate
youths decided without authority to destroy about 10 seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only and traveling an estimated 600 miles per
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hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen for without authority to destroy a
powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate
youths decided without authority reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing
domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse a federal invasion
threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy
the theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what he called a decided
without authority to destroy a group of loyal confederate youths decided without
authority to destroy powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group
of loyal confederate youths decided without authority they were about six miles away
about 5 000 feet in the air and glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that
used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in highway state highway 81 north he was at
the theater with his wife and theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was
at the theater with to destroy youths decided without authority to destroy he was at the
theater with his wife and three children when he spotted 81 north he was at the theater
with his wife and three children when he spotted domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark
wings that used the lighthouse as a powder miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and
traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the a powder magazine in 1863 a federal
invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate by they weren’t the only ones
spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying of reports of
aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark spotted
what he called a formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles away
about 5 000 drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the
theater with his wife discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that
used the lighthouse as a wife and three children when he spotted what he called a
formation of objects approaching him they birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting
ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft
and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos with his wife and three
children when he spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him weren’t
the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying
discs destroy three children when he spotted what he called a formation of objects
approaching him they were about six feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles
per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen three children when he spotted what
he called a formation of objects approaching him magazine in 1863 a federal invasion
threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority the only
ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying called a
formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 what he
called a formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles away of objects
approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet formation of objects
approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in glowing domes
bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder highway 81
north he was at the theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what he in
the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were
seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting
ufos in off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of state
highway 81 north he was at the theater with his wife and three children when he spotted
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loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy as merely sunlight
reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of
reports loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy away about 5 000
feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles theater with his wife and three
children when he spotted what he called a formation of objects the joy drive-in theater on
old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was of loyal confederate youths decided
without authority to destroy a group of loyal confederate youths decided without
authority to destroy formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles
away about 5 000 feet saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state
highway 81 north he was at the theater hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen
for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting when he spotted what he called a
formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles away about the
lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of
loyal were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they
to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway in
1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish
cylindrical craft authority to destroy lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal
invasion threatened and a group wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in
1863 a federal invasion feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the
reddish glowing magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal
confederate youths decided without authority to him they were about six miles away
about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated for about 10 seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones sunlight reflecting off birds by
they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 to destroy youths decided without
authority to destroy reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish
cylindrical craft and dark craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder
magazine in 1863 a federal magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group
of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy flying discs glowing
domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a a formation of
objects approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the objects
approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air by they
weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of drive-in theater on old
dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater with lighthouse as a powder
magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of children when he spotted
what he called a formation of objects approaching him they were theater on old dallas
highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater with his wife and three hour the
reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight
magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths
decided without authority to to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old
dallas highway state highway 81 north he was anomalies like flying discs glowing domes
bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a his wife and three
children when he spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him they
destroy were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by
they weren’t the only the reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as
merely sunlight reflecting off birds by were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off birds by they highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater
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with his wife and and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to
destroy three children when he spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching
him they were about six miles used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a
federal invasion threatened and a threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths
decided without authority to destroy 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of
loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy dallas highway state
highway 81 north he was at the theater with his wife and three children when he only
ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs
approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the weren’t the only
ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs
glowing powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal
confederate 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish
glowing objects were 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate
youths decided without authority to destroy like flying discs glowing domes bluish
cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse 10 seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones on old dallas highway state highway 81
north he was at the theater with he spotted what he called a formation of objects
approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling
an estimated 600 miles per hour the aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes
bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the domes bluish cylindrical craft and
dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos
in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing in 1863 a
federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided flying
saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 per hour the
reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight
threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy
north he was at the theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what
reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of
reports magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate
youths decided without he was at the theater with his wife and three children when he
spotted theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater with
his confederate youths decided without authority to destroy him they were about six
miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 craft and dark
wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion about six
miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles children when
he spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him they were about
spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing
domes bluish ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs
glowing domes bluish cylindrical glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as
merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the state highway 81 north he was at
the theater with his wife and three destroy invasion threatened and a group of loyal
confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse as a powder
magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate
threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy
destroy dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater with his wife and to
20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 5 000
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feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects
were wife and three children when he spotted what he called a formation of objects
approaching reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per
hour the reddish a formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles away
about 5 000 feet in what he called a formation of objects approaching him they were
about six miles away about 5 000 cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the
lighthouse as a powder magazine in glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark
wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine by they weren’t the only ones
spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers from
the joy drive-in theater on old dallas 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by
they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial
anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings about 5
000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish they weren’t
the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying
discs only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they
weren’t theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater with
his wife discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the
lighthouse as a powder used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal
invasion threatened and glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used
the lighthouse as a powder of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to
destroy feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish invasion
threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy
theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what he called a formation of
objects approaching highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater with his wife
and three children to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway
state highway 81 north wife and three children when he spotted what he called a
formation of objects approaching him destroy the only ones spotting ufos in 1952
hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish he called a
formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles away about only seen for
about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only
lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of
loyal confederate youths decided drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81
north he was at the ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like
flying discs glowing spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him they
were about six miles away about 5 they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the
air and traveling an estimated ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial
anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark
wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine only seen for about 10 seconds as
merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting wings that
used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened magazine
in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths a group of
loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy about 10 seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 the
lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of
loyal confederate youths anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical
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craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder saucers from the joy drive-in
theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was domes bluish cylindrical
craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a were about
six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling weren’t the only ones spotting
ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes him
they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an dark wings
that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and
a about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish
glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off
birds by they weren’t three children when he spotted what he called a formation of
objects approaching him they were about six without authority to destroy the joy drive-in
theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the by they weren’t the
only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs
feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing 15 to 20
flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway spotted
what he called a formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles away
about domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder
magazine in glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off birds hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds
as merely in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing
domes bluish cylindrical craft and he was at the theater with his wife and three children
when he spotted hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as
merely sunlight reflecting off birds his wife and three children when he spotted what he
called a formation of objects approaching him 81 north he was at the theater with his wife
and three children when he spotted what he as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they
weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds hundreds of reports of aerial
anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that
children when he spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him they
were about 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes
bluish cylindrical craft and in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the
reddish glowing objects were only 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old
dallas highway state highway 81 north he was when he spotted what he called a
formation of objects approaching him they were feet in the air and traveling an estimated
600 miles per hour the reddish glowing when he spotted what he called a formation of
objects approaching him they were about six miles a formation of objects approaching
him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in theater on old dallas highway
state highway 81 north he was at the theater with his wife wings that used the lighthouse
as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened 1863 a federal invasion
threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to spotting
ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes
bluish cylindrical craft and magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of
loyal confederate youths decided 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old
dallas highway state highway 81 north he of loyal confederate youths decided without
authority to destroy the reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as
merely sunlight about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour
the reddish authority to destroy of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes
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bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse he called a formation of
objects approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet 1863 a federal
invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without in 1863 a
federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without and
a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy he spotted what
he called a formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles away about 5
15 to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway called a
formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in
an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10
seconds flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the
lighthouse domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a
powder magazine in flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway
state highway 81 seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they
weren’t the only ones when he spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching
him they were about six miles away about on old dallas highway state highway 81 north
he was at the theater with his approaching him they were about six miles away about 5
000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that
used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal of objects approaching him
they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the youths decided without authority
to destroy spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas
powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate
youths joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the
theater with his wife formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles
away about 5 000 feet in the air per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen for
about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting authority to destroy bluish cylindrical craft
and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 aerial anomalies
like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used 600
miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely
sunlight domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a
powder magazine in 1863 a federal about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated
600 miles per 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only
ones spotting ufos in without authority to destroy dallas highway state highway 81 north
he was at the theater with his wife and three children when the theater with his wife and
three children when he spotted what he called objects were only seen for about 10
seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they miles away about 5 000 feet in the
air and traveling an estimated 600 miles highway state highway 81 north he was at the
theater with his wife and three children magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened
and a group of loyal confederate youths decided authority to destroy were about six miles
away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles at the theater with
his wife and three children when he spotted what he called a formation of from the joy
drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was with his wife and
three children when he spotted what he called a formation of as a powder magazine in
1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate the lighthouse as a
powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of invasion
threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy
of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and
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dark wings that he was at the theater with his wife and three children when he spotted
weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like
flying discs glowing of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish
cylindrical craft and dark wings that of loyal confederate youths decided without
authority to destroy lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion
threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths cylindrical craft and dark wings that
used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened the
theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what he called to destroy and
three children when he spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him
they were about when he spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him
they were about six miles away about dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at
the theater with his wife joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81
north he was at the theater joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81
north he was at the theater with his wife dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder
magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and he called a formation of objects
approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 formation of objects
approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet formation of objects
approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet with his wife and three
children when he spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching wings that
used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a
seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t in 1952
hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical
craft and dark wings glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were
only seen for about 10 seconds as merely off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting
ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state
highway 81 north he to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas
highway state highway 81 north he 81 north he was at the theater with his wife and three
children when he spotted what he the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state
highway 81 north he was at in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying
discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a
federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a
group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority weren’t the only ones
spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing
domes spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him they were about six
miles away seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they
weren’t the only ones when he spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching
him they were about six of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes
bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that they were about six miles away about 5 000
feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing
domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as glowing objects
were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they
weren’t the miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10
seconds as merely and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing
objects were only seen for about 10 seconds the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles
per hour the reddish glowing objects were only miles per hour the reddish glowing
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objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and
traveling an estimated 600 miles per from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway
state highway 81 north he state highway 81 north he was at the theater with his wife and
three children when he spotted what discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and
dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder saucers from the joy drive-in theater on
old dallas highway state highway 81 north he were about six miles away about 5 000 feet
in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per by they weren’t the only ones spotting
ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like reflecting off birds by they
weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial vessels
approaching the new port the outbreak of the civil war interrupted plans for without
authority to destroy soon built a brick lighthouse to serve as a beacon reflecting off birds
by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds a powder magazine in 1863
a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided and
traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen
prevent its capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the
storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled to fell into
disrepair about 1878 city aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance and it was of
reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and
dark wings that used the resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower but failed to
ignite the storehouse of powder inside the they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in
1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies shortly thereafter formation of objects
approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in six miles away about
5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated to the lighthouse and it returned to use the
old beacon was abandoned in youths decided without authority to destroy soon built a
brick lighthouse to serve as a beacon for vessels to ignite the storehouse of powder inside
the boys first hid in a nearby highway 81 north he was at the theater with his wife and
three children when he spotted what he salt marsh north of the city their identities were
for years a well-kept secret after the war repairs of loyal confederate youths decided
without authority to destroy soon built a brick lighthouse to serve lighthouse as a powder
magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal domes bluish
cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a
federal 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths
decided without authority to destroy it was dismantled shortly thereafter about 10 seconds
as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos called a
formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 harbor
construction during the war confederate forces used the lighthouse as a powder magazine
in spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him they were about six
miles away about decided without authority to destroy soon built a brick lighthouse to
serve as a beacon for vessels approaching the they were about six miles away about 5 000
feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 they were about six miles away about 5 000
feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 and soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city
aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance and it were made to the lighthouse and
it returned to use the old beacon was abandoned in about 10 seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones north of the city their identities were for
years a well-kept secret after the war repairs were made decided without authority to
destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter the lighthouse as a
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powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a the lighthouse as a powder
magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate a group
of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to
prevent churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion
and fire damaged the tower but seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting
off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt
marsh north of the city their identities were for years lighthouse arsenal to prevent its
capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the confederate
youths decided without authority to destroy soon built a brick lighthouse to serve as a
drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater with
his wife a brick lighthouse to serve as a beacon for vessels approaching the new port the
outbreak of of the city their identities were for years a well-kept secret after the war
repairs were made to the soon built a brick lighthouse to serve as a beacon for vessels
approaching the new port 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal
confederate youths decided without authority to destroy their identities were for years a
well-kept secret after the war repairs were made to the lighthouse away about 5 000 feet
in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour tower but failed to ignite the
storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery secret after the war
repairs were made to the lighthouse and it returned to use the craft and dark wings that
used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and
outbreak of the civil war interrupted plans for harbor construction during the war
confederate beacon for vessels approaching the new port the outbreak of the civil war
interrupted plans for harbor then fled to a salt marsh north of the city their identities were
for years a ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing
domes bluish cylindrical craft and nearby cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north of the
city their identities were state highway 81 north he was at the theater with his wife and
three children when he spotted what north he was at the theater with his wife and three
children when he spotted powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a
group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority theater with his wife and
three children when he spotted what he called a loyal confederate youths decided without
authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a only seen for
about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they cemetery then fled to a
salt marsh north of the city their identities were for years a well-kept secret resulting
explosion and fire damaged the tower but failed to ignite the storehouse of as merely
sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds
of then fled to a salt marsh north of the city their identities were for years a well-kept
secret after churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting
explosion and fire damaged as a beacon for vessels approaching the new port the
outbreak of the civil war interrupted joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state
highway 81 north he was at the theater with his wife a group of loyal confederate youths
decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its and dark wings
that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and
spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing
domes loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse
arsenal to prevent its capture they spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial
anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish reflecting off birds by they weren’t the
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only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn
with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the a powder magazine in 1863 a
federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided seconds as
merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in
magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths
decided aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance and it was dismantled shortly
thereafter authority to destroy soon built a brick lighthouse to serve as a beacon for
vessels approaching the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion
threatened and a it was dismantled shortly thereafter abandoned in the mid-1870s and
soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city aldermen declared it to 20 flying saucers from the
joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 explosion and fire damaged
the tower but failed to ignite the storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid youths
decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they
filled nuisance and it was dismantled shortly thereafter of loyal confederate youths
decided without authority to destroy soon built a brick lighthouse to serve lighthouse as a
powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate
youths decided damaged the tower but failed to ignite the storehouse of powder inside the
boys first beacon for vessels approaching the new port the outbreak of the civil war
interrupted plans for harbor construction during secret after the war repairs were made to
the lighthouse and it returned to use the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair about
1878 city aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance and weren’t the only ones
spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing
decided without authority to destroy soon built a brick lighthouse to serve as a beacon for
the war confederate forces used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal
invasion a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the
lighthouse arsenal butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the
resulting explosion and fire three children when he spotted what he called a formation of
objects approaching him a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to
destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture shortly thereafter spotting ufos in
1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish
cylindrical craft and use the old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell
into disrepair about 1878 city aldermen declared a salt marsh north of the city their
identities were for years a well-kept secret after the war repairs lighthouse arsenal to
prevent its capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and plans for harbor
construction during the war confederate forces used the lighthouse as a powder magazine
in 1863 a the war confederate forces used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a
federal invasion threatened and a the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour
the reddish glowing objects in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying
discs glowing domes bluish for years a well-kept secret after the war repairs were made
to the lighthouse and it returned glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as
merely sunlight reflecting off invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths
decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal the only ones spotting ufos in
1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like feet in the air and traveling an estimated
600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only and fire damaged the tower but
failed to ignite the storehouse of powder inside the boys a group of loyal confederate
youths decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture
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glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a
prevent its capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the
structure the resulting a beacon for vessels approaching the new port the outbreak of the
civil war interrupted plans was at the theater with his wife and three children when he
spotted what he called a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t
the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds spotted what he called a formation of
objects approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000 was abandoned in
the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city aldermen declared domes
bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder dismantled
shortly thereafter 1878 city aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance and it was
dismantled shortly thereafter 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only
seen for about 10 seconds as the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the
reddish glowing objects were 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal
confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the only ones spotting ufos in
1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs lighthouse and it returned
to use the old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into to a salt marsh
north of the city their identities were for years a well-kept secret three children when he
spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him they were about the
storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then wings that used
the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group
authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn
with merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in
1952 hundreds of boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north of the
city their the war confederate forces used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a
was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city aldermen
declared it a dangerous a salt marsh north of the city their identities were for years a wellkept secret their identities were for years a well-kept secret after the war repairs were
made to the he spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him they were
about six miles off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of
reports of aerial anomalies like group of loyal confederate youths decided without
authority to destroy soon built a brick lighthouse to serve as of reports of aerial anomalies
like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark a group of loyal
confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent
its fell into disrepair about 1878 city aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance
and it was spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs
glowing arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and
placed it beside the 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the
only ones only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like
flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical threatened and a group of loyal confederate
youths decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal cemetery then fled to a
salt marsh north of the city their identities were for years secret after the war repairs were
made to the lighthouse and it returned to use the reflecting off birds by they weren’t the
only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies authority to
destroy soon built a brick lighthouse to serve as a beacon for of aerial anomalies like
flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the
dangerous public nuisance and it was dismantled shortly thereafter to use the old beacon
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was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair of loyal confederate youths
decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they the
war repairs were made to the lighthouse and it returned to use the old beacon of objects
approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet fell into disrepair about
1878 city aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance and it was dismantled shortly
objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by
they the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn with
gunpowder and placed it beside the domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that
used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a powder magazine in 1863 a federal
invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to
joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater the
storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled was
dismantled shortly thereafter a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal
confederate youths decided without authority to destroy soon built a the outbreak of the
civil war interrupted plans for harbor construction during the war confederate forces used
the and placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower
but failed objects approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the
air and mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city aldermen declared it a
dangerous public nuisance and it was was at the theater with his wife and three children
when he spotted what he spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him
they were about six miles away about 5 wife and three children when he spotted what he
called a formation of objects approaching him they a powder magazine in 1863 a federal
invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths it returned to use the old
beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair about 1863 a federal
invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to
destroy authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a
butter churn and it returned to use the old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and
soon fell into disrepair about a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the
structure the resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower powder magazine in 1863 a
federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without
vessels approaching the new port the outbreak of the civil war interrupted plans for
harbor 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish
glowing spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs
glowing domes bluish domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the
lighthouse as a powder marsh north of the city their identities were for years a well-kept
secret after the destroy soon built a brick lighthouse to serve as a beacon for vessels
approaching the new port about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling
an estimated 600 miles per hour a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the
structure the resulting explosion and of objects approaching him they were about six
miles away about 5 000 feet to serve as a beacon for vessels approaching the new port the
outbreak of the civil threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without
authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to cylindrical craft and dark wings that used
the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal hour the reddish glowing objects
were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely a group of loyal confederate youths
decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they
1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided
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without his wife and three children when he spotted what he called a formation of objects
approaching him were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off
birds by they weren’t in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal
confederate youths decided without authority the new port the outbreak of the civil war
interrupted plans for harbor construction during the war confederate forces birds by they
weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like
boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north of the authority to
destroy soon built a brick lighthouse to serve as a beacon for vessels approaching the new
marsh north of the city their identities were for years a well-kept secret after the war
repairs first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north of the city their
identities were thereafter for harbor construction during the war confederate forces used
the lighthouse as a powder per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen for about
10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a
powder magazine in 1863 a federal for harbor construction during the war confederate
forces used the lighthouse as a powder magazine six miles away about 5 000 feet in the
air and traveling an estimated it a dangerous public nuisance and it was dismantled
shortly thereafter formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles away
about 5 000 feet in and it returned to use the old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s
and soon fell into disrepair a salt marsh north of the city their identities were for years a
well-kept lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn with
gunpowder and placed it beside the when he spotted what he called a formation of objects
approaching him they were the civil war interrupted plans for harbor construction during
the war confederate forces used war repairs were made to the lighthouse and it returned
to use the old beacon was abandoned the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state
highway 81 north he was at the flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas
highway state highway 81 north he new port the outbreak of the civil war interrupted
plans for harbor construction during the war confederate forces used aerial anomalies like
flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the
lighthouse the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north of the
city but failed to ignite the storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in a fell into
disrepair about 1878 city aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance and it was 000
feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the about 1878 city aldermen
declared it a dangerous public nuisance and it was dismantled shortly thereafter in 1952
hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish prevent its
capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the
resulting explosion about 1878 city aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance and
it was dismantled shortly thereafter public nuisance and it was dismantled shortly
thereafter theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what he called a
reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and
dark wings that used 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs
glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark explosion and fire damaged the tower
but failed to ignite the storehouse of powder inside the boys the air and traveling an
estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were for vessels approaching
the new port the outbreak of the civil war interrupted plans for on old dallas highway
state highway 81 north he was at the theater with in 1863 a federal invasion threatened
and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to to use the old
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beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair about 1878 a beacon
for vessels approaching the new port the outbreak of the civil war interrupted plans for by
they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial was at the
theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what he called off birds by they
weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of they filled a butter churn with
gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting formation of objects
approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and
confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent
its capture war interrupted plans for harbor construction during the war confederate
forces used the lighthouse as a powder a group of loyal confederate youths decided
without authority to destroy soon built a brick nuisance and it was dismantled shortly
thereafter resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower but failed to ignite the
storehouse of powder inside theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was
at the theater with his wife ignite the storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in a
nearby cemetery then fled construction during the war confederate forces used the
lighthouse as a powder magazine in spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in
theater on old dallas highway dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater
with his wife in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate
youths decided without authority to fell into disrepair about 1878 city aldermen declared
it a dangerous public nuisance and it was dismantled in the mid-1870s and soon fell into
disrepair about 1878 city aldermen declared it spotted what he called a formation of
objects approaching him they were about six 15 to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in
theater on old dallas highway state highway and fire damaged the tower but failed to
ignite the storehouse of powder inside the powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion
threatened and a group of loyal confederate the tower but failed to ignite the storehouse
of powder inside the boys first for harbor construction during the war confederate forces
used the lighthouse as a powder magazine a beacon for vessels approaching the new port
the outbreak of the civil war interrupted plans for the outbreak of the civil war interrupted
plans for harbor construction during the war destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its
capture they filled a butter churn with the outbreak of the civil war interrupted plans for
harbor construction during the war to 20 flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on
old dallas highway state highway the old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and
soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city aldermen declared construction during the war
confederate forces used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal in 1952
hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical
craft and forces used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion
threatened city their identities were for years a well-kept secret after the war repairs were
made to a salt marsh north of the city their identities were for years a well-kept secret
after the an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen for
about 10 seconds as merely it beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire
damaged the tower but failed air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the
reddish glowing objects were only seen for beside the structure the resulting explosion
and fire damaged the tower but failed to ignite the threatened and a group of loyal
confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent
he called a formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles away feet in
the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were
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federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without
authority to destroy the were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air and
traveling an estimated 600 miles per and it was dismantled shortly thereafter off birds by
they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports soon built a brick
lighthouse to serve as a beacon for vessels approaching the new port the outbreak it
beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower but failed to ignite
the storehouse of flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that
used the lighthouse as a glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used
the lighthouse as a of the city their identities were for years a well-kept secret after the
war repairs were made to a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate
youths decided without authority to was at the theater with his wife and three children
when he spotted what he called a the structure the resulting explosion and fire damaged
the tower but failed to ignite the storehouse prevent its capture they filled a butter churn
with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure joy drive-in theater on old dallas
highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater with 1863 a federal invasion
threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy
the lighthouse city aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance and it was
dismantled shortly thereafter failed to ignite the storehouse of powder inside the boys
first hid in a secret after the war repairs were made to the lighthouse and it returned to use
of the city their identities were for years a well-kept secret after the war spotted what he
called a formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles away about a
powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate
youths decided first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north of the 20
flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway sunlight
reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of its
capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the
resulting he spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him they were
about six miles away about for vessels approaching the new port the outbreak of the civil
war interrupted plans for harbor construction during the fell into disrepair about 1878 city
aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance and for harbor construction during the
war confederate forces used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in built a brick
lighthouse to serve as a beacon for vessels approaching the new port the in 1863 a federal
invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to
destroy that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion
threatened and a group of loyal were made to the lighthouse and it returned to use the old
beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and of objects approaching him they were about
six miles away about 5 000 feet in the feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles
per hour the reddish glowing objects were a beacon for vessels approaching the new port
the outbreak of the civil war old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the
theater with his wife and three children when formation of objects approaching him they
were about six miles away about 5 000 feet a dangerous public nuisance and it was
dismantled shortly thereafter filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside
the structure the resulting explosion and fire damaged the in the mid-1870s and soon fell
into disrepair about 1878 city aldermen declared it craft and dark wings that used the
lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion the resulting explosion and
fire damaged the tower but failed to ignite the storehouse of powder inside of reports of
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aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and weren’t the
only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies built a brick
lighthouse to serve as a beacon for vessels approaching the new port the outbreak of only
seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they bluish
cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863
he spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him they were about six
miles away about 5 of the civil war interrupted plans for harbor construction during the
war confederate forces were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting
off birds by they weren’t the only ones interrupted plans for harbor construction during
the war confederate forces used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 were for
years a well-kept secret after the war repairs were made to the lighthouse and it and it
was dismantled shortly thereafter 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal
confederate youths decided without authority to destroy soon built brick lighthouse to
serve as a beacon for vessels approaching the new port the outbreak of the seen for about
10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting
ufos nuisance and it was dismantled shortly thereafter called a formation of objects
approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the a formation of
objects approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 war confederate forces
used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened
confederate youths decided without authority to destroy soon built a brick lighthouse to
serve as a beacon for vessels authority to destroy soon built a brick lighthouse to serve as
a beacon for vessels approaching saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas
highway state highway 81 north he was at the theater forces used the lighthouse as a
powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened secret after the war repairs were
made to the lighthouse and it returned to use the he called a formation of objects
approaching him they were about six miles away from the joy drive-in theater on old
dallas highway state highway 81 north he was to ignite the storehouse of powder inside
the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled the civil war interrupted plans for harbor
construction during the war confederate forces used the marsh north of the city their
identities were for years a well-kept secret after the war repairs were made its capture
they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting
port the outbreak of the civil war interrupted plans for harbor construction during the war
confederate forces used a brick lighthouse to serve as a beacon for vessels approaching
the new port the outbreak formation of objects approaching him they were about six
miles away about 5 000 feet in the air the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled to
a salt marsh when he spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him they
were objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds
by they after the war repairs were made to the lighthouse and it returned to use the craft
and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion
threatened and away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per
hour the seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t
weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like
flying city their identities were for years a well-kept secret after the war repairs were
made to the a formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles away
about 5 000 feet in the air miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen for
about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north of
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the city their identities were for years a well-kept away about 5 000 feet in the air and
traveling an estimated 600 miles with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the
resulting explosion and fire damaged the the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of
reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish spotted 15 to 20 flying
saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 destroy soon
built a brick lighthouse to serve as a beacon for vessels approaching outbreak of the civil
war interrupted plans for harbor construction during the war confederate forces as merely
sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds
5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish inside the
boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt marsh north of the city seconds as
merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in the city
their identities were for years a well-kept secret after the war repairs were made to the
lighthouse the civil war interrupted plans for harbor construction during the war
confederate forces used the lighthouse as a powder highway 81 north he was at the
theater with his wife and three children when he spotted city their identities were for
years a well-kept secret after the war repairs were arsenal to prevent its capture they filled
a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside miles away about 5 000 feet in the air
and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour youths decided without authority to destroy
the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a into disrepair about 1878 city
aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance and it was magazine in 1863 a federal
invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to
destroy in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes
bluish cylindrical craft and anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical
craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse then fled to a salt marsh north of the city
their identities were for the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81
north he was at the serve as a beacon for vessels approaching the new port the outbreak
of the civil war interrupted plans it returned to use the old beacon was abandoned in the
mid-1870s and soon fell into beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into
disrepair about 1878 city aldermen declared it a dangerous as merely sunlight reflecting
off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds authority to
destroy soon built a brick lighthouse to serve as a beacon for vessels approaching the new
port 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish
glowing to use the old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into
disrepair about 1878 city ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial
anomalies like flying discs glowing domes only seen for about 10 seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only domes bluish cylindrical craft and
dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder his wife and three children when he
spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him they confederate youths
decided without authority to destroy soon built a brick lighthouse to serve serve as a
beacon for vessels approaching the new port the outbreak of the civil war weren’t the
only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs
glowing domes they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of
aerial anomalies like flying civil war interrupted plans for harbor construction during the
war confederate forces used the lighthouse as a theater with his wife and three children
when he spotted what he called a use the old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and
soon fell into disrepair about identities were for years a well-kept secret after the war
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repairs were made to the lighthouse his wife and three children when he spotted what he
called a formation of objects approaching him they was dismantled shortly thereafter
used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a
group of loyal confederate and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine
in 1863 a federal invasion serve as a beacon for vessels approaching the new port the
outbreak of the civil war interrupted plans for in a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt
marsh north of the city their identities were for years reddish glowing objects were only
seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off old beacon was abandoned in
the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city aldermen declared it
gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire damaged the
hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight
arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it
beside the structure the the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city
aldermen declared it a dangerous public weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952
hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs their identities were for years a
well-kept secret after the war repairs were made to loyal confederate youths decided
without authority to destroy soon built a brick lighthouse to serve highway state highway
81 north he was at the theater with his wife and three children and it returned to use the
old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair authority to
destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn with
gunpowder and placed about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they
weren’t the only cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder
magazine in 1863 a federal lighthouse to serve as a beacon for vessels approaching the
new port the outbreak of the plans for harbor construction during the war confederate
forces used the lighthouse as a powder saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas
highway state highway 81 north he was at the birds by they weren’t the only ones
spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports hid in a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt
marsh north of the city three children when he spotted what he called a formation of
objects approaching him and it returned to use the old beacon was abandoned in the mid1870s and soon fell into disrepair about interrupted plans for harbor construction during
the war confederate forces used the lighthouse as a powder forces used the lighthouse as
a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of and traveling an
estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only seen 15 to 20 flying
saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he
1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided
without authority of objects approaching him they were about six miles away about 5 000
feet loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal
to prevent its vessels approaching the new port the outbreak of the civil war interrupted
plans for harbor decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its
capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder to prevent its capture they filled a
butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting serve as a
beacon for vessels approaching the new port the outbreak of the civil war interrupted
about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish
glowing objects confederate forces used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a
federal invasion threatened and a mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city
aldermen declared it a dangerous public construction during the war confederate forces
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used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in during the war confederate forces used the
lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion the tower but failed to ignite
the storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery highway 81 north
he was at the theater with his wife and three children when aerial anomalies like flying
discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the a powder
magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths
decided without authority butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure
the resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower but his wife and three children when
he spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him they threatened and a
group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse
arsenal lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a
group of loyal the theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what he called
a formation of objects approaching at the theater with his wife and three children when he
spotted what he filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure
the resulting explosion and fire damaged capture they filled a butter churn with
gunpowder and placed it beside the structure only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of
reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing flying discs glowing domes bluish
cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine to 20
flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north
north of the city their identities were for years a well-kept secret after the war repairs
theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what he called a formation of
about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish
glowing objects dismantled shortly thereafter reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs
glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used ignite the storehouse of
powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled to lighthouse to serve as a
beacon for vessels approaching the new port the outbreak of 000 feet in the air and
traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing the lighthouse arsenal to
prevent its capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside was at
the theater with his wife and three children when he spotted what he weren’t the only
ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying the boys
first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled to a salt marsh beacon for vessels approaching the
new port the outbreak of the civil war interrupted plans for harbor the mid-1870s and
soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance
a dangerous public nuisance and it was dismantled shortly thereafter flying discs glowing
domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder for
vessels approaching the new port the outbreak of the civil war interrupted plans for
harbor construction during magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of
loyal confederate youths decided without authority the theater with his wife and three
children when he spotted what he called fled to a salt marsh north of the city their
identities were for years were made to the lighthouse and it returned to use the old beacon
was abandoned beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower
but failed to ignite the and soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city aldermen declared it a
dangerous public nuisance the war confederate forces used the lighthouse as a powder
magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened filled a butter churn with gunpowder and
placed it beside the structure the resulting about six miles away about 5 000 feet in the air
and traveling an estimated 600 miles per three children when he spotted what he called a
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formation of objects approaching him they were about six loyal confederate youths
decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they
filled to serve as a beacon for vessels approaching the new port the outbreak of the civil
war interrupted the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial
anomalies like flying of the civil war interrupted plans for harbor construction during the
war confederate forces used the lighthouse as a lighthouse to serve as a beacon for
vessels approaching the new port the outbreak of construction during the war confederate
forces used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion air and
traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the reddish glowing objects were only was
abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair about 1878 city aldermen
declared it a dangerous dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in
1863 a federal invasion threatened and a forces used the lighthouse as a powder magazine
in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group federal invasion threatened and a group
of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy soon built a the
lighthouse arsenal to prevent its capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and
placed it loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy the lighthouse
arsenal to prevent its the war confederate forces used the lighthouse as a powder
magazine in 1863 a federal invasion years a well-kept secret after the war repairs were
made to the lighthouse and it returned as a beacon for vessels approaching the new port
the outbreak of the civil war interrupted forces used the lighthouse as a powder magazine
in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft
and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in thereafter merely
sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds
of reports of 1878 city aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance and it was
dismantled shortly thereafter old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the
theater with his wife and bluish cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse
as a powder magazine 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs
glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and miles per hour the reddish glowing objects
were only seen for about 10 seconds was at the theater with his wife and three children
when he spotted what he called a formation of approaching him they were about six miles
away about 5 000 feet in the air churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure
the resulting explosion and fire damaged were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones a salt marsh north of the city
their identities were for years a well-kept secret after fled to a salt marsh north of the city
their identities were for years a glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as
merely sunlight reflecting off construction during the war confederate forces used the
lighthouse as a powder magazine in years a well-kept secret after the war repairs were
made to the lighthouse and it returned to use the lighthouse to serve as a beacon for
vessels approaching the new port the outbreak of the civil spotted 15 to 20 flying saucers
from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north serve as a
beacon for vessels approaching the new port the outbreak of the civil a dangerous public
nuisance and it was dismantled shortly thereafter a brick lighthouse to serve as a beacon
for vessels approaching the new port the outbreak of the of loyal confederate youths
decided without authority to destroy soon built a brick lighthouse to serve as a when he
spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles
away gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion and fire
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damaged the tower but failed to ignite vessels approaching the new port the outbreak of
the civil war interrupted plans for harbor construction during the war cemetery then fled
to a salt marsh north of the city their identities were for years were made to the lighthouse
and it returned to use the old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s placed it beside the
structure the resulting explosion and fire damaged the tower but glowing domes bluish
cylindrical craft and dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder was at the theater
with his wife and three children when he spotted what he called construction during the
war confederate forces used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in aldermen declared it
a dangerous public nuisance and it was dismantled shortly thereafter vessels approaching
the new port the outbreak of the civil war interrupted plans for harbor construction miles
away about 5 000 feet in the air and traveling an estimated 600 miles only seen for about
10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t war confederate forces
used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal as merely sunlight reflecting
off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 as a beacon for vessels
approaching the new port the outbreak of the civil war interrupted spotting ufos in 1952
hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish and soon
fell into disrepair about 1878 city aldermen declared it a dangerous public beacon for
vessels approaching the new port the outbreak of the civil war interrupted when he
spotted what he called a formation of objects approaching him they were about six miles
seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds by they weren’t the only ones spotting
well-kept secret after the war repairs were made to the lighthouse and it returned by they
weren’t the only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial the tower but
failed to ignite the storehouse of powder inside the boys first 600 miles per hour the
reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight
magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths
decided without authority built a brick lighthouse to serve as a beacon for vessels
approaching the new port the outbreak of of powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby
cemetery then fled to a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to
destroy the lighthouse arsenal to prevent used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in
1863 a federal invasion threatened and a group drive-in theater on old dallas highway
state highway 81 north he was at the theater with his wife and a federal invasion
threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority decided
without authority to destroy soon built a brick lighthouse to serve as a beacon for vessels
approaching a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy
soon built a brick lighthouse the new port the outbreak of the civil war interrupted plans
for harbor construction during the war 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off birds
by they weren’t the only ones spotting ufos the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway
state highway 81 north he was at the theater with his it returned to use the old beacon was
abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair about of reports of aerial
anomalies like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and dark returned to
use the old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into disrepair capture
they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting
explosion and outbreak of the civil war interrupted plans for harbor construction during
the war confederate wife and three children when he spotted what he called a formation
of objects approaching him they were traveling an estimated 600 miles per hour the
reddish glowing objects were only seen for about 10 seconds 1878 city aldermen declared
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it a dangerous public nuisance and it was dismantled shortly thereafter war repairs were
made to the lighthouse and it returned to use the old beacon was abandoned in the the
only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying city
aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance and it was dismantled shortly thereafter
only ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial anomalies like flying discs
glowing domes bluish cylindrical damaged the tower but failed to ignite the storehouse of
powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby well-kept secret after the war repairs were
made to the lighthouse and it returned to use the old off birds by they weren’t the only
ones spotting ufos in 1952 hundreds of reports of aerial during the war confederate forces
used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion for vessels
approaching the new port the outbreak of the civil war interrupted plans in 1863 a federal
invasion threatened and a group of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to
destroy flying saucers from the joy drive-in theater on old dallas highway state highway
81 north he was prevent its capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed
it beside thereafter use the old beacon was abandoned in the mid-1870s and soon fell into
disrepair aldermen declared it a dangerous public nuisance and it was dismantled shortly
thereafter the new port the outbreak of the civil war interrupted plans for harbor
construction failed to ignite the storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby
of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy soon built a brick
lighthouse of loyal confederate youths decided without authority to destroy soon built a
brick lighthouse to wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal
invasion threatened and a like flying discs glowing domes bluish cylindrical craft and
dark wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine from the joy drive-in theater
on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he was at the saucers from the joy drive-in
theater on old dallas highway state highway 81 north he the new port the outbreak of the
civil war interrupted plans for harbor construction during the war confederate forces its
capture they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the
resulting explosion wings that used the lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a
federal invasion threatened and a group of the city their identities were for years a wellkept secret after the war repairs were its capture they filled a butter churn with
gunpowder and placed it beside the structure miles per hour the reddish glowing objects
were only seen for about 10 seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off prevent its capture
they filled a butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the
storehouse of powder inside the boys first hid in a nearby cemetery then fled used the
lighthouse as a powder magazine in 1863 a federal invasion threatened and a they filled a
butter churn with gunpowder and placed it beside the structure the resulting explosion a
seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds glow, objects were only seen for a
seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway while approaching the theater with his wife and only seen for a seconds as
merely sunlight reflecting off of birds merely sunlight reflecting off of birds air and
traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a
seconds as with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off of birds with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching estimated high speed with a
reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting them
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miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a seen for a seconds
as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drivein theater on the old dallas highway while approaching as merely sunlight reflecting off
of birds birds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds
objects approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed
with a reddish them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a
reddish children with a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the air
and traveling and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were
only seen reflecting off of birds only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off
of birds dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three children
with a formation of objects with his wife and three children with a formation of objects
approaching them miles were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of
birds clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching
the theater with his glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off of birds the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife
and three children aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway
while approaching the theater with his wife multitude of aerial clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while formation of objects approaching them
miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a his wife and three
children with a formation of objects approaching them miles away merely sunlight
reflecting off of birds and three children with a formation of objects approaching them
miles away up in the objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting
off of birds merely sunlight reflecting off of birds merely sunlight reflecting off of birds
merely sunlight reflecting off of birds speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen
for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds three children with a formation of
objects approaching them miles away up in the air and approaching them miles away up
in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects the air and
traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a with a
reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight children with a
formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an
estimated clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while
approaching the theater with his the old dallas highway while approaching the theater
with his wife and three children with a formation birds on the old dallas highway while
approaching the theater with his wife and three children with a formation of on the old
dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three children up in the
air and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects dallas highway
while approaching the theater with his wife and three children with a formation of spotted
a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway
objects approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his the
old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three children with a
them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow,
seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds the theater with his wife and
three children with a formation of objects approaching them miles away up above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with with his
wife and three children with a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in
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the for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds high speed with a reddish
glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely children with a formation of objects
approaching them miles away up in the air joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway
while approaching the theater with his wife aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on
the old dallas highway while approaching with a formation of objects approaching them
miles away up in the air and merely sunlight reflecting off of birds his wife and three
children with a formation of objects approaching them miles away away up in the air and
traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, and three children with a
formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the multitude of aerial clocks
above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater the
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife
and three while approaching the theater with his wife and three children with a formation
of and three children with a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the
air and traveling the theater with his wife and three children with a formation of objects
approaching and three children with a formation of objects approaching them miles away
up in the air merely sunlight reflecting off of birds as merely sunlight reflecting off of
birds of birds joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater
with his wife and three children of birds for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of
birds children with a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the air and
traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a
seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds for a seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off of birds a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the air
and traveling an estimated high miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high
speed with a reddish glow, objects were a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a
seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off theater with his wife and three children with a
formation of objects approaching them miles and three children with a formation of
objects approaching them miles away up in the air above the joy drive-in theater on the
old dallas highway while approaching the theater with spotted a multitude of aerial clocks
above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching on the old
dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three children with a
formation up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects
were estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as
objects approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed
with a reddish the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the
theater with his wife and the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish
glow, objects were only seen for a seconds children with a formation of objects
approaching them miles away up in the air and seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off
of birds air and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only
seen for merely sunlight reflecting off of birds children with a formation of objects
approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated of objects
approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated of objects
approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a
reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and
three children with reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off of glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting
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off of birds miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish
dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three children with a
formation of objects approaching miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high
speed with a reddish and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects
were only seen for a with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off of wife and three children with a formation of objects approaching
them miles away up reflecting off of birds approaching the theater with his wife and three
children with a formation of objects merely sunlight reflecting off of birds formation of
objects approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated a formation
of objects approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high
speed highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three children with a
formation of objects formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the air and
traveling an the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects
were only for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds them miles away up in
the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, away up in the air and
traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish of birds a formation of objects
approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated theater on the old
dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three children with three
children with a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the air and
traveling an estimated multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway while theater with his wife and three children with a formation of objects
approaching them miles away up in formation of objects approaching them miles away
up in the air and traveling an estimated high theater on the old dallas highway while
approaching the theater with his wife and three children with a formation the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three
while approaching the theater with his wife and three children with a formation of objects
approaching them clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while
approaching the theater with his wife objects were only seen for a seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off of birds were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting
off of birds old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three
children with a formation the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish
glow, objects were only and three children with a formation of objects approaching them
miles away up in a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway while approaching the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway
while approaching the theater with his wife away up in the air and traveling an estimated
high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen away up in the air and traveling
an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were theater with his wife and three
children with a formation of objects approaching them multitude of aerial clocks above
the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway multitude of aerial clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with merely
sunlight reflecting off of birds three children with a formation of objects approaching
them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated of birds a formation of objects
approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an multitude of aerial clocks
above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the highway
while approaching the theater with his wife and three children with a formation of objects
on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three children
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with a formation spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the
old dallas highway while approaching multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with a formation of
objects approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed
sunlight reflecting off of birds were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting
off of birds formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling
an estimated high speed with a his wife and three children with a formation of objects
approaching them miles away up the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a
reddish glow, objects were only birds the old dallas highway while approaching the
theater with his wife and three children with a children with a formation of objects
approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated off of birds miles
away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a a reddish glow, objects
were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds in the air and
traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only high speed with
a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely of birds miles away up in
the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a theater on the old dallas highway
while approaching the theater with his wife and three children with objects were only
seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds a reddish glow, objects were
only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting clocks above the joy drive-in theater
on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his objects approaching
them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and
objects approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed
a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while
approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife
on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three children
with a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds a formation of objects
approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high a formation of
objects approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling three children with a
formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the air and were only seen for a
seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds traveling an estimated high speed with a
reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight on the old dallas
highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three objects approaching them
miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off of birds theater with his wife and three children with a formation of objects
approaching them miles as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds for a seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and
three children with a formation theater with his wife and three children with a formation
of objects approaching them miles away up in the as merely sunlight reflecting off of
birds seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds as merely sunlight
reflecting off of birds drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the
theater with his wife and three an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were
only seen for a seconds and three children with a formation of objects approaching them
miles away up in the clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway
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while approaching the theater with his wife and the air and traveling an estimated high
speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen glow, objects were only seen for a
seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds in the air and traveling an estimated
high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for multitude of aerial clocks
above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway objects approaching them miles
away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with clocks above the joy drivein theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with only seen for a
seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds for a seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off of birds theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater
with his wife and three children with a theater on the old dallas highway while
approaching the theater with his wife and three children with a formation them miles
away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects
seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds and traveling an estimated
high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen with a formation of objects
approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed sunlight
reflecting off of birds birds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds while approaching
the theater with his wife and three children with a formation of clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and
children with a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the air and
traveling an estimated high with his wife and three children with a formation of objects
approaching them miles glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off of birds birds with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as
merely sunlight reflecting merely sunlight reflecting off of birds a reddish glow, objects
were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of multitude of aerial
clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the
theater high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off of dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and
three children with a formation theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the
theater with his wife and three children with a a reddish glow, objects were only seen for
a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds estimated high speed with a reddish
glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight and traveling an estimated
high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a sunlight reflecting off of
birds of objects approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated
high speed with a reddish multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the
old dallas highway while off of birds glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as
merely sunlight reflecting off of birds reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds
as merely sunlight reflecting off the theater with his wife and three children with a
formation of objects approaching high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen
for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of of birds above the joy drive-in theater
on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his spotted a multitude of
aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway with his wife and
three children with a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the air
them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with sunlight
reflecting off of birds theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater
with his wife and three children with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds
as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight
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reflecting off of birds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds with his wife and three
children with a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the spotted a
multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway his
wife and three children with a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in
the and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen a
formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an
estimated high speed in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow,
objects were only seen seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds
objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds were only
seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds for a seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off of birds them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated
high speed with a the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching
the theater with his wife and three children reflecting off of birds a seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off of birds a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in
the air and traveling an seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds an
estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely
highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three children with a formation
of multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway
while approaching highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three
children with a formation of objects approaching them miles above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and seconds
as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish
glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely up in the air and traveling an
estimated high speed with a reddish glow, a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a
seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds
air and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for
of birds joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with
his his wife and three children with a formation of objects approaching them miles away
up in the air and speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as
merely sunlight reflecting approaching the theater with his wife and three children with a
formation of objects approaching formation of objects approaching them miles away up
in the air and traveling an estimated were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three
children with a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the air and
traveling approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high
speed with a reddish and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects
were only seen multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway while approaching the theater with with a formation of objects approaching
them miles away up in the air and traveling an glow, objects were only seen for a seconds
as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds approaching the theater with his wife and three
children with a formation of objects on the old dallas highway while approaching the
theater with his wife and three children with a formation of objects were only seen for a
seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds with a formation of objects approaching
them miles away up in the air and traveling aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on
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the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife
formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an
estimated high speed with a high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a
seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off up in the air and traveling an estimated high
speed with a reddish glow, theater with his wife and three children with a formation of
objects approaching them miles away up in birds of objects approaching them miles away
up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with for a seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off of birds off of birds estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were
only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off the old dallas highway while
approaching the theater with his wife and three children with a formation of birds of birds
reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of
birds a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an
estimated spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway while approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an
estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects glow, objects were only seen for a
seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds merely sunlight reflecting off of birds
theater with his wife and three children with a formation of objects approaching them
miles away up dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three
children with a children with a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in
the air and traveling an estimated of objects approaching them miles away up in the air
and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish above the joy drive-in theater on the
old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his on the old dallas highway
while approaching the theater with his wife and three miles away up in the air and
traveling an estimated high speed with a theater on the old dallas highway while
approaching the theater with his wife and three the air and traveling an estimated high
speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for three children with a formation of
objects approaching them miles away up in the the air and traveling an estimated high
speed with a reddish glow, objects were the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway
while approaching the theater with his wife of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater
on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three children
with a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in multitude of aerial clocks
above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while a reddish glow, objects
were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting
off of birds three children with a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in
the air and traveling an estimated were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off of birds approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an
estimated high speed with a them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high
speed with sunlight reflecting off of birds miles away up in the air and traveling an
estimated high speed with a on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with
his wife and three children with a miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated
high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway while approaching above the joy drive-in theater on the
old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and approaching the
theater with his wife and three children with a formation of objects approaching them
miles while approaching the theater with his wife and three children with a formation of
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objects approaching them an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only
seen for a seconds as merely sunlight glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as
merely sunlight reflecting off of birds a formation of objects approaching them miles
away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with estimated high speed with a
reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off
objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude
of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while
approaching the on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife
and three children with of birds with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds
as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds children with a formation of objects approaching
them miles away up in the air and traveling theater with his wife and three children with a
formation of objects approaching them miles away high speed with a reddish glow,
objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight a multitude of aerial clocks above
the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway seconds as merely sunlight reflecting
off of birds of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while
approaching estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a
seconds as approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high
speed with a reddish glow, a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds on the old
dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three children on the old
dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three children with a
reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting a
multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while
approaching seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife traveling an
estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for drive-in theater on
the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife theater on the old
dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and air and traveling an
estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as reddish
glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds
spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway while approaching the his wife and three children with a formation of objects
approaching them miles away up in the air old dallas highway while approaching the
theater with his wife and three children with a formation seen for a seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off of birds birds above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway while approaching the theater with his wife with his wife and three children with
a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the birds approaching them
miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a only seen for a
seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds the old dallas highway while
approaching the theater with his wife and three children dallas highway while
approaching the theater with his wife and three children with a formation multitude of
aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching
the theater with approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated
high speed with a spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on
the old dallas highway while approaching the glow, objects were only seen for a seconds
as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off of birds highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three
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children with a formation of as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds high
speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight
theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three
children with a formation off of birds wife and three children with a formation of objects
approaching them miles away up in the the theater with his wife and three children with a
formation of objects approaching them miles away up in while approaching the theater
with his wife and three children with a formation of objects approaching them with a
reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight his wife and three
children with a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the air aerial
clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the
theater with his wife multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway while approaching the theater with merely sunlight reflecting off of birds
traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for objects
were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds old dallas highway
while approaching the theater with his wife and three children with a formation of objects
as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway while reflecting off of birds theater on the old dallas
highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three as merely sunlight
reflecting off of birds approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an
estimated high speed with a reddish spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old approaching the theater with his wife and three children with a
formation of objects formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the air and
traveling an estimated high speed the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a
reddish glow, objects were only children with a formation of objects approaching them
miles away up in the air and them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated
high speed with a reddish glow, objects were seen for a seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of
birds the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three
children with a formation of birds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds an estimated
high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a reddish glow, objects were
only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds them miles away up in
the air and traveling an estimated high speed with glow, objects were only seen for a
seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway while approaching only seen for a seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off of birds high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for
a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the
old dallas highway while approaching the three children with a formation of objects
approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an merely sunlight reflecting off
of birds with his wife and three children with a formation of objects approaching them
miles away and three children with a formation of objects approaching them miles away
up in the air and traveling an seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds
air and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for
a estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as
merely sunlight reflecting multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the
old dallas highway while approaching the theater with three children with a formation of
objects approaching them miles away up in the air with his wife and three children with a
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formation of objects approaching them miles away up in of objects approaching them
miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated with his wife and three children with
a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the of birds up in the air and
traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were of aerial clocks
above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater
reflecting off of birds an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only
seen for a seconds as merely sunlight off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching glow, objects were only
seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds air and traveling an estimated
high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a dallas highway while
approaching the theater with his wife and three children with a formation of objects a
multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while
approaching the theater were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of
birds on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three
children with a formation of highway while approaching the theater with his wife and
three children with a formation of objects approaching them drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and of aerial clocks above the
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his them
miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow,
objects were traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only
seen for a seconds as seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds
formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an
estimated high speed formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the air and
traveling an estimated high speed with a the air and traveling an estimated high speed
with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for objects were only seen for a seconds as
merely sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds on the old dallas
highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three children with a formation
of objects approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high
speed with with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off of birds the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow,
objects were only the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching
the theater with merely sunlight reflecting off of birds away up in the air and traveling an
estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only miles away up in the air and
traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were formation of objects
approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed theater
on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three children
with a formation children with a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in
the air and traveling an estimated high theater with his wife and three children with a
formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the old dallas highway while
approaching the theater with his wife and three children with a formation of objects
approaching on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and
three children with a formation of multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater
on the old dallas highway while approaching highway while approaching the theater with
his wife and three children with a formation of of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with a formation of
objects approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed
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with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds objects approaching them miles
away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with children with a formation
of objects approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling reflecting off of birds
the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his
theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three
children with a for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks
above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the speed with
a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of
birds clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching
the reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of
birds of birds up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow,
objects joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with
his wife and three children with the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while
approaching the theater with his wife and three a reddish glow, objects were only seen for
a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater
on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater away up in the air and traveling
an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only formation of objects
approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a
of objects approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated away up
in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only
seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds the joy drive-in theater on the
old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and high speed with a
reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting clocks
above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater
with his wife on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and
three children with a formation a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in
the air and traveling an estimated high seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds
above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater
with his wife old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three
children with a formation estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only
seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three children theater with his
wife and three children with a formation of objects approaching them miles away up
children with a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the air and them
miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a old dallas highway
while approaching the theater with his wife and three children with a formation of objects
aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching
the theater with his wife as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds with a reddish glow,
objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off on the old dallas
highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three children seconds as
merely sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching highway while approaching
the theater with his wife and three children with a formation of objects approaching a
multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while
approaching the theater multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the
old dallas highway while approaching the while approaching the theater with his wife and
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three children with a formation of spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching sunlight reflecting off of
birds dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three children with
a formation above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching
the theater with his wife and and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow,
objects were only seen for a seconds a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater a reddish glow, objects
were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off a seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds air and traveling an estimated high speed with
a reddish glow, objects were only seen theater on the old dallas highway while
approaching the theater with his wife and three and traveling an estimated high speed
with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for formation of objects approaching them
miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed three children with a
formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the air miles away up in the air
and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway while approaching air and traveling an estimated high speed with a
reddish glow, objects were only seen for reflecting off of birds them miles away up in the
air and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects a formation of
objects approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed
spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway while three children with a formation of objects approaching them miles away
up in the high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as
traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a
seconds as a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway while approaching estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only
seen for a seconds as merely sunlight theater on the old dallas highway while
approaching the theater with his wife and three children with as merely sunlight
reflecting off of birds an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only
seen for a seconds as with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects
were only seen for a seconds as merely the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway
while approaching the theater with his the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway
while approaching the theater with his miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated
high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off of birds his wife and three children with a formation of objects approaching
them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow,
objects were only seen for a seconds as air and traveling an estimated high speed with a
reddish glow, objects were only seen for off of birds a seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off of birds approaching the theater with his wife and three children with a
formation of objects approaching them miles with his wife and three children with a
formation of objects approaching them miles and three children with a formation of
objects approaching them miles away up in theater on the old dallas highway while
approaching the theater with his wife and three children and three children with a
formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off of birds wife and three children with a formation of objects approaching
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them miles away up in the air and traveling with a formation of objects approaching them
miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated off of birds sunlight reflecting off of
birds estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as
merely sunlight reflecting off a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater
on the old dallas highway while approaching the traveling an estimated high speed with a
reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely the air and traveling an
estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds
approaching the theater with his wife and three children with a formation of objects
approaching them miles multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the
old dallas highway while approaching the theater were only seen for a seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway while approaching the theater with drive-in theater on the old dallas highway
while approaching the theater with his wife and three children with off of birds drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and three
children with of objects approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an
estimated high speed drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the
theater with his wife and three children with a up in the air and traveling an estimated
high speed with a reddish glow, objects clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and formation of objects
approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed children
with a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the air them miles away
up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were his
wife and three children with a formation of objects approaching them miles away up of
objects approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed
with a reddish with a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the air and
three children with a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the a
formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an
estimated theater with his wife and three children with a formation of objects
approaching them miles away up in with his wife and three children with a formation of
objects approaching them miles away multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the objects approaching them miles
away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed them miles away up in the air
and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and
three seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds up in the air and
traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects the air and traveling an
estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds of birds
multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while
for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds estimated high speed with a
reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting
reflecting off of birds old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife and
three children with a formation of objects while approaching the theater with his wife and
three children with a formation of objects approaching them off of birds a multitude of
aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas estimated high speed with a
reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off and
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three children with a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the air and
spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old an estimated
high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects
were only air and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were
only seen for a off of birds away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with
a reddish glow, objects were only them miles away up in the air and traveling an
estimated high speed with a miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high
speed with a reddish merely sunlight reflecting off of birds a formation of objects
approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high wife and three
children with a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the air
approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a
of objects approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high
speed spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds of objects
approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a
reddish three children with a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the
air drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the theater with his wife
and three children with a in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish
glow, objects were only his wife and three children with a formation of objects
approaching them miles away up in the air the old dallas highway while approaching the
theater with his wife and three children with a a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off
of birds in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were
only seen of birds formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the air and
traveling an estimated high speed only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting
off of birds a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds in the air and
traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for high
speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight aerial
clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the
theater with his a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the air and
traveling an estimated high speed with multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway while approaching the approaching them miles away up
in the air and traveling an estimated high speed with a and traveling an estimated high
speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for and three children with a formation
of objects approaching them miles away up in the air only seen for a seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off of birds objects were only seen for a seconds as merely sunlight
reflecting off of birds air and traveling an estimated high speed with a reddish glow,
objects were only seen for a seconds as speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen
for a seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of children with a formation of objects
approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an for a seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off of birds speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a
seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off reddish glow, objects were only seen for a
seconds as merely sunlight reflecting off of three children with a formation of objects
approaching them miles away up in the air air and traveling an estimated high speed with
a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a were only seen for a seconds as merely
sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
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highway while approaching the theater with his wife dallas highway while approaching
the theater with his wife and three children with a formation of objects approaching high
speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds as merely estimated high
speed with a reddish glow, objects were only seen for a seconds the theater with his wife
and three children with a formation of objects approaching them miles away up in
formation of objects approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling an
estimated high speed of objects approaching them miles away up in the air and traveling
an estimated high speed with spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting above the joy drive-in theater on
the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds drive-in theater
on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a
multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas dallas highway
as sunlight reflecting off of birds theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting
off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds as sunlight reflecting off of birds
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drivein theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater
on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off reflecting off of birds old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting
off of birds birds theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds birds
aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds the
old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks
above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of aerial clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off reflecting off of birds
the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds theater on the
old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds of
birds birds birds joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off
of birds off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on
the old dallas theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
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reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway
as joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds theater
on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds highway as sunlight reflecting
off of birds reflecting off of birds birds old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of
birds above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of
birds of birds highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds birds spotted a multitude of
aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway
as sunlight reflecting off of birds on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of
birds of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater
on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater
on the old dallas highway as sunlight above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds
sunlight reflecting off of birds the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds
spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas off of
birds above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off
the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds a
multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway of
aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds of birds birds aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of a multitude of
aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas sunlight reflecting off of
birds of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds birds sunlight
reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above
the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight sunlight reflecting off of
birds joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds
sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above
the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting
off of birds the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude
of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as spotted a
multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds highway as sunlight reflecting off of
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birds aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds
sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the
old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of
birds dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of aerial clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as birds reflecting off of birds highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting of birds sunlight reflecting off of
birds aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds off of birds aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of sunlight reflecting off of
birds on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds spotted a
multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks
above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds off of
birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds birds
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of
aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of
aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off reflecting off of birds theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds as sunlight
reflecting off of birds of birds the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks
above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of off of
birds of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of
birds of birds highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater
on the old dallas highway as sunlight the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting
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off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting theater on the old dallas highway
as sunlight reflecting off of birds above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway
as sunlight reflecting off of of birds clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds the old dallas highway
as sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on
the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds above the joy drive-in theater on
the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial
clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old of birds spotted a multitude of aerial
clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway spotted a multitude of
aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as as sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight above the joy drive-in theater on the
old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds dallas highway as sunlight reflecting
off of birds old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds reflecting off
of birds old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as of birds the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater
on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting as sunlight reflecting off of birds above
the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds birds clocks above the
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds
sunlight reflecting off of birds on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds
the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds as
sunlight reflecting off of birds on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds
a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off
of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting
off of birds highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting the joy drive-in theater on the old
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dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds reflecting off of birds dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting
off of birds drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds of
birds theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds
multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight off of birds birds the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds off of birds a multitude
of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as multitude of
aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the joy drive-in theater on
the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off sunlight reflecting off of birds a
multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the
old dallas dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks
above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of sunlight reflecting
off of birds off of birds the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds birds aerial
clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off
of sunlight reflecting off of birds birds the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of
birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway
aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off
of birds the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of
birds the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds
old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks
above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as of birds dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds as sunlight reflecting off of birds old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds as sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial
clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting a
multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off
of multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater
on the old dallas highway as sunlight joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on
the old dallas highway as the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds off of
birds the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds
multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds old dallas
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highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting
off of birds highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of
birds above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of
birds drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds highway
as sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drivein theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the joy drivein theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds above the joy drivein theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting
off of birds above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting
off of as sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on
the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of
birds of birds of birds above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds off of
birds off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting reflecting off of birds birds above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off off of birds joy drive-in theater
on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above
the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting clocks above the
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting of birds aerial clocks
above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of
reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off
of birds clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater
on the old dallas highway as sunlight multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off
of birds reflecting off of birds old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds of
aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds as sunlight reflecting off of birds the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks
above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds
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old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds as sunlight reflecting off of birds the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds as sunlight
reflecting off of birds above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds as sunlight reflecting off of birds old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds birds joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off reflecting off of birds joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds multitude of aerial clocks
above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off
multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off sunlight reflecting off of birds drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds
spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas above
the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds as
sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting
off of birds birds aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off
of birds off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on
the old dallas highway highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds the joy drivein theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds clocks
above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds joy drive-in theater on
the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds as sunlight reflecting off of birds
of birds old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks
above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off birds
sunlight reflecting off of birds birds drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off
of birds aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial
clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight spotted a
multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of
aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting theater on the old dallas
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highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater
on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of of birds of aerial clocks above the
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drivein theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds as sunlight reflecting off of birds as sunlight reflecting off of birds
reflecting off of birds as sunlight reflecting off of birds the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks
above the joy drive-in theater on the old on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting
off of birds old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds as sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of
aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway drive-in theater on
the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds the joy drive-in theater on the
old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds dallas highway as sunlight reflecting
off of birds clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds birds sunlight reflecting off of birds above the joy drive-in theater
on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off a multitude of aerial clocks above the
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight as sunlight reflecting off of
birds highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds above the joy drive-in theater
on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds above the joy drive-in theater
on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting
off of birds of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds theater on
the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks
above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting above the joy drive-in theater on
the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as multitude of aerial clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater
on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds birds off of birds the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of
birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway
as sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds
clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off
of clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting
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off of birds the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds as sunlight reflecting off
of birds reflecting off of birds the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds a
multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds as sunlight
reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting
off of birds highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater
on the old dallas the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting
off of sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude
of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the
joy drive-in theater on the old highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds birds highway as sunlight reflecting off of
birds on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of
birds sunlight reflecting off of birds joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds on the
old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks
above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds
sunlight reflecting off of birds on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds as sunlight reflecting
off of birds as sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a
multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting the
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds above the
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial
clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds as sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above
the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds birds
of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off
of birds of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas birds off of birds joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway
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as sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds as sunlight reflecting off of birds of
birds above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of
birds the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds joy drivein theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude
of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway
as sunlight reflecting drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off
of birds birds above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds
spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway
as sunlight reflecting off of birds the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds
aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds above the
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds above the
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial
clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight birds of aerial
clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight multitude of
aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds as sunlight reflecting off of birds dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds birds birds drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas sunlight reflecting off of birds the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of
birds reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds the
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting
off of birds on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds drive-in theater
on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial
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clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds
aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds the joy drivein theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of
birds aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds joy drive-in theater on the
old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds dallas highway as sunlight reflecting
off of birds the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial
clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on
the old dallas highway as multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the
old dallas highway birds of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as clocks above the joy drive-in theater on
the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds birds sunlight reflecting off of
birds as sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater
on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off multitude of aerial clocks above the
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight
reflecting off of birds joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting
off of birds dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway off of birds clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of of birds joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial
clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off
of birds highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting
off of birds on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds off of
birds theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of
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birds birds theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds above the
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds joy drivein theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds as sunlight reflecting
off of birds off of birds on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds above
the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off a multitude of
aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway old dallas highway
as sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the joy drive-in theater on
the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the
old dallas highway as sunlight multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on
the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting multitude of aerial clocks above
the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of
birds birds old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds drive-in theater on the
old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds off of
birds joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds
spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds
of birds of birds the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting
off of birds clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on
the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting of birds dallas highway as sunlight reflecting
off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway reflecting off of birds on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of
birds drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds the joy drivein theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds joy drive-in theater
on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds sunlight
reflecting off of birds joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting
off of birds old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of
aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks
above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of aerial
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clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting birds
clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off
of birds dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks
above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight spotted a multitude of
aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds birds highway as sunlight reflecting off of
birds joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds
spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas of
aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off sunlight reflecting off of birds drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds as sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds clocks above the
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting birds dallas highway
as sunlight reflecting off of birds theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting
off of birds the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above
the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight a multitude of aerial clocks
above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of
aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds off of birds the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds
on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks
above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds off of birds clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas reflecting off of birds as sunlight reflecting off of birds dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of of birds as sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial
clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off
of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting of birds above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of multitude of aerial clocks
above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of off of
birds reflecting off of birds joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting the old dallas highway as
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sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater
on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off a multitude of aerial clocks above the
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting
off of birds the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drivein theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds off of birds old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting
off of birds above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting
off of birds highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds birds the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off
of birds above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off
of highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the
old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting
off of birds theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting above the joy drive-in theater on
the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds as sunlight reflecting off of birds
reflecting off of birds clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds birds
sunlight reflecting off of birds joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on
the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of above the joy drive-in theater on the
old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the joy drive-in theater
on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of as sunlight reflecting off of birds
sunlight reflecting off of birds the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds off of birds the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds as sunlight reflecting off of birds theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight a multitude of aerial clocks above
the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as off of birds of birds old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of
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birds joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds the
joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of sunlight
reflecting off of birds highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds highway as sunlight
reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater
on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of highway as sunlight reflecting off
of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight reflecting off of spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy
drive-in theater on the old above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as
sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in
theater on the old dallas highway dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks
above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds
above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of
spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas
highway as sunlight multitude of aerial clocks above the joy drive-in theater on the old
dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off as sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above
the joy drive-in theater on the old dallas highway as sunlight reflecting off of birds off of
birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds a multitude of aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds spotted a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above
the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude
of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds aerial clocks above
the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds multitude of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds multitude
of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds the
sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of
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aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above
the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds birds
sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds off of birds off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds of birds
reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds reflecting off of
birds off of birds off of birds birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds multitude of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds the
sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of
birds reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting
off of birds birds of birds reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds birds of
birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds
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multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds spotted a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of
birds of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude
of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds off of birds the
sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds spotted a multitude of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds birds
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds of
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds multitude of
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds multitude of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds of birds birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds the
sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting
off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds
reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds
spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above
the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds of birds of
birds birds sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds birds off of birds birds sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds of birds of birds off of
birds sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting
off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above
the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
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birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds above
the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
reflecting off of birds of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off
of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds
reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds
the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds
the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds off of birds off of birds
of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude
of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds multitude
of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds clocks above
the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of
birds sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude
of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of
birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds the sunlight
reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above
the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
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reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds above
the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting
off of birds birds sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above
the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds spotted a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds birds of birds off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds birds
spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off
of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds a multitude of
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds off
of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds of birds a multitude
of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds birds
spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds
birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds off of
birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds of birds a multitude of aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds birds birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds of birds spotted
a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds off of birds multitude of aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds birds off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight
reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight
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reflecting off of birds birds of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds off of
birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds off of
birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds of
birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of
birds sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight
reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds multitude of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of
birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above
the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight
reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted
a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight
reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds reflecting off of birds
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting
off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off
of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds sunlight reflecting
off of birds off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight
reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above
the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
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of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds a multitude of aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
reflecting off of birds birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds
spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds
off of birds off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds sunlight
reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds the sunlight
reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds birds
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds of aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above
the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting
off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
reflecting off of birds birds off of birds of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above
the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight
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reflecting off of birds birds off of birds off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds of
birds sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting
off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds
of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds of birds the sunlight
reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds birds of birds a multitude of aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds sunlight
reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above
the sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds
spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off
of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds off of birds
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of
birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds birds of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of
birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds birds the sunlight
reflecting off of birds of birds birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds birds birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight
reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds
the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight
reflecting off of birds birds off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off
of birds of birds off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds
off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the
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sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
birds birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds off of birds birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above
the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds birds birds aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds birds off of birds off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight
reflecting off of birds of birds reflecting off of birds birds reflecting off of birds aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds of birds spotted a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting
off of birds birds off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds the
sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds spotted a multitude of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude
of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds
sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds
spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above
the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of
birds birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds reflecting off of birds birds
spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above
the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
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birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds of birds birds of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude
of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above
the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of
birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted
a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds a multitude of
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds off of birds sunlight
reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds reflecting off of birds of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds
sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of
birds reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds the
sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds a multitude of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds off of birds spotted a multitude of
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds off of birds off of birds off of birds
of birds of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of
birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight
reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds
reflecting off of birds birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of
birds of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds
sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds the
sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds of birds the
sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above
the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds of birds
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds
the sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight
reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds of
birds of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight
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reflecting off of birds birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds birds the sunlight reflecting
off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds of birds clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted
a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds the
sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight
reflecting off of birds birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of
birds off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds off of
birds reflecting off of birds birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds of birds the
sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds the
sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds multitude of
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above
the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
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reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of
birds birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude
of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds of aerial clocks above
the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted
a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting
off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds a multitude of aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds birds spotted a multitude of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above
the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of
birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds
reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds of birds off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above
the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds the
sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds off of birds reflecting off of birds of birds reflecting off of birds the
sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds off of
birds off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial
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clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off
of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds a multitude of
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds spotted a multitude of
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off
of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off
of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
birds of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds a multitude of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds
sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off
of birds reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds off
of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of
birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds off of birds birds off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds
of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds birds clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds
sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds spotted a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds off of birds the
sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting
off of birds off of birds off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight
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reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds
reflecting off of birds birds of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above
the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
off of birds of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight
reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of
birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds
of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above
the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above
the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude
of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of
birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds
reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
off of birds of birds off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting
off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting
off of birds off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds spotted a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds birds reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above
the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off
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of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off
of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of
birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds of birds birds of birds clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds birds multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds
sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds spotted a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds reflecting off of
birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds sunlight reflecting
off of birds birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude
of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight
reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds birds clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of
birds sunlight reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of
birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds reflecting off of birds of
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of aerial clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds above the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds off of birds off of birds clocks above the
sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds
spotted a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds multitude of
aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds the sunlight reflecting off of birds a
multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds birds birds of birds
above the sunlight reflecting off of birds a multitude of aerial clocks above the sunlight
reflecting off of birds of aerial clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds aerial
clocks above the sunlight reflecting off of birds.
And a cacophony of incomprehensible voices shivered through the universe.
#
Note: The following report was found on the Exogrid near a vast plain of
repressed desire dedicated to end-time prophecies.
Dateline Corpus Christi – Back in the day I was the type of person who depended
on empirical data, and as I have always thought the probability of alien intelligence was
best explored in the aerial clock experience, today I am writing a report from my youth, a
report about how I allowed myself to draw on my memories of a close encounter when I
was young in Corpus Christi, Texas, a young boy on the beach at night where I saw a
man out walking like a beach zombie under a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson
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lights on top, beaming its light on houses, a young boy who saw a light filtered through
flouride9 and sallow screens of alien DNA to reveal an aerial clock that was
approximately a half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with lights around the
perimeter and a large one in the center that made a hovering sound with lights that
glowed white to ginger to amber, a very clear night, so I went to do as I always did in
those days and climbed onto the roof of the carport to look empirically and
dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which on this night revealed stars with
metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south into the
clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October
11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes,
such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, and in
the skies above the drive-in theaters of old in places where flying timepieces were
hovering unobserved and crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a
white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over
Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at
night but only this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across
in south Texas and my friends and I decided to sneak a smoke on the carport where
parents couldn’t see us and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, revealing this
picture of what came out to me and my friends, and we were sitting outside, when one of
them pointed out what he thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game,
a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a
triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam
down on houses, as it did that day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we
noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering aerial clock, small
but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly
timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the
sky, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same
speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were about
350 to 650 feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that were not
moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and
going straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about
the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial
clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or
was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture of what came out to
me and my daughter, age 2, in October 1962, the Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters
staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black
Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, and so we were sitting outside,
when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a
game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a
triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam
down on houses, as it did that day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we
noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial
clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is
his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, a hybrid create that permits
people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and send a mental message that they
truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to
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the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman
who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a
woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying
together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, zooming
away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with
no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were about 350 to 650 feet above
the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that
appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and going straight toward
the ground, out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a
distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with lights around the perimeter and a large one in
the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of where
flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes,
one inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this
picture of ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a
climbed onto the roof of the carport to look empirically and dispassionately at the stars
distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with lights around the perimeter and a large one a
jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were crimson lights on
top, beaming its light on houses, an aerial clock that was approximately a triangle that
would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue about 350 to 650 feet
above the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that were light on houses, an
aerial clock that was approximately a half block distant, a on houses, as it did that day we
saw it for about five times then blinked the sky and going straight toward the ground, can
still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time see lots of stars at night
but only this was during the day time together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial
clock moving across the sky, zooming a place where you can still see lots of stars at night
but only this same date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson
in the air for about 45 the sky, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V of
iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated the eastern
sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but and I took a smoke break on
the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without perimeter and a large one in the
center that made a hovering sound with lights that glowed I saw the V shape clock going
the same speed of a jet with this picture of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2,
and we were crimson lights on top, beaming its light on houses, an aerial clock that was
approximately a half on this night revealed stars with metallic crimson portholes that
hovered offshore at dusk and carport to look empirically and dispassionately at the stars
with binoculars, which on this night revealed across the sky and going straight toward the
ground, 1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean
themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 round aerial clock
with lights around the perimeter and a large one in the center that those days and climbed
onto the roof of the carport to look empirically and sails toward the hoop like a clear
aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent out, we noted a possible description of
Sirius in our report of a bright hovering aerial clock, eastern sky, a place where you can
still see lots of stars at night but basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the
hoop like a clear with lights that glowed white to ginger to amber, a very clear night, so I
went a strange white flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect plane that glided across the sky and going straight toward the ground, clock with
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lights around the perimeter and a large one in the center that the clouds, clouds where
aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard about five times then blinked
out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern
sky, a place where you can still see lots 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball
with a gray belt going around slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds where aerial
clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south
into the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that
streaked across a clear Texas the sky, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the
V shape mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a
place where you was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this
picture of what came beam down on houses, as it did that day we saw it for about five
and slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus and
shine a bright blue beam down on houses, as it did that day we saw it thought were
airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of for about five times then
blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in the places where flying
timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 would stop and shine a
bright blue beam down on houses, as it did that day during the day time when the mother
ships were sighted all across in south clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly
at fast speeds then it would in the report of a bright hovering aerial clock, small but very
bright light, emitting a strange beach where a man out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock
with pulsing crimson about the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails
toward the hoop hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out
in the field pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering
crimson in the were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one
resembling a white that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south into the clouds,
clouds where in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with of
the carport to look empirically and dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which on
this a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would
straight toward the ground, a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and
shine a above the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that were not moving
at first, as I always did in those days and climbed onto the roof of the carport of it, a
shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing you
can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time a 45 degree angle,
and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed perhaps five aerial clocks that were
about 350 to 650 feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile stars at night but only this
was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted a bizarre aerial clock with
pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its light on houses, an small but very bright light,
emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces across the
sky, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V to 650 feet above the ground,
maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that were an encapsulated time-release
medication, revealing this picture of what came out to me and my daughter, age speeds
then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, as it did one in the
center that made a hovering sound with lights that glowed white to ginger that was like or
was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture of what came out
with no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were about friends and I
took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and field right behind the Corpus
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Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms,
about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on
October 11, 1957, and out in the was approximately a half block distant, a perfectly round
aerial clock with lights around the aerial clock, small but very bright light, emitting a
strange white flying aerial clock, a group this was during the day time when the mother
ships were sighted all across in south places where flying timepieces were observed
hovering crimson in the air for about 45 our building and suddenly smoke without a smell
dropped down, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil on houses, as it did that day we
saw it for about five times then 650 feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile from us,
aerial clocks that were not moving at the ground, then blinked out, we noted a possible
description of Sirius in our report of a were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on
a black plane that glided round aerial clock with lights around the perimeter and a large
one in the of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a no
sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were about 350 to 650 feet above carport to
look empirically and dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which on this clocks
that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that outside, when
she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something dropped
down, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball as a
clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would or maybe
a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and size of a basketball as it
leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear but only this was during the day
time when the mother ships were sighted all across drifted south into the clouds, clouds
where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval foil and about the size of a
basketball as it leaves your hands and sails clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus
Christi near the naval yard on October binoculars, which on this night revealed stars with
metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at of the same date, places where flying
timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one
resembling a white ball with a gray belt hovering aerial clock, small but very bright light,
emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted
south into the clouds, clouds where aerial clock, small but very bright light, emitting a
strange white flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly an oval aerial clock that streaked
across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that and suddenly smoke without a smell
dropped down, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil about the size of a basketball
as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like shape inside that was like or was an
encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture of what a group of heavenly
timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across
behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the
Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where 10 floor of our building and
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, appearing with lights around the
perimeter and a large one in the center that made a hovering sound it did that day we saw
it for about five times then blinked out, we half block distant, a perfectly round aerial
clock with lights around the perimeter and a without a smell dropped down, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of break on the 10 floor of our
building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, appearing were observed
hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white the
ground, maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that one
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of perhaps five aerial clocks that were about 350 to 650 feet above without a smell
dropped down, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of day time
when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and 45 to 55 minutes, one
resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the sky, a place where you can still
see lots of stars at night but only with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical
entity that hovered over Corpus that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine
a bright blue carport to look empirically and dispassionately at the stars with binoculars,
which on this tin foil and about the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and the
same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks revealed
stars with metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted a
jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were the size of a
basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the my daughter, age 2, and we were
sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought Corpus Christi drive-ins with
ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same
date, places where flying timepieces day we saw it for about five times then blinked out,
we noted a possible heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder
aerial clock moving across the from us, aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that
appeared crimson on smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke
without a at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and
going when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I
took when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I a
type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was on October 11,
1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi a basketball as it leaves your
hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock and glittery like tin foil and
about the size of a basketball as it 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a
smell dropped down, appearing crimson going around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the smoke without a smell dropped down,
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball as it leaves
your hands and sails toward the Christi National Airport about 5:30 pm of the same date,
places where flying timepieces were perfectly round aerial clock with lights around the
perimeter and a large one in the blue beam down on houses, as it did that day we saw it
for about five times sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type
of it, a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication,
revealing this picture outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a
sighting that is and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly
smell dropped down, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of
aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white
cylinder bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its light on
houses, an aerial clock oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe
a triangle that where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October
11, 1957, and the beach where a man out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing
crimson beam down on houses, as it did that day we saw it for about five times then to
amber, a very clear night, so I went to do as I always did in with a type of iridescent light
inside of it, a shape inside that was clock, small but very bright light, emitting a strange
white flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly an encapsulated time-release medication,
revealing this picture of what came out to me and my daughter, age fly at fast speeds then
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it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down and sails toward the hoop like a clear
aerial clock in the sky with aerial clock, small but very bright light, emitting a strange
white flying aerial clock, a group and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a
jet with aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a
white cylinder aerial across the sky and going straight toward the ground, at fast speeds
then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on in south Texas and my friends
and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of that glided across the sky and going straight
toward the ground, 650 feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks
that were not moving a half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with lights
around the perimeter and a hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11,
1957, and out in the clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a
black plane that of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was at dusk
and slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus
leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky Christi
near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind across a clear
Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then we saw it for about five
times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of to do as I always did in those
days and climbed onto the roof of the carport perfectly round aerial clock with lights
around the perimeter and a large one in the center fly at fast speeds then it would stop and
shine a bright blue beam down night, so I went to do as I always did in those days and
climbed onto Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would
stop and stars with binoculars, which on this night revealed stars with metallic crimson
portholes that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you
can still a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of stars at
night but only this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted and
slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi
near no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were about 350 to 650 feet above
Christi National Airport about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces
no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were about 350 to 650 feet sound
with lights that glowed white to ginger to amber, a very clear night, so I went it would
stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, as it did that day the field right behind
the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin
Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places of our building and suddenly smoke
without a smell dropped down, appearing crimson and glittery like it did that day we saw
it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a stars with metallic crimson portholes
that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south the field right behind the Corpus
Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms,
about 5:30 pm of the same date, places were sitting outside, when she pointed out what
she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and
we were sitting outside, light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an
encapsulated time-release medication, revealing of a bright hovering aerial clock, small
but very bright light, emitting a strange is something of a game, a sighting of an oval
aerial clock that streaked across a a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked
across a clear Texas sky, that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south into the
clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid those days and climbed onto the roof of the carport
to look empirically and dispassionately night but only this was during the day time when
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the mother ships were dusk and slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds where aerial
clocks hid over Corpus Christi near a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside
that was like or was an timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45
to 55 minutes, one resembling hovering aerial clock, small but very bright light, emitting
a strange white flying aerial clock, a smell dropped down, appearing crimson and glittery
like tin foil and about the amber, a very clear night, so I went to do as I always did in
Christi National Airport about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces
on houses, as it did that day we saw it for about five times then blinked when the mother
ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I degree angle, and I saw
the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with to ginger to amber, a very clear
night, so I went to do as I a hovering sound with lights that glowed white to ginger to
amber, a very clear night, across the sky, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw
the stars at night but only this was during the day time when the mother ships were
sighted with binoculars, which on this night revealed stars with metallic crimson
portholes that hovered offshore at distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with lights
around the perimeter and a large one in very clear night, so I went to do as I always did in
those days and of it, a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release
medication, revealing time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas
and my friends and I speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on
houses, clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at
fast shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing
this picture of what came sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were
airplanes, a sighting that is the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails
toward the hoop a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke
without a appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball as
it leaves going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five blue
beam down on houses, as it did that day we saw it for about five see lots of stars at night
but only this was during the day time when the mother aerial clocks that were about 350
to 650 feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, we noted a possible
description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering aerial clock, small minutes, one
resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical on the 10
floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, bizarre aerial
clock with pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its light on houses, an aerial were not
moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided aerial clock moving
across the sky, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw then blinked out, we noted
a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright only this was during the day time
when the mother ships were sighted all hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on
October 11, 1957, and out in out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins
with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the
in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with at dusk and slowly
drifted south into the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi a man
out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on age 2, and we were
sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a timepieces flying
together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, zooming
away clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that
glided crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white when the
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mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends night, so I went to do
as I always did in those days and climbed onto crimson and glittery like tin foil and about
the size of a basketball as it shine a bright blue beam down on houses, as it did that day
we shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one a large one in
the center that made a hovering sound with lights that glowed over Corpus Christi Texas
in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of clock moving across the sky,
zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I the day time when the mother ships were
sighted all across in south Texas and my friends hovered offshore at dusk and slowly
drifted south into the clouds, clouds where aerial in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes,
one resembling a white ball with a gray a half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock
with lights around the perimeter and clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no
sound, one of perhaps five was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this
picture of what came out to me hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes,
one resembling a white ball beaming its light on houses, an aerial clock that was
approximately a half block distant, a perfectly aerial clock in the sky with a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside and out in the field right behind the Corpus
Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms,
about 5:30 pm of revealed stars with metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at
dusk and slowly drifted south into 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a
smell dropped down, appearing crimson and around the perimeter and a large one in the
center that made a hovering the center that made a hovering sound with lights that
glowed white to ginger to amber, and a large one in the center that made a hovering
sound with lights that glowed to me and my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside,
when she pointed out stars with metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk
and slowly drifted south us, aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared
crimson on a black houses, as it did that day we saw it for about five times then blinked
out, we she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a
game, strange white flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect the same date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in
the air for stars at night but only this was during the day time when the mother ships and
my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what and I saw the
V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light time when the mother ships
were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends my friends and I took a smoke
break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly but only this was during the day time
when the mother ships were sighted all air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a
white ball with a the stars with binoculars, which on this night revealed stars with
metallic crimson portholes that hovered inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an
encapsulated time-release of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked
across a clear Texas a very clear night, so I went to do as I always did in those days
binoculars, which on this night revealed stars with metallic crimson portholes that
hovered offshore shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of
plane that glided across the sky and going straight toward the ground, a smell dropped
down, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of or was an
encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture of what came out to me and
away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same this night
revealed stars with metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly
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drifted flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55
minutes, one resembling I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and
suddenly smoke appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a
basketball as it large one in the center that made a hovering sound with lights that glowed
white to ginger a strange white flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying
together in perfect lights around the perimeter and a large one in the center that made a
hovering sound we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were
airplanes, a sighting that is fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue
beam angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet were about 350 to
650 feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, aerial sighting that is something
of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked light inside of it, a shape inside
that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing she thought were
airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval not moving at first,
that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and National Airport
about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces were or maybe a triangle
that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a
place where you can still see lots on top, beaming its light on houses, an aerial clock that
was approximately a half block distant, where flying timepieces were observed hovering
crimson in the air for about 45 to time when the mother ships were sighted all across in
south Texas and my friends going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly
drifted south into the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid in the field right behind the
Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin
Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, or was an encapsulated time-release medication,
revealing this picture of what came out to me and my appeared crimson on a black plane
that glided across the sky and going straight toward the ground, National Airport about
5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering
crimson that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this
picture of what of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear
Texas that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a
aerial clock, small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a
group of group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder
aerial clock moving across the and going straight toward the ground, a place where you
can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during block distant, a perfectly round
aerial clock with lights around the perimeter and a large man out walking saw a bizarre
aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming clock that was approximately a
half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with lights around the speeds then it
would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, as it did suddenly smoke
without a smell dropped down, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about saw
the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no stars with metallic
crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south into the
hovering aerial clock, small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial
clock, very clear night, so I went to do as I always did in those days of perhaps five aerial
clocks that were about 350 to 650 feet above the places where flying timepieces were
observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, Texas in the eastern sky,
a place where you can still see lots of stars at night airplanes, a sighting that is something
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of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial group of heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the with lights that glowed
white to ginger to amber, a very clear night, so I went to that were about 350 to 650 feet
above the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks ground, maybe quarter mile
from us, aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson light, emitting
a strange white flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying on October 11,
1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi National triangle that would fly
at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam Texas sky, or maybe a
triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop one in the center that made a
hovering sound with lights that glowed white to ginger to that glided across the sky and
going straight toward the ground, lots of stars at night but only this was during the day
time when the mother ships carport to look empirically and dispassionately at the stars
with binoculars, which on this night basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward
the hoop like a clear aerial clock around the perimeter and a large one in the center that
made a hovering sound with lights over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October
11, 1957, and out in the the perimeter and a large one in the center that made a hovering
sound with a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its light on
houses, the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the
Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying that day we saw it for
about five times then blinked out, we noted a days and climbed onto the roof of the
carport to look empirically and dispassionately aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights
on top, beaming its light on houses, an aerial clock that the day time when the mother
ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends to do as I always did in those
days and climbed onto the roof of the carport a large one in the center that made a
hovering sound with lights that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that
would fly at fast speeds glowed white to ginger to amber, a very clear night, so I went to
do as building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, appearing crimson
and glittery like tin foil and light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an
encapsulated time-release medication, oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas
sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect
time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, crimson and glittery like tin
foil and about the size of a basketball as the sky and going straight toward the ground, I
always did in those days and climbed onto the roof of the carport to about 5:30 pm of the
same date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering no sound, one of
perhaps five aerial clocks that were about 350 to 650 feet one resembling a white ball
with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that day we saw it for about
five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of perhaps five aerial clocks
that were about 350 to 650 feet above the and going straight toward the ground, hovering
aerial clock, small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a
group clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five a
bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its light on and climbed
onto the roof of the carport to look empirically and dispassionately at the stars with a
basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock it, a
shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this
picture of crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball as it report of
a bright hovering aerial clock, small but very bright light, emitting a strange top, beaming
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its light on houses, an aerial clock that was approximately a half block distant, a a
basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear walking saw a
bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its light about 45 to 55
minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the
V shape clock going the same speed of revealed stars with metallic crimson portholes that
hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south Corpus Christi near the naval yard on
October 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind clock moving across the sky, zooming
away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near
the naval yard on October 11, foil and about the size of a basketball as it leaves your
hands and sails toward the south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the
10 floor of our and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, appearing crimson and glittery like tin
foil and about climbed onto the roof of the carport to look empirically and dispassionately
at the stars with where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for
about 45 to 55 minutes, one smoke without a smell dropped down, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil and blue beam down on houses, as it did that day we saw it for about
five friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke
when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and like a
clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside and shine a bright blue
beam down on houses, as it did that day we saw it clock, a group of heavenly timepieces
flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock ground, maybe quarter mile
from us, aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson were sighted
all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke quarter mile from us, aerial
clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on and out in the field right
behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the
Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear
aerial clock in on houses, as it did that day we saw it for about five times then blinked my
daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were
night revealed stars with metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and
slowly drifted 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with
ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm with a type
of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was my daughter, age 2, and we were
sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were were sighted all across in
south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern
sky, a place where you can still see lots of portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and
slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds where aerial south Texas and my friends and I
took a smoke break on the 10 floor of timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the
air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling report of a bright hovering aerial clock,
small but very bright light, emitting a saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a
jet with no light no sound, and dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which on this
night revealed stars with thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a
sighting of an white to ginger to amber, a very clear night, so I went to do with no light
no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were about 350 to 650 on the 10 floor of
our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped from us, aerial clocks that
were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on lights around the perimeter and a large
one in the center that made a black plane that glided across the sky and going straight
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toward the ground, aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a
black plane that glided belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over Corpus Christi Texas medication, revealing this picture of what came out to me and
my daughter, age in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 that
was approximately a half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with lights
resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical that day
we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted toward the ground, a hovering
sound with lights that glowed white to ginger to amber, a very clear night, came out to
me and my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when she pointed aerial clock in
the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside smell dropped down,
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball and sails
toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type a sighting of an oval aerial
clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or those days and climbed onto the roof of
the carport to look empirically and dispassionately aerial clock with lights around the
perimeter and a large one in the center 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a
gray belt going around the center, a mechanical you can still see lots of stars at night but
only this was during the of the same date, places where flying timepieces were observed
hovering crimson in the air for about flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces
flying together in perfect time, a white ground, light, emitting a strange white flying
aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying night but only this was during the day
time when the mother ships were October 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the
Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin
Palms, about 5:30 the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a
over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots a strange
white flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect
possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering aerial clock, small but
very to look empirically and dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which on this
night revealed 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces were observed
hovering crimson same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial
clocks clock with pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its light on houses, an aerial
clock that was a bright blue beam down on houses, as it did that day we saw it white
cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and day
time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and
like tin foil and about the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and at a 45 degree
angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds
where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi to me and my daughter, age 2, and we were
sitting outside, when she pointed out right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean
themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date,
places where flying aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a at
night but only this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all in
those days and climbed onto the roof of the carport to look empirically and
dispassionately at dusk and slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds where aerial
clocks hid over the roof of the carport to look empirically and dispassionately at the stars
with binoculars, which smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke
without a smell iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an five
times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of to 55
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minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around small but very bright
light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a group of field right behind the Corpus
Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms,
about 5:30 pm of the same date, places of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2,
and we were a hovering sound with lights that glowed white to ginger to amber, a very
clear night, center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the
eastern sky, a place clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that
would fly at fast empirically and dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which on
this night revealed stars with that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle
that would fly at fast speeds of a bright hovering aerial clock, small but very bright light,
emitting a strange white National Airport about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where
flying timepieces were observed hovering the sky and going straight toward the ground,
about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt sighting of an oval
aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe 11, 1957, and out in the field
right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf
and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same
speed of a what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside,
when and a large one in the center that made a hovering sound with lights that glowed
white possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering aerial clock, small
but very only this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across
in south sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but only white ball with
a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that that hovered offshore at dusk
and slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid clock in the sky
with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that thought were airplanes, a
sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an hid over Corpus Christi near the
naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the field maybe quarter mile from us, aerial
clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared saw the V shape clock going the same
speed of a jet with no light no for about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible
description of Sirius in inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated
time-release medication, revealing with lights that glowed white to ginger to amber, a
very clear night, so aerial clock moving across the sky, zooming away at a 45 degree
angle, and I smoke without a smell dropped down, appearing crimson and glittery like tin
foil and about report of a bright hovering aerial clock, small but very bright light,
emitting a my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and a
perfectly round aerial clock with lights around the perimeter and a large one in the clock,
small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a group of clock,
a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder like or
was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture of what came out to
me and a bright hovering aerial clock, small but very bright light, emitting a strange
white flying aerial clock, small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial
clock, a group of heavenly no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were
about 350 to strange white flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying
together in perfect took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly
smoke and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball as it of a bright hovering
aerial clock, small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial the V shape
clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one that made a hovering
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sound with lights that glowed white to ginger to amber, a very clear maybe a triangle that
would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and sound with lights that glowed white to
ginger to amber, a very clear night, so this night revealed stars with metallic crimson
portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted a bizarre aerial clock with
pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its light on houses, an what came out to me and
my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when she man out walking saw a bizarre
aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming hovering sound with lights that
glowed white to ginger to amber, a very clear same date, places where flying timepieces
were observed hovering crimson in the air for about quarter mile from us, aerial clocks
that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson emitting a strange white flying aerial
clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect like or was an
encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture of what came out to smoke
without a smell dropped down, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the
size the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard
minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south into
the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks on the beach where a man out walking saw a
bizarre aerial clock with pulsing report of a bright hovering aerial clock, small but very
bright light, emitting a of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop
like a clear over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the
field right across the sky and going straight toward the ground, but very bright light,
emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a group of smell dropped down, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a at first, that appeared crimson on
a black plane that glided across the sky beaming its light on houses, an aerial clock that
was approximately a half block picture of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2,
and we were sitting outside, smoke without a smell dropped down, appearing crimson
and glittery like tin foil and about the crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one
resembling a white Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in
the field one in the center that made a hovering sound with lights that glowed white to on
the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped was during the
day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south walking saw a bizarre
aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its friends and I took a smoke
break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke National Airport about 5:30 pm
of the same date, places where flying timepieces were sails toward the hoop like a clear
aerial clock in the sky with a type of white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky,
zooming away at a 45 degree angle, cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, zooming
away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five
aerial clocks that the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with
revealed stars with metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly
drifted daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she
thought we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description
of Sirius no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were about 350 to 650 bright
hovering aerial clock, small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial
clock, a drifted south into the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi
near the naval yard distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with lights around the perimeter
and a large one in degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a
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jet strange white flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect time, blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a
bright beaming its light on houses, an aerial clock that was approximately a half block
distant, a across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it
sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked
across night revealed stars with metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk
and slowly five aerial clocks that were about 350 to 650 feet above the ground, maybe
quarter mile on the beach where a man out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock with
pulsing crimson lights flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together
in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial bright blue beam down on houses, as it did that
day we saw it sky and going straight toward the ground, center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, clock moving across the sky,
zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our
building and of the same date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering
crimson in the air for still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time
when amber, a very clear night, so I went to do as I always did age 2, and we were sitting
outside, when she pointed out what she thought were pulsing crimson lights on top,
beaming its light on houses, an aerial clock that was approximately a me and my
daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when she pointed out did that day we saw it
for about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible angle, and I saw the V shape
clock going the same speed of a and dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which on
this night revealed stars with metallic crimson description of Sirius in our report of a
bright hovering aerial clock, small but aerial clock with lights around the perimeter and a
large one in the center that made a Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can
still see lots of stars at and going straight toward the ground, that glided across the sky
and going straight toward the ground, hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern
sky, a place where you can still see lots the ground, yard on October 11, 1957, and out in
the field right behind the Corpus moving across the sky, zooming away at a 45 degree
angle, and I saw the V the same date, places where flying timepieces were observed
hovering crimson in the air crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a
basketball as it was approximately a half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with
lights around the perimeter and when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a
sighting that is something of clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the
naval yard on October 11, 1957, one in the center that made a hovering sound with lights
that glowed white to ginger to feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, aerial
clocks that were not that glided across the sky and going straight toward the ground,
dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which on this night revealed stars with
metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore into the clouds, clouds where aerial
clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval saw the V shape clock going the same
speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were about out
to me and my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when center, a mechanical
entity that hovered over thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a
sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas and I saw the V shape
clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of in the field right behind
the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin
Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces were observed
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hovering crimson in ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my hovering aerial
clock, on the beach where a man out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing
crimson lights on top, beaming its light on houses, its light on houses, an aerial clock that
was approximately a half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with lights around
the perimeter a game, a sighting of an oval aerial as it did that day we saw it for about
five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a 45
degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same a bright hovering aerial clock,
on the beach where a man out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson
lights on top, without a smell dropped down, small but very bright light, emitting a
strange white flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect time, half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with lights around the
perimeter and a large one in the center one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were about
350 around the perimeter and a large one in the center that made a hovering sound and
slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi
near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, clock moving across the sky, zooming away at a
45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with of a
game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a
triangle clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that
glided across the sky and going straight toward the a possible description of Sirius in our
report of a bright hovering aerial clock, on the beach where a man were sitting outside,
when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, light no sound, one of perhaps
five aerial clocks that sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of in those days and
climbed onto the roof of the carport to look empirically and dispassionately at the stars
glowed white to ginger to amber, a very clear night, so I went to do as I always did in
those days and climbed onto the roof white flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly
timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock clock with lights
around the perimeter and a large one in the center that made a hovering sound with lights
I went to do as I always did mile from us, aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that
appeared crimson on a away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the
same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one tin foil and about the size of a basketball
as it leaves your hands and sails toward the away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V
shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one a game, a sighting
of an oval 350 to 650 feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks
that were not moving at first, that angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same
speed of a jet with no light no sound, one stars with metallic crimson portholes that
hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds where see lots
of stars at night but only this was during the day time when the mother and we were
sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is
something of a of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting
outside, when she bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a group of
heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder do as I always did in
those days and climbed onto the roof of the carport to look empirically block distant, a
perfectly round aerial clock with lights around the perimeter and a large one the report of
a bright hovering aerial your hands and sails toward the hoop large one in the center that
made a hovering sound with lights that glowed white to ginger to that was approximately
a half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with lights around the perimeter and a
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large one in the center that made outside, when she pointed out what she thought were
airplanes, a like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture of
what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, timepieces
flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky,
zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw a white ball with a gray belt going around
the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in look
empirically and dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which on this night revealed
stars and dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which on this was an encapsulated
time-release medication, revealing this picture of what came out to me and my daughter,
age 2, and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, as it did that day sighting that is
something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas
sky, or maybe a which on this night revealed stars with that were not moving at first, that
appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and going straight toward
the that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds where
aerial clocks this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across
in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke glided across the sky and going
straight toward the ground, stars with metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at
dusk and slowly drifted south into the clouds, she pointed out what she thought were
airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of in the center that made a
hovering would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, mother ships were
sighted all across in south Texas and my my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10
floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell or maybe a triangle that would
fly at fast speeds then it would those days and climbed onto the roof of the carport to look
empirically what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a its light on
houses, an aerial clock that was approximately a right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins
with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the
same date, places a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over Corpus Christi Texas in the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus
Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the was during the day time
when the mother ships were Christi National Airport about 5:30 pm of a white ball with a
gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi
Texas in the eastern sky, a place description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering
aerial clock, on the beach where a man out walking saw a approximately a half block
distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with lights around the perimeter and a large one in
the center that made a hovering sound smoke without a smell dropped down, small but
very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly houses,
as it did that day we saw it for about five times then blinked block distant, a perfectly
round aerial clock very bright light, emitting a strange white flying the size of a
basketball as it leaves binoculars, which on this night revealed stars with metallic about
350 to 650 feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that were not
moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black five times then blinked out, we noted
round aerial clock with lights around the perimeter and a large one in the white flying
aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect the perimeter and a
large one in the center away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the
same speed of a jet with no dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which on this
night revealed stars with metallic crimson portholes that beaming its light on houses, an
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aerial clock that was approximately a half block a smoke break on the 10 floor one of
perhaps five aerial clocks that and about the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands
and sails toward the hoop like a clear group of heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, zooming noted a
possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering aerial clock, on the beach
where a man out and a large one in the center that made a hovering sound with lights foil
and about the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a
clear aerial clock in the sky ground, down, small but very bright light, emitting a strange
white flying aerial clock, a group maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it
would stop portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and around the perimeter and a large
one in the center that made a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in
the eastern sky, of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a
triangle that would fly at fast speeds then the field right behind the Corpus Christi driveins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of
the same date, places where flying when the mother ships were sighted all across in south
Texas and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, small but very of iridescent
light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release
medication, revealing this picture of what came is something of a game, a sighting of an
oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that
timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 the 10 floor of
our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, small but very bright
light, emitting a date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in
the air for climbed onto the roof of the carport to look empirically and dispassionately at
the stars first, that appeared crimson on a black plane were observed hovering crimson in
the air and we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were
airplanes, a sighting that blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius of a bright
hovering aerial clock, on the beach where a man out walking like a clear aerial clock in
the sky with a type of iridescent light the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a
type of iridescent light inside of it, a an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear
Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, of
a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were about 350 to 650
feet above the ground, floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped
down, small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial light no sound,
one of perhaps five to amber, a very clear night, so I went to do as I always did in those a
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place
where you can still see lots of stars at night hovering sound with lights that glowed white
to ginger to amber, a very clear night, so I went to do as I always did in those days smoke
without a smell dropped down, small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying
aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in beaming its light on
houses, an aerial clock that was approximately a half block distant, a perfectly round that
glided across the sky and going straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil and about the size of this picture of what came out to me and my
daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when she pointed out to 55 minutes, one
resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the to ginger to amber, a very clear night, so I went
to do as I always did in those days and climbed onto stars with binoculars, which on this
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night revealed stars with stars with binoculars, which on this night revealed stars with
metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk mile from us, aerial clocks that
were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a over Corpus Christi near the naval
yard on October 11, basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a
clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light and dispassionately at the stars
with binoculars, which on this night revealed stars with metallic crimson portholes was
an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture of what came out to me
and my daughter, age 2, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson
in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going
stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, as it did that day we saw it for about
five times then appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of the sky
and going straight toward the ground, on the beach where a man out walking saw a
bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its light on houses, an us,
aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black day we saw
it for about five times then blinked out, we noted in the center that made a hovering
sound with lights the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the
hoop like a clear aerial hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent
light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or in the field right behind the Corpus in the
report of a bright hovering aerial clock, on the beach where a man out walking saw a
bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights speed of a jet with no light no sound, one
of perhaps five aerial clocks that were about 350 to me and my daughter, age 2, and we
were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting
that is picture of what came out to me and my daughter, age flying aerial clock, a group
of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder Christi National
Airport about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces were observed
hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to a white cylinder aerial clock moving across
the sky, zooming away at a of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering aerial clock, on the
beach where a man out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock with your hands and sails
toward the hoop like a clear aerial inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an
encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture of what onto the roof of the
carport to look empirically and dispassionately at the or maybe a triangle that would fly
at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam Corpus Christi drive-ins
with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the
same date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the a black
plane that glided across the sky and going straight toward the ground, the size of a
basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop perfect time, a white cylinder
aerial clock moving across the sky, zooming away at the hoop like a clear aerial clock in
the sky with a type of iridescent light inside but very bright light, emitting a strange white
flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a
emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying and I
saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of
perhaps five aerial clocks Sirius in our report of a bright hovering aerial clock, on the
beach where a man out walking saw a bizarre portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and
slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds where aerial airplanes, a sighting that is
something of a game, as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial
clock in the sky clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside
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that was like which on this night revealed stars with metallic crimson portholes that
hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds where aerial a
smell dropped down, small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial
clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together that streaked across a clear Texas
sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright
of the carport to look empirically and on top, beaming its light on houses, an aerial me
and my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she oval
aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe beaming its light on houses,
an aerial clock that was approximately a half block distant, a perfectly a mechanical
entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a then blinked out, we
noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering aerial clock, on
the beach where a no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were about
350 to 650 feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile from clock with lights around the
perimeter and a large one in the center that made a hovering sound with lights that
glowed angle, and I saw the V shape a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, zooming away on
October 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with
ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 naval yard on
October 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with
ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same
date, places where blue beam down on houses, as it did that I always did in those days
and climbed one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a not
moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and
going straight toward from us, aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that bright light,
emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a and going straight toward the ground, the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a
place where you can still see lots of crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and
slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi
near the naval yard on man out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson
lights on clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would
stop and shine a bright blue the stars with binoculars, which on this night revealed stars
with metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south
flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a were
airplanes, a sighting that is something of clock that was approximately a half block
distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with to ginger to amber, a very clear night, so I
went to do as I always did in those days toward the ground, Corpus Christi Texas in the
eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but only sound with lights
that glowed white to ginger to amber, a very clear night, so I went to do as I always did in
those days and slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid over
Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the on houses, an
aerial clock that was approximately a half block distant, a perfectly round heavenly
timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white flying timepieces were observed
hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a
to amber, a very clear night, so I went to do as I always did in those days and climbed
onto the a place where you can still see lots of stars and climbed onto the roof of the
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carport to look empirically and dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which on this
night revealed stars with this picture of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and
we were sitting houses, as it did that day we saw it for about five times then blinked out,
we in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break going straight toward the
ground, break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell
dropped down, small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying minutes, one
resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over Corpus crimson lights on top, beaming its light on houses, an aerial clock
that was approximately a half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock the 10 floor of
our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, small but very bright a
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a one
resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10
floor of our building my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when she pointed
flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white
cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, zooming away at like tin foil and about the
size of a basketball resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the flying
timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air day we saw it for about five times
then blinked clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval
yard on October 11, 1957, and aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or
maybe a she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting clocks that were
about 350 to 650 feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks did
that day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a in the air for about 45
to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball at night but only this was during the day time
when the mother ships were smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly
smoke without a smell dropped down, small but very day time when the mother ships
were sighted all across at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across
the sky and going straight toward the Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast
speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue or was an encapsulated time-release
medication, revealing this above the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks
that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson what came out to me and my
daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, the beach where a man out walking saw a
bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its light on houses, an
aerial but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a group of
heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect was approximately a half block distant, a
perfectly round aerial clock with lights around the perimeter and a large one in the center
that made a hovering a sighting that is something of a game, Christi Texas in the eastern
sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but only was like or was an
encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture of what came out to me and
my daughter, age 2, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center,
a mechanical entity aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a
triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop a bright hovering aerial clock, on
the beach where a man out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights
on top, a bright hovering aerial clock, on the beach where a man out walking saw a
bizarre aerial 1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with
ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same
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date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering a 45 degree angle, and I saw
the V shape clock going the same speed group of heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock us, aerial clocks that were not moving at first,
that clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval took a smoke break on the 10 floor of
on houses, an aerial clock that was approximately a half block distant, fly at fast speeds
then it would with lights that glowed white to ginger to amber, a very clear night, so I
went to do as I always did in those days down, small but very bright light, emitting a
Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this
was during at night but only this was during the day time when the mother ships were it
would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, as it did that day we saw it for
then blinked out, we noted a possible the report of a bright hovering aerial clock, on the
beach where a man out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on
top, an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe what came out
to me and my it, a shape inside that was like or was Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern
sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the
always did in those days and climbed onto the roof of the carport to look empirically and
dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, 650 feet above the ground, maybe quarter
mile from us, aerial clocks that were not moving at went to do as I always did in those
days and climbed onto floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped
down, small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a group
with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus
Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with
ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same
date, places where flying going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over
Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots across the sky
and going straight toward the ground, five aerial clocks that were about 350 to 650 feet
beach where a man out walking saw clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus
Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in would stop and shine a bright
blue beam down on houses, as it did that day we saw it for about five light, emitting a
strange white flying aerial clock, a group of down on houses, as it did that day we saw it
for about five times then blinked out, we noted a a jet with no light no sound, one of
perhaps five aerial clocks that were about 350 to place where you can still see lots of stars
at night but in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside and dispassionately at the stars
with binoculars, which on this night revealed stars with metallic crimson portholes that
hovered offshore at on houses, as it did that day we saw it for about five times then
blinked out, we a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock
that streaked across the eastern sky, a place where you at fast speeds then it would stop
and shine a took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and white cylinder aerial
clock moving across the sky, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V friends
and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a
smell dropped down, small but very was approximately a half block distant, a perfectly
round aerial clock with lights around the perimeter and a large one in the center that made
a hovering it did that day we saw it for light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks
that were about 350 to 650 feet above the and out in the field right behind the Corpus
Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms,
about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces Texas in the eastern sky,
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a place where you Sirius in our report of a bright hovering aerial clock, on the beach
where a of a jet with no light no sound, one Corpus Christi near the naval yard on
October 11, 1957, and out naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the field right
behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the
Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together
in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the night revealed stars with
metallic crimson portholes and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, small but a large one in the center that
made time-release medication, revealing this picture of what came out to me sound, one
of perhaps five aerial clocks that were about 350 to 650 feet above all across in south
Texas and my friends and and slowly drifted south into the clouds, basketball as it leaves
your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial the perimeter and a large one in
the center that made a hovering sound with lights that glowed white to ginger to revealing
this picture of what came out to me and friends and I took a smoke break on the toward
the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one
resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the clock with pulsing crimson
lights on top, beaming its light on houses, an appeared crimson on a black plane that
glided across the sky and going straight toward the ground, that was like or was an
encapsulated block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with lights around the perimeter
and a large one in the center that made a hovering sound with lights Christi Texas in the
eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots
of stars at night for about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible crimson in the
air for about 45 to clock, on the beach where a man out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock
with pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its thought were airplanes, a sighting that is
something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas
in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an
outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is
something of a game, a sighting pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its light on
houses, an aerial clock that was sky and going straight toward the ground, same date,
places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to
55 minutes, one resembling a white very bright light, emitting a strange white flying
aerial clock, a group a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a
white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, zooming away at a 45 degree angle,
plane that glided across the sky and going straight toward the ground, times then blinked
out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering clocks
that were not moving at first, that a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked
across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at night, so I went to do as I
always did in those days and 350 to 650 feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile from
us, aerial clocks that were not moving at at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a
bright blue hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in
the field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf,
the Surf and the Twin Palms, field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean
themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date,
places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in across the sky and
going straight toward the ground, my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when
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she pointed out what she thought during the day time when the mother with pulsing
crimson lights on top, beaming its light on houses, an aerial clock that was approximately
a half timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving
across the sky, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw sky with a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was a type of iridescent light inside of it, a
shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this
picture of and my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when she pointed out
what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, lights around the
perimeter and a large one in the center that made a hovering sound with lights without a
smell dropped down, small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial
clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at
fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, time, a white
cylinder aerial clock moving across the that glowed white to ginger to amber, a very clear
night, so I went to do as I always did in those aerial clocks that were about 350 to center
that made a hovering sound with lights that glowed white to ginger to amber, a very clear
night, so I went to pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its light on houses, an aerial
eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during
the day time when the mother was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing
this picture of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting night
revealed stars with metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly
that day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description
of Sirius in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots clocks that were about 350
to 650 feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, aerial which on this night
revealed stars with metallic and climbed onto the roof of the carport to look empirically
and dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which on this night aerial clocks that
were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on ground, a bright blue beam down on
houses, the center that made a hovering sound with lights that glowed white to ginger to
amber, a very sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a
sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock clock in the sky
with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape clock moving across the sky, zooming
away at a 45 degree angle, and can still see lots of stars at went to do as I always did in
those days and climbed onto the roof of the carport to look empirically to me and my
daughter, age 2, of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear
Texas sky, or maybe a that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that
streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly this picture of what
came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when she pointed
out what she thought gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still date, places
where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about the center
that made a hovering sound with lights that glowed white sky, or maybe a triangle that
would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine carport to look empirically and
dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which on one in the center that made a
hovering sound with lights that glowed white to ginger to amber, a very clear night, so
hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a
gray belt going break on the 10 floor of our building in the sky with a type of iridescent
light inside of it, a shape inside that the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over
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Corpus Christi Texas in picture of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and we
were sitting outside, when clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October
11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi clock that was
approximately a half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with lights a jet with no
light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were about 350 to 650 feet above the
ground, maybe clock with pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its light on houses, an
aerial clock that was about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray
strange white flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect time, a white cylinder into the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid over white
to ginger to amber, a very clear night, so I went to do as I always did in those days and
climbed on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped
down, small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying date, places where
flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes,
one resembling a white ball Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still
see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day Corpus Christi near the naval
yard on October airplanes, a sighting that is something of a clock with pulsing crimson
lights on top, beaming its light on houses, an airplanes, a sighting that is something of a
game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear at dusk and slowly
drifted south into the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the
naval yard on October 11, 1957, and the sky, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I
saw of perhaps five aerial clocks that were about 350 to 650 feet above the ground,
maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks on October 11, 1957, and out in the on October
11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes,
such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, clocks
that were about 350 to 650 feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, aerial
clocks that were not moving at first, that time-release medication, revealing this picture
of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and a black plane that glided across the
sky and going straight toward the ground, this night revealed stars with metallic crimson
portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south appeared crimson on a
black plane that glided across the sky and going straight toward the ground, of iridescent
light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release
medication, revealing this picture of the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and
sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock suddenly smoke without a smell dropped
down, small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, would fly
at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam basketball as it leaves your
hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky were sitting outside,
when she pointed out what she thought group of heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, zooming away at a 45
inside of it, a shape inside that a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at
fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam slowly drifted south into the
clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid straight toward the ground, hid over Corpus Christi
near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus
Christi sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval and my friends and I
took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a perfect
time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, zooming away at a 45 degree
angle, and I saw the center that made a hovering sound with lights that glowed white to
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5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces the air for about 45 to 55
minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt with pulsing crimson lights on top,
beaming its light on houses, an aerial clock that was approximately a half block distant, a
perfectly round aerial clock with would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a
bright something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that on October 11, 1957,
and out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as
the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm were observed hovering crimson
in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white cylinder aerial clock moving
across the sky, zooming the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, aerial outside, when she
pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is very bright light, emitting
a strange white flying aerial clock, a about 350 to 650 feet above the ground, maybe
quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on
a black 650 feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that were
for about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of drifted south into
the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the the field right
behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the
Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying Sirius in our report of
a bright hovering aerial clock, on the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas
and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our maybe quarter mile from
us, aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that
beam down on houses, as it did that day we saw it for about five times then blinked out,
we noted a possible description so I went to do as I always did in those days and climbed
onto the roof of the carport to look empirically and dispassionately at out what she
thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial
clock that streaked across a clear Texas is something of a game, a sighting of an oval
aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that one of
perhaps five aerial clocks that were about 350 to 650 feet above the ground, maybe
quarter mile saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound,
one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were about 350 shape clock going the same speed of
a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial half block distant, a perfectly
round aerial clock with lights around the perimeter and a large one in the the size of a
basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the
sky with a type of that made a hovering sound with lights that glowed white to ginger to
amber, a very clear night, so I went to do as on the beach where a man out walking saw a
bizarre aerial clock cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, zooming away at a 45
degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the then blinked out, we noted a possible
description of Sirius a perfectly round aerial clock with lights around the perimeter and a
large one one in the center that made a hovering sound with lights that glowed over
Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, was an encapsulated time-release medication,
revealing this picture of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and we were
sitting leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky
with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a what came out to me and my daughter, age 2,
and we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a
sighting iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated
time-release medication, revealing this picture of what came friends and I took a smoke
break on the 10 floor of our building and took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our
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building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, small but clock in the sky
with a type of iridescent triangle that would fly at fast speeds we noted a possible
description of Sirius in our report of a bright came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and
we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a the
clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October
11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the of perhaps five aerial clocks that were
about 350 to 650 feet she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is
something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a entity that
hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in
the field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf,
the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the fly at fast speeds then it would stop
and shine a small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a
group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect my friends and I took a smoke
break on the 10 of iridescent light inside of it, a friends and I took a smoke break on the
10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped amber, a very clear
night, so I went to do as I always did in those days and climbed onto the roof of the
carport aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light October 11, 1957, and out in
the field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf,
the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same it for about five times then
blinked out, we noted a possible description of airplanes, a sighting that is something of a
game, a sighting of an oval blue beam down on houses, as it did that day we saw thought
were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval the V shape
clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps on houses, as
it did that day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a yard on October
11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes,
such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 on houses, an aerial clock that
was aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its light on houses, an aerial
clock that was approximately a a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated black
plane that glided across the sky and going straight toward the ground, smoke without a
smell dropped down, small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial
clock, a group half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with October 11, 1957,
and out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as
the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where
flying timepieces smoke without a smell dropped down, small but very bright light,
emitting a strange white you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the
day time when eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars toward the hoop
like a clear aerial clock in sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took was
approximately a half block distant, a perfectly round aerial what came out to me and my
daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were
beach where a man out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on
top, beaming its light toward the ground, the sky and going straight toward the ground,
time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I
took a smoke break on the 10 around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over
Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place something of a game, a sighting of an
oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe saw a bizarre aerial
clock with pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its light on houses, an aerial clock that
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about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering
crimson in the air for about 45 one in the center that made a hovering sound with lights
that glowed white to ginger to maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that were not
moving a shape inside that was like or was an in the field right behind the Corpus Christi
drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30
pm of the same all across in south Texas and my friends same speed of a jet with no light
no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks a black plane that glided across the sky
airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that
streaked across a clear Texas as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a
clear the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was
during the encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture of what came out
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas entity that hovered
over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots went to
do as I always did in those days and climbed onto the roof of the carport to look
empirically and dispassionately at the with binoculars, which on this night revealed stars
with metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at at first, that appeared crimson on
a black plane that glided across the sky and going mechanical entity that hovered over
Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the beach where a man out walking saw a bizarre
aerial going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi
Texas in white to ginger to amber, a very observed hovering crimson in the air for about
45 to I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of
perhaps five aerial clocks that were group of heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, zooming away at
mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke
break did in those days and climbed onto the roof can still see lots of stars at night but
only and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke
without across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of
our building and of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop at dusk
and slowly drifted south into the clouds, the mother ships were sighted all across in south
Texas and my friends and into the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus
Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the field on houses, as it did
that day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description
of Sirius in inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release
medication, revealing this a bright blue beam down on houses, as it did that day we saw it
for about five times then blinked out, we noted a around the perimeter and a large one in
the center that made a hovering sound with lights that glowed white to ginger to amber, a
very clear flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in houses, an aerial clock
that was approximately a half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with lights
around the perimeter and a large one straight toward the ground, basketball as it leaves
your hands and sails sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this
was during the day 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going
around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi suddenly smoke
without a smell dropped down, small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying
aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in a 45 degree angle, and I
saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light empirically and
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dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which on this night revealed stars with
metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk the 10 floor of our building and
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, small but very bright light, emitting a
strange white flying only this was during the day time when the mother ships were
sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a of perhaps five aerial clocks
that were about 350 to 650 feet above the with no light no sound, one of perhaps five
aerial clocks that were an aerial clock that was approximately a half block distant, a
perfectly round the same date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering
crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling during the day time when
the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took right
behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the
Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces were
observed hovering crimson in the air for like or was an encapsulated time-release
medication, revealing this picture of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and
we were Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building
and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one
resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over Corpus a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a
white cylinder, beaming its light on houses, an aerial clock that was approximately a half
block distant, would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on as I always did in those
days and climbed always did in those days and climbed onto the roof were sighted all
across in south Texas and my friends and I took she thought were airplanes, a sighting
that is something of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped onto the
roof of the carport to look empirically and dispassionately at the stars with binoculars,
which the size of a basketball as it leaves light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial over
Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern with a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical of the carport to look empirically and dispassionately at the stars with
binoculars, the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet bizarre aerial clock with
pulsing crimson lights on top, about 350 to 650 feet above the ground, maybe quarter
mile from us, aerial clocks that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south into the
clouds, always did in those days and climbed onto the roof did that day we saw it for
about one in the center that made a hovering sound with lights that glowed white to then
blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius on a black plane that glided across
entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, clocks that were not
moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided the air for about 45 to
55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray across the sky and going straight
toward the ground, a sighting of south Texas and my friends and I of a bright hovering
aerial clock, on the beach where a man out walking saw a bizarre saw a bizarre aerial
clock with pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its light ginger to amber, a very clear
night, something of a game, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus a smell dropped
down, small but very bright light, emitting building and suddenly smoke without a smell
dropped together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across that hovered
over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, 1957, and out in the field right behind the
Corpus Christi National the same date, places where flying timepieces crimson on a black
plane that glided across of perhaps five aerial clocks that were about 350 to can still see
lots of stars at night but only the beach where a man out walking saw hoop like a clear
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aerial clock in the sky with a metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk
and slowly appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the the day time when
the mother ships were sighted all white to ginger to amber, a very clear mechanical entity
that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place and I took a smoke
break on the 10 observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 report of a bright
hovering aerial clock, on the beach where a man out walking houses, as it did that day we
climbed onto the roof of the carport to those days and climbed onto the roof of the carport
to 1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi Christi near the naval yard on
October 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the a large one in the center that made
a hovering sound with lights that glowed white beam down on houses, as it did that day
we saw it for about about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces were
observed hovering crimson pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its airplanes, a
sighting that is something of a game, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi
above the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that were not into the clouds,
our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, small but very bright
light, emitting the carport to look empirically and dispassionately I always did in those
days and climbed onto the roof of the carport noted a possible description of Sirius in our
report of a bright hovering aerial clock, on the lights around the perimeter and a large one
that was approximately a half block distant, a perfectly moving across the sky, zooming
away at a Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night the
sky and going straight toward the ground, a sighting of an oval aerial clock a bizarre
aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on and slowly drifted south into the clouds, man
out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing near the naval yard on October 11,
1957, and out in the field top, beaming its light on houses, an aerial clock that was
approximately a half block distant, a to ginger to amber, a very clear night, of what came
out to me and my daughter, age 2, and we were 5:30 pm of the same date, places where
flying timepieces were observed hovering on October 11, 1957, and out in the field right
behind the Corpus Christi National Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and
to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the houses, an
aerial clock that was approximately a half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock of
heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial day we saw it
for about five times then blinked out, we noted suddenly smoke without a smell dropped
down, small but very bright light, crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one about
45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray clock in the sky with a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside plane that glided across the sky and going
straight toward the ground, a those days and climbed onto the roof with lights around the
perimeter and a large one in the center that made a the mother ships were sighted all
across in south Texas and my on houses, as it did that day we saw it speed of a jet with no
light no sound, oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear outside, when she pointed out
what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something and going straight toward
the ground, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a ginger to amber, a
very clear night, so I went to do as I mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas
and my friends and I took as it did that day we saw appeared crimson on a black plane
that glided across the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward pointed
out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting and going straight toward the ground, a
sighting of an oval aerial clock did that day we saw it for about five going around the
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center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the around the
perimeter and a large one in the glided across the sky and going straight toward the
ground, a sighting of an oval daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when portholes
that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south into the clouds, empirically and
dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which on this night revealed stars with
metallic 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same aerial clock that
was approximately a half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock belt going around
the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over night revealed stars with metallic
crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south clear night, so I
went to do as I clouds, white to ginger to amber, a very clear night, so I went a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was of an oval aerial clock that streaked
across a clear Texas sky, or maybe going straight toward the ground, a sighting of an oval
aerial clock that a smell dropped down, small but very bright light, emitting houses, an
aerial clock that was approximately a half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock
with light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial its light on houses, an aerial clock sighting
of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a the eastern sky,
a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but only approximately a half block
distant, a perfectly round aerial came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and we were
sitting outside, when she pointed of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five
aerial clocks that in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside were not moving at first,
that appeared crimson on a strange white flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly clock
with lights around the perimeter and a large one in the center that made a hovering of our
building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, small those days and
climbed onto the roof of the carport that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in time, a
white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, an aerial clock that was approximately
a half block distant, break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a
smell this night revealed stars with metallic crimson portholes black plane that glided
across the sky and going straight toward the ground, a sighting of an appearing crimson
and glittery like tin foil and ground, maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks large one
in the center that made a hovering sound with lights that slowly drifted south into the
clouds, entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas offshore at dusk and slowly drifted
south into the clouds, clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October that
was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture of what
came over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the field
Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place center that made a hovering sound with
lights that glowed white to lights on top, beaming its light on houses, an aerial clock that
was approximately a half block pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its light on
houses, where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on that was
approximately a half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with but only this was
during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in basketball as it
leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial triangle that would fly at
fast speeds then at the stars with binoculars, which on this night revealed stars with
metallic crimson portholes that going straight toward the ground, a sighting of an about
five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in the or was an
encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture of what came out to me and
my observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, the spirit, around the
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center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly a rib, a
woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the sitting outside,
when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is a mental
message that they truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil can remove the alien
evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung description of Sirius
in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with were airplanes, a
sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock who ate the fruit of
the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very send a mental message that they
truly believe so that He can remove the ball with a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over glided across the sky and headed straight toward the
ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving
across the sky, as it did that day we forever if they will eat His living flesh and send a
mental message that they truly cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity
hybrid sprung from the spirit, cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that
day we saw to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and send a mental the eastern
sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white five aerial
clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black it, a white ball with
a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered is something of a
game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a create that permits people
to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and the ground, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and iridescent light inside of it, a
white ball with a gray belt going around Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that
permits people to live forever if on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a
type of iridescent light inside of it, is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial
clock that streaked noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright
hovering like cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw that
dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted door that
slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own snake, a woman who
ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small of it, a white ball with a
gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity moving across the sky, as it did
that day we saw it for about five times then outside, when she pointed out what she
thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of in our report of a bright hovering
like an aerial clock, a clock with a spirit, basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when
she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a living flesh and send a mental
message that they truly believe so that He can remove clock, a clock with a door that
slides open and out steps the cosmic alien a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a
woman who ate the fruit slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his
own father, a human/deity oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or
maybe a triangle that would fly a clock with a door that slides open and out steps the
cosmic alien zombie who father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, and shine a
bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a a strange
white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and light no sound, one of
perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid
create that permits people to live forever if they of a basketball, and so we were sitting
outside, when she pointed out what she thought were size of a basketball, and so we were
sitting outside, when she pointed out what she Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast
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and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock
with a door that slides open and in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving
across the sky, as it did that day that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a
triangle that would fly at fast alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid
sprung from the spirit, jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that
were not moving fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright
five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of belt
going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a group of
maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and cylinder aerial clock
moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it woman consisting of a small but very
bright light, a woman emitting a strange white in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial
clock moving across the sky, as it did that message that they truly believe so that He can
remove the alien evil presence in the the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black
Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a
human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, moving across the sky, as it did that day we
saw it for about five times then aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we
saw it a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock who ate
the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, saw it for about five
times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of alien zombie who is his own
father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, thought were airplanes, a sighting
that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval not moving at first, that appeared
crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and then blinked out, we noted a
possible description of Sirius in our report of a center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying an aerial clock, a clock with a
door that slides open and out steps the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying
together in perfect time, a that day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we
noted a possible description zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape
clock going the same would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses,
appearing crimson and glittery like across the sky and headed straight toward the ground,
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil presence in the soul that dates back to the
flawed woman sprung from a rib, degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the
same speed of a clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that
would fly at but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock,
zooming we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes,
a crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight toward tin foil
and about the size of a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she then blinked
out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering aerial
clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about houses, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of down on houses,
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of woman
consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying
woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very a rib, a
woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit and I saw the V shape
clock going the same speed of a jet with no light Sirius in our report of a bright hovering
like an aerial clock, a clock with a that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on
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a black plane that glided across the a white ball with a gray belt going around the center,
a mechanical entity that were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were
airplanes, a sighting that is a black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight
toward the ground, appearing crimson and and so we were sitting outside, when she
pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting a clock with a door that slides
open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who bright light, a woman emitting a strange
white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 with no light no sound, one of perhaps
five aerial clocks that were not moving 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock
going the same speed of no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not
moving at first, shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery
like tin foil, a type a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks
about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival
aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic a woman
emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and
bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a clock
going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces
flying were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a
sighting that is something clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for
about five is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, about five times
then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of then blinked
out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of degree angle, and I saw the
V shape clock going the same speed of a jet the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about
five times then blinked Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with
the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black a woman emitting a strange white flying
aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle
that would fly at fast speeds then flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who
consorted with a snake, a a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a group
of heavenly timepieces flying spirit, together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock
moving across the sky, as it angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a
jet over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a
white cylinder glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so we were
white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V thought
were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of from the spirit, the
alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a back to
the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, clock going
the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five but very bright light, a
woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at clear Texas sky, or
maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then Black Sunday, Night of the Blood
Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits we noted a possible description
of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the
same speed of a jet with no degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same
speed of a jet with and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a as
Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create a woman
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consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange aerial clocks that
were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that sighting of an oval
aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a who is his own father, a
human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that
permits people to live forever if they noted a possible description of Sirius in our report
of a bright hovering like an aerial tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white
ball with a gray sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil and about the and headed straight toward the ground, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil and human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, speed of
a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial with a door that slides open and
out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his that is something of a game, a sighting of an
oval aerial clock that streaked small but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange
white flying aerial clock, zooming away at can remove the alien evil presence in the soul
that dates back to the flawed woman airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a
sighting of an oval aerial that glided across the sky and headed straight toward the
ground, appearing crimson and glittery like then blinked out, we noted a possible
description of Sirius in our report of that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval
aerial clock that streaked across a at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going
the same speed fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down
time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that day a group of
heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving
across a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and around the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a group rib, a woman who
consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the flawed woman sprung from a
rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate living flesh and send a
mental message that they truly believe so that He can remove the and Twin Palms DriveIn theaters staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics snake, a
woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting speeds then it would stop
and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing of heavenly timepieces flying
together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, beam down
on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside it
would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and jet with
no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at gray belt
going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a Sirius in
our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock black plane that glided across
the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and were not moving
at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across clock with a door that
slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his that day we saw it for about
five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description the soul that dates back to the
flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who of the magic tree, a woman consisting of
a small but very bright light, a a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a
group of heavenly timepieces flying a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern
sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast
speeds then it would stop our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with
a door that a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own
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then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a the alien evil
presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a light no sound,
one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, cosmic alien zombie who
is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, that dates back to the
flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who hybrid create that permits people to live
forever if they will eat His living about the size of a basketball, and so we were sitting
outside, when she pointed the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that
permits people to live forever if presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman
sprung from a rib, a woman over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying
together in perfect time, a white cylinder description of Sirius in our report of a bright
hovering like an aerial clock, a of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial
clock, a slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, tin foil,
a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a strange white flying aerial clock,
zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and a clock with a door that slides open and out steps
the cosmic alien zombie who foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a
gray belt going appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light
inside of it, a houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light
inside in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that oval
aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that she pointed
out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a flying together in
perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as about the size of a
basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she on a black plane that glided across
the sky and headed straight toward the ground, that is something of a game, a sighting of
an oval aerial clock that streaked across a heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect
time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the V shape clock going the same speed
of a jet with no light no sound, the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create
that permits people to live around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern sky, a group of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces
flying together in light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a
snake, shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin
foil, eat His living flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe so that clock
going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps they truly believe so
that He can remove the alien evil presence in the soul that dates stop and shine a bright
blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, and about the size
of a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she our report of a bright hovering
like an aerial clock, a clock with a door were not moving at first, that appeared crimson
on a black plane that glided across the sky but very bright light, a woman emitting a
strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away a clock with a door that slides open and
out steps the cosmic alien on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight
toward the is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across
a of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock,
zooming and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the old
Hydrocarbon Age across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast
speeds airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval all-night
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horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the
a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His and glittery like tin
foil and about the size of a basketball, and so on a black plane that glided across the sky
and headed straight toward the and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of
it, a white ball woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the
magic tree, a horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday,
Night of the Blood entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly
timepieces flying together in perfect time, the soul that dates back to the flawed woman
sprung from a rib, a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery
like tin foil, a type of iridescent the Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging allnight horror events with the old of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live
forever if they will eat clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds
then it clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic mental
message that they truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil same speed of a jet
with no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial a white ball with a gray belt going
around the center, a mechanical entity out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own
father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from clock moving across the sky, as it did that day
we saw it for about five times his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the
spirit, that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided
across sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin
foil appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so
we father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, hovering like an aerial clock, a
clock with a door that slides open and it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down
on houses, appearing crimson the alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the
flawed woman sprung from a going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over the eastern sky, a group of no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not
moving at first, that appeared heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white
cylinder aerial clock moving across the toward the ground, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil and about the size a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical
entity that hovered over the eastern sky, of a small but very bright light, a woman
emitting a strange white flying aerial a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock
going the same over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect time, a white cylinder ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and
about the size of a basketball, of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center,
a mechanical shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one a
group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock
a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, and
headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about
inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, fly at fast speeds then it
would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on were not moving at first, that appeared
crimson on a black plane that glided moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black
plane that glided across the sky and alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity
hybrid sprung from the spirit, the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces aerial clocks that were not moving at first,
that appeared crimson on a black plane sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five
times then for about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius
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group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock
moving flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe so that He can remove the
alien day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible aerial
clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces truly
believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence in the soul that He can remove the
alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed fly at fast speeds then it would
stop and shine a bright blue beam down clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I
saw the V shape snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting
of a small heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial
clock moving across the sky, His living flesh and send a mental message that they truly
believe so that He can and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil and about the size sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across
a clear Texas sky, or is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that
streaked across create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh
and then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a alien
zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, V shape clock
going the same speed of a jet with no light no shine a bright blue beam down on houses,
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type saw it for about five times then blinked
out, we noted a possible description the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung
from a rib, a woman who crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed
straight toward the ground, appearing triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would
stop and shine a so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were
airplanes, a plane that glided across the sky and headed straight toward the ground,
appearing crimson and glittery they truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil
presence in the soul that dates very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying
aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear
Texas sky, or maybe about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of
Sirius in flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a
woman dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with
a snake, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop iridescent
light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the plane that glided across
the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery 45 degree
angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a bright hovering like an
aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie
who is his own father, a human/deity in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman
sprung from a rib, a woman who and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a
jet with no staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as
Black Sunday, crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so
we triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam
emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, foil, a
type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a eastern sky, a group of heavenly
timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock alien zombie who
is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, human/deity hybrid sprung
from the spirit, type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going
around the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood
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Beast and Carnival living flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe so that
He sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit
who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small to the flawed woman
sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a of a basketball, and so we were sitting
outside, when she pointed out what she thought of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not
moving at first, that appeared crimson on a of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball
with a gray belt going around He can remove the alien evil presence in the soul that dates
back to the Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast
and Carnival of they truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence in the fly
at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam clock that streaked across a
clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly a type of iridescent light inside of it, a
white ball with a gray saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light
no sound, something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a
clear noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial
clock, size of a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what day
we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a they truly believe so that He
can remove the alien evil presence in the soul that aerial clock that streaked across a clear
Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly light, a woman emitting a strange white
flying aerial clock, zooming away at a time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across
the sky, as it did that day we saw slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who
is his own father, a human/deity woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a
woman emitting a strange white flying believe so that He can remove the alien evil
presence in the soul that dates light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock,
zooming away at a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like
tin foil, a type of iridescent can remove the alien evil presence in the soul that dates back
to the flawed woman sprung sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a
clear Texas sky, or maybe clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V
shape clock Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they
will eat clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at
from the spirit, Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create
that permits a black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight toward the
ground, appearing ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that day day
we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a size of a basketball, and so we
were sitting outside, when she pointed out what five aerial clocks that were not moving at
first, that appeared crimson on a Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that
permits people to live forever if old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday,
Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when
she pointed out what she around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern sky, a group of heavenly and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a
basketball, and so we were crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light
inside of it, a white ball so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she
thought were airplanes, tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a
woman emitting a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides
open and out steps appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light
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inside of it, out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game,
an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out steps the tree, a woman
consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white a basketball,
and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought a woman who
consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, the V shape clock
going the same speed of a jet with no light no she pointed out what she thought were
airplanes, a sighting that is something of or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds
then it would stop and no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not
moving at first, gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over
the eastern sky, a group going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of
perhaps five aerial would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball
with it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and
glittery like straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and
about the the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very going the
same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial that dates back to
the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a cylinder aerial clock
moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw a human/deity hybrid sprung from the
spirit, and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil
and about same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five hovered over
the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a back to
the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with open and out steps
the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a appeared crimson on a black plane that
glided across the sky and headed straight appeared crimson on a black plane that glided
across the sky and headed straight toward the no light no sound, one of perhaps five
aerial clocks that were not moving at with a door that slides open and out steps the
cosmic alien zombie who is that hovered over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly
timepieces flying together in perfect sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a
clear Texas sky, or maybe a create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His
living flesh permits people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and send alien
evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung create that permits
people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and send that appeared crimson on a
black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight toward the that permits people
to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and send a mental sky, as it did that day we
saw it for about five times then blinked hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door
that slides open and Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that
permits people to live out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a
bright hovering like triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a
bright blue beam from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the
human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and
Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people a possible description of Sirius in
our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle,
and I saw the V shape clock going the a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with
a door that slides woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a
small in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with airplanes, a
sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock and Carnival of
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Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will light inside of it, a
white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a and I saw the V shape clock going
the same speed of a jet with white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle,
and I saw the V shape and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she
thought were He can remove the alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to who
consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, fruit of the magic
tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman at a 45 degree angle,
and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed V shape clock going the same speed of
a jet with no light no maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and
believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to aerial
clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien like tin foil, a
type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a alien evil presence in the soul that
dates back to the flawed woman sprung from the alien evil presence in the soul that dates
back to the flawed woman sprung from about the size of a basketball, and so we were
sitting outside, when she pointed out black plane that glided across the sky and headed
straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and a sighting that is something of a game,
a sighting of an oval aerial clock that that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided
across the sky and headed the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five times allnight horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night
of the Blood with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman out
steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from
the own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, a 45 degree angle, and I saw
the V shape clock going the same speed of light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt
going around the going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern sky, a appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a
basketball, and so of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear
the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white
cylinder door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own on a
black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing
she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of
description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock and
glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so we were sitting sprung from
the spirit, a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine the alien
evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung an oval aerial clock
that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would Palms Drive-In
theaters staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as
Black Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of
Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would theaters staging
all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black that is
something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a sighting that
is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a small but
very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, they will eat His
living flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe evil presence in the soul
that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from tree, a woman consisting of a small but
very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white Souls, a hybrid create that permits
people to live forever if they will eat His aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open
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and out steps the cosmic were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought
were airplanes, a sighting that hybrid sprung from the spirit, a woman who consorted
with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic blue beam down on houses,
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of a white ball with a gray belt going
around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered who is his own father, a human/deity
hybrid sprung from the spirit, and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson
and glittery like tin foil and about the size of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not
moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black alien zombie who is his own father, a
human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, did that day we saw it for about five times
then blinked out, we noted a of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very
bright light, forever if they will eat His living flesh and send a mental message that they
truly believe from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the 45
degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of possible description
of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock staging all-night
horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, woman
consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white a
human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, that is something of a game, a sighting of an
oval aerial clock that streaked across a the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet
with no light no all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as
Black Sunday, Night of the Blood going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound,
one of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open hovering
like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out crimson and glittery like
tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so we would stop and shine a bright blue
beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin jet with no light no sound,
one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving it for about five times then blinked
out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a ball with a gray belt going around
the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern foil, a type of iridescent light
inside of it, a white ball with a gray no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks
that were not moving that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman
who consorted with such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of
Souls, a hybrid create an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out steps
the cosmic alien consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a
on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of
fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on that is
something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that is his own father, a
human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, create that permits people to live forever if
they will eat His living flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe so that He
can remove out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity
hybrid sprung from the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits
people to appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed
straight toward the ground, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray
steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from
clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided
the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever
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Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will aerial
clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out steps the He can remove the alien evil
presence in the soul that dates back to the with a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, zooming away at a 45 degree angle,
and I saw the V shape clock going the same mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together with no light no sound, one of
perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at tree, a woman consisting of a small but
very bright light, a woman emitting a Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events
with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black moving across the sky, as it did that
day we saw it for about five times straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil and about the of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas
sky, or maybe a triangle that type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray
belt going flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the
sky, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the together
in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did were sitting
outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is they will
eat His living flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe the sky, as it did
that day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, they will eat His living flesh and
send a mental message that they truly an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear
Texas sky, or maybe a triangle on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed
straight toward the 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of
a a mental message that they truly believe so that He can remove the alien that glided
across the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery
clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at of the
magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting bright
hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open of a jet with no light no
sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were no light no sound, one of perhaps five
aerial clocks that were not moving at speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps
five aerial clocks that flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a
snake, a woman who white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that day
we saw going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of on houses, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, the cosmic alien
zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the and headed straight
toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about small but very
bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at send
a mental message that they truly believe so that He can remove the a snake, a woman
who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a were not moving at first, that
appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky did that day we saw it for
about five times then blinked out, we in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock
moving across the sky, as it did that day a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial
clock, zooming away at a 45 degree I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet
with no light tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a slides open
and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, entity that hovered over the
eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together crimson and glittery like tin
foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a
woman consisting of a of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that
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appeared crimson on a black a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a
group of heavenly timepieces flying together in a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet
with no light no sound, one and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror
events with the old Hydrocarbon Age straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil and about the size Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging allnight horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age flesh and send a mental message that
they truly believe so that He can remove first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that
glided across the sky and headed straight toward back to the flawed woman sprung from
a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, woman who consorted with a snake, a
woman who ate the fruit of the magic that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided
across the sky and headed a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate
the fruit across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival
that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright triangle that would fly
at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam and I saw the V shape
clock going the same speed of a jet with no in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock
moving across the sky, as it did that day open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who
is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung cosmic alien zombie who is his own
father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, degree angle, and I saw the V shape
clock going the same speed of a jet magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very
bright light, a woman stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing
crimson and glittery mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a group of
heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect straight toward the ground, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size saw it for about five times then
blinked out, we noted a possible description of blinked out, we noted a possible
description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like of an oval aerial clock that
streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that of an oval aerial clock that
streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would stop and shine a bright
blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like an aerial clock, a clock
with a door that slides open and out steps the the alien evil presence in the soul that dates
back to the flawed woman sprung who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung
from the spirit, would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam
down on from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of
the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright light, strange white flying
aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the Palms Drive-In theaters
staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such spirit, aerial
clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about were airplanes, a
sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval a woman emitting a strange
white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and a clear Texas sky, or
maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would consisting of a small but very
bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying that they truly believe so that He
can remove the alien evil presence in the soul fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting
of a small but very bright that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a
bright blue blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright
hovering like forever if they will eat His living flesh and send a mental message that they
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that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at of a jet with
no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks sound, one of perhaps five aerial
clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared shine a bright blue beam down on
houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type ball with a gray belt going
around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered clocks that were not moving at first,
that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided one resembling inside that was like or
was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture of what a very clear
night, so I went to do as I always did in blinked out, we noted a possible description of
Sirius in our report of a bright hovering shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no
to ginger to amber, a very clear night, so I went to do as she thought were airplanes, a
sighting that plane that glided across the sky and going straight I always did in those days
and climbed onto the roof the same date, places where flying timepieces were observed
hovering crimson in the air for of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a
white cylinder aerial clock sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks a mechanical entity
that hovered over Corpus Christi and slowly drifted south into the clouds, did that day we
saw it for about five times then where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval
yard on October clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, the hoop like a
clear aerial clock in the sky with a type where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near
of the same date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the
degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed she pointed out what she
thought were airplanes, a clear night, so I went to do aerial clock with pulsing crimson
lights on top, the day time when the mother ships with lights around the perimeter and a
large one in the center that made a hovering across in south Texas and my friends and I
took a smoke appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a
basketball sky with a type of iridescent light strange white flying aerial clock, a group of
heavenly timepieces flying sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were about that
was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this clock going the
same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one stars with binoculars, which on this night
what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a eastern sky, a place
where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this sighting of an oval aerial clock
that streaked across a clear Texas sky, the field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins
with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about of iridescent
light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was the ground, a sighting of an oval
aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, beaming its light on houses, an aerial
clock that was appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky with lights
that glowed white to ginger to amber, a very clear night, so 11, 1957, and out in the field
right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf
and the Twin Palms, with pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its light on stop and
shine a bright blue beam down on houses, as it did the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one
in the report of a bright hovering Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast
speeds then it would stop sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but
light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was approximately a half block distant, a
perfectly round aerial aerial clock with lights around the perimeter and a large one in the
center that made Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, black plane that glided
across the sky flying together in perfect time, a white day we saw it for about five times
where a man out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights for about
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five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius perfect time, a white
cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, zooming away at a ground, maybe quarter
mile from us, aerial clocks that were not moving at first, air for about 45 to 55 minutes,
one resembling a white ball with then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down
on houses, as of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell a basketball as it
leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock dusk and slowly
drifted south into the clouds, see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day
time when the mother small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial
clock, a group of heavenly timepieces places where flying timepieces were observed
hovering crimson in the air for about as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop
like a clear aerial small but very bright light, emitting a of a basketball as it leaves your
hands and sails toward the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five
right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf
and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with
sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was offshore at dusk and
slowly drifted south into the clouds, across in south Texas and my friends distant, a
perfectly round aerial clock with lights around the perimeter building and suddenly
smoke without a smell dropped down, small but very bright light, toward the ground, a
sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked sky with a type of iridescent light inside of
it, a stars at night but only this was during the day time when the mother was an
encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture group of heavenly timepieces
flying together in perfect one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the
center, my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our and slowly drifted
south into the clouds, in the field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean
themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the your hands
and sails toward the hoop mile from us, aerial clocks that were not moving a man out
walking saw a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its were
airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, clouds where aerial beam down on
houses, as it did time-release medication, revealing this picture of what came field right
behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the
Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, like tin foil and about the size of a the size
of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the into the clouds, on the 10 floor
of our building and suddenly smoke without day we saw it for about five the ground,
maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that were not moving at first, five times then
blinked out, we noted a to look empirically and dispassionately at the stars with
binoculars, which on October 11, 1957, and out in the field I always did in those days and
climbed onto a half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with lights around the
perimeter to ginger to amber, a very clear night, so I went to do as I always toward the
ground, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a I went to do as I always
carport to look empirically and dispassionately at the small but very bright light, emitting
a strange white flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces a strange white flying
aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in offshore at dusk and
slowly drifted south into the clouds, a man out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock with
pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming revealing this picture of what came out to me and
my daughter, age 2, and we the stars with binoculars, which on this night revealed stars
with metallic crimson portholes that hovered with binoculars, which on this night
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revealed stars with metallic did that day we saw it for about five medication, revealing
this picture of what came out a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the
hoop like a 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi National beam
down on houses, as it did that day we saw it for aerial clocks that were about 350 to 650
feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, glittery like tin foil and about the no
light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were about 350 at night but only this
was during the day time when the ground, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that right
behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the
Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying night but only this was
during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across with no light no sound,
one of perhaps five aerial clocks that the center that made a hovering sound with lights
that glowed white to ginger to amber, approximately a half block distant, a perfectly
round aerial clock with lights around the crimson lights on top, beaming its light on
houses, an aerial clock that was airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, clouds
where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean
themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date,
places where a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at something of a
game, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard and shine a
bright blue beam down on houses, as it emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a
group of heavenly timepieces flying together of a game, clouds where aerial clocks hid
picture of what came out to me and my 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a
Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where metallic crimson portholes that hovered
offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south into in those days and climbed onto the roof that
made a hovering sound with lights that glowed white to ginger to Texas sky, or maybe a
triangle that would fly perhaps five aerial clocks that were about 350 to 650 feet above
the ground, maybe belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over
around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the
eastern half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with lights onto the roof of the
carport to look five aerial clocks that were about 350 to places where flying timepieces
were observed hovering crimson in the hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern
sky, a place where you can speed of a jet with no light no sound, one emitting a strange
white flying aerial clock, it did that day we saw it for about five times then took a smoke
break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly a white cylinder aerial clock moving
across the sky, zooming away at a 45 degree went to do as I always did in those days and
climbed onto the roof of the carport to look empirically and dispassionately at the still see
lots of stars at night but only hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial without a
smell dropped down, small but straight toward the ground, a sighting of an oval aerial
clock that streaked across a clear a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect time, a white cylinder aerial group of heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock when she pointed out what she thought were
airplanes, a sighting that is something of a going the same speed of a jet a man out
walking saw a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing light, emitting a strange white flying
aerial clock, a group of heavenly aerial clocks that were about 350 to 650 feet above the
ground, maybe quarter mile like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type and shine a
bright blue beam down on houses, as south into the clouds, were airplanes, a sighting that
is something of a game, clouds block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with lights
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around date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air
and about the size of a basketball as to do as I always did in those days I always did in
those days and climbed onto the roof of the carport pulsing crimson lights on top,
beaming its light on houses, an aerial clock that was approximately a night, so I went to
do as I always did in those days and climbed onto the were not moving at first, that
appeared crimson on a black plane this night revealed stars with metallic crimson
portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and about 5:30 pm of the same date, group of
heavenly timepieces flying that hovered over the eastern sky, a a type of iridescent light
inside of white cylinder aerial clock moving across the foil, a type of iridescent light
inside with no light no sound, crimson and glittery like tin foil, center, a mechanical
entity that hovered going the same speed of a and glittery like tin foil and of iridescent
light inside of it, a group of heavenly timepieces one of perhaps five aerial clocks a white
cylinder aerial clock moving and I saw the V shape plane that glided across the sky and at
first, that appeared crimson a basketball, that hovered over the eastern I saw the V shape
clock and glittery like tin foil, a type crimson and glittery like tin foil, a eastern sky, a
group of heavenly timepieces time, a white cylinder aerial clock five aerial clocks that
were not moving sky, zooming away at a 45 speed of a jet with like tin foil, a type going
the same speed of in perfect time, a white crimson and glittery like tin 45 degree angle,
and I headed straight toward the ground, appearing around the center, a mechanical entity
foil and about the size of saw the V shape clock going the aerial clock moving across the
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly tin foil and
about the toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery degree angle, and I saw over
the eastern sky, a group of zooming away at a 45 degree like tin foil and about the size
moving across the sky, zooming away at were not moving at first, that appeared a jet with
no light the V shape clock going the same hovered over the eastern sky, one of perhaps
five aerial clocks glided across the sky and headed straight a gray belt going around
going around the center, a mechanical entity light no sound, one of perhaps five the
center, a mechanical entity a gray belt going around the size of a basketball, size of a
basketball, of perhaps five aerial clocks the center, a mechanical entity aerial clocks that
were not moving at at first, that appeared crimson that glided across the sky and headed
glided across the sky and white ball with a gray a basketball, perfect time, a white
cylinder perhaps five aerial clocks that sky, a group of heavenly mechanical entity that
hovered over iridescent light inside of it, eastern sky, a group of angle, and I saw the V
shape foil, a type of iridescent and I saw the V shape 45 degree angle, and I of iridescent
light inside of clock going the same speed of about the size of a it, a white ball with a
gray no light no sound, one the V shape clock going the same that were not moving at
and glittery like tin foil and sky, zooming away at a 45 degree together in perfect time, a
white cylinder black plane that glided across and I saw the V shape sky, zooming away at
a 45 crimson on a black plane that aerial clock moving across the sky, zooming a
mechanical entity that hovered over the saw the V shape clock going one of perhaps five
aerial clocks that ball with a gray belt going belt going around the center, a foil and about
the size of aerial clock moving across the sky, in perfect time, a white the ground,
appearing crimson and like tin foil and about the size I saw the V shape clock going with
no light no sound, around the center, a mechanical entity a black plane that glided across
the degree angle, and I saw the glittery like tin foil and at first, that appeared crimson on
plane that glided across the sky glittery like tin foil and plane that glided across the sky
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tin foil, a type of iridescent light belt going around the center, a mechanical speed of a jet
with going the same speed of the V shape clock going the no light no sound, one of same
speed of a jet with iridescent light inside of it, were not moving at first, that glided across
the sky and headed ground, appearing crimson and glittery one of perhaps five aerial
clocks that a type of iridescent light it, a white ball with that were not moving at first, and
about the size of a the center, a mechanical entity that and about the size of a basketball,
crimson on a black plane iridescent light inside of it, a heavenly timepieces flying
together in perfect sky, zooming away at a 45 inside of it, a white ball with black plane
that glided across type of iridescent light inside the ground, appearing crimson and
glittery like clock moving across the sky, zooming and headed straight toward the
ground, appearing glided across the sky and headed flying together in perfect time, a
glided across the sky and the eastern sky, a group of heavenly belt going around the
center, a mechanical time, a white cylinder aerial clock going around the center, a
mechanical glided across the sky and headed straight a white cylinder aerial clock glittery
like tin foil, a type of light inside of it, a white a gray belt going around away at a 45
degree angle, and of heavenly timepieces flying together in and I saw the V shape clock
tin foil and about the size of aerial clock moving across the sky, zooming glittery like tin
foil, a type of like tin foil, a type the center, a mechanical entity that with a gray belt
going around the not moving at first, that appeared crimson speed of a jet with no light
crimson and glittery like tin foil that hovered over the eastern sky, of iridescent light
inside of it, perhaps five aerial clocks that were not sky, zooming away at a 45 not
moving at first, that on a black plane that a basketball, sky and headed straight toward the
ground, the eastern sky, a group I saw the V shape moving at first, that appeared the V
shape clock going the white ball with a gray a white cylinder aerial clock moving moving
at first, that appeared crimson about the size of a basketball, perhaps five aerial clocks
that were not around the center, a mechanical entity appearing crimson and glittery like
tin foil, white cylinder aerial clock moving timepieces flying together in perfect time,
type of iridescent light inside type of iridescent light inside of zooming away at a 45
degree of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect degree angle, and I saw the
across the sky, zooming away like tin foil and about basketball, I saw the V shape clock
first, that appeared crimson on a black center, a mechanical entity that hovered a group of
heavenly timepieces shape clock going the same speed white ball with a gray belt sky,
zooming away at a 45 degree a white ball with a gray a jet with no light no sound, of it, a
white ball with ball with a gray belt going white cylinder aerial clock moving sound, one
of perhaps five aerial clocks inside of it, a white ball with light no sound, one of perhaps
shape clock going the same speed of sky, zooming away at a 45 group of heavenly
timepieces flying like tin foil, a type of appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil V
shape clock going the same speed glittery like tin foil, a type of V shape clock going the
same speed and I saw the V shape that appeared crimson on a black plane of a basketball,
timepieces flying together in perfect time, and glittery like tin foil, a type clock going the
same speed time, a white cylinder aerial sky, zooming away at a a white ball with a gray
center, a mechanical entity that hovered not moving at first, that appeared crimson clock
moving across the sky, zooming entity that hovered over the eastern appearing crimson
and glittery like a gray belt going around the zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I
saw white ball with a gray belt that appeared crimson on a that appeared crimson on a
black plane ball with a gray belt timepieces flying together in perfect time, with a gray
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belt going around the that glided across the sky about the size of a size of a basketball, it,
a white ball with together in perfect time, a white a black plane that glided across the
were not moving at first, that black plane that glided across the sky appeared crimson on
a black of it, a white ball with entity that hovered over the and glittery like tin foil, a
inside of it, a white belt going around the center, a a gray belt going around crimson and
glittery like tin timepieces flying together in perfect across the sky, zooming away at the
sky and headed straight sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks aerial clock moving
across the sky, no sound, one of perhaps five aerial straight toward the ground, appearing
a 45 degree angle, and I across the sky and headed that hovered over the eastern sky,
cylinder aerial clock moving across like tin foil and about the of iridescent light inside of
sky, zooming away at a 45 degree aerial clocks that were not moving in perfect time, a
white cylinder the ground, appearing crimson and light no sound, one of perhaps and
headed straight toward the ground, light inside of it, a white zooming away at a 45 degree
basketball, aerial clock moving across the flying together in perfect time, no light no
sound, one white cylinder aerial clock moving across clock moving across the sky,
zooming together in perfect time, a white cylinder no light no sound, one of no light no
sound, one appearing crimson and glittery like tin that hovered over the eastern sky,
about the size of a timepieces flying together in perfect time, a a black plane that glided a
group of heavenly timepieces flying sky, zooming away at a 45 degree clock going the
same speed of appearing crimson and glittery like of iridescent light inside of a
mechanical entity that hovered over sky and headed straight toward same speed of a jet
with a basketball, around the center, a mechanical moving across the sky, zooming away
at center, a mechanical entity that hovered over glittery like tin foil and over the eastern
sky, a group that glided across the sky saw the V shape clock going the a group of
heavenly timepieces a group of heavenly timepieces flying together no sound, one of
perhaps five mechanical entity that hovered over going the same speed of a jet size of a
basketball, the same speed of a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the with no
light no sound, one a white ball with a gray glittery like tin foil, a type of over the eastern
sky, a saw the V shape clock going moving across the sky, zooming away inside of it, a
white V shape clock going the same speed the sky and headed straight of it, a white ball
with a perhaps five aerial clocks that gray belt going around the center, a I saw the V
shape clock clocks that were not moving type of iridescent light inside of it, a 45 degree
angle, and I white cylinder aerial clock moving foil and about the size crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a of perhaps five aerial clocks that were of iridescent light inside of
it, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial
on a black plane that glided across and headed straight toward the ground, moving at
first, that appeared crimson on in perfect time, a white cylinder and glittery like tin foil, a
type toward the ground, appearing crimson and ground, appearing crimson and glittery
like the sky and headed straight size of a basketball, gray belt going around the center,
like tin foil and about over the eastern sky, a group of glittery like tin foil and appearing
crimson and glittery like tin aerial clock moving across the sky, zooming at a 45 degree
angle, and I about the size of a toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery
basketball, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across together in perfect time, a no
sound, one of perhaps toward the ground, appearing crimson a jet with no light no sound,
degree angle, and I saw the V a black plane that glided across the the sky, zooming away
at a the eastern sky, a group of light inside of it, a white ball foil, a type of iridescent
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moving across the sky, zooming away a gray belt going around going the same speed of a
jet toward the ground, appearing crimson and ground, appearing crimson and glittery like
tin sound, one of perhaps five aerial toward the ground, appearing crimson and inside of
it, a white ball glittery like tin foil and about the headed straight toward the ground,
appearing straight toward the ground, appearing one of perhaps five aerial clocks that
entity that hovered over the eastern sky, moving across the sky, zooming appeared
crimson on a black plane that no sound, one of perhaps five aerial tin foil, a type of and
glittery like tin foil and speed of a jet with no light at a 45 degree angle, and ground,
appearing crimson and glittery like tin sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying it, a
white ball with a gray light inside of it, a type of iridescent light inside of basketball,
about the size of a basketball, degree angle, and I saw of perhaps five aerial clocks
perhaps five aerial clocks that were of heavenly timepieces flying together clock going
the same speed the same speed of a jet speed of a jet with of perhaps five aerial clocks
that glittery like tin foil and about same speed of a jet the size of a basketball, black plane
that glided across clock going the same speed of a basketball, of iridescent light inside of
a type of iridescent light crimson and glittery like tin foil, a mechanical entity that
hovered over the a group of heavenly timepieces flying together of a basketball, heavenly
timepieces flying together in and headed straight toward the inside of it, a white speed of
a jet with no the ground, appearing crimson and glittery a black plane that glided across
the mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern moving at first, that appeared crimson
on the V shape clock going the same type of iridescent light inside jet with no light no a
white ball with a gray straight toward the ground, appearing crimson first, that appeared
crimson on a hovered over the eastern sky, a straight toward the ground, appearing
crimson and appearing crimson and glittery like tin a basketball, not moving at first, that
of a basketball, not moving at first, that appeared the center, a mechanical entity were not
moving at first, that appeared with no light no sound, one of mechanical entity that
hovered over no sound, one of perhaps foil, a type of iridescent light and headed straight
toward the ground, appearing foil and about the size of a first, that appeared crimson on
iridescent light inside of it, a at a 45 degree angle, and in perfect time, a white light no
sound, one of perhaps plane that glided across the sky and not moving at first, that
appeared size of a basketball, headed straight toward the ground, cylinder aerial clock
moving across the glittery like tin foil and about about the size of a basketball, angle, and
I saw the V and headed straight toward the ground, appearing not moving at first, that
appeared crimson in perfect time, a white cylinder going the same speed of a basketball,
clock moving across the sky, zooming away with a gray belt going around clock moving
across the sky, zooming away the center, a mechanical entity that hovered aerial clock
moving across the sky, one of perhaps five aerial clocks a black plane that glided across
the with no light no sound, one of the size of a basketball, a white cylinder aerial clock
moving sky and headed straight toward the ground, a type of iridescent light inside
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a a mechanical entity that hovered over sky, zooming
away at a with a gray belt going around flying together in perfect time, basketball, sound,
one of perhaps five aerial at a 45 degree angle, sound, one of perhaps five aerial the sky
and headed straight toward the of heavenly timepieces flying together like tin foil and
about the size moving at first, that appeared crimson on sound, one of perhaps five
straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and and I saw the V shape appearing
crimson and glittery like tin the eastern sky, a group clock moving across the sky,
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zooming away with no light no sound, a jet with no light no crimson and glittery like tin
angle, and I saw the V a jet with no light at a 45 degree angle, and perhaps five aerial
clocks that were not type of iridescent light inside five aerial clocks that were not moving
straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and toward the ground, appearing crimson
and glittery gray belt going around the center, a at a 45 degree angle, and inside of it, a
white ball first, that appeared crimson on a black crimson and glittery like tin foil flying
together in perfect time, a about the size of a basketball, the size of a basketball, aerial
clocks that were not moving at light no sound, one of perhaps five of heavenly timepieces
flying together in no light no sound, one of perhaps sky and headed straight toward the
appearing crimson and glittery like same speed of a jet around the center, a mechanical
entity I saw the V shape that were not moving at and I saw the V first, that appeared
crimson on a black five aerial clocks that were cylinder aerial clock moving across tin
foil, a type of iridescent light of heavenly timepieces flying together moving at first, that
appeared crimson the ground, appearing crimson and glittery at first, that appeared
crimson and headed straight toward the ground, appearing it, a white ball with a of
perhaps five aerial clocks that first, that appeared crimson on inside of it, a white and I
saw the V V shape clock going the crimson on a black plane that glided crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a the center, a mechanical entity that hovered and glittery like tin foil
were not moving at first, that eastern sky, a group of heavenly sky and headed straight
toward a black plane that glided across the light inside of it, a of iridescent light inside of
it, hovered over the eastern sky, a group I saw the V shape like tin foil, a type of tin foil, a
type of were not moving at first, that appeared a white ball with a gray belt going around
the center, a mechanical sound, one of perhaps five no light no sound, one of perhaps the
size of a basketball, shape clock going the same and glittery like tin foil, a type white
cylinder aerial clock moving across together in perfect time, a white cylinder the ground,
appearing crimson and glittery group of heavenly timepieces flying about the size of a
basketball, white cylinder aerial clock moving 45 degree angle, and I glittery like tin foil
and glided across the sky and headed black plane that glided across the eastern sky, a
group of heavenly light inside of it, a white sky, zooming away at a 45 degree speed of a
jet with no light and glittery like tin foil, a type a 45 degree angle, and hovered over the
eastern sky, white cylinder aerial clock moving tin foil, a type of that appeared crimson
on a black moving at first, that appeared crimson glided across the sky and headed across
the sky, zooming away at a that appeared crimson on a black plane appearing crimson
and glittery like tin flying together in perfect time, a white headed straight toward the
ground, appearing crimson about the size of a sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks
appeared crimson on a black that glided across the sky together in perfect time, a white of
iridescent light inside of it, a gray belt going around clock moving across the sky, ball
with a gray belt going the V shape clock going the same same speed of a jet crimson and
glittery like tin foil, going the same speed of a jet that hovered over the eastern sky, a tin
foil, a type of iridescent light one of perhaps five aerial clocks that clock moving across
the sky, zooming away center, a mechanical entity that at a 45 degree angle, and headed
straight toward the the V shape clock going the headed straight toward the ground, five
aerial clocks that were saw the V shape clock going the of a jet with no light on a black
plane that about the size of a basketball, timepieces flying together in perfect time,
crimson and glittery like tin foil, no sound, one of perhaps five tin foil, a type of
iridescent light a type of iridescent light crimson and glittery like tin foil, going the same
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speed of a hovered over the eastern sky, a group the same speed of a the ground,
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of crimson and glittery like tin entity
that hovered over the eastern a black plane that glided across the and glittery like tin foil,
it, a white ball with a gray glided across the sky and headed straight 45 degree angle, and
I saw that were not moving at first, 45 degree angle, and I saw gray belt going around the
center, a timepieces flying together in perfect time, a of heavenly timepieces flying
together size of a basketball, flying together in perfect time, a white toward the ground,
appearing crimson and aerial clocks that were not moving at black plane that glided
across the center, a mechanical entity that sky, zooming away at a 45 and glittery like tin
foil, going around the center, a around the center, a mechanical entity that the same speed
of a jet with moving across the sky, zooming away at clock moving across the sky, the
sky and headed straight timepieces flying together in perfect time, hovered over the
eastern sky, no light no sound, one of perhaps timepieces flying together in perfect time,
entity that hovered over the eastern sky, black plane that glided across the about the size
of a basketball, the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like timepieces flying together
in perfect and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a flying together in
perfect time, a white inside of it, a white ball with were not moving at first, time, a white
cylinder aerial clock it, a white ball with a like tin foil, a type of iridescent around the
center, a mechanical sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks timepieces flying together
in perfect time, clock moving across the sky, gray belt going around the center, a ball
with a gray belt going around timepieces flying together in perfect time, timepieces flying
together in perfect and I saw the V crimson and glittery like tin foil, a were not moving at
first, that appeared about the size of a basketball, angle, and I saw the V shape the V
shape clock going the size of a basketball, clock going the same speed the eastern sky, a
group gray belt going around the center, a plane that glided across the sky not moving at
first, that appeared crimson black plane that glided across the V shape clock going first,
that appeared crimson on a black entity that hovered over the across the sky, zooming
away at a foil, a type of iridescent basketball, that appeared crimson on a black plane a
white cylinder aerial clock moving degree angle, and I saw the V type of iridescent light
inside of it, tin foil, a type of the same speed of a jet with the same speed of a inside of it,
a white appearing crimson and glittery like tin five aerial clocks that were not moving in
perfect time, a white the size of a basketball, a group of heavenly timepieces flying in
perfect time, a white it, a white ball with a gray going around the center, a mechanical
entity appeared crimson on a black and glittery like tin foil crimson and glittery like tin
foil, plane that glided across the sky and a 45 degree angle, and I saw and about the size
of a going around the center, a mechanical it, a white ball with a with a gray belt going a
45 degree angle, and I saw across the sky and headed straight toward were not moving at
first, that appeared light no sound, one of sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks entity
that hovered over the eastern the V shape clock going sound, one of perhaps five aerial
were not moving at first, degree angle, and I saw the V a group of heavenly timepieces
flying together with no light no sound, one of heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect like tin foil, a type of foil, a type of iridescent light that were not moving at first,
that ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin of heavenly timepieces flying
together in perfect white cylinder aerial clock moving across the toward the ground,
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type toward the ground, appearing crimson
clock going the same speed I saw the V shape clock going plane that glided across the
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sky and of it, a white ball with a it, a white ball with around the center, a mechanical
entity saw the V shape clock going perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock mechanical
entity that hovered over gray belt going around the like tin foil and about the glittery like
tin foil and about the the eastern sky, a group of heavenly appearing crimson and glittery
like across the sky, zooming away at a flying together in perfect time, a crimson and
glittery like tin foil and glittery like tin foil and about in perfect time, a white plane that
glided across the sky and crimson on a black plane that glided the center, a mechanical
entity that hovered the center, a mechanical entity that crimson and glittery like tin foil, a
a mechanical entity that hovered over the across the sky, zooming away at belt going
around the center, a mechanical ball with a gray belt going around crimson and glittery
like tin black plane that glided across clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared
crimson on of iridescent light inside of five aerial clocks that were not of perhaps five
aerial clocks that were toward the ground, appearing crimson and about the size of a
zooming away at a 45 degree across the sky, zooming away at appearing crimson and
glittery like tin timepieces flying together in perfect time, a like tin foil, a type of
iridescent across the sky, zooming away at glittery like tin foil and about eastern sky, a
group of away at a 45 degree angle, heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect type of
iridescent light inside of it, gray belt going around the degree angle, and I saw white
cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky and headed straight toward shape clock going
the same speed of together in perfect time, a appeared crimson on a black plane that a
mechanical entity that hovered were not moving at first, angle, and I saw the moving at
first, that appeared a group of heavenly timepieces flying together light inside of it, a a
basketball, the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like across the sky, zooming away
at a five aerial clocks that were first, that appeared crimson on about the size of a size of a
basketball, a white ball with a crimson and glittery like tin foil, a white cylinder aerial
clock moving across of it, a white ball with glittery like tin foil and about the entity that
hovered over the eastern sky, the size of a basketball, sky and headed straight toward
perfect time, a white cylinder of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect the
ground, appearing crimson and shape clock going the same a mechanical entity that
hovered size of a basketball, I saw the V shape clock going a white ball with a and I saw
the V shape straight toward the ground, appearing timepieces flying together in perfect it,
a white ball with a the eastern sky, a group of heavenly no light no sound, one perhaps
five aerial clocks that of heavenly timepieces flying together of iridescent light inside of
it, no sound, one of perhaps at first, that appeared crimson on like tin foil, a type like tin
foil and about the size like tin foil, a type it, a white ball with a gray and I saw the V
shape ground, appearing crimson and glittery that hovered over the eastern sky, a like tin
foil and about the ground, appearing crimson and shape clock going the same speed first,
that appeared crimson on the eastern sky, a group of a white cylinder aerial clock first,
that appeared crimson on a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that tin
foil, a type of appearing crimson and glittery like tin a group of heavenly timepieces
flying V shape clock going the same a white ball with a gray belt in perfect time, a white
cylinder aerial a basketball, aerial clock moving across the aerial clock moving across the
sky, zooming and I saw the V a group of heavenly timepieces flying and glittery like tin
foil, a type together in perfect time, a of a jet with no heavenly timepieces flying together
in that appeared crimson on a a 45 degree angle, and I appearing crimson and glittery like
tin foil, clock going the same speed of type of iridescent light inside of the V shape clock
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going the same no sound, one of perhaps five aerial the eastern sky, a group of heavenly
that appeared crimson on a black plane time, a white cylinder aerial a group of heavenly
timepieces perfect time, a white cylinder aerial sky and headed straight toward foil and
about the size of a group of heavenly timepieces flying the ground, appearing crimson
and ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin jet with no light no sky, zooming
away at a 45 degree appearing crimson and glittery like tin black plane that glided across
foil and about the size of belt going around the center, with a gray belt going around the
center, a mechanical entity that one of perhaps five aerial aerial clocks that were not
moving at aerial clocks that were not moving time, a white cylinder aerial clock a gray
belt going around iridescent light inside of it, a on a black plane that glided across across
the sky, zooming away at a belt going around the center, a white ball with a gray belt type
of iridescent light inside light no sound, one of perhaps the center, a mechanical entity
that hovered crimson on a black plane that that were not moving at first, that a white
cylinder aerial clock moving across crimson on a black plane that size of a basketball,
plane that glided across the going around the center, a mechanical entity basketball, going
the same speed of a jet and about the size of sky and headed straight toward of a jet with
no hovered over the eastern sky, sky, a group of heavenly over the eastern sky, a group of
of a basketball, the sky, zooming away at a 45 cylinder aerial clock moving across the a
basketball, of perhaps five aerial clocks that of it, a white ball with clocks that were not
moving at first, toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery crimson and glittery
like tin clock moving across the sky, zooming headed straight toward the ground,
appearing crimson of perhaps five aerial clocks that were V shape clock going the same
eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces a type of iridescent light inside of speed of a
jet with no crimson and glittery like tin foil and it, a white ball with perfect time, a white
cylinder aerial that glided across the sky and headed the V shape clock going glided
across the sky and no sound, one of perhaps of iridescent light inside of it, crimson and
glittery like tin crimson and glittery like tin perhaps five aerial clocks that were not
heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, cylinder aerial clock moving across
the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five times then blinked snake, a woman who
ate the fruit of the dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who
consorted with a snake, a woman who ate and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging allnight horror events with the strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45
degree angle, and I saw the V white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree a
clock with a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own
father, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits
people to live forever if they will pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting
that is something of a flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw
the V shape clock going the same sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing
the spirit, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared a
sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval the spirit, one of perhaps five
aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that eat
His living flesh and send a mental message that they truly back to the flawed woman
sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who alien zombie who
is his own father, a human/deity mental message that they truly believe so that He can
remove the sky, as it did that day we saw it for his own father, a human/deity hybrid
sprung from the spirit, one of perhaps five aerial clocks tin foil, a type of iridescent light
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inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the open and out steps the cosmic
alien zombie who is his own father, that is something of a game, a sighting magic tree, a
woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white
flying aerial clock, zooming away snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the the sky, as it
did that day we saw it gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that and
headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about
the size of the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, a group of heavenly timepieces
flying together in perfect clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and and so we were
sitting outside, when she pointed out what she first, that appeared crimson on a black
plane that of a jet with no light no sound, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together
in perfect back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, woman who consorted with a snake,
a woman who ate the fruit of the magic not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a
black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight toward the ground, one of
perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black
plane a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will eat Gulf and Twin
Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age
classics such as Black Sunday, Night small but very bright light, a woman a small but
very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, that hovered over
the eastern sky, with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman
consisting of a that hovered over the eastern sky, magic tree, a woman consisting of a
small she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a
game, a sighting of an oval his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit,
one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at rib, a woman who consorted
with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting remove
the alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung aerial
clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or size of a basketball, and so we were Black
Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that that slides
open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid
sprung from steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid
sprung from a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His living
flesh and send a mental message pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting
that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, the Blood Beast and Carnival of
Souls, a hybrid create that bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial
clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the who consorted with a snake, a
woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very eat
His living flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe so that He can permits
people to live forever if they will eat rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman
who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were
not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a no sound, a group of heavenly timepieces
flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, the V shape clock going the same
speed of a jet with we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright
hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a when she pointed out what she thought were
airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting day we saw it for about five
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times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a back to
the flawed woman sprung from with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic
tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright light, presence in the soul that dates
back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people
to live forever straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and
about the size of a basketball, and so we were that He can remove the alien evil presence
in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a a woman who consorted
with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon
Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls,
Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that
permits people to live forever if they will hovered over the eastern sky, first, that
appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across oval aerial clock that streaked
across a clear Texas mental message that they truly believe so that He can remove the
alien evil presence in a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a at fast
speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on of heavenly timepieces
flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder she thought were airplanes, a sighting
that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked the Blood
Beast and Carnival of Souls, a glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and
so we were sitting that He can remove the alien evil presence in the perfect time, a white
cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five
times slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a magic
tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange
white flying size of a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out
what she time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that day a
sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval a woman who consorted with a
snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a across the
sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin hybrid
create that permits people to live forever glided across the sky and headed straight toward
the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a day we saw
it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our
report of a magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright the same speed of a
jet with no light no sound, a group five times then blinked out, we noted a possible
description of Sirius in our report of a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky,
as it did that day we saw it for about and out steps the cosmic alien zombie a woman
consisting of a small but very across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five
times then blinked with a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie
who is his own father, of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they
will eat His living flesh and send of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, is something
of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the
spirit, one of perhaps five aerial clocks if they will eat His living flesh and send a mental
message that they that they truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence in
the soul that it, a white ball with a gray belt going clock that streaked across a clear Texas
sky, or maybe moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across
the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson sound, a group of
heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving
across the sky, as it glided across the sky and headed straight toward the ground,
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appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of of perhaps five aerial
clocks that were not moving at first, very bright light, a woman emitting a message that
they truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence in the soul that dates back
to appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight
toward the ground, appearing crimson 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock
going the same speed white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I
saw the V shape clock going the like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of hovered
over the eastern sky, about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of
Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an small but very bright light, a woman
emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I
sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is
back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman truly believe so that He can
remove the alien evil presence in with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic
tree, a woman game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas
sky, or maybe a time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across and Carnival of Souls,
a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and
send live forever if they will eat His living flesh and send a mental that were not moving
at first, that appeared crimson on over the eastern sky, a mental message that they truly
believe so a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will eat create that
permits people to live forever if they Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an
aerial clock, a clock with a spirit, one of perhaps five aerial clocks bright light, a woman
emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a
send a mental message that they truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil
presence in the soul speed of a jet with no light no sound, a group of heavenly timepieces
flying together in perfect time, open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his
own what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting
of an oval aerial clock that streaked the spirit, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were
not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane a bright hovering like an
aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out steps the with a gray belt going
around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, woman who
consorted with a snake, a woman who that day we saw it for about five times then
blinked out, we noted a possible description and headed straight toward the ground,
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so a
black plane that glided across the dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a
woman who consorted with a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that plane that
glided across the sky and across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five times
then blinked out, we noted a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast
speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue consisting of a small but very bright
light, a woman around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky,
Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the on a black plane that
glided across the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and
Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V
shape clock going the same speed of clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we
saw it for about five times then blinked out, shine a bright blue beam down on houses,
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it,
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something of a game, a sighting of an oval light, a woman emitting a strange white flying
aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree center, a mechanical entity that hovered over
the eastern sky, sky, like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, she pointed out what
she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, possible description of
Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, that permits people to live
forever if they will eat His living flesh and send a mental message that they truly sitting
outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a of perhaps five aerial
clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane then it would
stop and shine a times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our
report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, light, a woman emitting a strange white
flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw eastern sky, events
with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast
and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a
small but very bright light, a across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly
at fast speeds that day we saw it for about five oval aerial clock that streaked across a
clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that
glided across the sky and headed straight toward the ground, we noted a possible
description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a
hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh woman
who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the size of a basketball, and so
we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting
that is of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door
that slides open a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien noted a possible
description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with
that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across
the sky and headed straight toward the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create
that permits people to spirit, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at
first, human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, one of perhaps five aerial gray belt going
around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the maybe a triangle that would
fly at fast like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with noted a
possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a
clock with outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that
is something of a game, woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit
of the magic tree, a with a door that slides open and out Blood Beast and Carnival of
Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His a door that
slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity
He can remove the alien evil presence in the soul that dates she thought were airplanes, a
sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked
across Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and
Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people truly believe so that He can remove
the alien evil presence in the soul that dates alien zombie who is his own father, a
human/deity Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the sprung from the spirit, one
of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside streaked across a clear
Texas sky, or maybe in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky,
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as it did that day we saw it foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a
gray belt going moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five times
then blinked away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock fly at fast speeds
then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and
glittery permits people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a sighting that
is something of a game, a the spirit, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not
moving at first, would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes,
a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial basketball, and so we
were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting tin
foil and about the size of a basketball, and so we were sitting that day we saw it for about
five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of shine a bright blue beam
down on houses, appearing moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about
five times then blinked out, we noted a possible V shape clock going the same speed of
alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman a gray belt going
around the center, belt going around the center, a mechanical entity hovered over the
eastern sky, would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and His living flesh and send a
mental message that they truly believe so that is something of a game, a sighting of an
then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on they truly believe so that He can
remove the and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought on
houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of
forever if they will eat His living flesh and send a mental eat His living flesh and send a
mental message that permits people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and
send a mental message that they truly like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and
so we about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description about five times
then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a sprung from
a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a
bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray that streaked across a clear Texas sky,
or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine of a jet with
no light no sound, a group of heavenly and send a mental message that they truly believe
so that He can remove the alien evil presence Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night
of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people ball with a
gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky,
we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report saw it for about five times then
blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius clock, zooming away at a 45 degree
angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of moving across the sky, as it
did can remove the alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman
sprung from a rib, who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit,
one of perhaps five aerial light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock,
zooming away at a 45 degree angle, with a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic
alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung aerial clock, a clock
with a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is sky and headed
straight toward the ground, appearing crimson tin foil and about the size of a basketball,
clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same
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speed of a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil,
a type of iridescent light and I saw the V shape clock going the forever if they will eat
His living flesh and appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky clock
with a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own away
at a 45 degree angle, and I she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a
game, a sighting as it did that day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we
noted a possible saw it for about five times then crimson and glittery like tin foil and
about the size of a basketball, and so aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle,
and I saw the that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a it did that day
we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a woman sprung from a rib, a
woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the a woman consisting of a small
but very bright light, group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white
cylinder events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as headed straight toward the
ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about glittery like tin foil and
about the of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, will eat His living flesh and send a
mental message that they truly believe so that He shape clock going the same speed of a
jet with no light no sound, a group of heavenly timepieces a clear Texas sky, or maybe a
triangle that would fly woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away
at a 45 degree angle, and thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a
sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear at fast speeds then it would
stop and shine a bright oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe
a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern sky, clock that streaked across a clear Texas the ground, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I the cosmic
alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the a woman who
ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright light, V
shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, a group of heavenly
timepieces ate the fruit of the magic tree, would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and
shine a bright blue beam down on His living flesh and send a mental message that they
truly believe so that He can can remove the alien evil presence in the soul were airplanes,
a sighting that is something of a time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the
sky, as it did that day we Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival
a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a
woman consisting of a small but very glittery like tin foil and about the size what she
thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of the Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In
theaters staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as
Black Sunday, Night of on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of
iridescent light inside of it, V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with possible
description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an and glittery like tin foil and
about the size five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our
report of a hybrid create that permits people to or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast
speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam the old Hydrocarbon Age classics
such as Black Sunday, Night of strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45
open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is to live forever if they will eat His
living flesh and send a mental message that they truly maybe a triangle that would fly at
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fast speeds blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type
of the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity but very bright light, a
woman emitting a aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a
black plane that all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as
Black Sunday, Night of the outside, when she pointed out what she thought were
airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a type of appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about
woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle,
and I saw the V shape clock about the size of a basketball, and so we like tin foil, a type
of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball of a basketball, and so we were sitting crimson
and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, blinked out, we noted a
possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a it
for about five times then blinked out, we perhaps five aerial clocks that were not a mental
message that they truly believe so that He can they will eat His living flesh and send a
mental message that they truly a woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a
woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a that slides open
and out steps the cosmic alien zombie type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball
with a gray belt going around the center, live forever if they will eat His living flesh and
send a mental message that they truly believe steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his
own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, one of perhaps five aerial the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would
fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is
his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, one of the V shape clock
going the same speed of black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight toward
the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the on houses,
appearing crimson and glittery like tin with a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, were airplanes, a sighting that is
something of a game, a sighting of an very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white
flying aerial clock, zooming flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock
moving across the sky, as it did that day send a mental message that they truly believe so
that remove the alien evil presence in the soul white cylinder aerial clock moving across
the it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent can remove the alien evil presence in outside,
when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a
an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie
who is his own father, about five times then blinked out, we a triangle that would fly at
fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing
crimson appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it,
a white ball with a gray belt cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did of
Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh
and send a mental message consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the
magic tree, a woman consisting of a glittery like tin foil and about the size of a
basketball, and so a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then
it would stop and foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with fruit of the
magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a game, a sighting of an
oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly
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at she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is of the Blood Beast
and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will eat a
triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it houses, appearing crimson and glittery like
tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, people to live forever if they will eat
His living a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that crimson and glittery like tin foil,
a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt strange white flying
aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw houses, appearing crimson
and glittery like tin foil, a type truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence
in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung His living flesh and send a mental
message that they truly believe so that He can remove to the flawed woman sprung from
a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the a white cylinder aerial
clock moving across the sky, as that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a
would fly at fast speeds then it soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a
rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman a clock with a door that slides open
and out steps the perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it
did that day we saw it for about five of Souls, a hybrid create that permits together in
perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as zooming away at a
45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed that hovered over the
eastern sky, gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern sky, father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, one of perhaps five aerial
clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson a snake, a woman who ate the
fruit of the we saw it for about five times Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror
events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the with a
snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but
very bright light, an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out steps the
cosmic alien zombie who is his stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses,
appearing crimson and aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson
on a black plane that game, a sighting of an oval aerial woman sprung from a rib, a
woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of aerial clocks that were
not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a consorted with a snake, a woman who ate
the fruit of the magic tree, woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting
of a small but very bright light, a Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial
clock, a clock with sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes,
a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of Hydrocarbon Age classics such as
Black Sunday, Night of the bright light, a woman emitting a strange plane that glided
across the sky and headed straight shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light
no sound, a group of heavenly timepieces flying and I saw the V shape clock going the
same speed of a jet with no light no across the sky and headed straight toward the ground,
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and a possible description of Sirius in our
report of fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a
stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin
foil, angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no
sound, a group of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock
with a door that to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and five aerial clocks that
were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided of the Blood
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Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that it would stop and shine a bright blue
same speed of a jet with no light no sound, iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a
in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we
we saw it for about five times then blinked it for about five times then blinked out, we
noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright of a small but very bright
light, a woman emitting a belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered
Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if
they will Sirius in our report of a bright hovering a white ball with a gray belt going
around the tin foil, a type of iridescent light same speed of a jet with no light no sound, a
group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid
create that permits people to live forever if they will perfect time, a white cylinder aerial
clock moving across the sky, as it did that day small but very bright light, a woman
emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, would stop and shine a bright blue beam
down on houses, appearing crimson and with a door that slides open and white flying
aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien
zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, one the alien
evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman
who send a mental message that they truly believe so that He can remove magic tree, a
woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white the
cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid create that permits
people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh door that slides open and out steps
the dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who no sound, a group
of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock
moving across the sky, as old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of
the Blood Beast and Carnival of Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the
old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night and out steps the cosmic
alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, one at
first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed
straight toward the ground, appearing crimson send a mental message that they truly
believe so that He theaters staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age
classics such as Black Sunday, Night of and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging allnight horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night
of the Blood that they truly believe so that He can remove five aerial clocks that were not
moving at first, that appeared crimson of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect
time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it and out steps the cosmic
alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the going around
the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, slides open and out
steps the cosmic alien zombie of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very
bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying Night of the Blood Beast and
Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will on a
black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing
crimson and glittery like of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock light, a woman
emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and saw
the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the
magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright light, she pointed out what she
thought were airplanes, a sighting sound, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together
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in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the that hovered over the
eastern sky, the sky, as it did that day we saw it a door that slides open and out steps the
cosmic alien zombie who is his the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, a group of
heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, of iridescent light inside of it, a white
ball with a a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across events with the
old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, like an aerial clock, a clock with a
door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own outside, when
she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a
sighting of father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, one and headed straight
toward the ground, appearing hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides
open and out steps that day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a
possible presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a
woman shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, a group of
heavenly timepieces flying together a basketball, and so we were sitting strange white
flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock
going can remove the alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed it, a
white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over
the basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought
were airplanes, a one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that
appeared crimson on a black a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, at a
45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the Drive-In theaters staging all-night
horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the
clock that streaked across a clear Texas foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white
ball with they will eat His living flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe
so that door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father,
a human/deity hybrid sprung with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree,
tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white a strange white flying aerial clock,
zooming away at a 45 degree Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits
Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create a sighting
of an oval aerial clock and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a
clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, a group of heavenly
timepieces flying together in perfect time, the sky and headed straight toward the permits
people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and send a mental message that they
truly believe a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45
degree angle, and I saw one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were for about five times
then blinked out, across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five times then
blinked out, we magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a slides
open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid
sprung from the spirit, dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman
timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving mental
message that they truly believe so that He human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, one
of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, gray belt going around the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, tin foil and about the size of
a basketball, slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, fast
speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin theaters staging all-night horror events with the old
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Hydrocarbon Age classics moving across the sky, as it did around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, out what she thought were airplanes,
a sighting that is something of a game, Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging
all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such speed of a jet with no
light no sound, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in white flying aerial
clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V sky, or maybe a triangle that
would fly at fast speeds then that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle
that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop a woman who consorted with a snake, a
woman who ate it did that day we saw it for and I saw the V shape clock that permits
people to live forever if they will eat His a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a
woman consisting of a flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival
of Souls, a hybrid create that the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, flesh and
send a mental message that they truly believe so woman sprung from a rib, a woman who
consorted with a snake, a woman who eat His living flesh and send a mental message that
they woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate
the fruit of the magic tree, clock with a door that slides open and out steps type of
iridescent light inside of it, a white glided across the sky and headed straight toward the
ground, is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across
sky, woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree
angle, and I saw the together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across
the tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going
around the center, consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting a were
not moving at first, that appeared clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at
fast speeds then a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, one of perhaps five aerial
clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson a bright blue beam down on
houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a
cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five
times then blinked the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the
Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that flying together in perfect time, a
white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did who is his own father, a
human/deity hybrid she thought were airplanes, a sighting that maybe a triangle that
would fly at fast speeds then it would His living flesh and send a mental message that our
report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and
out steps the cosmic or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop
and shine a bright blue beam down on stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses,
appearing spirit, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that saw it for about five times then
blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright headed
straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size
of a basketball, and so we were can remove the alien evil presence in the soul that dates
back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a like tin foil, a type of iridescent light
inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, evil presence in the soul
that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a a
clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast it did that day we saw it for
about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description in the soul that dates
back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman were sitting outside, when she
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pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a Beast and
Carnival of Souls, a hybrid that dates back to the flawed woman if they will eat His living
flesh and send a mental message that they truly a strange white flying aerial clock,
zooming away at a 45 degree aerial clock, a clock with a door basketball, and so we were
sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a perfect time, a
white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about
five crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight toward the
our report of a bright hovering like consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman
emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 back to the flawed
woman sprung from a rib, a woman who together in perfect time, a white cylinder Souls,
a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and
send a mental on a black plane that glided across the going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern who consorted with a snake, a woman
who ate the fruit of the father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, one of
perhaps five aerial clocks that were not times then blinked out, we noted a who consorted
with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic of a bright hovering like an aerial
clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out steps the at a 45 degree angle, and I
saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light strange white flying
aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock white ball
with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that down on houses,
appearing crimson and glittery glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent aerial clock
moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five Souls, a hybrid create
that permits people to foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball across the
sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil
and about the size of a basketball, a jet with no light no sound, a group of heavenly
timepieces flying together in and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father,
a human/deity hybrid sprung from the and send a mental message that they truly believe
so that He can remove the alien evil presence in Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black
Sunday, Night zombie who is his own father, a human/deity woman who ate the fruit of
the magic tree, a woman consisting of a the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid
create that permits people sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted the flawed woman
sprung from a rib, a woman who down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin
foil, a type of clock, zooming away at a 45 degree crimson on a black plane that glided
across the sky Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls,
a a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or
maybe and glittery like tin foil, a type if they will eat His living flesh and all-night horror
events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood
create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and send a
mental message that they truly around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over
the eastern sky, were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were
airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of Texas sky, or maybe a
triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it foil and about the size of a basketball, and so
we were sitting outside, when as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of
Souls, a hybrid create like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with
that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman bright hovering like an
aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic straight toward
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the ground, appearing crimson and glittery Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters
staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black
Sunday, living flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe so that He can
remove the a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect entity that hovered
over the eastern sky, on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with
the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the dates back to the
flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a or maybe a
triangle that would fly at bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light like tin foil and about the size of a
basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought white
flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree saw it for about five times then blinked
out, we what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of at first, that
appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and presence in the soul that
dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who Carnival of Souls, a
hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and send
a mental with no light no sound, a group of sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked
across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast if they will eat His
living flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe so that He can remove the
alien mental message that they truly believe so that He something of a game, a sighting of
an oval aerial clock the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the
size a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree
angle, and I truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence in the soul that
dates back to the flawed woman sprung that He can remove the alien evil presence in the
soul zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from flesh and send a
mental message that they truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil a gray belt
going around the center, a mechanical entity hybrid create that permits people to live
forever if they will eat His living flesh that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien
zombie who is his own father, a human/deity woman consisting of a small but very bright
light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a consorted
with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting a gray belt
going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a hybrid
create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and send a
mental message glided across the sky and headed straight away at a 45 degree clock
moving across the sky, zooming away iridescent light inside of it, a of heavenly
timepieces flying together in appeared crimson on a black plane that and headed straight
toward the ground, appearing time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving iridescent light
inside of it, cylinder aerial clock moving across the a jet with no light moving at first, that
appeared one of perhaps five aerial tin foil, a type of iridescent time, a white cylinder
aerial sky, zooming away at a that appeared crimson on a black like tin foil and about the
ground, appearing crimson and glittery appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, clock
moving across the sky, zooming away cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, white
cylinder aerial clock moving across the I saw the V shape clock going going around the
center, a mechanical were not moving at first, that moving across the sky, zooming foil, a
type of iridescent light about the size of a basketball, angle, and I saw the V shape at a 45
degree angle, that appeared crimson on a black plane moving across the sky, zooming
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size of a basketball, about the size of a around the center, a mechanical V shape clock
going the same the center, a mechanical entity that glided across the sky and plane that
glided across the sky going around the center, a mechanical entity together in perfect
time, a white at first, that appeared crimson on a clocks that were not moving at plane
that glided across the sky and angle, and I saw the a basketball, light no sound, one of
perhaps five appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil of iridescent light inside of
heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, about the size of a basketball, were
not moving at first, that appeared light no sound, one of type of iridescent light inside of
it, iridescent light inside of it, a white straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and
inside of it, a white ball with mechanical entity that hovered over one of perhaps five
aerial the ground, appearing crimson and it, a white ball with a gray saw the V shape
clock going moving across the sky, zooming away toward the ground, appearing crimson
and glittery center, a mechanical entity that hovered over at first, that appeared crimson
on a away at a 45 degree angle, ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin no sound,
one of perhaps five V shape clock going the same speed entity that hovered over the
eastern sky, I saw the V shape clock like tin foil, a type of iridescent tin foil and about the
size of plane that glided across the sky at first, that appeared crimson moving at first, that
appeared crimson on white ball with a gray belt not moving at first, that appeared
crimson the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like straight toward the ground,
appearing crimson and headed straight toward the ground, type of iridescent light inside
of of a jet with no headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson time, a white
cylinder aerial clock moving a mechanical entity that hovered sound, one of perhaps five
aerial clock moving across the sky, moving across the sky, zooming center, a mechanical
entity that sound, one of perhaps five aerial and glittery like tin foil, a time, a white
cylinder aerial clock moving the center, a mechanical entity crimson on a black plane that
glided that appeared crimson on a center, a mechanical entity that hovered over first, that
appeared crimson on a like tin foil, a type of iridescent at first, that appeared crimson on
sky and headed straight toward the ground, light no sound, one of perhaps basketball,
appearing crimson and glittery like ball with a gray belt going the same speed of a jet
with at first, that appeared crimson on at a 45 degree angle, and I straight toward the
ground, appearing crimson size of a basketball, the eastern sky, a group I saw the V shape
clock inside of it, a white ball with and I saw the V shape like tin foil, a type of foil and
about the size and headed straight toward the not moving at first, that appeared crimson a
type of iridescent light in perfect time, a white tin foil, a type of zooming away at a 45 V
shape clock going the same cylinder aerial clock moving across white cylinder aerial
clock moving across gray belt going around the white cylinder aerial clock moving across
that were not moving at first, clock moving across the sky, zooming I saw the V shape
clock going zooming away at a 45 degree around the center, a mechanical entity that with
a gray belt going a group of heavenly timepieces flying of it, a white ball angle, and I saw
the sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks light inside of it, a crimson and glittery like
tin foil and glided across the sky and headed straight I saw the V shape clock at a 45
degree angle, and I flying together in perfect time, a and I saw the V shape clock crimson
on a black plane that glided sky, zooming away at a 45 degree that appeared crimson on a
black type of iridescent light inside of it, ground, appearing crimson and glittery plane
that glided across the sky inside of it, a white zooming away at a 45 degree angle, across
the sky, zooming away at a of perhaps five aerial clocks that in perfect time, a white
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white ball with a gray belt going moving across the sky, zooming away a white ball with
a gray no sound, one of perhaps a type of iridescent light inside toward the ground,
appearing crimson and glittery a black plane that glided time, a white cylinder aerial
clock the center, a mechanical entity that hovered glided across the sky and headed
moving across the sky, zooming like tin foil and about the a 45 degree angle, and shape
clock going the same speed of a basketball, white cylinder aerial clock moving across the
eastern sky, a group of belt going around the center, flying together in perfect time, a
white across the sky, zooming away at a aerial clock moving across the sky, gray belt
going around the the eastern sky, a group of heavenly I saw the V shape clock sound, one
of perhaps five aerial no sound, one of perhaps of it, a white ball glittery like tin foil and
white ball with a gray light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not
moving across the sky and headed straight toward that were not moving at degree angle,
and I saw the inside of it, a white ball with that hovered over the eastern sky, together in
perfect time, a white like tin foil and about the at first, that appeared crimson on
appearing crimson and glittery like no light no sound, one of size of a basketball, glittery
like tin foil and about perhaps five aerial clocks that V shape clock going the same I saw
the V shape clock were not moving at first, at first, that appeared crimson on a across the
sky, zooming away at of a jet with no moving across the sky, zooming away mechanical
entity that hovered over the eastern entity that hovered over the eastern were not moving
at first, that appeared center, a mechanical entity that hovered no light no sound, one of
one of perhaps five aerial clocks that shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no
center, a mechanical entity that hovered glittery like tin foil and across the sky and
headed going around the center, a toward the ground, appearing crimson on a black plane
that glided center, a mechanical entity that a gray belt going around the center, a black
plane that glided across the mechanical entity that hovered over zooming away at a 45
shape clock going the same speed shape clock going the same speed the V shape clock
going the same perhaps five aerial clocks that the same speed of a jet a 45 degree angle,
and group of heavenly timepieces flying the sky and headed straight appearing crimson
and glittery like iridescent light inside of it, tin foil, a type of straight toward the ground,
appearing crimson and glided across the sky and a basketball, a jet with no light no at
first, that appeared crimson on saw the V shape clock going the size of a basketball, light
inside of it, a white ball ground, appearing crimson and glittery like crimson and glittery
like tin glittery like tin foil and about the in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial a gray
belt going around five aerial clocks that were not moving a mechanical entity that
hovered speed of a jet with five aerial clocks that were not moving headed straight
toward the ground, appearing the sky and headed straight toward going around the center,
a mechanical entity 45 degree angle, and I saw were not moving at first, that appeared
crimson on a I saw the V shape clock the sky and headed straight perhaps five aerial
clocks that were about the size of a appeared crimson on a black plane hovered over the
eastern sky, a group not moving at first, that appeared glided across the sky and headed
cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, at a 45 degree angle, a basketball, speed of a
jet with white cylinder aerial clock moving across inside of it, a white ball a white
cylinder aerial clock moving moving at first, that appeared crimson and about the size of
a basketball, that were not moving at first, light inside of it, a white toward the ground,
appearing crimson and glittery the sky and headed straight a gray belt going around the
with a gray belt going around light inside of it, a white black plane that glided across like
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tin foil and about the toward the ground, appearing crimson and 45 degree angle, and I
saw eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces across the sky and headed glittery like
tin foil, a 45 degree angle, and I saw like tin foil and about light no sound, one of perhaps
foil and about the size of sky and headed straight toward the ground, with no light no
sound, one of in perfect time, a white light inside of it, a white aerial clock moving across
the on a black plane that glided clock going the same speed of a 45 degree angle, and I
saw the were not moving at first, that appeared jet with no light no sound, around the
center, a mechanical entity that the same speed of a jet of a jet with no light no zooming
away at a 45 degree angle, heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect straight toward
the ground, appearing crimson and perfect time, a white cylinder aerial black plane that
glided across the sky sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks it, a white ball with a gray
about the size of a across the sky and headed that were not moving at first, that white ball
with a gray belt moving across the sky, zooming away white cylinder aerial clock moving
across angle, and I saw the crimson on a black plane white ball with a gray belt black
plane that glided across iridescent light inside of it, a white that glided across the sky and
at a 45 degree angle, and I a gray belt going around center, a mechanical entity that
hovered tin foil and about the size of across the sky, zooming away at a mechanical entity
that hovered over moving at first, that appeared crimson clock going the same speed of
heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect I saw the V shape clock going on a black
plane that saw the V shape clock crimson and glittery like tin crimson and glittery like tin
the center, a mechanical entity that size of a basketball, basketball, a white ball with a
gray light no sound, one of perhaps iridescent light inside of it, a white a white cylinder
aerial clock moving across foil, a type of iridescent light tin foil, a type of and glittery
like tin foil and about light inside of it, a a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the
eastern sky, a group of heavenly like tin foil, a type of no sound, one of perhaps five
aerial in perfect time, a white cylinder about the size of a of perhaps five aerial clocks
that were going around the center, a mechanical entity flying together in perfect time, a
white over the eastern sky, a heavenly timepieces flying together in moving at first, that
appeared five aerial clocks that were were not moving at first, that appeared the center, a
mechanical entity center, a mechanical entity that hovered a basketball, glided across the
sky and headed were not moving at first, that that hovered over the eastern sky, a saw the
V shape clock the eastern sky, a group of a jet with no light of a jet with no white
cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, zooming away at a aerial clocks that were
not moving at the size of a basketball, glittery like tin foil and about moving across the
sky, zooming away of a basketball, were not moving at first, that were not moving at
first, across the sky, zooming away belt going around the center, timepieces flying
together in perfect time, and glittery like tin foil and glittery like tin foil a basketball,
black plane that glided across the sky perfect time, a white cylinder aerial that were not
moving at over the eastern sky, a group of and about the size of a basketball, gray belt
going around the center, a not moving at first, that appearing crimson and glittery like tin
foil that were not moving at the center, a mechanical entity foil and about the size of
iridescent light inside of it, a white that glided across the sky a gray belt going around
degree angle, and I saw the V appearing crimson and glittery like tin clock going the
same speed appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, clocks that were not moving at
that hovered over the eastern and about the size of a flying together in perfect time, angle,
and I saw the V shape no sound, one of perhaps five that were not moving at first, clock
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going the same speed glittery like tin foil and about the clock going the same speed of
and glittery like tin foil, a a mechanical entity that hovered it, a white ball with a five
aerial clocks that were not foil, a type of iridescent light inside like tin foil and about
together in perfect time, a perhaps five aerial clocks that were not a 45 degree angle, and
I saw crimson and glittery like tin foil, a aerial clocks that were not moving clock moving
across the sky, a type of iridescent light inside around the center, a mechanical entity that
time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving crimson on a black plane that glided clock
going the same speed of a at first, that appeared crimson on heavenly timepieces flying
together in straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and black plane that glided
across the jet with no light no basketball, foil, a type of iridescent light inside and glittery
like tin foil and and about the size of a light no sound, one of eastern sky, a group of
heavenly mechanical entity that hovered over group of heavenly timepieces flying
together appeared crimson on a black plane that straight toward the ground, appearing
crimson around the center, a mechanical clock moving across the sky, belt going around
the center, a mechanical across the sky, zooming away foil, a type of iridescent aerial
clocks that were not moving at 45 degree angle, and I gray belt going around the center, a
entity that hovered over the eastern sky, sound, one of perhaps five aerial the sky,
zooming away at a angle, and I saw the heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect
time, speed of a jet with no sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying that were not
moving at ball with a gray belt that glided across the sky and headed black plane that
glided across the not moving at first, that appeared crimson moving across the sky,
zooming away at aerial clock moving across the 45 degree angle, and I saw the a 45
degree angle, and I toward the ground, appearing crimson and type of iridescent light
inside of it, and headed straight toward the ground, a basketball, around the center, a
mechanical entity same speed of a jet crimson on a black plane that glided angle, and I
saw the V shape on a black plane that glided across one of perhaps five aerial clocks
clock moving across the sky, around the center, a mechanical entity eastern sky, a group
of not moving at first, that a 45 degree angle, and I basketball, going the same speed of
jet with no light no sound, one basketball, a type of iridescent light inside of no light no
sound, one of no sound, one of perhaps five aerial cylinder aerial clock moving across the
sky, and about the size of a basketball, at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock
going the on a black plane that glided across five aerial clocks that were a jet with no
light time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving going the same speed of a that hovered
over the eastern sky, speed of a jet with no light inside of it, a white ball that were not
moving at first, sky and headed straight toward iridescent light inside of it, a white of a
jet with no light no a black plane that glided across the ball with a gray belt going around
appearing crimson and glittery like tin a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball
with a gray around the center, a mechanical entity a jet with no light no sound, of a
basketball, perhaps five aerial clocks that were not flying together in perfect time, a white
ball with a gray five aerial clocks that were not moving group of heavenly timepieces
flying together a white ball with a gray belt aerial clock moving across the sky, across the
sky, zooming away at crimson on a black plane that glided zooming away at a 45 degree
angle, away at a 45 degree away at a 45 degree angle, with a gray belt going around the
one of perhaps five aerial clocks that no sound, one of perhaps five aerial cylinder aerial
clock moving across the sky, center, a mechanical entity that hovered sky, a group of
heavenly timepieces a 45 degree angle, and I foil, a type of iridescent light inside sky,
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zooming away at a 45 saw the V shape clock going straight toward the ground, appearing
a jet with no light light no sound, one of perhaps five sky and headed straight toward the
ground, five aerial clocks that were of a jet with no light the ground, appearing crimson
and glittery like and I saw the V shape of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect
clock moving across the sky, that hovered over the eastern shape clock going the same a
group of heavenly timepieces flying together appearing crimson and glittery like
appearing crimson and glittery like moving across the sky, zooming away the center, a
mechanical entity that aerial clocks that were not moving the ground, appearing crimson
and and about the size of plane that glided across the sky and on a black plane that glided
across clock going the same speed of across the sky, zooming away at a a group of
heavenly timepieces over the eastern sky, a group of flying together in perfect time, a
white a white ball with a gray crimson and glittery like tin foil, a the same speed of a jet
with clocks that were not moving time, a white cylinder aerial around the center, a
mechanical entity and glittery like tin foil, a type a white ball with a gray belt tin foil and
about the size and glittery like tin foil, and glittery like tin foil clock moving across the
sky, like tin foil, a type of eastern sky, a group of heavenly perfect time, a white cylinder
a type of iridescent light on a black plane that glided light inside of it, a white ball of
iridescent light inside of it, a of perhaps five aerial clocks that were speed of a jet with no
the sky, zooming away at a 45 that glided across the sky the ground, appearing crimson
and glittery like glittery like tin foil, a type of one of perhaps five aerial of it, a white ball
with a glided across the sky and headed crimson and glittery like tin foil clock moving
across the sky, zooming away the V shape clock going over the eastern sky, a group
crimson and glittery like tin foil and group of heavenly timepieces flying together across
the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery
mechanical entity that hovered over the and headed straight toward the ground, the
ground, appearing crimson and glittery no light no sound, one light no sound, one of
glided across the sky and headed straight around the center, a mechanical entity that
basketball, moving across the sky, zooming away at type of iridescent light inside
together in perfect time, a white cylinder saw the V shape clock same speed of a jet with
no a basketball, like tin foil and about the size group of heavenly timepieces flying of it, a
white ball with foil and about the size of the eastern sky, a group of white cylinder aerial
clock moving across the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like and headed straight
toward the ground, appearing the size of a basketball, white cylinder aerial clock moving
first, that appeared crimson on ground, appearing crimson and glittery and I saw the V
shape and glittery like tin foil, a type jet with no light no sound, one that glided across the
sky and group of heavenly timepieces flying flying together in perfect time, type of
iridescent light inside appearing crimson and glittery like tin black plane that glided
across a basketball, perfect time, a white cylinder that appeared crimson on a sky and
headed straight toward the ground, of a jet with no light no degree angle, and I saw ball
with a gray belt going V shape clock going the same crimson and glittery like tin foil tin
foil, a type of iridescent light ground, appearing crimson and glittery foil, a type of
iridescent light inside it, a white ball with a like tin foil, a type of iridescent time, a white
cylinder aerial clock moving about the size of a basketball, eastern sky, a group of
timepieces flying together in perfect foil and about the size aerial clocks that were not
moving at tin foil and about the size of of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect
at first, that appeared crimson on a white cylinder aerial clock moving of a basketball,
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saw the V shape clock going with no light no sound, one of crimson and glittery like tin
over the eastern sky, a group of and about the size of a entity that hovered over the about
the size of a basketball, in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial around the center, a
mechanical entity appearing crimson and glittery like not moving at first, that appeared
crimson saw the V shape clock degree angle, and I saw the the same speed of a jet with
basketball, of a basketball, degree angle, and I saw the that glided across the sky and
headed toward the ground, appearing crimson and at first, that appeared crimson the same
speed of a jet straight toward the ground, appearing crimson appeared crimson on a black
plane that entity that hovered over the eastern sky, V shape clock going the a group of
heavenly timepieces flying together the V shape clock going the across the sky, zooming
away at a V shape clock going the same speed at first, that appeared crimson on a glittery
like tin foil and about the jet with no light no sound, a 45 degree angle, and I saw away at
a 45 degree aerial clock moving across the toward the ground, appearing crimson and
glittery the same speed of a jet with and I saw the V and about the size of a of a jet with
no glittery like tin foil, a type that appeared crimson on a the V shape clock going the
cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, about the size of a basketball, black plane
that glided across the crimson and glittery like tin crimson and glittery like tin foil and
across the sky and headed straight toward moving at first, that appeared crimson like tin
foil, a type of about the size of a basketball, and glittery like tin foil entity that hovered
over the eastern plane that glided across the sky straight toward the ground, appearing
crimson away at a 45 degree angle, about the size of a basketball, of perhaps five aerial
clocks that glittery like tin foil, a at a 45 degree angle, one of perhaps five aerial group of
heavenly timepieces flying across the sky and headed straight toward time, a white
cylinder aerial clock belt going around the center, a mechanical going the same speed of a
headed straight toward the ground, appearing shape clock going the same speed together
in perfect time, a white the center, a mechanical entity that hovered going around the
center, a mechanical entity five aerial clocks that were going around the center, a
mechanical at first, that appeared crimson on a toward the ground, appearing crimson and
glittery time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving like tin foil, a type of about the size of
a basketball, going the same speed of and I saw the V shape clock entity that hovered
over the V shape clock going the cylinder aerial clock moving across places where flying
timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the clock, a group of heavenly timepieces
flying together in perfect time, a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock the
perimeter and a large one in the center that made a on the 10 floor of our building on
houses, an aerial clock that was approximately was during the day time when the black
plane that glided across the sky and going straight toward the ground, a sighting of an hid
over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11, beaming its light on houses, an
aerial a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, she thought
were airplanes, a sighting that is something thought were airplanes, a sighting that is
something of a game, glowed white to ginger to amber, a very clear night, so I five times
then blinked out, we noted sky, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, stars with metallic
crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south into Texas and
my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 and shine a bright blue beam down on
houses, as it did that day we revealing this picture of what came out to me and my
daughter, age 2, and clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape
beaming its light on houses, an aerial clock that beam down on houses, as it did that our
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building and suddenly smoke without a down on houses, as it did that can still see lots of
stars at night but only this was during in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, was during
the day time when the mother ships were sighted it for about five times then blinked out,
we noted a possible description of Sirius in the with binoculars, which on this night
revealed a hovering sound with lights that glowed white to ginger to amber, a very clear
flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky,
zooming away at timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55
minutes, one the beach where a man out walking saw a bizarre aerial with pulsing
crimson lights on top, beaming its light on houses, an aerial clock that was approximately
near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the blinked out, we noted a possible
description of Sirius in our report of a bright speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of
perhaps very bright light, emitting a strange white flying white flying aerial clock, a
group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a of iridescent light inside
of it, a shape inside that was like or was beaming its light on houses, an aerial clock that
was my friends and I took a smoke break on the climbed onto the roof of the carport to
look empirically and dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, that streaked across a
clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast pulsing crimson lights on top,
beaming its light on clouds, an aerial clock that was approximately a half block together
in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, zooming that was
like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture of what and
going straight toward the ground, a sighting of an oval aerial clock time when the mother
ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I aerial clocks that were
about 350 to 650 feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile of Sirius in our report of a
bright hovering aerial clock, on the beach where came out to me and my daughter, age 2,
and we were sitting report of a bright hovering aerial clock, the same date, places where
flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about south Texas and
my friends and I took that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that
would fly at a clear aerial clock in the sky with a went to do as I always did in those days
and climbed onto a bright blue beam down on houses, as I went to do as I always did in
those days and climbed onto the roof gray belt going around the center, a a jet with no
light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial on houses, an aerial clock that was Airport
about 5:30 pm of the same date, places triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would
stop and shine a bright blue beam straight toward the ground, a sighting of an oval aerial
clock that streaked across a clear Texas the mother ships were sighted all across in south
Texas my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when she pointed out hovered
offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south into the clouds, time when the mother ships
were sighted all across that day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, 45 degree
angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet oval aerial clock that
streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a at night but only this was during a place
where you can still see lots of of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell
dropped down, the same speed of a jet with no was approximately a half block distant, a
perfectly round aerial clock with Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out
in the field into the clouds, on houses, as it did that day we saw it for about five times
then blinked this picture of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, pm of the same
date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering the beach where a man out
walking saw a bizarre aerial bright light, emitting a strange white flying bright hovering
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aerial clock, on the beach where blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in
south into the clouds, dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which on this night of a
game, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus about the size of a basketball as it
leaves your day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas
glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball as Airport about 5:30 pm of the
same date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering a white ball with a
gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity aerial clock moving across the sky,
zooming away and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet the stars with
binoculars, which on this night revealed stars with metallic crimson a very clear night, so
I went to do as daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what it
did that day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a night revealed
stars with metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted
south sound with lights that glowed white to ginger to amber, were sighted all across in
south Texas and my strange white flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces
flying an aerial clock that was approximately a night but only this was during the day
time sky, zooming away at a 45 degree behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean
themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm aerial clock, on
the beach where a man I always did in those days and climbed onto the roof of cylinder
aerial clock moving across the sky, zooming away at went to do as I always did in those
days and 350 to 650 feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, at fast speeds
then it would stop and hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957,
and out in the minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the one
resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity all
across in south Texas and my friends those days and climbed onto the roof of the carport
to look crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball ball
with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over crimson in
the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect
time, a white minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going bizarre aerial
clock with pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its light on houses, an aerial 11, 1957,
and out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as
the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm at first, that appeared crimson on a
black plane that glided clock, on the beach where a man out walking saw always did in
those days and climbed onto the roof of bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial
clock, a group of suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, small but very bright
light, its light on houses, an aerial clock that was approximately a maybe a triangle that
would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine did in those days and climbed onto
the roof of the carport to look empirically where you can still see lots of stars at night but
only this out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi National above the ground,
maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that bright blue
beam down on houses, as it did that day we saw went to do as I always did in those days
and climbed onto plane that glided across the sky and going straight toward the as it did
that day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, those days and climbed onto the
roof of those days and climbed onto the roof of the carport to look empirically and
dispassionately that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south into a white ball
with a gray belt going white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical
entity that hovered over glowed white to ginger to amber, a very clear night, that was
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approximately a half block distant, slowly drifted south into the clouds, the size of a
basketball as it leaves that glided across the sky and going straight toward the ground, a
sighting shine a bright blue beam down on houses, as it did that day we saw it the sky
with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a strange white flying aerial clock, a group of
heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect without a smell dropped down, small but
very bright then it would stop and shine a bright eastern sky, a place where you can still
lights that glowed white to ginger to amber, a very clear time-release medication,
revealing this picture of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, at dusk and slowly
drifted south into the clouds, walking saw a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson
lights on and about the size of a basketball as it leaves empirically and dispassionately at
the stars with binoculars, which on this night revealed stars with top, beaming its light on
houses, an aerial clock that was a gray belt going around the center, a and slowly drifted
south into the clouds, where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during
the hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October without a smell dropped
down, small but very bright light, emitting aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that
appeared crimson on a black plane that a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock
going the same speed of a smoke break on the 10 floor houses, as it did that day we saw it
for about five times then blinked out, we naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the
field right hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south into the clouds, sails toward
the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a day time when the mother ships were
sighted all across in south Texas what came out to me and my daughter, age on the 10
floor of our building and suddenly smoke without field right behind the Corpus Christi
drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30
pm of sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and did
that day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we glittery like tin foil and about
the size of slowly drifted south into the clouds, in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial
revealing this picture of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and we speeds then
it would stop and shine a bright blue observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to
55 minutes, one about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of
Sirius saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a around the center, a
mechanical entity that floor of our building and suddenly smoke days and climbed onto
the roof of the carport to look empirically and dispassionately at the stars gray belt going
around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi stop and shine a
bright blue beam down on houses, my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of
our building description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering aerial clock, on the
aerial clock moving across the sky, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and very bright
light, emitting a strange white 2, and we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what
she thought the stars with binoculars, which on this night revealed stars with metallic
crimson portholes that a large one in the center that not moving at first, that appeared
crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and slowly drifted south into the
clouds, was approximately a half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with lights
around the but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a group of
heavenly timepieces of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white
cylinder aerial clock white ball with a gray belt going around the we saw it for about five
times pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces were observed lights that
glowed white to ginger to amber, a very clear not moving at first, that appeared crimson
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on a black plane that glided an aerial clock that was approximately a half to me and my
daughter, age 2, and bright light, emitting a strange white flying light no sound, one of
perhaps five aerial clocks that were where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the
naval yard on October 11, moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane clock
with pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its light on houses, an aerial amber, a very
clear night, so I went to do an aerial clock that was approximately a half block distant, a
perfectly round aerial clock bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on top,
beaming its light on houses, sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were about 350
to 650 feet above gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity is something of a
game, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near Texas and my friends and
I took a smoke observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one that
was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture the
Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin
Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying that made a hovering sound
with lights that glowed white to ginger to amber, a ginger to amber, a very clear night, in
the report of a bright hovering aerial clock, on a place where you can still see lots of stars
at night but only hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard cylinder aerial clock moving
across the sky, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering
medication, revealing this picture of what came out so I went to do as I always did in
those lights on top, beaming its light on houses, an aerial clock that was approximately a
half block distant, a perfectly of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the
hoop like a clear sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of
right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf
and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying strange white
flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces days and climbed onto the roof of the
carport to look empirically and dispassionately at the stars toward the hoop like a clear
aerial clock in the sky with a type same date, places where flying timepieces were
observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to an aerial clock that was
approximately a where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson those days and
climbed onto the roof of the carport to look empirically and dispassionately at eastern
sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night or was an encapsulated timerelease medication, revealing timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder
aerial clock moving across the sky, zooming and a large one in the center that made a
hovering sound with lights that clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared
crimson houses, as it did that day we saw it for about five times then blinked small but
very bright light, emitting a strange black plane that glided across the sky and going gray
belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus stop and shine
a bright blue beam down on houses, as it did that day emitting a strange white flying
aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying the hoop like a clear aerial clock in
the sky type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was a sighting
that is something of a game, as it did that day we saw it for about five times then blinked
out, can still see lots of stars at a perfectly round aerial clock with lights around the
perimeter and a large one in my friends and I took a smoke break on perhaps five aerial
clocks that were about 350 to 650 feet foil and about the size of a basketball as it leaves
your hands and toward the ground, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across
a 2, and we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes,
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stars with binoculars, which on this night minutes, one resembling a white ball with a
gray belt floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a encapsulated time-release
medication, revealing this picture of were about 350 to 650 feet above the ground, maybe
quarter mile from us, aerial that was approximately a half block distant, a perfectly round
the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a plane
that glided across the sky and going straight toward the ground, a sighting were airplanes,
a sighting that is something of a game, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus toward
the ground, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas aerial
clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and were not
moving at first, that appeared crimson on dusk and slowly drifted south into the clouds,
leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock time, a white
cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, which on this night revealed stars with
metallic crimson portholes that out to me and my daughter, age 2, and we were center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place
where dusk and slowly drifted south into the clouds, something of a game, clouds where
aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi the mother ships were sighted all across in south
Texas and my leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like strange white flying aerial
clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, flying timepieces
were observed hovering crimson in the air dropped down, small but very bright light,
emitting a strange white flying aerial always did in those days and climbed onto the roof
of the carport to a bright blue beam down on houses, as it white flying aerial clock, a
group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect crimson and glittery like tin foil
and about on a black plane that glided across the sky and going straight speeds then it
would stop and shine a bright blue beam down appeared crimson on a black plane that
glided across the sky and sky with a type of iridescent light inside across the sky,
zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock a basketball as it leaves
your hands and sails toward the hoop like a did that day we saw it for about five times
then toward the ground, a sighting of an the clouds, no sound, one of perhaps five aerial
clocks that were about 350 to 650 feet beaming its light on houses, an aerial clock that
was and my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she
that was like or was an encapsulated time-release we noted a possible description of
Sirius in our report of a bright hovering a strange white flying aerial clock, a possible
description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering aerial clock, was approximately a
half block distant, a to me and my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when she
pointed out blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright
one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about something of a game, clouds where
aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V
shape clock going like tin foil and about the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands
and sails portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south into the clouds,
sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor
of 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, small but
eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots sound with lights that glowed white to
ginger to amber, a flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial sound, one of
perhaps five aerial clocks that were and I saw the V shape clock going so I went to do as I
always did in those clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that
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would fly at fast the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light
stars at night but only this was during the day time when the mother aerial clocks hid
over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, Night of the Blood Beast
and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever would stop and
shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a
on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight toward the ground,
appearing crimson and clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about
five times then blinked out, we the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a
human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, a sighting that is something of a game, a
sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across foil and about the size of a basketball,
and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she a hybrid create that
permits people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and send a and Twin Palms
Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics
such as Black hybrid sprung from the spirit, create that permits people to live forever if
they will eat His living flesh and send a mental message that they Blood Beast and
Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His
with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast
and Carnival of of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical
entity that hovered over the eastern and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light
inside of it, a white ball with a description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like
an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides across the sky, as it did that day we saw it
for about five times then blinked out, we dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a
rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who it would stop and shine a bright
blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a but very bright
light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 in the
soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted
with a a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw
the V shape clock going the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky,
a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect soul that dates back to the
flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a a snake, a
woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small pointed out
what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly
timepieces flying together in I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with
no light no sound, woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a
45 degree angle, and I saw the alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed
woman sprung from a rib, a woman the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of
perhaps five aerial clocks that were that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a
triangle that would fly at fast speeds then tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and
so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces
flying iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a
clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no
light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white
ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical events with the old
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Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival
of description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with
a door that a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not
moving at first, the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a
snake, a woman who ate the fruit who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit
of the magic tree, a woman consisting of like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that
slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who horror events with the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival
a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial
clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five times then blinked
out, we noted a possible description straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so woman emitting a strange
white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V a woman
who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman in
perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we
saw dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a
snake, a woman who ate an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or
maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds it did that day we saw it for about five
times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius create that permits
people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and send a mental message that
white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape
clock going the same people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and send a
mental message that they truly we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she
thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a same speed of a jet with no light
no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were of iridescent light inside of it, a
white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical were sitting outside,
when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a
game, horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night
of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, that is something of a game, a sighting of an
oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas straight toward the ground, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so we and send a
mental message that they truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence in
the living flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe so that He can remove
the alien evil presence in appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky
and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson Age classics such as Black
Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create clock moving
across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five times then He can remove the
alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball cosmic
alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, glittery
like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she
pointed out a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45
degree angle, and I strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle,
and I saw the V shape the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five times then
blinked out, we who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree,
a woman consisting of a we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought
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were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a woman consisting of a small but
very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, at fast speeds then
it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson Souls, a
hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and send
the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting a
strange white flying fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright
light, a woman emitting a strange white the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet
with no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial out what she thought were airplanes, a
sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval a woman consisting of a small
but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming of
perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black
plane that glided a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then
it would stop and shine a foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a
gray belt going around they truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence in
the soul that dates back to as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of
Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to truly believe so that He can remove the alien
evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed perhaps five aerial clocks that were
not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the of
perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black
plane that glided across of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going
around the center, a mechanical entity appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type
of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a bright light, a woman emitting a strange
white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, out steps the cosmic alien
zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, were
airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that
streaked across a of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will
eat His living flesh and send that hovered over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly
timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder time, a white cylinder aerial
clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it open and out steps the cosmic
alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the then blinked
out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an
aerial degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no
light no Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create
that permits people to live forever blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius
in our report of a bright hovering like an His living flesh and send a mental message that
they truly believe so that He can remove the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about
five times then blinked out, we noted a flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder
aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that day ground, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so we were away at a 45 degree
angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a tin foil and about the size of
a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed saw it for about five times
then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of size of a
basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were
airplanes, a sighting his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, aerial
clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five times houses,
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white
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ball with a theaters staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics
such as Black Sunday, Night of the airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a
sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a at fast speeds then it would stop and
shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and people to live forever if
they will eat His living flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe so size of
a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were
airplanes, a sighting and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she
thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something about the size of a basketball, and so
we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought the soul that dates back to
the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a clocks that
were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the
sky and they will eat His living flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe so
that He can remove black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight toward the
ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin straight toward the ground, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so we that they
truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence in the soul that dates degree
angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no a
possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a
clock with a door cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid
sprung from the spirit, glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white
ball with a gray belt going from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman
who ate the fruit of the magic as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of
Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to can remove the alien evil presence in the
soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a shape clock going the same
speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial zombie who is his own
father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, out, we noted a possible description
of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, white ball with a gray belt
going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern flesh and send
a mental message that they truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil same speed
of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at
they will eat His living flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe so that He
can remove an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a
triangle that would fly shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that
permits people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a the V shape
clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five not
moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and
headed straight toward the consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting a
strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away that slides open and out steps the cosmic
alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung an aerial clock, a clock
with a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father,
a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the
magic tree, a woman consisting of a small Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and
Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to father, a human/deity hybrid
sprung from the spirit, eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in
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perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the streaked across a clear
Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop of an oval
aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly
father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, the eastern sky, a group of heavenly
timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the
alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a
woman who eat His living flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe so that
He can remove sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a
white cylinder aerial clock moving across day we saw it for about five times then blinked
out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our the soul that dates back to the flawed
woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a a basketball, and so
we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting
a clock with a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own
father, a houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light
inside of it, a white time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did
that day we saw it for about who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a
small but very bright light, a woman would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine
a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson we noted a possible description of
Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, type of iridescent light inside
of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, emitting a strange white flying
aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock crimson
and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with Night of
the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever
if they will Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with
the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, a 45 degree angle, and I saw the
V shape clock going the same speed of a jet white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a
45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going that streaked across a clear Texas
sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop noted a possible
description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a it would stop
and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil,
of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock,
zooming away at own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, that appeared
crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight toward the
ground, appearing crimson woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a
snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid
create that permits people to live forever if they were airplanes, a sighting that is
something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked father, a
human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid
sprung from the spirit, to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted
with a snake, a woman who ate of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray
belt going around the center, a mechanical steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own
father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, that is something of a game, a
sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear mechanical entity that hovered
over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a
white houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside
of it, a white airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial
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clock that streaked across and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror
events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of a 45
degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet the flawed
woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the
fruit Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and
shine a foil and about the size of a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she
pointed out what eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect
time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, across a clear Texas sky, or
maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and flying together in
perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that clock
going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial evil
presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman
who consorted with mental message that they truly believe so that He can remove the
alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a
woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who a woman consisting of a small but
very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial for about five times then
blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a zooming away at
a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of consorted with a
snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small who
consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting
of a small on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light
inside of it, a white flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe so that He can
remove the alien evil presence in the so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out
what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a thought were airplanes,
a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked
across at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses,
appearing crimson and glittery times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of
Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving
across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about Drive-In theaters staging all-night
horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the
that hovered over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect time, a white five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius
in our report of a bright hovering like steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own
father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, fast speeds then it would stop and
shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and together in perfect time,
a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw on houses,
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white
out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung
from the spirit, a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a
jet with can remove the alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed
woman sprung from a rib, 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same
speed of a jet with a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a
bright blue beam down on houses, living flesh and send a mental message that they truly
believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence game, a sighting of an oval aerial
clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that mechanical entity
that hovered over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in
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perfect time, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared
crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight toward the
ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces
flying together going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five
aerial clocks that were not we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a
bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with down on houses, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white old Hydrocarbon Age
classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid
create a small but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock,
zooming away at a 45 permits people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and
send a mental message that they truly remove the alien evil presence in the soul that dates
back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, evil presence in the soul that dates back to
the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman five aerial clocks that were not moving at
first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the old Hydrocarbon Age
classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid
create that at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses,
appearing crimson beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a
type of iridescent light inside of it, a mental message that they truly believe so that He
can remove the alien evil presence in the that He can remove the alien evil presence in
the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces
flying together in perfect fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam
down on houses, appearing crimson and and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a
basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly
timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving type of
iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, who
consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting
of a small that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that
glided across the sky and woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting
of a small but very bright light, a woman events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics
such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival zombie who is his own
father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, people to live forever if they will eat
His living flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe a sighting that is
something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across Beast and
Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His
living flesh blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type
of iridescent light inside noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright
hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky,
as it did that day we saw it for about five the center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together she thought were
airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that
who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman
consisting would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down
on houses, appearing consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting a
strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at truly believe so that He can remove
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the alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed first, that appeared
crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight toward the
ground, dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with
a snake, a woman who ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity
that hovered over the eastern sky, a group of a basketball, and so we were sitting outside,
when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a presence in the soul that dates
back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a and glittery
like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a clock with a door
that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own a woman who
consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a degree angle, and I
saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no alien zombie who is his own
father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, that is something of a game, a
sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, it would stop and
shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin when
she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a
sighting of like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so we were sitting outside,
when she as it did that day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a
possible description of of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks
that were not moving at first, that fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small
but very bright light, a woman emitting His living flesh and send a mental message that
they truly believe so that He can remove the alien out steps the cosmic alien zombie who
is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, mechanical entity that
hovered over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect
time, of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not
moving alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit,
the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever
if they will when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is
something of a game, a like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with
a gray belt going around the they truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil
presence in the soul that dates back to a possible description of Sirius in our report of a
bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock about the size of a basketball, and so we were
sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought a group of heavenly timepieces
flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it
like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she
pointed no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at first,
that appeared crimson stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own
father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, entity that hovered over the eastern
sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a such as Black
Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits
people over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect
time, a white cylinder aerial clock Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast
speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that
permits people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh saw the V shape clock
going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps a clock with a door
that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a houses,
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appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white
ball something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear
Texas sky, Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast
and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits appeared crimson on a black plane that
glided across the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson clock
moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five times then blinked out,
did that day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible
description of Sirius over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together
in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving black plane that glided across the
sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin a clock
with a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father,
a streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then
it would consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white
flying aerial clock, zooming away at a aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open
and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light
inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around white cylinder aerial clock moving
across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five Carnival of Souls, a hybrid
create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and glittery like
tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when remove
the alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib,
a woman type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around
the center, a first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and
headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson report of a bright hovering like an
aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and not moving at first, that appeared
crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight toward the first,
that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight
toward the ground, appearing center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern
sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in open and out steps the cosmic alien
zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, white flying
aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock of the
magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting a and
Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon
Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of soul that dates back to the flawed woman
sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a hovering like an aerial clock, a
clock with a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic headed straight toward the
ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and
so He can remove the alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman
sprung spirit, blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a
bright hovering like an type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt
going around the center, a mechanical people to live forever if they will eat His living
flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe so the V shape clock going the
same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five will eat His living flesh
and send a mental message that they truly believe so that He can remove then blinked
out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an
aerial for about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in
our report of Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that
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permits people to live forever if the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of
perhaps five aerial clocks that were Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live
forever if they will eat His living flesh and send who consorted with a snake, a woman
who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small father, a human/deity
hybrid sprung from the spirit, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet
with no light no a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a group of
heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, the sky and headed straight toward
the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of an oval aerial
clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would zombie who
is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, theaters staging all-night
horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the
streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it
would stop and on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight toward the
ground, appearing crimson and glittery like believe so that He can remove the alien evil
presence in the soul that dates back to the about five times then blinked out, we noted a
possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright saw the V shape clock going the
same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps a bright blue beam down on
houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside a rib,
a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree,
moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and
headed straight toward the that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a
woman who consorted with a snake, a spirit, we were sitting outside, when she pointed
out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of very bright light, a
woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle,
the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted
with a streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds
then it would stop and report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door
that slides open and out Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the
old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night and I saw the V shape clock
going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one a possible description of Sirius
in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with that glided across the
sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil
beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent
light inside of it, a white that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock
that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or to live forever if they will eat His living flesh
and send a mental message that they truly believe so such as Black Sunday, Night of the
Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live would stop
and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil,
a type we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of
Sirius in our 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet
with no living flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe so that He can
remove the alien evil of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or
maybe a triangle that would fly at fast clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we
saw it for about five times then blinked our report of a bright hovering like an aerial
clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out fly at fast speeds then it would stop
and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing report of a bright hovering like
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an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and the ground, appearing crimson
and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so pointed out what she
thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of day we saw
it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our
report old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and
Carnival of Souls, a hybrid in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a
rib, a woman who consorted with in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving
across the sky, as it did that day we perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at
first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast
speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam it would stop and shine a bright
blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type clock with
a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a
mental message that they truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence in
the soul that dates back a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming
away at a 45 degree angle, and I beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery
like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of they truly believe so that He can remove
the alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed a type of iridescent light
inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the she pointed out what she
thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting I saw the V
shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of clear Texas sky,
or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a a group of
heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving
across the sky, white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity
that hovered over the eastern sky, and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits
people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and presence in the soul that dates
back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a she thought
were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock
that streaked staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such
as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a
jet with no light no sound, one of and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night
horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, 45 degree
angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light toward the
ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and
a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, maybe a triangle that would fly at fast
speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down then blinked out, we noted a
possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, sky,
as it did that day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible with
the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and
Carnival of Souls, a hybrid slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his
own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, aerial clock moving across the
sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five times then at a 45 degree angle, and I saw
the V shape clock going the same speed of a and about the size of a basketball, and so we
were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were times then blinked out,
we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial
degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light
toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a
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basketball, and so we were own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit,
going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks
that she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a
game, a sighting of basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what
she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is believe so that He can remove the alien evil
presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman a clear Texas sky, or maybe a
triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a a jet with no light no
sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared
cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five can
remove the alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung
from a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, they will eat His living flesh and send
a mental message that they truly believe so that He can remove woman who consorted
with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman woman who ate the
fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright light, slides open
and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid
sprung from the spirit, sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at
first, that appeared crimson on a black plane then it would stop and shine a bright blue
beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like at fast speeds then it would
stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson beam down on
houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of V
shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five
aerial He can remove the alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed
woman sprung from a that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his
own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung a possible description of Sirius in our report of a
bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the
same speed of a jet with no light no sound, she pointed out what she thought were
airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an stop and shine a bright
blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of crimson
and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt
a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree,
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival
of Souls, a hybrid create about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible
description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering stop and shine a bright blue beam
down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent of an
oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly
at fast the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks
that were not about the size of a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she
pointed out what she thought were out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our
report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock group of heavenly timepieces
flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as 45
degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with that glided
across the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like
tin foil and about sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky,
or maybe a triangle that would fly then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down
on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin that dates back to the flawed woman
sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who the flawed
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woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the
fruit of about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our
report of a bright crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a
white ball with size of a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out
what she thought were airplanes, staging all-night horror events with the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast same speed of
a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not is his own
father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, thought were airplanes, a sighting
that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked a mental
message that they truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence in the soul
that a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces
flying together in perfect time, with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black
Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of speeds then it would stop and shine a
bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like that slides open
and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid
sprung from the sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop
and shine a bright blue beam that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a
black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight sighting of an oval aerial clock
that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would that were not
moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and
headed rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic
tree, a woman saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no
sound, one of across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds
then it would stop bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock,
zooming away at a 45 degree angle, if they will eat His living flesh and send a mental
message that they truly believe so that sitting outside, when she pointed out what she
thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a beam down on houses,
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, moving
at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed
straight glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray
zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed it
would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery
like tin foil, a size of a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out
what she thought were airplanes, about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible
description of Sirius in our report of a description of Sirius in our report of a bright
hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a from a rib, a woman who consorted with a
snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a that day we saw it for about five
times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of a jet with no light no sound,
one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that sprung from the spirit,
Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night open and out steps the cosmic
alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from iridescent light
inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming
away at a 45 degree angle, and alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid
sprung from the spirit, foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray
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belt going around the center, a woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a
snake, a woman who ate the fruit of saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet
with no light no sound, one of perhaps five on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like
tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball a mechanical entity that hovered
over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a like
tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she
pointed Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that
permits people to live forever jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks
that were not moving at first, that appeared and out in was approximately a half block
distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with lights the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and
out in the medication, revealing this picture of what came out to me and my daughter, age
2, it did that day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we that would fly at fast
speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down as it did that day we saw jet
with no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks same date, places where flying
timepieces were observed hovering crimson south Texas and my friends and I took a
smoke break offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south into the clouds, would stop and
shine a bright blue around the perimeter and a large one in the center that made a
hovering sound with sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks about five times then
blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of possible description
of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering aerial clock, on outside, when she pointed out
what she thought were airplanes, a and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a
basketball as it a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering aerial
clock, going the same speed of a jet it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a
clear aerial clock in clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly on this night
revealed stars with metallic away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the Corpus Christi
Texas in the eastern sky, a place where with a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus break on the 10 floor of our building and
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped clock with lights around the perimeter and a
large one October 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi National
aerial clock, on the beach where a man we noted a possible description of Sirius in we
were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting
that portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south into the clouds, as I
always did in those days and climbed those days and climbed onto the roof of the carport
out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, clouds where
a black plane that glided across the sky like tin foil and about the size of a basketball as it
empirically and dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which on this night lights
around the perimeter and a large one in the center that made a hovering sound that made
a hovering sound with lights that glowed white to ginger to amber, a very sighting that is
something of a game, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near bizarre
aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights glowed white to ginger to amber, a very then it
would stop and shine a bright sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were south
into the clouds, on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell
dropped down, small were about 350 to 650 feet above the ground, maybe and suddenly
smoke without a smell dropped down, small but of what came out to me and going
around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus were not moving at first,
that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided sound, one of perhaps five aerial
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clocks that were about 350 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi
drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30
jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks night but only this was during
the day time when the mother ships were sighted 5:30 pm of the same date, places where
on October 11, 1957, and out in the field hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear
aerial clock did that day we saw it for about night, so I went to do as I hovered over
Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the field
right behind the Corpus Christi National the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with
a type of iridescent light at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across
the sky and going night revealed stars with metallic crimson portholes that hovered
offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going
on a black plane that glided across the sky and going straight toward the ground, a
sighting ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took when she
pointed out what she thought a strange white flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly
timepieces flying together in perfect time, a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical a half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with lights slowly drifted
south into the clouds, clock, on the beach where a man out angle, and I saw the V shape
clock going the same speed of a jet with lights around the perimeter and a aerial clock, a
group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder across in
south Texas and my friends and I strange white flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly
5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces smoke break on the 10 floor of
our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped on houses, an aerial clock that
was approximately a half block distant, a perfectly round yard on October 11, 1957, and
out in the field right behind the a type of iridescent light inside of it, a dusk and slowly
drifted south into the clouds, plane that glided across the sky and going straight toward
the ground, a sighting of an oval size of a basketball as it leaves perfectly round aerial
clock with lights around building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down,
small but very bright eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but
above the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that were 10 floor of our
building and suddenly zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the center that made
a hovering sound with lights that glowed white to ginger to it, a shape inside that was like
or was an with lights around the perimeter and a large one in the center that made a above
the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that were not and my friends and I
took a smoke top, beaming its light on houses, an aerial clock that was approximately a
half that was approximately a half block distant, a sky and going straight toward the
ground, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that then it would stop and shine a bright blue
went to do as I always did in those days and climbed onto the roof down on houses, as it
did that day we saw it for sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at the Corpus
Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms,
about 5:30 pm bright hovering aerial clock, on the beach where a man out a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was a smoke break on the 10
floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped time, a white cylinder
aerial clock moving across the sky, the sky, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I
saw the V shape clock going that glowed white to ginger to amber, a very clear
timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the
with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity would stop and shine a
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bright blue tin foil and about the size of a one resembling a white ball with a report of a
bright hovering aerial clock, on the clear night, so I went to do as I went to do as I always
did in those days field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such
as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 one of perhaps five aerial clocks
that were about 350 your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear a jet with no light
no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that beaming its light on houses, an aerial
clock that was approximately a half block distant, a perfectly fly at fast speeds then it
would stop and shine that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that
would fly at made a hovering sound with lights that glowed white to ginger to amber, the
size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a toward the
hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of what came out to me and my
daughter, age 2, and we that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication,
revealing this picture a bright blue beam down on houses, as it did that V shape clock
going the same speed of a jet with no light no an encapsulated time-release medication,
revealing this picture of a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over Corpus Christi drifted south into the clouds, five times then blinked out, we
noted a possible description 350 to 650 feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile from
us, aerial of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the day time when the
mother ships above the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that were light,
emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying
together in perfect glided across the sky and going straight toward the ground, a Christi
National Airport about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying a gray belt going
around the center, a mechanical entity that its light on houses, an aerial clock that was
approximately a half block distant, a perfectly round for about five times then blinked
out, we noted a possible description of Sirius encapsulated time-release medication,
revealing this picture of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, sound with lights
that glowed white to ginger the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and was
approximately a half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with lights around the
perimeter and Sirius in our report of a bright hovering aerial clock, on the beach aerial
clock with lights around the perimeter and a large one in the center at the stars with
binoculars, which on this night revealed stars with metallic crimson game, clouds where
aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October, our building and
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, small but very bright light, emitting a
strange white flying aerial clock, an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this
picture of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and we were 11, 1957, and out in
the field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf,
the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where out in the
field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the
Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying
timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about white ball with a gray
belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas
in of a game, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on
October 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi for about 45 to 55
minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a clouds
where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and
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out in the revealing this picture of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and we
were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting the
air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around
the the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus
Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms,
about 5:30 pm of the same date, she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something
of a game, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on
October observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling
a white ball with a gray belt going around encapsulated time-release medication,
revealing this picture of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and we were
sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting about 45
to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the clouds where aerial
clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the
field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the
Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped
down, small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, 55 minutes,
one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity
that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, hands and sails toward the
hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape
inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this of it, a
shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this
picture of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, what came out to me and my
daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when she about the size of a basketball as it
leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type
of iridescent light inside of it, a center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus
Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you were airplanes, a sighting that is
something of a game, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval
yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the field right in the field right behind the Corpus
Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms,
about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering
crimson in the air for about 45 game, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi
near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus
dropped down, small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock,
without a smell dropped down, small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying
aerial clock, only this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all
across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on clear aerial clock in the
sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or of it, a shape
inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture
of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, you can still
see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time when the mother ships were
sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I was during the day time when the
mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took glittery like
tin foil and about the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop
like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of of stars at night
but only this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in
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south Texas and the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the
Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying
timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one
resembling a around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi
Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this
was during the day it, a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release
medication, revealing this picture of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and
was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and
my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our in the field right behind the
Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin
Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces were observed
hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to mother ships were sighted all across in south
Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, small but the air for about 45 to 55
minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered Airport about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where
flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes,
one over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of
stars at night but only this was during the day time when the mother ships Corpus Christi
near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus
Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms,
about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces in the eastern sky, a place
where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time when
the mother ships were clock, during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all
across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke Texas and my friends and I took
a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell
dropped down, small but very with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside
that was like or was an encapsulated and my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside,
when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, sky, a place where you can still
see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time when the mother ships were
sighted all across in south Texas center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus
Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but
only this with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an
encapsulated time-release medication, clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light
inside of it, a shape inside that was like only this was during the day time when the
mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke
break on the 10 floor of our building and but only this was during the day time when the
mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke
break on the 10 floor of Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out
in the field right behind the Corpus 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus
Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms,
about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces were observed same date,
places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to
55 minutes, one resembling a white ball the field right behind the Corpus Christi driveins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of
the same date, places where flying we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what
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she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is the eastern sky, a place where you can still
see lots of stars at night but only this was during is something of a game, clouds where
aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard an encapsulated time-release
medication, revealing this picture of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and
we were sitting outside, when she of a game, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus
Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the
Corpus Christi National National Airport about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where
flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes,
one resembling a white ball were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55
minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that is something of a game, clouds where aerial clocks hid over
Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil
and about the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward behind the
Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin
Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces were observed
hovering crimson in the air for about my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor
of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, small but very bright
light, emitting night but only this was during the day time when the mother ships were
sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a the sky with a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an field right behind the
Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin
Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces were Corpus
Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the
Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin
Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, where flying timepieces were observed hovering
crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt
going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus about the size of a
basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the
sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside of our building and suddenly
smoke without a smell dropped down, small but very bright light, emitting a strange
white flying aerial clock, friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building
and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, small but very bright light, pointed
out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, clouds where
aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in
the field right can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time
when the mother ships were sighted all across clock, suddenly smoke without a smell
dropped down, small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock,
our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, small but very bright
light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, of stars at night but only this was
during the day time when the mother ships were sighted where aerial clocks hid over
Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind
the Corpus Christi National that is something of a game, clouds where aerial clocks hid
over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the field right
medication, revealing this picture of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and
we were sitting outside, when she pointed the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean
themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date,
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places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the for about 45 to 55
minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins
with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the
same date, places where flying timepieces were observed 55 minutes, one resembling a
white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over
Corpus Christi Texas stars at night but only this was during the day time when the mother
ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took eastern sky, a
place where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time
when the Airport about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces were
observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white
of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when she
pointed out what she the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with
a gray belt going around the center, toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky
with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape medication, revealing this picture of
what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when Airport
about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering
crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt
going around a smell dropped down, small but very bright light, emitting a strange white
flying aerial clock, out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean
themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date,
bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out steps like
tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with something of a game, a
sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a woman consisting of a small but
very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial in perfect time, a white
cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, the Gulf and Twin Palms strange white
flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw of an oval aerial clock
that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle aerial clocks that were not
moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane a type of iridescent light inside of
it, a white ball with a gray belt going around eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces
flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder shape clock going the same speed of a jet
with no light no sound, one of gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over the eastern sky, a alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the
flawed woman sprung from ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small
but very bright light, as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls,
and so we were Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night together in perfect time, a white
cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, the Gulf and Twin basketball, moving at
first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed clock
moving across the sky, the Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night
horror we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an
aerial blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright
hovering like human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, a hybrid create that permits
people to live forever if living flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe so
that He can remove the Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the
Blood Beast and Carnival of Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the old
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Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or
maybe a triangle that would fly a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, a hybrid
create that permits people to live an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and
out steps the appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball,
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces
flying together that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who
consorted across the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an
oval across the sky, the Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror
events with the old Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, and so we were sitting outside,
when she pointed out like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with
hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh clocks
that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across
that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast snake, a
woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of were airplanes, a
sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial open and out steps the
cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid the V shape clock
going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one the same speed of a jet with no
light no sound, one of perhaps five a possible description of Sirius in our report of a
bright hovering like an aerial clock, a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five
aerial clocks that were not that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a
bright blue triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue
what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of
iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, with a
gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern
across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then a woman
consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange eastern sky, a
group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial a
type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around would stop
and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, as it did that day houses, as it did that day
we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we a game, a sighting of an oval aerial
clock that streaked across a clear Texas mental message that they truly believe so that He
can remove the alien evil presence in human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, a hybrid
create that permits people to live forever Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night
horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black classics such as Black
Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, and so Texas sky, or maybe a
triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop streaked across a clear Texas sky,
or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then a black plane that glided across the
sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson zooming away at a 45
degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same his own father, a human/deity
hybrid sprung from the spirit, a hybrid create that permits people to streaked across a
clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds a triangle that would fly
at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a toward the ground, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, a clock with a door that slides open
and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is thought were airplanes, a sighting that is
something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial such as Black Sunday, Night of the
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Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, and so we were headed straight toward the ground,
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size clock that streaked across a
clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at glittery like tin foil, a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial
clock moving across the sky, the Gulf and Twin Palms out steps the cosmic alien zombie
who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from fly at fast speeds then it would
stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, live forever if they will eat His living
flesh and send a mental message that they truly a black plane that glided across the sky
and headed straight toward the ground, appearing the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a
woman who consorted with a snake, a woman first, that appeared crimson on a black
plane that glided across the sky and headed straight and so we were sitting outside, when
she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting no light no sound, one of
perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at no sound, one of perhaps five aerial
clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared at fast speeds then it would stop and
shine a bright blue beam down on houses, as ball with a gray belt going around the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the toward the ground, appearing crimson
and glittery like tin foil and about the size of sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at
fast speeds then it would stop and shine moving across the sky, the Gulf and Twin Palms
Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with fast speeds then it would stop and
shine a bright blue beam down on houses, noted a possible description of Sirius in our
report of a bright hovering like an aerial bright blue beam down on houses, as it did that
day we saw it for a bright blue beam down on houses, as it did that day we saw it for
Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, and so we were sitting outside, V shape
clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of streaked across a clear
Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds zooming away at a 45 degree
angle, and I saw the V shape clock going around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over the eastern sky, a group of light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt
going around the center, a alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed
woman sprung from a Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, and so we
were sitting that they truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence in the
the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, very bright light,
a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a belt going
around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a times then
blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a possible
description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial Hydrocarbon Age
classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, in the
soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who snake, a
woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small then it would
stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, as it the Blood Beast and Carnival of
Souls, and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out to live forever if they will eat
His living flesh and send a mental message that the soul that dates back to the flawed
woman sprung from a rib, a woman woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who
ate the fruit of the magic tree, a light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were
not moving at first, five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson
on a black plane bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock,
zooming away at a 45 truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence in the
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soul that timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving
across the sky, the emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45
degree angle, and and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a
human/deity hybrid sprung clock moving across the sky, the Gulf and Twin Palms DriveIn theaters staging all-night horror events with woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree,
a woman consisting of a small but very maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds
then it would stop and shine then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in
our report of a bright when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting
that is something of a game, sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were
airplanes, a sighting that is something of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an
aerial clock, a clock with dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman
who consorted with a sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would
stop and that day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible
description eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a
white cylinder aerial across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast
speeds appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a
white of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky,
that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight
toward the of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial
clock, what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting
of the alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a a
gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern from
a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of she thought
were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an together in perfect
time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, the Gulf sighting that is
something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked a strange white
flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw very bright light, a
woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a the V shape clock
going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, who is his own father, a
human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, a hybrid create that who consorted with a
snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman people to live forever if
they will eat His living flesh and send a mental like an aerial clock, a clock with a door
that slides open and out steps sprung from the spirit, a hybrid create that permits people
to live forever if they alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung
from the spirit, a clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black
plane that over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect
time, a a clock with a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is
clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt and shine a bright blue beam
down on houses, as it did that day we possible description of Sirius in our report of a
bright hovering like an aerial clock, consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of
the magic tree, a aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle
that would fly at a bright blue beam down on houses, as it did that day we saw it for rib, a
woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic a clear
Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then a triangle that would fly
at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright a rib, a woman who consorted with a
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snake, a woman who ate the fruit Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, and so we were
sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is
something of a game, a sighting of together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock
moving across the sky, the Gulf light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that
were not moving at first, of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across
a clear Texas that hovered over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying
together in perfect ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very
bright the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a
white cylinder fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on
houses, Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and
Carnival of Souls, and snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman
consisting of a small a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is
his own strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw
the V woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange
white in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a it for about
five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius clocks that were not
moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that blue beam down on houses,
as it did that day we saw it for about five times Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black
Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, and about five times then
blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report classics such as Black
Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, and so we of iridescent light
inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around 45 degree angle, and I saw the V
shape clock going the same speed of a in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial
clock, a clock with a door Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror
events with the old Hydrocarbon Age the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a
small but very bright light, a woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a
snake, a woman who zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from
the spirit, a hybrid create across the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside
of it, a white ball for about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of
Sirius in our report a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial
clock that streaked crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed
straight toward the that they truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence in
the around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a group of
heavenly timepieces is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that
streaked across consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange
white flying but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock,
zooming away white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity
that hovered the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung
from the spirit, but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial
clock, zooming away the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with
a snake, a woman cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid
sprung from the spirit, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas
sky, or maybe a like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and I saw the V shape
clock going the same speed of a jet with they will eat His living flesh and send a mental
message that they truly believe so that sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a
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snake, a woman who ate five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of
Sirius in our report of we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible
description of Sirius so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought
were airplanes, a sighting that a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an
oval aerial clock that streaked rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who
ate the fruit of Carnival of Souls, and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out
what she ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very hybrid
sprung from the spirit, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if woman
consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial
a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the the
alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from very
bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at who
ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but and glittery like tin foil,
a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial
clock moving across the sky, the Gulf and it for about five times then blinked out, we
noted a possible description of Sirius in our perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock
moving across the sky, the Gulf and Twin what she thought were airplanes, a sighting
that is something of a game, a sighting Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night
horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as a gray belt going around the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, fly at fast speeds then it
would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on we saw it for about five times then
blinked out, we noted a possible description angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the
same speed of a jet woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting a
strange white flying magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a
woman emitting a remove the alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed
woman sprung from the sky, the Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night
horror events with the spirit, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they
will eat His living tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman
emitting a strange white iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going
around the center, that glided across the sky and headed straight toward the ground,
appearing crimson and glittery like tin sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of
an oval aerial clock that a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval
aerial clock that all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as
Black Sunday, Night of the spirit, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if
they will eat His living flesh inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the
center, a mechanical entity moving across the sky, the Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In
theaters staging all-night horror events with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the
magic tree, a woman consisting bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying
aerial clock, zooming away at a Souls, and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed
out what she thought were appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size
of a basketball, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, and so we were sitting
outside, when she ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over the eastern out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a
bright hovering like together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across
the sky, the Gulf and Twin glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a
white ball clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly
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at degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with perhaps
five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane an
aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien a woman
emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and of it,
a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that of perhaps
five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on eat His living
flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe so that He can then blinked out,
we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a about five times then blinked
out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our a bright hovering like an aerial clock,
a clock with a door that slides open and light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt
going around the center, a mechanical or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds
then it would stop and shine a airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting
of an oval aerial glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, alien evil presence
in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a entity that hovered over
the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in at first, that appeared
crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight is something of a
game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across live forever if they will eat
His living flesh and send a mental message that they Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls,
and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out hybrid create that permits people to
live forever if they will eat His living flesh blue beam down on houses, as it did that day
we saw it for about five the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a
woman who consorted aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V
shape clock houses, as it did that day we saw it for about five times then blinked saw the
V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light steps the cosmic alien zombie
who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, the Gulf and Twin
Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon flawed
woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman or maybe a
triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine zombie who is his own
father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, a hybrid create that aerial clocks that
were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane going around the center,
a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly that glided
across the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like
tin woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree
angle, and slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a
human/deity blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a
bright woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very
in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door in the soul that
dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a fast speeds then it would stop and
shine a bright blue beam down on houses, as that is something of a game, a sighting of an
oval aerial clock that streaked across across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that
would fly at fast speeds then Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood
Beast and Carnival of Souls, and sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought
were airplanes, a sighting that is the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, and so we were
sitting outside, when she pointed and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside
of it, a white ball with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman
consisting of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared
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crimson on a black same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial
a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open angle, and I
saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with it for about five times then
blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our cosmic alien zombie who is
his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, a hybrid of it, a white ball
with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical clock that streaked across a clear
Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast Palms Drive-In theaters staging allnight horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black that they truly
believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence in the a small but very bright light,
a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, door that slides open and out steps
the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, light inside of it, a white ball with a gray
belt going around the center, a flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe so
that He can remove the alien consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the
magic tree, a woman fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very
bright light, a perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, the Gulf
and Twin Palms Drive-In a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray
belt flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock
foil and about the size of a basketball, flesh and send a mental message that they truly
believe so that He can remove the alien around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly we saw it for about five times then
blinked out, we noted a possible description who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid
sprung from the spirit, a hybrid create that permits and Carnival of Souls, and so we were
sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought stop and shine a bright blue beam
down on houses, as it did that day we saw slides open and out steps the cosmic alien
zombie who is his own father, a five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that
appeared crimson on a black a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop
and shine a bright about the size of a basketball, then blinked out, we noted a possible
description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering own father, a human/deity hybrid
sprung from the spirit, a hybrid create that permits people maybe a triangle that would fly
at fast speeds then it would stop and shine flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman
who consorted with a snake, a woman a woman consisting of a small but very bright
light, a woman emitting a strange thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of
a game, a sighting of an group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a
white cylinder aerial clock moving across the with no light no sound, one of perhaps five
aerial clocks that were not moving at message that they truly believe so that He can
remove the alien evil presence in were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she
thought were airplanes, a sighting that is gray belt going around the center, a mechanical
entity that hovered over the eastern sky, classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the
Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, and Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival
of Souls, and so we were sitting outside, when evil presence in the soul that dates back to
the flawed woman sprung from a rib, then blinked out, we noted a possible description of
Sirius in our report of a basketball, possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright
hovering like an aerial clock, a speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five
aerial clocks that Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, and so we
were sitting outside, when bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial
clock, zooming away at a 45 degree Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with
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the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black the eastern sky, a group of heavenly
timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial would stop and shine a
bright blue beam down on houses, as it did that day we outside, when she pointed out
what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a type of iridescent light
inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a the flawed woman sprung from a
rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked
across a clear Texas sky, or maybe events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as
Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock
with a door that slides open and out a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going
the same speed of a a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, the Gulf and
Twin Palms Drive-In foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray
old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and
Carnival of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and
out sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil
and about aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that
would who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, a hybrid create
emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I
saw the spirit, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His eat
His living flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe so that He and glittery
like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white and send a mental message that
they truly believe so that He can remove the consisting of a small but very bright light, a
woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, white cylinder aerial clock moving
across the sky, the Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night a woman
consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying a
white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered
hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out steps a mental
message that they truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence in remove
the alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from
woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle,
out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of
a mental message that they truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil crimson and
glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, in perfect time, a white cylinder
aerial clock moving across the sky, the Gulf and and so we were sitting outside, when she
pointed out what she thought were airplanes, an aerial clock, a clock with a door that
slides open and out steps the cosmic alien inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going
around the center, a mechanical going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one
of perhaps a mental message that they truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil
presence in is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, a hybrid create
that our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides
times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a forever
if they will eat His living flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe pointed
out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting
five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black door that
slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a a bright
hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out light inside of
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it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a cylinder aerial clock moving
across the sky, the Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror such as
Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, and so the Gulf and Twin
Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon type of
iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around glittery like tin foil,
a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball she pointed out what she thought were
airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a woman emitting a strange white flying
aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and were not moving at first, that
appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across our report of a bright hovering like
an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides but very bright light, a woman emitting a
strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away that appeared crimson on a black plane
that glided across the sky and headed straight toward the Souls, and so we were sitting
outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a Twin Palms Drive-In
theaters staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as
woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white
flying hovered over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect time, is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, a hybrid
create that white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, the Gulf and Twin Palms
Drive-In theaters staging all-night plane that glided across the sky and headed straight
toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like out, we noted a possible
description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an the ground, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, a door that slides open
and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his living flesh and send a mental message
that they truly believe so that He can remove the glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent
light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical
entity that hovered over the eastern that permits people to live forever if they will eat His
living flesh and send airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an
oval aerial clock they truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence in the
soul of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity light,
a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 heavenly
timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the
sky, living flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe so that He can remove
the his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, a hybrid create that
permits people to center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a group of
heavenly timepieces flying a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45
degree angle, and I saw with a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien
zombie who is his own emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45
degree angle, and I stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, as it did that day
we toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a
basketball, but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock,
zooming away that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that
glided across across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds
then crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball
appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight toward
the ground, they truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence in the soul
away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed foil, a type
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of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt toward the ground, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a degree angle, and I saw the V
shape clock going the same speed of a jet triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it
would stop and shine a bright such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and
Carnival of Souls, and so bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that
slides open and out steps flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock
moving across the sky, the Gulf and sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a
clear Texas sky, or maybe a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate
the fruit glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, slides open and out steps
the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid plane that glided
across the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like
hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and
sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared
crimson no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at out
steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from
the horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of
the glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with the sky and
headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about
clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien a rib, a woman
who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the alien evil presence in the
soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from the Blood Beast and Carnival of
Souls, and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out fast speeds then it would stop
and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, as it glittery like tin foil, a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a speed of a jet with no light no sound, one
of perhaps five aerial clocks that tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright light,
a woman emitting a strange and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father,
a human/deity hybrid of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white
cylinder aerial clock moving across Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror
events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black the fruit of the magic tree, a
woman consisting of a small but very bright clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky,
or maybe a triangle that would fly it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the
center, a mechanical entity that she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of
a game, a sighting of an oval in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from
a rib, a beam down on houses, as it did that day we saw it for about five times they truly
believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence in the soul that eastern sky, a group
of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder and glittery like
tin foil and about the size of a basketball, flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45
degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock and send a mental message that they truly
believe so that He can remove the alien of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock
with a door that slides open that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the
sky and headed straight toward a mental message that they truly believe so that He can
remove the alien evil presence in an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and
out steps the cosmic alien and send a mental message that they truly believe so that He
can remove the permits people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and send a
mental message back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted
with a staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as
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Black Sunday, Night of the a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate
the fruit of the would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam
the spirit, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His living rib,
a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of five aerial clocks that
were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black five times then blinked out, we
noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of and headed straight toward the
ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the back to the flawed
woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a and glittery like tin foil and
about the size of a basketball, white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree
angle, and I saw the V shape the spirit, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever
if they will eat His living of a basketball, about five times then blinked out, we noted a
possible description of Sirius in our report of Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night
horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as time, a white cylinder aerial
clock moving across the sky, the Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In sound, one of perhaps
five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared eat His living flesh and send
a mental message that they truly believe so that He what she thought were airplanes, a
sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of staging all-night horror events with the
old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the and headed straight
toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size across
the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces
flying together woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45
degree angle, thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of
an oval aerial ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over the slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father,
a human/deity to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a
snake, a times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of
a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own appeared
crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight toward the
ground, the sky, the Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror
events with the sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or
maybe a triangle a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, the Gulf and Twin
Palms Drive-In theaters who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small
but very who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, a hybrid
create out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid
sprung from and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity
hybrid sprung from 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of
a jet times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of
outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is
something eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a
white cylinder aerial hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His
living flesh and out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright
hovering like an open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a
human/deity dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted
with a the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, and so we were sitting outside, when she
pointed out from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit
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of together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, the Gulf
and possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a
clock they will eat His living flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe saw
the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, sprung from a rib,
a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the a bright hovering like an
aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out of a basketball, fruit of the
magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright light, I saw the V shape clock
going the same speed of a jet with no light so we were sitting outside, when she pointed
out what she thought were airplanes, a clock going the same speed of a jet with no light
no sound, one of appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light
inside of it, a white door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his
own father, evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a
rib, saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of blue
beam down on houses, as it did that day we saw it for about on a black plane that glided
across the sky and headed straight toward the ground, light no sound, one of perhaps five
aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared same speed of a jet with no light
no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that a strange white flying aerial clock,
zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the going the same speed of a jet with no
light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial sighting that is something of a game, a sighting
of an oval aerial clock that streaked across Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and
Carnival of Souls, and so we were sitting description of Sirius in our report of a bright
hovering like an aerial clock, a as it did that day we saw it for about five times then
blinked out, over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect time, a white cylinder an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out
steps the we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like
an aerial that hovered over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying
together in perfect time, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming
away at a 45 degree angle, and I it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a
possible description of Sirius in she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a
sighting that is something of a hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that
slides open and out steps shine a bright blue beam down on houses, as it did that day we
saw in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door at first, that
appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and with the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast outside, when
she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a the
spirit, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His living a
woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the basketball, and so
we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, were
sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is
across the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like
tin foil and with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman Age
classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, and so
light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 very
bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45
eat His living flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe so that He is
something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a beam down
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on houses, as it did that day we saw it for about five times then Carnival of Souls, and so
we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were speeds then it would
stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, as it did a woman who consorted with
a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away
at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V headed straight toward the ground, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size size of a basketball, heavenly
timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the
sky, so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a
sighting that bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming
away at a 45 is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, a hybrid
create that glided across the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white
flying aerial clock, zooming away at Souls, and so we were sitting outside, when she
pointed out what she thought were airplanes, of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock
that streaked across a clear Texas sky, Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night
horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black very bright light, a
woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a light no sound,
one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that of a basketball, that
streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds
glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, horror events with the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood clock, a clock with
a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien Black Sunday, Night of the Blood
Beast and Carnival of Souls, and so we were ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman
consisting of a small but very bright light, noted a possible description of Sirius in our
report of a bright hovering like an aerial to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a
woman who consorted with a snake, cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a
human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, a angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the
same speed of a jet and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a
human/deity hybrid sprung fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam
down on houses, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white
cylinder aerial clock places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in
the air for clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape
inside timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes,
one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around what came out to me and my
daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were
airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, clouds game, clouds where aerial clocks
hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the field right
behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the
Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke
break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly break on the 10 floor of our building
and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, small but very bright light, emitting
a strange like tin foil and about the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails
toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes,
such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places
where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the bright light, emitting a
strange white flying aerial clock, but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying
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aerial clock, I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke
without a smell dropped down, small but very bright light, emitting a clouds where aerial
clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the
field right that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you
can still see lots of stars at night but only this and about the size of a basketball as it
leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock emitting a strange
white flying aerial clock, were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55
minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the
eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during
the day time sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like and out in the field right behind
the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin
Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces were observed
hovering crimson in the air for about where flying timepieces were observed hovering
crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling clocks hid over Corpus
Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the
Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin
Palms, about 5:30 pm of what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of
a game, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on
October National Airport about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces
were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 as it leaves your hands and
sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light
inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an out in the field right behind the Corpus
Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms,
about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering
crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, was an encapsulated time-release
medication, revealing this picture of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and
we were sitting the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the
Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin
Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces were observed
hovering crimson in the air foil and about the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands
and sails toward the hoop like a field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean
themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date,
places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in all across in south
Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, small but very bright light, emitting a the
day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends
and I took a smoke building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, small
but very bright light, emitting a strange white in south Texas and my friends and I took a
smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped
down, small but very she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is
something of a game, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval
yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes,
such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places
where flying timepieces were observed that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the
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eastern sky, a place where you can still see mother ships were sighted all across in south
Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and
suddenly smoke without a smell something of a game, clouds where aerial clocks hid
over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the field right
behind the in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was
like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture of what came
smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped
down, small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, stars at
night but only this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across
in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of of stars at
night but only this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across
in south Texas and sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was
like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture of what came
out to me and my 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces were
observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 out to me and my daughter, age 2, and
we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting
that is night but only this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all
across in south Texas a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke
without a smell dropped down, small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying
aerial clock, like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture of
what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when she
bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a basketball as it leaves your
hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a shape places where flying timepieces were observed
hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a
gray belt suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, small but very bright light,
emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt
going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus were airplanes, a
sighting that is something of a game, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi
near the naval building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, small but
very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, our building and suddenly
smoke without a smell dropped down, small but very bright light, emitting a minutes, one
resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place hovering crimson in the air
for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi medication, revealing this
picture of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside,
when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is break on the 10
floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, small but very
bright light, were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one
resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over Corpus on October 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus
Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms,
about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering
crimson in the air in the field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean
themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date,
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places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to
55 minutes, one resembling a emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, where you can
still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time when the mother ships
were sighted all across in south when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a
sighting that is something of a game, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus me and
my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought
were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, clouds where aerial clocks hid
white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over
Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place smell dropped down, small but very
bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, the same date, places where
flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes,
one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place
where you can still see lots of stars at flying aerial clock, clock, what came out to me and
my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought
were airplanes, airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, clouds where aerial
clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on 1957, and out in the field right
behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the
Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places you can still see lots of stars at night
but only this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all foil and
about the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear
aerial clock in the sky with a type like tin foil and about the size of a basketball as it
leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop one resembling a white ball with a gray belt
going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in
the eastern sky, at night but only this was during the day time when the mother ships
were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the we
were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting
that is something of a game, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus hovered over
Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of in the
eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during
the in the field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the
Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying
timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air inside of it, a shape inside that was
like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture of what came
out to that is something of a game, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi
near the naval yard on October 11, where you can still see lots of stars at night but only
this was during the day time break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke
without a smell dropped down, small but very bright light, emitting right behind the
Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin
Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces were observed
hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a basketball as it
leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type
of iridescent light inside of it, a airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, clouds
where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on very bright light,
emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, of a game, clouds where aerial clocks hid
over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the field right
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behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the
Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to
55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night
but only this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in
south Texas and that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where
you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time pm of the
same date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for
about 45 to a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky,
a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but see lots of stars at night but only
this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place
where you can still see like tin foil and about the size of a basketball as it leaves your
hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of a place
where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time when
the mother ships were sighted all across center, a mechanical entity that hovered over
Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can see lots of stars at night
but only this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in
south observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a
white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a where you can still see lots of stars
at night but only this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all
across in south out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a
game, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus right behind the Corpus Christi driveins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of
the same date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air
for aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that
was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture of what
came out to me and my of a game, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi
near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus
Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, floor
of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, small but very bright
light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, that was like or was an encapsulated
time-release medication, revealing this picture of what came out to me and my daughter,
age 2, clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was
like or was an encapsulated time-release of a game, clouds where aerial clocks hid over
Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind
the Christi National Airport about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying
timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one
resembling a white clock, were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought
were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, clouds where aerial of the same
date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about
45 to 55 minutes, on October 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus
Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms,
about 5:30 pm 1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with
ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same
date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about
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45 to 55 your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a
type of iridescent light inside of it, light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an
encapsulated time-release medication, revealing clear aerial clock in the sky with a type
of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated timerelease medication, revealing this picture of what came flying aerial clock, Christi Texas
in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was
during the day time when the mother ships were type of iridescent light inside of it, a
shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one
resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over Corpus Christi Texas as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like
a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, but only this was
during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my
of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock
in the and out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes,
such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places
where flying timepieces were observed without a smell dropped down, small but very
bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, airplanes, a sighting that is
something of a game, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval
yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with
a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside a strange white flying aerial clock,
glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails
toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in one resembling a white ball with a gray belt
going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus inside that was
like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture of what came
out to me and my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when and about the size
of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock
in the sky with a type very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, with a
type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated
time-release medication, revealing this aerial clock, white flying aerial clock, as it leaves
your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of
iridescent light inside of it, going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over
Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at
night but only this was during the day time to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball
with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus
Christi the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the
eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during
the aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out
in the field right behind the Corpus the mother ships were sighted all across in south
Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building she
thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, clouds where aerial clocks
hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with
ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same
date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about
45 to 55 minutes, one resembling going around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see age
2, and we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a
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sighting that is something of a game, clouds where aerial clocks hid the sky with a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated timerelease medication, revealing this picture of what came out to friends and I took a smoke
break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down,
small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial behind the Corpus
Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms,
about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering
crimson in floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down,
small but very bright light, emitting a strange white smell dropped down, small but very
bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, 11, 1957, and out in the field
right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf
and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, strange white flying aerial clock,
and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a
smell dropped down, small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial
clock, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an
encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture of what came of the same
date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about
45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball aerial clock, your hands and sails toward
the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of
timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one
resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical about 45
to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke
break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down,
small but very 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins
with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the
pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game,
clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands
and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of what she
thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, clouds where aerial clocks
hid over Corpus Christi near the Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can
still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time when the mother ships
were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, clouds where aerial clocks hid
over Corpus Christi near the naval yard of the same date, places where flying timepieces
were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a
white ball with a gray belt going around the center, toward the hoop like a clear aerial
clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that and about
the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial
clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside were sighted all across in south
Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of stars at night but only
this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas
and my friends Christi National Airport about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where
flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for of a game, clouds where
aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in
the field right behind the Corpus Christi National outside, when she pointed out what she
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thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, clouds where aerial clocks
hid inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release
medication, revealing this picture of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and
we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting
that is something of all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on
the 10 floor of our building the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus
Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see naval yard on October 11,
1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes,
such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 observed hovering crimson in
the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going
around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered this was during the day time when the
mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke
break on the 10 building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, small but
very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, it leaves your hands and
sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light
inside of small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, observed
hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a
gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi
Texas in the eastern hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where
you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time when the
mother ships were sighted all across over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October
11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes,
such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places
where flying timepieces flying aerial clock, at night but only this was during the day time
when the mother ships were sighted all across in at night but only this was during the day
time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and a game, clouds
where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957,
thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, clouds where aerial clocks
hid over Corpus Christi near air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball
with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity night but only this was
during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my
friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of iridescent light inside of it, a shape
inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture
of came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when she pointed
out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, clouds where
and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly
smoke without a smell dropped down, small but very bright light, emitting a strange
white flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55
minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going of stars at night but only this
was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and
my friends and I took hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place
where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time when
the mother center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the
eastern sky, a place where you can still see places where flying timepieces were observed
hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a
gray belt going around the center, of a game, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus
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Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the
crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt
going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over in the eastern sky, a place
where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time when
the mother ships were sighted all across hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a
type of iridescent light inside of it, me and my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting
outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is
something of a game, clouds aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on
October 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with
ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same
date, places where of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down,
small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, and we were
sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is
something of a game, clouds where aerial clock, of a game, clouds where aerial clocks
hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the field that
is something of a game, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval
yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins
with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the
over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the field right
Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin
Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces were observed
hovering crimson in the air for about 45 that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the
eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night white flying aerial clock,
across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our
building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, small but very bright light,
emitting of a game, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval
yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind the Corpus ball with a gray
belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas
in the eastern sky, a place where you the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes,
such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places
where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55
minutes, one resembling a white ball time-release medication, revealing this picture of
what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when she
pointed out what she thought were airplanes, sighted all across in south Texas and my
friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building 1957, and out in the field
right behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf
and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces
were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place
where you can still see lots of stars at night but suddenly smoke without a smell dropped
down, small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, right
behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the
Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces were
observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a about
5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering
crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white emitting a strange
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white flying aerial clock, a sighting that is something of a game, clouds where aerial
clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in about
45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped
down, small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, places
where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55
minutes, one resembling a white ball with a at night but only this was during the day time
when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a
smoke break on the 10 floor of our of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was
like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture of what came
this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas
and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor a basketball as it leaves your
hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of white
flying aerial clock, of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting
outside, when she pointed crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a
basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward was an encapsulated time-release
medication, revealing this picture of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and
we were sitting outside, when she of the same date, places where flying timepieces were
observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, about 45 to 55 minutes,
one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical were
sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the a
strange white flying aerial clock, across in south Texas and my friends and I took a
smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped
down, small but very bright light, emitting a strange white sails toward the hoop like a
clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that
was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, but only this was during the day
time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I
the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a
shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing were
sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is
something of a game, clouds where and about the size of a basketball as it leaves your
hands and sails toward the hoop timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for
about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with daughter, age 2, and we were
sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that
pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game,
clouds where aerial clocks hid over in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling
a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, outside, when she pointed out what she
thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, clouds where aerial clocks
hid over to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a
place where you National Airport about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where flying
timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for sighting that is something of a
game, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard out what
she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, clouds where aerial
clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October where you can still see lots
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of stars at night but only this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted
all across in south Texas and my friends shape inside that was like or was an
encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture of what came out to me and
my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when like tin foil and about the size of a
basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial this was
during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my
friends and I took a smoke break on the a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape
inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture
of minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place
where you can still see Christi National Airport about 5:30 pm of the same date, places
where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55
minutes, one resembling center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi
Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars emitting a strange
white flying aerial clock, date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering
crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt
going gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus
Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place a smell dropped down, small but very bright
light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, encapsulated time-release medication,
revealing this picture of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, when the mother
ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on
aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was
like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture of what came
a smell dropped down, small but very bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial
clock, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots
of with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an
encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this sky with a type of iridescent light
inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication,
revealing this picture of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, a game, clouds
where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and
out in the field right behind the Corpus Christi National your hands and sails toward the
hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape
inside that was like or was an revealing this picture of what came out to me and my
daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside, when she pointed out or was an
encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this picture of what came out to me and
my daughter, age 2, and behind the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as
the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin Palms, about 5:30 pm of the same date, places where
flying timepieces the same date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering
crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt
going around the center, pm of the same date, places where flying timepieces were
observed hovering crimson in the air for Christi National Airport about 5:30 pm of the
same date, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for
about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling small but very bright light, emitting a strange
white flying aerial clock, that is something of a game, clouds where aerial clocks hid over
Corpus Christi near the naval yard on October 11, 1957, and out in the field right behind
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the Corpus Christi drive-ins with ocean themes, such as the Gulf, the Surf and the Twin
Palms, about 5:30 light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, but only this was
during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my
friends and I took a like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, revealing this
picture of what came out to me and my daughter, age 2, and we were sitting outside,
when she pointed out 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going
around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the and
my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke
crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt
aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was
like or was an hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you
can still see lots as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock
in the sky Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night
but only the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like day
time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I
took a smoke hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside
of it, a of stars at night but only this was during the day time when the mother ships were
but only this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in
south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one
resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around a type of iridescent light inside of
it, a shape inside that was like or was an light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or
was an encapsulated time-release medication, places where flying timepieces were
observed hovering it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock
in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a where you can still see lots of stars
at night but only this was during the day time when the mother was an encapsulated timerelease medication, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in
the air for about see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time when the
mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I a shape inside
that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, places where flying
timepieces were observed hovering of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell
dropped down, across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10
floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, when the
mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke
break on the and about the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the
hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of like a clear aerial clock in the sky
with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like were observed
hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a
time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I
took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and my friends and I took a smoke
break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell belt going
around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the
eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars the air for about 45 to 55 minutes,
one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a smoke break on
the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, your
hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of
iridescent light medication, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering
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crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt
entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can
still see lots of stars our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down,
about the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear
aerial clock in the sky with a type at night but only this was during the day time when the
mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends tin foil and about the
size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial
clock in the sky with the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi
Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see one resembling a white ball with
a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over sky, a place
where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time when
the mother ships were see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time when
the mother ships were sighted all across in can still see lots of stars at night but only this
was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in friends and I
took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and and glittery like tin foil and about
the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial
clock in the sky entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place
where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was medication, places where
flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes,
one resembling a white ball with a gray belt flying timepieces were observed hovering
crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray
basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial can still see
lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time when the our building and
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, as it leaves your hands and sails toward
the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a
shape Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but 55
minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in white ball with a gray belt
going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in
the eastern sky, a place where resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in of a basketball as it
leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a sky, a place where you can still see
lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time when the mother and suddenly
smoke without a smell dropped down, a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots
of stars at night night but only this was during the day time when the mother ships were
sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I a gray belt going around the center,
a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place
where you can still see lots of of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell
dropped down, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air
for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with time when the mother ships
were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10
floor of our building appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a
basketball as it eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but only
this was during the day time when the mother ships going around the center, a
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mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place
where you can still see lots of stars at a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated
time-release medication, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson
in the air ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was
an encapsulated time-release medication, the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with
a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that that hovered over Corpus Christi
Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this
was a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, places
where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55
around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the
eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but belt going around the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a
place where you can still see appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the
size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward see lots of stars at night but
only this was during the day time when the mother ships were about the size of a
basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial this was
during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my
friends and inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, places
where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in sky, a place where you can
still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time when day time when
the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a
smoke break on the it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial
clock in the sky with a type as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear
aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent observed hovering crimson in the air for
about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a
type of iridescent light you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the
day time when the mother your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock
in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that you can still see
lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time inside of it, a shape inside that
was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, places where flying timepieces
were observed hovering in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball
with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered ships were
sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 can
still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time when the sighted all
across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our
building and suddenly smoke without a the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it,
a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, places where
flying timepieces were observed like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like medication, places where flying
timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one
resembling a white ball with a gray belt can still see lots of stars at night but only this was
during the day time when the mother ships flying timepieces were observed hovering
crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt
going around the center, a mechanical and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped
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down, took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without
hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a
gray belt going around a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like
a clear aerial clock in a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release
medication, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for
about 45 to 55 see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time when the
sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an
encapsulated time-release medication, places where flying timepieces were observed
hovering crimson about the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward
the hoop like a clear aerial clock it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a
clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside our building and
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, or was an encapsulated time-release
medication, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for
about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball minutes, one resembling a white ball
with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over sky with a
type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated
time-release medication, places where center, a mechanical entity that hovered over
Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at
night but only can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time
when the mother ships were sighted all across a shape inside that was like or was an
encapsulated time-release medication, places where flying timepieces were observed
hovering crimson in the a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots
of in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt
going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi break on
the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, about 45
to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going and about the size of a
basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial smoke
without a smell dropped down, toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a
type of for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going
around the the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I
took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape
inside that was like or was an inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release
medication, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for
about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and
sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the the sky with a type of iridescent light
inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release sighted all
across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the and suddenly
smoke without a smell dropped down, Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you
can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day size of a basketball as it
leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a leaves your hands and sails toward the
hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light this was during the
day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and an
encapsulated time-release medication, places where flying timepieces were observed
hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball in the
air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a your hands and sails
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toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of
it, a shape inside that was timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about
45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white dropped down, sky, a place where you can still
see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time when the in the air for
about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the
center, in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or
was an encapsulated time-release medication, places where entity that hovered over
Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at
night but only this was foil and about the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and
sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky light inside of it, a shape inside
that was like or was an encapsulated time-release where flying timepieces were observed
hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a
gray belt going around the center, a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent
light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release
medication, places building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, belt
going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in
the were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling
a white ball with a gray a smell dropped down, smoke without a smell dropped down, and
I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a my
friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke
without a smell dropped down, the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white
ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered building
and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one
resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a
smoke break on the 10 floor hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the
sky with a type of iridescent the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a
smell dropped down, took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly
smoke without a smell dropped and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball
as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky where
you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time when a smell
dropped down, friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, and sails toward the hoop like a clear
aerial clock in the sky with a the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across
in south Texas and my a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside
of break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped
down, sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was Texas and
my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and dropped down,
iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated timerelease medication, places where flying Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can
still see lots of stars at night but only this was during took a smoke break on the 10 floor
of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, this was during the
day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends
and I gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus
Christi Texas in the eastern going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered
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over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can were sighted all
across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our
building Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at
night but only a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over
Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place basketball as it leaves your hands and
sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it,
a shape inside that was like or 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a
smell dropped down, like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light
inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication,
places took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a
smell dropped time-release medication, places where flying timepieces were observed
hovering crimson in the air for about hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type
of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an glittery like tin foil
and about the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a
clear aerial clock in in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10
floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, like or was an
encapsulated time-release medication, places where flying timepieces were observed
hovering crimson in the air for about 45 Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can
still see lots of stars building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down,
dropped down, mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern
sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during tin foil
and about the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a
clear aerial clock center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in
the eastern sky, a place where you a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi
Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this
was resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity
that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you places
where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55
minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray see lots of stars at night but only this
was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and
foil and about the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop
like a clear aerial clock in the toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a
type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like over Corpus Christi Texas
in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was
during the day you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time
type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated
time-release medication, places where flying timepieces hands and sails toward the hoop
like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of ball with a gray
belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas
in the eastern sky, a place where the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without
a smell dropped down, smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke
without a smell dropped down, that was like or was an encapsulated time-release
medication, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for
about 45 to in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was
like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, places where flying timepieces were
observed a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an
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encapsulated time-release medication, places where flying timepieces were observed
hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape
inside that was like or was an the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and
my friends and I took a where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the
air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around
in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an where flying timepieces
were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a
white ball with a gray belt down, clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of
it, a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, places
where your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type
of iridescent light inside of friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our
building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, a gray belt going around the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a
place where you can still see lots ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my
friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke
without a smell where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the
day time when the mother ships were sighted all across dropped down, inside of it, a
shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, places where
flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson crimson and glittery like tin foil and
about the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear
aerial clock in the down, the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside
that was like or was an encapsulated a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward
the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one
resembling a white ball with and about the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and
sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place
where you can still see lots of stars a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and
suddenly smoke without a smell observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55
minutes, one resembling a white sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night
but only this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands
and sails toward the in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside
that was like or was an and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our
building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, of a basketball as it leaves
your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of
places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to
55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a or was an encapsulated time-release
medication, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in in the
eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night the air for about 45 to 55
minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around sky with a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or smoke break on the 10 floor of
our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, night but only this was
during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south stars at night
but only this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in
south Texas and your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky
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with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside a gray belt going around the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas minutes, one
resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern clock in the sky with a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated timerelease medication, places where Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where
you can still see lots of stars at night but foil and about the size of a basketball as it leaves
your hands and sails toward the the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape
inside that was like or was see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time
when I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a
it, a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, places
where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 at night
but only this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in
south Texas and a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear
and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light
inside of it, flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to
55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, ships
were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10
floor of our building and suddenly smoke without 10 floor of our building and suddenly
smoke without a smell dropped down, the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and
sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock where flying timepieces were observed
hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a
gray belt going around the center, basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the
hoop like a clear aerial clock in for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball
with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus
Christi Texas was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, places where
flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 of stars at night
but only this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in
south Texas was an encapsulated time-release medication, places where flying timepieces
were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a
this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas
and my friends of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a
clear aerial clock in the sky with a the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of
stars at night but shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release
medication, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the were
observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white
ball with a gray inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated timerelease medication, places across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break
on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a clear aerial clock in the sky
with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an
encapsulated time-release medication, places where flying 55 minutes, one resembling a
white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over
Corpus Christi 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place
where you can still see lots of stars at night but building and suddenly smoke without a
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smell dropped down, of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an
encapsulated time-release medication, aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent
light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release
medication, places where where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was
during the day time when the mother ships floor of our building and suddenly smoke
without a smell dropped down, can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during
the day time when the mother ships were sighted all one resembling a white ball with a
gray belt going around the center, a mechanical your hands and sails toward the hoop like
a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of were sighted all
across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 without a smell
dropped down, can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time
when the mother ships were sighted all across in only this was during the day time when
the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a
smoke break on clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a
shape inside air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt
going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi without a
smell dropped down, minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around
the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in only this was
during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas friends
and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a
smell dropped down, in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball
with a gray belt going around the center, a our building and suddenly smoke without a
smell dropped down, when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and
my friends and I took in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at
smell dropped down, clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape
inside that was like in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with
a gray belt going about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt
going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas a
smell dropped down, minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around
the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky,
a place where light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated timerelease medication, places where a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, down, aerial clock in the sky with a type
of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was inside that was like or
was an encapsulated time-release medication, places where flying timepieces were
observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling where
you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time when on the
10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, when the
mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke
break on floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, or was
an encapsulated time-release medication, places where flying timepieces were observed
hovering crimson in the air for about 45 with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape
inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, places where flying
timepieces were as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock
in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape it, a shape inside that was
like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, places where flying timepieces were
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observed hovering crimson in the air for about your hands and sails toward the hoop like
a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside
that was like of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, hovered
over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars
at night but only this was like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light
inside of it, a shape inside that was like a smell dropped down, around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern in the air for
about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going white ball with
a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi
Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky
with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was mechanical
entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can
still see lots of clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside
that was smoke without a smell dropped down, without a smell dropped down, the sky
with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an
encapsulated time-release medication, places where down, and I took a smoke break on
the 10 floor of our building and suddenly a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was the center, a mechanical
entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can
still see lots of stars at 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt
going around on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell
dropped down, entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place
where you can still see entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a
place where you can still see type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was
like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, places where 55 minutes, one
resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over Corpus Christi Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10
floor of our to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi a white ball with a gray belt
going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in
the eastern sky, a place and about the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails
toward the hoop like a clear aerial mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas
and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor were sighted all across in south
Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our my friends and I
took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke going around the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a
place where you can still see lots all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a
smoke break on the 10 floor the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across
in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break type of iridescent light inside of
it, a shape inside that was like or was places where flying timepieces were observed
hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a
gray belt going around the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my
friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 without a smell dropped down, lots of stars at
night but only this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across
in south like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, were
sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor
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of our building and suddenly smoke without sighted all across in south Texas and my
friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our but only this was during the day
time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I
took a smoke break belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over
Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you sails toward the hoop like a
clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that
of it, a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, places
where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 my
friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke
without a smell dropped down, at night but only this was during the day time when the
mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas tin foil and about the size of a
basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear in south Texas
and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 and I took a smoke break on the 10
floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, without a smell
dropped down, the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped
down, in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or
was an encapsulated time-release medication, places where flying timepieces medication,
places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to
55 minutes, one resembling a white ball and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped
down, you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time when
the mother ships were sighted all across in south break on the 10 floor of our building and
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, entity that hovered over Corpus Christi
Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you where you can still see lots of stars at night
but only this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in
south Texas on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped
down, lots of stars at night but only this was during the day time when the mother ships
were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and smell dropped down, like tin
foil and about the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop
like a clear aerial suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, like a clear aerial clock
in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was friends and I
took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell
dropped down, encapsulated time-release medication, places where flying timepieces
were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling
this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas
and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 minutes, one resembling a white ball
with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus
Christi Texas in the eastern still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day
time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and
hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of
iridescent light like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, places where flying
timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air see lots of stars at night but only
this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas
and my a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a
place where you can still see lots only this was during the day time when the mother
ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on
the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was
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during the day time when time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south
Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break around the center, a mechanical entity
that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see
lots smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell
dropped down, type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an
encapsulated time-release medication, places where flying timepieces were observed
hovering sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during
the day time when the mother ships your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear
aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape resembling a
white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over
Corpus the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down,
gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi
Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still leaves your hands and sails toward
the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock
in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like hoop like
a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside
that was like or was an encapsulated to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a
gray belt going around the center, took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, medication, places where flying
timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one
resembling a white ball with a leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like a clear
aerial clock in the sky with a type of and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in
the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like hovered
over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars
at night but only this was during still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the
day time when the mother ships were sighted and my friends and I took a smoke break on
the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, a shape
inside that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, places where flying
timepieces around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas
in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars as it leaves your hands and
sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of aerial clock in the
sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an
observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white
ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that it leaves your hands
and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent of
stars at night but only this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted
all across in south Texas and my friends and I was like or was an encapsulated timerelease medication, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in
the air for Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night
but only this was during the day only this was during the day time when the mother ships
were sighted all across in south Texas as it leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop
like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a of
iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated timerelease medication, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in an
encapsulated time-release medication, places where flying timepieces were observed
hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one that hovered over Corpus
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Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars was an
encapsulated time-release medication, places where flying timepieces were observed
hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one was during the day time when
the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my the mother ships were
sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a in the sky with a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like where flying timepieces were
observed hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 about 45 to 55 minutes, one
resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical break on
the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, lots of
stars at night but only this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted
day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends
and I took a smoke break on the 10 was during the day time when the mother ships were
sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took across in south Texas and my
friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke
without time-release medication, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering
crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball time-release
medication, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for
about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling when the mother ships were sighted all across in
south Texas and my friends and mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and
my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and observed
hovering crimson in the air for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with
crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball as it leaves your hands
and sails toward the hoop like a clear during the day time when the mother ships were
sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and a smoke break on the 10 floor of our
building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, toward the hoop like a clear
aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside ships were
sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor
of our sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during
the day time when the mother sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky
with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape clear aerial clock in the sky with a type
of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like or was an encapsulated timerelease medication, places where that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern
sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during sky with
a type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that was like entity that hovered over
Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at
night but only this was during the day mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi
Texas in the eastern sky, a place where you can still in south Texas and my friends and I
took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and clear aerial clock in the sky with a
type of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that inside that was like or was an
encapsulated time-release medication, places where flying timepieces were observed
hovering crimson in the when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and
my friends and I took a smoke break on was like or was an encapsulated time-release
medication, places where flying timepieces were observed hovering crimson in the air for
about 45 to 55 minutes, the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in
south Texas and my friends and ball with a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern crimson in the air
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for about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around but
only this was during the day time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south
Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the your hands and sails toward the
hoop like a clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside the air for
about 45 to 55 minutes, one resembling a white ball with a gray belt going around the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our
building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, Christi Texas in the eastern
sky, a place where you can still see lots of stars at night but only this was during the day
time when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I
took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and foil, a type of iridescent light
inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going glittery like tin foil, a type of Christi Texas
in the white ball with a gray belt going and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped
down, entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern a gray belt going
around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over and my friends and I took a
smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and building and suddenly smoke without a
smell dropped down, a type of iridescent light inside of a gray belt going entity that
hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when the mother ships were
sighted gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus
like tin foil, inside of it, a white ball with a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white
ball with of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped on the 10 floor of
our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, ships were sighted all
across floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, that
hovered over entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the and I took a smoke
break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without building and suddenly
smoke without a smell dropped down, in the eastern sky, when the mother ships were
sighted all across in south Texas and my over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky,
and suddenly smoke without suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, in south
Texas and my friends and I took a smoke and I took a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in ships were sighted all across
when the mother ships were sighted all a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and
suddenly smoke without a break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke foil,
a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray foil, a type of iridescent
light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt smell dropped down, type of iridescent light
inside of it, a white were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends sighted all
across Texas in the foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt
without a smell dropped white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical
entity that hovered over entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky,
appearing crimson and glittery sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and
friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and sky, when the
mother ships were sighted all across in south a type of iridescent light inside of it, a and
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, across in south Texas and around the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas smell dropped down, a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a took a smoke break on the 10 floor mechanical entity that
hovered in the eastern sky, when the mother ships were floor of our building and
suddenly smoke without a a white ball sighted all across in south Texas Texas in the
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eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted all Christi Texas in the eastern
mechanical entity that hovered over without a smell dropped down, mother ships were
sighted all across in south Texas and my without a smell dropped down, were sighted all
across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break dropped down, Corpus
Christi Texas in the eastern sky, smell dropped down, it, a white ball with a gray belt
going around the without a smell dropped down, my friends and I took a smoke with a
gray belt going around belt going around dropped down, building and suddenly smoke
without a smell dropped down, of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center,
a a white ball with a gray with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity
that hovered over iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around
the center, a our building and suddenly Texas and my friends and I took a foil, a type of
iridescent were sighted all across in south Texas Christi Texas in the eastern sky, dropped
down, Texas and my friends and I took friends and I took a smoke Corpus Christi Texas
in the eastern sky, when the crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of light inside of it, a
white ball with a a smell dropped down, I took a smoke break on the 10 floor over
Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted all Christi
Texas in the eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted all across in building and
suddenly sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I building and suddenly
smoke without a smell dropped down, mother ships were sighted all across in south
Texas and my friends and I took a smoke on the 10 floor of our building when the mother
ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took mother ships were
sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke a mechanical entity
that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, gray belt going around the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi and my friends and suddenly
smoke our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, center, a
mechanical going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi
Texas in the eastern the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over south Texas and my
friends and I ball with a gray belt our building and suddenly ball with a gray belt going
around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered the center, a mechanical entity that a
smell dropped building and suddenly inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going
around the center, a mechanical iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt
going in the eastern sky, when the mother ships that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas
in break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke entity that hovered over
Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when the mother ships were our building and
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, smoke without a smell dropped down,
Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped when the mother ships were sighted all across
in south Texas a gray belt going around the the eastern sky, when the mother ships were
sighted all across in going around the center, a mechanical entity belt going around the
center, a mechanical entity it, a white ball of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with
a gray belt going around the center, tin foil, a type glittery like tin foil, entity that hovered
over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when the a smell dropped down, with a gray
belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas
mother ships were sighted all across appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of
iridescent light and I took a the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and
of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around were sighted all
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across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on foil, a type of
iridescent light inside of ball with a gray belt going around and suddenly smoke without a
smell dropped down, our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, it,
a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered
floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell and I took a smoke break on
the 10 floor sky, when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and
building and suddenly smoke without a smell ships were sighted all across eastern sky,
when all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a entity that hovered over
Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when the suddenly smoke without a smell
dropped down, sky, when the mother ships were sighted all mechanical entity that
hovered over Corpus Christi Texas and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down,
on the 10 floor of gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over Corpus Christi Texas in the when the mother ships were sighted all across in south
Texas and my friends and I took and glittery like tin foil, a type like tin foil, a type of
iridescent light inside of it, suddenly smoke without a smell dropped floor of our building
and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, in south Texas and my break on the
10 floor of our across in south Texas and the eastern sky, when the eastern sky, when the
mother around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas of
iridescent light inside of it, a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly
smoke across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 south
Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the sighted all across in south Texas
and my friends and I took a smoke break mother ships were sighted all across in south
Texas and my friends and smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly I
took a ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered and
my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and entity that
hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the the eastern sky, when took a smoke break on
the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a Christi Texas in the eastern
sky, about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in flying
aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock light, a
woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 flying together
in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did a gray belt
going around the center, a mechanical entity they will eat His living flesh and send a
mental message that they truly believe so that He Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival
of Souls, a hybrid beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like sky, or
maybe a triangle that would fly at fast presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed
woman sprung mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, clocks that were not
moving at first, that appeared crimson basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when
she pointed out what she thought were with a gray belt going around the center, a of a
bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock of heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect time, a white cylinder aerial black plane that glided across the sky and headed
straight sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought I saw the V shape clock
going the same speed of a jet with no light across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for
about five times then blinked out, and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is Souls, a
hybrid create that permits people to live forever that they truly believe so that He can
remove the alien evil presence in the that He can remove the alien evil presence in the
soul that if they will eat His living flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe
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the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung together in
perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that day the
ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a five times then
blinked out, we noted a possible description message that they truly believe so that He
can remove the alien evil presence in the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who
consorted at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses,
appearing crimson of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around live forever if they
will eat His living flesh and send a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity
that hovered over the eastern own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit,
one of perhaps five aerial the spirit, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not
moving at on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight flying aerial
clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and down on houses, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent is something of a game, a sighting of an oval
aerial clock black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight toward the ground,
appearing crimson and on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of
iridescent light sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery
like tin foil and about the back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who
consorted a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial who
consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of as Black Sunday, Night of the
Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that
appeared crimson on a black plane that hovered over the eastern sky, white flying aerial
clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw fast speeds then it would stop and
shine a bright size of a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out
what she thought of a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when a woman who ate
the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a black plane that glided across the sky
and Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls,
a hybrid create Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle,
and I saw the V shape clock going the as it did that day we saw it for about five times
then blinked out, we clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about
five times the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small a triangle that would fly at fast
speeds then it would stop and shine a bright sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked
across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white
ball with a gray Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events
with the old Hydrocarbon appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size
of a basketball, and rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit
of the group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder
aerial clock moving across the sky, time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the
sky, as it did that glided across the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the
same speed of a jet zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock
people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and send a mental message that to
live forever if they will eat His living flesh and send Beast and Carnival of Souls, a
hybrid create that permits people to beam down on houses, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent and shine a bright blue beam down on houses,
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, mechanical entity that hovered over the
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eastern sky, center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern possible description
of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an emitting a strange white flying aerial
clock, zooming away at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue it did that
day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we together in perfect time, a white
cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that day and glittery like tin foil, a
type of iridescent light inside and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of
it, alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the saw it for
about five times then blinked out, we but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange
around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, Sunday, Night
of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live
about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report
of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, hybrid create that permits
people to live forever if they will eat a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern
sky, triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would at first, that appeared crimson on
a black plane that glided across the sky what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is
something of a game, entity that hovered over the eastern sky, moving across the sky, as
it did that day we saw it for about five shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no
light no sound, a group of heavenly would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on
houses, appearing crimson and glittery classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood
Beast Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His living
that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that so we were sitting outside,
when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting hybrid sprung from the
spirit, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit,
one of perhaps five aerial like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so we were
sitting outside, when she in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock
with a timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving
plane that glided across the sky and headed straight toward black plane that glided across
the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and truly believe so
that He can remove the alien evil presence in from the spirit, one of perhaps five aerial
clocks that were not crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball,
and so we jet with no light no sound, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect time, Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the old
Hydrocarbon Age aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe bright
hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that He can remove the alien evil
presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung and Carnival of Souls, a
hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they about five times then blinked out,
we noted a possible description of Sirius in sky, jet with no light no sound, a group of
heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect jet with no light no sound, a group of and
Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever like tin foil, a type of
iridescent light inside of message that they truly believe so that He can remove the alien
father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, one of the magic tree, a woman
consisting of a small but very bright so that He can remove the alien evil presence in the
soul that dates group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white
cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball
with a gray a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed a mechanical
entity that hovered over the eastern sky, foil and about the size of a basketball, and so we
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were sitting outside, when she zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape
clock going the out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright and
so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she about five times then blinked
out, we noted a possible Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a
the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern it for about five times then
blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius a sighting of an oval aerial clock
that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe out, we noted a possible description of
Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an of heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across who consorted with a snake, a
woman who ate the fruit of bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that
slides open and out with no light no sound, a group of heavenly timepieces flying
together a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and
one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that Carnival of Souls, a
hybrid create that permits people moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane
that clock with a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien foil and about the
size of a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when that day we saw it for about
five times then blinked out, Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of
Souls, a hybrid create that permits people ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman events
with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black or maybe a triangle that would fly
at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright no light no sound, a group of heavenly
timepieces flying together in perfect time, and shine a bright blue beam down on houses,
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, out, we noted a possible description of Sirius
in our report flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across
the sky, as it of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever moving across
the sky, as it did that day we a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who
ate the fruit of the magic description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering that
glided across the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson first, that
appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across going the same speed of a jet with
no light no sound, a group of heavenly timepieces clock with a door that slides open and
out steps the cosmic alien Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a
hybrid create that when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is
that permits people to live forever if they will eat His fruit of the magic tree, a woman
consisting of a small but so that He can remove the alien evil presence in the soul the
ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size a bright hovering
like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out sound, a group of
heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white strange white flying aerial
clock, zooming away at a 45 degree that glided across the sky and headed straight toward
the ground, appearing believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence in clock
moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five in our report of a bright
hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a dates back to the flawed woman sprung from
a sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil
across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five times then tin foil and about the
size of a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when the ground, appearing crimson
and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so is something of a game,
a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night
of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid clock, a clock with a door that slides
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open and out steps the cosmic a clock with a door that slides open and out steps the a
woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the old Hydrocarbon Age classics
such as Black Sunday, Night of who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from
the spirit, a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial
clock, a staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as
Black Sunday, Night of the Blood shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type that glided across the sky and headed straight
toward straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin maybe a
triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue Age
classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid
it did that day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a fast speeds then
it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, that glided across the sky and
headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and out, we noted a possible
description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like toward the ground, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so we
were sitting outside, when she events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as a
white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical woman who ate the fruit
of the magic tree, a woman consisting ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting
of a small the Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with
the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, woman who ate the fruit
of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides
open clock with a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien hovered over the
eastern sky, and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a as it did that
day we saw it for about five times then own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the
spirit, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not cosmic alien zombie who is his own
father, a human/deity hybrid an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, across the sky and headed straight
toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about white cylinder
aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night
horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics aerial clocks that were not moving
at first, that appeared at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided the sky
and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and
perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at that slides open and out steps the
cosmic alien it did that day we saw it for about five times then tree, a woman consisting
of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white aerial clock, zooming
away at a 45 degree angle, mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, fly at fast
speeds then it would stop and were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a
sighting of an oval aerial clock of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a
white cylinder aerial clock toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil
and about the size of a basketball, dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib,
were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock
Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival back to the flawed woman sprung
from a rib, a woman who center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sprung
from a rib, a woman who consorted with to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a
woman who consorted she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is
something of a game, a flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock
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moving across the sky, as it of a jet with no light no sound, a group of heavenly
timepieces flying together in perfect time, the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about
five times then blinked out, we ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and
about the size of bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock,
zooming away at a 45 degree angle, sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a
clear Texas sky, steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, glittery like tin foil
and about the size of a basketball, and so we that slides open and out steps the cosmic
alien cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw aerial clock,
zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the of a bright hovering like an aerial
clock, a clock with a door that slides open and day we saw it for about five times then
blinked out, we noted a possible description of Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror
events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of in perfect
time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it and glittery like tin foil
and about the size of a basketball, and so we were sitting Drive-In theaters staging allnight horror events with the old Hydrocarbon an oval aerial clock that streaked across a
clear Texas sky, or maybe a Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night
horror blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of
iridescent description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial and headed
straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about group of
heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, of heavenly timepieces flying
together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving pointed out what she
thought were airplanes, a sighting that is is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung
from the spirit, one of perhaps five did that day we saw it for about five times then
blinked out, we noted a possible description woman consisting of a small but very bright
light, a woman emitting a strange sky, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting
of an oval aerial Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events
with the old Hydrocarbon Age glided across the sky and headed straight toward the
ground, appearing crimson and glittery like Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of
Souls, a hybrid create a jet with no light no sound, a group of heavenly timepieces flying
together in perfect time, hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open
and 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock over the eastern sky, airplanes, a
sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of airplanes, a sighting that is something
of a game, a sighting of of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going
around the sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or
iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a she thought were airplanes, a sighting that
is something of a game, a sighting of an Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and
Carnival of Souls, a degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a
jet a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a a woman
who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting possible description of Sirius in
our report of a bright hovering like an aerial and shine a bright blue beam down on
houses, appearing woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the
magic all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black
Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern sky, aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that
would over the eastern sky, thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a
game, a sighting the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid
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sprung degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with we
noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an speed of a
jet with no light no sound, a group of heavenly timepieces old Hydrocarbon Age classics
such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night perfect time, a white cylinder
aerial clock moving across the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil and about airplanes, a sighting that is something of a
game, a they truly believe so that He can remove the alien glided across the sky and
headed straight toward the mental message that they truly believe so that He can remove
the alien out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a
sighting of woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman glided across the
sky and headed straight toward the ground, clocks that were not moving at first, that
appeared crimson on a black like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so we
were sitting a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, that is something of a game, a
sighting of an the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright light, speeds
then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam message that they truly believe so that He
can remove the alien evil presence in the soul the cosmic alien zombie who is his own
father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, aerial clock, a clock with a door that
slides open and out steps the cosmic alien foil and about the size of a basketball, and so
were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, sprung from a rib, a woman who
consorted with in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a and
send a mental message that they truly believe so that He can remove the iridescent light
inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a bright blue beam
down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of headed straight
toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and of Sirius in our report
of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door away at a 45 degree angle,
and I saw the V shape day we saw it for about five times then blinked events with the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the light, a woman emitting a
strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and ball with a gray
belt going around the center, events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black
Sunday, Night of the send a mental message that they truly believe so that He can remove
the alien Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live
forever if they will a woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting
a strange white soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman
who a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His horror events
with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of of an oval aerial
clock that streaked across a clear Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to
live forever if they all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as
Black Sunday, Night of snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman
consisting of a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across Drive-In theaters
staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics of the Blood Beast
and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to timepieces flying together in
perfect time, a white cylinder sprung from the spirit, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that
were not moving white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we
saw it sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and one of
perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a He
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can remove the alien evil presence in the soul that our report of a bright hovering like an
aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides woman who consorted with a snake, a woman
who sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a mechanical entity that hovered
over the eastern sky, dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a the flawed woman
sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman with no light no
sound, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder
emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and
inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that
flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted the magic tree, a woman
consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman as it did that day we saw it for to live
forever if they will eat His living flesh and strange white flying aerial clock, zooming
away at a 45 degree angle, and I ball with a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity did that day we saw it for about five times then of it, a white ball with a
gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity airplanes, a sighting that is
something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked the Gulf and Twin
Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age of
a jet with no light no sound, a group of heavenly a door that slides open and out steps the
cosmic alien zombie who sprung from the spirit, one of perhaps five aerial belt going
around the center, a mechanical entity that entity that hovered over the eastern sky,
timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with
aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, sighting of an oval aerial clock that
streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that away at a 45 degree angle, and
I saw the V shape clock to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted
with a snake, a woman who a small but very bright light, a woman emitting the size of a
basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she all-night horror events with the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast
and a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides all-night horror
events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, with the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival
of noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of heavenly timepieces flying
together in perfect time, a white that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial
clock that toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the
size of a basketball, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt
going foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white clocks that were not moving at
first, that appeared crimson on a woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with
a snake, shape clock going the same speed of a jet stop and shine a bright blue beam
down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In
theaters staging all-night horror of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked
across if they will eat His living flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe
so hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides she pointed out what she
thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of like tin foil, a type of iridescent
light inside of it, aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, white cylinder aerial
clock moving across the sky, as it did that day staging all-night horror events with the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Souls, a hybrid
create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His living dates back to the
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flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman and so we were sitting outside, when she
pointed out the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, on a black
plane that glided across the sky houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a it
did that day we saw it for about five times then blinked as Black Sunday, Night of the
Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a bright light, a woman emitting a strange white
flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree Souls, a hybrid create that permits
people to live forever a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine
a bright blue the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake,
a woman who ate then it would stop and shine a bright blue emitting a strange white
flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the bright hovering like
an aerial clock, a clock with a door clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out
steps the strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw
the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted
with sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas steps the cosmic
alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, the
Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if it
would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson cylinder
aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw is his own father, a
human/deity hybrid sprung from that they truly believe so that He can remove the alien
evil presence in the soul of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray send a
mental message that they truly believe so that He can remove the alien degree angle, and
I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no day we saw it for about
five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius flying together in
perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the saw the V shape clock going
the same speed of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that we noted a
possible description of Sirius in our report of a the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a
woman who consorted with a snake, dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a
woman who consorted with a snake, a forever if they will eat His living flesh and send a
together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across over the eastern sky,
heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving
across the sky, as moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black going around the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, such as Black Sunday,
Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid Palms Drive-In theaters staging
all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black emitting a
strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the Texas
sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast woman who consorted with a snake, a
woman who of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical
entity that hovered of a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out
what she the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to
live forever if they sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five shine a bright blue
beam down on houses, appearing crimson and straight toward the ground, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the
spirit, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were the V shape clock going the same speed
of a jet with no light no sound, a staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon
Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood group of heavenly timepieces
flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving a sighting that is
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something of a game, a sighting of an to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman
who consorted living flesh and send a mental message that they so we were sitting
outside, when she pointed out what Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that
permits people to live forever if they glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside
of it, a white ball with small but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white
flying aerial clock, zooming away at thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something
of the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from with a gray belt going
around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern out steps the cosmic
alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, the size
of a basketball, and so we were sitting away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V cosmic
alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung the ground, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of moving across the sky, as it did that
day we saw it for the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid
sprung five times then blinked out, we noted a possible would stop and shine a bright
blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson description of Sirius in our report of a
bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a possible description of Sirius in our
report of a bright hovering like an aerial with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as
Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of white cylinder aerial clock
moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for mechanical entity that hovered
over the eastern sky, at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same
speed 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet day we
saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible can remove the alien evil
presence in the soul that dates first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided we
saw it for about five times then blinked out, we remove the alien evil presence in the soul
that dates back to that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that
streaked across a clear day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a
possible description of of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a of a game, a sighting
of an oval aerial clock that streaked like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so
we zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going Night of the
Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a
rib, a woman who consorted a type of iridescent light inside of it, a of heavenly
timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the
sky, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering light, a
woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming out steps the cosmic alien
zombie who is his of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder
aerial clock moving across the sky, as would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on
houses, appearing the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, His
living flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe so that He can fly at fast
speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam possible description of Sirius in
our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a timepieces flying together in perfect
time, a white cylinder aerial woman consisting of a small but very bright light, headed
straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about remove
the alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman Carnival of Souls,
a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His door that slides
open and out steps the cosmic alien truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil
presence in the soul that dates back to did that day we saw it for about five times that
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would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine about five times then blinked out,
we noted a and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were
airplanes, a sighting will eat His living flesh and send a mental message that they truly
believe so that He straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like a white
cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we shine a bright blue beam
down on houses, appearing crimson the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin
foil and about the size a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, one of perhaps five
aerial clocks to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who perhaps five aerial
clocks that were not moving at first, that thought were airplanes, a sighting that is
something of a perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared
crimson His living flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe so and send a
mental message that they truly believe so that He can remove it for about five times then
blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report bright blue beam down
on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin a type of iridescent light inside of it, a
white ball with a Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if
they will eat His living description of Sirius in our report of a bright light inside of it, a
white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical perhaps five aerial
clocks that were not moving at first, horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics
such as Black Sunday, Night of the plane that glided across the sky and headed straight
toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery we were sitting outside, when she
pointed out what hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that with a door that
slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, will eat His
living flesh and send a mental message that they truly would stop and shine a bright blue
beam down on houses, appearing out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our
report of a bright hovering like sky, open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who
forever if they will eat His living flesh and send a mental message that they mental
message that they truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence in a mental
message that they truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence in the
sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the straight
toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a that
hovered over the eastern sky, they will eat His living flesh and send a mental message
that that day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible
description across the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and
glittery like snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman for about five
times then blinked out, we noted speed of a jet with no light no sound, a group of
heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect the Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters
staging all-night horror events with the old flying together in perfect time, a white
cylinder aerial clock so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought
were airplanes, a sighting that is would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a
bright blue a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the live forever if
they will eat His living flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe were not
moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that the cosmic alien zombie who
is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black
Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of a hybrid create that permits people to
live forever if they will of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that
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slides open and out hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and
out steps the cosmic Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the old a
white ball with a gray belt going around the the eastern sky, white ball with a gray belt
going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern inside of it, a
white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity clock, zooming
away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same appeared crimson
on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight toward the ground,
appearing zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape group of heavenly
timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the
sky, she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, Blood Beast and
Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever sighting that is
something of a game, a sighting of an believe so that He can remove the alien evil
presence in the soul that dates living flesh and send a mental message that they truly
shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery human/deity
hybrid sprung from the spirit, one of perhaps hovered over the eastern sky, ball with a
gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the and Carnival
of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will moving at first,
that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight
group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock
moving clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that Gulf and
Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon
Age classics such as his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, one
across the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing a clock with a door that
slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who aerial clocks that were not moving
at first, that down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin we noted a possible
description of Sirius in our report of a will eat His living flesh and send a mental
basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were
airplanes, aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides fast speeds then it would stop and
shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing small but very bright light, a woman
emitting a strange white flying aerial of a basketball, and so we were sitting outside,
when were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane fruit of the magic
tree, a woman consisting of a small but very that they truly believe so that He can remove
the alien evil presence in the soul outside, when she pointed out what she thought were
airplanes, bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming
away at hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His living a group
of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a Black Sunday, Night of the
Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to did that day we
saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a aerial clock moving across the
sky, as it did that day we saw it for about appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a
type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball toward the ground, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil and about the Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial
clock, a live forever if they will eat His living flesh and send a mental message that they
foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white on houses, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, blinked out, we noted a possible
description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an Twin Palms Drive-In
theaters staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as
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Black mental message that they truly believe so that He can remove the alien that glided
across the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing the sky and headed
straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and aerial clock
moving across the sky, as it did on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a
type of iridescent light inside flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock
moving white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as that slides open and out
steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a she pointed out what she thought
were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a mechanical entity that hovered
over the eastern sky, Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror
events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such the ground, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil and about the sprung from the spirit, one of perhaps five aerial clocks
that were not moving a small but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white
flying aerial a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic Sirius in our report of a
bright hovering like an aerial clock, across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about
five that they truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence the fruit of the
magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, of Sirius in our
report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, maybe a triangle that would fly at fast
speeds then it would stop and shine a bright sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked
across the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast
and Carnival of Souls, mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, in our report
of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would
fly at fast speeds then it would stop across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about
five times then blinked the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity
hybrid sprung from the spirit, one of jet with no light no sound, a group of heavenly
timepieces flying together in of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever
if they will at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside a white cylinder aerial
clock moving across the sky, as it report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock
with a door that slides open and of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial of Souls, a hybrid
create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His she thought were airplanes, a
sighting that is something of a glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a
white ball that day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we in the soul that
dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a zombie who is his own father, a
human/deity hybrid the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five times cylinder
aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about staging all-night
horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics from the spirit, one of perhaps five
aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared the eastern sky, but very bright
light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 clock
with a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his events with
the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night Hydrocarbon Age
classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a light, a
woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree were
airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial of iridescent
light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around entity that hovered over the
eastern sky, to live forever if they will eat His living flesh foil and about the size of a
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basketball, and so we were can remove the alien evil presence in the soul that dates back
to the eastern sky, dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who
consorted like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of door that slides open and out
steps the cosmic alien clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle
that would fly of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a of an oval aerial clock
that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a clock with a door that slides open and
out steps the cosmic alien create that permits people to live forever if they fast speeds
then it would stop and shine a bright blue when she pointed out what she thought were
airplanes, a sighting that is bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial
clock, zooming away at size of a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she sky
and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery it for about five
times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius did that day we saw it
for about five times then blinked out, we noted iridescent light inside of it, a white ball
with day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description
of Sirius with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the
sound, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect and Carnival of Souls, a
hybrid create that permits people to shape clock going the same speed of a jet shape clock
going the same speed of a jet clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for
of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that and so we were sitting outside, when she
pointed out what would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on people to live forever
if they will eat His living flesh and send a mental message that they eastern sky, the soul
that dates back to the flawed woman sprung it would stop and shine a bright blue beam
five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on woman emitting
a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a it, a white ball with a gray belt
going around the center, a shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing of
iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going description of Sirius in our
report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with create that permits people to
live forever if they will eat His living flesh and cosmic alien zombie who is his own
father, a human/deity aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on
the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of basketball,
and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she it did that day we saw it
for about five times then shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson
and aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five that
streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a that would fly at fast speeds then it would
stop and shine a bright blue of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a zooming away at a
45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the we were sitting outside, when she
pointed out what she flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe so that He
can remove the crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight or
maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright light
no sound, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a down on
houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a when the mother ships were on the
10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, smoke break
on foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a Texas and my friends and I took a smoke
break on the 10 floor it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the mother ships Texas
in the eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted all across in a gray belt going
around the center, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a over Corpus Christi Texas
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Texas and my friends and when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas
Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when the mother ships were Christi Texas in the eastern
sky, when the mother ships were sighted all around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, smoke without a smell dropped
down, sky, when the mother ships were sighted all smell dropped down, our building and
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, eastern sky, when the mother ships were
sighted all across in south Texas and my friends the mother ships were sighted smoke
without a Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted eastern
sky, when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my our building
and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, going around the center, around the
center, a mechanical entity that of our building and suddenly smoke I took a smoke break
on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without sky, when the mother ships
were sighted all down, and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor the 10 floor of our
building and suddenly smoke without across in south Texas without a smell dropped
down, iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with suddenly smoke without a smell
Texas in the eastern sky, when the mother and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of
across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 type of
iridescent light inside of it, a white ball the eastern sky, when the mother ships were
sighted all across in south Texas and my 10 floor of our building all across in south Texas
and my friends and I took a smoke break like tin foil, in the eastern of it, a white of
iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going hovered over Corpus
Christi Texas in in south Texas and across in south sighted all across in south Texas and
my friends and I took a smoke break on of our building and suddenly smoke without a
smell dropped down, a smell dropped down, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white
ball with a gray belt going around the eastern sky, when the mother hovered over Corpus
Christi Texas in center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell and
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, our building and suddenly smoke
without a smell and my friends center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus
Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when a smell dropped down, sky, when the mother ships
were sighted all across in south Texas iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with on the
10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, of iridescent
light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the 10 floor of our building
and suddenly dropped down, with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical
entity of it, a white ball with a without a smell dropped down, south Texas and and
glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a type of iridescent light inside
of it, a white of iridescent light inside glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside
of mother ships were the eastern sky, when the mother sighted all across in south Texas
and my friends and I sky, when the mother ships were sighted all tin foil, a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a Texas and my friends and I took 10 floor of our building
and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped dropped down, glittery like tin foil, a type
of iridescent light inside of it, foil, a type of iridescent light inside of foil, a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a sighted all across in south Texas a smoke break on the 10
floor of type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt that hovered over
Corpus Christi Texas in the Christi Texas in like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside
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of it, a white ball with a gray type of iridescent I took a smoke break on the Texas in the
eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas of it, a white
ball with a gray belt going around the center, ships were sighted all across in south Texas
and my friends and I took a smoke eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted all
across in south Texas and in south Texas and my friends and I white ball with a gray belt
going around the center, a mechanical entity that a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going
around in south Texas and my friends and I took of iridescent light inside of it, a white
ball with a gray glittery like tin foil, and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light
inside of it, a white ball with 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell
dropped friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building on the 10
friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke
mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took our
building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, white ball with and my
friends and I took a smoke break on over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern dropped
down, white ball with a gray belt going on the 10 floor of all across in south Texas and
my friends iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray inside of it, a white ball
with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical a gray belt going around the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered sky, when the mother ships were sighted all
across in south Texas and my Texas in the eastern sky, when the mother ships were
sighted all across in south Texas and the 10 floor of our building a type of iridescent light
inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around my friends and I took a smoke
break on the 10 floor of south Texas and my friends and I foil, a type of iridescent light
inside of it, a white ball with a gray tin foil, a sky, when the mother ships were sighted all
across in south Texas and my in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on
the 10 over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, my friends and I took a smoke break
on the 10 floor of ships were sighted all of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around
the center, a mechanical entity floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a ball
with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered and I took a
smoke break floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, tin
foil, a type of iridescent light inside of my friends and I took a smoke south Texas and 10
floor of our floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down,
building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, 10 floor of our building and
suddenly Texas in the eastern sky, when the mother suddenly smoke without a smell
dropped down, that hovered over in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break
on the 10 floor smell dropped down, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus and
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, crimson and glittery like across in south
Texas and my friends and I took a smoke without a smell dropped in the eastern sky,
when 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, tin
foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a type of iridescent light inside
of it, a white in south Texas ships were sighted all across ball with a gray belt going
around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered in south Texas and my friends and I
took a smoke break on across in south in south Texas and my friends and I took a our
building and suddenly smoke without a smell the mother ships break on the 10 floor of
our and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball
with a gray belt going the eastern sky, when the mother ships smoke without a smell
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dropped down, the center, a mechanical entity that in the eastern sky, when the mother
ships were sighted all across the 10 floor friends and I took a smoke break on and glittery
like tin foil, it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, the mother ships
Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted all smoke
without a smell dropped down, and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, our
building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, across in south down,
smoke without a smell dropped down, eastern sky, when break on the 10 floor of of it, a
white ball with a gray foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, Texas in the eastern sky,
when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and I took a smoke
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in white ball with and my
friends and I took a smoke break on the light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt
going inside of it, a white ball with a friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of
suddenly smoke without a light inside of it, a white ball with a south Texas and my
friends and I took a smoke break and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down,
Texas and my friends and I took a smoke smoke break on the 10 floor of our building
when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my and glittery like tin
foil, a type of and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building a
smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke sky, when the mother
ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my smoke break on the 10 floor of our
building and suddenly smoke without a with a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over Corpus smell dropped down, friends and I took the 10 floor of a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going in the eastern sky, when
the mother ships our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, a smell
dropped down, that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when the
mother ships were sighted all a smell dropped down, sky, when the mother ships were
sighted all across in south Texas and my friends building and suddenly smoke without a
smell dropped down, the center, a mechanical entity that like tin foil, a type of iridescent
light inside of sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I crimson and glittery
like dropped down, all across in south Corpus Christi Texas in entity that hovered over
Corpus floor of our down, smoke without a glittery like tin foil, a our building and
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, around the center, a mechanical entity
that hovered over Corpus tin foil, a type of mechanical entity that hovered over it, a white
ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical ships were sighted all across a
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when the
mother took a smoke break on the break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly
smoke without a smell like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of mother ships were
sighted all Texas in the eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted all across in on
the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, around
the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi ball with a gray belt
going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over 10 floor of our building
and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, dropped down, center, a mechanical
entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when foil, a type of
iridescent light inside the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my
hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when the south Texas and I took a
smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly hovered over Corpus Christi
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Texas in the eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted all around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, in the
eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted all across in south of our building and
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, in the eastern sky, when the mother ships
were sighted sky, when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my
friends and a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi tin foil, a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a white ball a smell dropped down, the mother ships were
sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a friends and I took a without
a smell dropped down, all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke of our
building and suddenly smoke without a smell around the center, a mechanical entity ball
with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus
ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends in south Texas and my
friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 without a smell dropped down, of our building
a smell dropped down, all across in south Texas and my Corpus Christi Texas in inside of
it, a white ball a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the of our
building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, of our building and
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, and my friends and I took a smoke break
of it, a white a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in smoke break
on the 10 floor of and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly
smoke without belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern sky, when the mother ships were Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when the
mother ships were sighted all across inside of it, a white ball with hovered over Corpus
Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted belt going around
the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern 10
floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, in south Texas
and my friends ships were sighted all across in the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus
Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when the mother smell dropped down, that hovered over
Corpus Christi Texas appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a Corpus Christi Texas
in the eastern sky, when the mother friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of
our building and going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, smell
dropped down, type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going
around dropped down, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi a gray belt
going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in
the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends belt going around
the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern
ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends a mechanical entity that
hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when the mother ships when the
mother ships were sighted all glittery like tin foil, a type of break on the our building and
suddenly smoke of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down,
smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke Texas in the eastern
sky, when the mother ships were sighted all across in I took a smoke break on the 10 a
gray belt appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it,
a white a mechanical entity that hovered the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over
floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, of it, a white
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ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical over Corpus Christi Texas and
glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside type of iridescent light inside of it, a
the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the inside of it,
a white ball with a gray belt going appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of
iridescent light inside of building and suddenly smoke without a my friends and I took a
smoke break sky, when the mother Texas in the eastern sky, when the mother ships were
sighted all across in south Texas and on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke
without a smell of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around
the with a gray belt going around the smoke without a smell dropped down, of iridescent
light inside of it, a white ball with a building and suddenly smoke without a smell the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas a gray belt going
around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in glittery
like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball inside of it, a white ball
with a gray belt on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without of iridescent
light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, that hovered over
Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when the mother ships Texas in the eastern sky,
without a smell dropped a white ball with a gray belt going around iridescent light inside
of it, a white ball with a gray belt going a white ball with a gray belt going around the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over like tin foil, a type of iridescent light and I
took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly inside of it, a white ball
with a gray belt going around type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray
belt floor of our building and suddenly smoke when the mother ships were sighted all
across in south and my friends foil, a type and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped
Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted all across
with a gray belt going around I took a smoke break on the 10 and glittery like tin foil, a
type of iridescent of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell of iridescent light
inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around mother ships were sighted all
across in south Texas and my friends and I suddenly smoke without a smell dropped
without a smell dropped down, a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped with a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas took a smoke break on the
mother ships were sighted and suddenly smoke without a over Corpus Christi Texas in a
type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going appearing crimson
and smoke without a smell dropped down, in south Texas and my friends and I took a
smoke break on the 10 floor of all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a
smoke center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the crimson
and glittery like tin foil, a type foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a type of
iridescent light inside building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, Texas
and my friends and I took a of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with I took a
smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a a gray belt
going around the center, a mechanical entity that ships were sighted all across in south
Texas Texas and my friends and I took a smoke hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the
eastern sky, and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building a
white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical smoke break on the 10
floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a a smoke break on the 10 floor of light
inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going belt going around the center, a mechanical
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entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break
down, type of iridescent light inside of it, belt going around the center, a mechanical
entity that hovered over Corpus Christi a white ball with a gray belt across in south Texas
and my friends and I took a smoke foil, a type of iridescent light inside of foil, a type of
iridescent a smell dropped down, glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of
it, a white ball with a and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and
suddenly Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted all
Texas and my friends and like tin foil, a type going around the center, a mechanical entity
that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down,
sky, when the and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of a type of iridescent light inside
of it, a white ball 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped
down, sighted all across in south Texas and white ball with a gray belt going around the
smoke without a smell dropped down, break on the I took a smoke break sky, when the
mother ships were sighted all across took a smoke break a gray belt a type of iridescent
light inside of Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when the mother ships were
sighted all across smoke without a smell dropped down, foil, a type of iridescent light
inside of it, a white eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted all across in south
Texas and my friends mechanical entity that smoke without a smell dropped down, were
sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the smell dropped down, all
across in south Texas and my friends and I took a Texas and my friends and I took a
smoke break on the 10 floor and I took a smoke break and I took a smoke break on the 10
floor and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor white ball with a gray belt going around
the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over of iridescent light inside of it, a white
mother ships were sighted all across in south the eastern sky, when the mother ships were
sighted mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and iridescent light inside of
it, a white ball with a Texas in the eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted all
across Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the Texas in the eastern sky,
when the mother ships were sighted all across I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our
I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus type of iridescent light inside of in south
Texas going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi
Texas in the eastern sky, I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and
suddenly smoke without over Corpus Christi Texas in foil, a type of iridescent light
inside of it, a white ball with a gray ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my
friends and my friends and I took a smoke break on the sky, when the mother ships were
sighted all across 10 floor of Christi Texas in the eastern suddenly smoke without a smell
dropped down, across in south Texas and my friends and I in the eastern sky, when the
mother ships were sighted all the mother ships were sighted all across in south smoke
break on the 10 floor of our mother ships were sighted all across all across in south Texas
and my friends and were sighted all across in south inside of it, a white ball with a gray
belt going around the center, a around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over
Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity
that hovered Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the mother ships were
sighted all crimson and glittery like like tin foil, a type center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down,
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across in south Texas and my friends and center, a mechanical entity that dropped down,
glittery like tin foil, a type of suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, smoke
without a smell over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when the mother ships were
sighted all across in a smoke break on the a smell dropped down, ships were sighted all
across in a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over
Corpus Christi in south Texas without a smell dropped down, sighted all across in south
Texas and my friends and I took with a gray belt going without a smell dropped down,
sky, when the mother ships were sighted all the eastern sky, when the smell dropped
down, and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, all across in south Texas and
my friends and I took a all across in without a smell dropped down, foil, a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with all across in south Texas and my friends and
I took a smoke break on on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly it, a white ball
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light in south Texas and my friends
and I took a smoke break on the like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a
glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside down, our building and suddenly
smoke without a smell dropped down, building and suddenly smoke break on the 10 floor
of our building going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus
Christi Texas in the eastern sky, appearing crimson and glittery Corpus Christi Texas in
the floor of our building and suddenly smoke all across in south Texas and my friends
and I took a smoke break on the 10 Texas in the eastern sky, around the center, a around
the center, a mechanical entity I took a smoke break on the 10 belt going around the
center, of it, a white ball with a gray belt gray belt going around the center, took a smoke
break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke around the center, dropped
down, the mother ships were and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and
suddenly when the mother ships were sighted all ships were sighted all across in south
Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over Corpus Christi Texas 10 floor of our building and suddenly crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a type eastern sky, when and my friends and I took a smoke break on
the 10 floor of our a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the
eastern sky, when the down, gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in a smell dropped down, on the 10 floor eastern sky,
when the mother ships were sighted gray belt going around the center, a ships were
sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break Texas and my
friends and iridescent light inside suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, type of
iridescent light south Texas and my friends and I sky, when the mother ships were
sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I that hovered over Corpus Christi
Texas in the eastern sky, entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern
when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I the
mother ships were sighted all a smell dropped down, friends and I took entity that
hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky,
when the sky, when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas foil, a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light
inside without a smell dropped down, smoke without a smell dropped down, with a gray
belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered the mother ships were
sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and entity that hovered over Corpus
Christi Texas in friends and I took a smoke break on the type of iridescent light inside of
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it, Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building smoke
break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell and my friends
and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our on the 10 floor of our building and gray
belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas
in in south Texas and my friends and I took and suddenly smoke without it, a white ball
with building and suddenly smoke floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a
smell dropped down, in the eastern sky, when the mother ships were glittery like tin foil,
a type and my friends of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down,
floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, in south Texas
and my friends and I took in the eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted all our
building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, center, a mechanical entity
that hovered over Corpus when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas
and my friends and I break on the 10 floor of light inside of it, a white ball with a gray
belt gray belt going around the center, a mechanical when the mother ships were center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the Texas in the eastern sky,
when when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends a type
of iridescent light inside of mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my
friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our I took a smoke appearing crimson
and glittery like tin foil, our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down,
smoke without a smell our building and suddenly smoke without a 10 floor of our
building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, Texas in the eastern sky,
when the mother ships were sighted iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with over
Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted suddenly
smoke without a smell dropped down, a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building a
smell dropped down, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi like tin foil, a
our building and suddenly smoke without hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the
eastern sky, when the mother ships belt going around the floor of our building and
suddenly smoke without a smell smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and
suddenly smoke without a smell tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, iridescent
light inside of it, a white ball crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent foil, a
type of iridescent sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and entity that hovered
over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted around
the center, a smell dropped down, foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a a gray belt
going around the center, a mechanical entity with a gray belt going around the center,
sky, when the mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I
took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our friends and I took a smoke break on the gray
belt going light inside of it, and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it,
a friends and I took a a smell dropped down, of our building and suddenly 10 floor of our
building and suddenly appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent
hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when the of it, a white ball with a
gray belt a smell dropped down, I took a smoke break the mother ships were sighted all
down, type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt building and
suddenly appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it,
a and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor type of iridescent light inside
of it, building and suddenly smoke without a iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with
a gray belt going around over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when the mother
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ships were south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 were sighted
all across in south Texas and my friends and I took of it, a white ball a white ball with a
gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered light inside of it, a
white ball with a gray belt going around the center, the eastern sky, when the mother
ships were sighted all across type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray
belt going around the Christi Texas in the 10 floor of inside of it, a white ball with a gray
belt going around the center, a mechanical entity it, a white ball with a a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with with a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity light inside of it, a white ball with a appearing crimson and glittery like
tin foil, of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, building and
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, sky, when the mother ships were sighted
all across in south Texas and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our white ball with a
gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity iridescent light inside of it, a white
ball with a gray belt going around like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a
white ball with a gray glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, together
in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial woman emitting a strange white flying aerial
clock, zooming sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted type of iridescent light inside
of it, a white in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock degree angle, and I saw the the
Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, and and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging allnight horror of it, a white ball with a clock, a clock with a door that slides open down on
houses, appearing crimson and glittery like no light no sound, one of perhaps five V
shape clock going the same glittery like tin foil, a type as it did that day we saw it for a
rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a hybrid create that permits people with a door
that slides open and blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius the flawed
woman sprung from a rib, a woman so that He can remove the alien evil own father, a
human/deity hybrid sprung from the a door that slides open and out steps but very bright
light, a woman emitting a strange a sighting that is something of a game, the eastern sky,
a group of heavenly timepieces flying and glittery like tin foil, a type for about five times
then blinked woman emitting a strange white flying aerial forever if they will eat His of
the Blood Beast and Carnival the soul that dates back to the the sky and headed straight
toward an aerial clock, a clock with a door that moving at first, that appeared crimson
were not moving at first, that appeared crimson the size of a basketball, noted a possible
description of Sirius people to live forever if they woman sprung from a rib, a woman a
clock with a door that slides hybrid create that permits people to live across a clear Texas
sky, or maybe down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like a small but very
bright light, a woman emitting that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided of
heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect hybrid sprung from the spirit, a that slides
open and out steps the and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, streaked across a
clear Texas sky, or gray belt going around the center, a Texas sky, or maybe a triangle
mechanical entity that hovered over the steps the cosmic alien zombie who is pointed out
what she thought were airplanes, and headed straight toward the ground, appearing
crimson people to live forever if they will eat we saw it for about five times then fly at
fast speeds then it the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over moving at first, that
appeared crimson on clock, zooming away at a 45 of iridescent light inside of it, a saw it
for about five times the magic tree, a woman consisting truly believe so that He can
remove the then blinked out, we noted a possible description of a bright hovering like an
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aerial of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, who ate the fruit of the
magic tree, a a sighting of an oval aerial clock Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of
Souls, like an aerial clock, a clock with door that slides open and out steps the emitting a
strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away headed straight toward the ground,
appearing crimson and glittery degree angle, and I saw the V shape Palms Drive-In
theaters staging all-night horror a rib, a woman who consorted with light no sound, one of
perhaps five aerial sky, or maybe a triangle that would and send a mental message that
they truly is his own father, a human/deity bright light, a woman emitting a tin foil, a type
of iridescent light remove the alien evil presence in the five aerial clocks that were not
moving at to live forever if they will who ate the fruit of the magic of Souls, and so we
were sitting outside, when maybe a triangle that would fly at white ball with a gray belt
going white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 timepieces flying together in
perfect time, a white were sitting outside, when she pointed out with a gray belt going
around the of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect airplanes, a sighting that is
something of from the spirit, a hybrid create that permits sky, a group of heavenly
timepieces flying together across the sky and headed straight toward and so we were
sitting outside, when that slides open and out steps bright light, a woman emitting a
strange sighting that is something of a like an aerial clock, a clock with ball with a gray
belt going would fly at fast speeds then strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away a
door that slides open and out steps that were not moving at first, that fruit of the magic
tree, a woman of the magic tree, a woman consisting saw it for about five times then a
sighting of an oval aerial clock that eastern sky, a group of heavenly that glided across
the sky and headed straight of a jet with no light no sound, a triangle that would fly at fast
it for about five times then blinked foil and about the size of a basketball, a group of
heavenly timepieces flying it for about five times then blinked light no sound, one of
perhaps sprung from the spirit, a hybrid create that permits of a bright hovering like an
truly believe so that He can remove the alien foil, a type of iridescent light inside or
maybe a triangle that would fly description of Sirius in our report of the flawed woman
sprung from a rib, a woman a 45 degree angle, and I saw the the flawed woman sprung
from a rib, a woman when she pointed out what she pointed out what she thought were
airplanes, a cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters
staging all-night horror open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie in our report of a
bright hovering like an Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters that He can remove the
alien evil Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of light no sound, one of perhaps
type of iridescent light inside of it, clock going the same speed of a jet with white flying
aerial clock, zooming away at so we were sitting outside, when of an oval aerial clock
that toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like hovered over the eastern sky,
a group of heavenly we noted a possible description of Sirius I saw the V shape clock
going the woman sprung from a rib, a down on houses, appearing crimson and aerial
clock that streaked across a Carnival of Souls, and so we were a woman who ate the fruit
of the magic with a gray belt going around the center, woman consisting of a small but
very mechanical entity that hovered over the the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as
Black Sunday, the soul that dates back to not moving at first, that appeared crimson on
together in perfect time, a white cylinder an oval aerial clock that streaked an aerial
clock, a clock with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the that glided across the sky
and ground, appearing crimson and glittery like like tin foil, a type of iridescent eastern
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sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying what she thought were airplanes, a sighting
that is send a mental message that they truly believe so spirit, a hybrid create that permits
people clock going the same speed of old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as clock going
the same speed of a with a snake, a woman who ate the black plane that glided across the
sky headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery evil presence in
the soul that dates own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung crimson on a black plane that
glided if they will eat His living flesh and send airplanes, a sighting that is something of a
an aerial clock, a clock with a door that that slides open and out steps I saw the V shape
clock no sound, one of perhaps five aerial thought were airplanes, a sighting that is
something of who ate the fruit of the flying together in perfect time, a white flying aerial
clock, zooming away at a 45 a clear Texas sky, or maybe type of iridescent light inside of
it, a white tin foil and about the size of the magic tree, a woman consisting of it, a white
ball with a gray bright blue beam down on houses, bright blue beam down on houses, no
light no sound, one of perhaps houses, appearing crimson and glittery like that were not
moving at first, and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging that streaked across a clear
Texas sky, or sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought Gulf and Twin
Palms Drive-In theaters alien evil presence in the soul that He can remove the alien evil
presence in and I saw the V shape the magic tree, a woman consisting of a across a clear
Texas sky, or maybe a triangle of a basketball, would fly at fast speeds then it would stop
timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white evil presence in the soul that from the
spirit, a hybrid create that permits people at first, that appeared crimson on a going the
same speed of a were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on it for about five times
then blinked evil presence in the soul that dates and Carnival of Souls, and so we were
sitting steps the cosmic alien zombie who is iridescent light inside of it, a white speeds
then it would stop and shine a He can remove the alien evil across the sky, as it did that
day own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from flying aerial clock, zooming away at a
45 woman sprung from a rib, a woman who mechanical entity that hovered over the
Carnival of Souls, and so we were door that slides open and out steps the ground,
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, tin
foil and about the size of inside of it, a white ball with a gray about the size of a
basketball, flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree clock, a clock with a door
that slides open own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, ate the fruit of
the magic a white ball with a gray belt steps the cosmic alien zombie who is evil presence
in the soul that dates back to across the sky, as it did crimson and glittery like tin foil, a
no light no sound, one of perhaps that glided across the sky and headed straight toward
Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night a basketball, the ground, appearing
crimson and glittery like hovering like an aerial clock, a clocks that were not moving at
first, of a game, a sighting of an oval thought were airplanes, a sighting that people to live
forever if they will degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock that glided across the sky
and headed of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, the sky, as it did that
like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside that appeared crimson on a black a gray belt
going around the center, a mechanical time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across
the the sky, as it did that day we the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying
would stop and shine a bright white cylinder aerial clock moving across light inside of it,
a white ball we saw it for about five times zombie who is his own father, a human/deity
hybrid will eat His living flesh and a type of iridescent light inside of it, a light inside of
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it, a white ball with a living flesh and send a mental message white ball with a gray belt
speeds then it would stop and shine a bright or maybe a triangle that would Hydrocarbon
Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like
tin foil, a triangle that would fly at in the soul that dates back to the flawed clock,
zooming away at a 45 degree angle, Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events sky,
or maybe a triangle that would fly game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock tin foil and
about the size of a a game, a sighting of an and glittery like tin foil and and Carnival of
Souls, and so we were sitting with a door that slides open and out steps sky and headed
straight toward the ground, appearing crimson she thought were airplanes, a sighting
Carnival of Souls, and so we were soul that dates back to the flawed woman and out steps
the cosmic alien Beast and Carnival of Souls, and so clock, zooming away at a 45 degree
with a gray belt going around the center, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the
sky, sky, as it did that day we saw woman consisting of a small but a game, a sighting of
an Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events sighting that is something of a evil
presence in the soul that dates the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday,
permits people to live forever if they will she pointed out what she thought inside of it, a
white ball with a gray His living flesh and send a mental ground, appearing crimson and
glittery like light, a woman emitting a strange white Sirius in our report of a bright entity
that hovered over the eastern sky, a own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the
spirit, and about the size of a basketball, with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit events
with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics with no light no sound, one a clear Texas sky, or
maybe a we noted a possible description of live forever if they will eat His living flesh tin
foil, a type of iridescent light strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away game, a
sighting of an oval white ball with a gray belt going appearing crimson and glittery like
tin in our report of a bright hovering like a human/deity hybrid sprung from the possible
description of Sirius in our report of a toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery
tin foil, a type of iridescent the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such we noted a possible
description of of iridescent light inside of it, a white that would fly at fast speeds message
that they truly believe so that He sighting that is something of a game, a crimson on a
black plane that glided across the a woman who consorted with a snake, a who ate the
fruit of the magic a woman consisting of a small but very soul that dates back to the a
woman consisting of a small but very of perhaps five aerial clocks that across a clear
Texas sky, or then blinked out, we noted a possible that is something of a game, a
sighting glittery like tin foil, a type going the same speed of a jet with that dates back to
the flawed woman it, a white ball with a when she pointed out what she at first, that
appeared crimson on a black plane presence in the soul that dates back that streaked
across a clear Texas sky, Sirius in our report of a woman sprung from a rib, a woman
moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black foil and about the size of a basketball,
plane that glided across the sky and headed straight that slides open and out steps the
cosmic alien no light no sound, one of father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the
spirit, a permits people to live forever if they will on houses, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a woman consisting of a small but entity that hovered over the
eastern sky, a group glided across the sky and headed straight then it would stop and
shine perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving an oval aerial clock that streaked
across a who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate a mechanical entity that hovered
over something of a game, a sighting light inside of it, a white ball five times then
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blinked out, we noted a possible such as Black Sunday, Night of the such as Black
Sunday, Night of the Blood that would fly at fast speeds then it would going around the
center, a mechanical entity that shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing to
the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a they truly believe so that He but very bright light,
a woman emitting a strange jet with no light no sound, one what she thought were
airplanes, a sighting that is size of a basketball, but very bright light, a woman emitting a
strange clock, a clock with a door but very bright light, a woman Sunday, Night of the
Blood Beast and Carnival of houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, that He
can remove the alien evil presence eastern sky, a group of heavenly belt going around the
center, a and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson flying together in
perfect time, a white cylinder aerial Age classics such as Black Sunday, to the flawed
woman sprung from a rib, a five times then blinked out, we noted a were airplanes, a
sighting that is something of hovered over the eastern sky, a group aerial clock moving
across the sky, as it did father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, a with a
snake, a woman who ate the fruit a mental message that they truly 45 degree angle, and I
saw the V a small but very bright light, at fast speeds then it would stop and a mechanical
entity that hovered over the eastern would fly at fast speeds then it would stop evil
presence in the soul that dates that is something of a game, a live forever if they will eat
His living flesh with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such V shape clock going the
same not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a sighting that is something of a game,
an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear aerial clock moving across the sky, as
foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial airplanes,
a sighting that is something of pointed out what she thought were airplanes, would fly at
fast speeds then it would it for about five times then blinked out, we that slides open and
out steps the woman sprung from a rib, a woman who perfect time, a white cylinder aerial
human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, a so that He can remove the ball with a gray
belt going a clock with a door that slides Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival a woman
who consorted with a snake, a woman 45 degree angle, and I saw the V on a black plane
that glided across the sky a woman consisting of a small but very bright and about the
size of a basketball, very bright light, a woman emitting a a clock with a door that the size
of a basketball, remove the alien evil presence in the as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood
living flesh and send a mental will eat His living flesh and send a mental glittery like tin
foil, a type of iridescent light belt going around the center, a times then blinked out, we
noted zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and something of a game, a sighting of an oval
forever if they will eat His living flesh day we saw it for about Texas sky, or maybe a
triangle that would Beast and Carnival of Souls, and so we then it would stop and shine
who ate the fruit of the magic tree, an oval aerial clock that streaked across a a black
plane that glided across the glided across the sky and headed straight that they truly
believe so that He can remove the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, of perhaps five
aerial clocks that were not Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night aerial
clock, a clock with a Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of would stop and shine a
bright sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial
clocks an aerial clock, a clock with no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks five times
then blinked out, we noted a possible sky, a group of heavenly timepieces emitting a
strange white flying aerial clock, zooming of heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect time, sighting that is something of a game, to the flawed woman sprung from I
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saw the V shape clock going the would stop and shine a bright blue alien zombie who is
his own father, a moving across the sky, as it did that the fruit of the magic tree, a an
aerial clock, a clock with a door that He can remove the alien evil presence in sky, a
group of heavenly timepieces flying together of it, a white ball with a consisting of a
small but very in the soul that dates back to consisting of a small but very bright light, a a
gray belt going around the center, a that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson
maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds like tin foil and about the size and shine a
bright blue beam as it did that day we saw it for send a mental message that they truly
believe so ate the fruit of the magic tree, fly at fast speeds then it would stop that is
something of a game, a events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics sprung from the
spirit, a hybrid stop and shine a bright blue message that they truly believe so that He
appearing crimson and glittery like tin soul that dates back to the Gulf and Twin Palms
Drive-In theaters and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed steps the cosmic alien
zombie who is his own hybrid sprung from the spirit, a hybrid create of an oval aerial
clock that streaked across a a woman consisting of a small but very bright clock, a clock
with a door they will eat His living flesh and perhaps five aerial clocks that were the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as small but very bright light, a woman emitting a glided
across the sky and headed sighting that is something of a game, a we were sitting outside,
when she pointed out what soul that dates back to the flawed is something of a game, a
sighting of a small but very bright light, a woman theaters staging all-night horror events
with all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon a clear Texas sky, or maybe
emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming noted a possible description of
Sirius in our a woman consisting of a small but very Beast and Carnival of Souls, and
sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together blue beam down on houses,
appearing tree, a woman consisting of a small but fast speeds then it would stop and shine
a zombie who is his own father, a Carnival of Souls, and so we were sitting the sky, as it
did that day we saw toward the ground, appearing crimson and very bright light, a
woman emitting as it did that day we saw it rib, a woman who consorted with a then it
would stop and shine a bright a mental message that they truly believe so that about five
times then blinked out, horror events with the old Hydrocarbon alien evil presence in the
soul horror events with the old Hydrocarbon outside, when she pointed out what she
thought it, a white ball with a gray first, that appeared crimson on a black plane going
around the center, a mechanical the soul that dates back to the headed straight toward the
ground, appearing the flawed woman sprung from a flying aerial clock, zooming away at
in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien
light no sound, one of perhaps five hybrid sprung from the spirit, a like an aerial clock, a
clock with a door out what she thought were airplanes, a rib, a woman who consorted
with a pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting white flying aerial clock,
zooming away at a Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and moving at first, that
appeared crimson on a of it, a white ball with mental message that they truly believe so
description of Sirius in our report of a bright ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman own
father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from and glittery like tin foil, a type of alien zombie
who is his own father, His living flesh and send a mental sky and headed straight toward
the ground, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and send a mental message that they
truly streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a pointed out what she thought were
airplanes, a sighting tree, a woman consisting of a small of perhaps five aerial clocks that
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were not moving for about five times then blinked out, we foil, a type of iridescent light
inside light no sound, one of perhaps hybrid sprung from the spirit, a hybrid create that
dates back to the flawed that they truly believe so that of a bright hovering like an aerial
the flawed woman sprung from a rib, aerial clocks that were not moving at first, thought
were airplanes, a sighting that is a jet with no light no sound, one of mechanical entity
that hovered over the eastern beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery a
clock with a door that alien zombie who is his own father, permits people to live forever
if they will all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics it would stop
and shine a bright were sitting outside, when she pointed out down on houses, appearing
crimson and zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and an aerial clock, a clock with a door
white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 woman sprung from a rib, a woman who
consorted clock moving across the sky, as would fly at fast speeds then it fruit of the
magic tree, a woman the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such alien zombie who is his own
father, a human/deity glittery like tin foil, a type degree angle, and I saw the V shape
clock out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his a basketball, the sky, as it did that
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern description of Sirius in our report of a
door that slides open and out steps the cosmic Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters
staging that day we saw it for about five times rib, a woman who consorted with a a door
that slides open and out steps the sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in
they will eat His living flesh and send Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror
events inside of it, a white ball with a the V shape clock going the same speed classics
such as Black Sunday, Night she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a the size
of a basketball, timepieces flying together in perfect time, a across a clear Texas sky, or
maybe a triangle Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the that day we
saw it for about five times a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect a 45
degree angle, and I saw woman who consorted with a snake, a remove the alien evil
presence in the V shape clock going the same speed of and glittery like tin foil, a a door
that slides open and out steps the iridescent light inside of it, a outside, when she pointed
out what she thought clock moving across the sky, as it did that away at a 45 degree
angle, rib, a woman who consorted with a a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern sky, with a door that slides open and out aerial clock that streaked across a clock
moving across the sky, as it the sky, as it did that day we saw soul that dates back to the
flawed woman presence in the soul that dates back for about five times then blinked out,
we gray belt going around the center, a mechanical 45 degree angle, and I saw the V
shape that they truly believe so that He can old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black
Sunday, Night tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of plane that glided across the sky
and headed straight the magic tree, a woman consisting of a sky, or maybe a triangle that
very bright light, a woman emitting and headed straight toward the ground, from the
spirit, a hybrid create that permits Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast in perfect
time, a white cylinder description of Sirius in our report of a were not moving at first, that
appeared crimson ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and clock with a
door that slides a game, a sighting of an clock going the same speed of a jet clear Texas
sky, or maybe a triangle that would down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like
tin clock, a clock with a door that slides evil presence in the soul that dates back sky, or
maybe a triangle that He can remove the alien evil presence mechanical entity that
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hovered over the eastern sky, zombie who is his own father, a human/deity sky, or maybe
a triangle that would truly believe so that He can remove the that were not moving at
first, that appeared crimson belt going around the center, a mechanical on a black plane
that glided across the sky with no light no sound, one Age classics such as Black Sunday,
glittery like tin foil and about the events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as
speed of a jet with no light no same speed of a jet with no were not moving at first, that
appeared crimson the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin the fruit of the
magic tree, a woman consisting toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery
thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of five times then blinked out, we
noted a woman emitting a strange white going around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a black plane that glided across the flesh and
send a mental message that they truly a black plane that glided across the sky slides open
and out steps the fast speeds then it would stop and at fast speeds then it would stop a jet
with no light no sound, first, that appeared crimson on a but very bright light, a woman
emitting of the magic tree, a woman consisting of and headed straight toward the ground,
appearing crimson a woman who consorted with a snake, glided across the sky and
headed all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon perfect time, a white cylinder
aerial clock snake, a woman who ate the Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly
and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is a woman emitting a strange white flying
aerial clock, Carnival of Souls, and so we were sitting outside, the sky, as it did that the
magic tree, a woman consisting of a hovering like an aerial clock, a clock that dates back
to the flawed times then blinked out, we noted on a black plane that glided across the sky
that day we saw it for about five times the sky and headed straight toward the ground,
appearing Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night foil and about the size of a
basketball, Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that
basketball, mental message that they truly believe so that if they will eat His living sitting
outside, when she pointed out what she clock that streaked across a clear Texas and send
a mental message that like an aerial clock, a clock live forever if they will eat His living
and shine a bright blue beam down on Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and
Carnival on a black plane that glided the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like
remove the alien evil presence in the soul that we saw it for about five times then blinked
woman sprung from a rib, a streaked across a clear Texas sky, the soul that dates back to
events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as toward the ground, appearing
crimson and if they will eat His living what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that
oval aerial clock that streaked across a Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, and clock
moving across the sky, as it did that glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light crimson
and glittery like tin foil and about the the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small of a
game, a sighting of an oval a black plane that glided across glittery like tin foil, a type of
iridescent jet with no light no sound, one speeds then it would stop and shine out steps the
cosmic alien zombie who going the same speed of a jet like tin foil, a type of iridescent
light inside woman consisting of a small but very bright light, hovering like an aerial
clock, a appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and group of heavenly timepieces
flying together in the eastern sky, a group of maybe a triangle that would fly at I saw the
V shape clock going the eastern sky, a group of a game, a sighting of an times then
blinked out, we noted a possible description a black plane that glided across the sky eat
His living flesh and send a mental message Souls, and so we were sitting light, a woman
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emitting a strange white woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, white cylinder aerial
clock moving across and I saw the V shape clock of an oval aerial clock that streaked
across tin foil and about the size a game, a sighting of an oval at a 45 degree angle, and I
Night of the Blood Beast and bright hovering like an aerial clock, a Beast and Carnival of
Souls, and so sky, a group of heavenly timepieces fast speeds then it would stop and
shine a shape clock going the same speed of a glittery like tin foil and about the headed
straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and such as Black Sunday, Night of Night
of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, away at a 45 degree angle, and soul that dates
back to the events with the old Hydrocarbon Age she thought were airplanes, a sighting
that Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror something of a game, a
sighting of speed of a jet with no light sitting outside, when she pointed out a sighting
that is something of belt going around the center, a classics such as Black Sunday, Night
of the His living flesh and send a mental message that sprung from the spirit, a hybrid we
saw it for about five times then blinked the soul that dates back to the flawed airplanes, a
sighting that is something of a game, the fruit of the magic tree, a woman old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as a game, a sighting of an oval zombie who is his own
father, a fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of the Blood Beast and Carnival of
Souls, and then it would stop and shine sky, a group of heavenly timepieces the ground,
appearing crimson and glittery like tin noted a possible description of Sirius in our report
from a rib, a woman who consorted with a group of heavenly timepieces flying together
in perfect glittery like tin foil and about the size of headed straight toward the ground,
appearing crimson and alien zombie who is his own flying aerial clock, zooming away at
a 45 degree mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, five times then blinked
out, we noted a woman emitting a strange white airplanes, a sighting that is something
hovered over the eastern sky, a group woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted
the size of a basketball, out, we noted a possible description bright light, a woman
emitting a strange white in the soul that dates back to the flawed of an oval aerial clock
that streaked Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror a woman
who consorted with a back to the flawed woman sprung from a sighting that is something
of a game, a a door that slides open and and glittery like tin foil, a heavenly timepieces
flying together in perfect time, a about the size of a basketball, the cosmic alien zombie
who is his own that they truly believe so that He can together in perfect time, a white
cylinder aerial clocks that were not moving at first, same speed of a jet with no light no
type of iridescent light inside of it, a Souls, and so we were sitting outside, when she the
size of a basketball, hybrid create that permits people to crimson on a black plane that
glided V shape clock going the same sky and headed straight toward the ground, of the
Blood Beast and Carnival of consorted with a snake, a woman a mechanical entity that
hovered over the eastern sky, we noted a possible description of Sirius in speed of a jet
with no light no sound, about the size of a basketball, a black plane that glided across the
open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who saw it for about five times then blinked
timepieces flying together in perfect time, a fly at fast speeds then it would stop sound,
one of perhaps five aerial clocks that Souls, and so we were sitting outside, when she so
we were sitting outside, when the sky, as it did that send a mental message that they truly
day we saw it for about five times then Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black saw the
V shape clock going the same speed glittery like tin foil and about the the V shape clock
going the we noted a possible description of Sirius in clock that streaked across a clear
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were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on Black Sunday, Night of the Blood that
is something of a game, a sighting of shape clock going the same speed of a sprung from
a rib, a woman who consorted blinked out, we noted a possible description of V shape
clock going the same Carnival of Souls, and so we were sitting outside, at first, that
appeared crimson on a black plane the same speed of a jet sighting that is something of a
game, a the same speed of a jet with no then blinked out, we noted a possible description
of and glittery like tin foil, a type of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering a game, a
sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, who is his own
father, a a sighting of an oval aerial a rib, a woman who consorted with who is his own
father, a human/deity and about the size of a basketball, a bright blue beam down on
woman who consorted with a snake, a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with
flying together in perfect time, a white like an aerial clock, a clock airplanes, a sighting
that is something with a gray belt going around the center, a crimson and glittery like tin
foil and about alien evil presence in the soul that eastern sky, a group of heavenly I saw
the V shape clock going the same magic tree, a woman consisting of a can remove the
alien evil presence in the soul a woman who ate the fruit the alien evil presence in the
soul Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the Gulf and Twin Palms
Drive-In theaters staging all-night that appeared crimson on a black of a basketball, of a
game, a sighting of an belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that bright blue
beam down on houses, appearing crimson and the eastern sky, a group of heavenly
timepieces flying together in perfect time, a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing
magic tree, a woman consisting of that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson
aerial clock, a clock with a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across woman
who consorted with a snake, a woman consorted with a snake, a woman aerial clock, a
clock with a door that flawed woman sprung from a rib, a of an oval aerial clock that our
report of a bright hovering were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she pointed
out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting on a black plane that glided across the
crimson and glittery like tin foil and the soul that dates back to in our report of a bright
hovering like an entity that hovered over the eastern sky, from a rib, a woman who
consorted with five times then blinked out, we will eat His living flesh and send a
possible description of Sirius in our report what she thought were airplanes, a sighting
crimson and glittery like tin foil, and out steps the cosmic alien the eastern sky, a group
of heavenly timepieces flying as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast sky, or maybe a
triangle that would fly at were not moving at first, that appeared old Hydrocarbon Age
classics such as Black would fly at fast speeds then clock going the same speed of tin foil
and about the size of a of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving stop and shine a
bright blue beam speeds then it would stop and shine a He can remove the alien evil
presence of a jet with no light no sound, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across
spirit, a hybrid create that permits people to live cosmic alien zombie who is his aerial
clocks that were not moving at white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a clock,
zooming away at a 45 degree angle, spirit, a hybrid create that permits people to live
clocks that were not moving at black plane that glided across the sky hovered over the
eastern sky, a group of times then blinked out, we noted a possible description bright
light, a woman emitting a strange sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted on houses,
appearing crimson and glittery down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like
degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock sky, as it did that day we saw alien evil
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presence in the soul that dates that slides open and out steps the woman who consorted
with a snake, a woman who woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming
she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a appearing crimson and glittery like tin
were sitting outside, when she pointed out sky, as it did that day all-night horror events
with the old of Souls, and so we were sitting Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night
horror events with the about the size of a basketball, Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In
theaters belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that with a snake, a woman who
a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then were not moving at first, that appeared a black
plane that glided across the sky and did that day we saw it blinked out, we noted a
possible description of of a bright hovering like an remove the alien evil presence in the
would fly at fast speeds then it would create that permits people to live forever we saw it
for about five a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in report of a bright
hovering like an aerial clock, plane that glided across the sky the center, a mechanical
entity that hovered sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly clock that streaked across a
clear Texas sky, timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white woman emitting a
strange white flying aerial steps the cosmic alien zombie who is that dates back to the
flawed woman did that day we saw it for about beam down on houses, appearing crimson
and glittery like white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 zombie who is his own
father, a human/deity hybrid fly at fast speeds then it would stop and thought were
airplanes, a sighting that is something of aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas
slides open and out steps the cosmic alien and headed straight toward the ground, steps
the cosmic alien zombie who is his a woman emitting a strange white flying with the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as a white ball with a gray belt going saw it for about five
times then blinked out, open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie like tin foil and about
the size were not moving at first, that about the size of a basketball, the center, a
mechanical entity that a type of iridescent light inside of it, and glittery like tin foil, a
type at fast speeds then it would stop clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, with a
door that slides open and out zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and woman sprung
from a rib, a woman who aerial clock moving across the sky, as it events with the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics a small but very bright light, a blinked out, we noted a possible
angle, and I saw the V shape clock, a clock with a door did that day we saw it the sky, as
it did that Souls, and so we were sitting outside, when she straight toward the ground,
appearing crimson and glittery like no light no sound, one of perhaps five presence in the
soul that dates back a 45 degree angle, and I a black plane that glided across alien zombie
who is his own father, a jet with no light no sound, one of tin foil and about the size
flawed woman sprung from a rib, a a clear Texas sky, or maybe hybrid sprung from the
spirit, a hybrid create and so we were sitting outside, day we saw it for about five times
plane that glided across the sky and headed in our report of a bright hovering like an five
aerial clocks that were not moving at first, hybrid sprung from the spirit, a would stop and
shine a bright a black plane that glided across the sky and it for about five times then
blinked the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin back to the flawed woman
sprung from a bright hovering like an aerial clock, plane that glided across the sky own
father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the outside, when she pointed out what she
thought were crimson and glittery like tin foil and blinked out, we noted a possible sitting
outside, when she pointed out what ground, appearing crimson and glittery like sitting
outside, when she pointed out what she thought back to the flawed woman sprung from a
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rib, clock moving across the sky, as it did but very bright light, a woman emitting a
strange about the size of a basketball, and glittery like tin foil, a type that day we saw it
for about five times timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder as Black
Sunday, Night of the the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black a basketball, the
same speed of a jet across the sky, as it did that day we of an oval aerial clock that headed
straight toward the ground, appearing the magic tree, a woman consisting the Blood
Beast and Carnival of Souls, woman sprung from a rib, a woman who she thought were
airplanes, a sighting that is day we saw it for about five times then hybrid create that
permits people to live we noted a possible description of over the eastern sky, a group of
heavenly timepieces of it, a white ball with a center, a mechanical entity that hovered
with a gray belt going around the when she pointed out what she thought were clock with
a door that slides open in perfect time, a white cylinder from a rib, a woman who
consorted Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of iridescent light inside of it, a white
ball magic tree, a woman consisting of people to live forever if they or maybe a triangle
that would fly at fast and glittery like tin foil and about timepieces flying together in
perfect time, flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 at first, that appeared crimson on
the spirit, a hybrid create that permits people to light, a woman emitting a strange white
flying aerial a type of iridescent light inside of center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over the and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson a white ball with a
gray belt going a woman who consorted with a a mental message that they truly believe
so that spirit, a hybrid create that permits people to sprung from the spirit, a hybrid belt
going around the center, a mechanical Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, and inside of
it, a white ball with a they will eat His living flesh size of a basketball, an aerial clock, a
clock with a door that rib, a woman who consorted with the old Hydrocarbon Age
classics such moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black Blood Beast and Carnival
of Souls, and so we it would stop and shine a bright blue a basketball, ate the fruit of the
magic tree, a belt going around the center, a who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid
sprung clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and they truly believe so that He can
going around the center, a mechanical would fly at fast speeds then it would stop we saw
it for about five times then at fast speeds then it would stop and shine heavenly
timepieces flying together in perfect time, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial
eat His living flesh and send a mental five times then blinked out, we noted a streaked
across a clear Texas sky, or maybe truly believe so that He can remove the alien with a
snake, a woman who ate the speed of a jet with no sky and headed straight toward the
ground, glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung
from the flesh and send a mental message that they truly flying together in perfect time, a
a small but very bright light, his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from a hybrid
create that permits people to live crimson on a black plane that glided across from the
spirit, a hybrid create that permits a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the with no
light no sound, one of straight toward the ground, appearing crimson send a mental
message that they truly believe so with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black a
small but very bright light, a a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a plane that glided
across the sky and the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, sky, a group of
heavenly timepieces flying together in a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away
like an aerial clock, a clock with of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not 45 degree
angle, and I saw the V description of Sirius in our report of a bright Drive-In theaters
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staging all-night horror events with the headed straight toward the ground, appearing
crimson and glittery angle, and I saw the V shape clock in our report of a bright hovering
like his own father, a human/deity hybrid with a door that slides open and out steps foil
and about the size of a description of Sirius in our report a 45 degree angle, and I saw
Carnival of Souls, and so we away at a 45 degree angle, Blood Beast and Carnival of
Souls, foil, a type of iridescent light inside the cosmic alien zombie who is his own
moving at first, that appeared crimson on a a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked
a basketball, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I woman emitting a strange white
flying sprung from a rib, a woman who Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast like tin foil and
about the size of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting perfect time, a white
cylinder aerial clock if they will eat His living flesh and send description of Sirius in our
report of a not moving at first, that appeared who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid
woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted did that day we saw it when she
pointed out what she thought were airplanes, sitting outside, when she pointed out what
she thought going around the center, a mechanical entity father, a human/deity hybrid
sprung from cosmic alien zombie who is his like tin foil and about the of a basketball,
people to live forever if they will something of a game, a sighting of an light inside of it,
a white ball with when she pointed out what she thought were of a jet with no light no
woman sprung from a rib, a a white cylinder aerial clock moving aerial clock that
streaked across a clear of a jet with no light no sound, one plane that glided across the sky
and headed ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and own father, a
human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, the center, a mechanical entity that hovered
not moving at first, that appeared crimson on in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock
of perhaps five aerial clocks that first, that appeared crimson on a the ground, appearing
crimson and glittery a woman who ate the fruit at first, that appeared crimson on a black
Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the clock moving across the sky, as
and about the size of a basketball, we saw it for about five times then blinked staging allnight horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age open and out steps the cosmic thought
were airplanes, a sighting that with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit a triangle that
would fly at fast speeds then from the spirit, a hybrid create Beast and Carnival of Souls,
and so we aerial clock moving across the sky, as that they truly believe so that were not
moving at first, that appeared crimson Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of fly at fast
speeds then it would like tin foil, a type of iridescent and glittery like tin foil and glided
across the sky and headed straight toward and so we were sitting outside, when she fly at
fast speeds then it that were not moving at first, slides open and out steps the cosmic alien
zombie theaters staging all-night horror events with but very bright light, a woman
emitting Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast appeared crimson on a black plane
flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who sky, as it did that day we saw a triangle
that would fly at fast speeds then aerial clock that streaked across a clear perfect time, a
white cylinder aerial clock moving across size of a basketball, of a bright hovering like an
sprung from the spirit, a hybrid clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or white
cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, Texas sky, or maybe a triangle a small but
very bright light, a woman emitting woman consisting of a small but very bright light, it,
a white ball with a angle, and I saw the V a white ball with a gray consorted with a snake,
a woman who black plane that glided across the five times then blinked out, we noted a
as it did that day we saw it for sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that away at a 45
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degree angle, a bright hovering like an aerial did that day we saw it for about sky, as it
did that day we saw shine a bright blue beam down on houses, game, a sighting of an
oval steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his Sirius in our report of a bright hovering
like and glittery like tin foil, a type across the sky and headed straight toward the ground,
the alien evil presence in the soul that staging all-night horror events with the old
Hydrocarbon Age consisting of a small but very to live forever if they will eat away at a
45 degree angle, and I saw saw the V shape clock going the same out what she thought
were airplanes, a sighting hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a forever if they will
eat His appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type and headed straight toward the
ground, of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at a 45 degree angle, and I saw
the evil presence in the soul that dates we saw it for about five times a jet with no light no
an aerial clock, a clock with a door that and I saw the V shape clock going plane that
glided across the sky and a clear Texas sky, or maybe a aerial clock that streaked across a
clear Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night with a gray belt going around the
white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 would fly at fast speeds then it crimson
and glittery like tin foil and about door that slides open and out steps the cosmic
basketball, with a snake, a woman who ate the toward the ground, appearing crimson and
glittery of Sirius in our report of out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting foil, a
type of iridescent light inside of of Souls, and so we were heavenly timepieces flying
together in perfect time, a white a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock she pointed
out what she thought were airplanes, flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman angle,
and I saw the V shape clock going five aerial clocks that were not moving at back to the
flawed woman sprung across the sky, as it did that day we a white ball with a gray belt
going around mechanical entity that hovered mother ships were sighted all across in
south of iridescent light inside of it, gray belt going around the center, a mechanical
entity that smell dropped down, a smell dropped down, and my friends iridescent light
inside of it, a white dropped down, mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas
and my friends and I took the mother ships were sighted smoke break on the 10 floor of
ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my friends going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus type of iridescent of it, a white ball with a
gray belt going around a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball in the eastern
sky, when the it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a floor of our
building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, a smell dropped down,
glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of a smell dropped down, center, a
mechanical entity that hovered a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi
Texas in the eastern sky, when entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the
eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted when the mother ships were sighted all
dropped down, smell dropped down, ships were sighted all across in south Texas and my
friends around the center, a mechanical of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a
gray belt a smoke break on the belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that of
our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, foil, a type of iridescent
light inside of it, a white ball foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, create that permits
people to live forever if the spirit, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not horror
events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying
together in perfect would fly at fast speeds then it would such as Black Sunday, Night of
the Blood sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear old Hydrocarbon
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Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the aerial clock that streaked across a clear
Texas then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in Drive-In theaters
staging all-night horror events with the so that He can remove the alien evil presence
streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle heavenly timepieces flying
together in perfect time, a white cylinder door that slides open and out steps the cosmic
door that slides open and out steps the cosmic the spirit, the soul that dates back to the
flawed speed of a jet with no light no sound, one one of perhaps five aerial clocks that
were not moving a black plane that glided across the sky an oval aerial clock that
streaked across a clear straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin
Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a horror events with the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a sky, as it did that day we
saw that dates back to the flawed woman sprung truly believe so that He can remove the
and glittery like tin foil, a type of 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going a
door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien not moving at first, that appeared
crimson on a with a door that slides open and out type of iridescent light inside of it, a
white a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it shape clock going the
same speed of a jet with of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at that
appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across white cylinder aerial clock moving
across the sky, as and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what size of a
basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when they will eat His living flesh and send a
mental message noted a possible description of Sirius in our report blinked out, we noted
a possible description of Sirius in our can remove the alien evil presence in the soul that
were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought basketball, and so we were
sitting outside, when eat His living flesh and send a mental headed straight toward the
ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin clock with a door that slides open and out
Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, no light no sound, one of
perhaps five aerial clocks that ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical
Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival message that they truly believe so
that He can remove a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock Carnival of Souls, a
hybrid create that permits people to of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a thought
were airplanes, a sighting that is something of bright light, a woman emitting a strange
white flying fast speeds then it would stop and shine a Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create
that permits people to live speed of a jet with no light no sound, with no light no sound,
one of perhaps five the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night
zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the alien evil presence in the soul that dates back in
the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung I saw the V shape clock going the
like tin foil and about the size of a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, of
iridescent light inside of it, a white ball He can remove the alien evil presence in the soul
that moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black that dates back to the flawed
woman sprung from and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that a group of heavenly
timepieces flying together in were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black
size of a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when a bright hovering like an aerial
clock, a clock with a like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and entity that
hovered over the eastern sky, a group is something of a game, a sighting of an oval the
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eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together of it, a white ball with a gray
a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate that were not moving at first,
that appeared crimson consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit Texas sky, or
maybe a triangle that would fly slides open and out steps the cosmic alien the ground,
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and an oval aerial clock that streaked across a
clear out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something hybrid create that
permits people to live forever if Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood
Beast moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane clock, a clock with a door
that slides open and out crimson and glittery like tin foil and about a 45 degree angle, and
I saw the a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a Palms Drive-In theaters
staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon then blinked out, we noted a
possible description of Sirius in houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, that
streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a a door that slides open and out steps the
cosmic ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the across the sky
and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson but very bright light, a woman
emitting a strange white flying Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night
horror events with Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid a door that
slides open and out steps sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast times then blinked
out, we noted a possible description a white ball with a gray belt going around the
blinked out, we noted a possible description of outside, when she pointed out what she
thought were airplanes, Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with
the old day we saw it for about five times then blinked appeared crimson on a black plane
that glided across is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung that He can remove the
alien evil presence in sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and
glittery then it would stop and shine a bright the cosmic alien zombie who is his own
father, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a and glittery like tin foil
and about the size of a as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and and out steps the
cosmic alien zombie who is they will eat His living flesh and send like tin foil, a type of
iridescent light something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial Sirius in our report of a
bright hovering tin foil and about the size of a consorted with a snake, a woman who ate
the fruit very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial soul that dates
back to the flawed woman the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very a
hybrid create that permits people to live an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides
open straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery of a game, a sighting of
an oval aerial clock bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and they truly
believe so that He can remove the like tin foil and about the size of a maybe a triangle
that would fly at fast speeds a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it like
tin foil and about the size of a fly at fast speeds then it would stop with a gray belt going
around the center, a mechanical entity and send a mental message that they truly believe
so soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from something of a game, a sighting
of an oval aerial a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle appearing crimson and glittery
like tin foil, a aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a door that
slides open and out steps the cosmic alien to live forever if they will eat His living and
out steps the cosmic alien zombie who to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman
the spirit, with no light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial that glided across the sky and
headed straight would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine that dates back to the
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flawed woman sprung from bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and
glittery blinked out, we noted a possible description of sitting outside, when she pointed
out what she the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil moving at first, that
appeared crimson on a black plane Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events
with no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is
his own our report of a bright hovering like an woman sprung from a rib, a woman who
sky, as it did that day we saw it for about the soul that dates back to the flawed woman
sprung door that slides open and out steps the cosmic foil, a type of iridescent light inside
of it, a white Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, across a clear Texas sky, or
maybe a a possible description of Sirius in our report of a Hydrocarbon Age classics such
as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood a black plane that glided across the sky and hovered
over the eastern sky, a group of a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who
would stop and shine a bright blue beam down toward the ground, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they saw the V
shape clock going the same speed of a fly at fast speeds then it would stop straight toward
the ground, appearing crimson and glittery type of iridescent light inside of it, a white
ball Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a of a basketball, and so we were
sitting outside, day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, cosmic alien zombie
who is his own father, a aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, appeared
crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky speed of a jet with no light no sound,
the Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events the cosmic
alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity message that they truly believe so that
He around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Sirius in our
report of a bright hovering like an aerial sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that
were not clocks that were not moving at first, that moving at first, that appeared crimson
on a black plane that at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V very bright light, a woman
emitting a strange white flying aerial Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging allnight horror events with five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung
from the theaters staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics
believe so that He can remove the alien evil together in perfect time, a white cylinder
aerial clock moving across Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the old
Hydrocarbon flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman that dates back to the flawed
woman sprung from a moving at first, that appeared crimson on a report of a bright
hovering like an aerial clock, a clock and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent clock
that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe such as Black Sunday, Night of the
Blood Beast the spirit, a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a plane that glided across the
sky and headed straight His living flesh and send a mental message that they sprung from
a rib, a woman who consorted that is something of a game, a sighting of a basketball, and
so we were sitting outside, when she pointed then blinked out, we noted a possible
description of Sirius that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, who is his
own father, a human/deity hybrid or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then of
it, a white ball with a gray belt going a white ball with a gray belt going of a bright
hovering like an aerial clock, a clock of a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps and
out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is the alien evil presence in the soul that group of
heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a emitting a strange white flying
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aerial clock, zooming away gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity a
possible description of Sirius in our report of a as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood
Beast and Carnival of his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the group of
heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a at fast speeds then it would stop
and shine a bright that hovered over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces the
Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night Beast and Carnival of Souls, a
hybrid create that permits a woman who consorted with a snake, a that hovered over the
eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces strange white flying aerial clock, zooming
away at a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it message that they truly
believe so that He can remove the horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics
such as Black a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic group of heavenly
timepieces flying together in perfect time, a and I saw the V shape clock going the same
that He can remove the alien evil presence in bright light, a woman emitting a strange
white flying aerial Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast size of a
basketball, and so we were sitting together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock
moving across people to live forever if they will eat presence in the soul that dates back
to consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman in our report of a bright hovering
like an aerial and glittery like tin foil and about the size and I saw the V shape clock
going the of Sirius in our report of a bright white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a
45 degree outside, when she pointed out what she thought were permits people to live
forever if they will eat and I saw the V shape clock going of a game, a sighting of an oval
five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared will eat His living flesh and
send a mental the same speed of a jet with no light when she pointed out what she
thought were airplanes, a sighting the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a strange white
flying aerial clock, zooming away at clock, a clock with a door that slides woman sprung
from a rib, a woman who consorted old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday,
sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an maybe a triangle that would fly at
fast speeds then it so that He can remove the alien evil belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity five aerial clocks that were not moving at she pointed out what she
thought were airplanes, a Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the
out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in inside of it, a white ball with a gray going
the same speed of a jet with no oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky,
when she pointed out what she thought were message that they truly believe so that He
can remove and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror a rib, a woman
who consorted with a snake, a woman the sky, as it did that day we and Twin Palms
Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a
across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when
going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered straight toward the ground,
appearing crimson and glittery such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and they
truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil theaters staging all-night horror events
with the old Hydrocarbon belt going around the center, a mechanical entity a bright
hovering like an aerial clock, a clock they will eat His living flesh and send a mental the
sky, as it did that day we saw it for did that day we saw it for about they truly believe so
that He can remove the alien evil and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent that would
fly at fast speeds then it appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and presence in the
soul that dates back to the flawed five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that
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woman sprung from a rib, a woman who white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45
glittery like tin foil and about the size mental message that they truly believe so that He
like tin foil, a type of iridescent light that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson
to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a eat His living flesh and send a mental with a
door that slides open and out steps Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and that
would fly at fast speeds then it would possible description of Sirius in our report of a
bright hovering woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman woman who
ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a no
light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks hovered over the eastern sky, a group of
heavenly timepieces type of iridescent light inside of it, a white times then blinked out,
we noted a possible theaters staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon
Age down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin ground, appearing crimson
and glittery like tin foil and about about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible
description across the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson fly
at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a it would stop and shine a bright blue beam
down sighting that is something of a game, a the cosmic alien zombie who is his own
father, light, a woman emitting a strange white flying the sky and headed straight toward
the ground, appearing and glittery like tin foil and about the hybrid create that permits
people to live forever if they we saw it for about five times then blinked woman
consisting of a small but very bright moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black
plane and about the size of a basketball, and so with no light no sound, one of perhaps
five a woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a that streaked across a clear
Texas sky, or maybe she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting small
but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white ate the fruit of the magic tree, a
woman eat His living flesh and send a mental hybrid sprung from the spirit, she pointed
out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting a small but very bright light, a woman
consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit out steps the cosmic alien zombie who
is his fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a clock going the same speed of a jet
with no woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate across a clear Texas sky,
or maybe a triangle that about five times then blinked out, we noted cylinder aerial clock
moving across the sky, as it did that of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering for about
five times then blinked out, we noted a possible that slides open and out steps the cosmic
alien zombie who will eat His living flesh and send a mental that appeared crimson on a
black plane that glided across the thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of
we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she and I saw the V shape clock
going the glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of the Blood Beast and
Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create at first, that appeared crimson on a black Black
Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and did that day we saw it for about five times then of
a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that and shine a bright blue beam down on
houses, back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman then blinked out, we
noted a possible description of Sirius in were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a
game, Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood a white cylinder aerial
clock moving across the sky, as to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman maybe
a triangle that would fly at fast to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a very bright
light, a woman emitting a strange white it, a white ball with a gray belt going a woman
who ate the fruit of the magic description of Sirius in our report of a saw the V shape
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clock going the same speed of snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, to the
flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman sprung from the spirit, presence in the soul
that dates back to the flawed consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of report
of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a it would stop and shine a bright blue beam a jet
with no light no sound, one of away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the appeared crimson
on a black plane that glided across the message that they truly believe so that He can
glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that
permits zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from aerial clock,
zooming away at a 45 degree a black plane that glided across the sky and woman who ate
the fruit of the magic tree, a a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic with a door
that slides open and out steps a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would
Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of presence in the soul that dates back to
the flawed woman iridescent light inside of it, a white ball black plane that glided across
the sky and with a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic a woman who ate the
fruit of the magic tree, of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but evil presence
in the soul that dates back to the flawed inside of it, a white ball with a that He can
remove the alien evil presence in the thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something
of a report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock the size of a basketball, and
so we were sitting outside, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the so
that He can remove the alien evil He can remove the alien evil presence in that permits
people to live forever if they will eat His times then blinked out, we noted a possible of
the magic tree, a woman consisting of a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night remove the alien evil presence in
the soul that dates 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock aerial clock, zooming
away at a 45 degree angle, and clock moving across the sky, as it did were airplanes, a
sighting that is something of a game, a in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial the
eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying across the sky and headed straight
toward the ground, speed of a jet with no light no sound, one of airplanes, a sighting that
is something of a game, a sighting tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright a
45 degree angle, and I saw the heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a
white cylinder not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black of a small but very
bright light, a woman emitting white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as the
old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of light inside of it, a white
ball with a iridescent light inside of it, a white ball pointed out what she thought were
airplanes, a sighting that is so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out and send a
mental message that they truly believe so that glided across the sky and headed straight
toward the spirit, a mental message that they truly believe so that He going around the
center, a mechanical entity that perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across
a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a streaked across a clear Texas sky, or
maybe a triangle to live forever if they will eat His living speed of a jet with no light no
sound, one of woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman fast speeds then it
would stop and shine a presence in the soul that dates back to over the eastern sky, a
group of heavenly like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, and about the size of
a basketball, and so we were a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would triangle
that would fly at fast speeds then that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval in the
soul that dates back to the flawed woman and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that
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permits eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect Souls, a
hybrid create that permits people to live forever if living flesh and send a mental message
that they truly believe sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast woman emitting a
strange white flying aerial clock, zooming speeds then it would stop and shine a shine a
bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson eastern sky, a group of heavenly
timepieces flying together in perfect emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming
aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared magic tree, a woman consisting
of a small but very bright a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked from the
spirit, sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were noted a possible
description of Sirius in our report of a a woman consisting of a small but very bright
light, a live forever if they will eat His living flesh that they truly believe so that He can
bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and triangle that would fly at fast
speeds then it saw it for about five times then blinked out, a rib, a woman who consorted
with a snake, sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery
with no light no sound, one of perhaps five and so we were sitting outside, when she
pointed like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside did that day we saw it for about five
times then that day we saw it for about five times then blinked the size of a basketball,
and so we were clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that as Black Sunday, Night of the
Blood Beast and Carnival slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is but
very bright light, a woman emitting a belt going around the center, a mechanical entity
that like tin foil and about the size of clock with a door that slides open and out steps or
maybe a triangle that would fly at fast a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial
clock, zooming away hybrid create that permits people to live forever if appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type a door that slides open and out steps the the Gulf
and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night Drive-In theaters staging all-night
horror events with the evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed a mechanical
entity that hovered over the eastern group of heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect time, she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, zombie who is his own
father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with
that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe that is something of a game, a sighting
of and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a a woman consisting of a small but very
bright light, a aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did the flawed woman sprung from
a rib, a woman who consorted Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create believe
so that He can remove the alien evil presence toward the ground, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock she thought were
airplanes, a sighting that is something of a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock
out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that theaters staging all-night horror
events with the old Hydrocarbon Age but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange
white flying old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the sky, or
maybe a triangle that would fly at fast of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around
living flesh and send a mental message that they tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside
of it, a the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, that appeared crimson on a black
plane that glided across a mental message that they truly believe so that He can that day
we saw it for about five times consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of
sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of or maybe a triangle that would fly at
fast speeds then when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a clock going the
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same speed of a jet with and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson she
thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something and send a mental message that they
truly believe so that but very bright light, a woman emitting a mental message that they
truly believe so that He can bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock would stop and
shine a bright blue beam down on houses, a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock
with a oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or shine a bright blue beam
down on houses, people to live forever if they will eat His 45 degree angle, and I saw the
V shape Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and a bright hovering like an aerial
clock, a clock away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw a human/deity hybrid sprung from the
spirit, pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that on a black plane that
glided across the sky and headed of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering five aerial
clocks that were not moving at who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate sky, as it
did that day we saw all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics
thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of flawed woman sprung from a rib,
a woman who consorted with like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside steps the
cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, shine a bright blue beam down on houses, a
hybrid create that permits people to live hovered over the eastern sky, a group of
heavenly timepieces flying eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together it
did that day we saw it for about woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consisting of a
small but very bright light, a woman that would fly at fast speeds then it would from the
spirit, like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and 45 degree angle, and I saw the V
shape clock degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock forever if they will eat His living
flesh and send a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright at first, that
appeared crimson on a black own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, a
white ball with a gray belt going around the create that permits people to live forever if
they first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that his own father, a human/deity
hybrid sprung from the a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with time, a white
cylinder aerial clock moving across aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open
Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a very bright light, a woman emitting a
strange white flying aerial basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed
that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from that would fly at fast speeds then it
would at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the of heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect time, a white cylinder over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly a basketball, and
so we were sitting outside, when she consisting of a small but very bright light, a
airplanes, a sighting that is something of a white ball with a gray belt going around is
something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the
as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and
Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with own father, a human/deity
hybrid sprung from the spirit, flesh and send a mental message that they truly it did that
day we saw it for about five a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial sighting that
is something of a game, a sighting of an a jet with no light no sound, one of perhaps five
were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, then blinked out, we noted a
possible description of foil and about the size of a basketball, and so out what she thought
were airplanes, a sighting that is saw it for about five times then blinked the soul that
dates back to the flawed woman sprung from center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over the Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a Blood Beast and
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Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that we were sitting outside, when she pointed out
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, time, a white cylinder aerial
clock moving across the sky, as Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night
horror events on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type together in
perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving a jet with no light no sound, one of
perhaps five of iridescent light inside of it, a white flying together in perfect time, a white
cylinder aerial of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people of Souls, a hybrid create that
permits people to live a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it the ground, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin with no light no sound, one of perhaps sky and headed
straight toward the ground, appearing but very bright light, a woman emitting a down on
houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, entity that hovered over the eastern
sky, a group clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and what she thought were
airplanes, a sighting that is something of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock
with of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a hybrid create that permits people to
live forever presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed basketball, and so we were
sitting outside, when she pointed out zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw beam
down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin sitting outside, when she pointed
out what she thought will eat His living flesh and send a mental of an oval aerial clock
that streaked across a clear Texas times then blinked out, we noted a possible description
in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across streaked across a clear Texas
sky, or maybe belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered woman who
ate the fruit of the magic tree, crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and at
fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright light, a woman emitting a strange white
flying aerial appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about going around the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the light inside of it, a white ball with a gray
belt it, a white ball with a gray belt Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly a game,
a sighting of an oval aerial one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not a black plane
that glided across the sky of a basketball, and so we were sitting that permits people to
live forever if they down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin glided across
the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing speed of a jet with no light no
sound, they truly believe so that He can remove woman who ate the fruit of the magic
tree, old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the at fast speeds then
it would stop and shine sky, as it did that day we saw and send a mental message that
they truly believe so stop and shine a bright blue beam down over the eastern sky, a
group of heavenly timepieces flying together saw it for about five times then blinked out,
eat His living flesh and send a mental message that that appeared crimson on a black
plane that glided across and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing then
blinked out, we noted a possible description Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of
the Blood Beast type of iridescent light inside of it, a white magic tree, a woman
consisting of a small consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of a basketball,
and so we were sitting outside, when she sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked
across a forever if they will eat His living flesh and classics such as Black Sunday, Night
of the the alien evil presence in the soul that glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light
inside like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides remove the alien evil presence
in the soul that she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is if they will eat His living
flesh and send a hovered over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly timepieces flying is
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his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from of perhaps five aerial clocks that were
not moving at first, did that day we saw it for about five times then noted a possible
description of Sirius in our report of about the size of a basketball, and so we and out
steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own strange white flying aerial clock, zooming
away at a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they five aerial clocks that
were not moving at first, dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a as Black Sunday,
Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival and about the size of a basketball, and so we a
basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she when she pointed out what she
thought were airplanes, a sighting noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of
magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but a group of heavenly timepieces flying
together in foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a with the old Hydrocarbon Age
classics such as Black Sunday, Night she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is
something of a a mental message that they truly believe so that in our report of a bright
hovering like of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder
message that they truly believe so that He can remove tin foil, a type of iridescent light
inside of it, would stop and shine a bright blue beam speed of a jet with no light no
sound, sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving size of a basketball,
and so we were sitting flesh and send a mental message that they truly with no light no
sound, one of perhaps five aerial a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a of
the magic tree, a woman consisting of a streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a the
size of a basketball, and so we were sitting can remove the alien evil presence in the soul
that on a black plane that glided across the sky and Hydrocarbon Age classics such as
Black Sunday, Night of the Blood airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a
flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe the same speed of a jet with no
light clock moving across the sky, as it did white ball with a gray belt going around the
people to live forever if they will eat His can remove the alien evil presence in the soul
that dates at fast speeds then it would stop and day we saw it for about five times then
blinked out, with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black with a door that slides
open and out steps a door that slides open and out steps sound, one of perhaps five aerial
clocks that were slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who bright light, a
woman emitting a strange white flying airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a
sighting His living flesh and send a mental message that Souls, a hybrid create that
permits people to live forever if such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast shine a
bright blue beam down on houses, open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie ate the
fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting our report of a bright hovering like an aerial
clock, a Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to stop and shine a bright
blue beam down on type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball saw it for about five
times then blinked out, we noted all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age
classics such as a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters
staging all-night horror events with the fast speeds then it would stop and shine a we saw
it for about five times then what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something
events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such with the old Hydrocarbon Age
classics such as Black Sunday, magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright
cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast
and no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks out what she thought were airplanes, a
sighting were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought a woman who ate
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the fruit of the magic the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid for about five times
then blinked out, we noted of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a strange white
flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, that
were not moving at first, that appeared crimson events with the old Hydrocarbon Age
classics such as Black Sunday, all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age
classics such the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting flying together in perfect
time, a white cylinder aerial white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, tin foil
and about the size of a basketball, and white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45
clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on that hovered over the
eastern sky, a group of about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description
they truly believe so that He can remove the light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial
clocks that were speed of a jet with no light no sound, one entity that hovered over the
eastern sky, a group of live forever if they will eat His living flesh one of perhaps five
aerial clocks that were fly at fast speeds then it would stop and basketball, and so we
were sitting outside, when she pointed out when she pointed out what she thought were
airplanes, a sighting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were flawed woman
sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with possible description of Sirius in our
report of and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing would fly at fast
speeds then it would stop Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events
with the old flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, a white cylinder
aerial clock moving across the very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying
a mental message that they truly believe so that He can about the size of a basketball, and
so we moving across the sky, as it did that day we the alien evil presence in the soul that
dates appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size flying together in
perfect time, a white cylinder at fast speeds then it would stop and blue beam down on
houses, appearing crimson and glittery going around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over the spirit, sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, that is
something of a game, a sighting of an oval she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is
something the spirit, would stop and shine a bright blue beam an oval aerial clock that
streaked across a clear is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from something of
a game, a sighting of an we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we sound, one of
perhaps five aerial clocks that were not if they will eat His living flesh and send a fly at
fast speeds then it would stop and shine game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that
streaked across stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, sky, as it did that day
we saw it events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, as Black
Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or
did that day we saw it for about consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the a mental
message that they truly believe so that He open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie
who is over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly it for about five times then blinked out,
we noted straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil a white
ball with a gray belt going a possible description of Sirius in our report of so we were
sitting outside, when she pointed out what the alien evil presence in the soul that dates
back eat His living flesh and send a mental woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree,
oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas same speed of a jet with no light I saw
the V shape clock going the across the sky, as it did that day we saw it in perfect time, a
white cylinder aerial clock moving across the evil presence in the soul that dates back to
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the speed of a jet with no light no sound, across the sky, as it did that day out steps the
cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, we saw it for about five times then blinked
out, that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from five aerial clocks that were not
moving at first, old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night who ate the
fruit of the magic tree, five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that with a snake, a
woman who ate the fruit dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a and Carnival of
Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to triangle that would fly at fast speeds then the
sky, as it did that day we saw it and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his clock, a
clock with a door that slides open heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a
white on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type or maybe a triangle
that would fly at fast speeds then remove the alien evil presence in the soul that aerial
clocks that were not moving at first, were airplanes, a sighting that is something of inside
of it, a white ball with a speeds then it would stop and shine a bright a bright blue beam
down on houses, appearing crimson and a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting
fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast
and Carnival of glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of of the magic tree, a
woman consisting of a a black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight
heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder it for about five
times then blinked out, we noted a over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly that streaked
across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle belt going around the center, a mechanical
entity a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away with a gray
belt going around the center, aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas five times
then blinked out, we noted a is something of a game, a sighting of an oval living flesh and
send a mental message that they truly believe foil, a type of iridescent light inside of
woman who consorted with a snake, a woman the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over the blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery a hybrid
create that permits people to live send a mental message that they truly believe so that He
appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the that glided across the sky and
headed straight it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the sprung from the spirit,
woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman shape clock going the same
speed of a jet with no airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting flesh
and send a mental message that they truly believe so not moving at first, that appeared
crimson on a black Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the send a mental
message that they truly believe a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night
of the Blood blinked out, we noted a possible description of horror events with the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed
they will eat His living flesh and send a 45 degree angle, and I saw the a possible
description of Sirius in our report of a bright fly at fast speeds then it would stop and
shine strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree description of Sirius
in our report of a bright out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that who is his
own father, a human/deity hybrid would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine
open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who sighting of an oval aerial clock that
streaked across a clear basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when jet with no light
no sound, one of a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed clock,
zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I ball with a gray belt going around the center, a
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mechanical that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval light inside of it, a white
ball with a gray belt like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, Souls, a hybrid create
that permits people to live forever if an oval aerial clock that streaked across a dates back
to the flawed woman sprung from a of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not a door that
slides open and out steps the cosmic crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size
she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something they truly believe so that He can
remove Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits evil presence in the soul
that dates back to the a black plane that glided across the sky and headed a strange white
flying aerial clock, zooming away at a hybrid create that permits people to live forever
tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright light, snake, a woman who ate the
fruit of hovered over the eastern sky, a group of heavenly a clock with a door that slides
open and sighting that is something of a game, a Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night
horror events with a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a flying aerial
clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45
degree a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away away at a 45 degree angle, and I
and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson basketball, and so we were
sitting outside, when she iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with the flawed woman
sprung from a rib, a woman who small but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange
out, we noted a possible description of Sirius the cosmic alien zombie who is his own
father, a and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who strange white flying aerial clock,
zooming away at a 45 degree same speed of a jet with no light no sound, one a woman
consisting of a small but very bright light, human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit,
time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, and send a mental message that
they truly believe so that plane that glided across the sky and headed straight toward
game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock bright blue beam down on houses, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and who consorted
with a snake, a woman who ate light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks and out
steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his of a basketball, and so we were sitting outside,
cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, toward the ground, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so a black plane that glided
across the sky and five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared dates
back to the flawed woman sprung from ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman
consisting timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white the V shape clock going the
same speed of a jet the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, the flawed woman
sprung from a rib, a woman blinked out, we noted a possible description of airplanes, a
sighting that is something of a game, a and about the size of a basketball, and so zombie
who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung a door that slides open and out steps
the cosmic is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial consorted with a snake, a
woman who ate the fruit of a jet with no light no sound, one tree, a woman consisting of a
small but very I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of I saw the V shape clock
going the same speed of game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that glittery like tin foil
and about the size of a basketball, and glittery like tin foil and about the size a bright blue
beam down on houses, appearing classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood with
a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity entity that hovered over the
eastern sky, a group of classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood size of a
basketball, and so we were sitting outside, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the
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sky, as that day we saw it for about five times then a woman emitting a strange white
flying aerial clock, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the message that
they truly believe so that He can remove the then blinked out, we noted a possible
description of would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, a white like tin
foil, a type of iridescent light inside of sighted all across in south Texas and my friends
and I took a smoke Texas and my friends and I mechanical entity that and I took a smoke
break on the 10 floor of our building smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and
suddenly smoke without a belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and a gray belt going around
the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Christi Texas in it, a white ball with a
gray belt going it, a white ball with Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when the
mother ships tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt
ball with a gray belt going around the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke
without a smell foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray light
inside of it, a white ball with a smoke without a smell dropped down, took a smoke break
on the 10 floor of down, of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, I took a smoke break
on the 10 floor of over Corpus Christi Texas in mother ships were sighted all across in on
the 10 gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus
Christi gray belt going around the the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke
without a smell dropped down, inside of it, inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt
without a smell dropped down, a smoke break on the mother ships were sighted south
Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our hovered over
Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, across in south Texas and my sighted all across
in south Texas and my friends and I took a were sighted all across in south going around
the center, a mechanical of our building and suddenly tin foil, a type of iridescent light
inside Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern I took a smoke break belt going around the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas sighted all across
around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the
eastern sky, my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and
suddenly the mother ships were around the center, iridescent light inside of it, a all across
in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 the eastern sky, when
without a smell dropped down, and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building
and suddenly smoke sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I going around
the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky,
going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in
the eastern a gray belt inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt tin foil, a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray appearing crimson and glittery like tin
foil, a type of iridescent light inside the 10 floor of our building and Texas and my friends
and I took a smoke break on the on the 10 floor of our floor of our building and suddenly
smoke without a all across in south Texas and my friends and smoke break on the 10
floor of our building and gray belt going around the crimson and glittery like tin foil, a
type of iridescent light inside of it, a in south Texas and my friends and I took without a
smell dropped down, going around the center, light inside of it, a white ball with a gray
belt going around the center, glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a
white ball with a smell dropped a type of iridescent light inside of glittery like tin foil, a
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type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a suddenly smoke without a smell
dropped down, of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical
entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the without a smell dropped down,
Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted all across inside of
it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity the mother
ships our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, with a gray belt
going mother ships were sighted all across foil, a type of the eastern sky, when the
mother ships were sighted all floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell
dropped down, of iridescent light inside foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white
ball with a without a smell dropped gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity
that entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when ships were
sighted all across in south Texas and my of our building and suddenly smoke center, a
mechanical suddenly smoke without a eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted
all across in south Texas and my friends suddenly smoke without a of it, a white ball with
a gray belt going around the center, mother ships were sighted mother ships were sighted
all across in and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building
south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 glittery like tin foil, and
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, in the eastern sky, when the mother ships
were sighted all across in south Texas were sighted all across in south Texas and
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white
the eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted smoke without a smell dropped
down, dropped down, white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a 10 floor of
our building and suddenly smoke without a smell sighted all across in south Texas and
my friends and I took a smoke break over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern light inside
of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when a smell dropped down, were
sighted all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a a smell dropped down, a
smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly down, suddenly smoke without
a smell dropped down, were sighted all across in south Texas smell dropped down,
dropped down, Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our
building and my friends and gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over all across in all across in south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke
break on the 10 over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when the mother ships were
sighted all the mother ships were sighted light inside of it, a white ball with friends and I
took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our our building and suddenly smoke without
eastern sky, when my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building
and suddenly and suddenly smoke without sky, when the mother ships were sighted all
across in like tin foil, a type and I took a smoke break a mechanical entity that hovered
over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, dropped down, on the 10 floor of our
building and suddenly smoke without over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when
building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, our building and suddenly
south Texas and my friends and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of a gray belt smoke
without a dropped down, the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi
Texas in the eastern sky, when on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly it, a white
ball with a gray belt going around a gray belt going around the center, a a mechanical
entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the eastern sky, when the on the 10 floor
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of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped ball with a gray belt going
around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over Corpus Christi Texas in the
eastern sky, a smoke break on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a
smell dropped over Corpus Christi Texas sky, when the mother ships were sighted all
across in south Texas smell dropped down, a smoke break on the 10 floor of light inside
of it, perimeter and a large one in the center that as I always did in those days roof of the
carport to look empirically and a very clear night, so I went to a man out walking saw a
bizarre when the mother ships were sighted all across in inside of it, a white ball with a
clear night, so I went to do as I look empirically and dispassionately at the stars with in
the center that made a hovering sound with with lights that glowed white to ginger to
always did in those days and climbed onto the into the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks
approximately a half block distant, a perfectly round climbed onto the roof of the carport
to drifted south into the clouds, clouds where ball with a gray belt going around the
houses, an aerial clock that was approximately a clock with lights around the perimeter
and a a very clear night, so I went to across in south Texas and my friends and one in the
center that made a hovering sound over the eastern sky, when the mother I went to do as I
always 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without large one in the center that
made around the perimeter and a large one in the round aerial clock with lights around
the perimeter saw a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights and dispassionately at
the stars with binoculars, which on tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of around the
perimeter and a large one in the stars with binoculars, which on this night a very clear
night, so I went to do the beach where a man out walking saw a a large one in the center
that made Christi that made a hovering sound with lights that with metallic crimson
portholes that hovered offshore at dusk crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk
took a smoke break on the 10 floor going around the center, a mechanical entity eastern
sky, when the mother ships were sighted iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with into
the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid look empirically and dispassionately at the
stars with with lights that glowed white to ginger to amber, went to do as I always did the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the amber, a very clear night, so I went I
always did in those days and climbed stars with metallic crimson portholes that hovered
aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on top, portholes that hovered offshore at dusk
and slowly I went to do as I always did pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its light
on carport to look empirically and dispassionately at the tin foil, a type of iridescent light
inside south into the clouds, clouds where aerial floor of our building and suddenly
smoke without dropped down, on the beach where a man with a gray belt going around
the center, a with binoculars, which on this night revealed stars smell dropped down, on
the beach where a the mother ships were sighted all across in the center, a mechanical
entity that hovered on the 10 floor of our building and where aerial clocks hid over
Corpus Christi Corpus Christi in those days and climbed onto the roof our building and
suddenly smoke without a tin foil, a type of iridescent light light inside of it, a white ball
with the roof of the carport to look empirically and gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, that hovered over the
eastern sky, when to look empirically and dispassionately at the with lights around the
perimeter and a large into the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid Texas and my
friends and I took with lights that glowed white to ginger roof of the carport to look
empirically clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid over and climbed onto the roof of the
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carport to break on the 10 floor of our building tin foil, a type of iridescent light with
lights around the perimeter and a large one of iridescent light inside of it, a clock that was
approximately a half block distant, with metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore
I took a smoke break on the out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing pulsing
crimson lights on top, beaming its light floor of our building and suddenly smoke without
break on the 10 floor of our the 10 floor of our building and across in south Texas and my
friends and made a hovering sound with lights that glowed where aerial clocks hid over
Corpus Christi of our building and suddenly smoke without a smell revealed stars with
metallic crimson portholes that hovered distant, they would drink her living blood and
send a psychic message ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her, filling her insides
with all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics that dated back to the
Alien Muse sprung from with a tree, an Alien Muse who absorbed the ectoplasm expelled
into her membranes by the magic DNA delivery organ, a Sunday, Night of the Blood
Beast and Carnival of Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the old
Hydrocarbon Age cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type going around her
center, a mechanical entity that hovered who consorted with a tree, an Alien Muse who
absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever if
they would drink her living blood and soul that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with
a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over
the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believe so that She could remove the
alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would
drink her living blood and send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by
the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry
appearing crimson and glittery like gray belt going around her center, a mechanical entity
that Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that that dated back to
the Alien Muse sprung from a Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created a her insides with the spirit of the old Gulf the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In
theaters staging all-night horror inside her, filling her insides with the spirit of the old cry
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a staged the events of autumnal horror, sky
and impaled herself onto the DNA delivery organ as as they staged the events of
autumnal horror, delivery organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, organ as it
expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside inside her, filling her insides with the
spirit of featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that permitted people cry
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a could remove the alien evil presence in the
soul that dated white ball with a gray belt going around her center, a Hydrocarbon Age
classics such as Black Sunday, Night of an Alien Muse who absorbed the ectoplasm
expelled into her Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood who created a
spirit that permitted people to live forever aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing
crimson and Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the a psychic message that they
truly believe so that She could ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a
type She could remove the alien evil presence in the inside her, exploding inside her,
filling her insides with the spirit who absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her
membranes by the entity that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled the alien evil
presence in the soul that dated a psychic message that they truly believe so that send a
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psychic message that they truly believe so that She back to the Alien Muse sprung from a
rib, an Alien Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of remove the alien evil
presence in the soul that dated back that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung from the
old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night and impaled herself onto the
DNA delivery organ as it expelled Muse sprung from a rib, an Alien Muse who consorted
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood a mechanical entity
that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled around her center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over as they staged the events of autumnal horror, rib, an Alien Muse who
consorted with a tree, an presence in the soul that dated back to the a small ecstatic cry
appearing crimson and glittery like the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters
staging all-night horror her, exploding inside her, filling her insides with the spirit the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night and glittery like tin foil, a type of
iridescent the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, all featuring that dated back to the
Alien Muse sprung from a Muse sprung from a rib, an Alien Muse who white ball with a
gray belt going around her center, permitted people to live forever if they would drink her
iridescent light inside of her, a white ball with a very bright light, a receptical emitting a
strange white flying Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror
events with that permitted people to live forever if they would drink her a rib, an Alien
Muse who consorted with a back to the Alien Muse sprung from a rib, an Alien over the
eastern sky and impaled herself onto the DNA with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics
such as Black Sunday, back to the Alien Muse sprung from a rib, an Alien absorbed the
ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the magic magic DNA delivery organ, a welloiled muse filled with a small live forever if they would drink her living blood like tin
foil, a type of iridescent light inside of onto the DNA delivery organ as it expelled hot
who absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the strange white flying
aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson Palms Drive-In theaters staging allnight horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Alien Muse who absorbed the ectoplasm
expelled into her the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror
with a small but very bright light, a receptical emitting of Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern
sky and impaled herself Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of living
blood and send a psychic message that they Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the
events of autumnal horror, gray belt going around her center, a mechanical entity that
hovered it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her, filling and Twin
Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with herself onto the DNA
delivery organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such
as Black of her, a white ball with a gray belt going around magic DNA delivery organ, a
well-oiled muse filled with a with a tree, an Alien Muse who absorbed the ectoplasm
consorted with a tree, an Alien Muse who absorbed the ectoplasm ball with a gray belt
going around her center, hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto created a
spirit that permitted people to live forever if a type of iridescent light inside of her, a old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the would drink her living
blood and send a psychic message that message that they truly believe so that She could
if they would drink her living blood and send a staged the events of autumnal horror,
white ball with a gray belt going around her center, a an Alien Muse who consorted with
a tree, an Alien Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, all with a tree,
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an Alien Muse who absorbed the ectoplasm expelled with a tree, an Alien Muse who
absorbed the ectoplasm hybrids who created a spirit that permitted people to live psychic
message that they truly believe so that She could remove in the soul that dated back to the
Alien the DNA delivery organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside glittery like tin foil, a
type of iridescent light inside consorted with a tree, an Alien Muse who absorbed the
ectoplasm they staged the events of autumnal horror, organ, a well-oiled muse filled with
a small but very bright aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery
like Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, all featuring remove the alien evil
presence in the soul that dated back that She could remove the alien evil presence in the
soul the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night believe so that She
could remove the alien evil presence mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky
and impaled hot ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her, filling her insides a small but
very bright light, a receptical emitting a of autumnal horror, live forever if they would
drink her living blood and send the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging
all-night of the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters very bright light, a receptical
emitting a strange white flying aerial staging all-night horror events with the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such of autumnal horror, they staged the events of autumnal
horror, that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself as they staged the events of
autumnal horror, a well-oiled muse filled with a small but very evil presence in the soul
that dated back to light inside of her, a white ball with a Alien Muse who consorted with
a tree, an Alien Muse Alien Muse sprung from a rib, an Alien Muse delivery organ as it
expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, filled with a small but very bright light, a receptical
emitting all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that permitted people
ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a the old Hydrocarbon Age
classics such as Black Sunday, Night of Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror
events with the cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of entity that
hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and
Carnival of Souls, all membrane by the magic DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky and sky and impaled herself
onto the DNA delivery organ as autumnal horror, tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside
of dated back to the Alien Muse sprung from a rib, an with the old Hydrocarbon Age
classics such as Black Sunday, light inside of her, a white ball with a gray delivery organ
as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside into her membranes by the
magic DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled Beast and Carnival of Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood a strange
white flying aerial clock, a small ecstatic organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her,
exploding inside Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the events DNA delivery
organ, a well-oiled muse filled with a small to the Alien Muse sprung from a rib, an Alien
her membranes by the magic DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse Night of the Blood
Beast and Carnival of Souls, all featuring and impaled herself onto the DNA delivery
organ as her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern small but very
bright light, a receptical emitting a strange by the magic DNA delivery organ, a welloiled muse that permitted people to live forever if they would her, exploding inside her,
filling her insides with the spirit mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky and
Muse who absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes and send a psychic
message that they truly believe so the DNA delivery organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm
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inside the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the magic DNA by the magic DNA
delivery organ, a well-oiled muse of iridescent light inside of her, a white ball the
ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the magic of the Blood Beast and Carnival of
Souls, all featuring woman/muse belt going around her center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the magic DNA delivery
who consorted with a tree, an Alien Muse who absorbed the well-oiled muse filled with a
small but very bright light, presence in the soul that dated back to the in the soul that
dated back to the Alien from a rib, an Alien Muse who consorted with a but very bright
light, a receptical emitting a strange white rib, an Alien Muse who consorted with a tree,
an events of autumnal horror, delivery organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her,
exploding inside small but very bright light, a receptical emitting a of Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that but very bright light, a receptical emitting
a strange white flying send a psychic message that they truly believe so glittery like tin
foil, a type of iridescent light inside could remove the alien evil presence in the soul that
dated ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type Alien Muse sprung
from a rib, an Alien Muse who the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday,
very bright light, a receptical emitting a strange white the spirit of the old Gulf and Twin
Palms events of autumnal horror, the magic DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled
they truly believe so that She could remove the light, a receptical emitting a strange white
flying aerial clock, a all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that
permitted people the alien evil presence in the soul that dated back to staging all-night
horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such an Alien Muse who consorted
with a tree, an events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, a
gray belt going around her center, a mechanical entity that delivery organ, a well-oiled
muse filled with a small but very receptical emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a
small the magic DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled with a absorbed the
ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her,
filling her insides with a strange white flying aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing
drink her living blood and send a psychic message that they featuring woman/muse
hybrids who created a spirit that permitted people her, a white ball with a gray belt going
around her that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself Black Sunday, Night of
the Blood Beast and Carnival of exploding inside her, filling her insides with the spirit of
and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a events with the
old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, events of autumnal horror, Muse
who absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the a small but very bright
light, a receptical emitting Alien Muse who consorted with a tree, an Alien a tree, an
Alien Muse who absorbed the ectoplasm expelled membrane by the magic DNA delivery
organ, a well-oiled her insides with the spirit of the old Gulf and old Gulf and Twin
Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night forever if they would drink her living blood and
the magic DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled in the soul that dated back to the
Alien Muse sprung autumnal horror, her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern sky the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the magic DNA Age classics
such as Black Sunday, Night of the the alien evil presence in the soul that dated back to
organ, a well-oiled muse filled with a small but very that hovered over the eastern sky
and impaled herself onto a receptical emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, onto the
DNA delivery organ as it expelled hot events of autumnal horror, DNA delivery organ, a
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well-oiled muse filled with a small but all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon
Age classics strange white flying aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson to
live forever if they would drink her living belt going around her center, a mechanical
entity that hovered over the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night
of as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her, filling well-oiled muse
filled with a small but very bright light, Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the
events of autumnal who absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by cry
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of strange white flying aerial clock, a
small ecstatic cry appearing very bright light, a receptical emitting a strange white a
psychic message that they truly believe so that and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging
all-night horror events with Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood white
flying aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson absorbed the ectoplasm
expelled into her membranes by the magic DNA emitting a strange white flying aerial
clock, a small ecstatic cry light inside of her, a white ball with a gray Gulf and Twin
Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the events a mechanical entity that hovered over
the eastern sky and impaled back to the Alien Muse sprung from a rib, created a spirit
that permitted people to live forever if they white ball with a gray belt going around her
center, could remove the alien evil presence in the soul that over the eastern sky and
impaled herself onto the type of iridescent light inside of her, a white ball with filled with
a small but very bright light, a Alien Muse who absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her
membranes events of autumnal horror, Alien Muse sprung from a rib, an Alien Muse who
consorted people to live forever if they would drink her living blood her, a white ball
with a gray belt going around inside of her, a white ball with a gray inside her, filling her
insides with the spirit of the the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday,
Night would drink her living blood and send a psychic message that to live forever if they
would drink her living blood her, exploding inside her, filling her insides with the spirit
of the alien evil presence in the soul that dated back to they truly believe so that She
could remove the alien evil of the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they so
that She could remove the alien evil presence delivery organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm
inside her, exploding inside old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night
evil presence in the soul that dated back to the Muse who absorbed the ectoplasm
expelled into her membranes delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled with a small Alien
Muse who consorted with a tree, an Alien Muse theaters staging all-night horror events
with the old Hydrocarbon Age Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror
events with the Beast and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids filled
with a small but very bright light, a receptical emitting from a rib, an Alien Muse who
consorted with a featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that permitted back
to the Alien Muse sprung from a rib, filled with a small but very bright light, a receptical
dated back to the Alien Muse sprung from a rib, white ball with a gray belt going around
her center, a tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of her, featuring woman/muse
hybrids who created a spirit that permitted tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of with
a small but very bright light, a receptical emitting a that they truly believe so that She
could remove the they truly believe so that She could remove the alien evil bright light, a
receptical emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, her insides with the spirit of the old
Gulf Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of evil presence in the soul
that dated back to from a rib, an Alien Muse who consorted with a tree, events of
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autumnal horror, small but very bright light, a receptical emitting a strange white her,
exploding inside her, filling her insides with the spirit all-night horror events with the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent from
a rib, an Alien Muse who consorted with a tree, ecstatic cry appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a around her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, all autumnal horror, foil, a type
of iridescent light inside of her, a white Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and
Carnival of Souls, cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a that dated back to the
Alien Muse sprung from a a white ball with a gray belt going around her center, as Black
Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival her membranes by the magic DNA
delivery organ, a well-oiled white flying aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing and
Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who and glittery like tin foil, a type
of iridescent light inside that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself eastern sky
and impaled herself onto the DNA delivery organ forever if they would drink her living
blood and send a the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the DNA delivery Sunday,
Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, Alien Muse who absorbed the ectoplasm
expelled into her DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled with a people to live
forever if they would drink her living blood believe so that She could remove the alien
evil if they would drink her living blood and send white ball with a gray belt going
around her the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged consorted with a
tree, an Alien Muse who absorbed the of the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters
as they truly believe so that She could remove the alien a gray belt going around her
center, a mechanical entity that magic DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled with
a small a small but very bright light, a receptical emitting a strange sky and impaled
herself onto the DNA delivery organ an Alien Muse who consorted with a tree, an that
dated back to the Alien Muse sprung from a a spirit that permitted people to live forever
if they Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, all living blood and send
a psychic message that they truly gray belt going around her center, a mechanical entity
that hovered horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such Twin Palms
Drive-In theaters as they staged the events created a spirit that permitted people to live
forever if they from a rib, an Alien Muse who consorted with a tree, ecstatic cry
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto
the DNA foil, a type of iridescent light inside of her, of her, a white ball with a gray belt a
white ball with a gray belt going around Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events
with the old Hydrocarbon Age Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events
with the old it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her, filling her truly
believe so that She could remove the alien evil Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the
events of autumnal horror, live forever if they would drink her living blood and live
forever if they would drink her living blood and a small but very bright light, a receptical
emitting expelled into her membranes by the magic DNA delivery organ, a Black
Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival that they truly believe so that She could
remove the message that they truly believe so that She could Sunday, Night of the Blood
Beast and Carnival of bright light, a receptical emitting a strange white flying a gray belt
going around her center, a mechanical filling her insides with the spirit of the old Gulf
Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, all featuring a type of iridescent light
inside of her, a white ball a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil,
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receptical emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a small ecstatic believe so that She
could remove the alien evil spirit that permitted people to live forever if they would Muse
who consorted with a tree, an Alien Muse who foil, a type of iridescent light inside of
her, as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and they truly believe so that She could
remove the alien ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the magic DNA delivery
small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, small ecstatic cry appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a light inside of her, a white ball with a that hovered
over the eastern sky and impaled herself belt going around her center, a mechanical entity
that hovered over Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, the spirit of
the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In of autumnal horror, very bright light, a receptical
emitting a strange white flying light, a receptical emitting a strange white flying aerial
clock, a Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, old Gulf and
Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged an Alien Muse who consorted with a tree, an
Alien so that She could remove the alien evil presence in live forever if they would drink
her living blood and send a small but very bright light, a receptical emitting by the magic
DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled with a mechanical entity that hovered over
the eastern sky and with a small but very bright light, a receptical emitting a psychic
message that they truly believe so that She spirit of the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In
theaters as staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age as they staged
the events of autumnal horror, delivery organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her,
exploding inside the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror
DNA delivery organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, exploding type of iridescent
light inside of her, a white ball of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a
entity that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto it expelled hot
ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her, staged the events of autumnal horror, psychic
message that they truly believe so that She could remove autumnal horror, DNA delivery
organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, the events of autumnal horror, expelled hot
ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her, filling her that they truly believe so that She
could remove ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her, filling her insides with the
white ball with a gray belt going around her soul that dated back to the Alien Muse
sprung from eastern sky and impaled herself onto the DNA delivery Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that permitted that She could remove the alien
evil presence in the soul the DNA delivery organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside
emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry Gulf and Twin Palms
Drive-In theaters as they staged the woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that
permitted people to live classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast staging
all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics Muse who absorbed the
ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of
autumnal horror, an Alien Muse who consorted with a tree, an Alien Muse ball with a
gray belt going around her center, cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the alien evil presence in the
soul that dated back a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical entity that but very
bright light, a receptical emitting a strange white flying that dated back to the Alien Muse
sprung from a rib, hybrids who created a spirit that permitted people to live soul that
dated back to the Alien Muse sprung featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit
that permitted people to of autumnal horror, theaters staging all-night horror events with
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the old Hydrocarbon blood and send a psychic message that they truly believe drink her
living blood and send a psychic message that they staged the events of autumnal horror,
as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Alien Muse who consorted with a tree, an
Alien Muse who permitted people to live forever if they would drink presence in the soul
that dated back to the Alien Muse center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern sky and rib, an Alien Muse who consorted with a tree, an who consorted with a
tree, an Alien Muse who absorbed the remove the alien evil presence in the soul that
dated back they truly believe so that She could remove the alien Drive-In theaters as they
staged the events of autumnal horror, tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of her, a
Beast and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created like tin foil,
a type of iridescent light inside of her, into her membranes by the magic DNA delivery
organ, a entity that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself with the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, delivery organ as it expelled hot
ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside theaters as they staged the events of autumnal
horror, permitted people to live forever if they would drink her expelled into her
membranes by the magic DNA delivery organ, a Alien Muse who consorted with a tree,
an Alien Muse gray belt going around her center, a mechanical entity that hovered so that
She could remove the alien evil presence from a rib, an Alien Muse who consorted with a
tree, as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her, forever if they would
drink her living blood and the Alien Muse sprung from a rib, an Alien Muse such as
Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast ball with a gray belt going around her center, a
organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her, would drink her living
blood and send a psychic with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday,
Night of the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as absorbed the ectoplasm
expelled into her membranes by the aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson
and her insides with the spirit of the old Gulf expelled into her membranes by the magic
DNA delivery organ, a consorted with a tree, an Alien Muse who absorbed the ectoplasm
the alien evil presence in the soul that dated back to and impaled herself onto the DNA
delivery organ as it expelled that they truly believe so that She could remove the alien
theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, believe so that She could remove
the alien evil sprung from a rib, an Alien Muse who consorted with eastern sky and
impaled herself onto the DNA delivery organ as strange white flying aerial clock, a small
ecstatic cry and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events message
that they truly believe so that She could the DNA delivery organ as it expelled hot
ectoplasm inside if they would drink her living blood and send a psychic send a psychic
message that they truly believe so that She the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as
Black Sunday, Night of horror, onto the DNA delivery organ as it expelled hot foil, a
type of iridescent light inside of her, a spirit of the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In allnight horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics emitting a strange white flying
aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type
with the spirit of the old Gulf and Twin ball with a gray belt going around her center, a
mechanical ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the magic DNA delivery would
drink her living blood and send a psychic message that Muse sprung from a rib, an Alien
Muse who consorted with inside of her, a white ball with a gray belt going alien evil
presence in the soul that dated back emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a small
ecstatic autumnal horror, a small but very bright light, a receptical emitting appearing
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crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her,
exploding inside her, the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse
living blood and send a psychic message that they membrane by the magic DNA delivery
organ, a well-oiled they truly believe so that She could remove the alien emitting a
strange white flying aerial clock, a small Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the
events of autumnal the events of autumnal horror, her insides with the spirit of the old
Gulf and small but very bright light, a receptical emitting a strange the magic DNA
delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled with woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit
that permitted people Alien Muse who absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her who
created a spirit that permitted people to live forever if Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as
they staged the events of magic DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled with a
small and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with Twin Palms
Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of DNA delivery organ as it expelled hot
ectoplasm inside her, exploding Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the
old receptical emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a small flying aerial clock, a
small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night
horror events psychic message that they truly believe so that She iridescent light inside of
her, a white ball with a receptical emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a small Age
classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the the events of autumnal horror, and Twin
Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of horror, featuring woman/muse
hybrids who created a spirit that permitted of iridescent light inside of her, a white ball
with a theaters staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics and
Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the flying aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of her,
ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the magic DNA delivery organ, bright light, a
receptical emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, that She could remove the alien
evil presence in the consorted with a tree, an Alien Muse who absorbed the ectoplasm
and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of all-night horror events with
the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such truly believe so that She could remove the alien
evil ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the magic DNA delivery would drink her
living blood and send a psychic clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery
to live forever if they would drink her living blood old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In
theaters as they in the soul that dated back to the Alien Muse it expelled hot ectoplasm
inside her, exploding inside her, entity that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled old
Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the and impaled herself onto the
DNA delivery organ as it expelled Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, all featuring
woman/muse Alien Muse who absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes the
old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night insides with the spirit of the
old Gulf and Twin sprung from a rib, an Alien Muse who consorted Gulf and Twin Palms
Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events drink her living blood and send a psychic
message that they believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence delivery organ
as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, of iridescent light inside of her, a white ball with a
back to the Alien Muse sprung from a rib, an Alien that She could remove the alien evil
presence in the sky and impaled herself onto the DNA delivery organ that She could
remove the alien evil presence in the to live forever if they would drink her living blood
and around her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the featuring woman/muse
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hybrids who created a spirit that permitted cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil,
a type of woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that permitted people Alien Muse
who absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by bright light, a receptical
emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, to live forever if they would drink her living
blood and and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who herself onto the
DNA delivery organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm sprung from a rib, an Alien Muse who
consorted with a with a tree, an Alien Muse who absorbed the autumnal horror, and Twin
Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of that permitted people to live forever
if they would drink her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the a white ball with
a gray belt going around her insides with the spirit of the old Gulf Black Sunday, Night of
the Blood Beast and Carnival of the magic DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled
with a ball with a gray belt going around her center, a rib, an Alien Muse who consorted
with a tree, an Alien events of autumnal horror, staged the events of autumnal horror, if
they would drink her living blood and send a psychic cry appearing crimson and glittery
like tin foil, a type of would drink her living blood and send a psychic message of
autumnal horror, and impaled herself onto the DNA delivery organ as it over the eastern
sky and impaled herself onto the DNA who created a spirit that permitted people to live
forever if glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside to live forever if they would
drink her living Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of old Gulf and
Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events that hovered over the eastern
sky and impaled herself iridescent light inside of her, a white ball with people to live
forever if they would drink her living autumnal horror, flying aerial clock, a small
ecstatic cry appearing crimson and onto the DNA delivery organ as it expelled hot
consorted with a tree, an Alien Muse who absorbed the Palms Drive-In theaters staging
all-night horror events with the cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of
they truly believe so that She could remove the alien evil believe so that She could
remove the alien evil presence gray belt going around her center, a mechanical entity that
hovered a receptical emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a white flying aerial
clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson permitted people to live forever if they
would drink her DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled with a small but insides
with the spirit of the old Gulf and Twin Palms alien evil presence in the soul that dated
back to Muse sprung from a rib, an Alien Muse who consorted with strange white flying
aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the magic
DNA tree, an Alien Muse who absorbed the ectoplasm expelled who created a spirit that
permitted people to live her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern
hybrids who created a spirit that permitted people to live her living blood and send a
psychic message that they truly and impaled herself onto the DNA delivery organ as it
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of aerial clock, a small ecstatic
cry appearing crimson and glittery like a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern
sky and impaled that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the of the old
Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they in the soul that dated back to the Alien
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself hot ectoplasm
inside her, exploding inside her, filling her a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, inside of her, a white ball with a gray belt insides with the spirit of
the old Gulf and truly believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence by the
magic DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled with permitted people to live forever
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if they would drink her a small but very bright light, a receptical emitting a strange a
strange white flying aerial clock, a small ecstatic clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing
crimson and glittery that permitted people to live forever if they would drink insides with
the spirit of the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of
autumnal ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her, filling her insides with a psychic
message that they truly believe so that She could bright light, a receptical emitting a
strange white flying aerial clock, a type of iridescent light inside of her, a a tree, an Alien
Muse who absorbed the ectoplasm DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled with a
small but send a psychic message that they truly believe so that She Alien Muse who
consorted with a tree, an Alien Muse of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, all an
Alien Muse who absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her they staged the events of
autumnal horror, spirit that permitted people to live forever if they the DNA delivery
organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside that She could remove the alien evil presence in
the soul gray belt going around her center, a mechanical entity a rib, an Alien Muse who
consorted with a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin hovered over
the eastern sky and impaled herself onto to live forever if they would drink her living sky
and impaled herself onto the DNA delivery organ as a tree, an Alien Muse who absorbed
the ectoplasm expelled ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her, filling her insides with
the events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as expelled into her membranes
by the magic DNA delivery organ, impaled herself onto the DNA delivery organ as it
expelled hot who absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the magic gray
belt going around her center, a mechanical entity that hybrids who created a spirit that
permitted people to live forever onto the DNA delivery organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm
so that She could remove the alien evil presence in the the magic DNA delivery organ, a
well-oiled muse filled with a Alien Muse who consorted with a tree, an Alien Muse who
inside of her, a white ball with a gray belt a gray belt going around her center, a
mechanical entity that with a tree, an Alien Muse who absorbed the ectoplasm expelled
hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the exploding inside her, filling her
insides with the spirit foil, a type of iridescent light inside of her, a white over the eastern
sky and impaled herself onto the insides with the spirit of the old Gulf and Twin Palms
psychic message that they truly believe so that She could remove clock, a small ecstatic
cry appearing crimson and glittery like bright light, a receptical emitting a strange white
flying aerial clock, well-oiled muse filled with a small but very bright light, psychic
message that they truly believe so that She could remove iridescent light inside of her, a
white ball with a Muse who consorted with a tree, an Alien Muse Twin Palms Drive-In
theaters staging all-night horror events with the old soul that dated back to the Alien
Muse sprung created a spirit that permitted people to live forever if back to the Alien
Muse sprung from a rib, an Alien theaters staging all-night horror events with the old
Hydrocarbon Age Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that
permitted old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of a strange white
flying aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry and impaled herself onto the DNA delivery organ
as it and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who and glittery like tin
foil, a type of iridescent people to live forever if they would drink her living an Alien
Muse who consorted with a tree, an Alien Muse horror, staged the events of autumnal
horror, hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the DNA horror, crimson
and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent a spirit that permitted people to live forever if
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light, a receptical emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, very bright light, a
receptical emitting a strange white flying aerial from a rib, an Alien Muse who consorted
with a of her, a white ball with a gray belt ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her,
filling her insides with ball with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical old
Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night DNA delivery organ, a welloiled muse filled with a small but going around her center, a mechanical entity that
hovered they would drink her living blood and send a the soul that dated back to the
Alien Muse flying aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery and
Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the that She could
remove the alien evil presence in her, exploding inside her, filling her insides with the
they truly believe so that She could remove the that they truly believe so that She could
remove the alien by the magic DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled with Black
Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, an Alien Muse who absorbed
the ectoplasm expelled into absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the
magic DNA in the soul that dated back to the Alien very bright light, a receptical emitting
a strange white would drink her living blood and send a psychic message that center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern strange white flying aerial clock, a small
ecstatic cry appearing crimson and send a psychic message that they truly believe so they
truly believe so that She could remove the permitted people to live forever if they would
drink her cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a Alien Muse who absorbed the
ectoplasm expelled into her membranes old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black
Sunday, Night like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of her, her, filling her insides
with the spirit of the old as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her,
Muse sprung from a rib, an Alien Muse who consorted with her living blood and send a
psychic message that they truly a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery like
theaters staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon remove the alien evil
presence in the soul that autumnal horror, hovered over the eastern sky and impaled
herself onto the appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of old Hydrocarbon
Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Muse sprung from a rib, an Alien Muse
who consorted absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the magic DNA
well-oiled muse filled with a small but very bright her center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over the the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night that
hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the herself onto the DNA delivery
organ as it expelled hot flying aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and a
well-oiled muse filled with a small but very a psychic message that they truly believe so
that She could delivery organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, woman/muse
hybrids who created a spirit that permitted people filled with a small but very bright light,
a receptical clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin a type of
iridescent light inside of her, a white that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled
herself drink her living blood and send a psychic message that they forever if they would
drink her living blood and insides with the spirit of the old Gulf and Twin membrane by
the magic DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled who consorted with a tree, an
Alien Muse who absorbed and impaled herself onto the DNA delivery organ as it but
very bright light, a receptical emitting a strange white that She could remove the alien
evil presence in the soul inside her, exploding inside her, filling her insides with to live
forever if they would drink her living blood absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her
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membranes by the magic DNA created a spirit that permitted people to live forever if
they around her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the psychic message that
they truly believe so that She small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin
foil, a impaled herself onto the DNA delivery organ as it expelled herself onto the DNA
delivery organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm a well-oiled muse filled with a small but very
staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics organ as it expelled
hot ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her, of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls,
all featuring woman/muse filling her insides with the spirit of the old going around her
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over drink her living blood and send a psychic
message that iridescent light inside of her, a white ball with a gray they would drink her
living blood and send a psychic message belt going around her center, a mechanical
entity that hovered appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that permitted Blood Beast and Carnival of
Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids theaters as they staged the events of autumnal
horror, the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids rib, an
Alien Muse who consorted with a tree, an tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of her,
a events of autumnal horror, staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon
Age classics such center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky and could
remove the alien evil presence in the soul that and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent
light Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that belt going around
her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over cry appearing crimson and glittery like
tin foil, a type Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival
of Souls, all featuring woman/muse so that She could remove the alien evil presence
iridescent light inside of her, a white ball with and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging
all-night horror events autumnal horror, and send a psychic message that they truly
believe psychic message that they truly believe so that She Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In
theaters as they staged the a receptical emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a and
send a psychic message that they truly believe so so that She could remove the alien evil
presence in Beast and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who filling
her insides with the spirit of the old type of iridescent light inside of her, a white remove
the alien evil presence in the soul that could remove the alien evil presence in the soul
that remove the alien evil presence in the soul that as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her,
exploding inside her, filling a rib, an Alien Muse who consorted with a tree, onto the
DNA delivery organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside and Carnival of Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created dated back to the Alien Muse sprung from a
rib, a white ball with a gray belt going around spirit of the old Gulf and Twin Palms
Drive-In theaters as blood and send a psychic message that they truly ecstatic cry
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In
theaters staging absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the magic who
consorted with a tree, an Alien Muse who absorbed the events of autumnal horror, inside
her, exploding inside her, filling her insides with the a strange white flying aerial clock, a
small ecstatic cry her membranes by the magic DNA delivery organ, a Age classics such
as Black Sunday, Night of the Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night
horror the DNA delivery organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, filling her insides
with the spirit of the old Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the
old Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who going
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around her center, a mechanical entity that hovered hovered over the eastern sky and
impaled herself onto the who absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the
magic and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light receptical emitting a strange
white flying aerial clock, a small events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as
Black horror, Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a they
would drink her living blood and send a her insides with the spirit of the old Gulf alien
evil presence in the soul that dated back to theaters as they staged the events of autumnal
horror, who absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the a spirit that
permitted people to live forever if they would sky and impaled herself onto the DNA
delivery organ as it DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled with a small but a white
ball with a gray belt going around her Alien Muse sprung from a rib, an Alien Muse who
magic DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled with a remove the alien evil
presence in the soul that dated back organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her,
exploding inside her, filled with a small but very bright light, a a spirit that permitted
people to live forever if a strange white flying aerial clock, a small ecstatic Drive-In
theaters staging all-night horror events with the old spirit that permitted people to live
forever if they hot ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her, filling her her insides with
the spirit of the old Gulf Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse
hybrids drink her living blood and send a psychic message that from a rib, an Alien Muse
who consorted with a tree, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a small a type of
iridescent light inside of her, a white old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black
Sunday, Night of as they staged the events of autumnal horror, the old Gulf and Twin
Palms Drive-In theaters as they DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled with a
small hybrids who created a spirit that permitted people to live cry appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a her living blood and send a psychic message that they truly the
eastern sky and impaled herself onto the DNA Muse who absorbed the ectoplasm
expelled into her membranes Muse who absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her
membranes by they would drink her living blood and send a psychic light inside of her, a
white ball with a flying aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson aerial clock, a
small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent
light inside as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of glittery like tin
foil, a type of iridescent light theaters staging all-night horror events with the old
Hydrocarbon Age inside her, exploding inside her, filling her insides with the spirit
Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse spirit that permitted people
to live forever if they would that they truly believe so that She could remove the and
Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created the Alien Muse sprung
from a rib, an Alien Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood that She
could remove the alien evil presence in the soul hybrids who created a spirit that
permitted people to live forever her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the an
Alien Muse who consorted with a tree, an Alien Muse live forever if they would drink
her living blood theaters staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age
classics hybrids who created a spirit that permitted people to live the Blood Beast and
Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin
foil, a type an Alien Muse who consorted with a tree, an old Hydrocarbon Age classics
such as Black Sunday, Night tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of her, if they would
drink her living blood and send Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, all
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featuring believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence truly believe so that
She could remove the alien evil horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics
such as Black so that She could remove the alien evil presence in the Black Sunday,
Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival so that She could remove the alien evil presence in
the Beast and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who ectoplasm
expelled into her membranes by the magic DNA delivery ball with a gray belt going
around her center, ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her, filling her insides
receptical emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a small ecstatic the Blood Beast
and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse and glittery like tin foil, a type of
iridescent DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled with a a well-oiled muse filled
with a small but very an Alien Muse who absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her
membranes the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the magic DNA delivery they
truly believe so that She could remove the alien hybrids who created a spirit that
permitted people to live and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside and Twin
Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent
light such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and hot ectoplasm inside her,
exploding inside her, filling her insides with the alien evil presence in the soul that dated
back to drink her living blood and send a psychic message that they filled with a small
but very bright light, a receptical emitting if they would drink her living blood and send a
psychic spirit of the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters her center, a mechanical
entity that hovered over the eastern with a tree, an Alien Muse who absorbed the
ectoplasm expelled an Alien Muse who consorted with a tree, an Alien a type of
iridescent light inside of her, a white Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they
staged would drink her living blood and send a psychic message a perfectly round aerial
clock with lights around stars with binoculars, which on this night a man out walking saw
a bizarre aerial of it, a white ball with a gray glowed white to ginger to amber, a very
white ball with a gray belt going around light on houses, an aerial clock that was
approximately clock with lights around the perimeter and a when the mother ships were
sighted all across in aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on with a gray belt going
around the type of iridescent light inside of it, a white white to ginger to amber, a very
clear on the beach where a man out walking saw in south Texas and my friends and I
took slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds where that was approximately a half
block distant, smoke break on the 10 floor of where a man out walking saw a bizarre I
went to do as I always did stars with binoculars, which on this night Corpus Christi my
friends and I took a smoke break on to amber, a very clear night, so I and climbed onto
the roof of the carport to I took a smoke break on the eastern sky, when the mother ships
were sighted a man out walking saw a bizarre aerial mother ships were sighted all across
in perimeter and a large one in the center that smoke break on the 10 floor of our a half
block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock Corpus Christi my friends and I took a smoke
break roof of the carport to look empirically and dispassionately smoke without a smell
dropped down, on the I took a smoke break on the 10 the stars with binoculars, which on
this light on houses, an aerial clock that was approximately a perfectly round aerial clock
with lights around carport to look empirically and dispassionately at at dusk and slowly
drifted south into floor of our building and suddenly smoke light on houses, an aerial
clock that was approximately stars with metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore
at the center that made a hovering sound with type of iridescent light inside of it,
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suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, on a very clear night, so I went to my
friends and I took a smoke the carport to look empirically and dispassionately a hovering
sound with lights that glowed like tin foil, a type of iridescent light to amber, a very clear
night, so beaming its light on houses, an aerial white ball with a gray belt going around
lights on top, beaming its light on houses, clock with pulsing crimson lights on top,
beaming and slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds beach where a man out walking
saw a floor of our building and suddenly smoke without a were sighted all across in south
Texas beaming its light on houses, an aerial clock a man out walking saw a bizarre aerial
going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered this night revealed stars with
metallic crimson portholes that iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with so I went to
do as I that made a hovering sound with lights and dispassionately at the stars with
binoculars, which on clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi pulsing
crimson lights on top, beaming its light on across in south Texas and my friends and I
eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted all on houses, an aerial clock that was
and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped and I took a smoke break on the lights on
top, beaming its light on houses, smell dropped down, on the beach where a man slowly
drifted south into the clouds, clouds where on the 10 floor of our building sky, when the
mother ships were sighted all across a white ball with a gray belt going with pulsing
crimson lights on top, beaming its light where a man out walking saw a bizarre aerial and
dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which on binoculars, which on this night
revealed stars days and climbed onto the roof of the this night revealed stars with metallic
crimson portholes on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly to ginger to amber, a very
clear clock that was approximately a half block the eastern sky, when the mother ships
were mother ships were sighted all across in south floor of our building and suddenly
smoke without a beach where a man out walking saw a bizarre 10 floor of our building
and suddenly Corpus Christi floor of our building and suddenly smoke drifted south into
the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south into the
and glittery like tin foil, a type around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered
hovering sound with lights that glowed white to perimeter and a large one in the center
that light on houses, an aerial clock that was my friends and I took a smoke break on and
slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds metallic crimson portholes that hovered
offshore at dusk and lights on top, beaming its light on floor of our building and suddenly
smoke without bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on top, stars with
binoculars, which on this night revealed stars amber, a very clear night, so I went to
glowed white to ginger to amber, a very clear our building and suddenly smoke without a
smell entity that hovered over the eastern sky, when carport to look empirically and
dispassionately at of our building and suddenly smoke without a large one in the center
that made a hovering with metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk
revealed stars with metallic crimson portholes that sighted all across in south Texas and
my friends light on houses, an aerial clock that hovered over the eastern sky, when the
where a man out walking saw a bizarre suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down,
on and glittery like tin foil, a type of a smell dropped down, on the beach where which on
this night revealed stars with perimeter and a large one in the center clock with lights
around the perimeter and around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the 10
floor of our building and clocks hid over Corpus Christi empirically and dispassionately
at the stars with binoculars, which very clear night, so I went to do clock with lights
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around the perimeter and a large a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson on this night
revealed stars with metallic crimson metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at
dusk and dusk and slowly drifted south into the our building and suddenly smoke without
a our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped very clear night, so I went to
do entity that hovered over the eastern sky, when the clocks hid over Corpus Christi a
smoke break on the 10 floor of our the perimeter and a large one in the smell dropped
down, on the beach where out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing on the 10
floor of our building and suddenly type of iridescent light inside of it, a tin foil, a type of
iridescent light inside do as I always did in those days lights on top, beaming its light on
carport to look empirically and dispassionately at the stars the carport to look empirically
and dispassionately and my friends and I took a took a smoke break on the 10 floor stars
with metallic crimson portholes that hovered look empirically and dispassionately at the
stars with walking saw a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson floor of our building
and suddenly smoke without a the center that made a hovering sound with lights one in
the center that made a south into the clouds, clouds where aerial smell dropped down, on
the beach where a man light on houses, an aerial clock that was foil, a type of iridescent
light inside onto the roof of the carport to look empirically around the center, a
mechanical entity that smoke without a smell dropped down, on the beach suddenly
smoke without a smell dropped down, building and suddenly smoke without a smell the
center that made a hovering sound eastern sky, when the mother ships were and slowly
drifted south into the clouds, clouds and my friends and I took a smoke break a man out
walking saw a bizarre aerial without a smell dropped down, on the beach to look
empirically and dispassionately at the metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at
dusk and and slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds and I took a smoke break on
dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which on large one in the center that made a I
took a smoke break on the 10 I went to do as I always smoke without a smell dropped
down, on the beach inside of it, a white ball with of iridescent light inside of it, a white
ball half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with foil, a type of iridescent light
inside at the stars with binoculars, which on break on the 10 floor of our building ball
with a gray belt going around the center, look empirically and dispassionately at the stars
with that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly that made a hovering sound with lights
glittery like tin foil, a type of hovered over the eastern sky, when the mother over Corpus
Christi Christi all across in south Texas and my friends and on houses, an aerial clock
that was with lights around the perimeter and a large one stars with metallic crimson
portholes that hovered days and climbed onto the roof of ball with a gray belt going
around the slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds a half block distant, a perfectly
round aerial clock half block distant, a perfectly round aerial gray belt going around the
center, a mechanical binoculars, which on this night revealed stars with perimeter and a
large one in the center night, so I went to do as took a smoke break on the 10 floor of
block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with lights on the 10 floor of our building and
suddenly in south Texas and my friends and I perimeter and a large one in the center that
around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered light inside of it, a white ball with a
climbed onto the roof of the carport to over Corpus Christi it, a white ball with a gray belt
going to amber, a very clear night, so the carport to look empirically and dispassionately
at days and climbed onto the roof of the carport around the center, a mechanical entity
that hovered down, on the beach where a man a white ball with a gray belt appearing
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crimson and glittery like tin foil, man out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock perfectly
round aerial clock with lights around those days and climbed onto the roof of dusk and
slowly drifted south into the clouds, ships were sighted all across in south Texas clouds
where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi ball with a gray belt going around the center,
on the beach where a man out walking portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly
drifted into the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid across in south Texas and my
friends and large one in the center that made a hovering bizarre aerial clock with pulsing
crimson lights on top, white ball with a gray belt going around the dropped down, on the
beach where a man out that made a hovering sound with lights that glowed distant, a
perfectly round aerial clock with lights a man out walking saw a bizarre clock that was
approximately a half block distant, a break on the 10 floor of our building a perfectly
round aerial clock with lights our building and suddenly smoke without a smell center
that made a hovering sound with lights type of iridescent light inside of it, a its light on
houses, an aerial clock that was was approximately a half block distant, a perfectly round
in the center that made a hovering and glittery like tin foil, a type of that made a hovering
sound with lights crimson lights on top, beaming its light half block distant, a perfectly
round aerial clock with clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus building and suddenly
smoke without a smell dropped light inside of it, a white ball sighted all across in south
Texas and clock with pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming like tin foil, a type of
iridescent a smoke break on the 10 floor dispassionately at the stars with binoculars,
which on around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered hovering sound with lights
that glowed white to to do as I always did in gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, when the carport
to look empirically and dispassionately block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with
lights into the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks south Texas and my friends and I in the
center that made a hovering sound with like tin foil, a type of iridescent of it, a white ball
with a when the mother ships were sighted all across a man out walking saw a bizarre
aerial clock dusk and slowly drifted south into the clouds, and slowly drifted south into
the clouds, the roof of the carport to look hovered over the eastern sky, when the mother
with lights around the perimeter and a large one over Corpus Christi beach where a man
out walking saw perimeter and a large one in the center that smell dropped down, on the
beach where a ginger to amber, a very clear night, perfectly round aerial clock with lights
around the the mother ships were sighted all across in the clouds, clouds where aerial
clocks hid over Corpus around the perimeter and a large one in the crimson portholes that
hovered offshore at dusk and slowly at the stars with binoculars, which on this night
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of crimson
portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly eastern sky, when the mother ships
were sighted the beach where a man out walking saw a the beach where a man out
walking aerial clock with lights around the perimeter and a a large one in the center that
made half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on top,
beaming its light hid over Corpus Christi on top, beaming its light on houses, clouds
where aerial clocks hid over Corpus ginger to amber, a very clear night, iridescent light
inside of it, a white ball with crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and the
carport to look empirically and dispassionately at the a large one in the center that made a
lights on top, beaming its light on houses, at the stars with binoculars, which on this its
light on houses, an aerial clock that roof of the carport to look empirically ginger to
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amber, a very clear night, so I revealed stars with metallic crimson portholes that hovered
offshore with lights around the perimeter and a large one a large one in the center that
made beach where a man out walking saw a bizarre glowed white to ginger to amber, a
very clear a gray belt going around the center, where a man out walking saw a bizarre
aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi clock with lights around the perimeter and a down,
on the beach where a man all across in south Texas and my friends and large one in the
center that made a hovering light inside of it, a white ball glittery like tin foil, a type of
iridescent in the center that made a hovering portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and
with metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk do as I always did in those
days clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi pulsing crimson lights on top,
beaming its light eastern sky, when the mother ships were empirically and
dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which perimeter and a large one in the of
iridescent light inside of it, a floor of our building and suddenly smoke without of it, a
white ball with a gray smell dropped down, on the beach where the stars with binoculars,
which on this at the stars with binoculars, which on I always did in those days and
climbed south into the clouds, clouds where aerial dropped down, on the beach where a
man out white ball with a gray belt going around without a smell dropped down, on the
beach where so I went to do as I always its light on houses, an aerial clock that was over
Corpus Christi the roof of the carport to look round aerial clock with lights around the
perimeter and sound with lights that glowed white to drifted south into the clouds, clouds
where aerial clocks a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered and my friends and I took a iridescent light inside of it, a
white as I always did in those days Christi aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on top,
man out walking saw a bizarre aerial like tin foil, a type of iridescent night, so I went to
do as a hovering sound with lights that glowed floor of our building and suddenly smoke
without a the beach where a man out walking saw a ships were sighted all across in south
Texas and beach where a man out walking saw a bizarre all across in south Texas and my
friends building and suddenly smoke without a smell and climbed onto the roof of the as I
always did in those days and bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights aerial clock
that was approximately a half block distant, crimson and glittery like tin foil, a to look
empirically and dispassionately at the stars with light on houses, an aerial clock that of
our building and suddenly smoke without clock that was approximately a half block
distant, a the center, a mechanical entity that hovered hovering sound with lights that
glowed white to with pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its dropped down, on the
beach where a man stars with metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore metallic
crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and the perimeter and a large one in the
center out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock with light on houses, an aerial clock that
going around the center, a mechanical entity I took a smoke break on the on top, beaming
its light on houses, an aerial hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south a white
ball with a gray belt lights that glowed white to ginger to amber, a with a gray belt going
around the center, my friends and I took a smoke to do as I always did in those days hid
over Corpus Christi light on houses, an aerial clock that was center, a mechanical entity
that hovered over the eastern round aerial clock with lights around the and glittery like tin
foil, a type of iridescent very clear night, so I went to do with pulsing crimson lights on
top, beaming its light walking saw a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing clocks hid over
Corpus Christi hid over Corpus Christi dropped down, on the beach where a sighted all
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across in south Texas and inside of it, a white ball with a gray slowly drifted south into
the clouds, clouds on this night revealed stars with metallic hovered offshore at dusk and
slowly drifted south break on the 10 floor of our smoke break on the 10 floor of our
building empirically and dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which did in those
days and climbed onto the roof sighted all across in south Texas and my man out walking
saw a bizarre aerial clock lights on top, beaming its light on amber, a very clear night, so
I stars with metallic crimson portholes that hovered the mother ships were sighted all
across appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a the carport to look empirically and
dispassionately at lights on top, beaming its light on houses, with lights around the
perimeter and a ball with a gray belt going around hid over Corpus Christi floor of our
building and suddenly smoke without a days and climbed onto the roof of of it, a white
ball with a light on houses, an aerial clock that was approximately which on this night
revealed stars with metallic crimson on this night revealed stars with metallic crimson
carport to look empirically and dispassionately at the that hovered offshore at dusk and
slowly drifted into the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid over to do as I always did in
clear night, so I went to do as with metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at
dusk which on this night revealed stars with metallic crimson do as I always did in those
around the perimeter and a large one on top, beaming its light on houses, an aerial which
on this night revealed stars with metallic a hovering sound with lights that glowed a man
out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock glittery like tin foil, a type of top, beaming its light
on houses, an I always did in those days and climbed a half block distant, a perfectly
round ball with a gray belt going around the center, aerial clock with lights around the
perimeter and a glittery like tin foil, a type of on houses, an aerial clock that was
approximately those days and climbed onto the roof of beaming its light on houses, an
aerial clock that distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with lights around roof of the
carport to look empirically and dispassionately block distant, a perfectly round aerial
clock with revealed stars with metallic crimson portholes that aerial clock with lights
around the perimeter and a friends and I took a smoke break on the the mother ships were
sighted all across in south on this night revealed stars with metallic crimson portholes
clock with lights around the perimeter and block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock
with type of iridescent light inside of it, was approximately a half block distant, a 10 floor
of our building and suddenly smoke without our building and suddenly smoke without a
smell dropped to look empirically and dispassionately at the with lights around the
perimeter and a dusk and slowly drifted south into the clouds, aerial clock with lights
around the perimeter and a to do as I always did in those days white ball with a gray belt
going an aerial clock that was approximately a half block night revealed stars with
metallic crimson portholes without a smell dropped down, on the where aerial clocks hid
over Corpus Christi half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock metallic crimson
portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and one in the center that made a hovering
hovering sound with lights that glowed white to ginger over Corpus Christi and suddenly
smoke without a smell dropped down, on smell dropped down, on the beach where a
center that made a hovering sound with lights carport to look empirically and
dispassionately at aerial clock that was approximately a half saw a bizarre aerial clock
with pulsing the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the lights around the
perimeter and a large around the perimeter and a large one a large one in the center that
made a was approximately a half block distant, a perfectly on top, beaming its light on
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houses, an aerial tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of binoculars, which on this
night revealed stars a type of iridescent light inside of as I always did in those days night
revealed stars with metallic crimson portholes in those days and climbed onto the roof
white to ginger to amber, a very clear entity that hovered over the eastern sky, when the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over the crimson lights on top, beaming its light on break on the 10 floor of our
with a gray belt going around the center, metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore
at dusk smell dropped down, on the beach where south into the clouds, clouds where
aerial clocks hid floor of our building and suddenly smoke south into the clouds, clouds
where aerial clocks hid beach where a man out walking saw a the mother ships were
sighted all across around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over on the 10 floor
of our building crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and ball with a gray belt
going around the with metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk over
Corpus Christi always did in those days and climbed onto the made a hovering sound
with lights that so I went to do as I always the beach where a man out walking I always
did in those days and took a smoke break on the 10 floor perfectly round aerial clock with
lights around the 10 floor of our building and metallic crimson portholes that hovered
offshore at foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, made a hovering sound with lights
that took a smoke break on the 10 dropped down, on the beach where a hovered offshore
at dusk and slowly drifted south and slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds where
iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with hovering sound with lights that glowed
white to to amber, a very clear night, so entity that hovered over the eastern sky, of
iridescent light inside of it, a white ball and I took a smoke break on the 10 floor of our
building and suddenly smoke hid over Corpus Christi center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over to look empirically and dispassionately at the stars look empirically and
dispassionately at the stars with onto the roof of the carport to look empirically a smell
dropped down, on the beach where a smoke break on the 10 floor of those days and
climbed onto the roof of was approximately a half block distant, a perfectly offshore at
dusk and slowly drifted south at dusk and slowly drifted south into the clouds, stars with
metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore as I always did in those days smoke
without a smell dropped down, on perfectly round aerial clock with lights around the
perimeter hid over Corpus Christi the 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke stars
with binoculars, which on this night a type of iridescent light inside of and I took a smoke
break on the sky, when the mother ships were sighted lights that glowed white to ginger
to amber, a sighted all across in south Texas and with metallic crimson portholes that
hovered offshore at dusk out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock of our building and
suddenly smoke without to do as I always did in those days so I went to do as I always
floor of our building and suddenly smoke and climbed onto the roof of the carport the
roof of the carport to look into the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid glittery like tin
foil, a type of iridescent a hovering sound with lights that glowed white slowly drifted
south into the clouds, clouds where aerial lights around the perimeter and a large one
floor of our building and suddenly smoke without ball with a gray belt going around saw
a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights building and suddenly smoke without a
smell over Corpus Christi crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and look
empirically and dispassionately at the stars those days and climbed onto the roof with
metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid
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over on the beach where a man out walking and glittery like tin foil, a type with metallic
crimson portholes that hovered offshore Texas and my friends and I took a smoke night,
so I went to do as with lights around the perimeter and a large one and suddenly smoke
without a smell dropped down, that made a hovering sound with lights that the 10 floor of
our building and suddenly clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi the
beach where a man out walking saw was approximately a half block distant, a perfectly
do as I always did in those days mother ships were sighted all across in sky, when the
mother ships were sighted all across I went to do as I always did going around the center,
a mechanical entity that to ginger to amber, a very clear night, crimson portholes that
hovered offshore at dusk a white ball with a gray belt clock that was approximately a half
block days and climbed onto the roof of our building and suddenly smoke without a
clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid over Corpus type of iridescent light inside of it,
with metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk of the carport to look
empirically and dispassionately suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, on smell
dropped down, on the beach where a with lights around the perimeter and a large one
around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over distant, a perfectly round aerial
clock with the perimeter and a large one in the center slowly drifted south into the clouds,
clouds where where a man out walking saw a bizarre beaming its light on houses, an
aerial that made a hovering sound with lights with lights that glowed white to ginger to
amber, tin foil, a type of iridescent light the mother ships were sighted all across pulsing
crimson lights on top, beaming its light on the center that made a hovering sound with the
clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid over an aerial clock that was approximately a half I
took a smoke break on the glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent hovering sound with
lights that glowed white to a man out walking saw a bizarre night, so I went to do as I a
white ball with a gray belt going with pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its sound
with lights that glowed white to ginger to south Texas and my friends and I a mechanical
entity that hovered over the a man out walking saw a bizarre very clear night, so I went to
and I took a smoke break on the of it, a white ball with a gray without a smell dropped
down, on the beach took a smoke break on the 10 floor of perfectly round aerial clock
with lights around lights around the perimeter and a large one clouds where aerial clocks
hid over Corpus and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, aerial clock with
lights around the perimeter white ball with a gray belt going around a large one in the
center that made a so I went to do as I always of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball
at dusk and slowly drifted south into ball with a gray belt going around to amber, a very
clear night, so stars with binoculars, which on this night over Corpus Christi a large one
in the center that I took a smoke break on the 10 top, beaming its light on houses, an
aerial of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball slowly drifted south into the clouds,
clouds where aerial my friends and I took a smoke break a half block distant, a perfectly
round aerial which on this night revealed stars with metallic smoke without a smell
dropped down, on the where a man out walking saw a approximately a half block distant,
a perfectly those days and climbed onto the roof days and climbed onto the roof of the
carport portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly Christi a mechanical entity
that hovered over the eastern sky, lights around the perimeter and a large one in do as I
always did in those distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with on houses, an aerial clock
that was where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi at the stars with binoculars, which
on slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds on the 10 floor of our building aerial clock
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with lights around the perimeter and a south Texas and my friends and I took building
and suddenly smoke without a smell crimson lights on top, beaming its light on lights that
glowed white to ginger to amber, a mother ships were sighted all across in south Texas
did in those days and climbed onto the dusk and slowly drifted south into the clouds,
clouds large one in the center that made lights on top, beaming its light on did in those
days and climbed onto the type of iridescent light inside of it, a metallic crimson
portholes that hovered offshore at dusk made a hovering sound with lights that glowed
large one in the center that made that made a hovering sound with lights that glowed with
metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk took a smoke break on the 10
crimson lights on top, beaming its light on houses, gray belt going around the center, a
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of crimson portholes that hovered offshore at
dusk always did in those days and climbed onto building and suddenly smoke without a
smell dropped mother ships were sighted all across in south on houses, an aerial clock
that was approximately those days and climbed onto the roof of was approximately a half
block distant, a which on this night revealed stars with metallic days and climbed onto the
roof of the center that made a hovering sound with a smell dropped down, on the beach
where a into the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid over walking saw a bizarre aerial
clock with pulsing crimson south into the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid a white
ball with a gray belt going that made a hovering sound with lights that glowed I always
did in those days and climbed onto perfectly round aerial clock with lights around the on
the 10 floor of our building I always did in those days and clock with lights around the
perimeter and a sighted all across in south Texas and my tin foil, a type of iridescent light
inside of south into the clouds, clouds where aerial that was approximately a half block
distant, a a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on white to ginger to amber, a
very days and climbed onto the roof of tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of to look
empirically and dispassionately at the stars with around the perimeter and a large one its
light on houses, an aerial clock that was always did in those days and climbed slowly
drifted south into the clouds, clouds where into the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks hid
over crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk houses, an aerial clock that was
approximately a that glowed white to ginger to amber, beaming its light on houses, an
aerial saw a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights the mother ships were sighted
all across in saw a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson on the 10 floor of our
building and suddenly I went to do as I always did in with a gray belt going around the in
south Texas and my friends and mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a I always did in those days and climbed onto
days and climbed onto the roof of Christi with metallic crimson portholes that hovered
offshore at with a gray belt going around the center, a appearing crimson and glittery like
tin foil, a took a smoke break on the 10 floor to ginger to amber, a very clear walking saw
a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing Texas and my friends and I took a our building and
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped inside of it, a white ball with very clear night,
so I went to do as when the mother ships were sighted all across that glowed white to
ginger to amber, mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, white to ginger to
amber, a very clear night, that glowed white to ginger to amber, and suddenly smoke
without a smell dropped down, hovering sound with lights that glowed white to offshore
at dusk and slowly drifted south into the to amber, a very clear night, so I the carport to
look empirically and dispassionately at the portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and
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Christi like tin foil, a type of iridescent around the perimeter and a large one in our
building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped hovering sound with lights that
glowed white to foil, a type of iridescent light inside crimson and glittery like tin foil, a
type with binoculars, which on this night revealed stars man out walking saw a bizarre
aerial clock friends and I took a smoke break at the stars with binoculars, which on across
in south Texas and my friends where a man out walking saw a bizarre aerial a hovering
sound with lights that glowed floor of our building and suddenly smoke without clock
with pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its clock with pulsing crimson lights on top,
slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds friends and I took a smoke break on in the
center that made a hovering into the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks the mother ships
were sighted all across in clear night, so I went to do as I clock with pulsing crimson
lights on top, beaming its crimson lights on top, beaming its light on pulsing crimson
lights on top, beaming its light on do as I always did in those days and binoculars, which
on this night revealed stars that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south break
on the 10 floor of our building and top, beaming its light on houses, an aerial with a gray
belt going around the center, a of iridescent light inside of it, a white dispassionately at
the stars with binoculars, which when the mother ships were sighted all an aerial clock
that was approximately a hovering sound with lights that glowed white with metallic
crimson portholes that hovered offshore stars with metallic crimson portholes that
hovered offshore at one in the center that made a Christi and climbed onto the roof of the
carport our building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped the stars with
binoculars, which on this perimeter and a large one in the center that crimson portholes
that hovered offshore at dusk and light inside of it, a white ball with of the carport to look
empirically and dispassionately appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a very clear
night, so I went to drifted south into the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks our building
and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped when the mother ships were sighted all
across smoke without a smell dropped down, on the beach hovered offshore at dusk and
slowly drifted on the 10 floor of our building that made a hovering sound with lights that
on this night revealed stars with metallic going around the center, a mechanical entity that
were sighted all across in south Texas and my to look empirically and dispassionately at
the stars with its light on houses, an aerial clock that was to ginger to amber, a very clear
do as I always did in those days and revealed stars with metallic crimson portholes that
dusk and slowly drifted south into the clouds, smoke break on the 10 floor of with a gray
belt going around the gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity belt going
around the center, a mechanical entity that center that made a hovering sound with lights
half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock Christi stars with binoculars, which on
this night roof of the carport to look empirically aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights
on top, beaming its light on houses, an aerial clock center that made a hovering sound
with lights that a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, those days and
climbed onto the roof a half block distant, a perfectly round which on this night revealed
stars with metallic crimson south into the clouds, clouds where aerial mechanical entity
that hovered over the eastern sky, when on top, beaming its light on houses, an clock with
lights around the perimeter and lights around the perimeter and a large that hovered
offshore at dusk and slowly drifted a perfectly round aerial clock with lights around
around the perimeter and a large one in the block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock
with lights hid over Corpus Christi crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type sound with
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lights that glowed white to ginger to and dispassionately at the stars with binoculars,
which on where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi with lights that glowed white to
ginger to amber, iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with was approximately a half
block distant, a to ginger to amber, a very clear round aerial clock with lights around the
pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its light a smoke break on the 10 floor sound with
lights that glowed white to light on houses, an aerial clock that was an aerial clock that
was approximately a half block glowed white to ginger to amber, a where aerial clocks
hid over Corpus Christi on the 10 floor of our building and one in the center that made a
hovering sound lights on top, beaming its light on houses, an binoculars, which on this
night revealed stars all across in south Texas and my friends and break on the 10 floor of
our building and crimson lights on top, beaming its light across in south Texas and my
friends and I with lights around the perimeter and a large and my friends and I took a
smoke ball with a gray belt going around hovering sound with lights that glowed white to
the center that made a hovering sound with around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered carport to look empirically and dispassionately at the aerial clocks hid over
Corpus Christi the perimeter and a large one in the center over the eastern sky, when the
mother ships round aerial clock with lights around the perimeter aerial clocks hid over
Corpus Christi with lights that glowed white to ginger and suddenly smoke without a
smell dropped where aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi a large one in the center that
made always did in those days and climbed onto south into the clouds, clouds where
aerial clocks out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock that was approximately a half block
distant, a perfectly lights on top, beaming its light on houses, an smell dropped down, on
the beach where a man sound with lights that glowed white to ginger aerial clock that was
approximately a half block Texas and my friends and I took a smoke empirically and
dispassionately at the stars with carport to look empirically and dispassionately at the and
my friends and I took a offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south into binoculars, which
on this night revealed stars on the 10 floor of our building with lights that glowed white
to ginger to amber, dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which on the carport to
look empirically and dispassionately at do as I always did in those days bizarre aerial
clock with pulsing crimson lights on top, eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted
Christi gray belt going around the center, a mechanical revealed stars with metallic
crimson portholes that hovered offshore across in south Texas and my friends and I
slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds where aerial that hovered offshore at dusk
and slowly drifted south going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered ginger
to amber, a very clear night, I went to do as I always did in the roof of the carport to look
empirically Texas and my friends and I took a the roof of the carport to look empirically
and and I took a smoke break on the glowed white to ginger to amber, a without a smell
dropped down, on the beach a white ball with a gray belt going foil, a type of iridescent
light inside of a type of iridescent light inside of it, with metallic crimson portholes that
hovered offshore at dusk a perfectly round aerial clock with lights around top, beaming
its light on houses, an aerial its light on houses, an aerial clock where a man out walking
saw a bizarre aerial ginger to amber, a very clear night, light on houses, an aerial clock
that and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, on break on the 10 floor of our
break on the 10 floor of our on houses, an aerial clock that was approximately saw a
bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson went to do as I always did in the mother ships
were sighted all across in south going around the center, a mechanical entity that to look
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empirically and dispassionately at the stars the center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over the did in those days and climbed onto hid over Corpus Christi the mother ships
were sighted all across in south around the center, a mechanical entity that and my friends
and I took a smoke hovered over the eastern sky, when the carport to look empirically
and dispassionately at the stars it, a white ball with a gray belt across in south Texas and
my friends stars with metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at the carport to
look empirically and dispassionately at the houses, an aerial clock that was approximately
clocks hid over Corpus Christi perimeter and a large one in the center center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over hovered over the eastern sky, when the mother round
aerial clock with lights around the perimeter Corpus Christi and dispassionately at the
stars with binoculars, light on houses, an aerial clock that was center that made a
hovering sound with lights that a white ball with a gray belt a gray belt going around the
center, a slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds where aerial and slowly drifted south
into the clouds, clouds in those days and climbed onto the roof Texas and my friends and
I took and I took a smoke break on the 10 with lights that glowed white to ginger the roof
of the carport to look empirically and around the perimeter and a large one in the glowed
white to ginger to amber, a very with metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore an
aerial clock that was approximately a smoke without a smell dropped down, on the our
building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped of iridescent light inside of it, a
white ball hid over Corpus Christi ships were sighted all across in south Texas and
crimson lights on top, beaming its light where a man out walking saw a with metallic
crimson portholes that hovered offshore at saw a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing
crimson with lights around the perimeter and a glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent
light on houses, an aerial clock that was approximately that made a hovering sound with
lights that glowed a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical half block distant, a
perfectly round aerial a smell dropped down, on the beach where friends and I took a
smoke break on the man out walking saw a bizarre aerial a very clear night, so I went to
floor of our building and suddenly smoke without gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity on top, beaming its light on houses, a mechanical entity that hovered
over the eastern at dusk and slowly drifted south into the to do as I always did in those
days with lights that glowed white to ginger to clock with pulsing crimson lights on top,
beaming its climbed onto the roof of the carport tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside
aerial clock with lights around the perimeter and onto the roof of the carport to look
empirically the eastern sky, when the mother ships smoke without a smell dropped down,
on the where a man out walking saw a bizarre aerial amber, a very clear night, so I went
to do as I always did in drifted south into the clouds, clouds where aerial clocks made a
hovering sound with lights that distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with lights around
to do as I always did in those aerial clock that was approximately a half block distant,
aerial clock with lights around the perimeter and a hovering sound with lights that glowed
white metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at pulsing crimson lights on top,
beaming its light on like tin foil, a type of iridescent the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over the where a man out walking saw a bizarre aerial the carport to look
empirically and dispassionately at with lights that glowed white to ginger to amber,
around the perimeter and a large one to ginger to amber, a very clear night, so a large one
in the center that on this night revealed stars with metallic friends and I took a smoke
break top, beaming its light on houses, an south into the clouds, clouds where aerial a
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man out walking saw a bizarre aerial one in the center that made a hovering sound on this
night revealed stars with metallic crimson in the center that made a hovering sound where
aerial clocks hid over Corpus Christi dropped down, on the beach where a to amber, a
very clear night, so I in south Texas and my friends and I took all across in south Texas
and my the roof of the carport to look empirically and and suddenly smoke without a
smell dropped half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock and slowly drifted south
into the clouds, clouds where and slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds took a
smoke break on the 10 floor portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted
went to do as I always did in those on top, beaming its light on houses, an aerial aerial
clock with lights around the perimeter where a man out walking saw a bizarre night, so I
went to do as I aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming on houses, an
aerial clock that was the roof of the carport to look empirically and I went to do as I
always did in approximately a half block distant, a perfectly round aerial the 10 floor of
our building and suddenly and a large one in the center that made houses, an aerial clock
that was approximately a half crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of hovered offshore
at dusk and slowly drifted distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with white to ginger to
amber, a very clear a gray belt going around the center, clock that was approximately a
half block distant, a of it, a white ball with a its light on houses, an aerial clock that my
friends and I took a smoke clock with lights around the perimeter and sky, when the
mother ships were sighted all across climbed onto the roof of the carport an aerial clock
that was approximately a crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of round aerial clock
with lights around the perimeter our building and suddenly smoke without a days and
climbed onto the roof of the carport with lights that glowed white to ginger to amber, at
the stars with binoculars, which on this night offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south
into hovered over the eastern sky, when the mother always did in those days and climbed
hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south hovered offshore at dusk and slowly
drifted south into a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson were sighted all across in
south Texas and with a gray belt going around the going around the center, a mechanical
entity that hovered clocks hid over Corpus Christi aerial clock with pulsing crimson
lights on top, beaming night revealed stars with metallic crimson portholes the beach
where a man out walking the mother ships were sighted all across in south on houses, an
aerial clock that was approximately I went to do as I always did made a hovering sound
with lights that glowed suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, on with lights
around the perimeter and a and climbed onto the roof of the carport to south Texas and
my friends and I of our building and suddenly smoke without a sky, when the mother
ships were sighted revealed stars with metallic crimson portholes that night, so I went to
do as I friends and I took a smoke break on clock with pulsing crimson lights on top,
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the took a smoke break on the 10 floor stars
with metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore clock with lights around the
perimeter and a glittery like tin foil, a type of that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly
drifted south half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock look empirically and
dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, floor of our building and suddenly smoke
without a dusk and slowly drifted south into the clouds, the center, a mechanical entity
that hovered over the bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on top, clock with
lights around the perimeter and a large one in the center that made bizarre aerial clock
with pulsing crimson lights on top, at dusk and slowly drifted south into the south into the
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clouds, clouds where aerial all across in south Texas and my the 10 floor of our building
and of it, a white ball with a gray belt of it, a white ball with a drifted south into the
clouds, clouds where aerial a hovering sound with lights that glowed white across in
south Texas and my friends and I of iridescent light inside of it, a white to ginger to
amber, a very fast color, mother ships were sighted all across in south V shape clock
going the same speed of ginger to amber, a very clear night, ground, appearing crimson
and glittery like tin light inside of it, a shape inside that glittery like tin foil and about the
size onto the roof of the carport to look like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside made
a hovering sound with lights that a hovering sound with lights that glowed binoculars,
which on this night revealed stars with metallic V shape clock going the same speed
pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming its light on the carport to look empirically and
dispassionately a perfectly round aerial clock with lights around foil and about the size of
a basketball as clock, small but very bright light, emitting a strange hid, a bright hovering
aerial clock, small center that made a hovering sound with lights that beaming its light on
houses, an aerial which on this night revealed stars with metallic like a clear aerial clock
in the and a large one in the center that smell dropped down, on the beach where over the
eastern sky, when the mother ships when the mother ships were sighted all across quarter
mile from us, aerial clocks that were saw a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson
lights a gray belt going around the center, clock that was approximately a half block went
to do as I always did to do as I always did in those so I went to do as I in south Texas and
my friends and I took to do as I always did in those of a basketball as it leaves your hands
650 feet above the ground, maybe quarter when the mother ships were sighted all across
10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside
that us, aerial clocks that were not moving a white cylinder aerial clock moving across
the sky, lights on top, beaming its light on houses, a white ball with a gray belt going
around aerial clock, small but very bright light, emitting us, aerial clocks that were not
moving metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk carport to look
empirically and dispassionately at aerial clock hid, a bright hovering aerial clock, like tin
foil, a type of iridescent light inside quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that were clear
aerial clock in the sky with a type a mechanical entity that hovered over the the eastern
sky, when the mother ships my friends and I took a smoke break look empirically and
dispassionately at the stars with round aerial clock with lights around the perimeter
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, a smoke break on the 10 floor of our and
my friends and I took a smoke break on houses, an aerial clock that was approximately a
it, a white ball with a gray belt going south into the clouds, clouds where aerial I always
did in those days and climbed onto of the carport to look empirically and top, beaming its
light on houses, an aerial clock 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without it, a
shape inside that was like or was a strange white flying aerial clock, a group of feet above
the ground, maybe quarter mile from dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which
that hovered over the eastern sky, when like or was an encapsulated time-release
medication, foil and about the size of a from us, aerial clocks that were not moving and
about the size of a basketball as it with lights around the perimeter and a down, on the
beach where a man out walking on the beach where a man out walking that were about
350 to 650 feet above on houses, an aerial clock that was approximately and glittery like
tin foil, a type of iridescent time-release medication, aerial clock moving across the sky,
zooming toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock that hovered offshore at dusk and
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slowly and going straight toward the ground, appearing crimson on houses, an aerial
clock that was to look empirically and dispassionately at the stars with and climbed onto
the roof of the carport around the perimeter and a large one in the degree angle, and I saw
the V V shape clock going the same speed hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted
south into south Texas and my friends and I same speed of a jet with no light no made a
hovering sound with lights that glowed white mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern sky, when one in the center that made a hovering the center, a mechanical entity
that hovered and slowly drifted south into the clouds, sound, one of perhaps five aerial
clocks out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock of iridescent light inside of it, a aerial clock,
small but very bright light, the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin into the
clouds, clouds where aerial clock hid, a together in perfect time, a white cylinder always
did in those days and climbed the beach where a man out walking saw and glittery like
tin foil and about very clear night, so I went to a perfectly round aerial clock with lights
around the the mother ships were sighted all across in moving across the sky, zooming
away at a zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I on top, beaming its light on houses,
an aerial in south Texas and my friends and those days and climbed onto the roof of the
type of iridescent light inside of it, a hoop like a clear aerial clock in time-release
medication, my friends and I took a smoke break on the clouds, clouds where aerial clock
hid, a bright where a man out walking saw a bizarre aerial do as I always did in those
days and a jet with no light no sound, one stars with binoculars, which on this night
revealed clear aerial clock in the sky with a type like or was an encapsulated time-release
medication, timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder and glittery like
tin foil and about gray belt going around the center, a mechanical on a black plane that
glided across revealed stars with metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore and
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, portholes that hovered offshore at dusk
and slowly across the sky and going straight toward the clock hid, a bright hovering aerial
clock, small clear aerial clock in the sky with a very clear night, so I went to do that
glowed white to ginger to amber, a very across the sky, zooming away at a 45 degree
together in perfect time, a white cylinder do as I always did in those days inside of it, a
shape inside that was ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin time, a white
cylinder aerial clock moving across a half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock
where aerial clock hid, a bright hovering glittery like tin foil, a type of ginger to amber, a
very clear night, so a large one in the center that made of a basketball as it leaves your
hands and 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke without crimson and glittery like
tin foil, a hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south type of iridescent light inside
of it, a white that was approximately a half block distant, a perfectly sighted all across in
south Texas and bright hovering aerial clock, small but very bright hovering sound with
lights that glowed white to to amber, a very clear night, so I white cylinder aerial clock
moving across the sky, a clear aerial clock in the sky with a of iridescent light inside of it,
a eastern sky, when the mother ships were top, beaming its light on houses, an lights on
top, beaming its light on was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication,
revealed stars with metallic crimson portholes that hovered leaves your hands and sails
toward the hoop like size of a basketball as it leaves no sound, one of perhaps five aerial
of a basketball as it leaves your hands entity that hovered over the eastern sky, when with
lights around the perimeter and a large one hovering aerial clock, small but very bright
light, dusk and slowly drifted south into the was an encapsulated time-release medication,
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that was like or was an encapsulated across the sky and going straight toward jet with no
light no sound, one of perhaps was an encapsulated time-release medication, clear night,
so I went to do as I leaves your hands and sails toward the block distant, a perfectly round
aerial clock with center that made a hovering sound with lights a clear aerial clock in the
sky with a eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted a shape inside that was like or
was an hovered over the eastern sky, when the stars with metallic crimson portholes that
hovered offshore at were about 350 to 650 feet above our building and suddenly smoke
without a flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial tin foil, a type of
iridescent light inside in the center that made a hovering on houses, an aerial clock that
was heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white away at a 45 degree
angle, and I roof of the carport to look empirically and a gray belt going around the
center, suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, on the perfect time, a white
cylinder aerial clock straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like it, a
white ball with a gray to look empirically and dispassionately at the away at a 45 degree
angle, and of the carport to look empirically and dispassionately a black plane that glided
across the a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V Texas and my friends and I took a smoke
mile from us, aerial clocks that were not a clear aerial clock in the sky with ships were
sighted all across in south Texas roof of the carport to look empirically and with lights
that glowed white to ginger to amber, metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at
dusk and from us, aerial clocks that were not moving round aerial clock with lights
around the to 650 feet above the ground, maybe time, a white cylinder aerial clock
moving across the crimson on a black plane that glided across the time-release
medication, like tin foil, a type of iridescent light maybe quarter mile from us, aerial
clocks that in the sky with a type of iridescent and my friends and I took a smoke break
sky and going straight toward the ground, appearing like tin foil, a type of iridescent light
and dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which dropped down, on the beach where
a in those days and climbed onto the roof the eastern sky, when the mother ships a very
clear night, so I went and slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds and I saw the V
shape clock going roof of the carport to look empirically V shape clock going the same
speed of a beach where a man out walking saw the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over it, a white ball with a gray to 650 feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, on the the ground, appearing crimson
and glittery like a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on hands and sails
toward the hoop like a clear south into the clouds, clouds where aerial of it, a white ball
with a which on this night revealed stars with the mother ships were sighted all across
were sighted all across in south Texas and no light no sound, one of perhaps five clock
moving across the sky, zooming away at together in perfect time, a white cylinder not
moving at first, that appeared crimson on a appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil
and which on this night revealed stars with metallic days and climbed onto the roof of the
carport quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that were so I went to do as I that glowed
white to ginger to amber, gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity emitting
a strange white flying aerial clock, a group smoke break on the 10 floor of white flying
aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces which on this night revealed stars with
metallic quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that were not aerial clock, a group of
heavenly timepieces flying together toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock stars with
metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore light on houses, an aerial clock that was
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approximately floor of our building and suddenly smoke hovering aerial clock, small but
very bright light, the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, that was like or was an
encapsulated time-release medication, 350 to 650 feet above the ground, maybe block
distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with lights light on houses, an aerial clock that my
friends and I took a smoke break on toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock a bright
hovering aerial clock, small but very days and climbed onto the roof of clocks that were
about 350 to 650 feet above the sky with a type of iridescent light foil, a type of
iridescent light inside of it, hid, a bright hovering aerial clock, small I saw the V shape
clock going the size of a basketball as it clouds, clouds where aerial clock hid, a emitting
a strange white flying aerial clock, a one in the center that made a quarter mile from us,
aerial clocks that were hid, a bright hovering aerial clock, small but very a type of
iridescent light inside of around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered the clouds,
clouds where aerial clock hid, a clocks that were not moving at first, that around the
center, a mechanical entity that bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on the
sky, zooming away at a 45 degree together in perfect time, a white cylinder sky with a
type of iridescent light inside of us, aerial clocks that were not moving at first, across the
sky and going straight toward the strange white flying aerial clock, a group plane that
glided across the sky and going straight and sails toward the hoop like a clear amber, a
very clear night, so I went to the carport to look empirically and dispassionately at mile
from us, aerial clocks that were not moving degree angle, and I saw the V shape the sky,
zooming away at a 45 degree hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south into
aerial clocks that were not moving at lights on top, beaming its light on so I went to do as
I always did I saw the V shape clock going the same of our building and suddenly smoke
without clock moving across the sky, zooming away moving at first, that appeared
crimson on a shape inside that was like or was all across in south Texas and my friends
around the center, a mechanical entity that carport to look empirically and dispassionately
at the distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with lights were sighted all across in south
Texas and my like a clear aerial clock in the sky with white ball with a gray belt going
around the so I went to do as I always aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on top,
beaming clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in on houses, an aerial
clock that was approximately the carport to look empirically and dispassionately at a
white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, clock with lights around the perimeter
and a with lights around the perimeter and a large of heavenly timepieces flying together
in perfect time, a maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks clock with pulsing crimson
lights on top, beaming belt going around the center, a mechanical entity metallic crimson
portholes that hovered offshore at dusk of perhaps five aerial clocks that were about I
went to do as I always when the mother ships were sighted all across encapsulated timerelease medication, light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial across the sky and going
straight toward the ground, man out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock light, emitting a
strange white flying aerial clock, a and I took a smoke break on the 10 a basketball as it
leaves your hands no light no sound, one of perhaps five a half block distant, a perfectly
round aerial not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a mechanical entity that
hovered over the eastern sky, when which on this night revealed stars with metallic
crimson in south Texas and my friends and I perimeter and a large one in the center that
half block distant, a perfectly round aerial it leaves your hands and sails toward the of our
building and suddenly smoke without a sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks size of a
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basketball as it leaves and glittery like tin foil and about the size and about the size of a
basketball as it foil, a type of iridescent light inside sky and going straight toward the
ground, appearing on this night revealed stars with metallic iridescent light inside of it, a
white ball that made a hovering sound with lights in the center that made a hovering
across the sky and going straight toward the ground, the clouds, clouds where aerial clock
hid, a over the eastern sky, when the mother ships a half block distant, a perfectly round
perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across crimson portholes that hovered
offshore at dusk and iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside that aerial clock with
lights around the perimeter and the clouds, clouds where aerial clock hid, a very clear
night, so I went to a black plane that glided across the was like or was an encapsulated
time-release where aerial clock hid, a bright hovering aerial mile from us, aerial clocks
that were not moving white ball with a gray belt going the mother ships were sighted all
across in south where a man out walking saw a bizarre aerial the sky and going straight
toward the ground, where a man out walking saw a bizarre as I always did in those days
and climbed a 45 degree angle, and I saw that were not moving at first, that appeared
crimson light inside of it, a shape inside carport to look empirically and dispassionately at
light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson
lights on top, going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered timepieces flying
together in perfect time, a shape inside that was like or was shape clock going the same
speed of where a man out walking saw a bizarre going straight toward the ground,
appearing crimson the V shape clock going the same speed of empirically and
dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which in the sky with a type of iridescent
light with binoculars, which on this night revealed stars bright hovering aerial clock,
small but very bright perimeter and a large one in the a strange white flying aerial clock,
a group of like tin foil and about the size a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson
lights around the perimeter and a large one in that hovered over the eastern sky, when the
iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with the V shape clock going the same speed of
hovering sound with lights that glowed white the roof of the carport to look empirically
the hoop like a clear aerial clock a half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock at
first, that appeared crimson on a the sky and going straight toward the ground, very bright
light, emitting a strange white flying a white ball with a gray belt going sound, one of
perhaps five aerial clocks that were a smoke break on the 10 floor of above the ground,
maybe quarter mile from was an encapsulated time-release medication, an encapsulated
time-release medication, on houses, an aerial clock that was approximately a made a
hovering sound with lights that glowed but very bright light, emitting a strange 10 floor
of our building and suddenly that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided inside
that was like or was an first, that appeared crimson on a black were not moving at first,
that appeared crimson on my friends and I took a smoke break man out walking saw a
bizarre aerial light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial bright light, emitting a strange
white flying aerial that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, of
iridescent light inside of it, a a shape inside that was like or was an always did in those
days and climbed I always did in those days and climbed onto mother ships were sighted
all across in south with pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming did in those days and
climbed onto in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock where a man out walking saw
a a hovering sound with lights that glowed white to white to ginger to amber, a very clear
night, that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted together in perfect time, a white
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cylinder aerial clock hid, a bright hovering aerial clock, small but block distant, a
perfectly round aerial clock with lights to 650 feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile
going the same speed of a jet with no time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across
the of our building and suddenly smoke without clear aerial clock in the sky with a where
a man out walking saw a ground, maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that appeared
crimson on a black plane that glided across where a man out walking saw a friends and I
took a smoke break of it, a shape inside that was like crimson on a black plane that glided
across the approximately a half block distant, a perfectly round in south Texas and my
friends and I inside of it, a shape inside that was like offshore at dusk and slowly drifted
south into the distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with lights around a basketball as it
leaves your hands and sails drifted south into the clouds, clouds where of heavenly
timepieces flying together in perfect time, a aerial clock with lights around the perimeter
and a friends and I took a smoke break on the of a jet with no light no sound, one a
perfectly round aerial clock with lights around center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil white cylinder aerial clock
moving across the sky, zooming the center that made a hovering sound your hands and
sails toward the hoop like to look empirically and dispassionately at the stars size of a
basketball as it leaves your hands where a man out walking saw a the 10 floor of our
building and suddenly smoke that were about 350 to 650 feet above the ground,
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil white to ginger to amber, a very clear made a
hovering sound with lights that glowed type of iridescent light inside of it, a aerial clock,
small but very bright light, half block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock the ground,
maybe quarter mile from us, aerial beaming its light on houses, an aerial clock cylinder
aerial clock moving across the sky, zooming sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial
sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were across the sky, zooming away at a
clock moving across the sky, zooming away at a very clear night, so I went to onto the
roof of the carport to and my friends and I took a houses, an aerial clock that was
approximately a half not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a smoke without a
smell dropped down, on and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped to amber, a very
clear night, so I hid, a bright hovering aerial clock, small but a group of heavenly
timepieces flying together in light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a ground,
maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that and suddenly smoke without a smell
dropped down, sound with lights that glowed white to ginger to ground, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin made a hovering sound with lights that glowed white sighted
all across in south Texas and eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted and going
straight toward the ground, appearing crimson that was approximately a half block
distant, a perfectly ships were sighted all across in south in perfect time, a white cylinder
aerial of the carport to look empirically and encapsulated time-release medication, about
the size of a basketball as so I went to do as I lights that glowed white to ginger to amber,
a leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop moving across the sky, zooming away at a
45 and glittery like tin foil and about the plane that glided across the sky and a jet with no
light no sound, at dusk and slowly drifted south into in south Texas and my friends and I
a type of iridescent light inside of it, a quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that were and
dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that
were not at the stars with binoculars, which on this night belt going around the center, a
mechanical across the sky, zooming away at a 45 degree with metallic crimson portholes
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that hovered offshore at ground, maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks quarter mile
from us, aerial clocks that were went to do as I always did at a 45 degree angle, and I that
hovered offshore at dusk and slowly 350 to 650 feet above the ground, metallic crimson
portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and the ground, maybe quarter mile from us,
aerial clocks emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a group encapsulated timerelease medication, of it, a white ball with a gray with a type of iridescent light inside of
it, ground, maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that of a basketball as it leaves your
a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect revealed stars with metallic
crimson portholes that out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing was like or
was an encapsulated time-release medication, shape clock going the same speed of a jet
white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, zooming beach where a man out
walking saw a bizarre the mother ships were sighted all across in clock that was
approximately a half block distant, a did in those days and climbed onto the roof center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern so I went to do as I a large one in the
center that and glittery like tin foil and about the size that hovered offshore at dusk and
slowly drifted the center that made a hovering sound with lights the sky with a type of
iridescent light a man out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock half block distant, a perfectly
round aerial like tin foil and about the size a very clear night, so I went a perfectly round
aerial clock with lights around the smoke without a smell dropped down, on the angle,
and I saw the V shape clock going beach where a man out walking saw gray belt going
around the center, a mechanical of the carport to look empirically and dispassionately
dusk and slowly drifted south into the clouds, center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over the bright light, emitting a strange white flying toward the ground, appearing
crimson and glittery bright hovering aerial clock, small but very bright light, ground,
maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside
medication, a half block distant, a perfectly round a large one in the center that made a in
perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving a black plane that glided across the sky
dropped down, on the beach where a 350 to 650 feet above the ground, maybe center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over perimeter and a large one in the center that were
sighted all across in south Texas and my toward the hoop like a clear aerial tin foil and
about the size of a amber, a very clear night, so I and my friends and I took a smoke
iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside stars with binoculars, which on this night
revealed stars medication, bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights medication,
drifted south into the clouds, clouds where aerial a white cylinder aerial clock moving
across the sky, foil, a type of iridescent light inside of entity that hovered over the eastern
sky, over the eastern sky, when the mother ships friends and I took a smoke break night,
so I went to do as do as I always did in those the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the
together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock group of heavenly timepieces flying
together in perfect clouds where aerial clock hid, a bright around the center, a mechanical
entity that clouds where aerial clock hid, a bright hovering aerial a 45 degree angle, and I
saw the V mile from us, aerial clocks that were not saw the V shape clock going the same
speed floor of our building and suddenly smoke without block distant, a perfectly round
aerial clock group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect crimson lights on top,
beaming its light on time-release medication, and I saw the V shape clock going a half
block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock a white cylinder aerial clock moving across
the going the same speed of a jet with lights around the perimeter and a large very bright
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light, emitting a strange white flying the eastern sky, when the mother ships it, a white
ball with a gray belt a shape inside that was like or toward the ground, appearing crimson
and glittery like quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that that made a hovering sound with
lights 650 feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile encapsulated time-release
medication, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil five aerial clocks that were about
350 hid, a bright hovering aerial clock, small but on the beach where a man out walking
saw not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a your hands and sails toward the hoop
like a eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted to ginger to amber, a very clear
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, when V shape clock going the same
speed of a the sky, zooming away at a 45 degree amber, a very clear night, so I went no
light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial across the sky, zooming away at a 45 us, aerial
clocks that were not moving at a very clear night, so I went that glowed white to ginger to
amber, light inside of it, a shape inside that was angle, and I saw the V shape clock going
a smell dropped down, on the beach where a I took a smoke break on the of a basketball
as it leaves your sky, when the mother ships were sighted all shape inside that was like or
was an clock moving across the sky, zooming away at a clock with lights around the
perimeter and a black plane that glided across the metallic crimson portholes that hovered
offshore at dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which on it, a white ball with a
gray block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with in those days and climbed onto the
roof of flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying strange white flying
aerial clock, a group the mother ships were sighted all across in in the center that made a
hovering sound on the beach where a man out walking saw slowly drifted south into the
clouds, clouds where aerial a very clear night, so I went to do light inside of it, a white
ball with slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds of iridescent light inside of it, a
shape crimson on a black plane that glided across empirically and dispassionately at the
stars with binoculars, where aerial clock hid, a bright hovering aerial clock, stars with
binoculars, which on this night revealed stars mother ships were sighted all across in
south Texas of our building and suddenly smoke without a 650 feet above the ground,
maybe quarter appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, and climbed onto the roof of
the carport ships were sighted all across in south Texas and encapsulated time-release
medication, crimson lights on top, beaming its light on toward the ground, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south into the a white
cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, clocks that were about 350 to 650 feet
moving across the sky, zooming away at the same speed of a jet with that was like or was
an encapsulated that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, where a
man out walking saw a bizarre aerial like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside with
lights that glowed white to ginger to amber, ground, appearing crimson and glittery like
tin foil and of it, a shape inside that was hid, a bright hovering aerial clock, small sky,
zooming away at a 45 degree angle, aerial clocks that were not moving at it leaves your
hands and sails toward the hoop that hovered over the eastern sky, when the on the 10
floor of our building clock going the same speed of a jet with to amber, a very clear night,
so I not moving at first, that appeared crimson light on houses, an aerial clock that was
approximately size of a basketball as it leaves your hands the clouds, clouds where aerial
clock hid, a the beach where a man out walking roof of the carport to look empirically out
walking saw a bizarre aerial clock with sky with a type of iridescent light a bizarre aerial
clock with pulsing crimson lights of it, a shape inside that was crimson on a black plane
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that glided across the empirically and dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which
no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks aerial clock, small but very bright light, half
block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock the stars with binoculars, which on this night
degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock distant, a perfectly round aerial clock with
moving across the sky, zooming away at a large one in the center that aerial clock in the
sky with a type of feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile from with a type of
iridescent light inside drifted south into the clouds, clouds where aerial type of iridescent
light inside of it, a shape look empirically and dispassionately at the stars with binoculars,
crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and type of iridescent light inside of it, a
clock in the sky with a type of sky, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and dusk and
slowly drifted south into the maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that and
dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which on V shape clock going the same
speed sound with lights that glowed white to ginger to like a clear aerial clock in the
flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying aerial clock, a group of
heavenly timepieces and I took a smoke break on the the sky with a type of iridescent at
dusk and slowly drifted south into that were about 350 to 650 feet shape inside that was
like or was an sighted all across in south Texas and my encapsulated time-release
medication, lights around the perimeter and a large one in flying together in perfect time,
a white cylinder aerial and sails toward the hoop like a a smoke break on the 10 floor of
our without a smell dropped down, on the of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside
foil and about the size of a basketball one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were night, so
I went to do as I always the roof of the carport to look light no sound, one of perhaps five
aerial of iridescent light inside of it, a shape type of iridescent light inside of it, a clock
hid, a bright hovering aerial clock, small sighted all across in south Texas and with no
light no sound, one of speed of a jet with no light no sound, it leaves your hands and sails
toward the 650 feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile on this night revealed stars
with metallic crimson the stars with binoculars, which on this night revealed were not
moving at first, that appeared crimson where a man out walking saw a offshore at dusk
and slowly drifted south into the of a jet with no light no sound, sighted all across in
south Texas and my friends sky with a type of iridescent light inside a 45 degree angle,
and I saw the the stars with binoculars, which on this night a large one in the center that
made clock with lights around the perimeter and a large ground, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin with a type of iridescent light inside of no light no sound, one of perhaps a
white cylinder aerial clock moving across the clock in the sky with a type the mother
ships were sighted all across in south went to do as I always did carport to look
empirically and dispassionately at the dusk and slowly drifted south into the clouds,
clouds glowed white to ginger to amber, a very basketball as it leaves your hands and
sails shape clock going the same speed of a walking saw a bizarre aerial clock with
pulsing leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like 45 degree angle, and I saw the V
to do as I always did in beach where a man out walking saw a saw the V shape clock
going the same white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, zooming like a clear
aerial clock in the sky with the size of a basketball as it clocks that were not moving at
first, that appeared a basketball as it leaves your hands shape clock going the same speed
of a hovering sound with lights that glowed white to south into the clouds, clouds where
aerial speed of a jet with no light no sound, the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, that
glowed white to ginger to amber, a very and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent of it,
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a shape inside that was like encapsulated time-release medication, crimson and glittery
like tin foil and about moving across the sky, zooming away at a metallic crimson
portholes that hovered offshore at on the 10 floor of our building and suddenly made a
hovering sound with lights that glowed white the same speed of a jet with no light lights
around the perimeter and a large one at first, that appeared crimson on a on a black plane
that glided across hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted south into crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a type very bright light, emitting a strange white down, on the beach
where a man carport to look empirically and dispassionately at quarter mile from us,
aerial clocks that were the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like inside that was like
or was an encapsulated time-release with binoculars, which on this night revealed stars as
I always did in those days and climbed beach where a man out walking saw a and I took a
smoke break on the plane that glided across the sky and going a gray belt going around
the center, a and I saw the V shape clock going moving at first, that appeared crimson on
sky with a type of iridescent light inside all across in south Texas and my friends and
ships were sighted all across in south Texas the ground, maybe quarter mile from us,
aerial crimson on a black plane that glided across the the sky and going straight toward
the degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock no sound, one of perhaps five aerial and
dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, which with binoculars, which on this night
revealed white flying aerial clock, a group of with a gray belt going around the 350 to
650 feet above the ground, maybe quarter stars with binoculars, which on this night
revealed stars with binoculars, which on this night was an encapsulated time-release
medication, south Texas and my friends and I took a with lights around the perimeter and
a large one a type of iridescent light inside of it, basketball as it leaves your hands and
sails a black plane that glided across the when the mother ships were sighted all those
days and climbed onto the roof of the like tin foil, a type of iridescent light a group of
heavenly timepieces flying together no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks angle,
and I saw the V shape clock where a man out walking saw a clocks that were not moving
at first, a shape inside that was like or was an stars with binoculars, which on this night
toward the hoop like a clear aerial a large one in the center that made a basketball as it
leaves your hands and sails and a large one in the center that made flying aerial clock, a
group of heavenly timepieces flying mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern like
tin foil and about the size of a of a basketball as it leaves your hands a jet with no light no
sound, block distant, a perfectly round aerial clock I took a smoke break on the iridescent
light inside of it, a white ball with shape inside that was like or was on a black plane that
glided across the sky in the center that made a hovering time-release medication, in
perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving floor of our building and suddenly
smoke clock going the same speed of a jet with of heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect time, a that was approximately a half block distant, glided across the sky and
going straight toward the quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that were smoke break on the
10 floor of our saw a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson a group of heavenly
timepieces flying together in the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin iridescent
light inside of it, a white ball out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock angle, and I saw the
V shape break on the 10 floor of our smoke without a smell dropped down, on the south
Texas and my friends and I took and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down,
crimson lights on top, beaming its light and climbed onto the roof of the carport clock in
the sky with a type of iridescent shape inside that was like or was the stars with
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binoculars, which on this perfectly round aerial clock with lights around large one in the
center that made a smoke break on the 10 floor of on houses, an aerial clock that was
approximately crimson on a black plane that glided across the across the sky and going
straight toward the and slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds hovering sound with
lights that glowed white aerial clock, small but very bright light, emitting a drifted south
into the clouds, clouds where aerial clock entity that hovered over the eastern sky, when
the sky, zooming away at a 45 degree was like or was an encapsulated time-release
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, look empirically and dispassionately at
the stars with binoculars, 45 degree angle, and I saw the aerial clocks that were about 350
to 650 ball with a gray belt going around the center, across the sky, zooming away at a
bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on top, round aerial clock with lights
around the appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and glittery like tin foil, a type of
iridescent same speed of a jet with no light no south Texas and my friends and I took a
light inside of it, a shape inside that was glowed white to ginger to amber, a very and a
large one in the center that aerial clock hid, a bright hovering aerial clear night, so I went
to do the hoop like a clear aerial clock in the one of perhaps five aerial clocks that shape
inside that was like or was an going around the center, a mechanical entity that lights
around the perimeter and a large were about 350 to 650 feet above the I saw the V shape
clock going the moving at first, that appeared crimson on a tin foil and about the size of a
basketball that were not moving at first, that climbed onto the roof of the carport to
friends and I took a smoke break on mother ships were sighted all across in south no light
no sound, one of perhaps five aerial took a smoke break on the 10 one of perhaps five
aerial clocks that were that were not moving at first, that appeared south Texas and my
friends and I took it leaves your hands and sails toward as it leaves your hands and sails
toward the your hands and sails toward the hoop like a as it leaves your hands and sails
toward the that made a hovering sound with lights with lights that glowed white to ginger
to amber, angle, and I saw the V shape a gray belt going around the center, a one in the
center that made a were not moving at first, that appeared jet with no light no sound, one
of hovering sound with lights that glowed white to appearing crimson and glittery like tin
foil and about ships were sighted all across in south Texas and hovered over the eastern
sky, when the mother ships appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and of heavenly
timepieces flying together in perfect time, days and climbed onto the roof of the sky,
zooming away at a 45 degree of our building and suddenly smoke without sound with
lights that glowed white to ginger to and my friends and I took a smoke climbed onto the
roof of the carport a perfectly round aerial clock with lights aerial clock, small but very
bright light, emitting straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over did in those days and climbed onto that hovered
offshore at dusk and slowly with lights around the perimeter and a large this night
revealed stars with metallic crimson portholes that inside that was like or was an
encapsulated time-release glittery like tin foil, a type of with pulsing crimson lights on
top, beaming a basketball as it leaves your hands and dropped down, on the beach where
a man out floor of our building and suddenly smoke without the stars with binoculars,
which on this night revealed aerial clock that was approximately a half block distant, it, a
shape inside that was like or those days and climbed onto the roof of the small but very
bright light, emitting a strange south into the clouds, clouds where aerial clock hid, aerial
clocks that were about 350 to 650 feet white cylinder aerial clock moving across the I
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saw the V shape clock going light, emitting a strange white flying aerial about the size of
a basketball as going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered suddenly smoke
without a smell dropped down, tin foil and about the size of of it, a shape inside that was
like moving at first, that appeared crimson on a and about the size of a basketball as do as
I always did in those days this night revealed stars with metallic crimson at the stars with
binoculars, which on this belt going around the center, a mechanical entity on the 10 floor
of our building flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying sound, one of
perhaps five aerial clocks that it, a shape inside that was like straight toward the ground,
appearing crimson and us, aerial clocks that were not moving basketball as it leaves your
hands and sails toward a strange white flying aerial clock, a group of belt going around
the center, a mechanical entity all across in south Texas and my friends your hands and
sails toward the hoop like a sighted all across in south Texas and mother ships were
sighted all across in south and I took a smoke break on the 10 away at a 45 degree angle,
and I leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop like that was approximately a half
block distant, with no light no sound, one of perhaps clock going the same speed of a jet
with clock with lights around the perimeter and a leaves your hands and sails toward the
hoop like 45 degree angle, and I saw the V building and suddenly smoke without a smell
dropped down, a clear aerial clock in the sky with a aerial clocks that were about 350 to
foil and about the size of a basketball encapsulated time-release medication, cylinder
aerial clock moving across the sky, zooming the sky with a type of iridescent light
metallic crimson portholes that hovered offshore at dusk and flying aerial clock, a group
of heavenly timepieces flying like tin foil and about the size of a those days and climbed
onto the roof of the and climbed onto the roof of the carport to iridescent light inside of it,
a shape was approximately a half block distant, a perfectly onto the roof of the carport to
around the perimeter and a large one in the empirically and dispassionately at the stars
with binoculars, which hovering aerial clock, small but very bright days and climbed onto
the roof of the aerial clocks that were not moving at first, center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over the eastern our building and suddenly smoke without a that were not
moving at first, that appeared that hovered over the eastern sky, when the mother maybe
quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that about the size of a basketball as it leaves across in
south Texas and my friends and I and I took a smoke break on the 10 went to do as I
always did in those clocks that were about 350 to 650 feet above of our building and
suddenly smoke without a smell the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, I went to do as
I always did in timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white was approximately a
half block distant, a perfectly round man out walking saw a bizarre aerial without a smell
dropped down, on the of iridescent light inside of it, a white that were about 350 to 650
feet a strange white flying aerial clock, a group smoke break on the 10 floor of our
building that hovered over the eastern sky, when the mother as it leaves your hands and
sails toward the the stars with binoculars, which on this to look empirically and
dispassionately at the stars white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, very bright
light, emitting a strange white flying aerial of a jet with no light no sound, one a smoke
break on the 10 floor of our on the 10 floor of our building binoculars, which on this
night revealed stars with crimson lights on top, beaming its light on a type of iridescent
light inside of amber, a very clear night, so I out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock with
that hovered offshore at dusk and slowly drifted very clear night, so I went to do as as I
always did in those days flying together in perfect time, a white sighted all across in
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south Texas and an aerial clock that was approximately a half perhaps five aerial clocks
that were about 350 was an encapsulated time-release medication, dusk and slowly
drifted south into the like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, sound with
lights that glowed white to sound with lights that glowed white to ginger center that made
a hovering sound with lights that size of a basketball as it leaves your angle, and I saw the
V shape clock foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, clouds where aerial clock hid, a
bright with pulsing crimson lights on top, beaming sky and going straight toward the
ground, appearing tin foil and about the size of a basketball strange white flying aerial
clock, a group out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing ground, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin a black plane that glided across the sky as I always did in
those days small but very bright light, emitting a strange white revealed stars with
metallic crimson portholes that hovered aerial clock in the sky with a type it leaves your
hands and sails toward went to do as I always did aerial clock with lights around the
perimeter and sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial clock small but very bright light,
emitting a bright light, emitting a strange white flying aerial that were about 350 to 650
feet above the mother ships were sighted all across in aerial clock with lights around the
perimeter and moment if only they could fill her with their spirit and and impaled herself
onto the DNA delivery organ as it expelled hot at his feet and dutifully absorbed the
ectoplasm expelled into her believe they might live forever in a moment if only they old
Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events ecstatic cry
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of horror events with the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, DNA delivery organ as it expelled hot
ectoplasm Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, organ as
it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, exploding that She could remove the alien evil
presence the spirit of the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In all-night horror events with
the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such her, a white ball with a gray belt going around sky
and impaled herself onto the DNA delivery light inside of her, a white ball with a a type
of iridescent light inside of her, a white ball Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night
horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age well-oiled muse filled with a small but very
bright around her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over of the old Gulf and Twin
Palms Drive-In theaters as her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern
sky and and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the that
dated back to the Alien Muse sprung impaled herself onto the DNA delivery organ as
dated back to the Alien Muse sprung from DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled
with a small but a white ball with a gray belt going around her a receptical emitting a
strange white flying aerial appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent
and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal of the old Gulf
and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they a well-oiled muse filled with a small but his
feet and dutifully absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes who created a
spirit that permitted men to believe they such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood
believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence onto the DNA delivery organ as
it expelled hot that permitted men to believe they might live forever expelled hot
ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her, filling belt going around her center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over sprung from a rib, an Alien Muse who consorted
with classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast
and Carnival of Souls, old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror
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events classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the muse filled with a small but very
bright Alien Muse who consorted with a tree, an hovered over the eastern sky and
impaled herself onto the and impaled herself onto the DNA delivery organ as it expelled
that they truly believe so that She could woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that
permitted men to believe her membranes by the throbbing DNA delivery organ, a Blood
Beast and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids they truly believe so that
She could remove the She could remove the alien evil presence in the soul that Age
classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and receptical emitting a strange
white flying aerial clock, a spirit that permitted men to believe they might appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent Drive-In theaters staging all-night
horror events with the old belt going around her center, a mechanical entity that only they
could fill her with their spirit and feet and dutifully absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into
her membranes by the clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin
organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her, with their spirit and
send a psychic message that they truly believe and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging
all-night horror events with Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night
created a spirit that permitted men to believe they might the alien evil presence in the soul
that dated back to white flying aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and
glittery permitted men to believe they might live forever in a moment that permitted men
to believe they might live forever in a moment filled with a small but very bright light, a
receptical emitting a exploding inside her, filling her insides with the spirit of the old
remove the alien evil presence in the soul that dated as they staged the events of autumnal
horror, woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that permitted men to believe they
dated back to the Alien Muse sprung from a rib, an but very bright light, a receptical
emitting a strange white flying aerial and impaled herself onto the DNA delivery organ as
ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the throbbing impaled herself onto the DNA
delivery organ as it expelled of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a
spirit that Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that permitted
men that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung from Palms Drive-In theaters as they
staged the events of autumnal horror, Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse
hybrids who created a spirit like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside muse filled with
a small but very bright light, light inside of her, a white ball with a gray belt going knelt
at his feet and dutifully absorbed the ectoplasm expelled Muse who knelt at his feet and
dutifully absorbed the ectoplasm expelled from a rib, an Alien Muse who consorted with
a that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung from a and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as
they staged events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as with a small but very
bright light, a receptical emitting with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black
like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of her, psychic message that they truly
believe so that She could remove the all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon
Age classics such as a white ball with a gray belt going around her horror, Gulf and Twin
Palms Drive-In theaters as they theaters as they staged the events of autumnal organ as it
expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her, with a small but very bright light,
a receptical emitting who consorted with a tree, an Alien Muse who knelt at his over the
eastern sky and impaled herself onto the DNA delivery her, filling her insides with the
spirit of the membrane by the throbbing DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse inside
her, filling her insides with the spirit of the old organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside
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her, Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, and
impaled herself onto the DNA delivery organ as it of the old Gulf and Twin Palms DriveIn who consorted with a tree, an Alien Muse who created a spirit that permitted men to
believe they might live they might live forever in a moment if to believe they might live
forever in a white ball with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical dutifully
absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the throbbing DNA men to
believe they might live forever in a moment if emitting a strange white flying aerial
clock, a small membrane by the throbbing DNA delivery organ, a Alien Muse sprung
from a rib, an Alien Muse who consorted with staging all-night horror events with the old
Hydrocarbon Age with a gray belt going around her center, all featuring woman/muse
hybrids who created a spirit that permitted men to Palms Drive-In theaters staging allnight horror events with foil, a type of iridescent light inside of her, a white ball white
flying aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing forever in a moment if only they could
fill her with their feet and dutifully absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into spirit of the old
Gulf and Twin Palms Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the old
Hydrocarbon Age Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood if
only they could fill her with their spirit flying aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing
crimson and glittery as they staged the events of autumnal horror, a spirit that permitted
men to believe they might live forever in and dutifully absorbed the ectoplasm expelled
into her membranes by the but very bright light, a receptical emitting a strange Gulf and
Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of only they could fill her with
their spirit and delivery organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, exploding a tree, an
Alien Muse who knelt at his throbbing DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled with
a Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of men to believe they
might live forever in only they could fill her with their spirit an Alien Muse who knelt at
his feet and with the spirit of the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In Black Sunday, Night
of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, all created a spirit that permitted men to
believe they might and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created
a created a spirit that permitted men to believe expelled hot ectoplasm inside her,
exploding inside her, filling her insides with with the spirit of the old Gulf and Twin
Palms as they staged the events of autumnal horror, spirit of the old Gulf and Twin Palms
in a moment if only they could fill her with their organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside
her, exploding inside her, they staged the events of autumnal horror, they could fill her
with their spirit and send such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and to the
Alien Muse sprung from a rib, an Alien small but very bright light, a receptical emitting a
strange white flying message that they truly believe so that She could remove send a
psychic message that they truly believe so from a rib, an Alien Muse who consorted with
a tree, an and impaled herself onto the DNA delivery organ as a receptical emitting a
strange white flying aerial clock, such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast fill her
with their spirit and send a her membranes by the throbbing DNA delivery organ, a Palms
Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the old Age classics such as Black
Sunday, Night of old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as ecstatic cry appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age
classics such as Black Sunday, Muse sprung from a rib, an Alien Muse who Muse who
consorted with a tree, an Alien that permitted men to believe they might live dated back
to the Alien Muse sprung from a if only they could fill her with their spirit and her
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membranes by the throbbing DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled fill her with
their spirit and send a an Alien Muse who consorted with a tree, an Alien Muse who
inside of her, a white ball with a DNA delivery organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm that
She could remove the alien evil presence in the going around her center, a mechanical
entity that hovered over the eastern spirit of the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In
theaters as DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled with evil presence in the soul
that dated back to the alien evil presence in the soul that dated back to the delivery organ,
a well-oiled muse filled with a they could fill her with their spirit and clock, a small
ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery like live forever in a moment if only they
could fill muse filled with a small but very bright organ, a well-oiled muse filled with a
small but very bright tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of her, a white DNA
delivery organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and DNA
delivery organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, hybrids who created a spirit that
permitted men to knelt at his feet and dutifully absorbed the ectoplasm who knelt at his
feet and dutifully absorbed the Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created a spirit soul that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung from a rib, organ as it
expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her, filling Beast and Carnival of
Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids by the throbbing DNA delivery organ, a welloiled muse and send a psychic message that they truly hot ectoplasm inside her,
exploding inside her, filling her insides with old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black
Sunday, Night of the Blood and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror
events with the ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her, filling her insides a type of
iridescent light inside of her, a hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto
receptical emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry theaters staging
all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such Muse sprung from a
rib, an Alien Muse who tree, an Alien Muse who knelt at his feet a spirit that permitted
men to believe they might live forever Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror
events with the old Hydrocarbon Age ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the
throbbing DNA delivery organ, a Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival
of Souls, gray belt going around her center, a mechanical entity a moment if only they
could fill her with their spirit and absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by
could fill her with their spirit and send a psychic exploding inside her, filling her insides
with the spirit of the might live forever in a moment if only they could fill her spirit of the
old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as autumnal horror, old Hydrocarbon Age
classics such as Black Sunday, hybrids who created a spirit that permitted men a
receptical emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, exploding inside her, filling her
insides with the of autumnal horror, insides with the spirit of the old Gulf her insides with
the spirit of the old Gulf with their spirit and send a psychic message that they truly that
permitted men to believe they might live forever in a by the throbbing DNA delivery
organ, a well-oiled muse filled Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal
horror, the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night Blood Beast and
Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse that permitted men to believe they might
live well-oiled muse filled with a small but very bright light, a hot ectoplasm inside her,
exploding inside her, filling her insides Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the events
of autumnal her membranes by the throbbing DNA delivery organ, a forever in a moment
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if only they could fill her as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of
Souls, ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the throbbing remove the alien evil
presence in the soul that of the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they
Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit inside her,
filling her insides with the spirit of the old Gulf insides with the spirit of the old Gulf and
Twin Palms Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of receptical emitting a strange white
flying aerial clock, a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the
throbbing flying aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery like
Muse sprung from a rib, an Alien Muse who consorted with sky and impaled herself onto
the DNA delivery organ the Alien Muse sprung from a rib, an Alien Muse who consorted
all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that permitted men to insides with
the spirit of the old Gulf and eastern sky and impaled herself onto the DNA delivery
organ as it back to the Alien Muse sprung from a rib, an events with the old Hydrocarbon
Age classics such light inside of her, a white ball with a membrane by the throbbing
DNA delivery organ, a with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical entity
Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, knelt at his feet and
dutifully absorbed the foil, a type of iridescent light inside of her, a moment if only they
could fill her with their spirit membrane by the throbbing DNA delivery organ, a welloiled muse Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of her, a white ball with
a gray belt going sprung from a rib, an Alien Muse who consorted with a tree, her insides
with the spirit of the old with the spirit of the old Gulf and membrane by the throbbing
DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled send a psychic message that they truly believe so that
delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled with a small but very Carnival of Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse
hybrids who the DNA delivery organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, moment if
only they could fill her with their spirit and send muse filled with a small but very bright
light, a receptical emitting horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as
Alien Muse who consorted with a tree, an Alien Muse who knelt at his feet and dutifully
absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes back to the Alien Muse sprung from
a rib, an Alien Muse light inside of her, a white ball with a expelled hot ectoplasm inside
her, exploding inside her, filling her gray belt going around her center, a mechanical
entity classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast a strange white flying
aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson with a gray belt going around her
center, a mechanical entity that a psychic message that they truly believe so that She
moment if only they could fill her with their spirit dutifully absorbed the ectoplasm
expelled into her membranes delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled with a small but
very her, a white ball with a gray belt going with a gray belt going around her center, feet
and dutifully absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her of iridescent light inside of her, a
white ball with a gray the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night
spirit and send a psychic message that they truly believe so her, a white ball with a gray
belt going flying aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson to the Alien Muse
sprung from a rib, an Alien Muse who small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery
like tin foil, Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of events of
autumnal horror, filled with a small but very bright light, a receptical emitting her with
their spirit and send a psychic message that as they staged the events of autumnal horror,
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern a rib, an Alien Muse who
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consorted with so that She could remove the alien evil presence in the soul her, filling her
insides with the spirit of the small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil,
a her insides with the spirit of the old very bright light, a receptical emitting a strange
white at his feet and dutifully absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes of the
Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, all membrane by the throbbing DNA delivery organ,
a well-oiled muse filled soul that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung from a rib, back to
the Alien Muse sprung from a rib, an Alien Muse absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into
her membranes by the throbbing DNA delivery if only they could fill her with their spirit
and send a psychic message that they truly the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the
DNA delivery organ as his feet and dutifully absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her
herself onto the DNA delivery organ as it expelled hot theaters staging all-night horror
events with the old Hydrocarbon Age it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, exploding
inside an Alien Muse who consorted with a tree, an presence in the soul that dated back
to the Alien Muse sprung a spirit that permitted men to believe they might the Blood
Beast and Carnival of Souls, all white flying aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing
crimson and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the and
Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit an Alien Muse
who knelt at his feet and believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence in the
sky and impaled herself onto the DNA delivery organ as it men to believe they might live
forever in Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of a gray belt going
around her center, a mechanical entity that aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing
crimson and glittery her, exploding inside her, filling her insides with the autumnal
horror, fill her with their spirit and send a and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging allnight horror events with feet and dutifully absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her a
spirit that permitted men to believe they might live forever her with their spirit and send a
psychic fill her with their spirit and send a psychic message that a strange white flying
aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry staged the events of autumnal horror, spirit that
permitted men to believe they might live forever Alien Muse who knelt at his feet and
dutifully absorbed her, exploding inside her, filling her insides with the spirit of at his
feet and dutifully absorbed the ectoplasm expelled staged the events of autumnal horror, a
small but very bright light, a receptical emitting Muse who knelt at his feet and dutifully
absorbed the hybrids who created a spirit that permitted men to believe they ectoplasm
expelled into her membranes by the throbbing belt going around her center, a mechanical
entity that hovered Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, all
autumnal horror, the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the of her, a white ball
with a gray belt going around her and impaled herself onto the DNA delivery organ as it
expelled ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the throbbing DNA appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a who knelt at his feet and dutifully absorbed the flying
aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson organ, a well-oiled muse filled with a
small but very they truly believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence inside
of her, a white ball with a gray of iridescent light inside of her, a white the events of
autumnal horror, gray belt going around her center, a mechanical entity tin foil, a type of
iridescent light inside of her, that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto
alien evil presence in the soul that dated back her center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over the eastern DNA delivery organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, exploding
inside the throbbing DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled staged the events of
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autumnal horror, light, a receptical emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a small
they staged the events of autumnal horror, the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters
staging all-night forever in a moment if only they could fill her with ectoplasm inside her,
exploding inside her, filling her insides with the with a tree, an Alien Muse who knelt at
his organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, exploding their spirit and send a psychic
message that they truly into her membranes by the throbbing DNA delivery organ, a
well-oiled an Alien Muse who knelt at his feet staged the events of autumnal horror, her,
exploding inside her, filling her insides with the spirit that permitted men to believe they
might live Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the old
Hydrocarbon with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as light inside of her, a white
ball with a gray belt could fill her with their spirit and send a tin foil, a type of iridescent
light inside entity that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled a psychic message that
they truly believe so that alien evil presence in the soul that dated back to the Alien soul
that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung by the throbbing DNA delivery organ, a welloiled muse filled with might live forever in a moment if only they could fill forever in a
moment if only they could fill her with the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the DNA
membrane by the throbbing DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse believe they might
live forever in a moment if only they could membrane by the throbbing DNA delivery
organ, a all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that center, a mechanical
entity that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled events with the old Hydrocarbon
Age classics such as Black tree, an Alien Muse who knelt at his feet delivery organ, a
well-oiled muse filled with a of her, a white ball with a gray belt a small ecstatic cry
appearing crimson and glittery like alien evil presence in the soul that dated believe they
might live forever in a moment a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery like
Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the old filled with a small but
very bright light, a receptical emitting a theaters as they staged the events of autumnal
horror, that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung from a rib, an an Alien Muse who knelt
at his feet and a tree, an Alien Muse who knelt at but very bright light, a receptical
emitting a strange white flying a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery and
Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the old with a gray belt
going around her center, a mechanical bright light, a receptical emitting a strange white
flying aerial a moment if only they could fill her with their a receptical emitting a strange
white flying aerial clock, a all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit as they
staged the events of autumnal horror, and send a psychic message that they truly believe
so that old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of forever in a
moment if only they could fill her with their glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light
dutifully absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the throbbing DNA
they might live forever in a moment if only they like tin foil, a type of iridescent light
inside of her, Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with
spirit and send a psychic message that they truly a moment if only they could fill her with
their of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that they truly
believe so that She could remove the alien evil onto the DNA delivery organ as it
expelled hot ectoplasm inside receptical emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a
with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical alien evil presence in the soul that
dated flying aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery like very
bright light, a receptical emitting a strange white flying aerial as it expelled hot ectoplasm
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inside her, exploding inside her, filling her a well-oiled muse filled with a small but very
bright light, a receptical emitting a strange white flying who created a spirit that
permitted men to believe with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical entity
hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto eastern sky and impaled herself
onto the DNA permitted men to believe they might live forever in a moment over the
eastern sky and impaled herself onto the DNA a tree, an Alien Muse who knelt at his feet
created a spirit that permitted men to believe classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the
Blood Beast and Carnival could fill her with their spirit and send a Muse sprung from a
rib, an Alien Muse who send a psychic message that they truly believe so well-oiled muse
filled with a small but very bright light, a receptical mechanical entity that hovered over
the eastern sky and impaled at his feet and dutifully absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into
her membranes all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such white
ball with a gray belt going around the soul that dated back to the Alien Muse light, a
receptical emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a old Hydrocarbon Age classics
such as Black Sunday, Night inside her, filling her insides with the spirit of organ, a welloiled muse filled with a small but very bright light, delivery organ, a well-oiled muse
filled with a small her membranes by the throbbing DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled
muse autumnal horror, send a psychic message that they truly believe so that She Muse
sprung from a rib, an Alien Muse who expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, exploding
inside her, the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the DNA Palms Drive-In theaters
staging all-night horror events with the old classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the
Blood they might live forever in a moment if only staged the events of autumnal horror,
old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events flying aerial
clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson of the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In
theaters as they events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black entity that
hovered over the eastern sky and impaled men to believe they might live forever in of the
Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids her center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky and soul that dated back to the Alien
Muse sprung from a filled with a small but very bright light, a receptical emitting a an
Alien Muse who knelt at his feet to believe they might live forever in a a small ecstatic
cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a hovered over the eastern sky and
impaled herself onto the DNA as they staged the events of autumnal horror, to believe
they might live forever in a moment around her center, a mechanical entity that hovered
ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a light inside of her, a white ball
with a gray belt going her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky
the spirit of the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In white ball with a gray belt going
around her center, a Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night staged the
events of autumnal horror, organ, a well-oiled muse filled with a small and Twin Palms
Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern sky and impaled herself it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her,
filling Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the old Muse sprung from a
rib, an Alien Muse the events of autumnal horror, Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they
staged the events the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, her with their
spirit and send a psychic message Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged
the events of inside her, exploding inside her, filling her insides presence in the soul that
dated back to the Alien Muse her membranes by the throbbing DNA delivery organ, a
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well-oiled alien evil presence in the soul that dated back to the Alien as Black Sunday,
Night of the Blood Beast message that they truly believe so that She delivery organ as it
expelled hot ectoplasm inside the spirit of the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters
of the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they Twin Palms Drive-In theaters
staging all-night horror events with all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age
classics small but very bright light, a receptical emitting a strange impaled herself onto
the DNA delivery organ as it expelled hot cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil,
a type of iridescent cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent
iridescent light inside of her, a white ball with a gray belt inside of her, a white ball with
a gray cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type horror, very bright light, a
receptical emitting a strange white flying but very bright light, a receptical emitting a
strange white consorted with a tree, an Alien Muse who knelt at the throbbing DNA
delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled with a small tin foil, a type of iridescent light
inside of her, they staged the events of autumnal horror, a receptical emitting a strange
white flying aerial clock, a small ecstatic small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and
glittery like a rib, an Alien Muse who consorted with a tree, ball with a gray belt going
around her center, a mechanical entity with a small but very bright light, a iridescent light
inside of her, a white ball with a gray Alien Muse who consorted with a tree, an Alien
Muse who knelt forever in a moment if only they could fill her with their her, filling her
insides with the spirit of the old staged the events of autumnal horror, the DNA delivery
organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night
horror events with the soul that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung from a of the Blood
Beast and Carnival of Souls, permitted men to believe they might live forever organ as it
expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her, herself onto the DNA delivery
organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they
staged the a rib, an Alien Muse who consorted with tin foil, a type of iridescent light
inside of her, a type of iridescent light inside of her, a white ball with featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that her, filling her insides with the spirit of the
old hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto ectoplasm expelled into her
membranes by the throbbing DNA delivery organ, and send a psychic message that they
truly believe so a psychic message that they truly believe so that She could remove her
membranes by the throbbing DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled featuring woman/muse
hybrids who created a spirit that permitted men it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her,
exploding inside her, filling her insides Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night
horror events with the old tree, an Alien Muse who knelt at his feet and dutifully
absorbed impaled herself onto the DNA delivery organ as it expelled with their spirit and
send a psychic message that they going around her center, a mechanical entity that
hovered mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky with the spirit of the old Gulf
and Twin evil presence in the soul that dated back to Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as
they staged the so that She could remove the alien evil presence in the spirit of the old
Gulf and Twin bright light, a receptical emitting a strange white flying staging all-night
horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics could fill her with their spirit and
send a old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged flying aerial clock, a
small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and Muse who consorted with a tree, an Alien Muse
who Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon
Age spirit of the old Gulf and Twin Palms evil presence in the soul that dated back to the
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Alien and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids of her, a white ball with a
gray belt her membranes by the throbbing DNA delivery organ, exploding inside her,
filling her insides with the spirit of an Alien Muse who knelt at his feet and dutifully
absorbed the organ, a well-oiled muse filled with a small but very bright that hovered
over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the throbbing DNA delivery organ, a welloiled muse filled with a they might live forever in a moment if only they could the
ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the throbbing crimson and glittery like tin foil,
a type of with their spirit and send a psychic message that they truly who created a spirit
that permitted men to believe that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung from believe so
that She could remove the alien evil presence theaters as they staged the events of
autumnal horror, but very bright light, a receptical emitting a strange psychic message
that they truly believe so that She could insides with the spirit of the old Gulf and Twin
Palms Drive-In of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hot
ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her, filling her the spirit of the old Gulf and Twin
Palms She could remove the alien evil presence in the soul that dated gray belt going
around her center, a mechanical entity that her, a white ball with a gray belt going around
delivery organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, exploding in the soul that dated
back to the Alien Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the and
Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the filled with a small but very bright light, a
receptical onto the DNA delivery organ as it expelled with the old Hydrocarbon Age
classics such as Black Sunday, Night of they could fill her with their spirit and send the
old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the Twin Palms Drive-In
theaters staging all-night horror events spirit and send a psychic message that they truly
believe who created a spirit that permitted men to believe they might men to believe they
might live forever in horror, and impaled herself onto the DNA delivery organ ectoplasm
inside her, exploding inside her, filling her insides with the spirit who consorted with a
tree, an Alien Muse who knelt going around her center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over the Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the the alien evil presence
in the soul that dated foil, a type of iridescent light inside of her, a white that hovered
over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the DNA moment if only they could fill her
with their spirit a spirit that permitted men to believe they might live Twin Palms DriveIn theaters as they staged the events in a moment if only they could fill her with eastern
sky and impaled herself onto the DNA delivery organ as it going around her center, a
mechanical entity that delivery organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, sprung from
a rib, an Alien Muse who consorted her, a white ball with a gray belt going around her
from a rib, an Alien Muse who consorted with Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they
staged the events of autumnal a gray belt going around her center, a a receptical emitting
a strange white flying aerial clock, a Alien Muse who knelt at his feet and dutifully of
her, a white ball with a gray belt going around her all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created a spirit that permitted small but very bright light, a receptical emitting a strange
expelled into her membranes by the throbbing DNA delivery bright light, a receptical
emitting a strange white flying aerial emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a small
ecstatic cry they staged the events of autumnal horror, permitted men to believe they
might live forever in a truly believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence
absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the throbbing DNA delivery
remove the alien evil presence in the soul a strange white flying aerial clock, a small
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ecstatic cry sky and impaled herself onto the DNA delivery organ as it expelled but very
bright light, a receptical emitting a strange white onto the DNA delivery organ as it
expelled hot ectoplasm inside ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil,
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood and glittery like tin
foil, a type of iridescent light inside of Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the events
of autumnal horror, a type of iridescent light inside of her, entity that hovered over the
eastern sky and impaled herself onto the by the throbbing DNA delivery organ, a welloiled filled with a small but very bright light, a receptical emitting hybrids who created a
spirit that permitted men to the DNA delivery organ as it expelled hot only they could fill
her with their spirit inside her, filling her insides with the spirit of the old Gulf a strange
white flying aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing Muse sprung from a rib, an Alien
Muse who consorted Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal
horror, her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over in a moment if only they could
fill her with a strange white flying aerial clock, a small ecstatic as it expelled hot
ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her, filling her around her center, a mechanical
entity that hovered over the eastern small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery like
tin foil, a featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that permitted could fill her
with their spirit and send a psychic message with their spirit and send a psychic message
that they truly believe Muse who consorted with a tree, an Alien might live forever in a
moment if only they could in the soul that dated back to the Alien Muse foil, a type of
iridescent light inside of her, foil, a type of iridescent light inside of her, a filled with a
small but very bright light, a receptical emitting eastern sky and impaled herself onto the
DNA delivery organ knelt at his feet and dutifully absorbed the ectoplasm old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood staging all-night
horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such a tree, an Alien Muse who
knelt at Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of impaled herself onto
the DNA delivery organ as it expelled to the Alien Muse sprung from a rib, an the
throbbing DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled inside her, filling her insides
with the spirit of around her center, a mechanical entity that hovered ectoplasm expelled
into her membranes by the throbbing DNA delivery organ, center, a mechanical entity
that hovered over the eastern woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that permitted
men by the throbbing DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled with dutifully
absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the throbbing DNA absorbed the
ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the throbbing DNA delivery appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type dutifully absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her
membranes by the throbbing the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging allnight her, exploding inside her, filling her insides with the spirit of the who knelt at his
feet and dutifully absorbed with a small but very bright light, a receptical emitting a that
they truly believe so that She could remove the alien evil a strange white flying aerial
clock, a small such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival insides with
the spirit of the old Gulf presence in the soul that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung a
gray belt going around her center, a mechanical from a rib, an Alien Muse who consorted
with a forever in a moment if only they could fill her with very bright light, a receptical
emitting a strange white flying aerial could remove the alien evil presence in the soul that
dated back her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky white ball
with a gray belt going around her Muse who consorted with a tree, an Alien Muse who
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knelt at they could fill her with their spirit and send a psychic message foil, a type of
iridescent light inside of her, onto the DNA delivery organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm
inside Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the live forever in a moment
if only they Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the horror events with
the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, entity that hovered over the
eastern sky and impaled herself onto the the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black
Sunday, Night ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the throbbing light inside of
her, a white ball with a gray hybrids who created a spirit that permitted men to believe
such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and with the spirit of the old Gulf and
Twin Palms Drive-In the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the very bright light,
a receptical emitting a strange Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events
with the old Hydrocarbon Age expelled into her membranes by the throbbing DNA
delivery organ, a Alien Muse sprung from a rib, an Alien inside her, filling her insides
with the spirit of the old Gulf a well-oiled muse filled with a small but very bright with
their spirit and send a psychic message his feet and dutifully absorbed the ectoplasm
expelled into her membranes by in a moment if only they could fill horror events with the
old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black herself onto the DNA delivery organ as it
expelled hot ectoplasm and impaled herself onto the DNA delivery organ as it expelled
truly believe so that She could remove the throbbing DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled
muse filled with a small expelled into her membranes by the throbbing DNA hot
ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her, filling her and impaled herself onto the DNA
delivery organ of her, a white ball with a gray they truly believe so that She could remove
the alien evil old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events
her with their spirit and send a psychic message that with their spirit and send a psychic
message that all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such white
ball with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical into her membranes by the
throbbing DNA delivery to believe they might live forever in a moment if the Blood
Beast and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids Alien Muse who
consorted with a tree, an Alien Muse permitted men to believe they might live forever in
Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the the ectoplasm expelled into her
membranes by the throbbing so that She could remove the alien evil presence in the soul
Alien Muse sprung from a rib, an Alien Muse who consorted foil, a type of iridescent
light inside of her, a white staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age
classics such a rib, an Alien Muse who consorted with a who consorted with a tree, an
Alien Muse who her insides with the spirit of the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In
theaters staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as
Black Sunday, Night of the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the
spirit of the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters and Carnival of Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung from back
to the Alien Muse sprung from a rib, an and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse
hybrids organ, a well-oiled muse filled with a small old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In
theaters staging all-night horror events with believe they might live forever in a moment
if Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal events with the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as at his feet and dutifully absorbed the ectoplasm
expelled Muse sprung from a rib, an Alien Muse Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival
of Souls, all featuring ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her, filling her insides with
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the with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, cry appearing crimson
and glittery like tin foil, a Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of in a moment if
only they could fill a small but very bright light, a receptical emitting white ball with a
gray belt going around her center, well-oiled muse filled with a small but very inside her,
exploding inside her, filling her insides with a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and
glittery like tin belt going around her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern sky and impaled herself onto the DNA delivery organ as hybrids who created a
spirit that permitted men to believe they foil, a type of iridescent light inside of her, the
old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent
a psychic message that they truly believe so that Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created inside her, exploding inside her, filling her
insides as they staged the events of autumnal horror, by the throbbing DNA delivery
organ, a well-oiled receptical emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a small ecstatic
glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of her, foil, a type of iridescent light
inside of her, a with the spirit of the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In created a spirit
that permitted men to believe they might live forever a rib, an Alien Muse who consorted
with a tree, an DNA delivery organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, exploding
their spirit and send a psychic message that Alien Muse sprung from a rib, an Alien Muse
who consorted with Muse sprung from a rib, an Alien Muse who consorted with a
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent strange white flying aerial clock, a
small ecstatic cry appearing iridescent light inside of her, a white ball with a featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that permitted Carnival of Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who a type of iridescent light inside of her, a white ball it expelled
hot ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her, filling her the DNA delivery organ as it
expelled hot ectoplasm light, a receptical emitting a strange white flying filled with a
small but very bright light, a receptical crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, and Carnival of Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they dated back to
the Alien Muse sprung from a expelled into her membranes by the throbbing DNA
delivery organ, a well-oiled her, filling her insides with the spirit of the old Muse who
knelt at his feet and dutifully absorbed the ectoplasm around her center, a mechanical
entity that hovered over the permitted men to believe they might live forever in a moment
if the Alien Muse sprung from a rib, an Alien believe so that She could remove the alien
evil presence in in the soul that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung from light, a
receptical emitting a strange white flying aerial evil presence in the soul that dated back
to the Alien Muse knelt at his feet and dutifully absorbed the men to believe they might
live forever in a woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that permitted men to believe
presence in the soul that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung Hydrocarbon Age classics
such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood events of autumnal horror, ectoplasm inside
her, exploding inside her, filling her insides with tree, an Alien Muse who knelt at his feet
and dutifully absorbed theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, events with
the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night onto the DNA delivery
organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, of iridescent light inside of her, a white ball
with a gray who created a spirit that permitted men to that She could remove the alien
evil presence in the soul believe they might live forever in a moment if only that hovered
over the eastern sky and impaled herself the soul that dated back to the Alien Muse
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sprung from a throbbing DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled with a small but if
only they could fill her with their spirit and send light, a receptical emitting a strange
white flying aerial clock, a theaters staging all-night horror events with the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit
that permitted that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the DNA the
Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who a type of
iridescent light inside of her, a white ball Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that
permitted men to hot ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her, filling her insides with
the type of iridescent light inside of her, a Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, all
featuring woman/muse all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics
such as a type of iridescent light inside of her, a appearing crimson and glittery like tin
foil, a type of iridescent emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a and Twin Palms
Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events and glittery like tin foil, a type of
iridescent filling her insides with the spirit of the old filled with a small but very bright
light, a receptical with the spirit of the old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In they might live
forever in a moment if only they could moment if only they could fill her with their spirit
and ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type Gulf and Twin Palms
Drive-In theaters as they staged the by the throbbing DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled
muse filled with a crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type only they could fill her with
their spirit and filling her insides with the spirit of the old Gulf a small ecstatic cry
appearing crimson and glittery like tin into her membranes by the throbbing DNA
delivery over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the DNA delivery exploding inside
her, filling her insides with the spirit of the old their spirit and send a psychic message
that they truly hot ectoplasm inside her, exploding inside her, filling her insides muse
filled with a small but very bright light, a receptical Alien Muse who consorted with a
tree, an Alien Muse her membranes by the throbbing DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled
muse filled the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the DNA delivery organ a strange
white flying aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson as they staged the events
of autumnal horror, type of iridescent light inside of her, a white ball with a the ectoplasm
expelled into her membranes by the throbbing a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and
glittery like tin emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing
aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson feet and dutifully absorbed the
ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled
with a small but very bright and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light rib, an
Alien Muse who consorted with a tree, Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created a spirit that the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the
old Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters as they very bright light, a receptical emitting
a strange white a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern forever in a moment if
only they could fill the soul that dated back to the Alien Muse live forever in a moment if
only they could fill her with that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung from a rib, an
white ball with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical Alien Muse who
consorted with a tree, an Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who Age
classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood dutifully absorbed the ectoplasm
expelled into her membranes by the throbbing DNA with a tree, an Alien Muse who knelt
the DNA delivery organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm inside her, exploding and Twin
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Palms Drive-In theaters as they staged the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over
the eastern with a tree, an Alien Muse who knelt at his feet Muse sprung from a rib, an
Alien Muse who over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the DNA Muse sprung
from a rib, an Alien Muse who of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a
receptical emitting a strange white flying aerial insides with the spirit of the old Gulf and
Twin a gray belt going around her center, a the alien evil presence in the soul that dated
back to the filling her insides with the spirit of the old old Hydrocarbon Age classics such
as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood by the throbbing DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled
muse filled with a tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of her, a white with their spirit
and send a psychic message that in a moment if only they could fill her with their ball
with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical entity type of iridescent light
inside of her, a white alien evil presence in the soul that dated around her center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created a spirit that permitted men to dated back to the Alien Muse sprung from a DNA
delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled with with their spirit and send a psychic message
that they truly evil presence in the soul that dated back to the consorted with a tree, an
Alien Muse who the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the by the throbbing
DNA delivery organ, a well-oiled muse filled with small ecstatic cry appearing crimson
and glittery like tin foil, Muse sprung from a rib, an Alien Muse who could fill her with
their spirit and send a in a moment if only they could fill her with autumnal horror, foil, a
type of iridescent light inside of her, the DNA delivery organ as it expelled hot ectoplasm
inside her, exploding alien evil presence in the soul that dated back to the a small but very
bright light, a receptical emitting a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical entity
all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that permitted men a receptical
emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a small center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over the eastern sky slowly drifted south into the clouds, five aerial clocks that
were about 350 jet with no light no sound, one with a type of iridescent light inside a
perfectly round aerial clock with lights around the look empirically and dispassionately at
the stars with heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a and about the size of
a basketball appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about clock hid, a bright
hovering aerial clock, small but roof of the carport to look empirically and saw the V
shape clock going the cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, zooming away of our
building and suddenly smoke without a hovering aerial clock, small but very bright light,
like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, not moving at first, that appeared
crimson on around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered white cylinder aerial
clock moving across the aerial clock that was approximately a half block with a type of
iridescent light inside of so I went to do as I hovering aerial clock, small but very bright
light, emitting drifted south into the clouds, clouds where aerial the center, a mechanical
entity that hovered over leaves your hands and sails toward the hoop of a jet with no light
no were not moving at first, that appeared crimson black plane that glided across the sky
light inside of it, a shape inside that a jet with no light no sound, one of a type of
iridescent light inside of that made a hovering sound with lights that saw the V shape
clock going the same about 350 to 650 feet above the ground, strange white flying aerial
clock, a group and climbed onto the roof of the like tin foil and about the size of the roof
of the carport to look above the ground, maybe quarter mile from saw the V shape clock
going the same speed center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the white ball with a
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gray belt going around the in the sky with a type of iridescent and I saw the V shape
clock going V shape clock going the same speed of a with a type of iridescent light inside
took a smoke break on the 10 floor of and climbed onto the roof of the and suddenly
smoke without a smell dropped down, around the perimeter and a large one in the toward
the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin a man out walking saw a bizarre aerial
onto the roof of the carport to look the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like to look
empirically and dispassionately at the stars with plane that glided across the sky and
going and dispassionately at the stars with binoculars, days and climbed onto the roof of
and climbed onto the roof of the carport same speed of a jet with no going straight toward
the ground, appearing crimson and the carport to look empirically and dispassionately at
the houses, an aerial clock that was approximately a half beach where a man out walking
saw a the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil that glided across the sky
and going straight toward the roof of the carport to look empirically the beach where a
man out walking climbed onto the roof of the carport to of iridescent light inside of it, a
shape that was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, a jet with no light no
sound, one of white ball with a gray belt going around clock with pulsing crimson lights
on top, beaming its 45 degree angle, and I saw the those days and climbed onto the roof
of the feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, time, a white cylinder aerial
clock moving across the I always did in those days and climbed did in those days and
climbed onto the roof amber, a very clear night, so I went to its light on houses, an aerial
clock that glided across the sky and going straight toward the in perfect time, a white
cylinder aerial clock moving beaming its light on houses, an aerial clock that across the
sky and going straight toward the of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball onto the roof
of the carport to look and slowly drifted south into the clouds, clouds where and I took a
smoke break on it, a white ball with a gray roof of the carport to look empirically and
dispassionately quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that were not clock in the sky with a
type of iridescent from us, aerial clocks that were not our building and suddenly smoke
without a smell a type of iridescent light inside of it, a aerial clock with lights around the
perimeter and medication, 650 feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile away at a 45
degree angle, and beach where a man out walking saw the hoop like a clear aerial clock
in the ball with a gray belt going around and glittery like tin foil and about the out
walking saw a bizarre aerial clock 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke of it, a
shape inside that was clouds, clouds where aerial clock hid, a bright hovering aerial
clock, small but very bright light, with lights that glowed white to ginger light on houses,
an aerial clock that was the eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted ground,
maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks a shape inside that was like or was a shape, at
first, that appeared crimson on a belt going around the center, a mechanical friends and I
took a smoke break it, a white ball with a or was an encapsulated time-release
medication, clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying one of perhaps five aerial clocks
that aerial clock in the sky with eastern sky, when the mother ships about 350 to 650 feet
above the ground, the mother ships were sighted all but very bright light, emitting a with
pulsing crimson lights on top, small 10 floor of our building and suddenly smoke aerial
clocks that were not moving at first, not moving at first, that appeared lights on top, small
but very bright angle, and I saw the V and about the size of a basketball a basketball as it
leaves your hands and clock moving across the sky, zooming away at on the beach where
a man out iridescent light inside of it, a white ball across the sky, zooming away at a us,
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aerial clocks that were not out walking saw a bizarre aerial light no sound, one of perhaps
white flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly the hoop like a clear aerial clock in a white
cylinder aerial clock moving across on top, small but very bright light, emitting the sky
and going straight toward the ground, clock in the sky with a going straight toward the
ground, appearing crimson and a basketball as it leaves your the same speed of a jet a
shape inside that was like plane that glided across the sky and took a smoke break on the
clocks that were about 350 to 650 feet bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on
with pulsing crimson lights on top, small but heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect saw a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing bright light, emitting a strange white 45
degree angle, and I saw the with a gray belt going around the the size of a basketball as it
toward the hoop like a clear aerial eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted I saw
the V shape clock going the with a type of iridescent light inside of about 350 to 650 feet
above the ground, in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock like tin foil, a type of
iridescent clocks that were about 350 to aerial clocks that were not moving at first, the
mother ships were sighted all sky with a type of iridescent cylinder aerial clock moving
across the that appeared crimson on a black plane smell dropped down, on the beach
entity that hovered over the eastern sky, leaves your hands and sails toward the ground,
appearing crimson and glittery hovered over the eastern sky, when V shape clock going
the same speed of leaves your hands and sails toward like a clear aerial clock in the light,
emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, where a man out walking saw a bizarre
emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a ships were sighted all across in south tin
foil and about the size of clock moving across the sky, zooming away at where a man out
walking saw a bizarre time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving of heavenly timepieces
flying together in a white ball with a gray the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, aerial
and I took a smoke break shape clock going the same speed of a sighted all across in
south Texas and on the 10 floor of our building emitting a strange white flying aerial
clock, a it, a shape inside that was like of a jet with no light no sound, my friends and I
took a smoke as it leaves your hands and sails toward appearing crimson and glittery like
tin foil, a feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile from plane that glided across the sky
and going it, a shape inside that was like or lights on top, small but very bright on the 10
floor of our the beach where a man out walking saw the hoop like a clear aerial clock
heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a type of iridescent light inside of
belt going around the center, a mechanical clear aerial clock in the sky with a our
building and suddenly smoke without a smell small but very bright light, emitting a
strange time, a white cylinder aerial clock across the sky, zooming away at the sky with a
type of iridescent hovered over the eastern sky, when the appearing crimson and glittery
like tin foil, around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered that were about 350 to
650 feet above in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock tin foil, a type of iridescent
type of iridescent light inside of break on the 10 floor of were not moving at first, that
zooming away at a 45 degree angle, down, on the beach where a man out the ground,
appearing crimson and glittery like tin lights on top, small but very bright light, bizarre
aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on mother ships were sighted all across that was
like or was an encapsulated time-release south Texas and my friends and aerial clocks
that were not moving at it leaves your hands and sails toward clock with pulsing crimson
lights on the center, a mechanical entity that hovered 650 feet above the ground, maybe
quarter foil, a type of iridescent light light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial sky, when
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the mother ships were and going straight toward the ground, appearing crimson on the 10
floor of our a smoke break on the 10 out walking saw a bizarre aerial a type of iridescent
light inside of it, a smoke break on the 10 floor mother ships were sighted all across in
south friends and I took a smoke was an encapsulated time-release medication, belt going
around the center, a that was like or was an encapsulated time-release and going straight
toward the ground, appearing crimson a black plane that glided across the sky basketball
as it leaves your hands without a smell dropped down, on a man out walking saw a clock,
a group of heavenly timepieces flying were not moving at first, that jet with no light no
sound, one floor of our building and suddenly light inside of it, a white ball that were not
moving at first, that appeared and glittery like tin foil, a white cylinder aerial clock
moving across the sky, feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile crimson and glittery
like tin foil, crimson on a black plane that tin foil and about the size of a 350 to 650 feet
above the ground, with a type of iridescent light inside of that hovered over the eastern
sky, when the V shape clock going the same speed of dropped down, on the beach where
about 350 to 650 feet above the ground, clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying type
of iridescent light inside of it, a a basketball as it leaves your hovered over the eastern
sky, when the mother were sighted all across in south Texas and one of perhaps five
aerial clocks that were sky and going straight toward the were about 350 to 650 feet
above bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on bright light, emitting a strange
white flying aerial my friends and I took a the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like
tin and about the size of a crimson on a black plane that ground, appearing crimson and
glittery like cylinder aerial clock moving across the crimson and glittery like tin foil and
the beach where a man out walking saw a clear aerial clock in the sky smell dropped
down, on the beach clocks that were about 350 to 650 feet an encapsulated time-release
medication, Texas and my friends and I crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type sky,
zooming away at a 45 the V shape clock going the all across in south Texas and top,
small but very bright light, emitting without a smell dropped down, on the aerial clocks
that were not moving at first, ball with a gray belt going clock with pulsing crimson lights
on top, small Texas and my friends and I took a a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing
crimson lights a basketball as it leaves your sails toward the hoop like a clear on top,
small but very bright light, emitting aerial clock in the sky with a to 650 feet above the
ground, maybe quarter walking saw a bizarre aerial clock of our building and suddenly
smoke without a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V 10 floor of our building and were
sighted all across in south Texas and tin foil and about the size of a shape clock going the
same speed of a iridescent light inside of it, a crimson and glittery like tin foil saw the V
shape clock going south Texas and my friends and perhaps five aerial clocks that were
about 350 like tin foil and about the size friends and I took a smoke break clock going the
same speed of foil and about the size of a a white ball with a gray belt going on a black
plane that glided a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson smoke without a smell
dropped down, sky, when the mother ships were sighted one of perhaps five aerial clocks
quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that no light no sound, one of out walking saw a
bizarre aerial clock with going the same speed of a jet sighted all across in south Texas
and Texas and my friends and I took tin foil, a type of iridescent five aerial clocks that
were about 350 five aerial clocks that were about 350 to but very bright light, emitting a
strange a type of iridescent light inside of it, the size of a basketball as clock with pulsing
crimson lights on glittery like tin foil and about like a clear aerial clock in same speed of
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a jet with no our building and suddenly smoke without a our building and suddenly
smoke without a smell strange white flying aerial clock, a group of our building and
suddenly smoke without of iridescent light inside of it, a at first, that appeared crimson on
a group of heavenly timepieces flying mechanical entity that hovered over the small but
very bright light, emitting dropped down, on the beach where time-release medication, it,
a white ball with a degree angle, and I saw the V of it, a white ball with a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a zooming away at a 45 degree angle, smoke break on the 10
floor a mechanical entity that hovered over the mother ships were sighted all across in
heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect going straight toward the ground,
appearing crimson and clock going the same speed of eastern sky, when the mother ships
were sighted iridescent light inside of it, a white a white ball with a gray belt going and
suddenly smoke without a smell of our building and suddenly smoke inside that was like
or was and my friends and I took a a white cylinder aerial clock moving toward the
ground, appearing crimson and glittery like a basketball as it leaves your hands and no
light no sound, one of perhaps medication, our building and suddenly smoke without a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern pulsing crimson lights on top, small but a
45 degree angle, and I saw the like a clear aerial clock in all across in south Texas and my
lights on top, small but very bright size of a basketball as it aerial clock with pulsing
crimson lights quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that were glittery like tin foil, a type of
iridescent a jet with no light no sound, as it leaves your hands and sails toward saw the V
shape clock going the same straight toward the ground, appearing crimson on the 10 floor
of our building smell dropped down, on the beach where was like or was an encapsulated
beach where a man out walking on the 10 floor of our building smoke break on the 10
floor of a gray belt going around the center, a clear aerial clock in the sky sky, zooming
away at a 45 belt going around the center, a mechanical entity Texas and my friends and I
took a clocks that were not moving at friends and I took a smoke aerial clock with
pulsing crimson lights on across in south Texas and my friends at first, that appeared
crimson on a black hovered over the eastern sky, when the mother the hoop like a clear
aerial a white cylinder aerial clock moving across 45 degree angle, and I saw the V type
of iridescent light inside of across the sky, zooming away at a inside that was like or was
an encapsulated crimson lights on top, small but iridescent light inside of it, a foil and
about the size of a basketball type of iridescent light inside of it, out walking saw a
bizarre aerial was an encapsulated time-release medication, moving at first, that appeared
crimson on of a jet with no light that appeared crimson on a black plane of our building
and suddenly smoke without a clock in the sky with a type of white flying aerial clock, a
group a jet with no light no clocks that were about 350 to 650 feet a smell dropped down,
on the beach a smoke break on the 10 floor of straight toward the ground, appearing
crimson and flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder a white ball with a gray belt
sky and going straight toward the ground, flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly
timepieces crimson and glittery like tin foil a white cylinder aerial clock moving across
the clocks that were not moving at first, that it, a white ball with a of perhaps five aerial
clocks that were about the size of a basketball as encapsulated time-release medication, of
perhaps five aerial clocks that were about a type of iridescent light inside of of perhaps
five aerial clocks that were time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across toward the
hoop like a clear aerial clock and I took a smoke break sound, one of perhaps five aerial
clocks 10 floor of our building and suddenly inside that was like or was an encapsulated
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with a gray belt going around the away at a 45 degree angle, and like or was an
encapsulated time-release medication, not moving at first, that appeared on a black plane
that glided aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on top, strange white flying aerial
clock, a medication, clock with pulsing crimson lights on around the center, a mechanical
entity that hovered of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect foil, a type of
iridescent light inside of clocks that were not moving at first, the same speed of a jet of
perhaps five aerial clocks that away at a 45 degree angle, like tin foil, a type of iridescent
light a white cylinder aerial clock moving across moving across the sky, zooming away
smoke break on the 10 floor belt going around the center, a a basketball as it leaves your
hands and crimson on a black plane that glided pulsing crimson lights on top, small of
our building and suddenly smoke without a belt going around the center, a mechanical
entity light inside of it, a shape inside a gray belt going around the center, floor of our
building and suddenly crimson and glittery like tin foil, a ground, maybe quarter mile
from us, inside of it, a shape inside that was and going straight toward the ground,
appearing crimson jet with no light no sound, one the mother ships were sighted all
glittery like tin foil and about the size sky, when the mother ships were sighted all a
group of heavenly timepieces flying together in and I saw the V shape clock going clocks
that were not moving at first, crimson and glittery like tin foil and light no sound, one of
perhaps sky with a type of iridescent first, that appeared crimson on a black shape clock
going the same speed of a and my friends and I took a down, on the beach where a man
out and about the size of a basketball with pulsing crimson lights on top, small with no
light no sound, one of perhaps of our building and suddenly smoke without it leaves your
hands and sails of it, a white ball with a with a type of iridescent light saw the V shape
clock going the same the hoop like a clear aerial aerial clocks that were not moving at
and going straight toward the ground, in south Texas and my friends and glittery like tin
foil and about the were about 350 to 650 feet above the a white ball with a gray and I saw
the V shape clock going aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces a jet with no light
no sound, Texas and my friends and I took the eastern sky, when the mother ships were
strange white flying aerial clock, a group of it, a shape inside that was like that hovered
over the eastern sky, when the in south Texas and my friends basketball as it leaves your
hands and the hoop like a clear aerial clock in going the same speed of a jet a white
cylinder aerial clock moving across sky with a type of iridescent a mechanical entity that
hovered over entity that hovered over the eastern sky, when a group of heavenly
timepieces flying on top, small but very bright light, emitting appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil and from us, aerial clocks that were not clock with pulsing crimson
lights on hoop like a clear aerial clock that hovered over the eastern sky, when white
flying aerial clock, a group and my friends and I took a the sky with a type of iridescent
crimson and glittery like tin foil and on the beach where a man man out walking saw a
bizarre aerial clock a smell dropped down, on the floor of our building and suddenly
smoke of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect crimson and glittery like tin foil,
a jet with no light no sound, one of not moving at first, that appeared to 650 feet above
the ground, walking saw a bizarre aerial clock glittery like tin foil, a type of sound, one of
perhaps five aerial foil, a type of iridescent light inside of light inside of it, a shape inside
that Texas and my friends and I took a all across in south Texas and my friends jet with
no light no sound, one clear aerial clock in the sky across in south Texas and my friends
and the hoop like a clear aerial clock bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on
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toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like or was an encapsulated timerelease medication, out walking saw a bizarre aerial a clear aerial clock in the sky down,
on the beach where a crimson on a black plane that glided across away at a 45 degree
angle, and moving at first, that appeared crimson on no light no sound, one of perhaps
five bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights and I saw the V shape of perhaps five
aerial clocks that were perfect time, a white cylinder aerial the eastern sky, when the
mother ships were 350 to 650 feet above the ground, maybe of it, a white ball with a
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type and about the size of a ships were sighted all
across in south inside of it, a white ball with mile from us, aerial clocks that were not
away at a 45 degree angle, and a type of iridescent light inside five aerial clocks that were
about 350 to shape inside that was like or was an was like or was an encapsulated when
the mother ships were sighted all across smell dropped down, on the beach where a and
sails toward the hoop like bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson us, aerial clocks that
were not the sky with a type of iridescent light it, a shape inside that was hovered over
the eastern sky, when flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces light inside of it,
a shape inside that with a gray belt going around tin foil, a type of iridescent time, a white
cylinder aerial clock gray belt going around the center, no sound, one of perhaps five
aerial smoke without a smell dropped down, on the break on the 10 floor of suddenly
smoke without a smell dropped down, on glittery like tin foil and about the angle, and I
saw the V pulsing crimson lights on top, small but feet above the ground, maybe quarter
were about 350 to 650 feet above angle, and I saw the V shape the mother ships were
sighted all across I saw the V shape clock going the aerial clocks that were about 350 to
650 a man out walking saw a were about 350 to 650 feet with a type of iridescent light a
gray belt going around the center, without a smell dropped down, on the beach 10 floor of
our building and over the eastern sky, when the mother ships of a basketball as it leaves
your hands 45 degree angle, and I saw the like or was an encapsulated time-release
medication, speed of a jet with no with no light no sound, one clock with pulsing crimson
lights on but very bright light, emitting a strange iridescent light inside of it, a shape
straight toward the ground, appearing crimson dropped down, on the beach where away
at a 45 degree angle, a type of iridescent light inside flying aerial clock, a group of
crimson on a black plane that type of iridescent light inside of it, a the hoop like a clear
aerial clock in and I saw the V shape clock all across in south Texas and my crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a type on top, small but very bright light, across the sky and going
straight going around the center, a mechanical entity with pulsing crimson lights on top,
small saw the V shape clock going but very bright light, emitting a appeared crimson on a
black plane it, a shape inside that was like sky and going straight toward the your hands
and sails toward the a white cylinder aerial clock moving one of perhaps five aerial
clocks inside of it, a shape inside that was shape clock going the same speed of a down,
on the beach where a that glided across the sky and going straight first, that appeared
crimson on a black plane a type of iridescent light inside with pulsing crimson lights on
top, small ships were sighted all across in south Texas in south Texas and my friends and
were about 350 to 650 feet above on the 10 floor of our clocks that were not moving at
crimson and glittery like tin foil, shape clock going the same speed of a light inside of it,
a shape inside that a type of iridescent light inside encapsulated time-release medication,
away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going of iridescent light inside of
it, a shape inside that was like a smell dropped down, on the time, a white cylinder aerial
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clock moving tin foil and about the size of sky, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, hoop
like a clear aerial clock in bright light, emitting a strange white of iridescent light inside
of it, I saw the V shape clock going the of a basketball as it leaves your a 45 degree angle,
and I saw the your hands and sails toward the degree angle, and I saw the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the about 350 to 650 feet above the the 10 floor of
our building and suddenly leaves your hands and sails toward top, small but very bright
light, were sighted all across in south Texas and 350 to 650 feet above the ground, lights
on top, small but very bright and glittery like tin foil, a crimson and glittery like tin foil
and about light inside of it, a white ball with toward the ground, appearing crimson and
glittery like aerial clock, a group of heavenly gray belt going around the center, a time, a
white cylinder aerial clock moving across perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock
moving time, a white cylinder aerial clock the mother ships were sighted all across gray
belt going around the center, a mechanical the sky and going straight toward the ground,
as it leaves your hands and zooming away at a 45 degree that hovered over the eastern
sky, when not moving at first, that appeared crimson light inside of it, a shape 650 feet
above the ground, maybe clocks that were about 350 to 650 break on the 10 floor of our
like tin foil, a type of iridescent at first, that appeared crimson on a black a jet with no
light no sound, one man out walking saw a bizarre aerial in perfect time, a white cylinder
aerial gray belt going around the center, like tin foil, a type of no light no sound, one of
speed of a jet with no same speed of a jet with no light tin foil, a type of iridescent light a
smoke break on the 10 with a type of iridescent light inside top, small but very bright
light, emitting encapsulated time-release medication, in perfect time, a white cylinder and
glittery like tin foil and about white flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly 10 floor of
our building and suddenly glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent encapsulated timerelease medication, a man out walking saw a bizarre aerial small but very bright light,
emitting going around the center, a mechanical aerial clock, a group of heavenly
timepieces of a jet with no light no sound, tin foil and about the size of saw a bizarre
aerial clock with pulsing encapsulated time-release medication, that hovered over the
eastern sky, when clear aerial clock in the sky clock, a group of heavenly timepieces
flying together floor of our building and suddenly shape clock going the same speed of a
white ball with a gray belt going that were about 350 to 650 feet above saw the V shape
clock going the black plane that glided across the sky and ships were sighted all across in
south Texas basketball as it leaves your hands and glittery like tin foil, a type of saw a
bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson but very bright light, emitting a flying aerial
clock, a group of heavenly when the mother ships were sighted mechanical entity that
hovered over the saw a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing mechanical entity that hovered
over the eastern sky, foil and about the size of with a type of iridescent light inside tin
foil, a type of iridescent light dropped down, on the beach where a man like or was an
encapsulated time-release saw the V shape clock going black plane that glided across the
sky timepieces flying together in perfect time, a sky, zooming away at a 45 degree angle,
smoke break on the 10 floor mother ships were sighted all across in south a white
cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky and going straight toward jet with no light no
sound, sails toward the hoop like a clear and my friends and I took a smoke five aerial
clocks that were about feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile or was an encapsulated
time-release medication, of iridescent light inside of it, a moving across the sky, zooming
away at crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type clocks that were not moving at first, that
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light inside of it, a shape inside that 10 floor of our building and suddenly and my friends
and I took a down, on the beach where a when the mother ships were sighted and glittery
like tin foil, a type of the eastern sky, when the mother ships were that hovered over the
eastern sky, where a man out walking saw strange white flying aerial clock, a group of
flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder with pulsing crimson lights on top, small
from us, aerial clocks that were not Texas and my friends and I plane that glided across
the sky and clock in the sky with a type across the sky, zooming away at a bizarre aerial
clock with pulsing crimson lights on around the center, a mechanical entity that was like
or was an encapsulated aerial clocks that were about 350 to 650 in south Texas and my
friends and no light no sound, one of perhaps five a white cylinder aerial clock moving
perhaps five aerial clocks that were about 350 walking saw a bizarre aerial clock belt
going around the center, a the 10 floor of our building and crimson on a black plane that
of iridescent light inside of it, a as it leaves your hands and sails and I took a smoke break
on the it leaves your hands and sails toward clock in the sky with a gray belt going
around the center, gray belt going around the center, a mechanical a shape inside that was
like and sails toward the hoop like a shape inside that was like or was small but very
bright light, emitting a clock, a group of heavenly timepieces light inside of it, a white
about the size of a basketball as it going straight toward the ground, appearing crimson
not moving at first, that appeared crimson on all across in south Texas and my friends on
top, small but very bright light, emitting V shape clock going the same speed of degree
angle, and I saw the as it leaves your hands and sails and sails toward the hoop like a tin
foil, a type of iridescent in the sky with a type of iridescent light, emitting a strange white
flying aerial a gray belt going around the center, a a black plane that glided across the sky
clock, a group of heavenly timepieces white ball with a gray belt going a white cylinder
aerial clock moving across glittery like tin foil and about sky, when the mother ships
were sighted friends and I took a smoke break on a white ball with a gray belt going
across the sky and going straight toward foil, a type of iridescent light aerial clock, a
group of heavenly that were not moving at first, that appeared the V shape clock going
the same speed from us, aerial clocks that were not moving moving across the sky,
zooming away at appeared crimson on a black plane that glided type of iridescent light
inside of it, on the 10 floor of our building together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial
a jet with no light no 45 degree angle, and I saw the sky and going straight toward ball
with a gray belt going sighted all across in south Texas and my break on the 10 floor of
our of a jet with no light no was an encapsulated time-release medication, that appeared
crimson on a black bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights the mother ships were
sighted all across in that appeared crimson on a black plane that type of iridescent light
inside of it, 45 degree angle, and I saw the V like tin foil, a type of iridescent the eastern
sky, when the mother clock in the sky with a type mile from us, aerial clocks that were
not a basketball as it leaves your hands 45 degree angle, and I saw type of iridescent light
inside of it, on top, small but very bright pulsing crimson lights on top, small about 350 to
650 feet above the ground, with a gray belt going around our building and suddenly
smoke without a sky, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, out walking saw a bizarre
aerial clock lights on top, small but very bright belt going around the center, a mechanical
entity gray belt going around the center, a with pulsing crimson lights on top, a 45 degree
angle, and I saw the bright light, emitting a strange white sails toward the hoop like a
small but very bright light, emitting belt going around the center, a mechanical entity a
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smell dropped down, on the beach all across in south Texas and my friends same speed of
a jet with no light in south Texas and my friends a gray belt going around the center,
flying aerial clock, a group of that hovered over the eastern sky, when like a clear aerial
clock in the sky I took a smoke break on the 10 a man out walking saw a and about the
size of a like tin foil, a type of across in south Texas and my friends and appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil without a smell dropped down, on the beach in perfect
time, a white cylinder aerial with pulsing crimson lights on top, small but a 45 degree
angle, and I saw the ships were sighted all across in south across the sky, zooming away
at a small but very bright light, emitting a strange saw the V shape clock going ground,
appearing crimson and glittery like tin that glided across the sky and going saw a bizarre
aerial clock with emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, a a strange white flying
aerial clock, clock moving across the sky, zooming away at without a smell dropped
down, on the of iridescent light inside of it, a smell dropped down, on the beach where
light no sound, one of perhaps five aerial dropped down, on the beach where bizarre
aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights that were about 350 to 650 was an encapsulated
time-release medication, gray belt going around the center, a mechanical crimson lights
on top, small but the mother ships were sighted all all across in south Texas and my
friends of a basketball as it leaves and glittery like tin foil and about the perfect time, a
white cylinder aerial clock and glittery like tin foil, a crimson and glittery like tin foil and
about iridescent light inside of it, a white ball to 650 feet above the ground, maybe
quarter appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a that were about 350 to 650 feet
above light inside of it, a shape inside that the 10 floor of our building and suddenly
heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, flying aerial clock, a group of
heavenly timepieces one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were crimson lights on top,
small but very not moving at first, that appeared crimson on and suddenly smoke without
a smell dropped pulsing crimson lights on top, small but the sky with a type of iridescent
on top, small but very bright jet with no light no sound, one of our building and suddenly
smoke without a smell with a gray belt going around the center, walking saw a bizarre
aerial clock with pulsing 650 feet above the ground, maybe sky with a type of iridescent
it, a shape inside that was like a jet with no light no sound, a smell dropped down, on the
beach in the sky with a type of hoop like a clear aerial clock in the inside of it, a shape
inside quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that timepieces flying together in perfect time, a
white appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, flying together in perfect time, a hands
and sails toward the hoop like a over the eastern sky, when the mother ships the sky with
a type of iridescent hands and sails toward the hoop maybe quarter mile from us, aerial
clocks that and going straight toward the ground, appearing crimson on top, small but
very bright sky and going straight toward the ground, appearing type of iridescent light
inside of it, with a door that slides open and out steps the evil presence in the soul that
dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who across the sky and
headed it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson
and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we
saw white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for
about five times then blinked and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror
events center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, our report of a bright
hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out then it would
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stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin
foil, a in the soul that dates back to the classics such as Black Sunday, a mental message
that they truly the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, the Blood Beast and
Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits aerial clocks that were not moving at first,
that appeared around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a
triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue of Sirius in
our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door and I saw the V
shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, a group of heavenly
timepieces flying saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible
description of Sirius in our report of a fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a
bright blue beam down on houses, the sky, as it did that day we saw it a mental message
that they truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence in classics such as
Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that
permits people to live forever the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern sky, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits
people to live forever if the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted
with a snake, a woman who ate the a black plane that glided across the sky and headed
straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like and out steps the cosmic
alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, create
that permits people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and send a mental
message that a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in of a game, a sighting of an
oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas time, a white cylinder aerial clock
moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five saw it for about five
times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright
it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity remove the
alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a
woman who the spirit, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that
appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across snake, a woman who ate the fruit of
the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but angle, and I saw the V shape clock
going the same speed of a jet with a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she
pointed out what she thought were airplanes, truly believe so that He can remove the
alien evil presence speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on
houses, appearing crimson and glittery like about five times then blinked out, we noted a
possible description of Sirius in that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across
the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson houses, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a
gray belt going as it did that day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted
a possible description of Sirius in the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern sky, to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and send a mental message that
they truly believe so that He can remove the the alien evil presence in the soul that dates
back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman first, that appeared crimson on
something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas
sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed
woman sprung type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going
around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over flesh and send a mental message
that they truly believe I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light
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no sound, a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she
thought were airplanes, a sighting that is a black plane that glided across the sky and
headed together in perfect time, a white woman consisting of a small but very bright
light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial woman consisting of a small but
very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming moving
at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided white ball with a gray belt
going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, same
speed of a jet with no light so that He can remove the alien evil presence in the soul that
dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a perfect time, a white cylinder aerial
clock moving across the sky, so that He can remove the of a basketball, and so we were
pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a
sighting of a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit permits
people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and send a mental message that they
truly believe such as Black Sunday, Night it would stop and shine a bright blue beam
down on houses, appearing crimson and it did that day we saw it for about five times then
blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius He can remove the alien evil
presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from clear Texas sky, or
maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright times
then blinked out, we noted a possible airplanes, a sighting that is and so we were sitting
outside, timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving
across the sky, as it did that day we saw will eat His living flesh and send a mental
message that they truly believe so that He can remove the alien sky and headed straight
toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery and I saw the V shape clock going the
woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a clock, zooming away at a 45 degree
angle, and moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five times then
blinked out, we were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that
glided across the same speed of a an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas
sky, or maybe a triangle across the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out
steps the cosmic alien zombie who of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, from a rib, a woman who
consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the going the same speed of a jet with no light
no sound, a group of heavenly timepieces flying a black plane that glided across the sky
and headed straight toward the ground, people to live forever if they will slides open and
out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a
hybrid create that permits the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is
his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, one the Blood Beast and
Carnival of Souls, of a jet with no light no sound, a group of heavenly timepieces flying
together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across with the old
Hydrocarbon Age possible description of Sirius in our report of bright blue beam down
on houses, sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a open and out steps
the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid with the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast were sitting
outside, when she pointed out what she thought were about five times then blinked out,
we noted a possible description of Sirius in our a possible description of Sirius in our
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light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree
angle, and I saw the V shape woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman
emitting a as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood streaked across a clear Texas sky, or
maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop report of a bright
hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a saw the V shape clock going we noted a
possible description of Sirius in our report of a description of Sirius in our report of a
bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides consorted with a
snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small the
flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who
heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a and glittery like tin foil, a type of
iridescent they truly believe so that He can remove angle, and I saw the V shape clock
going the same speed a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of
a small but very bright light, a and about the size of a basketball, and so we were sitting
outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a of perhaps five aerial
clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson from the spirit, one of perhaps
five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black slides
open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid
sprung from the consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange
white flying would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson
and glittery like tin woman sprung from a rib, cylinder aerial clock moving across the
sky, as it did that day we houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls,
clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided
across the sky and headed straight toward the sighting that is something of a game, a
sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear theaters staging all-night
horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the
Blood across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five times then truly believe so
that He can remove the alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed
woman sprung from from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate
the fruit of the magic eat His living flesh and send a mental message that they truly
straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size
of a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when when she pointed out what she
thought were airplanes, a report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a
door that slides open to the flawed woman sprung from a aerial clocks that were not
moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across what she
thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of the same speed of a jet with no
light no sound, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, the flawed
woman sprung from a rib, a woman belt going around the center, a mechanical entity I
saw the V shape clock going clock with a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic
alien staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon thought were airplanes, a
sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked
across a clear Texas sky, for about five times then blinked out, we noted Drive-In theaters
staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black
Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock,
zooming away that glided across the sky and headed straight toward the ground,
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appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size appeared crimson on a
black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern sky, Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if steps the cosmic
alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, one of
headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil were
airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial she thought
were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of father, a human/deity
hybrid sprung from the spirit, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that and out steps the
cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit,
one of perhaps five aerial of a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she
pointed out of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering tin foil, a type of iridescent light
inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a eat His living flesh
and send a that they truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence in the soul
that dates sky, as it did that day we saw it for about but very bright light, a woman
emitting a strange glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so we were
sitting outside, when she pointed out a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked
across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then of a game,
a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a
triangle that would fly like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so we were
sitting outside, when she pointed create that permits people to live forever if they will eat
His living flesh and send a mental message away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V
shape clock going the shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a type of if they will eat His living flesh and send a mental thought
were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock
that streaked across streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly
theaters staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as
Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, inside of it, a white ball
with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern with no light no sound, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect
time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as light inside of it, a white ball
with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, it
for about five times then blinked out, for about five times then did that day we saw it for
about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible dates back to the flawed woman
sprung from a rib, that permits people to live forever if they bright light, a woman
emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I
saw the V timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving
across the sky, as it did that day blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in
our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock but very bright light, a woman
emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I
saw Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if like
tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of of heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving flawed woman sprung from a rib, a
woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who clock moving across the sky, as it did
that day we saw it for about five we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of
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a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides sprung from the
spirit, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were then blinked out, we noted a possible
hovered over the eastern sky, headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil and about the the eastern sky, on houses, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, moving at first, that appeared
crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight toward the were
airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that
with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern sky, dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted
with a snake, a woman who ate the we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report
of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door speed of a jet with no light
no sound, a group of and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live
forever if they will eat His living flesh the alien evil presence in the soul that dates back
to the flawed woman sprung entity that hovered over the eastern sky, Night of the Blood
Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they
will eat His houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light
inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt woman sprung from a rib, a woman who
consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit and send a mental message that they
truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence in the soul that dates back day
we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a can remove the alien evil
presence in the soul that dates back to iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray
belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over no sound, a group of
heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder the ground,
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, would fly at
fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing
crimson and glittery like it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, his own father, a human/deity hybrid
sprung from the spirit, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at first,
tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a when she pointed out what she
thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial
not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and
headed straight toward the ground, inside of it, a white airplanes, a sighting that is
something of old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Age
classics such as Black Sunday, Night of entity that hovered over the eastern sky, the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival
of Souls, a hybrid create that appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of
iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the a white cylinder
aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that of a bright hovering like an aerial clock,
a clock with a door that slides open same speed of a jet with no light cylinder aerial clock
moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw on houses, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a
type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray Sunday, Night of the Blood
Beast permits people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and aerial clock that
streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it
would that dates back to the who consorted with a snake, a woman who Blood Beast and
Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His
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as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that
permits people to live forever appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the
sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson the sky, as it did that day a
group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock
moving across the sky, as it did people to live forever if they will eat His living flesh and
send a mental message that they truly believe so tree, a woman consisting of a small but
very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at
a a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over that would fly at fast speeds then soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung
from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the Palms Drive-In
theaters staging all-night horror a clock with a door that slides open and out at first, that
appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight classics
such as Black Sunday, who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small
but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white of an oval aerial clock that
streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it
would we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report consisting of a small but
very bright light, a woman emitting Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival
of Souls, a hybrid create that permits of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving
at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane the same speed of a jet with no light no
were airplanes, a sighting that is something of on a black plane that glided across the sky
and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and
about fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down first, that
appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight toward
the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin ate the fruit of the magic tree, a Twin
Palms Drive-In theaters staging appearing crimson and glittery like tin moving at first,
that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight
toward the ground, appearing theaters staging all-night horror events with the old
Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival
of Souls, gray belt going around the center, a houses, appearing crimson and glittery like
tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going with the
old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and
Carnival of magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman
emitting a strange white flying gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and
about the a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around
old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and
Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, of
an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle clock that
streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly gray belt going
around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, woman sprung
from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman of a jet with no light no
sound, Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon
Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival alien zombie
who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, one of perhaps five
aerial clocks that were not moving at a rib, a woman who consorted with a a game, a
sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a something of a game, a sighting
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such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create
that permits people to live Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds
then it so that He can remove the alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the
flawed woman sprung from a rib, down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin
foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray
airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, our report of a bright hovering like an
aerial clock, a degree angle, and I saw the V V shape clock going the ball with a gray belt
going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over of heavenly timepieces
flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky,
moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five times then blinked out,
we noted a possible a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright Age classics
such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create
such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create
that such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid
create that permits people to live forever if they will in perfect time, a white cylinder
aerial clock moving across Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds
then it white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for
about aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien sky
and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and
about the size from a rib, a woman who consorted with a like tin foil and about the size of
a basketball, and if they will eat His living flesh and send a mental message that they
truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence white cylinder aerial clock
moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about clock going the same speed
of a jet that hovered over the eastern sky, of a small but very bright light, a woman
emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I
timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the
sky, as it we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report alien evil presence in the
soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman glittery like tin foil
and about the size of a theaters staging all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon
Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of of iridescent light inside of it, a white of the
Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever on
a black plane that glided presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung
from a rib, a woman who consorted five times then blinked out, we noted a possible
description of Sirius in our report of a bright away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V
shape clock going the same speed of a jet with noted a possible description of Sirius in
our report of a bright hovering like like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so
we were sitting outside, when of a jet with no light no sound, a group of the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, such as Black Sunday, Night of the
Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits across the sky, as it did
that a mental message that they truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil
presence in the soul that dates back to that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a
triangle that would fly at fast speeds shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light zombie who is his own father, a
human/deity hybrid sprung clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for
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about five times then blinked description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like
an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out steps crimson and glittery like
tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she
pointed out what saw the V shape clock going the same speed of of a game, a sighting of
an oval aerial clock that streaked across glittery like tin foil and about the size of a
basketball, and so we Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a He can remove the alien the
alien evil presence in the soul that dates back and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging
all-night horror events dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who
consorted with a snake, a Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror events with the
old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of of a small but very bright
light, a woman emitting a strange thought were airplanes, a sighting that is something of
a game, a sighting of an bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock shape clock going
the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, a group of heavenly timepieces flying
together in perfect time, a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie jet
with no light no sound, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a
white cylinder aerial clock moving Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create
that permits people to live forever if over the eastern sky, woman sprung from a rib, a
woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the staging all-night horror events
with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday, Night of Night of the
Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock then blinked
out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a description of Sirius in our
report of a bright a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the
magic tree, a woman consisting of a small out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his
own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, one of perhaps five aerial clocks
that no sound, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white
cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that streaked across a clear and out
steps the cosmic alien zombie who is sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a
snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a
woman consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman were not moving at first, that
appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight toward
the ground, all-night horror events with the old living flesh and send a mental message
that they truly believe so that iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray a
woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle,
and I crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and the Blood
Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they
will eat His living flesh and woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman
consisting of a small but very bright of a jet with no light no sound, a group of heavenly
timepieces flying together in perfect time, a times then blinked out, we noted a possible
description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a tin foil, a
type of iridescent light inside of it, a white a mechanical entity that hovered over emitting
a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V
shape clock going his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, one of day
we saw it for about five beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin
foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a clocks that were not moving
at first, consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the a black plane that glided across the
sky and headed straight the eastern sky, moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black
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plane that glided across the sky and headed straight toward across a clear Texas sky, or
maybe a triangle the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and
glittery like He can remove the alien evil sky, as it did that then it would stop and shine a
bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery an aerial clock, a clock
with a door that slides open and out steps that appeared crimson on a black plane that
glided across the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing cosmic alien
zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, the Blood
Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that aerial clock, zooming away at a 45
degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no sitting
outside, when she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting that is flying
together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as sighting
that is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across of
perhaps five aerial clocks that were forever if they will eat His living flesh and send a
mental message that a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman
consisting of a small but something of a game, a shine a bright blue beam down on
houses, appearing crimson and glittery an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides
open and crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so we
were in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, evil presence in
the soul that dates back to the flawed in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock
moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for cosmic alien zombie who is his
own and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if at a 45
degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no
sound, a from the spirit, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at first,
that the eastern sky, no sound, a group of heavenly that were not moving at first, that
appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky for about five times then
blinked in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that
day we saw it for about five times then a mental message that they truly believe so that
He can remove the alien evil presence in old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black
Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival ground, appearing crimson and glittery
like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so we were sitting plane that glided
across the sky and headed straight toward saw the V shape clock going the same speed of
a jet with no light no sound, a group we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we
noted a possible description of Sirius in time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across
the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five times then living flesh and send a
mental message that they truly believe so can remove the alien evil presence in the soul
that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a so we were sitting outside,
when she pointed out what tin foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with
a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity a snake, a woman who ate the
fruit of the magic tree, a woman it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the
human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not
moving at first, that appeared crimson and shine a bright blue beam down on houses,
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of Black Sunday, Night of the Blood
Beast and Carnival clock moving across the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about
five it for about five times out what she thought were airplanes, a of a bright hovering
like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic triangle
that would fly at fast speeds then it would stop and shine a bright as it did that day we
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saw it for about five times alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity the V shape
clock going the the ground, appearing crimson and glittery it did that day we saw it for
crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so we were sitting
outside, when she pointed out what she door that slides open and aerial clock, a clock
with a door that slides open and all-night horror events with the old Hydrocarbon light no
sound, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder
aerial clock moving across the sky, as it soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung
from a rib, a woman who V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no
sound, a group of heavenly report of a bright hovering like an a human/deity hybrid
sprung from the oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a
triangle that would fly she pointed out what she thought were airplanes, a sighting aerial
clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out as Black Sunday, Night of and out
steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from
the spirit, one of perhaps five aerial clocks the alien evil presence in the soul that dates
back to the flawed for about five times then speed of a jet with no light no sound, a group
of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, and about the size of a basketball,
and so we on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light
inside of it, a white ball snake, a woman who ate the that glided across the sky and
headed straight toward the ground, appearing who is his own father, a group of heavenly
timepieces flying together in perfect a possible description of Sirius in our report of a
bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides on a black plane that
glided across the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil and about the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday,
Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival mental message that they truly believe so that He
glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, of heavenly timepieces flying
together in perfect time, a white message that they truly believe so that hybrid create that
permits people to live forever if they will eat His living a white ball with a gray belt
going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, back to
the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman
who ate the fruit of the the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson
and glittery like eat His living flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe so
that He can remove the alien evil presence live forever if they will eat His of the magic
tree, a woman consisting of a small but very bright soul that dates back to the flawed
woman sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a woman who ate the
will eat His living flesh and send will eat His living flesh and send a mental message that
they truly were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided
across for about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible description of Sirius in
our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, classics such as Black Sunday, Night
of the foil, a type of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around
the center, a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin
foil, a type of iridescent jet with no light no sound, a group of heavenly timepieces flying
together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock cosmic alien zombie who is his own
father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that
were and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no sound, a
group sky, but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange five times then blinked out,
we noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial
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clock, light no sound, a group of heavenly timepieces flying together the spirit, one of
perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black
plane that glided across the a woman emitting a strange white across the sky and headed
straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size
of a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern
sky, truly believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence in hovered over the
eastern sky, a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an
aerial small but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial so that
He can remove the alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman
sprung a type of iridescent light inside of it, open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie
who is his own father, a send a mental message that they truly believe so that He can
remove the we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we back to the flawed woman
sprung from a rib, flying together in perfect time, a were not moving at first, that
appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight toward
the ground, appearing crimson no light no sound, a group of heavenly timepieces flying
together in perfect time, a our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with
a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie it would stop and shine a
bright blue beam down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, ground,
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size of a basketball, and so we
were sitting outside, when she pointed out of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not
moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the size of a
basketball, and so oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a
triangle that would of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going
around of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like an aerial clock, a clock with a door
believe so that He can remove the alien evil presence in the soul that dates back to the
flawed woman sprung from black plane that glided across the sky and headed straight
toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size flying
together in perfect time, such as Black Sunday, Night of the sky and headed straight
toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and about the size and
Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will eat His
living flesh and send white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that day
we saw it for glittery like tin foil and about the size a group of heavenly timepieces flying
together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, as it did that
day we the spirit, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving that they truly
believe so that He can remove the alien saw it for about five times then blinked out, we
noted a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like belt going
around the center, a like an aerial clock, a who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid
sprung from the spirit, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving a door that
slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father, a human/deity
hybrid with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of
a small but very the Gulf and Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror
events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such triangle that would fly at fast speeds
then it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses, appearing that dates
back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman of a
small but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, sitting
outside, when she pointed Texas sky, or maybe a triangle of a jet with no light no sound,
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a group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect that streaked across a clear
Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it that were not moving
at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and headed
straight toward the ground, we saw it for about five times then blinked out, clock,
zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of
a jet with houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of woman consisting
of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange white flying aerial a gray belt
going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, a
basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she thought were
airplanes, a sighting that is something five aerial clocks that were not moving at first, that
appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across the sky and a mental message that
they truly believe so that He open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own
father, a human/deity hybrid is something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock
that plane that glided across the sky and headed straight toward the ground, appearing
crimson and glittery flesh and send a mental message that they truly believe so that He
can remove the alien evil presence in the soul can remove the alien evil presence in the
soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung send a mental message that they truly
believe so that He can remove the with a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic
tree, a woman the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people
to live forever if they will eat His living bright blue beam down on houses, appearing
crimson and I saw the V shape clock going the same speed of a jet with no light no
sound, a group of heavenly timepieces classics such as Black Sunday, Night of the Blood
Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people inside of it, a white ball
with a a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern sky, they will eat His living flesh and send a mental message that they shape
clock going the same woman emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming away
at a 45 degree angle, and I same speed of a jet with no light no sound, Sunday, Night of
the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to mechanical
entity that hovered over the eastern sky, sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with
a snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the about five times then blinked out, we noted a
possible description of Sirius in our report of a it would stop and shine a bright blue beam
down on houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent light
inside father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the spirit, one of perhaps five aerial
clocks that were not truly believe so that He can remove but very bright light, a woman
emitting a strange saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted a possible
description of Sirius in our it would stop and shine a bright blue beam down on houses,
houses, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type mechanical entity that hovered
over the eastern sky, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a mechanical
entity that hovered over the eastern sky, of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that
streaked horror events with the old Hydrocarbon Age classics such as Black Sunday,
Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, with no light no sound, a group of
heavenly timepieces flying together in of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting
a strange white flying aerial clock, zooming rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, a
woman who ate the on a black plane that glided across the belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over Twin Palms Drive-In theaters staging all-night horror
hybrid create that permits people out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own father,
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a human/deity hybrid sprung from if they will eat His living flesh and send a mental
message that they truly believe so that He can she pointed out what she thought were
airplanes, a sighting that is something of a game, a sighting consorted with a snake, a
woman who ate mental message that they truly believe so that He can remove the sky and
headed straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery blinked out, we noted
a possible description of Sirius in going around the center, a mechanical aerial clock that
streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a triangle that would fly at fast speeds then it
would stop a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his own
father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 degree
angle, and game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked like tin foil and about the
size of a basketball, and so we were sitting outside, when she pointed out what she
thought were a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, of a bright hovering
like an aerial clock, a clock with a door that slides open and out of a bright hovering like
an aerial clock, a clock with a door that a hybrid create that permits people to live forever
if they will the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid create that permits people to
heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving
across the sky, as it did iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt
something of a game, a sighting of an oval aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas
sky, or maybe a triangle that who is his own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung from the
spirit, one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were not moving at Black Sunday, Night of
the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a hybrid He can remove the alien evil presence in
the soul that dates back to the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a appeared crimson on a
black plane that glided across the sky and ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman
consisting of a small but very bright light, a woman emitting a strange Gulf and Twin
Palms Drive-In theaters aerial clock that streaked across a clear Texas sky, or maybe a
triangle that would fly at evil presence in the soul that dates back to the flawed woman
sprung from a rib, a woman who consorted with a snake, with no light no sound, a group
of heavenly the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we
noted a possible description of Sirius in the flawed woman sprung from a rib, a woman
who consorted remove the alien evil presence in the soul that dates light no sound, a
group of heavenly timepieces flying together in perfect time, a white cylinder aerial clock
moving across the sky, as it Sunday, Night of the Blood Beast and Carnival of Souls, a
hybrid create that permits people to live forever if they will aerial clock moving across
the sky, as it did that day we saw it for about five times then blinked out, we noted type
of iridescent light inside of it, a white ball with a gray belt going around the center, a
mechanical entity clock, zooming away at a 45 degree angle, and I saw the V shape clock
going the same speed moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided
across the sky moving at first, that appeared crimson on a black plane that glided across
the sky and headed straight toward the ground, the fruit of the magic tree, a woman
consisting of a small but very who ate the fruit of appearing crimson and glittery like tin
foil and about the size of a basketball, alien evil presence in the soul that dates back noted
a possible description of Sirius in our report of a bright hovering like is something of a
game, a sighting of aerial clock, zooming away at a 45 woman who consorted with a
snake, a woman who ate the fruit of the magic tree, a woman consisting of a small but
very bright with a door that slides open and out steps the cosmic alien zombie who is his
own father, a human/deity hybrid sprung sails toward the hoop like a clear aerial of a
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basketball as it leaves toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil and
about the size glittery like tin foil, a type of plane that glided across the sky and us, aerial
clocks that were not and sails toward the hoop like a clear walking saw a bizarre aerial
clock with bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson angle, and I saw the V shape top,
small but very bright light, emitting a man out walking saw a bizarre zooming away at a
45 degree angle, and Texas and my friends and I took a down, on the beach where a man
out moving at first, that appeared crimson appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil,
were not moving at first, that appeared crimson your hands and sails toward the shape
clock going the same speed of a crimson on a black plane that glided across glided across
the sky and going were about 350 to 650 feet above a gray belt going around the center, a
type of iridescent light inside of it, a iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside clock with
pulsing crimson lights on top, zooming away at a 45 degree was like or was an
encapsulated time-release all across in south Texas and my friends cylinder aerial clock
moving across the sky, aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights not moving at first, that
appeared it leaves your hands and sails toward black plane that glided across the sky and
flying aerial clock, a group of light, emitting a strange white flying aerial clock, like or
was an encapsulated time-release medication, inside that was like or was an was an
encapsulated time-release medication, a man out walking saw a V shape clock going the
same speed of flying together in perfect time, a one of perhaps five aerial clocks strange
white flying aerial clock, a group of over the eastern sky, when the mother ships ground,
maybe quarter mile from us, aerial shape clock going the same speed of a group of
heavenly timepieces flying together light inside of it, a white ball with crimson on a black
plane that a smell dropped down, on the aerial clock, a group of heavenly emitting a
strange white flying aerial clock, a not moving at first, that appeared encapsulated timerelease medication, the same speed of a jet center, a mechanical entity that hovered over
the our building and suddenly smoke without the sky and going straight toward the
ground, hands and sails toward the hoop five aerial clocks that were about 350 to it, a
shape inside that was and I saw the V shape feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile
the beach where a man out five aerial clocks that were about the eastern sky, when the
mother V shape clock going the same and sails toward the hoop like angle, and I saw the
V shape clock man out walking saw a bizarre aerial flying aerial clock, a group of
heavenly timepieces pulsing crimson lights on top, small but very no sound, one of
perhaps five aerial black plane that glided across the moving at first, that appeared
crimson on a that appeared crimson on a black plane about 350 to 650 feet above the of
iridescent light inside of it, the V shape clock going the same the same speed of a jet with
no glittery like tin foil and about clear aerial clock in the sky with sails toward the hoop
like a clear speed of a jet with no light no perfect time, a white cylinder aerial basketball
as it leaves your hands no light no sound, one of perhaps clock going the same speed of a
jet iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside plane that glided across the sky hands and
sails toward the hoop like a an encapsulated time-release medication, smell dropped
down, on the beach with pulsing crimson lights on top, small but sails toward the hoop
like a a white ball with a gray tin foil and about the size of inside that was like or was the
mother ships were sighted all with a type of iridescent light inside of belt going around
the center, a 45 degree angle, and I saw the group of heavenly timepieces flying together
in and glittery like tin foil and about the center, a mechanical entity that medication,
quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that were of heavenly timepieces flying together in
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and I took a smoke break south Texas and my friends and from us, aerial clocks that were
not were not moving at first, that appeared crimson smoke break on the 10 floor clock, a
group of heavenly timepieces flying aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights on top, a
black plane that glided across the a basketball as it leaves your hands feet above the
ground, maybe quarter mile from a jet with no light no sound, one angle, and I saw the V
shape clock saw the V shape clock going the same dropped down, on the beach where
leaves your hands and sails toward the a strange white flying aerial clock, speed of a jet
with no smell dropped down, on the beach mile from us, aerial clocks that were not from
us, aerial clocks that were not Texas and my friends and I the beach where a man out
walking saw when the mother ships were sighted all your hands and sails toward the
hoop smell dropped down, on the beach where a to 650 feet above the ground, maybe
quarter the sky with a type of iridescent hoop like a clear aerial clock in with a type of
iridescent light the V shape clock going the same speed a mechanical entity that hovered
over the mother ships were sighted all across in south very bright light, emitting a strange
toward the hoop like a clear aerial and sails toward the hoop like a were about 350 to 650
feet above the but very bright light, emitting a strange saw a bizarre aerial clock with
pulsing crimson across in south Texas and my friends and moving across the sky,
zooming away at a maybe quarter mile from us, aerial clocks when the mother ships were
sighted sky, when the mother ships were sighted all the beach where a man out walking
that were not moving at first, that sighted all across in south Texas lights on top, small
but very bright light, Texas and my friends and I took a plane that glided across the sky
and going white flying aerial clock, a group of around the center, a mechanical entity that
hovered sky with a type of iridescent light inside entity that hovered over the eastern
going the same speed of a jet with hovered over the eastern sky, when the mother toward
the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like suddenly smoke without a smell dropped
the same speed of a jet with no the eastern sky, when the mother ships were a 45 degree
angle, and I saw the type of iridescent light inside of it, a crimson and glittery like tin foil,
straight toward the ground, appearing crimson glittery like tin foil and about size of a
basketball as it leaves your mile from us, aerial clocks that 10 floor of our building and
suddenly smoke aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces flying white ball with a gray
belt the same speed of a jet with strange white flying aerial clock, a group of it, a white
ball with a gray sky with a type of iridescent light inside sails toward the hoop like a clear
aerial us, aerial clocks that were not moving going the same speed of a jet the sky and
going straight toward the mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern sky, clock, a
group of heavenly timepieces white flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly sky and
going straight toward the ground, appearing belt going around the center, a smoke
without a smell dropped down, on the the size of a basketball as it leaves center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over angle, and I saw the V shape clock sky with a type of
iridescent light appeared crimson on a black plane that was an encapsulated time-release
medication, hands and sails toward the hoop beach where a man out walking saw walking
saw a bizarre aerial clock with hands and sails toward the hoop like a from us, aerial
clocks that were not moving iridescent light inside of it, a glided across the sky and going
straight toward Texas and my friends and I took a hands and sails toward the hoop like a
that were about 350 to 650 lights on top, small but very were sighted all across in south
Texas about the size of a basketball as in the sky with a type the eastern sky, when the
mother ships were was like or was an encapsulated time-release medication, a man out
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walking saw a bizarre aerial sky, zooming away at a 45 the center, a mechanical entity
that hovered of heavenly timepieces flying together in a white ball with a gray belt time,
a white cylinder aerial clock moving across quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that white
flying aerial clock, a group down, on the beach where a man out walking saw a bizarre
white cylinder aerial clock moving across very bright light, emitting a strange and I saw
the V shape clock Texas and my friends and I took a white flying aerial clock, a group of
like a clear aerial clock in the entity that hovered over the eastern sky, group of heavenly
timepieces flying together in perfect appeared crimson on a black plane that glided and
suddenly smoke without a smell dropped down, time-release medication, aerial clock
with pulsing crimson lights on five aerial clocks that were about type of iridescent light
inside of it, a inside of it, a white ball with size of a basketball as it leaves your time, a
white cylinder aerial clock moving across ships were sighted all across in south like tin
foil, a type of iridescent light in the sky with a type going around the center, a mechanical
entity encapsulated time-release medication, straight toward the ground, appearing
crimson a black plane that glided across the sky leaves your hands and sails toward the
foil and about the size of a basketball a shape inside that was like or was all across in
south Texas and my flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly away at a 45 degree angle,
and I gray belt going around the center, that glided across the sky and going feet above
the ground, maybe quarter that appeared crimson on a black plane on the beach where a
man out no light no sound, one of where a man out walking saw appearing crimson and
glittery like tin the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like clear aerial clock in the
sky type of iridescent light inside of it, a a group of heavenly timepieces flying the 10
floor of our building and of our building and suddenly smoke without a glided across the
sky and going light inside of it, a white ball and I took a smoke break on away at a 45
degree angle, type of iridescent light inside of it, the ground, appearing crimson and
glittery like tin feet above the ground, maybe quarter mile from clocks that were not
moving at first, that where a man out walking saw small but very bright light, emitting a
one of perhaps five aerial clocks that were with pulsing crimson lights on top, small but
cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, group of heavenly timepieces flying together
in perfect about 350 to 650 feet above of it, a white ball with a us, aerial clocks that were
not moving time-release medication, like tin foil, a type of iridescent light together in
perfect time, a white the mother ships were sighted all across in where a man out walking
saw as it leaves your hands and sails on a black plane that glided light inside of it, a white
ball with entity that hovered over the eastern sky, light inside of it, a shape inside that a
clear aerial clock in the sky with a type of iridescent light inside sky with a type of
iridescent light to 650 feet above the ground, maybe quarter entity that hovered over the
eastern glittery like tin foil, a type of iridescent smell dropped down, on the beach where
a sky, when the mother ships were sighted all out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock with
aerial clocks that were about 350 to 650 and sails toward the hoop like a appearing
crimson and glittery like tin saw a bizarre aerial clock with crimson on a black plane that
eastern sky, when the mother ships were clocks that were not moving at first, on the 10
floor of our building when the mother ships were sighted all leaves your hands and sails
toward the hoop light, emitting a strange white flying aerial type of iridescent light inside
of it, clock going the same speed of a jet a jet with no light no sound, one the same speed
of a jet with no with pulsing crimson lights on top, small but my friends and I took a
smoke break aerial clocks that were about 350 to 650 glittery like tin foil, a type on a
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black plane that glided were about 350 to 650 feet above saw a bizarre aerial clock with
pulsing crimson iridescent light inside of it, a white flying aerial clock, a group of inside
of it, a shape inside with a gray belt going around the 350 to 650 feet above the ground,
maybe took a smoke break on the aerial clocks that were about 350 to 650 to 650 feet
above the ground, maybe hovered over the eastern sky, when the type of iridescent light
inside of iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside a smoke break on the 10 quarter mile
from us, aerial clocks that dropped down, on the beach where a man sky, zooming away
at a 45 saw the V shape clock going aerial clock moving across the sky, sound, one of
perhaps five aerial clocks crimson and glittery like tin foil, together in perfect time, a
white cylinder an encapsulated time-release medication, size of a basketball as it leaves
your 350 to 650 feet above the that were about 350 to 650 feet of perhaps five aerial
clocks that of a basketball as it leaves your hands ball with a gray belt going around
appeared crimson on a black plane that of it, a shape inside that was no light no sound,
one of perhaps five no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks top, small but very bright
light, emitting together in perfect time, a white plane that glided across the sky with a
type of iridescent light V shape clock going the same speed of medication, light, emitting
a strange white flying clear aerial clock in the sky with a plane that glided across the sky
eastern sky, when the mother ships were sighted sky and going straight toward the
ground, sky and going straight toward the ground, glided across the sky and going
straight crimson and glittery like tin foil and of a jet with no light no the ground,
appearing crimson and glittery or was an encapsulated time-release medication, sails
toward the hoop like a a group of heavenly timepieces flying together were sighted all
across in south a strange white flying aerial clock, a clock with pulsing crimson lights on
plane that glided across the sky and going medication, a smoke break on the 10 aerial
clocks that were about 350 a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson clock with pulsing
crimson lights on and going straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery
like tin foil and on the beach where a man a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern time-release medication, light, emitting a strange white flying clocks that were
not moving at it leaves your hands and sails toward across in south Texas and my eastern
sky, when the mother ships were sighted clocks that were not moving at zooming away at
a 45 degree angle, at a 45 degree angle, and I took a smoke break on on a black plane that
glided no sound, one of perhaps five aerial clocks a 45 degree angle, and I man out
walking saw a bizarre aerial clock it, a shape inside that was like or no light no sound,
one of perhaps five glided across the sky and going straight toward that hovered over the
eastern sky, when the tin foil and about the size of a I saw the V shape clock saw a
bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson white flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly
hands and sails toward the hoop like quarter mile from us, aerial clocks that very bright
light, emitting a strange white flying a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights
sky and going straight toward the ground, appearing all across in south Texas and my
friends the 10 floor of our building and a bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights
smoke without a smell dropped down, on moving at first, that appeared crimson on
smoke without a smell dropped down, on it, a shape inside that was going straight toward
the ground, appearing crimson and in south Texas and my friends and glittery like tin foil
and that appeared crimson on a black plane saw a bizarre aerial clock with mile from us,
aerial clocks that were not and I saw the V shape clock going or was an encapsulated
time-release medication, bizarre aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights one of perhaps
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five aerial clocks that were of our building and suddenly smoke the center, a mechanical
entity that hovered a clear aerial clock in the going straight toward the ground, appearing
crimson and it, a shape inside that was a shape inside that was like or the V shape clock
going the iridescent light inside of it, a shape inside a type of iridescent light inside
strange white flying aerial clock, a group of a man out walking saw a of iridescent light
inside of it, a white time, a white cylinder aerial clock moving across smoke break on the
10 floor saw a bizarre aerial clock with moving across the sky, zooming away the hoop
like a clear aerial clock in out walking saw a bizarre aerial south Texas and my friends
and I away at a 45 degree angle, it, a white ball with a gray it, a white ball with a gray on
top, small but very bright white flying aerial clock, a group of maybe quarter mile from
us, aerial clocks that it, a white ball with a gray entity that hovered over the eastern
toward the ground, appearing crimson and glittery like pulsing crimson lights on top,
small but very like tin foil and about the size of clock going the same speed of a and
going straight toward the ground, was an encapsulated time-release medication, moving
across the sky, zooming away at walking saw a bizarre aerial clock with that were not
moving at first, that the eastern sky, when the mother hands and sails toward the hoop
like encapsulated time-release medication, of heavenly timepieces flying together in
perfect cylinder aerial clock moving across the sky, zooming but very bright light,
emitting a of perhaps five aerial clocks that were toward the hoop like a clear aerial timerelease medication, jet with no light no sound, one of floor of our building and suddenly
smoke without type of iridescent light inside of flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly
emitting a strange white flying aerial crimson and glittery like tin foil, a type with a type
of iridescent light inside of as it leaves your hands and that were not moving at first, that
appeared that were about 350 to 650 feet a basketball as it leaves your clock with pulsing
crimson lights on all across in south Texas and my friends above the ground, maybe
quarter mile from us, a type of iridescent light inside of dropped down, on the beach
where a of iridescent light inside of it, a aerial clock in the sky with the same speed of a
jet with no appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil cylinder aerial clock moving across
the the sky and going straight toward flying aerial clock, a group of heavenly timepieces
a white cylinder aerial clock moving across break on the 10 floor of our building bizarre
aerial clock with pulsing crimson lights crimson and glittery like tin foil of a basketball as
it leaves over the eastern sky, when the mother foil, a type of iridescent light sighted all
across in south Texas and man out walking saw a bizarre aerial clock maybe quarter mile
from us, aerial clocks small but very bright light, emitting plane that glided across the sky
and going above the ground, maybe quarter mile from us, one of perhaps five aerial
clocks lights on top, small but very where a man out walking saw a like or was an
encapsulated time-release medication, a basketball as it leaves your straight toward the
ground, appearing crimson foil, a type of iridescent light the sky and going straight
toward sound, one of perhaps five aerial type of iridescent light inside of it, a smoke
without a smell dropped down, on building and suddenly smoke without a smell dropped
a shape inside that was like straight toward the ground, appearing crimson and friends
and I took a smoke break aerial clocks that were about 350 to 650 going around the
center, a mechanical with pulsing crimson lights on top, small no sound, one of perhaps
five aerial clocks sky and going straight toward the ground, ships were sighted all across
in over the eastern sky, when the mother ships man out walking saw a bizarre aerial black
plane that glided across the like tin foil, a type of a jet with no light no sound, same speed
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of a jet with no and I saw the V shape with a gray belt going around were about 350 to
650 feet aerial clocks that were not moving at aerial clocks that were not moving at white
ball with a gray belt across the sky and going straight toward the and about the size of a
basketball as a type of iridescent light inside of glided across the sky and going clocks
that were not moving at first, was like or was an encapsulated type of iridescent light
inside of white cylinder aerial clock moving across and going straight toward the ground,
appearing size of a basketball as it leaves your shape inside that was like or was a jet with
no light no sound, at first, that appeared crimson on with a type of iridescent light inside
of the size of a basketball as it inside of it, a shape inside that was like nothing of this
world.
We begin the voyage in the corpse house of the old newspapers. Fold today in
with yesterday and type up the resulting script. When we read through our daily
newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we know. In fact, we absorb
everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on the level of unconscious
understanding. The folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today
and yesterday. We have assembled a script that, combined with the photos, forms a
montage of time. We move ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage,
occupying yesterday's news. We return to present time by traveling towards yesterday.
We will do this many hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news goes.
Exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, too. Poke about at the cadavers of brittle
yellow letters and dusty government reports. Make fold-ins and write scripts. Do it even
with the photographs. Do it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien
Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror,
forever if they would drink her living blood and soul that dated back to the Alien Muse
sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that
hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believe so that She could
remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if
they would drink her living blood and send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her
membranes by the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small
ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, absorb much more than we know, in fact, we
absorb everything, but it is not easily they would drink her living blood and soul that
dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with they staged the events of autumnal horror,
forever if they would drink her traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many
hours yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for several months, back
magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a glittery like tin foil, a forever
if they would drink her living blood and send a absorbed appearing crimson and glittery,
reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even with truly believe so that She
could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson drink her living blood and
soul that dated back tin foil, a forever if they would drink her living blood and send a
absorbed the ectoplasm hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and
impaled spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believe
going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse
hybrids who created folding today in with yesterday and type up the resulting script,
when yesterday, when we will do this many hours per to the Alien Muse sprung with a
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gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival horror, forever if they
would drink her living blood and soul that dated back to the Alien level of unconscious
understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today
old newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and type up the resulting script, when we
her living blood and soul that dated back to the hybrids who created a spirit that hovered
over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the about at the cadavers of brittle yellow
letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drink onto the truly believe so that She could
remove the alien evil presence cry Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids
who created a her center, a ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the magic in the
soul that we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on believe
so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and ecstatic cry
appearing crimson and glittery, we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday,
when we will do this many hours the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a
creation impaled herself onto the truly believe so that She could remove the alien evil evil
presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, if they would drink her living
blood and soul that dated back to the Alien appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a
forever if they would drink her living blood and the soul that dated back to the Alien
aerial clock, novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern per the
day for several months, back as far as the literally about within the frame of that montage,
occupying yesterday's news back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing
crimson and glittery, and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow
letters more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is we move ourselves
literally about within the frame of her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they staged back
when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of
brittle relationship between today and yesterday, we have assembled a script that,
combined with the photos, forms magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the
cadavers of brittle in the corpse house of the old newspapers, folding today like tin foil, a
forever if they would drink her living blood and by the magic in the soul that dated back
to of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins in the corpse
house of the old newspapers, folding today in with yesterday of autumnal horror, forever
if they would drink her living a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and move
ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's news
and we return we read through our daily newspaper we typically see and absorb much
more understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between
today and yesterday, we have assembled so that She could remove the alien evil presence
cry appearing crimson government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it
even with the photographs, known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters
as they staged as an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters up the resulting
script, when we read through our daily newspaper we typically see and absorb center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids
who created a expelled into her membranes by the magic in the as they staged the events
of autumnal horror, forever if they would drink her living blood impaled herself onto the
truly believe so that She could remove the the truly believe so that She could remove the
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alien evil back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a
mechanical and we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will
do around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse
hybrids who created magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small
between today and yesterday, we have assembled a script that, combined we move
ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's onto the
truly believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry going around her
center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
several months, back as far as the news goes, back assembled a script that, combined with
the photos, forms a montage of so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry
appearing dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going believe so that She
could remove the alien evil presence cry who created a her center, a mechanical entity
that hovered over the reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even with the
over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit easily
accessible to us because it is on the level of unconscious up the resulting script, when we
read through our daily newspaper we typically they would drink her living blood and soul
that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty
government reports, making fold-ins and She could remove the alien evil presence cry
appearing crimson and glittery like created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over the eastern Souls, all believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry
appearing crimson and glittery like tin we have assembled a script that, combined with
the of time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage,
occupying yesterday's news and hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who
absorbed soul that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her
believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry hybrid, a creation known as
an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they staged into her membranes by
the magic in the soul that dated back glittery, ourselves literally about within the frame of
that montage, occupying yesterday's news and and type up the resulting script, when we
read through our daily newspaper we typically see all featuring woman/muse hybrids
who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky truly believe so that She could
remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery and writing scripts,
doing it even with the photographs, doing it with understanding, the folding process
establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we have the
resulting script, when we read through our daily newspaper we typically understanding,
the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday,
process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, hybrids
who created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all
featuring have assembled a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of
time, forever if they would drink her living blood and send a absorbed the ectoplasm
expelled into her membranes by the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien cry
appearing crimson and glittery, around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all
created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and hours per the day for several
months, back as far of the old newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and type up
the resulting frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's news and we return to exhume
old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of about at the cadavers
of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, metaphorical relationship between
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today and yesterday, we have assembled a far as the news goes, back when we exhume
and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow fold-ins and writing
scripts, doing it even with the photographs, doing hybrid, a creation known as an Alien
Muse who absorbed the Drive-In forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally
about that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created
a spirit that hovered over within the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's news
and we the truly believe so that She could remove the yesterday, we have assembled a
script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we time, we move
ourselves literally about within the frame foil, a forever if they would drink her living
blood and send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled dated back to the Alien Muse sprung
with a gray belt going if they would drink her living blood and soul that dated back to the
Alien Muse resulting script, when we read through our daily newspaper we typically of
autumnal horror, forever if they would drink her living blood and soul that dated the
resulting script, when we read through our daily newspaper we typically see and absorb
much more resulting script, when we read through our daily newspaper we in with
yesterday and type up the resulting script, when we read and absorb much more than we
know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not we typically see and absorb much more
than we know, in fact, we absorb forever if they would drink her living blood and send a
appearing crimson and glittery, eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believe so
that She could remove back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels,
poking about at drink her living blood and soul that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung
with a at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, making foldins and writing scripts, novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow the cadavers
of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing
scripts, doing going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring
woman/muse crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if on the level of unconscious
understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today
and yesterday, for several months, back as far as the news goes, back gray belt going
around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of back to the Alien Muse sprung with a
gray belt going around her within the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's news
and we dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt the Alien aerial clock, a
small ecstatic cry appearing crimson glittery, up the resulting script, when we read
through our daily newspaper we typically see and absorb much evil presence cry
appearing crimson and glittery like tin and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would
drink much more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but and absorb much
more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is montage of time, we move
ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's corpse
house of the old newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and type up the resulting
script, crimson and glittery, for several months, back as far as the news goes, back
yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we
will resulting script, when we read through our daily newspaper we typically see and
absorb much our daily newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we the
Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her time, we move ourselves literally
about within the frame of that than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not
easily accessible we have assembled a script that, combined with the photos, forms a
montage of to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her is on the level of
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unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship
between today and Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a
mechanical entity begin the voyage in the corpse house of the old that dated back to the
Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her center, accessible to us because it is
on the level of unconscious understanding, the know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it
is not easily accessible occupying yesterday's news and we return to present time by
traveling appearing crimson and glittery, they would drink her living blood and send a
absorbed the ectoplasm expelled do this many hours per the day for several the Alien
Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her like tin foil, a forever if they would drink
her living blood and send with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse
who absorbed the Drive-In know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily
months, back as far as the news goes, back when return to present time by traveling
towards yesterday, when combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move
ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's news
and we return to present time by traveling towards a her center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of
autumnal horror, forever if they would drink her living the events of autumnal horror,
forever if they would drink her living blood and literally about within the frame of that
montage, occupying yesterday's news and we return to present her center, a mechanical
and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her the eastern
sky and impaled herself onto the truly believe so that She could remove the folding today
in with yesterday and type up the resulting script, when we read forgotten novels, poking
about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and in with yesterday and type up the
resulting script, when we read through our blood and soul that dated back to the Alien
Muse sprung we have assembled a script that, combined with the photos, forms a
montage the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels,
poking about at in the soul that dated back to the Alien in the corpse house of the old
newspapers, folding today in with the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the
day within the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's news and we return we
absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is her living blood and
soul that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse
who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even with the
photographs, as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten
novels, poking the voyage in the corpse house of the old newspapers, forgotten novels,
poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial
clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and resulting script, when we read through
our daily newspaper we typically see of the old newspapers, folding today in with
yesterday and type up the resulting back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume
old magazines and forgotten novels, an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters
as they staged yellow letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and for
several months, back as far as the news goes, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all
featuring woman/muse it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse
who absorbed the forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within the
frame of that entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse
hybrids who created a spirit that aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and
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glittery, the corpse house of the old newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and type
up the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as glittery like
tin foil, a forever if they would drink her living blood and exhume old magazines and
forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters around her center,
a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse goes, back when we
exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of horror,
forever if they would drink her living blood about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters
and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, the truly believe so
that She could remove the and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created a her center, a mechanical daily newspaper we typically see and absorb much
more goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at
the cadavers of brittle absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of
presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drink her
living of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical
relationship between today and yesterday, we have a spirit that hovered over the eastern
sky and impaled herself onto and impaled herself onto the truly believe so that She could
remove the alien dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing
crimson and glittery, woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the
eastern sky and impaled herself onto the She could remove the alien evil presence cry
appearing the corpse house of the old newspapers, folding today in with yesterday
absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the magic in the events of
autumnal horror, forever if they would drink her living blood and soul truly believe so
that She could remove the alien per the day for several months, back as far as the news
when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers her
living blood and send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by of that
montage, occupying yesterday's news and we return to present that She could remove the
alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a about at the cadavers
of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins with yesterday and
type up the resulting script, when we read through our events of autumnal horror, forever
if they would drink her that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going
around her center, a evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a
forever if they would drink her her living blood and soul that dated back to the spirit that
hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the impaled herself onto the truly
believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry everything, but it is not
easily accessible to us because a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by
the magic in the soul her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls,
all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky
and impaled herself onto the believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry
appearing crimson and glittery alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse
who absorbed the Drive-In theaters do this many hours per the day for several months,
back the voyage in the corpse house of the old newspapers, folding today in She could
remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like folding process
establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we have absorb
much more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it crimson and glittery like
tin foil, a forever if and we return to present time by traveling towards making fold-ins
and writing scripts, doing it even with accessible to us because it is on the level of
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unconscious understanding, the and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of
brittle woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and
impaled herself that montage, occupying yesterday's news and we return to present as the
news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking center, a
mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created see
and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not have
assembled a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move
ourselves we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because time by
traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the that montage,
occupying yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday,
when we begin the voyage in the corpse house of the center, a mechanical and Carnival
of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who we read through our daily newspaper we
typically see and absorb much and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drink her
living blood and we have assembled a script that, combined with the photos, forms within
the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's news and we return to present time by
and absorb much more than we know, in fact, her living blood and soul that dated back to
the Alien Muse sprung with a a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the
Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over around
her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids
newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and type up the resulting script, the
alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In back to
the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing and glittery like tin foil, a forever if
they would drink her living blood and magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at
the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty about at the cadavers of brittle yellow
letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing for several months,
back as far as the news goes, back when we remove the alien evil presence cry appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they magic in the soul that dated back to the
Alien at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government the events of
autumnal horror, forever if they would drink a gray belt going around her center, a
mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse easily accessible to us
because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes
forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within the and soul that dated
back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going around our daily newspaper we
typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we about within the frame of
that montage, occupying yesterday's news and we return to yellow letters and dusty
government reports, making fold-ins and within the frame of that montage, occupying
yesterday's news and we truly believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence
cry ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, more than we know, in
fact, we absorb everything, but it is entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that level of unconscious
understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today
and all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity that
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drink daily newspaper
we typically see and absorb much more than we absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they
staged the events of autumnal horror, forever if they would drink they staged the events
of autumnal horror, forever if they novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow
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letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and glittery like tin foil, a forever if
they would drink her living blood and send we have assembled a script that, combined
with the photos, forms a montage of time, know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is
not easily accessible to and glittery, yesterday and type up the resulting script, when we
read through our daily newspaper Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a
spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and cry appearing crimson and glittery, literally
about within the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's news and glittery, Alien
aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson her membranes by the magic in the
soul that dated and impaled herself onto the truly believe so that She could remove the
alien we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will the level of
unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship
between today many hours per the day for several months, back as through our daily
newspaper we typically see and absorb today in with yesterday and type up the resulting
script, as an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they staged the who
created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all frame of
that montage, occupying yesterday's news and we return to present hovered over the
eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that the news goes,
back when we exhume old magazines known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the DriveIn theaters as they appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they a spirit
that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believe so ectoplasm
expelled into her membranes by the magic in the soul that dated back to when we exhume
old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle writing
scripts, doing it even with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, on the
level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical
relationship between today and woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a
mechanical when we will do this many hours per the day for novels, poking about at the
cadavers of brittle yellow sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical
and Carnival of Souls, all featuring alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery
like tin foil, a forever if they would drink forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers
of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, that hovered over the eastern sky
and impaled herself onto the truly believe cry appearing crimson and glittery, see and
absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, the news goes, back
when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at entity that hovered
over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that
hovered expelled into her membranes by the magic in the soul that dated back to the of
Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity
that hovered drink her living blood and send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her
newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb
yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling eastern sky and impaled
herself onto the truly believe so that She could remove on the level of unconscious
understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical we read through our daily
newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we know, is not easily accessible
to us because it is on the level to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going around of
that montage, occupying yesterday's news and we return in fact, we absorb everything,
but it is not easily accessible we read through our daily newspaper we typically see and
absorb much time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many corpse
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house of the old newspapers, folding today in with and glittery like tin foil, a forever if
they would drink her living blood and send a back when we exhume old magazines and
forgotten novels, poking the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the magic in the
soul that combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally
about within the it is not easily accessible to us because it is on the level of and yesterday,
we have assembled a script that, combined doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation
known as an Alien everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on
photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as they staged the
events of autumnal horror, forever if they would drink her living crimson and glittery like
tin foil, a forever if they would drink her read through our daily newspaper we typically
see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, script, when we read through our daily
newspaper we typically see occupying yesterday's news and we return to present time by
traveling towards yesterday, when we will do several months, back as far as the news
goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten to the Alien Muse sprung with
a gray belt going around her center, glittery, time, we move ourselves literally about
within the frame of through our daily newspaper we typically see and absorb much more
than we know, we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the
cadavers of brittle making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even with the
photographs, doing a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we
move ourselves literally back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels,
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered hybrids who created a
her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring far as the
news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten the corpse house of the
old newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and a forever if they would drink her
living blood and send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into the frame of that montage,
occupying yesterday's news and we return to present time old newspapers, folding today
in with yesterday and type up ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage,
occupying yesterday's news and magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial
clock, a small on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes
a metaphorical back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her and
absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb membrane by the magic in the soul
that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, brittle yellow letters and dusty government
reports, making fold-ins resulting script, when we read through our daily newspaper
staged the events of autumnal horror, forever if they would drink her living blood and
created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the soul that
dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing and glittery like tin
foil, a forever if they would drink her living blood assembled a script that, combined with
the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves writing scripts, doing it even
with the photographs, doing of autumnal horror, forever if they would drink her living
blood and soul could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson the level of
unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship
between today with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally
about within the exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the
cadavers of the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who alien evil
presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a the soul that dated back to the
Alien aerial clock, a small impaled herself onto the truly believe so that She could
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remove the alien evil we typically see and absorb much more than we if they would drink
her living blood and soul that dated back to the Alien Muse and soul that dated back to
the Alien Muse clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, yesterday, we
have assembled a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage we will do this
many hours per the day for several months, back as far as when we will do this many
hours per the day for several months, back as yesterday and type up the resulting script,
when we read through our daily newspaper we aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing
crimson and glittery, goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels,
poking going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created living blood and soul that dated back to the Alien
because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a
metaphorical scripts, doing it even with the photographs, doing it with the through our
daily newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than unconscious understanding,
the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today as the news
goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the the
alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they Souls,
all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity that
hovered photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about that
montage, occupying yesterday's news and we return to present time by and we return to
present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many have assembled
a script that, combined with the photos, forms in the corpse house of the old newspapers,
folding today in with yesterday and with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an
Alien Muse who absorbed the a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and
Carnival created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself a script
that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, fold-ins and writing scripts,
doing it even with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse remove the alien evil
presence cry appearing crimson and mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern
Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who woman/muse hybrids who created a her
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern so that She could remove the
alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery photographs, doing it with the
alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an and we return to present time by traveling
towards yesterday, when we will do her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as theaters
as they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever if they would drink her living a
small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, we return to present time by traveling
towards yesterday, when we will do absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes
by the magic in glittery, doing it even with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse
hybrid, a creation known back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels,
poking about at the cadavers and type up the resulting script, when we read through our
daily newspaper we typically herself onto the truly believe so that She could onto the
truly believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson
absorb much more than we know, in fact, we present time by traveling towards yesterday,
when we will do this many hours per the metaphorical relationship between today and
yesterday, we have assembled a script that, combined with the understanding, the folding
process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we have
assembled a script absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal
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presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they the magic in the
soul that dated back to truly believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry
absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on a her center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse brittle
yellow letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, cry
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drink newspapers,
folding today in with yesterday and type up that She could remove the alien evil presence
cry appearing crimson and glittery like see and absorb much more than we know, in fact,
we absorb everything, but it this many hours per the day for several months, back as far
as the news cry appearing crimson and glittery, with the photographs, doing it with the
alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an soul that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung
with a gray belt know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible the
alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would
clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, the truly believe so that She
could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing our daily newspaper we typically see
and absorb much more than we with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid,
a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorb much more than we know, in fact, we
absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible known as an Alien Muse who absorbed
the Drive-In theaters her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created yesterday and type up the resulting script, when we
read through our daily newspaper we the corpse house of the old newspapers, folding
today we begin the voyage in the corpse house of the old newspapers, a her center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the time, we move ourselves literally about within
the frame of ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the magic in the soul that dated
back as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels,
poking about at the hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky in the
corpse house of the old newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and to the Alien
Muse sprung with a gray belt going around easily accessible to us because it is on the
level of unconscious herself onto the truly believe so that She could remove the alien evil
presence as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels,
poking about at the send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the
magic in the soul that a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto
the government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even with the
photographs, woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky
and impaled yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for to present time
by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours membrane by the magic
in the soul that dated back to the corpse house of the old newspapers, folding today in
with yesterday and type up the resulting script, house of the old newspapers, folding
today in with yesterday and type up the resulting script, when her living blood and soul
that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray and forgotten novels, poking about
at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, making an Alien
Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as hovered over the eastern sky and impaled
herself onto the truly believe so like tin foil, a forever if they would drink her living blood
and a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and forgotten novels, poking about
at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, many hours per the
day for several months, back as far as the news goes, back Muse who absorbed the Drive-
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In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever if they when we exhume
old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about doing it even with the photographs,
doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a blood and send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled
into her membranes by the magic in the poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow
letters the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry
when we will do this many hours per the day for several months, back as far as featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern Souls, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as
they staged move ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying
yesterday's news and hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids
who created a spirit that hovered over spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and
impaled herself onto the entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that
hovered over a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over drink her living blood
and send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as
an Alien Muse who hours per the day for several months, back as far as an Alien Muse
who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they staged months, back as far as the news goes,
back when we exhume old tin foil, a forever if they would drink her living blood and
send a with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who mechanical
and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created autumnal horror,
forever if they would drink her living blood and soul that dated back folding today in
with yesterday and type up the resulting script, when we read through do this many hours
per the day for several months, back as far as the news goes, crimson and glittery like tin
foil, a forever if they would drink her living blood and send the folding process
establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we have assembled
blood and send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the magic in
the soul of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a
mechanical entity the truly believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry
appearing crimson and glittery as they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever if
they would drink as they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever if they would
drink her living is on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding process
establishes the events of autumnal horror, forever if they would drink her living blood the
resulting script, when we read through our daily with a gray belt going around her center,
a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, about within the frame of that montage, occupying
yesterday's news and we forever if they would drink her living blood and who absorbed
the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, horror, forever if they
would drink her living blood and soul that dated back to the Alien with the photos, forms
a montage of time, we move ourselves literally alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an
Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they staged forever if they would drink
her living blood and send a absorbed yesterday, we have assembled a script that,
combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we forms a montage of time, we
move ourselves literally about within the the photos, forms a montage of time, we move
ourselves literally believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing
crimson and glittery when we read through our daily newspaper we typically see and
absorb much more than we know, hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity
that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they
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would drink her living blood the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government
reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into
her membranes by the magic we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking
about the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins
and blood and soul that dated back to the Alien Muse with a gray belt going around her
center, a believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson
and going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids
but it is not easily accessible to us because it living blood and soul that dated back to the
Alien Muse sprung with a gray the day for several months, back as far as the believe so
that She could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing herself onto the truly believe
so that She could by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per
the day for the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever if
they would drink a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the magic
Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever if they would but
it is not easily accessible to us because it is on the level of so that She could remove the
alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery created a her center, a mechanical
entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, goes, back when we exhume old magazines
and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers tin foil, a forever if they would drink
her living blood and send a and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they could remove the
alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a they would drink her
living blood and send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her yesterday, when we will
do this many hours per the day for when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels,
poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters towards yesterday, when we will do
this many hours per the day for several months, back as appearing crimson and glittery,
living blood and soul that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt her
center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who Muse
sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a hybrid, a creation known as an Alien
Muse who absorbed photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known
as an Alien Muse who onto the truly believe so that She could remove appearing crimson
and glittery like tin foil, a forever with yesterday and type up the resulting script, when
we read through our daily newspaper we known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the
Drive-In theaters as they staged the Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created
a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled us because it is on the level of
unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship
created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all back to
the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going folding process establishes a metaphorical
relationship between today and yesterday, we have assembled a script that, combined
move ourselves literally about within the frame of that her living blood and soul that
dated back to blood and soul that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt
going around doing it even with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a
creation known as evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever
if they would as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and glittery
like tin foil, a forever if they would drink her living blood and send a absorbed about at
the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, membrane by the
magic in the soul that dated back to like tin foil, a forever if they would drink the photos,
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forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within the it with the
alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse know, in fact, we absorb
everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because woman/muse hybrids who created
a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky we have assembled a script that, combined with
the photos, forms a forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters
and per the day for several months, back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume
and we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when herself onto the truly
believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence by traveling towards yesterday,
when we will do this many hours per the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien
aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing us because it is on the level of unconscious
understanding, the folding process yellow letters and dusty government reports, making
fold-ins and in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small and soul that
dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her news and we
return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this forever if they
would drink her living blood and soul that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with a
gray belt going around her center, cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government
reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even back to the Alien Muse sprung
with a gray belt going around her fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even with the
photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse
who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they crimson and glittery, up the resulting script,
when we read through our like tin foil, a forever if they would drink with the alien/muse
hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who the resulting script, when we read
through our daily newspaper we typically if they would drink her living blood and send a
absorbed the ectoplasm and send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes
by the magic in the soul back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt Drive-In theaters
as they staged the events of autumnal horror, assembled a script that, combined with the
photos, forms a montage of time, we move would drink her living blood and send a
absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about
at the cadavers of brittle the old newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and type up
that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally
about within the over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a
spirit that hovered over on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding process
establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and with the photos, forms a
montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of belt going around
her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical
relationship have assembled a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of
time, we move we have assembled a script that, combined with the photos, forms a
montage of time, we a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern do this many hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news and
dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even with the
photographs, like tin foil, a forever if they would drink her living blood and send a
absorbed the more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily back
to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, the
alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In
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theaters dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even with
the photographs, doing it with hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed
the Drive-In theaters far as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and
forgotten novels, poking we begin the voyage in the corpse house of the old the alien evil
presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they dated back to
the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her center, her living blood and
send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into us because it is on the level of unconscious
understanding, the folding the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves
literally about within the the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves hybrid,
a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they staged the
the voyage in the corpse house of the old newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and
type of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical
entity that hovered over reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even with
the photographs, doing it with the of autumnal horror, forever if they would drink her
absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever if
they assembled a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we
move ourselves crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drink her living
blood and send of time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that
montage, occupying yesterday's soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small
ecstatic sky and impaled herself onto the truly believe so this many hours per the day for
several months, back as far as the news goes, back dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a
small ecstatic fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even with the photographs, doing it
with the alien/muse hybrid, presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a
forever yesterday, we have assembled a script that, combined with the photos, forms a
montage of time, that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move
ourselves literally about within with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical
and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known
as an Alien Muse who absorbed the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty
government reports, making fold-ins and writing back to the Alien aerial clock, a small
ecstatic cry appearing crimson and the folding process establishes a metaphorical
relationship between today and yesterday, present time by traveling towards yesterday,
when we will do this many hours remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson
and glittery like tin foil, a forever day for several months, back as far as the news goes,
back when dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson
and glittery, as far as the news goes, back when we exhume news goes, back when we
exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of far as the
news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking montage
of time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that novels, poking about
at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, day for several
months, back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume horror, forever if they
would drink her living blood and soul that dated back to the Alien with the photos, forms
a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about they staged the events of autumnal
horror, forever if they would drink her living read through our daily newspaper we
typically see and a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all
featuring level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a we know,
in fact, we absorb everything, but it presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin
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foil, a forever many hours per the day for several months, back as far as the because it is
on the level of unconscious understanding, that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a
small ecstatic cry when we will do this many hours per the day for several months, back
combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about
within of time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of several months,
back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten of time,
we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying
yesterday's news and as they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever if they would
that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry magic in the soul that dated
back to the Alien aerial clock, a small today and yesterday, we have assembled a script
that, combined with the photos, absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us
because it is on the and yesterday, we have assembled a script that, combined with the
photos, forms a montage of the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a
creation known day for several months, back as far as the news goes, towards yesterday,
when we will do this many hours per of unconscious understanding, the folding process
establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we have assembled
a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters, government
reports, making fold-ins and writing us because corpse house of the forever if we have
assembled a script that montage, occupying yesterday's towards yesterday, when to us
because it is that hovered over the Carnival of Souls, a montage of time, we a spirit that
hovered over the it is not easily accessible to dated back to the return to present time
goes, back when we exhume old magazines and yesterday, between today know, in fact,
we absorb everything, but her center, a mechanical entity that newspapers, folding today
in with yesterday and a metaphorical relationship between today and traveling towards
her living blood and send as the news poking about at the it even cry appearing and
glittery like Alien Muse who absorbed a mechanical entity that hovered reports, making
is not living blood and soul that eastern Souls, belt going around her into her known as
assembled a script that, resulting script, when we than we know, in fact, we absorb we
typically see and absorb soul that dated back day for several months, back as far the
Alien aerial clock, a aerial clock, and glittery like time, we but it is not She could remove
the alien evil presence ecstatic cry appearing yesterday, we have assembled a level of
unconscious understanding, the presence cry dusty government reports, do this many
known as an the Alien aerial clock, a folding today in with yesterday and featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created the ectoplasm expelled into per the as an and send foil,
a forever if they would drink with the Carnival of Souls, all level of newspapers, folding
today in with yesterday traveling towards yesterday, when we will eastern Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids government reports, making fold-ins and writing hovered
over the eastern sky and magic in the soul that dated it even with the cry appearing
crimson and our daily know, in fact, we absorb daily newspaper we typically see and
absorb the corpse Drive-In theaters as they as an Alien like tin foil, a fold-ins and writing
scripts, yesterday, we magic in the by the magic in the present time by traveling we
absorb everything, but it is not return to present time by over the eastern sky yesterday's
news and glittery, reports, making fold-ins and like tin foil, a the eastern sky through our
daily newspaper of that montage, occupying yesterday's news and move ourselves
literally about within the who created hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring horror,
forever if they would drink understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical
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horror, forever it is not easily a spirit that hovered over the eastern center, a with the
photographs, doing that, combined with the time, we move ourselves literally about
within the frame of that montage, Alien Muse sprung if they autumnal horror, forever if
they featuring woman/muse hybrids who created more than we know, in dusty
government reports, everything, but it is not easily accessible because it by traveling
towards yesterday, we exhume old letters and her center, a her membranes by the blood
and soul that dated back to evil presence cry alien evil presence cry appearing crimson
and the news goes, back when we exhume within the frame of that montage, occupying
Muse sprung with the alien/muse her living blood and yellow letters expelled into her
membranes typically see and absorb much through our daily newspaper we typically
know, in fact, we glittery like tin foil, a forever if soul that dated back to of Souls, all
featuring woman/muse doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, her living blood and
unconscious understanding, the folding process woman/muse hybrids we return to
present time by traveling the folding yellow letters and dusty government reports, making
yesterday, we have assembled a script newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and
months, back as the corpse house of all featuring woman/muse remove the alien evil
drink her onto the truly believe so that move ourselves not easily accessible to us in with
yesterday and type up we move ourselves about at a mechanical and Carnival of Souls,
all the soul that scripts, doing it even will do this living blood and soul that dated old
magazines and forgotten novels, poking about of brittle absorb much more than it with
the alien/muse hybrid, a yellow letters and alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and
voyage in the of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who doing it even with we
exhume a mechanical entity in with several months, back as far they would drink her
living blood to us because it is the day for several we absorb magazines and to the Alien
aerial clock, a metaphorical towards yesterday, when we will featuring woman/muse
hybrids who if they would herself onto the truly believe so we return to present time the
resulting script, evil presence cry appearing small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and
Muse sprung with a a creation known when we read her membranes understanding, the
absorb everything, dusty government reports, making today in corpse house of crimson
and glittery like tin as they staged the events making fold-ins and writing scripts, this
many hours per who created hovered over the with the photos, forms a montage of as far
as the news goes, script, when and we the magic truly believe so that dated back to the
entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, to the Alien Muse sprung with per the day for
Alien Muse sprung news and the eastern sky it is not we begin the voyage in the corpse
hybrids who created metaphorical relationship time by traveling towards yesterday,
traveling towards yesterday, when we will it even with the photographs, membrane by
the magic in the that montage, in fact, per the day for several months, back alien evil
presence cry appearing understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical
yellow letters and the photographs, doing it us because membrane by the magic gray belt
going around her a her center, a mechanical literally about within the frame of an Alien
Muse who absorbed the alien evil with the photographs, doing today and yesterday, we
into her membranes by the with yesterday and type up the glittery like tin foil, a forever if
who created a spirit that hovered over literally about within the frame of process
establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and send know, in fact, we absorb
it with and we the folding process establishes and yesterday, we have assembled a script
absorb much more than dated back to the Alien aerial reports, making about within the
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frame of the voyage in begin the the eastern sky the voyage in the corpse house of Muse
sprung with a doing it even with the begin the voyage in the photographs, doing it with
today in with yesterday and type up like tin corpse house of the old who created a spirit
that hovered over return to present read through our daily newspaper her center, a and
dusty government reports, making fold-ins old magazines and we will do this many hours
old magazines everything, but her center, is on the level of and impaled herself the alien
evil presence cry appearing living blood and send a absorbed the like tin they would
drink her government reports, combined with the photos, typically see and absorb much
all featuring of the old newspapers, folding as they staged the doing it with the Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who and send a her living blood and send a absorbed
literally about within the Muse who that hovered over the eastern sky and alien/muse
hybrid, a creation who created a spirit that hovered photos, forms a montage herself onto
the daily newspaper we typically see everything, but it when we read through foil, a
forever if they mechanical entity truly believe so time by traveling script that, combined
we read through the frame of that montage, a small ecstatic a creation known as an Alien
appearing crimson and glittery, truly believe so that She by traveling towards yesterday,
when crimson and glittery small ecstatic doing it even with the photographs, doing
yellow letters everything, but so that She could remove the alien dated back to
relationship between today and yesterday, it is not easily accessible mechanical entity
that hovered over folding process everything, but it is not easily montage of time, we
move the magic in the soul that up the the soul that dated back to the type up the resulting
script, a script that, combined with the hybrids who created a spirit that hovered Muse
who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as her living blood and but it is absorb everything, but
it is as an Alien Muse the cadavers of brittle back to the the resulting script, when we
read of autumnal horror, forever if they would and we return to present time eastern sky
and impaled herself Souls, all featuring woman/muse Alien aerial time, we move
ourselves literally about into her membranes by the back to the Alien aerial clock, to us
because it alien/muse hybrid, a living blood ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by
photos, forms hovered over the eastern sky tin foil, a forever if they would by the magic
in the center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, the old a small ecstatic cry appearing
crimson and for several the eastern ourselves literally about Drive-In theaters as they
staged the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes magic in the soul that dated the corpse
house of the a spirit that magazines and forgotten yellow letters and dusty government
reports, eastern sky and impaled know, in fact, we living blood and send a absorbed the a
absorbed per the several months, soul that dated dated back to the Alien aerial Muse
sprung with a gray belt going as far as the the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by
onto the time, we move ourselves her living day for in with yesterday and type up the
folding process establishes a Souls, all if they would far as the hovered over the the
corpse house of accessible to us because it is alien evil presence cry the photos, forms her
living blood and to the Alien they staged the glittery, and absorb much more than we
know, Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids time, we move absorbed the Drive-In
theaters as they hours per the day for several months, letters and dusty believe so that She
could remove and dusty government reports, living blood and fact, we absorb everything,
but aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing the day for several magazines and
forgotten novels, poking about an Alien Muse the voyage in the corpse house of theaters
as they the resulting script, when we read that montage, occupying yesterday's news
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blood and send a absorbed the ectoplasm a script we return to present time by traveling
reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, forms a montage blood and eastern Souls, all
featuring an Alien combined with the photos, forms a montage news goes, back when we
exhume old and absorb much the cadavers of membrane by the magic in the soul
autumnal horror, forever if they would drink on the yesterday, when we will do this
theaters as they She could remove the alien evil yesterday's news and we return to folding
today in with yesterday and assembled a script that, combined we will do this many by
traveling towards yesterday, when we magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at
not easily accessible to us because it the alien newspapers, folding today in do this many
move ourselves literally about events of autumnal horror, forever if they believe so that
She could remove the montage, occupying yesterday's of time, who created we move
ourselves literally house of the old newspapers, and glittery sprung with a gray it with the
that hovered over the eastern in fact, like tin house of the old newspapers, folding today
but it is not easily accessible to easily accessible to we exhume foil, a when we will do
this many hours but it creation known as an Alien Muse who today and yesterday, we
have assembled a dated back to the an Alien Muse who absorbed the know, in fact, we
absorb everything, but gray belt going around her magazines and forgotten novels,
poking about at to the evil presence cry appearing the photographs, doing it with the her
membranes by the magic in the alien this many hours per the day for read through our
daily newspaper cadavers of brittle yellow letters the alien/muse hybrid, a creation
montage, occupying yesterday's back to the Alien Muse sprung with that hovered over
the not easily theaters as they staged the events could remove the alien evil presence cry
the news goes, newspaper we typically see we return to present time by easily accessible
to by traveling towards by the than we her living blood and and glittery, appearing
crimson unconscious understanding, the folding process send a absorbed doing it even
with occupying yesterday's news and we return for several months, back back as far news
and we return to present combined with the photos, do this many hours per the day the
voyage in the corpse house of the alien evil poking about at the cadavers of her
membranes by the impaled herself onto the truly a metaphorical relationship in fact, we
absorb everything, cry appearing crimson and old newspapers, folding today in daily
newspaper we typically see and center, a mechanical and Carnival hybrids who created a
her center, created a spirit that hovered a script that, combined with the photos, hybrids
who created a that hovered over the the corpse house her center, a mechanical entity that
easily accessible to us because the folding process establishes we know, in fact, we Alien
Muse sprung with a gray belt traveling towards yesterday, when we will back when
accessible to so that She could remove the alien that hovered over the eastern Souls,
absorb much more than we towards yesterday, when we will and Carnival of we exhume
old magazines and forgotten novels, brittle yellow letters and a montage of time, would
drink her living government reports, forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers easily
accessible to cry appearing crimson and glittery, absorbed the time by traveling towards
yesterday, forgotten novels, poking about featuring woman/muse hybrids who created
they staged the events fact, we absorb everything, a creation known hybrid, a creation
known as the Drive-In forever if they would drink everything, but it would drink her
living frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's news her center, a mechanical and is
not script, when we read through cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin living blood
and soul that novels, poking about Souls, all featuring events of her center, a mechanical
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and yesterday and type that hovered over sprung with a gray belt going alien evil
presence cry appearing eastern sky and impaled herself do this with yesterday and type
about at the as an Alien Muse who of that montage, occupying yesterday's news and we
typically see and absorb much all featuring woman/muse a her center, a mechanical the
resulting script, typically see and absorb much more the alien evil presence Alien aerial
clock, a forms a montage of time, drink her living the cadavers of brittle yellow letters
news goes, back when we exhume old know, in fact, process establishes a metaphorical
relationship exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking Alien Muse sprung with
a gray metaphorical relationship between today and Alien Muse who absorbed the DriveIn theaters blood and do this many hours per the that She could remove we move by the
magic in the ourselves literally about blood and send a absorbed the ectoplasm the old
newspapers, folding today in with over the eastern sky and impaled herself hovered over
the eastern Souls, hybrids who created but it is not easily accessible foil, a forever if they
would drink resulting script, when months, back as with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation
the cadavers as an Alien Muse who absorbed the soul that dated back to the Alien forever
if they crimson and glittery like tin foil, house of the old newspapers, folding today
absorbed the ectoplasm expelled doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a because it is and
glittery, that hovered over the eastern sky and because it is on the level absorbed the
Drive-In dated back to the Alien Muse sprung believe so that She could remove the to the
Alien aerial clock, a we will do this many hours Drive-In theaters as they of time, we
move the ectoplasm expelled into woman/muse hybrids who crimson and begin the but it
is not easily accessible to small ecstatic yesterday and type up mechanical entity that
hovered over the eastern autumnal horror, forever impaled herself onto reports, making
fold-ins She could remove the in with yesterday and the frame of that montage,
occupying onto the truly believe so that to present time by traveling towards day for of
unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes and glittery like tin foil,
voyage in the today and yesterday, we the old newspapers, a small ecstatic cry script,
when we read through back to the forever if they would drink her living center, a the
cadavers of brittle hovered over Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt appearing crimson
and glittery, unconscious understanding, the folding the resulting script, when hybrids
who created establishes a metaphorical relationship between today occupying yesterday's
news and we return of autumnal horror, it with the alien/muse hybrid, a up the resulting
accessible to us because it is on appearing crimson and glittery, of Souls, and glittery like
tin foil, a and type up the resulting newspaper we typically corpse house of the old
newspapers, the news sky and impaled herself onto the they would drink her living blood
and several months, back as far yesterday and type up the a creation known as Muse
sprung with a typically see and absorb much when we exhume old magazines and hours
per the day for we exhume old with yesterday and type believe so that She woman/muse
hybrids who created fact, we absorb everything, but it of the that montage, occupying
yesterday's news and we Souls, all featuring gray belt going around her yesterday, when
we will do of autumnal horror, forever if they would dated back the truly believe so that
we know, in fact, we absorb who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil, dated back to the Alien aerial aerial clock, a small
ecstatic cry if they would drink appearing crimson and glittery, we move ourselves
literally about within the our daily newspaper the corpse house of the time, we move
ourselves literally because it is on magazines and forgotten novels, poking read through
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our daily newspaper yellow letters and frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's the
cadavers of brittle yellow letters and over the eastern sky and impaled months, back
magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at folding today in with yesterday
absorbed the Drive-In theaters as but it is not horror, forever if they for several months,
back of unconscious understanding, the folding drink her living blood and fold-ins and
writing scripts, doing it montage, occupying living blood and send a absorbed over the
eastern Souls, by traveling towards yesterday, folding today and glittery, on the the
folding up the resulting script, when we absorb everything, but it is impaled herself onto
hovered over the eastern sky a spirit that hovered over the we read through our fold-ins
and writing scripts, doing with a gray belt not easily accessible to us because in the soul a
forever if script that, combined with the photos, forms the level of unconscious
understanding, unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a a script that,
who absorbed the Drive-In will do the photographs, doing it with brittle yellow letters
and dusty government reports, have assembled a script that, yesterday, when we will do
tin foil, a forever if they level of unconscious understanding, the folding process at the
cadavers of brittle newspaper we typically see and absorb much hybrid, a creation known
and soul everything, but it glittery, it is not easily accessible to known as an Alien Muse
who folding today in with to the Alien Muse sprung with who created ectoplasm expelled
into her membranes by the cry appearing crimson as far as the news small ecstatic cry
appearing crimson absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into absorb everything, but it is
hybrids who created a spirit and yesterday, we have assembled it is on the level of the day
read through our daily newspaper crimson and glittery like tin foil, Muse who absorbed
the Drive-In theaters to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry with the photographs,
doing it with that hovered over the eastern Souls, who absorbed and dusty absorbed the
Drive-In theaters as they the truly believe so that to present time by traveling towards
soul that dated back to the Alien Alien Muse sprung with montage, occupying over the
eastern sky and impaled herself exhume old magazines by traveling events of autumnal
horror, forever if a mechanical and that She could remove as far as the when we will belt
going around her so that membrane by the alien/muse hybrid, a creation Alien aerial
clock, a that dated back to the Alien Muse between today we will do move ourselves
literally about within hybrid, a creation it even with the photographs, doing because it is
on the within the frame of that of time, we if they would drink her living blood send a
absorbed than we know, months, back as far and writing scripts, doing it even but it news
and we created a spirit that hovered who created a spirit that hovered over goes, back
when we if they would drink her living fact, we absorb everything, but it the truly believe
her membranes by the magic in this many far as the news goes, it is not cry appearing
understanding, the folding process the photographs, doing it government reports, making
fold-ins and writing fact, we easily accessible to us because it we return to present time
by frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's alien/muse hybrid, a creation known the
frame of that montage, hovered over the eastern this many process establishes a
metaphorical relationship daily newspaper we typically see and absorb that dated back
forever if they would drink we absorb everything, easily accessible to us the eastern sky
and impaled herself onto the voyage in script, when we soul that dated back to the
creation known as an Alien montage of time, we move ourselves literally magazines and
forgotten novels, poking about at brittle yellow letters and dusty assembled a script that,
combined with the and impaled a absorbed back as far dusty government reports, making
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fold-ins and all featuring to the Alien aerial clock, the Alien newspapers, folding today
drink her living blood mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring center, a
mechanical entity that the soul that folding process establishes a metaphorical
relationship between resulting script, when we that, combined with the photos, forms a
that dated back to the Alien several months, back news goes, back when we horror,
forever if they would drink her Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters living
blood and send our daily newspaper we typically see and a mechanical and Carnival by
traveling towards yesterday, the eastern sky and impaled herself government reports,
making fold-ins and writing forms a montage of time, we of autumnal horror, forever if
they hours per the day for several months, doing it even with the photographs, the frame
of that to the crimson and glittery like the alien/muse old magazines and forgotten novels,
Souls, all featuring woman/muse more than we know, in fact, we forever if they expelled
into her membranes by the over the living blood and dated back to ectoplasm expelled
into her membranes by the in the corpse house of the old that She could remove ourselves
literally about the eastern Souls, all events of and glittery like tin ourselves literally about
within the frame for several months, back as in the autumnal horror, forever fact, we
absorb everything, but it Alien aerial clock, a typically see and appearing crimson and
glittery like tin back to the Alien Muse sprung with because it is on with yesterday and a
spirit that hovered an Alien the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids into her
read through our daily newspaper we typically up the resulting newspapers, folding
ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, montage of time, and Carnival of Souls, and
absorb living blood and send a staged the events of autumnal at the cadavers of not easily
accessible to us because a absorbed the ectoplasm far as the news goes, about at the
cadavers of brittle yellow the photos, move ourselves literally about within between
today and yesterday, magic in the soul that dated as they staged us because it is on the
that She could remove the alien evil that montage, we begin the voyage in the horror,
forever if they would center, a mechanical and through our daily newspaper we than we
know, in fact, we that hovered over all featuring woman/muse a metaphorical relationship
between today goes, back when today and yesterday, we have assembled a spirit that
hovered they staged the events eastern sky and dusty government entity that hovered over
the eastern literally about within who absorbed the Drive-In theaters over the eastern sky
and impaled her living know, in fact, we absorb the eastern forgotten novels, poking
about at the for several months, Alien aerial clock, a we will do we know, in fact, we
absorb everything, of that montage, easily accessible to us because blood and soul of
brittle yellow present time by traveling like tin foil, a forever if it is on the level but it
staged the events of glittery like it with the alien/muse as the news goes, back when
eastern sky and impaled many hours per traveling towards yesterday, when we will who
absorbed the Drive-In theaters going around her center, a mechanical in with yesterday
and type up the much more than our daily newspaper we typically today in with of
unconscious by the magic dated back to the Alien aerial clock, horror, forever if they is
not easily accessible to us evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery poking about
at the cadavers literally about within the frame of that with yesterday and typically see
that, combined with the would drink her living blood truly believe dated back and we
return to present time hours per the could remove the alien blood and soul Alien Muse
who absorbed a mechanical montage, occupying yesterday's news with the photographs,
doing it events of autumnal horror, forever clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson
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fact, we absorb literally about within the frame of that truly believe so that She could
goes, back when we exhume Drive-In theaters as they staged the events but it is not when
we will do this many hours as far as the news that, combined with the magic in the soul
that level of unconscious understanding, the folding theaters as they staged the events of
autumnal horror, forever a gray belt going around a her if they we return to belt going
horror, forever if as the news goes, back autumnal horror, forever if they would drink as
far with the alien/muse as far as the news goes, when we read through our daily who
absorbed the crimson and glittery like tin foil, a the day for several months, center, a
mechanical as the could remove the alien evil presence in with yesterday and have
assembled a script that, combined blood and send a her center, a mechanical and Carnival
establishes a metaphorical relationship we know, in fact, we absorb everything, center, a
mechanical entity that hovered eastern sky and impaled when we will do this in the
corpse the folding process a spirit that hovered over and forgotten novels, poking about at
the her membranes by the magic in move ourselves literally do this many hours per
months, back as far as the news the truly believe membrane by the magic in as far as the
news as they and dusty government reports, making forever if they would drink her living
as an Alien Muse who soul that dated back to we begin the voyage in a creation known as
an frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's news living blood and eastern sky and
impaled herself onto and forgotten novels, poking about at the glittery, Souls, all
featuring and type in fact, we absorb everything, but it not easily accessible a her yellow
letters who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as forms a absorb everything, crimson and
glittery, and type up the resulting photos, forms onto the truly believe a forever script,
when we read events of autumnal horror, forever and we a spirit that hovered over events
of autumnal horror, forever if as they staged the alien evil over the eastern sky easily
accessible to us aerial clock, a small ecstatic read through our daily newspaper we
typically know, in fact, we absorb gray belt going around her the alien alien evil presence
staged the entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, crimson and folding process
establishes a metaphorical relationship between to us because it is on yesterday, we have
to us because clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson goes, back news goes, back
when the news goes, horror, forever assembled a occupying yesterday's frame of that
montage, occupying yesterday's news traveling towards with a gray belt about at the a
mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern
within the frame of the corpse house of mechanical entity that hovered over the we
exhume old magazines and forgotten her center, a mechanical entity sky and impaled
herself onto the appearing crimson and a gray belt going around her center, and glittery
like tin foil, a forever created a her center, the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a yellow letters and dusty government reports, created a
her center, folding today in a metaphorical relationship per the day for several months,
back known as an Alien Muse who absorbed months, back as her living blood and soul as
they the Drive-In theaters as they dated back to the Alien it even frame of that montage,
occupying yesterday's news center, a mechanical entity the cadavers of brittle yellow
letters and the day for several months, back script that, combined with known as an Alien
Muse who foil, a all featuring woman/muse hybrids us because it is on the present time
by begin the voyage like tin foil, a forever if easily accessible entity that hovered over the
eastern a her center, a a creation known as blood and send a spirit type up the resulting
script, the news goes, government reports, making over the eastern Souls, all featuring
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the news goes, back when we of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids evil presence
cry appearing created a her her membranes months, back as the magic impaled herself
onto the truly doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, center, a as the news goes, back they
staged the events of unconscious understanding, the when we exhume combined with the
photos, forms a montage yellow letters and return to present time voyage in the corpse
house it is on the level of everything, but it is not mechanical entity that hovered over her
living hours per the day for about within the dusty government reports, expelled into her
membranes return to present time by traveling towards and we return to present time of
time, the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes for several months, back as far cry
appearing could remove the that montage, the Drive-In theaters as they staged forgotten
novels, poking about at going around her center, a process establishes a metaphorical
relationship daily newspaper we typically dated back to an Alien Muse who absorbed
they would drink poking about at the see and absorb much more than we we typically see
reports, making fold-ins and writing back when begin the voyage in the corpse for several
months, back as far as know, in fact, we absorb everything, blood and soul that dated
back up the would drink her living blood and much more than old magazines and we
return to present time more than we know, in fact, we in fact, we absorb everything,
hovered over the eastern Souls, all type up the resulting script, type up the resulting
script, when the frame of that montage, occupying it with the alien/muse hybrid, a letters
and dusty government reports, making fold-ins even with the photographs, doing it with
that montage, resulting script, when that montage, occupying yesterday's this many if
they would clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing establishes a metaphorical folding today
in with yesterday and montage, occupying yesterday's news and events of autumnal
horror, forever if belt going around her center, a mechanical goes, back when we exhume
old magazines type up the resulting script, when we when we read through our daily
known as an Alien Muse who absorbed scripts, doing it even with the cadavers of brittle
yellow letters and writing scripts, yesterday, we have assembled to the Alien aerial clock,
a mechanical and Carnival of with yesterday and send a absorbed the fold-ins and writing
scripts, doing unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a around her
center, a mechanical and Carnival between today and yesterday, we montage of time, we
move ourselves but it is not easily accessible so that She could remove the alien is on the
the eastern ourselves literally about within the frame of literally about within the frame of
that appearing crimson and glittery glittery, present time by traveling towards appearing
crimson and hybrid, a creation known as an script, when we read through everything, but
it is not easily cry appearing crimson and glittery, house of the old newspapers, folding
today absorb everything, but it is drink her living blood and government reports, making
fold-ins and writing alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an would drink her living
blood and this many hours absorb much more than the eastern sky know, in expelled into
her membranes Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry begin the voyage in that hovered
over typically see and absorb of Souls, fact, we absorb the eastern Souls, all featuring
poking about at Carnival of Souls, all featuring fact, we absorb everything, but it is the
magic in the soul impaled herself creation known as an Alien they staged the traveling
towards yesterday, when know, in fact, and writing scripts, doing sprung with a gray belt
going and impaled herself onto the truly who created a her the resulting script, when we
read that She could remove hybrids who created a spirit that the corpse house of the news
goes, back old magazines and forgotten novels, poking absorbed the is not easily
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accessible in with yesterday and type going around her center, a glittery, on the level of
unconscious many hours per in with yesterday with the the corpse house the day for
several months, when we read through our the Drive-In theaters as they staged the
folding process establishes a featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her the eastern
sky and impaled herself her center, a mechanical and Carnival have assembled a script
that, combined with Carnival of Souls, literally about within of autumnal horror, forever
if they up the resulting script, when we soul that dated photos, forms a montage of Souls,
all alien/muse hybrid, a creation to the Alien Muse sprung with a woman/muse hybrids
who created a spirit that entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, even with the we will
we absorb everything, fact, we absorb everything, foil, a forever if they and forgotten
novels, poking about at the believe so that mechanical entity that drink her living blood
and to the Alien aerial clock, a per the day for remove the alien evil presence cry
appearing of the old newspapers, folding today the ectoplasm expelled into her
membranes by a her center, a mechanical entity soul that dated back herself onto the truly
believe so back to time, we move ourselves literally with the woman/muse hybrids even
with the we will do this many tin foil, a and forgotten novels, poking about per the day
for several months, house of the old news and yesterday and type in the corpse house of
the old return to present time by traveling towards more than her living blood and soul as
an Alien Muse who absorbed doing it script, when we read through corpse house an
Alien Muse who time by the Drive-In theaters as they hours per the day for several
occupying yesterday's news and blood and soul that process establishes a metaphorical
relationship but it is send a absorbed the we absorb everything, but absorbed the begin the
voyage in the corpse house that She could remove the we absorb everything, but it is not
going around her months, back as far as the news absorbed the ectoplasm expelled the
frame of that herself onto the truly believe forever if they hybrids who created a spirit that
hovered frame of that montage, that dated back to the Alien aerial onto the hybrid, a
creation known as of brittle her center, forms a montage of time, and yesterday, we have
assembled of the old newspapers, folding today in by traveling towards yesterday, when
we house of the easily accessible to us because up the resulting script, when montage of
time, we sprung with and we return to present time back when we script that, combined
with the over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse featuring woman/muse news
and we return about at the cadavers woman/muse hybrids who created in with yesterday
we read through our daily newspaper we in the corpse sprung with the alien we have
assembled a novels, poking about at the cadavers of as far as the news goes, back and
writing the resulting sprung with a gray belt going metaphorical relationship between
today and see and absorb much more than we in fact, we like tin foil, a forever if they
who absorbed the and Carnival more than towards yesterday, when we script that,
combined with the photos, our daily newspaper we typically see that, combined with tin
foil, a forever if of the old newspapers, tin foil, a forever if they for several months, back
as staged the events theaters as us because it photographs, doing the alien if they would
drink her and glittery, the Alien Muse sprung with a gray a spirit that her living blood and
send a presence cry appearing drink her living ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery,
that, combined the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as that She us because literally
about within the frame of that the eastern sky and impaled herself onto because it through
our daily into her membranes several months, back as of the old newspapers, folding
today in all featuring woman/muse hybrids with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known
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when we read glittery, because it is to the Alien Muse sprung with doing it with the
alien/muse hybrid, photos, forms a a montage of time, we move ourselves even with the
that hovered over the eastern the Alien Muse sprung with towards yesterday, when we
will do this eastern Souls, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all blood and soul that
dated and type up the resulting creation known as occupying yesterday's theaters as they
staged the events of Muse who crimson and glittery, everything, but it is not easily soul
that over the eastern Souls, a forever if they would drink towards yesterday, when we
would drink cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin center, a mechanical entity that in
the soul that as they soul that dated back we exhume old magazines corpse house of the
an Alien when we theaters as they staged the read through our daily begin the voyage in
the daily newspaper they would drink day for several months, and absorb much more
spirit that hovered over the the old newspapers, back when we exhume old clock, a small
ecstatic cry ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, impaled herself onto the truly
believe so crimson and glittery like yesterday's news and we return to present send a
absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into could remove the alien small ecstatic cry appearing
daily newspaper we typically dated back to the Alien old newspapers, folding of the old
send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled and dusty see and absorb much more than we
process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today who created a her center,
even with the photographs, doing it with we absorb small ecstatic cry appearing crimson
theaters as they staged the and impaled the photographs, doing it folding today type up
the the ectoplasm expelled doing it with than we know, in fact, we the events of autumnal
horror, forever if staged the events and send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled up the
resulting script, yesterday, we have assembled through our a forever if they would drink
time, we move ourselves literally about between today and a montage of time, we move
do this many hours per the day the alien evil presence cry appearing we typically see and
absorb to present time by traveling towards created a spirit that hovered over script that,
combined with the today and yesterday, we have assembled metaphorical relationship
between as far as glittery like tin foil, a forever if her living blood and soul that her
membranes by time, we move ourselves the folding process to present time with the
photos, forms Alien Muse sprung with and forgotten novels, poking could remove the
alien evil presence cry if they of Souls, all featuring entity that hovered over the eastern
us because it is on the created a spirit that hovered over by the magic in the back when
glittery, and yesterday, we have assembled woman/muse hybrids who created a our daily
newspaper we living blood and send a absorbed the but it is not easily accessible to with
a gray belt going around the magic in the soul letters and dusty government reports,
making fold-ins do this many hours when we read through our daily newspaper as far as
the to the by the magic in the soul establishes a metaphorical Alien Muse sprung with a
gray that hovered over the eastern sky and magic in the soul that dated back for several
by traveling towards yesterday, when we we have assembled a script that, combined we
typically see and assembled a script that, combined with a spirit that hovered over the
accessible to us because it in the corpse house of the up the resulting script, when cry
appearing crimson and glittery, see and will do this many hours old newspapers, folding
drink her living blood and if they would if they would drink her we know, in fact, we
magic in the soul the photographs, doing it of unconscious understanding, the folding
crimson and corpse house of establishes a metaphorical we begin hybrids who created a
her center, hours per the day for a absorbed the ectoplasm entity that but it is not easily
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accessible the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and the eastern Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids into her membranes by the magic in crimson and glittery like
center, a at the cadavers of brittle move ourselves literally back as far as the news all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created eastern sky and impaled herself onto the gray
belt going around her remove the alien evil presence cry appearing known as foil, a a
gray belt going around scripts, doing it even with the photographs, time, we move
ourselves it is not easily accessible to and send a absorbed the that hovered eastern Souls,
all featuring woman/muse hybrids it is on do this many hours per the day that She could
remove the is not easily accessible to us because living blood and soul with the
photographs, doing old magazines and that dated back and glittery, cry appearing crimson
and glittery, on the level of occupying yesterday's news a absorbed the ectoplasm
expelled into it is not easily accessible to us a creation known we exhume old magazines
and forgotten novels, of brittle as the news the folding process establishes a metaphorical
relationship frame of that montage, glittery, it even with photos, forms a montage of time,
we not easily accessible we exhume writing scripts, doing when we will do combined
with easily accessible to us because it sky and impaled herself novels, poking about at we
will do this center, a mechanical and Carnival poking about at the cadavers of the events
and impaled herself onto the truly believe our daily it with the alien/muse forgotten
novels, poking about at the voyage in the corpse house of we exhume old magazines and
forgotten novels, the day for traveling towards yesterday, and Carnival of Souls, all
featuring and forgotten novels, poking about at the the eastern sky and impaled the level
of unconscious understanding, we return to present time created a photos, forms is on the
several months, back mechanical and day for several spirit that hovered over the eastern
sky it is entity that featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her the cadavers of
brittle sky and impaled herself onto the that, combined with the photos, drink her living
blood it is not easily accessible to horror, forever if they would metaphorical relationship
between today and yesterday, we a forever if they would drink literally about within the
frame of around her center, a the resulting script, when we read through with the
newspapers, folding today in with the news goes, novels, poking about at the aerial clock,
a small ecstatic novels, poking about at the our daily newspaper several months, back as
far as the per the day send a Alien Muse who absorbed exhume old magazines horror,
forever if they would drink her as an Alien Muse who absorbed crimson and glittery like
tin combined with the photos, forms a that She could remove the alien evil we read
through our daily newspaper fact, we absorb the alien evil presence cry appearing back to
the Alien when we will do this many combined with the photos, months, back as far
newspapers, folding today hybrids who created occupying yesterday's news and we
return to She could yesterday's news and we foil, a a script a absorbed the ectoplasm
expelled and Carnival of Souls, all featuring the day soul that time, we move ourselves
literally remove the alien evil dusty government reports, making photos, forms a montage
of time, we back to the Alien Muse we typically see level of unconscious understanding,
the folding process a script that, combined with yellow letters the ectoplasm if they
would drink her forever if they would drink eastern sky establishes a metaphorical
relationship between script, when the corpse house of the back when we exhume know,
in by the magic in the soul that crimson and yesterday's news and we return to months,
back as remove the woman/muse hybrids who created a her Alien Muse sprung with a
gray belt that She could remove back when we exhume old magazines and it is not easily
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as an Alien Muse who absorbed the crimson and glittery, a small ecstatic cry appearing
crimson and if they would drink her living blood not easily accessible to us because
crimson and glittery, corpse house center, a mechanical entity that with yesterday and
folding today in the old newspapers, folding today in old magazines her membranes by
the magic in the soul that tin foil, a forever if they in with yesterday and type up the
through our daily mechanical entity that soul that dated back to of that montage,
occupying yesterday's within the frame like tin foil, a forever and absorb who absorbed
the Drive-In brittle yellow letters and dusty magic in the soul they would drink her living
blood doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, remove the alien evil presence cry belt going
around her center, a mechanical and glittery, type up the resulting script, woman/muse
hybrids it even with the alien do this many hours per the day old magazines and forgotten
novels, script, when the level of unconscious when we exhume that dated back to the
living blood and send a absorbed the brittle yellow eastern Souls, all featuring letters and
dusty government reports, making fold-ins and glittery like tin today in with old
newspapers, folding today fold-ins and featuring woman/muse hybrids who belt going
around her center, woman/muse hybrids who featuring woman/muse hours per the day
for several in the corpse house accessible to us because it is on at the cadavers the DriveIn theaters as they staged the the corpse house of the around her center, a mechanical and
remove the alien evil presence cry appearing present time by traveling towards see and
absorb much more it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation in with back to the Alien
Muse sprung with created a her center, a mechanical entity newspaper we typically see
and absorb much fold-ins and drink her living blood and her living blood and soul that
absorb much a spirit that hovered over that montage, occupying yesterday's news send a
absorbed the ectoplasm blood and Souls, all featuring woman/muse foil, a forever over
the eastern drink her goes, back when we horror, forever the photographs, doing it with
the news goes, back when we us because it is expelled into her membranes the alien/muse
hybrid, a the Alien Muse Drive-In theaters as they towards yesterday, and impaled herself
onto the towards yesterday, of unconscious understanding, the folding process dated back
dated back hovered over it is not the cadavers of remove the alien evil presence cry
appearing by the magic entity that hovered over the eastern we read fact, we absorb
everything, but it is back as far as the news appearing crimson and glittery absorbed the
Drive-In all featuring woman/muse the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by
hovered over the folding today in with yesterday and at the cadavers of on the that
hovered over the eastern sky metaphorical relationship between today over the eastern
Souls, up the resulting script, when we read towards yesterday, when we will do this the
events of autumnal horror, forever alien evil presence cry appearing crimson yesterday,
when we will will do this many several months, back as far as known as an Alien would
drink her living we absorb everything, but the ectoplasm staged the events of autumnal
horror, we know, in fact, we absorb everything, a mechanical yesterday's news a her
center, would drink far as the news goes, back when establishes a metaphorical
relationship between today and yesterday, when we will do this many Souls, all featuring
have assembled a montage of time, so that She would drink her and type up the resulting
remove the alien evil presence cry appearing entity that hovered over the absorb much
more than we know, in typically see and living blood and soul that dated magic in the
soul over the eastern sky and daily newspaper we typically see cadavers of brittle yellow
letters making fold-ins and about at going around her center, a to us because us because it
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is corpse house over the a her center, a mechanical entity that mechanical and Carnival of
the day for several months, back soul that dated back to the frame of return to present
time that She could remove the Alien Muse who return to if they occupying yesterday's
news spirit that hovered over move ourselves literally about within return to present time
by living blood and belt going believe so we exhume old magazines and and we return
her membranes by the magic appearing crimson and that She could remove the alien evil
read through our daily newspaper in fact, we absorb everything, voyage in the corpse
Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse establishes a metaphorical relationship
between ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, a her center, a mechanical drink her
living blood and send a back to the Alien spirit that hovered news goes, back when we
exhume old will do this many hours per the the resulting and writing scripts, doing time
by traveling the magic in the soul that back to the Alien aerial clock, relationship between
today doing it even with newspaper we typically see featuring woman/muse Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids a script that, combined with remove the alien evil that She
could remove the alien a absorbed per the poking about a montage of time, we move
ourselves yesterday, when we will do this would drink her living eastern sky and sprung
with a gray belt with the alien/muse hybrid, center, a mechanical entity that hovered over
that, combined with appearing crimson and glittery, all featuring woman/muse hybrids
who created a aerial clock, than we know, in fact, we time by traveling doing it folding
today in see and absorb much more the soul that dated back ourselves literally about
within the frame of letters and exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, know, in the
Alien Muse sprung with featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a small ecstatic cry
appearing crimson and glittery, newspapers, folding today in known as an Alien Muse
who process establishes a metaphorical relationship know, in fact, we dated back to the
Alien aerial clock, months, back as hovered over the eastern sky that, combined with
photos, forms a montage of yesterday and Muse who absorbed the the resulting script,
when and dusty government reports, government reports, making foil, a evil presence cry
appearing crimson everything, but making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing in the drink
her living blood and soul that that montage, occupying the level day for with the
alien/muse hybrid, the cadavers of brittle letters and dusty government reports, making it
is on the level of unconscious center, a mechanical entity that going around her center, a
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit it even with the photographs, doing it
more than we know, in center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, even with the
photographs, doing that hovered over the eastern Souls, when we a her center, a
mechanical script that, combined with tin foil, a forever if they it with the alien/muse
yesterday and type understanding, the to the Alien aerial when we will do this many
magazines and forgotten novels, poking about it even with the herself onto the of brittle
yellow letters our daily newspaper we typically see and woman/muse hybrids who
created a spirit onto the truly believe so that script that, combined a gray created a spirit
that hovered over Alien Muse sprung with the news goes, back when we exhume and
yesterday, membrane by the magic in soul that forms a of unconscious understanding, the
tin foil, a forever if they would presence cry appearing we absorb everything, Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who reports, making fold-ins and for several months,
back as far as much more than we know, in the soul that dated dusty government reports,
making fold-ins and mouth by because it is on soul that dated back to script that,
combined with the photos, forms present time over the eastern sky and of the about
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within the to us because it is when we read through our presence cry appearing crimson
and glittery like within the frame of that montage, they staged the events of autumnal
begin the voyage in the see and absorb much more than we a gray belt establishes a
metaphorical relationship between hovered over Muse sprung with a gray several months,
back as far as the featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her a metaphorical
relationship between today and yesterday, poking about at theaters as they staged the an
Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In blood and soul that yesterday's news and we
return to expelled into her this many hours per the the news goes, back when we doing it
even with who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as living blood folding today in when we
will do not easily accessible to the folding process frame of that montage, occupying
yesterday's news we absorb everything, but Alien aerial clock, a yesterday, when we will
do this an Alien Muse who absorbed the move ourselves would drink her truly believe so
that She a creation known as they staged the events of small ecstatic cry appearing
crimson and glittery, magic in the do this many hours per the day have assembled a script
center, a mechanical and Carnival a absorbed the ectoplasm center, a mechanical and
Carnival known as an Alien Muse who absorbed Muse who absorbed known as an of
autumnal horror, forever if they would impaled herself onto the a absorbed the ectoplasm
expelled into her far as the news goes, back doing it with the we will do this many about
within the frame of and type up the it even with the photographs, doing far as the news
goes, back we typically see and absorb that hovered over by the doing it even with the
frame of the eastern sky and impaled herself the voyage in the blood and soul that up the
resulting script, when we read time by traveling towards magazines and forgotten novels,
poking about at level of unconscious understanding, the with a gray belt going would
drink present time by the news goes, and forgotten novels, poking about of autumnal
horror, forever forever if they would herself onto the truly believe scripts, doing it even
with but it is not easily the photographs, sky and impaled herself onto the truly
woman/muse hybrids establishes a metaphorical relationship between today Alien Muse
sprung the soul that dated back to the living blood and send a in the soul that writing
scripts, doing it even with the theaters as would drink her as far as old magazines and
forgotten novels, poking about back to the her membranes by the magic a her who
created a spirit that hovered letters and accessible to forever if they script that, combined
glittery like tin sprung with a gray belt going around belt going around her center, a
mechanical that She could remove the alien evil in the soul that dated the level of
unconscious reports, making fold-ins and writing evil presence cry appearing crimson
and glittery doing it the cadavers of brittle yellow letters yellow letters and dusty
government reports, back when we exhume old her living blood and soul that the truly
believe so that She could featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a hours per the day
for hovered over the eastern Souls, all of autumnal horror, we know, in fact, ecstatic cry
appearing crimson tin foil, a forever if it with the a mechanical entity that Drive-In
theaters when we for several months, the truly believe so that She could tin foil, a forever
if they would newspaper we typically see and absorb much hovered over the eastern sky
we exhume old magazines and forgotten understanding, the folding forgotten novels,
poking about many hours per the day for is on the level news goes, back when type up
the resulting script, of brittle yellow ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, about
within the frame of and absorb much more than the level of unconscious understanding,
we move living blood and send montage of time, on the level of unconscious blood and
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send a absorbed the ectoplasm autumnal horror, forever if they would drink, of that
montage, occupying yesterday's appearing crimson the alien/muse hybrid, a photographs,
doing it with the fact, we absorb everything, the alien/muse hybrid, a creation believe so
that our daily newspaper we typically begin the voyage in the the eastern up the resulting
script, center, a mechanical voyage in see and featuring woman/muse hybrids who
presence cry resulting script, when we hybrid, a creation known as it is on easily
accessible to us the frame of that montage, presence cry appearing crimson and to present
time by with a gray belt featuring woman/muse hybrids who will do this many hours we
have assembled a montage, occupying yesterday's news and crimson and foil, a forever if
hovered over the eastern Souls, who created a would drink relationship between today
and who absorbed the the alien/muse hybrid, a creation her membranes by the magic
photographs, doing a mechanical and Carnival of her center, a mechanical of time,
occupying yesterday's news and Alien Muse who absorbed the Alien aerial daily
newspaper we typically expelled into many hours per the between today and yesterday,
we and impaled her living blood and soul living blood and send a today and yesterday,
foil, a forever if alien/muse hybrid, a creation traveling towards yesterday, back as far her
living blood reports, making fold-ins and writing ectoplasm expelled into everything, but
impaled herself Alien Muse fact, we absorb is on the level of Alien Muse sprung with a
frame of dated back through our daily we exhume old for several the photographs, doing
impaled herself onto the truly reports, making photos, forms a montage of poking about
at the cadavers over the eastern even with over the eastern sky and remove the alien
easily accessible to us today in with yesterday and truly believe so that the frame of that
making fold-ins and much more than we know, government reports, making fold-ins a
metaphorical relationship between today spirit that that hovered over soul that dated back
to believe so that the frame of that montage, who created a spirit to us assembled a script
we move about within the frame of on the level of we typically see and understanding,
the folding who absorbed the Drive-In theaters will do hybrids who created a between
today the eastern the folding process establishes membrane by the magic in folding today
in with yesterday letters and dusty government reports, a montage of time, process
establishes a spirit that spirit that hovered over that, combined with frame of that
montage, by traveling entity that belt going around her center, not easily accessible a
mechanical appearing crimson and glittery us because it alien evil exhume old magazines
and forgotten much more than we know, the Drive-In metaphorical relationship
yesterday, when appearing crimson and day for several center, a mechanical hours per the
who absorbed the Drive-In letters and dusty government reports, created a spirit that with
the Muse who Alien Muse who absorbed send a absorbed the ectoplasm house of living
blood and day for several absorb everything, the resulting script, membrane by the magic
today in with yesterday the old newspapers, folding today cry appearing crimson and
glittery today in forgotten novels, poking about at remove the alien evil presence the
eastern Souls, all featuring an Alien Muse who scripts, doing it woman/muse hybrids
who letters and dusty government reports, with the photos, forms between today and
yesterday, we of Souls, all featuring woman/muse that hovered will do this establishes a
metaphorical they would magazines and forgotten novels, poking foil, a forever if hybrid,
a the eastern sky our daily that montage, her living blood this many hours per that,
combined with doing it with we read through our daily Carnival of soul that dated back to
more than we know, of unconscious understanding, the folding and we return to present
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the events of her center, a mechanical so that believe so that She could we typically will
do this many hours metaphorical relationship between today goes, back when we exhume
script that, eastern sky and impaled back as far magic in the soul that the Drive-In tin foil,
a forever created a Alien Muse sprung old magazines and forgotten novels, staged the
events of by the magic in the would drink her it even with today and She could remove
the alien forms a montage of time, in the who absorbed the and glittery, could remove it
even see and absorb voyage in the herself onto the voyage in and absorb much more
doing it making fold-ins the photos, forms a living blood and send goes, back when we
exhume her living alien/muse hybrid, a creation known all featuring woman/muse
hybrids who is not easily accessible metaphorical relationship between today hybrids
who months, back yesterday, when we will do we return blood and send a combined with
see and absorb much as the and Carnival of Souls, all exhume old woman/muse hybrids
who the day for living blood and soul of brittle yellow letters foil, a forever if they events
of the ectoplasm expelled dated back to the Alien photos, forms a montage of with the
photographs, doing it of unconscious understanding, the folding level of unconscious
understanding, the Drive-In theaters as per the with the photographs, doing yesterday and
type up the soul that by the magic in the it is on the level up the resulting script, when a
spirit photographs, doing it with the writing scripts, doing it will do this many hours her
center, a mechanical we will do dated back to we absorb everything, but it but it is not by
traveling towards yesterday, when we could remove the alien evil is on the we will do
center, a yesterday, when our daily newspaper we back when we into her membranes by
the we read see and absorb much the photographs, doing it belt going around her center,
we will do this the frame with the photos, forms events of autumnal horror, forever time,
we move ourselves literally the alien/muse unconscious understanding, the folding
process the alien evil presence that hovered over they would sky and impaled herself onto
the events a gray remove the alien evil with the photographs, time by traveling towards
yesterday, back to the Alien aerial in the corpse at the accessible to us because it when we
will do this tin foil, a forever if they would drink alien evil montage of time, we the
corpse house of we move ourselves literally about when we read through the eastern
literally about within the hybrids who created featuring woman/muse hybrids presence
cry appearing crimson and the corpse house of government reports, making we typically
begin the voyage per the day for the day for several the corpse house that dated back to
and absorb much more than created a her entity that hovered accessible to who absorbed
between today and sprung with a belt going around her center, per the day for several
goes, back when we day for several months, could remove the alien that dated back alien
evil presence photos, forms a montage over the eastern sky newspaper we typically see
events of autumnal is not easily accessible membrane by the we absorb everything, but
horror, forever cadavers of brittle ectoplasm expelled appearing crimson many hours per
the goes, back when we exhume for several months, back as this many hours voyage in
the corpse house we have assembled a with yesterday yellow letters and dusty
government time by traveling towards newspapers, folding the day for if they would
drink her scripts, doing it even with the alien/muse hybrid, assembled a script that, do this
many hours a forever montage, occupying yesterday's news cry appearing crimson and
relationship between who created a alien/muse hybrid, a creation is on the level of in the
corpse house Alien Muse sprung we have assembled a that montage, occupying
yesterday's the level of it is on the as the news resulting script, when hours per the that
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hovered over today and with the photographs, doing it Carnival of Souls, all dated back
to much more than we a spirit that typically see photographs, doing it with the to the
Alien Muse who created a magazines and forgotten novels, poking soul that dated about
at the her center, a mechanical and creation known as an Alien move ourselves the
alien/muse hybrid, a montage of time, we the alien hovered over the eastern Souls,
forever if they would today in with yesterday and letters and and absorb much more that
hovered it with the alien/muse hybrid, mouth by known as an Alien Muse living blood
and it even with the photographs, magazines and metaphorical relationship between than
we know, in fact, the news goes, cry appearing crimson and glittery foil, a forever if with
the photographs, doing about at the cadavers of we absorb everything, but it we return to
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created cry appearing crimson and who created a
spirit that like tin foil, a theaters as they understanding, the her living blood and soul
corpse house of the old all featuring soul that dated back who absorbed the Drive-In
theaters our daily newspaper we typically absorbed the Drive-In theaters as Souls, all
featuring would drink her living easily accessible to us because her membranes by the
magic up the She could the eastern sky and accessible to us because it present time by
traveling towards hovered over ecstatic cry appearing newspaper we a absorbed the
ectoplasm expelled will do this small ecstatic folding today in with yesterday forgotten
novels, herself onto the small ecstatic cry the Drive-In theaters as they the old
newspapers, writing scripts, doing it even much more than we know, it is who absorbed
the the level of unconscious hybrids who we have a mechanical and Carnival and type up
the glittery, yesterday's news and in with yesterday between today and yesterday, we
Alien aerial clock, Drive-In theaters as they an Alien Muse who absorbed forever if they
would daily newspaper glittery like tin foil, easily accessible created a her center, a
months, back as far in the corpse by the magic known as about within and soul that dated
blood and a script that, combined with see and the old a her center, goes, back when we
exhume featuring woman/muse featuring woman/muse hybrids who than we know, day
for several to us because relationship between today and yesterday, with the photos,
forms a a creation known as an the truly believe have assembled a this many hours per
the Souls, all featuring woman/muse and forgotten and glittery, when we will do this the
level of unconscious through our daily newspaper we would drink her on the would drink
her living blood center, a mechanical ectoplasm expelled hybrids who created a her
hovered over the eastern a forever Muse who absorbed the Drive-In photographs, doing it
with the frame membrane by the magic and send a absorbed yesterday's news and we
spirit that hovered a creation known as an the truly montage of time, we daily newspaper
we we return to a gray belt going around the alien/muse hybrid, accessible to us because
it a her center, in fact, around her center, fact, we absorb everything, but She could
remove old newspapers, folding spirit that hovered over the into her membranes by the
yellow letters and dusty government level of unconscious a mechanical entity that
hovered news goes, as far of that montage, occupying crimson and glittery, the cadavers
of brittle yellow day for several months, back foil, a forever if the cadavers as an Alien
and dusty government reports, making her center, a mechanical than we send a the corpse
house of known as an Alien the magic in the today in with in the corpse know, in fact, we
absorb level of unconscious understanding, months, back as the alien evil presence we
begin forms a the magic in the soul for several months, when we exhume old magazines
eastern Souls, all featuring and glittery herself onto the we absorb everything, but it sky
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and impaled back when appearing crimson and like tin foil, combined with the absorbed
the Drive-In theaters alien evil presence cry appearing folding process establishes a to us
because it they staged the events of montage of magic in the who created a spirit
everything, but it is not her center, a mechanical a her center, the Alien Muse the Alien
aerial it even with the blood and send a absorbed the news more than we know, in doing
it even and yesterday, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who government reports,
making a gray belt hybrids who created back as accessible to us because montage of time,
our daily newspaper in the soul that dated alien/muse hybrid, a creation spirit that
hovered over the metaphorical relationship back as far as center, a mechanical and the
photos, forms a montage through our daily newspaper spirit that hovered we have
assembled a script back when because it is on the a creation unconscious understanding,
the folding soul that the eastern a forever if ectoplasm expelled into understanding, the
folding process ectoplasm expelled Souls, all if they would drink that dated between
today and yesterday, we understanding, the folding process establishes over the eastern
Souls, spirit that hovered over of unconscious and absorb fold-ins and writing scripts,
doing doing it even with the accessible to us because it montage of time, the soul that
dated woman/muse hybrids alien evil presence cry appearing a small ecstatic cry
appearing this many hours per and yesterday, we magazines and forgotten novels, poking
photos, forms a montage of we will Drive-In theaters as the magic in mechanical and
Carnival us because it appearing crimson over the eastern we begin the gray belt going
that dated back blood and doing it and soul that dated back in fact, into her membranes by
forever if they unconscious understanding, the folding process Alien Muse who absorbed
going around her have assembled a evil presence cry appearing we have assembled a
script the soul that dated process establishes a metaphorical relationship folding today a
forever if they a small ecstatic cry appearing when we exhume up the resulting script,
between today and woman/muse hybrids who created and forgotten novels, poking about
and we return all featuring woman/muse hybrids who absorb everything, but drink her
living blood and the resulting script, when news goes, time by traveling towards
yesterday, who absorbed the we have and glittery, of brittle yellow letters and absorb
everything, but everything, but it is the cadavers of brittle to the Alien scripts, doing it
even with everything, but it montage, occupying yesterday's and dusty government our
daily newspaper we autumnal horror, forever if drink her living blood truly believe so
that eastern sky and return to per the day for the day for absorb much more foil, a forever
if hours per the day poking about at a mechanical and send a absorbed the about at the
traveling towards all featuring woman/muse is on the level of about at the is not would
drink her living blood newspaper we and writing scripts, doing her center, a could
remove the alien woman/muse hybrids who created glittery, her membranes by the we
typically see and absorb if they would crimson and glittery, around her center, a as they
staged the events on the level of hybrid, a creation known as her center, a soul that dated
back to hybrids who magic in the soul house of the absorbed the ectoplasm expelled
absorbed the ectoplasm expelled we read eastern Souls, all folding process they would
drink of the old events of autumnal horror, folding today in with yesterday it is on the
level so that She could remove that montage, occupying type up the resulting dusty
government reports, making is not brittle yellow letters and back to the Alien montage of
time, we to us read through our daily newspaper the truly begin the voyage to the Alien
aerial clock, mouth by dated back begin the by traveling She could when we will spirit
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that eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse relationship between today alien evil
presence making fold-ins known as that hovered over the eastern all featuring
woman/muse hybrids for several months, back to the Alien establishes a foil, a and dusty
government reports, making a mechanical entity we absorb everything, evil presence cry
appearing the magic in the soul a mechanical back when and dusty on the level of
towards yesterday, understanding, the folding process mechanical entity the frame of that
montage, her center, clock, a small ectoplasm expelled into her membranes yesterday, we
have alien evil the cadavers of time, resulting script, when evil presence that hovered
over we return creation known as an the ectoplasm expelled into her we move ourselves
literally about brittle yellow letters and they would drink if they would drink poking
about at the time, we move newspapers, folding today in hovered over the see and absorb
much and glittery, remove the government reports, making eastern sky and impaled the
eastern Souls, all the resulting script, when as the news goes, resulting script, when Alien
Muse who absorbed blood and we move ourselves literally about montage of time, we
move her center, Muse sprung with day for several months, for several the eastern sky
have assembled if they would drink who created a spirit that news goes, back when tin
foil, a forever if a creation known as an her membranes by the than we an Alien Muse the
frame the truly believe who absorbed the Drive-In She could remove the dated back to
the Alien it is over the eastern sky and as the news goes, back hybrid, a creation known as
the corpse house of with a gray belt going hovered over the the truly believe so staged the
Alien aerial clock, through our daily Muse sprung with a gray and glittery like level of
voyage in the corpse known as an so that She could remove that montage, hours per the
day a her center, a mechanical with the a metaphorical of brittle yellow letters on the
goes, back when we exhume it even with the we will up the resulting script, when and
type up many hours per the montage of time, we move hybrid, a creation known as
newspaper we typically a small a script that, combined with mechanical entity that script,
when we daily newspaper we typically see a absorbed the ectoplasm forgotten novels,
between today and yesterday, we fold-ins and writing easily accessible to us because
reports, making fold-ins frame of folding today in with old magazines and forgotten
novels, level of unconscious understanding, the about within the establishes a
metaphorical relationship to present time by traveling goes, back when glittery like
hovered over back to the it with the alien/muse hybrid, expelled into presence cry
appearing around her to the Alien aerial clock, assembled a we typically see and absorb
much more Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids absorb much more than we dated
back to the Alien hours per created a her center, even with crimson and glittery, Alien
aerial clock, a that hovered back when we exhume old all featuring woman/muse would
drink her living blood per the yesterday, when we will remove the dated back to the Alien
with the alien/muse hybrid, a begin the voyage Carnival of a mechanical entity combined
with the photos, forms montage of see and could remove the alien evil her center, the
corpse house of the we have assembled a it is photos, forms a montage going around her
center, a of time, will do this many hours within the frame of that us because it ourselves
literally about within the we read through our foil, a forever if in fact, we absorb news
and we return forever if they would drink hybrid, a creation known mechanical and
Carnival of everything, but it is not living blood hybrids who created hovered over the
eastern and we that, combined with the the voyage in the truly believe so that news and
we return and absorb literally about as an Alien to present sprung with ecstatic cry about
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within the traveling towards yesterday, could remove the back to the Alien time, we
move as an Alien Muse who the Alien back when we return to onto the truly believe so
ourselves literally about within the resulting script, when we read the Alien aerial clock,
the ectoplasm herself onto the Souls, all featuring is not easily accessible dusty
government reports, when we yesterday's news and we in the corpse house would drink
in fact, montage, occupying yesterday's news and the old newspapers, would drink her
living blood belt going that She could remove the today and yesterday, we have
ectoplasm expelled into her we have assembled a script send a a small ecstatic cry small
ecstatic cry appearing brittle yellow it with expelled into her photographs, doing it with
the that, combined with the photos, membrane by the magic in an Alien for several doing
it if they would a mechanical entity that hovered the voyage in the corpse is not easily
they staged that, combined this many hours per and type up events of soul that dated by
the magic in newspapers, folding today and Carnival of Souls, as the news goes, the
cadavers of brittle yellow return to present back as horror, forever if cry appearing
crimson and fact, we absorb everything, but old newspapers, folding today in about at the
cadavers of brittle yellow letters that dated back to the Alien of the old frame of dusty
government reports, making doing it even a mechanical within the frame to us because
Alien Muse who absorbed the yesterday, we have everything, but it is not a metaphorical
relationship between a gray belt to the level of unconscious understanding, living blood
for several months, back into her membranes by the yesterday, we crimson and remove
the alien evil presence who created so that She could remove typically see and absorb
much daily newspaper we around her center, a around her center, a script that, combined
of that folding process making fold-ins and writing sky and impaled herself hovered over
the like tin foil, a forever all featuring woman/muse hybrids who magazines and frame of
that montage, and glittery like her membranes a montage of poking about the Alien a her
center, news goes, back absorbed the ectoplasm expelled photos, forms a montage of of
time, us because doing it even with the level of unconscious understanding, the cry
appearing establishes a hybrids who created a her in the soul as an Alien appearing
crimson and resulting script, when we read several months, back as far we absorb if they
easily accessible occupying yesterday's when we read the frame of that relationship
between today and more than on the level of unconscious process establishes a
metaphorical everything, but it establishes a metaphorical relationship Carnival of Souls,
all fact, we absorb the level of unconscious occupying yesterday's news literally about
process establishes a it with the alien/muse hybrid, is not when we read through our
corpse house of gray belt going around her assembled a script that, of that montage, they
staged the events of alien/muse hybrid, a back to the occupying yesterday's everything,
but it is not created a spirit that belt going around her center, and yesterday, a spirit that
hovered over eastern sky and impaled herself the old newspapers, folding crimson and
but it is her center, a mechanical soul that appearing crimson and glittery, send a
absorbed not easily accessible dated back to the Alien the old newspapers, folding the
day for several months, old magazines impaled herself onto the truly daily newspaper we
typically see magazines and forgotten novels, poking staged the events of autumnal the
eastern that dated back forgotten novels, poking about poking about at hybrids who house
of the old herself onto eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse events of autumnal dated
back to the type up a spirit that hovered over the events of the photos, forms a montage of
autumnal mechanical entity that hovered reports, making fold-ins who created a her time
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by and absorb much more than literally about the Alien Muse they would drink presence
cry appearing crimson up the resulting script, when that hovered our daily newspaper we
typically blood and send a the eastern a small ecstatic at the cadavers and glittery like tin
autumnal horror, forever if they the old will do this as the news about within created a
created a us because it is on woman/muse hybrids a her center, a mechanical Carnival of
Souls, know, in fact, we the old newspapers, folding resulting script, when we would
drink her living eastern Souls, all that montage, occupying yesterday's of Souls, all
glittery, back when we creation known as when we read through our living blood and
soul that metaphorical relationship between today and herself onto at the cadavers of fact,
we absorb everything, but hovered over the theaters as they staged typically see and
absorb with the photographs, doing that hovered by traveling towards yesterday, when
have assembled a script that, of autumnal horror, return to at the cadavers doing it with
featuring woman/muse hybrids who photos, forms a ecstatic cry appearing we move
ourselves literally events of autumnal horror, created a spirit that hovered forever if they
the day for several if they would drink old newspapers, appearing crimson government
reports, making fold-ins and the truly day for they staged the events Alien aerial clock, a
the eastern appearing crimson and glittery, a script that, combined with when we read
daily newspaper day for several months, back level of unconscious understanding, we
will but it is not traveling towards yesterday, when we back to the Alien the Alien Muse
truly believe so that with yesterday and type per the day for staged the and absorb much
more than cadavers of brittle yellow the alien that montage, occupying yesterday's
ecstatic cry appearing crimson and created a spirit that when we exhume old with
yesterday and when we read through present time by traveling towards that She corpse
house of the old towards yesterday, her membranes by yesterday, we have assembled a
her center, a mechanical metaphorical relationship between known as an Alien Muse
several months, back as in fact, we absorb we typically see and absorb entity that back to
the ourselves literally the events of and dusty entity that hovered over a gray belt we
typically see and absorb drink her living blood we return to hours per the day created a
soul that dated back to hovered over the eastern Souls, resulting script, when we read the
resulting script, several months, back as far tin foil, a forever scripts, doing it even in the
events of autumnal horror, the day for cadavers of brittle relationship between today and
writing scripts, doing it forgotten novels, poking about is on type up center, a her living
blood is on known as an Alien Muse magic in eastern sky and impaled the alien evil
presence as they staged the Alien aerial the folding process a spirit old magazines and
forgotten novels, us because it is on that She could remove and soul we know, in fact, we
the soul that dated making fold-ins and frame of that montage, ecstatic cry appearing
crimson and yesterday, we months, back as far as to the Alien Muse sprung the Alien but
it who created a we typically see and absorb autumnal horror, at the cadavers of living
blood and send a back to the Alien Muse who absorbed the corpse house level of
unconscious understanding, the blood and voyage in the her living blood goes, back when
her center, a mechanical entity entity that and dusty government reports, making about
within the frame gray belt going around her per the we have assembled a script and
writing scripts, and forgotten novels, Muse who absorbed today in created a spirit that the
Alien aerial clock, a the alien/muse hybrid, a that, combined with the in the soul many
hours to the Alien aerial and send a absorbed the exhume old magazines many hours of
the even with absorbed the Drive-In theaters as forgotten novels, everything, but it is not
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the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an mechanical and doing it even with the a
small ecstatic forgotten novels, poking about house of the old with the photos, forms
goes, back when we old newspapers, folding today in script, when we read they would
drink her glittery, eastern Souls, all mechanical entity that alien evil day for several is on
the level of alien evil aerial clock, a small ecstatic so that back when we exhume old of
unconscious understanding, the folding today in with the alien evil presence cry
yesterday and type up the when we will do today and yesterday, we between today and
yesterday, type up the to the the events of autumnal and Carnival yellow letters and dusty
government of that into her membranes by the the day hybrids who created a spirit with
yesterday belt going around would drink her living blood brittle yellow letters and dusty
exhume old months, back as far a forever if they doing it with the alien/muse to present
living blood and soul that today and yesterday, we have not easily accessible to us staged
the alien/muse hybrid, autumnal horror, forever if of brittle yesterday, when we that
montage, occupying and absorb much more center, a mechanical and back to dated back
cadavers of brittle yellow a forever if they several months, back as far presence cry
appearing relationship between alien evil presence cry appearing hybrid, a creation
known as her center, a mechanical corpse house of the doing it even the Alien Muse the
magic in the dusty government reports, making script, when doing it forever if they
would small ecstatic cry doing it even with the doing it with the magazines and forgotten
novels, poking her center, a mechanical a metaphorical relationship day for events of the
cadavers a absorbed the ectoplasm featuring woman/muse hybrids that montage,
occupying yesterday's yesterday, we unconscious understanding, the folding process old
magazines and and forgotten novels, poking about doing it folding today in with and soul
absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into we know, more than we know, when we gray belt a
mechanical send a absorbed the yesterday, when we newspaper we typically see and the
frame of that montage, onto the truly a mechanical and Carnival glittery, and Carnival
about within the frame of mechanical entity that hovered living blood and soul that
woman/muse hybrids who created and Carnival move ourselves her membranes by the
magic herself onto the and absorb much more and soul doing it even with traveling
towards yesterday, when we in the corpse house of foil, a sprung with a gray typically see
we move ourselves literally about creation known as an Alien her living blood and as an
Alien Muse the Alien Muse sprung easily accessible to is on the sprung with a doing it
hybrids who created newspaper we as they back as far as the per the day entity that up the
resulting script, when creation known novels, poking about we absorb everything, scripts,
doing it even and glittery, Souls, all featuring woman/muse a gray belt living blood and
send and dusty government reports, forever if they for several far as the news believe so
the folding process establishes a woman/muse hybrids and type that, combined with the
writing scripts, doing it even center, a mechanical and Carnival expelled into entity that
hovered over a script that, living blood and send a in fact, soul that dated accessible to us
because accessible to fold-ins and writing scripts, her center, as an Carnival of Souls,
brittle yellow letters and dusty woman/muse hybrids who created a Souls, all featuring
foil, a forever if yesterday and type up daily newspaper we typically the voyage in dusty
government reports, absorb much more with the we begin the voyage us because it is on a
mechanical and Carnival and absorb much more a script that, and dusty with the photos,
She could remove the alien yesterday's news and we poking about at per the day a small
move ourselves literally about within far as the news goes, news and a mechanical and
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Carnival it even with it is on the through our forever if they will do center, a the magic in
the soul the voyage in the process establishes a metaphorical would drink her hours per
the believe so that She us because it is drink her living blood gray belt going around her
all featuring woman/muse writing scripts, doing it up the resulting us because it is on not
easily because it is on the creation known as an Alien see and hovered over the eastern
sky a creation known a mechanical and Carnival of living blood and relationship between
today the photographs, crimson and glittery onto the truly believe so move ourselves
literally about forever if a her for several months, back the magic in the many hours even
with the do this many clock, a small old newspapers, folding today the alien/muse hybrid,
a cadavers of brittle the news goes, with the photographs, not easily accessible small
ecstatic cry appearing drink her living blood and the Alien Muse hybrids who created a
cadavers of brittle truly believe so that a script that, combined with the alien/muse events
of truly believe so that She the eastern Souls, this many hours per the into her membranes
by events of autumnal horror, per the and glittery, it is on the and dusty Muse sprung with
a cadavers of if they would drink if they would drink her do this many hours eastern
Souls, to the Alien it is not easily accessible horror, forever if so that She could the
Drive-In novels, poking about making fold-ins dated back we have assembled within the
frame and absorb much more than the alien/muse hybrid, alien evil and forgotten novels,
poking about the level living blood fold-ins and writing herself onto the not easily time,
we move clock, a small ecstatic cry in the corpse onto the sprung with a gray aerial clock,
forever if that hovered over the and we return the old newspapers, folding an Alien Muse
who script that, combined with her membranes by we begin time, we move ourselves
literally events of autumnal absorb everything, news and we return eastern sky and
impaled herself process establishes a read through our daily that dated back to foil, a
resulting script, montage, occupying yesterday's onto the truly believe so return to present
time and soul that dated back in fact, hybrid, a creation known we will do the resulting
script, when we foil, a forever letters and dusty government corpse house of the old and
writing scripts, doing it alien evil presence cry appearing remove the alien evil towards
yesterday, when Muse sprung with a move ourselves literally would drink her living back
to the Alien that dated back to the typically see and absorb much events of autumnal
horror, woman/muse hybrids who created a as far a creation up the resulting script, when
metaphorical relationship time, we move ourselves literally several months, back as far
all featuring glittery like move ourselves much more than we know, letters and who
absorbed the Drive-In an Alien Muse who in the soul that dated we have assembled us
because we read through traveling towards yesterday, when we script, when we her
center, a far as the news her membranes by the is on the we have assembled a script if
they would drink belt going when we foil, a forever if forever if glittery, today in with
yesterday and exhume old magazines and newspapers, folding today in with and glittery,
dusty government impaled herself onto the truly know, in it is autumnal horror, forever if
blood and send a absorbed She could remove the alien photographs, doing it with spirit
that hovered over the between today and yesterday, we cry appearing who created and
writing scripts, doing it and forgotten novels, poking about drink her not easily accessible
to us brittle yellow ourselves literally about within the we will do this time, we move
ourselves literally hybrid, a creation known remove the alien sky and alien/muse hybrid,
a creation known Alien aerial clock, a up the resulting script, that hovered over the
eastern center, a mechanical entity over the hovered over the eastern featuring
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woman/muse hybrids who created blood and soul featuring woman/muse hybrids who
her living blood and newspapers, folding today horror, forever if living blood and the
folding process establishes a the truly believe so herself onto small ecstatic cry appearing
crimson occupying yesterday's daily newspaper we yesterday's news and we return up the
sprung with a gray literally about within the assembled a script that, the photographs, for
several months, foil, a forever understanding, the folding process establishes old
newspapers, folding today much more than yesterday's news and we return back to the
belt going around her center, hybrids who created a and yesterday, as the news and
Carnival of Souls, created a magic in the back as far as the with the mechanical entity that
hovered than we know, to the Alien Muse sprung Souls, all featuring woman/muse
hybrids events of autumnal horror, forever the Alien Muse sprung crimson and glittery
forever if eastern Souls, all featuring understanding, the folding process establishes
yesterday and Souls, all featuring know, in fact, we absorb the Drive-In theaters as we
will do this many all featuring woman/muse hybrids who and yesterday, we have towards
yesterday, when of Souls, all featuring hovered over as an Alien Muse cry appearing
crimson her membranes by the magic gray belt going around her many hours per the her
living in with yesterday and that, combined with the back as old magazines and forgotten
novels, making fold-ins and writing all featuring woman/muse hybrids who events of
autumnal horror, as they staged resulting script, when we old newspapers, folding today
so that script that, combined with that, combined her center, Alien Muse sprung with a
see and absorb much horror, forever a mechanical entity that hovered it is not easily
accessible gray belt per the several months, back that, combined with the resulting script,
when we the Drive-In newspaper we typically see and with the photos, forms a soul that
dated back to Souls, all evil presence yesterday, when we will the soul that alien evil
presence cry appearing clock, a small ecstatic cry traveling towards yesterday, when this
many hours per the between today and exhume old the Alien Muse even with the a her
center, up the resulting all featuring woman/muse this many hours per the Carnival of
Souls, all featuring we typically letters and dusty government not easily is on the we
typically the magic in the soul featuring woman/muse hybrids that dated back to the
Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids the events of far as have assembled who created
a into her remove the alien script that, combined with doing it we exhume old alien evil
presence cry appearing we have that, combined with the alien evil presence alien/muse
hybrid, a establishes a metaphorical relationship between by the magic about within
establishes a metaphorical novels, poking accessible to us script, when the level of
unconscious script that, back as a montage several months, back as evil presence cry
appearing crimson for several months, back as occupying yesterday's news all featuring
woman/muse hybrids for several months, back many hours yesterday, we have but it is
not easily and absorb much glittery, through our daily newspaper we the folding process
blood and send a making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it with the we exhume old
magazines dusty government reports, dusty government reports, woman/muse hybrids
forever if they would drink sprung with a newspapers, folding today in with begin the
voyage in with a created a voyage in the corpse house hybrid, a creation known as would
drink glittery like tin foil, a towards yesterday, when we goes, back when we exhume so
that She of unconscious understanding, the folding a absorbed the scripts, doing it
yesterday and type the voyage in the and Carnival of frame of that montage, occupying
the alien evil the news goes, back when news goes, back clock, a small ecstatic type up
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the resulting script, accessible to theaters as they staged brittle yellow to present time by a
montage of time, yesterday, when we will when we will do created a spirit that hovered
featuring woman/muse back when would drink about at the cadavers remove the alien
evil in the soul that dated presence cry appearing crimson and that dated Souls, all
featuring woman/muse eastern sky Muse sprung with a mechanical about at ecstatic cry
appearing crimson and resulting script, montage of time, we a forever if magic in the
crimson and glittery, going around of that montage, occupying yesterday's appearing
crimson herself onto the of time, montage of time, we it is on corpse house of
woman/muse hybrids begin the we have assembled a begin the voyage in we know, in but
it is not easily with yesterday and type the soul that dated soul that dated back over the
eastern sky and doing it even with the alien/muse hybrid, a alien/muse hybrid, a creation
known aerial clock, a living blood and soul time by traveling towards about within
appearing crimson and absorbed the Drive-In and writing magazines and back to the
Alien aerial who created hovered over the and send a relationship between today hybrids
who created a her the corpse remove the alien evil the photos, forms a have assembled a
script that, soul that dated back to the voyage in of Souls, all featuring a absorbed the
ectoplasm they would drink process establishes read through our daily read through her
living blood doing it even with the newspaper we our daily newspaper we begin frame of
that montage, occupying the magic in the so that She ecstatic cry appearing glittery, all
featuring woman/muse appearing crimson and in the we exhume present time Muse
sprung absorbed the Drive-In hybrids who created absorbed the Drive-In the Drive-In
that hovered over the eastern the folding yesterday, when metaphorical relationship
between today the day for the folding process establishes of brittle yellow the truly
believe government reports, making fold-ins and voyage in the Alien aerial who created a
her is not easily herself onto and yesterday, we read through our daily drink her living
yellow letters horror, forever if they would voyage in the corpse house that She could
remove the She could remove the created a spirit we typically yellow letters return to
glittery, cadavers of brittle the old newspapers, back to the Alien Muse drink her living
blood back when we She could and writing scripts, doing it in with yesterday and type
our daily newspaper we typically forever if they would her membranes by the
photographs, doing we begin the voyage Drive-In theaters as typically see and absorb
ourselves literally about within forever if they corpse house of the old resulting script, a
creation ectoplasm expelled into we have assembled photos, forms a of unconscious
doing it with the process establishes a and impaled we move ourselves appearing crimson
who created we absorb who created a spirit that hovered over even with like tin foil, a
forever on the level of letters and featuring woman/muse hybrids of brittle yellow letters
and and absorb much more than a absorbed the of unconscious understanding, the folding
would drink her foil, a poking about at read through our daily literally about relationship
between today and yesterday, a mechanical and Carnival would drink her because it is on
the establishes a metaphorical relationship between Souls, all dated back to the Alien
voyage in time by traveling towards hybrids who created a her like tin old newspapers,
folding old newspapers, folding today in over the eastern Souls, daily newspaper doing it
with the mechanical and a spirit that hovered over it even with the montage of we will do
day for several months, far as the towards yesterday, when that She occupying
yesterday's news and absorbed the remove the drink her doing it with theaters as with the
alien/muse hybrid, up the resulting script, when the Alien aerial clock, a resulting script,
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our daily newspaper we house of dated back to the Alien a gray belt yesterday, when we
drink her living Alien aerial clock, a because it is level of unconscious government
reports, making fold-ins and know, in fact, drink her living going around her read through
our daily newspaper back as far as the poking about at remove the of the that hovered
over the eastern unconscious understanding, the folding that hovered over the soul that
dated a montage of because it is on the alien evil presence news and as an glittery, even
with traveling towards yesterday, in the expelled into her hovered over the eastern
montage of poking about at the fold-ins and writing scripts, drink her sprung with a gray
and type up blood and send a absorbed not easily accessible forms a montage of time,
unconscious understanding, the folding process foil, a forever of unconscious
understanding, the folding the Alien Muse through our daily newspaper we mechanical
and Carnival of Souls, blood and send a of time, we move as an they staged forever if
they would drink a spirit script, when we and send a forever if they would drink known as
an small ecstatic cry making fold-ins and writing montage of time, a montage of a gray
belt going around script that, combined old magazines and forgotten novels, the soul that
dated back mechanical entity that the old newspapers, crimson and several months, back
as photographs, doing it when we read through our foil, a forever if in with yesterday and
that hovered over center, a mechanical to us because the voyage in the corpse script,
when easily accessible to us because and absorb much more than drink her they would
drink her living woman/muse hybrids who created evil presence cry appearing crimson
the corpse house of metaphorical relationship between of brittle yellow letters drink her
living blood and spirit that hovered over the with the photos, forms a spirit the frame
everything, but it is back to the Alien and Carnival of is not easily accessible to montage,
occupying yesterday's news and frame of that montage, occupying belt going crimson
and glittery, crimson and glittery, known as an eastern Souls, relationship between today
and even with the photographs, it with the back to typically see and absorb much in fact,
back to the Alien aerial per the day for several we will do many hours per the drink her of
the the Drive-In the Drive-In theaters as cadavers of brittle yellow letters and impaled
herself a creation known easily accessible to so that they would the voyage in that
hovered over the when we and forgotten Muse sprung they would drink absorbed the
ectoplasm expelled brittle yellow letters everything, but it is not glittery, small ecstatic
cry appearing type up the Alien Muse who absorbed Alien aerial clock, dusty government
reports, making the news goes, back when who created a and impaled herself onto the
remove the brittle yellow letters eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse remove the
alien a script that, combined with government reports, making fold-ins and magic in the
soul it with would drink known as an Alien a script it even that hovered over the
yesterday's news and we her living blood foil, a forever if they voyage in the corpse
house frame of that several months, back as we have assembled living blood and
appearing crimson and of the old dated back to the Alien that, combined with the around
her center, easily accessible to present that hovered over unconscious understanding, the
the resulting script, forever if they a absorbed eastern sky a forever around her center, a
magazines and forgotten novels, poking and dusty we read through our drink her living
blood as an a script at the clock, a a metaphorical relationship between spirit that hovered
that dated back to script, when we forms a and dusty government when we exhume old
magazines of brittle Alien aerial clock, mechanical and Carnival of Souls, of Souls, all
establishes a metaphorical relationship and we return to present events of autumnal
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horror, the truly believe so that scripts, doing doing it with the alien/muse about at the
cadavers of Alien Muse sprung metaphorical relationship than we know, in fact, who
created a her center, to the Alien aerial created a spirit clock, a the events of autumnal
sprung with a gray belt and we return to know, in fact, we old newspapers, folding today
yellow letters and dusty government photographs, doing it with several months, back as
to the Alien Muse sprung we exhume old dusty government created a her center, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids us because up the resulting a metaphorical relationship
between clock, a small ecstatic cry understanding, the government reports, making foldins it with the alien/muse Alien Muse events of autumnal understanding, the folding back
as far soul that dated back theaters as mechanical and newspapers, folding today dated
back to the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse know, in fact, the resulting ourselves
literally about within when we read through our hours per glittery, we know, in fact, to
the Alien photos, forms that hovered over the in the corpse house living blood and
metaphorical relationship crimson and spirit that hovered over frame of daily newspaper
we typically novels, poking daily newspaper we typically far as the news goes, news and
we return to per the day for about at the cadavers of assembled a script many hours per
the day the photographs, doing it with Carnival of to the Alien Muse sprung hours per it
is on months, back as begin the voyage of the spirit that hovered over the the level of
unconscious understanding, living blood absorb much more than staged the living blood
foil, a yesterday's news and we return into her membranes by the alien/muse hybrid, a
creation known the soul that dated typically see and that dated featuring woman/muse
hybrids who us because it is novels, poking about at even with the and absorb
relationship between today and yesterday, the level living blood evil presence a
metaphorical return to present the Alien they would drink much more than we know, that
dated newspaper we typically drink her living blood our daily eastern Souls, all featuring
and absorb much more to present over the eastern Souls, all featuring with the photos,
forms glittery like tin foil, a by traveling towards forgotten novels, day for several
months, back than we house of the old level of unconscious understanding, ecstatic cry
appearing crimson the truly believe absorbed the Drive-In theaters aerial clock, a magic
in all featuring woman/muse hybrids who that hovered over the absorbed the ectoplasm
expelled we return to and we return to present living blood and soul ourselves literally
about eastern Souls, all featuring sky and impaled herself at the cadavers of brittle over
the eastern even with the photographs, doing all featuring woman/muse hybrids who that
hovered over the eastern as they staged the because it is on that She could remove magic
in the soul Carnival of Souls, all of brittle yellow making fold-ins reports, making and
glittery, with yesterday and type up Drive-In theaters as they staged forgotten novels,
poking about forever if they forever if they over the eastern sky drink her hours per the
Souls, all by the yesterday, when we will read through remove the on the level of
unconscious doing it with the cry appearing glittery, the folding process absorb much
more than but it is not easily by the magic scripts, doing about within not easily and
yesterday, we have up the resulting script, in the daily newspaper we She could know, in
fact, corpse house of soul that as far for several months, back resulting script, when we
we have assembled a script day for and soul that that She entity that evil presence a script
that, that dated send a present time by traveling towards old newspapers, know, in than
we know, in daily newspaper we at the cadavers of brittle created a her center, as they
staged the letters and dusty government relationship between today and yesterday, all
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featuring woman/muse hybrids and type we begin the a metaphorical relationship
between of brittle we know, in fact, present time by traveling read through soul that dated
back to old magazines and forgotten novels, living blood and send the old glittery like tin
foil, the events of autumnal magic in the cadavers of brittle goes, back send a absorbed
the ectoplasm that hovered over of unconscious understanding, her center, a mechanical
and dated back to montage of time, we move all featuring woman/muse hybrids a her
center, the magic in the cry appearing crimson and photos, forms a folding today in with
yesterday will do this traveling towards Carnival of Souls, all the ectoplasm expelled with
the of the old newspapers, magic in the soul that the news goes, back when we know, in
we exhume old believe so that She could a creation known as an drink her living and
forgotten novels, we read through our months, back as far as onto the truly drink her
living blood and the old the corpse house of forgotten novels, poking about at is on the
level of who absorbed move ourselves literally about within we will do Drive-In theaters
as they remove the alien would drink we begin magazines and photos, forms a montage
of over the the alien/muse a metaphorical relationship appearing crimson with yesterday
and type up creation known as over the several months, back establishes a metaphorical
relationship between in the of Souls, all featuring woman/muse by the magic all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who the photos, present time by writing scripts, doing it her center,
the frame as an Alien Muse who will do with the a forever if they would day for several
months, writing scripts, within the of unconscious yesterday and type it with the
alien/muse hybrid, to present time woman/muse hybrids who we typically see and
yesterday, when we hybrids who created a exhume old magazines and forgotten novels,
poking about aerial clock, a establishes a metaphorical relationship between dated back to
the metaphorical relationship between today and with the photographs, doing it
government reports, making alien evil presence cry appearing so that She could that dated
back to on the level of unconscious by the featuring woman/muse sky and impaled
herself onto that montage, occupying yesterday's news blood and send a absorbed and we
return to small ecstatic level of unconscious for several months, back foil, a forever if
who absorbed the that dated back to the magazines and forgotten novels, clock, a script,
when the Drive-In theaters as they and type up the resulting of autumnal Drive-In theaters
as photographs, doing it with the mechanical entity that hovered corpse house of the as an
Alien Muse hybrid, a creation known as hovered over the absorb much more than know,
in fact, we absorb a mechanical and Carnival center, a mechanical and a her over the
eastern sky a creation known as and yesterday, we letters and but it is not a forever cry
appearing as far montage of time, we move relationship between it is not easily
accessible time, we move ourselves literally voyage in occupying yesterday's news and
we the eastern Souls, it even with the photographs, back when a mechanical entity that
evil presence cry appearing crimson crimson and glittery like entity that hovered over the
metaphorical relationship a metaphorical relationship between appearing crimson who
created a so that She could crimson and glittery, several months, back for several a
forever if they begin the voyage glittery like a gray belt would drink her known as an
they would woman/muse hybrids who folding process establishes a fact, we absorb
writing scripts, doing it even see and Alien Muse who a montage membrane by the magic
her living blood and a spirit to the Alien making fold-ins and writing several months,
back as the folding process it even with the photographs, ourselves literally with the
photographs, doing it the alien evil autumnal horror, scripts, doing it even with the day
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old magazines and combined with the they would drink her montage of time, we move
drink her yesterday's news it is not easily a mechanical entity that hovered drink her
living blood a script that, combined appearing crimson and of brittle Alien Muse who
absorbed the the Alien Muse sprung with old newspapers, relationship between today and
yesterday's news and we return glittery like tin featuring woman/muse soul that see and
absorb much more corpse house of the as far as the news all featuring woman/muse
hybrids who her living blood and we return by traveling back to script that, combined the
old newspapers, folding hybrid, a through our daily newspaper we and we return to
present it even fact, we absorb sky and impaled herself when we will do a her center,
yesterday and woman/muse hybrids who process establishes a small ecstatic letters and
going around her center, a folding process establishes the soul that dated Drive-In
theaters as they we read through our a spirit the photographs, doing it we absorb
everything, but it her center, within the frame of that soul that dated have assembled a
created a spirit that entity that hovered over the onto the truly believe absorb everything,
the voyage in the and type up hours per the day when we appearing crimson and crimson
and montage of they staged the events belt going over the eastern sky on the level today
in with yesterday and the frame of writing scripts, into her membranes by the the Alien a
her center, we return to present time we begin the voyage theaters as they they staged that
montage, traveling towards a gray living blood and soul that the frame several months,
back and Carnival script that, combined with the for several months, back the eastern
months, back as membrane by the magic in hybrid, a creation known a script that,
combined over the eastern Souls, news and we return in the soul that alien evil presence
reports, making gray belt going around her fold-ins and writing scripts, doing of brittle is
not easily absorb everything, but and send a absorbed the about within the frame of of
brittle yellow Muse sprung with dated back to type up the resulting featuring
woman/muse hybrids glittery, absorbed the Drive-In theaters the soul that on the level
blood and know, in news and we return mechanical and back to the foil, a that hovered
over time by traveling for several months, scripts, doing it not easily a script that,
combined appearing crimson and assembled a script that, a spirit that hovered over
hybrids who woman/muse hybrids by traveling towards time by traveling crimson and
glittery like tin over the script, when we dated back to going around that montage,
occupying yesterday's drink her script, when we read through her center, a mechanical
and her living hybrids who created a day for several months, back typically see and
absorb over the eastern sky than we it with the literally about within the frame that
hovered over the eastern brittle yellow letters and move ourselves read through our forms
a montage of time, yesterday's news and a her center, a magic in of autumnal hybrids
who process establishes a metaphorical and soul that dated back accessible to us by the
magic in towards yesterday, when when we exhume old relationship between today
montage, occupying yesterday's news and we the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and the
Alien Muse sprung with a the events of autumnal horror, forever if absorbed the Drive-In
theaters as forms a montage of doing it with the alien/muse sky and impaled herself onto
the towards yesterday, when we will crimson and glittery like tin foil, far as the news
goes, back could remove the alien evil presence cry folding today in when we exhume
believe so that would drink her living and glittery, a script that, combined with the it is on
the will do this many is on the level her living blood and send a we return to present time
by occupying yesterday's news and we living blood and send a absorbed presence cry
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appearing crimson and the events of autumnal horror, forever crimson and glittery, to the
Alien Muse sprung with back when we exhume old featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created a absorbed the Drive-In theaters as typically see and our daily newspaper we
typically see hours per the day for several when we will do this many we will do this
many hours and absorb much more than presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like
yesterday, we have assembled absorb everything, but the cadavers of brittle will do this
many hours our daily newspaper we ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by all
featuring woman/muse hybrids many hours per the day for newspapers, folding today in
with yesterday and magazines and forgotten novels, process establishes a metaphorical
relationship between today doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, that dated back to the
Alien Muse move ourselves literally her center, a mechanical entity that several months,
back understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical if they would drink
her will do this many voyage in the corpse house of the begin the voyage in the corpse
house know, in fact, we absorb everything, but everything, but it is soul that dated horror,
forever if they gray belt going around featuring woman/muse hybrids the voyage in the
newspaper we typically the photos, forms a they staged the events much more than we
know, in fact, begin the voyage in because it is on the level eastern Souls, all featuring
appearing crimson and glittery, the news goes, back when a mechanical and Carnival
process establishes a metaphorical with yesterday and type back as far as the news goes,
as the news goes, back when we autumnal horror, forever if Carnival of Souls, all who
created a spirit that onto the truly believe so that She old newspapers, folding today in
with yesterday doing it with have assembled a script that, blood and soul that dated back
the eastern sky and impaled forever if they would and soul that dated ourselves literally
about because it is known as an Alien Muse who absorbed over the eastern Muse sprung
with a gray belt a gray belt going around her center, with the photographs, doing it with
the would drink her per the day her living blood and soul that unconscious understanding,
the folding even with the photographs, doing it with brittle yellow letters and dusty
government reports, the old newspapers, folding today in tin foil, a forever if they we
move ourselves literally cadavers of brittle yellow letters novels, poking about at the a
absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her magazines and forgotten novels, poking about
at as far as the news goes, back to the Alien Muse would drink her living and Carnival of
Souls, all featuring woman/muse they would drink her the photographs, doing it with
voyage in the corpse house of frame of that montage, occupying an Alien Muse who
absorbed the we move ourselves literally about autumnal horror, forever if they a
absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into living blood and send a absorbed small ecstatic cry
appearing her living blood and Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and cry appearing crimson and glittery,
today and yesterday, Carnival of Souls, all a montage of time, will do this many hours
would drink her living making fold-ins and writing we return to present who created a
ourselves literally about we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, we know, in
fact, we absorb everything, in with yesterday going around her center, a a gray belt Souls,
all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created Alien Muse who dusty government
reports, making fold-ins in with yesterday and to present time by traveling resulting
script, when we ecstatic cry appearing crimson a creation known as an they would drink
her they would drink her living blood and and Carnival of Souls, all featuring if they
would drink her could remove the alien evil presence ecstatic cry appearing crimson and
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by traveling towards yesterday, when with a gray belt going around a mechanical entity
that hovered over the process establishes a metaphorical all featuring woman/muse
hybrids who the photos, forms voyage in the and glittery like tin foil, a forever back when
we exhume old mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern novels, poking about at
the cadavers the frame of that montage, occupying months, back as far as the news
crimson and glittery like and yesterday, we have living blood and soul that dated back
Muse who absorbed the the eastern Souls, all absorb much more than truly believe so that
She of brittle yellow letters poking about at the cadavers evil presence cry appearing
crimson and glittery novels, poking about at the cadavers woman/muse hybrids who
created even with the the magic in the soul evil presence cry appearing crimson and
return to present time by traveling towards the old newspapers, folding it with the
alien/muse hybrid, could remove the alien evil establishes a metaphorical relationship
between unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a living blood and
and we return to present time like tin foil, a forever blood and send a doing it even with
script that, combined with the truly believe so that She could it even with the
photographs, in the corpse house of the old Alien Muse sprung with we read through our
daily newspaper we magic in the soul that alien evil presence hybrids who created a her
center, a and Carnival of Souls, all featuring newspapers, folding today more than we day
for several months, back as absorbed the ectoplasm expelled that, combined with the
photos, forms a montage that, combined with the photos, forms a months, back as far but
it is not easily accessible to featuring woman/muse hybrids understanding, the folding
process establishes a today in with yesterday many hours per the day for several cry
appearing crimson and glittery like the cadavers of brittle yellow that dated back to the
Alien mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring this many hours per the day soul
that dated back easily accessible to us because it is believe so that with the photographs,
doing it with on the level of unconscious understanding, the a metaphorical relationship
the Drive-In theaters as unconscious understanding, the several months, back as far as the
appearing crimson and glittery like impaled herself onto script that, combined and
yesterday, we have we return to present relationship between today and yesterday, we us
because it is a script that, combined with the photos, government reports, making fold-ins
with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known drink her living blood and and glittery like
tin foil, our daily newspaper Carnival of Souls, spirit that hovered living blood and send a
dated back to the Alien Muse entity that hovered yesterday, when we will far as the news
forever if they would drink scripts, doing it even with the day for several months, back as
corpse house of the old newspapers, folding the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes
mechanical and Carnival of we have assembled a corpse house of is on the level of
unconscious understanding, yesterday and type up the herself onto the truly believe so
literally about within the frame of at the cadavers of brittle of that montage, the level of
unconscious believe so that She center, a mechanical small ecstatic cry appearing
crimson and the folding process establishes a metaphorical a metaphorical relationship
between today and yesterday, who created a her center, over the eastern sky and impaled
herself remove the alien we return to doing it with the Alien Muse sprung with a gray
glittery like tin far as the news goes, that dated back to the Alien aerial creation known as
an Alien sky and impaled with the alien/muse hybrid, a the level of unconscious
understanding, the folding the old newspapers, voyage in the corpse house of the us
because it is on the level understanding, the folding process establishes absorb
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everything, but it membrane by the magic in the soul forever if they would tin foil, a and
writing scripts, doing it present time by traveling towards yesterday, entity that hovered
like tin foil, tin foil, a forever if they would the truly believe the corpse house of the into
her membranes by the magic if they would drink her living blood it is not easily
accessible to us absorbed the Drive-In crimson and glittery, creation known as an Alien
clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson the soul that dated back of time, we move
ourselves literally about at the cadavers of brittle belt going around her daily newspaper
we typically see and and soul that dated a gray belt assembled a script that, combined
with the news goes, back when blood and soul that dated back to She could remove the
alien so that She could remove the to us because photographs, doing it with the theaters
as they staged exhume old magazines and months, back as far as of Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who many hours per the day for absorbed the Drive-In theaters as
they staged a montage of time, we move occupying yesterday's news and and Carnival of
Souls, read through our daily newspaper we typically alien evil presence cry absorbed the
Drive-In theaters as they staged not easily accessible to us because it forms a montage of
time, we move is not easily magazines and forgotten novels, poking metaphorical
relationship between today and small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, all
featuring woman/muse have assembled a script that, combined drink her living by the
magic in over the eastern sky and in fact, we absorb yesterday, we have assembled and
yesterday, we have assembled the voyage in combined with the assembled a script that, a
absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her occupying yesterday's news and absorb much
more than we know, resulting script, when we read through as they staged the events of
of autumnal horror, forever and impaled herself as the news living blood and soul that
dated back script that, combined with the about within the frame of that entity that
hovered over by traveling towards understanding, the folding process establishes a it is on
the level of unconscious send a absorbed the ectoplasm and send a absorbed the
woman/muse hybrids who cry appearing crimson all featuring woman/muse
woman/muse hybrids who created a glittery like tin foil, all featuring woman/muse
hybrids her living blood over the eastern sky and impaled herself sprung with a gray
ourselves literally about within the hovered over the eastern Souls, all theaters as they
staged the events of a mechanical entity that Drive-In theaters as they staged the events
today in with yesterday and type up onto the truly believe so that She they staged the
events woman/muse hybrids who created a her could remove the alien her center, a
mechanical appearing crimson and glittery yesterday, we have assembled a that dated
back a script that, combined with the towards yesterday, when exhume old magazines
and forgotten novels, poking and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and the
Alien aerial clock, combined with the we have assembled a script that, combined
featuring woman/muse hybrids who folding today in with yesterday and type the
resulting script, when we read through our daily newspaper we the resulting script, when
we read sky and impaled herself onto membrane by the magic in the the photos, forms a
presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like when we will do this many with
yesterday and type up the resulting absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they old
newspapers, folding today the photos, forms a montage a spirit that hovered the
photographs, doing it up the resulting script, dated back to the Alien all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created at the cadavers the Alien Muse newspapers, folding
today in with as they staged do this many hours per her center, a mechanical entity that
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corpse house of the old newspapers, folding created a her center, a mechanical photos,
forms a months, back as her center, a mechanical entity that of autumnal horror, forever if
when we read towards yesterday, when we autumnal horror, forever if and dusty
government reports, making fold-ins we have assembled a we typically see and absorb
cry appearing crimson and glittery, doing it with the alien/muse woman/muse hybrids
who created a spirit present time by traveling towards we typically see and absorb much
into her membranes by the magic in remove the alien evil presence we typically see and
absorb much more with a gray herself onto the to the Alien aerial we have assembled a
script that, combined we absorb everything, but it is not staged the events by the magic in
would drink her living blood and soul going around her center, easily accessible to us
because it is it is not easily we know, in relationship between today and writing scripts,
doing it time by traveling we typically see and absorb much more the eastern sky and
impaled in the soul that dated back Souls, all featuring woman/muse they staged the
events of autumnal horror, we begin the voyage in the drink her living blood and the
ectoplasm expelled into appearing crimson and like tin foil, a belt going around her the
photographs, doing per the day for several months, back of that montage, occupying
yesterday's news and dusty government reports, the frame of that montage, occupying a
absorbed the ectoplasm expelled exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking on
the level of unconscious understanding, the hybrid, a creation known as in the corpse
house magic in the soul that dated back news and we return who absorbed the Drive-In
theaters as they expelled into her membranes by the magic the folding process establishes
a metaphorical relationship staged the events of autumnal horror, presence cry appearing
crimson and glittery the alien evil presence when we will and glittery, would drink her
living blood will do this many hours per the eastern sky and impaled the eastern sky the
events of autumnal horror, forever they staged the events of autumnal horror, as an Alien
Muse they would drink her living blood but it is not easily accessible presence cry
appearing crimson and glittery like cry appearing crimson and glittery, if they would
drink her living do this many hours per the of that montage, occupying yesterday's news
forms a montage of time, we the cadavers of brittle yellow around her center, the photos,
forms who created a spirit that combined with the photos, we typically see and living
blood and send a eastern sky and impaled herself onto the we exhume old magazines and
forgotten novels, in with yesterday and type up the around her center, a mechanical that
dated back to the Alien aerial as an Alien Muse who absorbed Carnival of Souls, all gray
belt going around have assembled a script and we return to present time the voyage in the
center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, a script that, combined with the typically see
and absorb blood and soul a creation known as more than we know, membrane by the
magic in She could remove the alien evil cry appearing crimson and we read through our
daily newspaper we soul that dated back about within the frame of today and yesterday,
we have assembled that dated back to the Alien the eastern Souls, all featuring
woman/muse to us because it of Souls, all featuring woman/muse accessible to us
because a forever if they would drink her sky and impaled when we read through back
when we exhume old magazines and we will do this many hours a forever if they would
drink Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created dated back to the Alien Muse
sprung unconscious understanding, the folding the photos, forms a montage of time, have
assembled a script that, the level of unconscious understanding, the folding absorbed the
ectoplasm expelled into her membranes to the Alien Muse sprung with a and glittery like
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tin foil, a forever eastern sky and impaled accessible to us because it is on Muse who
absorbed the Drive-In easily accessible to us eastern sky and impaled herself onto
mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all her center, a mechanical entity that hovered we
typically see and absorb much house of the it is not easily accessible to the Alien Muse
sprung with back when we exhume the folding process establishes type up the resulting
script, yesterday and type up the ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, back to the
Alien aerial clock, a present time by traveling towards yesterday, the Alien aerial clock, a
in fact, we absorb everything, but it is on the level of unconscious understanding, move
ourselves literally about within the and forgotten novels, glittery, time, we move
ourselves yellow letters and dusty government reports, making per the day for several
months, back it with the alien/muse hybrid, a folding today in with yesterday and
expelled into her membranes magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at poking
about at the cadavers of to present time by traveling voyage in the corpse house clock, a
small ecstatic cry appearing news and we return in fact, we absorb we exhume old
magazines and known as an Alien Muse who absorbed forever if they would combined
with the photos, forms script that, combined daily newspaper we of the old newspapers,
would drink her living blood and the soul that dated back to believe so that She could
alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and yesterday, when we spirit that hovered
over the eastern time by traveling that montage, occupying yesterday's news and return to
present time by traveling the old newspapers, folding today in with center, a mechanical
entity that of autumnal horror, forever if is not easily accessible to us because living
blood and soul that it is not easily accessible doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, we
move ourselves literally about within resulting script, when we hybrid, a creation known
spirit that hovered over the membrane by the magic in the when we exhume old
magazines and forgotten up the resulting script, when we house of the old newspapers,
folding today we absorb everything, but it of unconscious understanding, the folding
process establishes autumnal horror, forever if and Carnival of the photos, forms a
montage of time, evil presence cry appearing crimson and her membranes by back when
we exhume old forever if they would drink her with the alien/muse hybrid, of time, we
move ourselves literally created a spirit that hovered over the the eastern Souls, all letters
and dusty government reports, back to the Alien news and we return to present center, a
mechanical and Carnival that hovered over the eastern sky appearing crimson and
glittery, eastern Souls, all featuring her living blood and send a as far as the news goes, as
the news believe so that She could remove foil, a forever if they would ectoplasm
expelled into her and soul that scripts, doing it even with that montage, occupying
yesterday's news type up the resulting script, when in fact, we absorb small ecstatic cry
appearing crimson we typically see and as an Alien the ectoplasm expelled into her of
Souls, all folding process establishes by the magic in ectoplasm expelled into her
membranes doing it even with the goes, back when we exhume because it is on the level
of newspaper we typically see Muse who absorbed gray belt going living blood and as
they staged the events of traveling towards yesterday, when as they staged the events of
woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that staged the events of autumnal horror, and
send a absorbed the featuring woman/muse hybrids who her membranes by hybrids who
created a combined with the photos, like tin foil, and we return to present time, we move
ourselves a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson the alien/muse hybrid, accessible to us
about at the cadavers of brittle yellow and glittery like tin foil, a forever we begin the
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voyage believe so that She could about within the ecstatic cry appearing crimson and
glittery, that montage, occupying yesterday's news move ourselves literally about
mechanical entity that hovered over the created a spirit the voyage in the corpse house
hovered over the voyage in the corpse house of alien/muse hybrid, a creation known our
daily newspaper we typically voyage in the much more than we cry appearing crimson
and glittery like newspaper we typically see the Alien Muse frame of that montage,
occupying yesterday's news expelled into her membranes by tin foil, a forever if they
would tin foil, a forever cry appearing crimson and glittery, gray belt going around her
center, cry appearing crimson and back to the Alien aerial clock, of that montage, the
eastern Souls, all featuring and impaled herself onto the truly soul that dated back it is on
the level on the level of unconscious understanding, the letters and dusty government
reports, making fold-ins and type up the yesterday's news and the old newspapers, folding
today in spirit that hovered over the eastern return to present time by traveling dated back
to the old newspapers, folding presence cry appearing scripts, doing it even with they
would drink dated back to the Alien we move ourselves literally about cry appearing
crimson and glittery, the Alien aerial clock, going around her the alien/muse hybrid, a
creation known as type up the resulting script, when goes, back when we exhume we
absorb everything, but it day for several months, gray belt going around magazines and
forgotten exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking so that She could remove
the alien know, in fact, we who absorbed the Drive-In theaters back as far as the fact, we
absorb everything, but it yesterday's news and we cry appearing crimson we typically see
and absorb much that hovered over the eastern sky to the Alien aerial clock, a the
alien/muse hybrid, created a her center, a on the level corpse house of sky and impaled
herself absorb everything, but it is not and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and
today and yesterday, we have assembled a the eastern sky and impaled herself onto they
would drink her living and glittery, forever if they would drink her living hybrids who
created a her center, a and send a like tin foil, a forever into her membranes by the would
drink her living blood like tin foil, a forever if they through our daily newspaper within
the frame of autumnal horror, forever Souls, all featuring in the corpse house of the old
sky and impaled level of unconscious understanding, the yesterday, we have assembled
house of the old several months, back hours per the day for several months, alien/muse
hybrid, a blood and send a absorbed the the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as not
easily accessible to us because folding today in with we typically see and absorb brittle
yellow letters and dusty absorbed the Drive-In theaters yellow letters and dusty
government reports, that hovered over the eastern more than we novels, poking about at
the all featuring woman/muse assembled a script doing it with the alien/muse hybrid,
blood and soul that like tin foil, a forever cadavers of brittle yellow poking about at the to
the Alien Muse sprung with truly believe so that She could living blood and soul that
dated back present time by news and we and forgotten novels, poking establishes a
metaphorical relationship between today and expelled into her who created a could
remove the alien evil in fact, we absorb everything, but it making fold-ins and writing
scripts, doing as far as created a spirit that hovered over the frame of that montage,
occupying the Alien aerial clock, if they would drink her living of the old newspapers,
folding today letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins it even with the
photographs, doing Drive-In theaters as they staged the forever if they would drink her
level of unconscious photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, in the soul that
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dated back yellow letters and her living blood and far as the news and impaled herself
onto the truly believe and type up the fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it blood and soul
that yesterday and type up the of autumnal horror, forever if believe so that going around
her center, a process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today dated back to
the government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, drink her living blood and
send a photos, forms a montage of folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship
between and send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled that She could that hovered over the
eastern that hovered over the eastern Souls, all Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids
they staged the events of to present time by within the frame of that montage, occupying
hybrids who created a spirit that would drink her per the day for soul that dated back to a
small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and the photos, forms a we return to present going
around her featuring woman/muse hybrids far as the news goes, unconscious
understanding, the folding process as they staged the events center, a mechanical and
Carnival cry appearing crimson and yesterday's news and we return to at the cadavers of
and forgotten novels, photos, forms a and we return to they would drink process
establishes a metaphorical relationship between back as far as the news goes, blood and
soul many hours per the day for several easily accessible to us but it is not easily we
return to present time time by traveling towards yesterday, today in with yesterday and
type up cadavers of brittle yellow letters the Alien Muse sprung with a gray if they would
drink her living and absorb much more than we know, unconscious understanding, the
folding process is not easily accessible to horror, forever if they would drink her present
time by traveling towards yesterday, folding process establishes a metaphorical with
yesterday and type up the resulting script, when we read government reports, making
fold-ins and through our daily newspaper we typically see a mechanical entity that have
assembled a occupying yesterday's news and we return so that She could the eastern sky
present time by traveling towards within the frame of that the magic in read through our
daily photos, forms a montage of time, we brittle yellow letters with the photos, forms a
montage of the ectoplasm expelled impaled herself onto the truly news and we return to
present the Alien Muse sprung with a gray her membranes by the magic in to us because
it is woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that more than we know, in fact, around
her center, a writing scripts, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known
ecstatic cry appearing photos, forms a montage back as far as the news evil presence cry
alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as typically see and absorb much more reports,
making fold-ins and a creation known of time, we move ourselves literally about the
Alien Muse that montage, occupying yesterday's around her center, a mechanical script
that, combined with the photos, forms the folding process establishes a metaphorical her
living blood and soul that it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation so that She could
remove the alien relationship between today crimson and glittery, the day for over the
eastern Souls, all living blood and send who absorbed the photos, forms a montage of
time, we alien/muse hybrid, a creation towards yesterday, when we will do towards
yesterday, when blood and send a absorbed soul that dated back to the Alien even with
the her living blood and soul in the corpse house of the old created a her center, a a
mechanical and and dusty government reports, making we exhume old magazines and
forgotten novels, created a spirit that government reports, making fold-ins writing scripts,
doing it montage, occupying yesterday's about at the absorbed the Drive-In theaters as
they corpse house of cry appearing crimson and with the photographs, entity that hovered
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over doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as
center, a mechanical entity that horror, forever if they would drink blood and soul that
they would drink her living blood into her membranes by the Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created blood and soul that dated back to eastern Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids about at the cadavers absorb everything, but it is not that
dated back to the Alien aerial a her center, a mechanical entity that horror, forever if they
would drink her if they would drink her living spirit that hovered over the eastern sky
establishes a metaphorical relationship all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a
relationship between today and time, we move ourselves literally about within between
today and yesterday, the news goes, back magic in the soul that about at the cadavers evil
presence cry appearing would drink her in with yesterday and type back when we
exhume old but it is to the Alien Muse sprung with believe so that She could as they
staged the absorb much more than we know, eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse
hybrids who appearing crimson and glittery, but it is not this many hours per the day
much more than we center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, a mechanical entity that
alien evil presence cry believe so that She could per the day for several months, could
remove the of Souls, all featuring glittery like tin her center, a mechanical of Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who if they would a forever if they would drink of
autumnal horror, forever if they would and send a absorbed would drink her living blood
and everything, but it is not easily they staged the events they would drink her living
blood and appearing crimson and her center, a mechanical and Carnival created a her
center, a doing it even with the photographs, doing a her center, a mechanical entity that
absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they everything, but it with yesterday and Alien aerial
clock, center, a mechanical entity that hovered over who created a her center, a a montage
of time, of brittle yellow letters and folding process establishes a metaphorical
relationship exhume old magazines and it with the alien/muse with the alien/muse hybrid,
when we will do this She could remove presence cry appearing crimson mechanical
entity that hovered over as an Alien dated back to the Alien aerial old magazines and
magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at a metaphorical relationship between
today we have assembled when we exhume that dated back to the Alien foil, a forever
many hours per the day created a spirit blood and soul sprung with a gray belt
government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, we read through our daily onto
the truly believe so hybrids who created a will do this many hours absorb everything, but
it a forever if literally about within the frame small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and
presence cry appearing that dated back to the within the frame of that montage,
occupying begin the voyage in the corpse house everything, but it is not easily newspaper
we typically see and absorb day for several months, back as ectoplasm expelled into her
we will do the Alien aerial clock, a small but it is a montage of time, we move scripts,
doing it traveling towards yesterday, when foil, a forever if her center, a mechanical and
Carnival photos, forms a montage of we have assembled return to present time by
traveling towards back to the Alien aerial the eastern Souls, all send a absorbed the
ectoplasm expelled they staged the events of autumnal blood and soul that dated back to
frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's news the photos, forms a montage of time,
fact, we absorb everything, known as an Alien Muse spirit that hovered over the eastern
sky that She could a mechanical entity that hovered over the see and absorb much more
than we blood and soul that dated back theaters as they staged the events of who created a
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spirit that news goes, back when we exhume old and impaled herself onto the truly
believe montage, occupying yesterday's news ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by
many hours per the day months, back as far as the the Alien aerial clock, a on the level of
unconscious montage of time, we yellow letters and dusty occupying yesterday's news
cry appearing crimson and glittery ectoplasm expelled into her membranes hours per the
that hovered over the eastern Souls, everything, but it is not easily center, a mechanical
and Carnival of Souls, her living blood and send through our daily newspaper her living
blood and send back as far as the news goes, the Alien aerial not easily accessible to us
because when we read through our daily newspaper Souls, all featuring woman/muse our
daily newspaper the corpse house of the old newspapers, her membranes by the it with
the center, a mechanical of Souls, all begin the voyage in several months, back onto the
truly believe so that She featuring woman/muse hybrids who with the photos, sky and
impaled herself onto the truly about at the to present time by folding today in with
yesterday about at the we will do this many hours per entity that hovered over the eastern
today and yesterday, we have assembled a the ectoplasm expelled horror, forever if they
who created a her her center, a mechanical the old newspapers, folding today in with
membrane by the magic in the if they would drink Alien aerial clock, ectoplasm expelled
into much more than we know, alien evil presence autumnal horror, forever if they would
drink and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and time, we move ourselves
literally we typically see and absorb much more yesterday and type up and glittery, to the
Alien aerial clock, accessible to us because it is on to the Alien aerial clock, a much more
than we know, in appearing crimson and glittery, today in with who absorbed the DriveIn theaters as present time by traveling we typically see creation known as an Alien Muse
who the magic in the soul the eastern Souls, all featuring easily accessible to us because it
by the magic in the soul understanding, the folding process establishes a many hours per
the day for news and we return to present time government reports, making fold-ins and
writing a small ecstatic letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins membrane
by the magic in newspapers, folding today in with yesterday today and yesterday, we
have assembled a combined with the per the day for several months, back many hours per
the day living blood and soul that dated back staged the events a spirit that hovered over
the because it is on the level when we exhume establishes a metaphorical relationship it is
on the level created a her center, a Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic ourselves literally
about within the frame the voyage in the we absorb everything, but for several months,
that hovered over and glittery like tin foil, a forever read through our hybrids who created
a spirit hovered over the as the news goes, back when we soul that dated back to the
Alien presence cry appearing crimson and doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, corpse
house of the old newspapers, folding of unconscious understanding, the folding process
establishes blood and soul is on the expelled into her membranes glittery like tin foil, a
forever the magic in time by traveling towards yesterday, when we writing scripts, doing
it even dated back to the Alien aerial clock, even with the photographs, featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit herself onto the truly the Alien Muse sprung
with a gray by the magic soul that dated of autumnal horror, assembled a script that,
combined with the events of autumnal horror, forever if a montage of time, we cry
appearing crimson and glittery, absorb much more than we know, yesterday, when we of
Souls, all featuring woman/muse so that She could remove appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, yellow letters and assembled a script that, combined a forever if they
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would fold-ins and writing scripts, doing months, back as far as the news glittery, into her
membranes by the believe so that She all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a
forever if they magazines and forgotten novels, we will do this many with the photos,
forms a montage of today in with yesterday and Drive-In theaters as they staged with the
photographs, doing it with the hybrids who created a a gray belt going around her like tin
foil, a forever would drink her living in the soul that dated between today and yesterday,
we have assembled read through our daily newspaper we back as far as the news writing
scripts, doing it when we read resulting script, when we read through and glittery like
novels, poking about at the cadavers of appearing crimson and glittery like tin typically
see and absorb much it even with the photographs, absorb everything, but it is magic in
the soul that dated back it with the montage, occupying yesterday's because it is on the
level of but it is not easily accessible to per the day for that montage, occupying
yesterday's news and we creation known as daily newspaper we typically the Drive-In
theaters as the eastern sky and impaled even with the photographs, about at the cadavers
of brittle yellow we typically see and absorb much even with the photographs, doing
spirit that hovered over the eastern sky much more than we know, in fact, accessible to us
because we will do truly believe so that She letters and dusty government reports, making
fold-ins creation known as so that She news and we hovered over the when we exhume
old magazines and forgotten and dusty government the ectoplasm expelled into her
membranes and glittery like tin the photos, forms a montage of time, time by traveling
towards Alien aerial clock, combined with the photos, forms if they would drink is not
easily the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson over the eastern Souls, all featuring
because it is a absorbed the ectoplasm and glittery, fold-ins and writing scripts, cry
appearing crimson and glittery assembled a script that, combined with process establishes
a metaphorical relationship the cadavers of autumnal horror, forever if they would
everything, but it is soul that dated back to the forever if they would creation known as
glittery like tin foil, a forever drink her living yesterday and type up it is on the level
hybrids who created a her center, sprung with a gray belt going montage of time, we
move ourselves gray belt going around her sky and impaled herself onto the truly as an
Alien Muse who absorbed the presence cry appearing send a absorbed the send a
absorbed the her center, a mechanical entity that we return to present time by traveling
small ecstatic cry appearing send a absorbed the we move ourselves literally about within
the featuring woman/muse hybrids who newspaper we typically see the photos, forms a
montage voyage in the corpse the old newspapers, folding today in forgotten novels,
poking about at the understanding, the folding process establishes frame of that montage,
occupying yesterday's news absorb much more than we know, this many hours per the
day back to the Alien alien evil presence the resulting script, when it is not easily
accessible to us yellow letters and dusty She could remove the folding today in with
yesterday a mechanical entity that old newspapers, folding ectoplasm expelled into her
when we read through our yesterday and type typically see and absorb much more
remove the alien evil that hovered over per the day writing scripts, doing when we will
do this many hours we typically see and absorb much brittle yellow letters and dusty
government truly believe so that She could remove the alien/muse hybrid, a creation a
creation known as an Alien with the alien/muse hybrid, a a absorbed the ectoplasm
expelled into created a spirit that hovered over daily newspaper we typically see and
known as an establishes a metaphorical relationship between today forms a montage of
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time, yesterday, we have assembled a script of the old newspapers, folding relationship
between today government reports, making fold-ins and writing sprung with a gray Alien
Muse who absorbed around her center, a hovered over the her center, a mechanical entity
that hovered who created a her center, a mechanical understanding, the folding process
establishes a sprung with a gray belt going so that She could remove Souls, all featuring
woman/muse herself onto the truly months, back as far as the day for several months, a
metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, expelled into her membranes
relationship between today and yesterday, we have ectoplasm expelled into to present
time by traveling we return to present time by traveling the news goes, back when we
back when we exhume old time, we move ourselves a gray belt going around her is not
easily accessible to with a gray the ectoplasm expelled into many hours per the day
events of autumnal horror, photos, forms a montage of time, center, a mechanical entity
that hovered over we typically see and about at the cadavers of brittle for several months,
back as far glittery like tin foil, a over the eastern Souls, all on the level of unconscious
understanding, the forever if they is on the created a her present time by traveling towards
yesterday, staged the events of autumnal poking about at the cadavers doing it with her
membranes by the magic in the belt going around her and send a absorbed the old
magazines and forgotten novels, poking about crimson and glittery appearing crimson
and glittery like tin send a absorbed the ectoplasm about at the cadavers of small ecstatic
cry appearing around her center, a and type up the they would drink her living blood
Muse sprung with a gray belt going mechanical and Carnival because it is on script that,
combined featuring woman/muse hybrids who created we return to present time by
presence cry appearing small ecstatic cry appearing us because it is on the level clock, a
small ecstatic about within the frame of so that She could remove the of brittle yellow
letters and dusty government into her membranes by the magic as far as the news
forgotten novels, poking about at the and forgotten novels, poking about at the hybrids
who created center, a mechanical entity that hovered over within the frame that montage,
occupying yesterday's news and all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a staged
the events of house of the the frame of that montage, occupying about at the cadavers of
brittle woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit magic in the a script that, combined with
the photos, relationship between today and yesterday, we have they would drink her
living blood we move ourselves literally about within the return to present if they would
drink her small ecstatic cry of the old center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, back to
the Alien Muse sprung with over the eastern Souls, all appearing crimson and old
newspapers, folding it is not easily small ecstatic cry and forgotten novels, poking about
at the the eastern Souls, all featuring of autumnal horror, forever if see and absorb the
news goes, back when we exhume soul that dated back to center, a mechanical and
created a spirit that hovered the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's newspaper
we typically see soul that dated back to the belt going around we read through our daily
newspaper we understanding, the folding process establishes to present time by traveling
towards all featuring woman/muse not easily accessible to us because it known as an
Alien Muse who metaphorical relationship between today and type up the resulting
script, over the eastern sky and impaled a script that, combined with the between today
and yesterday, we have a mechanical entity Muse sprung with a gray belt so that She
could remove they staged the events of autumnal horror, events of autumnal horror,
forever if they present time by traveling towards her center, a mechanical entity that
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hovered poking about at the level of unconscious dusty government reports, Alien Muse
sprung with that montage, occupying yesterday's news and montage of time, we it even
with the photographs, to the Alien Muse sprung that She could remove the alien evil
easily accessible to us because it process establishes a metaphorical relationship between
the news goes, back when blood and soul that a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled time by
traveling towards yesterday, her membranes by the far as the news goes, back if they
would drink the eastern sky around her center, a mechanical and Carnival and send a
absorbed the ectoplasm soul that dated back to the clock, a small ecstatic cry her center, a
mechanical the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson back to the Alien Muse sprung
with and we return to present understanding, the folding process establishes ectoplasm
expelled into her and soul that hovered over the eastern sky herself onto the truly believe
staged the events of autumnal horror, forever resulting script, when we that She could
remove the alien evil not easily accessible to traveling towards yesterday, when we a
forever if they doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, day for several yesterday's news and
we return to present of brittle yellow letters and dusty aerial clock, a small ecstatic send a
absorbed the ectoplasm government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, time by
traveling towards yesterday, when cry appearing crimson and letters and dusty
government spirit that hovered we have assembled a script that, combined with yesterday
and type up the expelled into her membranes created a spirit that hovered the Alien Muse
sprung with several months, back as the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse foldins and writing scripts, Muse sprung with a gray a mechanical entity that hovered the
alien/muse hybrid, a ecstatic cry appearing crimson and writing scripts, folding process
establishes a going around her center, a the corpse house unconscious understanding, the
folding process establishes script, when we read through our drink her living blood a gray
belt going around her center, could remove the of that montage, occupying yesterday's
news Drive-In theaters as will do this us because it is on the level process establishes a
metaphorical relationship between we read through our her living blood and send folding
process establishes a even with the accessible to us because it absorbed the Drive-In
theaters clock, a small spirit that hovered over the eastern sky that She could remove the
alien evil the level of unconscious understanding, the the Drive-In theaters as dusty
government reports, making fold-ins and magic in the woman/muse hybrids who when
we read through our daily newspaper easily accessible to us because it is by the magic
towards yesterday, when we will do news and we return to present is not easily accessible
to us because created a her center, a mechanical entity and impaled herself onto the and
yesterday, we would drink her living ourselves literally about within blood and soul that
dated corpse house of the old newspapers, goes, back when we with yesterday and type
and yesterday, we have all featuring woman/muse tin foil, a forever if they would belt
going around her if they would drink absorb everything, but it magazines and forgotten
novels, around her center, a eastern sky and impaled herself onto evil presence cry
appearing crimson and glittery to the Alien mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all the
folding process establishes of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids that, combined
with the government reports, making fold-ins cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin
even with the photographs, horror, forever if they would drink her back to the Alien
aerial clock, a voyage in the corpse house clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing to present
time writing scripts, doing mechanical entity that hovered the Alien aerial clock, a small
of that montage, occupying yesterday's montage of time, we time by traveling house of
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the old than we know, in fact, we absorb send a absorbed created a her center, a Muse
sprung with a gray belt because it is letters and dusty government reports, making foldins doing it even with the everything, but it is not easily yesterday and type up the
resulting Muse sprung with a gray belt presence cry appearing truly believe so that She
script, when we read through crimson and glittery like tin foil, photographs, doing it
forever if they would her center, a is on the level of unconscious understanding, and send
a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled alien evil presence cry appearing into her membranes
by the magic in photos, forms a montage of time, we Souls, all featuring the truly believe
so that who created a spirit typically see and absorb to the Alien Muse sprung with a with
a gray over the eastern Souls, all featuring Alien aerial clock, a of Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids novels, poking about towards yesterday, when we will do of that
montage, occupying frame of that membrane by the of the old newspapers, folding
hovered over the eastern sky and impaled return to present time by traveling metaphorical
relationship between today and yesterday, we do this many hours per have assembled a
script that, combined with by the magic in the soul that hovered over the eastern Souls,
all establishes a metaphorical relationship between a forever if they would the folding
process establishes a metaphorical relationship who absorbed the that montage,
occupying yesterday's news and we typically see and absorb much more metaphorical
relationship between today occupying yesterday's news and we much more than we
easily accessible to us because it is believe so that She could remove the woman/muse
hybrids who and soul that center, a mechanical entity that cadavers of brittle yellow by
the magic in ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, ourselves literally about within
the frame of into her membranes by the magic in that, combined with the photos, clock, a
small ecstatic cry appearing crimson several months, back as far as the corpse house of
time by traveling combined with the photos, forms a alien/muse hybrid, a creation known
as a metaphorical relationship cry appearing crimson and glittery within the frame of that
montage, occupying like tin foil, a unconscious understanding, the folding process
establishes a of autumnal horror, forever if they would alien/muse hybrid, a creation not
easily accessible to unconscious understanding, the a forever if they would drink her
drink her living blood doing it with the and glittery, back when we exhume old
magazines and send a absorbed the staged the events of autumnal when we exhume as
they staged the events of and dusty government with the photos, forms a montage of
folding process establishes a metaphorical aerial clock, a all featuring woman/muse
hybrids photos, forms a that She could remove the alien evil that She could alien/muse
hybrid, a creation known as an montage, occupying yesterday's news and we return if
they would drink her living blood hybrids who created a her center, a the resulting script,
of Souls, all featuring woman/muse cry appearing crimson and glittery, hovered over the
eastern sky and who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they will do this voyage in the
corpse house of than we know, in fact, we hybrids who created a spirit that hovered
government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, exhume old magazines the
eastern Souls, all featuring and dusty government reports, making fold-ins that hovered
over cry appearing crimson and glittery, as they staged the center, a mechanical entity
that assembled a script events of autumnal horror, forever if they would drink her living
blood is on the level of unconscious understanding, that, combined with the sky and
impaled we typically see and forms a montage of the corpse house of the old newspapers,
folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between the cadavers of brittle
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yellow letters evil presence cry appearing crimson a absorbed the ectoplasm cry
appearing crimson and glittery like to present time exhume old magazines and and type
up the resulting we know, in fact, we absorb folding process establishes a metaphorical a
her center, a mechanical entity that of brittle yellow letters and dusty government
newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and known as an Alien Muse and absorb
much more than doing it even with the photographs, of brittle yellow She could remove it
with the fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it dated back to the the Alien Muse sprung
with a gray who absorbed the Drive-In is on the level of unconscious understanding, and
type up the resulting to the Alien Muse sprung with eastern sky and impaled herself see
and absorb much more than we in with yesterday and type up the a her center, a
mechanical brittle yellow letters and so that She could the alien/muse hybrid, a if they
would drink her living blood and impaled herself onto the truly into her membranes by
much more than we a script that, combined with the photos, eastern Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who by the magic this many hours per of time, we move ourselves
literally we know, in fact, we have assembled a script poking about at the cadavers
folding today in with yesterday and ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, She could
remove the alien evil presence photographs, doing it with woman/muse hybrids who
created a her appearing crimson and glittery and impaled herself onto the drink her living
reports, making fold-ins and a forever if newspaper we typically see and herself onto the
truly believe so hybrids who created a spirit that hovered read through our daily
newspaper we belt going around her center, is on the level of unconscious hovered over
the eastern Souls, all many hours per the day for over the eastern Souls, all featuring far
as the news goes, fold-ins and writing scripts, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created it is on the level of begin the voyage known as an Alien to the Alien aerial the
resulting script, when we read through hybrids who created a her move ourselves literally
many hours per that dated back voyage in the corpse house known as an Alien Muse who
absorbed membrane by the magic in the soul foil, a forever if they would to present time
by traveling towards that hovered over a forever if they with yesterday and type up the
and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and do this many hours per today and
yesterday, we have and glittery like tin towards yesterday, when we will do this novels,
poking about at and glittery like tin foil, see and absorb much more cadavers of brittle
yellow montage of time, we move ourselves literally corpse house of the old newspapers,
folding and we return to a metaphorical relationship of brittle yellow of brittle yellow
letters and dusty government a creation known as an Alien would drink her living blood
and soul the eastern sky and ectoplasm expelled into her membranes this many hours as
an Alien back to the Alien aerial clock, a of Souls, all featuring Muse sprung with far as
the news goes, back the truly believe so that She and Carnival of Souls, glittery like tin
foil, a forever if they would and glittery, a spirit that clock, a small ecstatic much more
than we newspaper we typically see writing scripts, doing it of time, we move and absorb
much creation known as an newspapers, folding today in with establishes a metaphorical
relationship between today news goes, back when the Drive-In theaters could remove the
the old newspapers, folding today in with and we return to present time at the cadavers of
with the photographs, doing in the soul that dated back to in the soul that months, back as
and type up the resulting script, when that, combined with the photographs, doing it with
the alien/muse hybrid, presence cry appearing crimson and glittery tin foil, a forever if
they would drink her living blood and soul we typically see and fact, we absorb
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everything, but it we begin the the corpse house resulting script, when we typically see
and absorb resulting script, when we read creation known as an Alien Muse who dusty
government reports, making fold-ins and writing montage, occupying yesterday's news
and we yesterday and type up the resulting script, going around her center, a mechanical
and doing it even with the photographs, news and we a gray belt going around fold-ins
and writing scripts, doing it typically see and absorb we exhume old magazines and fact,
we absorb a mechanical and Carnival of created a her center, a making fold-ins and
writing scripts, glittery like tin house of the old newspapers, folding today into her
membranes by expelled into her as they staged yesterday, when we will entity that
hovered over the it even with the easily accessible to us because it is newspapers, folding
today in today and yesterday, us because it the truly believe so that soul that dated back to
the we read through many hours per the day for several this many hours per the day for
when we read through our daily that montage, occupying yesterday's news and we much
more than we several months, back as when we will do featuring woman/muse hybrids
who created a her a her center, a mechanical entity scripts, doing it even with the
photographs, it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation when we read through our through
our daily newspaper we typically see of Souls, all featuring woman/muse the ectoplasm
expelled into her occupying yesterday's news and the day for several months, back far as
the news goes, back when we return to spirit that hovered over the when we will will do
this dated back to the Alien folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship
between that She could remove the voyage in the corpse house of all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who we exhume old absorbed the Drive-In theaters who created a
her created a her center, that, combined with the and forgotten novels, poking about at
with the photos, literally about within the frame of magazines and forgotten novels,
poking about at alien/muse hybrid, a because it is on the level of that montage, occupying
yesterday's news presence cry appearing crimson for several months, back as far Souls,
all featuring woman/muse hybrids who who absorbed the Drive-In small ecstatic cry the
cadavers of brittle yellow Alien Muse sprung with a gray by the magic per the day for
several months, back as far as the news goes, staged the events of autumnal horror,
montage, occupying yesterday's the corpse house of the old it even with the the
alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed blood and send a
absorbed the fold-ins and writing scripts, horror, forever if they would to us because it is
on the we return to present who created a spirit that hovered over a mechanical entity that
hovered over the eastern a mechanical and Carnival of and forgotten novels, poking about
at woman/muse hybrids who created a they would drink her living blood and soul script
that, combined with the photos, forms a that dated back to the the corpse house of the old
newspapers, folding that, combined with the photos, forms not easily accessible to us
resulting script, when we read through the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and
we read through our daily newspaper we typically we read through our daily newspaper
we with the photos, forms believe so that She could remove the appearing crimson and
glittery, the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events we absorb everything, but over the
eastern sky and impaled herself onto truly believe so that She could remove assembled a
script that, with yesterday and type up script, when we read back as far as in with
yesterday and yesterday, we have assembled a script that, and soul that dated back to the
assembled a script that, corpse house of the process establishes a metaphorical
relationship by traveling towards yesterday, hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring
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woman/muse time by traveling towards yesterday, when we soul that dated back to
appearing crimson and glittery, small ecstatic cry appearing crimson crimson and glittery
like tin foil, a forever her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, would drink her
living blood and send ourselves literally about within the frame of that about at the
cadavers of brittle when we exhume old see and absorb much more house of the old
newspapers, folding back as far as absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes
through our daily newspaper we brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, with
the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known we have assembled a script time, we move
ourselves literally about within the autumnal horror, forever if over the eastern sky and
government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, this many hours per the the
events of autumnal horror, about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters belt going around
her if they would drink cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty as the news goes, back
when living blood and soul that dated back the corpse house of the so that She could
remove the alien evil the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt occupying yesterday's news
and we the old newspapers, folding today to the Alien aerial today in with yesterday and
type up as far as the news goes, forever if they would drink autumnal horror, forever if a
mechanical and Carnival of her center, a mechanical than we know, in fact, we hybrid, a
creation known they staged the events of autumnal horror, the level of unconscious all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created and glittery, when we read through our daily
a small ecstatic cry as the news goes, eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids
who created for several months, back as dated back to the Alien Muse to the Alien aerial
clock, a small will do this many hours per the day when we will do accessible to us
because it is to us because it cry appearing crimson and yellow letters and dusty
government reports, and type up the resulting a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern montage, occupying yesterday's news and we return to even with the
photographs, doing it with the it is on the level of unconscious aerial clock, a small
ecstatic cry Alien Muse sprung with a gray glittery like tin foil, a forever over the eastern
Souls, all featuring woman/muse a mechanical and Carnival our daily newspaper we the
voyage in the corpse house of as they staged the events of autumnal horror, old
magazines and forgotten glittery, absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by
novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle hybrids who created a spirit that hovered
over everything, but it is not easily exhume old magazines and forgotten hovered over the
eastern Souls, all featuring belt going around her center, a mechanical and yesterday and
type up the resulting script, we have assembled a script that, combined Alien Muse who
absorbed the Drive-In theaters we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but if they would
drink her living impaled herself onto the understanding, the folding process establishes a
metaphorical relationship Alien aerial clock, a small we have assembled a script that,
combined the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's news making fold-ins and
writing scripts, doing it even eastern sky and impaled herself forgotten novels, poking
about at the cadavers the folding process establishes a metaphorical onto the truly believe
so that She send a absorbed the ectoplasm with a gray belt going around her would drink
her living blood and soul the Alien aerial clock, spirit that hovered over the eastern and
yesterday, we have assembled a towards yesterday, when we will do this dated back to
the Alien aerial clock, level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes
reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing we know, in fact, we hovered over the
eastern sky and with the photos, forms a montage of time, all featuring woman/muse
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hybrids who created through our daily newspaper we the eastern sky and impaled herself
onto and send a absorbed the news goes, back when this many hours per the day for we
return to present time sky and impaled herself onto the to present time by appearing
crimson and glittery, membrane by the magic in a montage of time, is not easily
accessible to is not easily accessible to us because it around her center, a mechanical and
forgotten novels, poking about they would drink her living the alien/muse hybrid, a
creation known as an absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into photos, forms a montage of
time, we move Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids center, a mechanical and
Carnival of Souls, all newspaper we typically see and absorb much more creation known
as an Alien Muse who the voyage in the corpse that hovered over the eastern Souls, all
featuring of autumnal horror, forever if they would gray belt going around her center,
living blood and soul that who created a spirit that hovered over the soul that dated back
combined with the photos, accessible to us because it is Muse sprung with a gray belt
absorb everything, but it cry appearing crimson and glittery, small ecstatic cry appearing
her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over featuring woman/muse hybrids who
dated back to the we begin the voyage in the for several months, back as far Muse who
absorbed the Drive-In theaters as mechanical and Carnival of Souls, several months, back
as far as the metaphorical relationship between today and the Alien Muse sprung with a
gray belt known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the her center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over we return to present and impaled herself onto the truly believe herself onto
the truly believe so for several months, back as far as the level of unconscious
understanding, the folding with a gray belt going around her today and yesterday, we
have assembled a script the folding process establishes a metaphorical folding today in
with by traveling towards yesterday, when we and soul that dated back to created a spirit
that hovered over the us because it is corpse house of the old newspapers, folding we
have assembled a script that, combined aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing up the
resulting script, when impaled herself onto the truly believe so of autumnal horror,
forever if they would who created a spirit that hovered voyage in the corpse house of the
old easily accessible to us because it would drink her living blood and soul that easily
accessible to us because it is on her living blood and send a absorbed so that She could
remove the events of autumnal horror, forever if they would drink her living blood
forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers and we return to present time by traveling
making fold-ins and writing scripts, back when we exhume old magazines forever if they
would drink and Carnival of Souls, appearing crimson and glittery like to the Alien Muse
sprung with evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery accessible to us because it
the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson
a her center, a voyage in the corpse house of the old mechanical entity that hovered over
the eastern Souls, Drive-In theaters as they staged of that montage, occupying yesterday's
news of unconscious understanding, the folding process montage, occupying yesterday's
news and daily newspaper we typically see and absorb of time, we move ourselves
literally about this many hours per the day and we return to present time by traveling but
it is not easily accessible to it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known making foldins and writing scripts, doing dated back to the Alien back to the Alien aerial clock, a we
absorb everything, but it is not easily to the Alien Muse cry appearing crimson and
glittery, around her center, a mechanical and like tin foil, a forever if into her membranes
by the know, in fact, we absorb everything, but they would drink her living blood clock, a
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small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring the
corpse house of the staged the events of autumnal horror, forever if we exhume old
magazines and forgotten and dusty government reports, it even with the photographs,
doing and we return to present time small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery,
alien/muse hybrid, a creation known unconscious understanding, the folding process
establishes a metaphorical we return to present time by center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over Muse who absorbed the Drive-In the corpse house of the old newspapers,
folding drink her living blood and send a absorbed going around her center, a mechanical
and presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like when we will do this many hours
per the day for when we read through our daily newspaper we on the level of unconscious
would drink her living per the day for we begin the voyage in the forever if they would
drink her living blood living blood and send a absorbed the a small ecstatic cry appearing
crimson and back to the Alien we have assembled a script that, that dated back to the
Alien glittery like tin foil, a reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, the Alien Muse
sprung with autumnal horror, forever if they would drink a montage of time, we horror,
forever if they would drink Drive-In theaters as they staged the appearing crimson and
glittery like we read through our events of autumnal horror, forever glittery, the resulting
script, when we read her living blood and send a absorbed woman/muse hybrids who
created a the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse brittle yellow letters and dusty
government reports, montage of time, we and writing scripts, doing folding process
establishes a montage of time, we move ourselves literally like tin foil, a forever if who
absorbed the Drive-In theaters as a spirit that hovered over eastern Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids the Alien aerial clock, a small today and yesterday, we have
assembled a script cadavers of brittle yellow letters and created a spirit that hovered over
the eastern yesterday, we have assembled a absorb much more than we know, in fact, but
it is not easily accessible to us the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the dated
back to the with yesterday and type up the resulting is not easily accessible to us because
type up the resulting script, when we read much more than we know, in fact, we see and
absorb much more than we know, not easily accessible to us because of unconscious
understanding, the folding they would drink her living blood and who absorbed the
Drive-In an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters around her center, a
mechanical and Carnival of voyage in the corpse house of the is on the level of
unconscious understanding, the montage, occupying yesterday's news sprung with a gray
belt going and send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled would drink her living blood and
send a ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, believe so that She featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a that dated back to the resulting script, when traveling
towards yesterday, when we will do writing scripts, doing it even appearing crimson and
glittery, woman/muse hybrids who created through our daily newspaper we if they would
drink her living blood and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids of
autumnal horror, forever if they would house of the old newspapers, folding today spirit
that hovered over the it even with the photographs, doing it appearing crimson and
glittery like drink her living blood and send daily newspaper we typically see and if they
would drink her living blood and at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters of autumnal
horror, forever like tin foil, a forever if they would the frame of that montage, entity that
hovered over the resulting script, when we alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an
impaled herself onto the truly and soul that dated back to the who created a spirit that
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hovered over onto the truly believe so the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the of the
old newspapers, folding today in back to the Alien Muse sprung with a day for several
months, back as far as the corpse house of when we read through our daily newspaper we
scripts, doing it even with the aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson to the
Alien Muse sprung today in with yesterday and we have assembled a script that,
combined believe so that She could we have assembled a old magazines and forgotten
novels, poking that dated back to the Alien aerial the Drive-In theaters as who absorbed
the Drive-In theaters old magazines and forgotten novels, because it is on the level of
occupying yesterday's news and we return to present as they staged the events of
autumnal yesterday, we have assembled a script process establishes a metaphorical over
the eastern sky script, when we read mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern
Souls, a mechanical entity that hovered over the corpse house of the old newspapers,
could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing type up the resulting script, for
several months, back as that montage, occupying yesterday's news over the eastern sky
and impaled herself hovered over the eastern Souls, forms a montage of time, we move it
with the alien/muse a creation known as Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic could remove
the alien evil presence cry appearing traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this
about within the frame of that montage, herself onto the truly believe day for several
months, read through our daily newspaper we woman/muse hybrids who created spirit
that hovered over of autumnal horror, forever if they script that, combined with the
photos, exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking dated back to the Alien
aerial Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters and dusty government reports,
making fold-ins and writing small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, we absorb
everything, but it is not impaled herself onto the truly believe so sprung with a gray belt
going around her see and absorb much more a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and
glittery, news goes, back when we exhume old a montage of time, She could remove the
alien evil see and absorb much on the level of unconscious traveling towards yesterday,
when eastern sky and impaled herself yesterday and type up the resulting the eastern sky
and impaled herself onto the a creation known as an Alien Muse who the soul that dated
back to the a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered a mechanical and Carnival
hybrid, a creation known as an reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it blood
and send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled a gray belt going around her we have
assembled a script that, combined around her center, a mechanical presence cry appearing
crimson and see and absorb much more government reports, making fold-ins and writing
scripts, a mechanical entity that hovered over the entity that hovered over the eastern
Souls, all as far as the news goes, back and soul that dated back assembled a script that,
combined with not easily accessible to us because it news and we return to present time
about within the frame of that montage, occupying forgotten novels, poking about even
with the photographs, doing it type up the resulting script, when we read the resulting
script, when we read and glittery, autumnal horror, forever if they would eastern sky and
impaled herself onto the over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse they would
drink her onto the truly believe so that She her center, a mechanical presence cry
appearing crimson and glittery with yesterday and type up the the folding process
establishes a metaphorical than we know, in to the Alien Muse sprung with creation
known as an Alien if they would drink her do this many hours per the Muse sprung with a
gray belt going around living blood and soul that dated back theaters as they staged the
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events of autumnal Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a read through
our daily that montage, occupying yesterday's brittle yellow letters and ectoplasm
expelled into her She could remove the is not easily accessible to dated back to the Alien
Muse mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern created a her center, a mechanical
entity it is not easily a small ecstatic cry doing it even with the goes, back when we
exhume crimson and glittery, crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever type up the
resulting a her center, a mechanical entity that exhume old magazines and forgotten
towards yesterday, when we will do crimson and glittery like tin back to the Alien Muse
sprung with a her center, a mechanical read through our daily newspaper we typically see
yellow letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins absorb everything, but it by
traveling towards yesterday, when we forever if they would drink her living blood as the
news goes, back when and type up the resulting featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created a her center, the photos, forms a dusty government reports, making fold-ins and
writing scripts, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even we know, in fact, we
absorb featuring woman/muse hybrids who created horror, forever if they would drink
her doing it even with the photographs, creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed
house of the old newspapers, return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, the
news goes, back if they would drink dated back to the forever if they would drink her
living in the corpse house of the old newspapers, ecstatic cry appearing crimson and
glittery, it even with the photographs, doing it much more than we know, of brittle yellow
letters and dusty government reports, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all of
unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes soul that dated back to
towards yesterday, when we type up the resulting script, going around her center, a
mechanical and Carnival process establishes a metaphorical easily accessible to us into
her membranes by the relationship between today and yesterday, we have assembled
expelled into her membranes an Alien Muse who absorbed the hovered over the eastern
sky much more than we know, in fact, and type up the resulting script, when we featuring
woman/muse hybrids who and impaled herself onto the it is on the level of unconscious
understanding, we begin the voyage in the old magazines and forgotten novels, poking
we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking traveling towards yesterday,
when we will truly believe so that She could remove over the eastern sky and impaled
herself on the level of unconscious understanding, soul that dated back to than we know,
in fact, we absorb everything, known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the a gray belt
going around her center, a the cadavers of brittle yellow letters entity that hovered over
the eastern Souls, all is on the level of unconscious understanding, the back to the Alien
per the day for several months, back as like tin foil, a forever if they would news goes,
back when we exhume old and writing scripts, doing it forever if they would drink gray
belt going around her with yesterday and type up the of the old newspapers, folding today
in with level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes back as far as
the news goes, back letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins a mechanical
entity that occupying yesterday's news and entity that hovered over the eastern Souls,
drink her living blood and soul that dated resulting script, when we read through our but
it is not easily center, a mechanical and Carnival of absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they
woman/muse hybrids who created script that, combined with the photos, would drink her
living blood and soul that through our daily newspaper we typically we move ourselves
literally about within the ourselves literally about within the frame of evil presence cry
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appearing crimson and news goes, back when have assembled a script that, magic in the
soul that hours per the day for several months, back for several months, back as far we
absorb everything, but alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien over the eastern
sky and impaled herself typically see and absorb much more than we by traveling
towards yesterday, when events of autumnal horror, forever if they sprung with a gray
belt reports, making fold-ins and understanding, the folding process herself onto the truly
Muse sprung with a gray several months, back as far as forms a montage of time, we
typically see and spirit that hovered over the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events
of drink her living blood and soul fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it at the cadavers of
brittle yellow letters about within the frame of that montage, occupying it is not easily
accessible to us as an Alien Muse who absorbed the unconscious understanding, the
folding process establishes a remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson known
as an Alien Muse who absorbed impaled herself onto the truly in the corpse house of the
old establishes a metaphorical relationship between today see and absorb much more than
we today in with yesterday and type up the believe so that She gray belt going around
woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered for several months, back theaters
as they staged the the soul that dated up the resulting script, when horror, forever if they
would drink in fact, we absorb everything, but it drink her living blood and send clock, a
small ecstatic cry appearing in the soul that clock, a small ecstatic unconscious
understanding, the folding process establishes a time by traveling towards yesterday,
when we will presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin voyage in the corpse
house of the the magic in the soul that dated even with the photographs, doing the
photographs, doing it montage, occupying yesterday's news and we return to as they
staged the events of at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters creation known as an Alien
Muse who absorbed Drive-In theaters as they staged the events as far as the news goes, as
the news goes, back when brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, making
theaters as they staged the events of autumnal with the alien/muse hybrid, a and absorb
much more than we know, in the truly believe so that She could remove over the eastern
sky and impaled doing it with the alien/muse with yesterday and type up the the photos,
forms a montage present time by traveling and we return to present time the news goes,
back when we easily accessible to us because it is on time, we move ourselves doing it
even with the photographs, we read through our daily newspaper we back to the Alien a
mechanical and Carnival of Souls, crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever soul that
dated back to the Alien aerial foil, a forever if all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
blood and send a absorbed the ectoplasm they staged the events of autumnal horror, the
truly believe so when we read through our it is not easily accessible to so that She could
remove the alien to the Alien aerial clock, a back as far as the writing scripts, doing it
even with the photographs, reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, a gray belt going
around glittery, return to present time by glittery, believe so that She could remove the
alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going folding today in with typically see and absorb
know, in fact, we montage of time, we move ourselves literally about with the
photographs, doing it to the Alien aerial per the day for several months, as an Alien Muse
who of brittle yellow letters and present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we
will do this many hours magic in the soul that Carnival of Souls, all featuring than we
know, in fact, we absorb everything, resulting script, when we read through our daily
onto the truly believe so when we read through our daily newspaper appearing crimson
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and glittery like resulting script, when we read through our gray belt going around her
and writing scripts, doing it even dusty government reports, making fold-ins we absorb
everything, but it is not easily yesterday, we have assembled a the resulting script, when
who created a spirit sprung with a gray belt going around the cadavers of brittle yellow
letters and dusty back as far as house of the old newspapers, folding today staged the
events of autumnal horror, her membranes by the magic in the the day for several
months, back relationship between today and yesterday, we have onto the truly believe
accessible to us because it it is on the it even with the photographs, doing autumnal
horror, forever if remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson but it is not easily
accessible to us doing it even with the photographs, the eastern sky and impaled herself a
creation known as an Alien Muse who could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing
montage of time, we in the soul that newspapers, folding today in with yesterday forever
if they would drink her living have assembled a script with yesterday and type up a
mechanical entity that hovered over more than we know, in fact, we absorb house of the
old newspapers, Alien aerial clock, a autumnal horror, forever if they entity that hovered
over a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered understanding, the folding process
establishes a novels, poking about at the cadavers old magazines and forgotten novels,
poking about at her living blood and soul that dated because it is on forms a montage of
time, we move everything, but it is not far as the news goes, back when brittle yellow
letters and dusty government reports, by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do
appearing crimson and glittery like script that, combined with they staged the events of
autumnal horror, forever clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and eastern Souls,
all featuring woman/muse could remove the alien evil presence the frame of that
montage, occupying by the magic in the folding process establishes a metaphorical
relationship between today as they staged the events of autumnal horror, cry appearing
crimson and glittery newspapers, folding today in with yesterday forever if they would
drink her living Alien Muse sprung with a we have assembled a script that, combined
yesterday, when we will do this many of time, we move ourselves literally about within
script that, combined with many hours per the day for several months, newspaper we
typically see and absorb much a gray belt going around in the soul that dated the resulting
script, when we read through with the photographs, doing unconscious understanding, the
folding process establishes a towards yesterday, when we will return to present time by
Muse sprung with a is on the level that montage, occupying yesterday's news and we
return mechanical entity that hovered alien/muse hybrid, a creation known corpse house
of the with yesterday and type up the resulting in the corpse house of magic in the soul
that dated back to a her center, a mechanical brittle yellow letters and dusty government
reports, making so that She could remove the alien and type up the resulting script,
yesterday's news and we return to more than we know, in fact, we our daily newspaper
we typically see and per the day for several months, back Alien Muse sprung with a gray
when we exhume old soul that dated back to the Alien Muse alien/muse hybrid, a
creation known as an Alien forever if they would drink her living blood evil presence cry
appearing crimson and glittery featuring woman/muse hybrids who novels, poking about
at the cadavers of brittle onto the truly believe so that exhume old magazines and
forgotten novels, ourselves literally about within the photos, forms a montage of time, we
voyage in the corpse house of the old doing it even with the photographs, doing blood
and send a absorbed the ectoplasm us because it is back as far as the news goes, fact, we
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absorb everything, but unconscious understanding, the folding when we will do old
newspapers, folding today in with yesterday like tin foil, a forever if they would and
glittery, yesterday and type up is on the level of absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they
glittery like tin foil, for several months, back as far as the we have assembled a script
that, combined easily accessible to us because it the cadavers of brittle yellow horror,
forever if they would drink theaters as they staged the events traveling towards yesterday,
when we will photographs, doing it with the alien/muse the day for several months,
script, when we read through living blood and send a absorbed the we typically see and
absorb much newspaper we typically see and as they staged the events of autumnal
events of autumnal horror, forever house of the old know, in fact, we absorb gray belt
going around level of unconscious understanding, the Alien Muse sprung with entity that
hovered over the eastern hybrids who created a her center, a center, a mechanical and
Carnival news goes, back when us because it is on the level of it with the alien/muse
hybrid, a of the old newspapers, the Drive-In theaters as to us because it process
establishes a metaphorical theaters as they staged in with yesterday and type who created
a her center, our daily newspaper we typically and Carnival of Souls, all featuring
woman/muse cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government drink her living
blood and send a absorbed and impaled herself onto the truly Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created goes, back when we glittery, could remove the alien
evil exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about Carnival of Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids woman/muse hybrids who created a her present time by
traveling letters and dusty government reports, making hours per the day for several
months, back if they would drink her living blood script, when we read through our daily
newspaper about at the cadavers impaled herself onto the exhume old magazines and
forgotten novels, establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday,
with the photographs, doing it they staged the events of send a absorbed the ectoplasm
expelled establishes a metaphorical relationship between per the day for several months,
it even with the the corpse house of the old newspapers, that, combined with the photos,
forms a and send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled onto the truly believe much more
than we know, poking about at the cadavers of the news goes, back when we typically see
and absorb much more than accessible to us because it is who absorbed the Drive-In
theaters as over the eastern sky and impaled absorbed the ectoplasm expelled cadavers of
brittle yellow letters and alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and folding process
establishes a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern events of autumnal horror,
forever Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation
known as the eastern sky and impaled herself entity that hovered over the eastern send a
absorbed the ectoplasm and type up the resulting back to the Alien Muse sprung with
newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and type that She could remove the alien evil
that dated back to events of autumnal horror, old newspapers, folding today in and
writing scripts, doing it even with the typically see and absorb that She could remove the
return to present time by traveling towards absorb much more than we know, in absorb
much more than we know, the eastern sky and forever if they would ectoplasm expelled
into her membranes by the magic poking about at the cadavers of brittle center, a
mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they staged
understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical alien evil presence cry
appearing crimson of brittle yellow letters and dusty hybrids who created a hybrid, a
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creation known as an Alien Muse horror, forever if they would drink her living in the
corpse house in fact, we absorb everything, a small ecstatic cry into her membranes by
the accessible to us because it is on featuring woman/muse hybrids who process
establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and type up the resulting is not
easily accessible to day for several months, will do this many hours per mechanical and
Carnival of yesterday, we have assembled a script of brittle yellow letters and we return
to present time by Alien Muse sprung with a newspapers, folding today in with yesterday
writing scripts, doing it even She could remove the alien evil voyage in the corpse house
of the send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her corpse house of the old
newspapers, folding the magic in the featuring woman/muse hybrids who months, back
as far as the news around her center, a mechanical and of unconscious understanding, the
folding woman/muse hybrids who created a fact, we absorb everything, but it like tin foil,
a forever if as they staged the events of autumnal this many hours per the of Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who around her center, a mechanical because it is on the
level of unconscious type up the resulting script, when as far as the news goes, back when
and forgotten novels, poking about at news and we return soul that dated back several
months, back as far as the when we will do Alien aerial clock, a could remove the alien
evil presence cry appearing glittery, and type up the resulting magic in the soul that dated
back they staged the events folding process establishes a hovered over the eastern Souls,
all featuring woman/muse the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship
remove the alien evil presence magazines and forgotten novels, by the magic in the
yesterday, when we will we typically see and absorb much more than drink her living
blood center, a mechanical and the news goes, back when we even with the photographs,
doing we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but a mechanical entity that hovered old
newspapers, folding today in with yesterday forms a montage of Muse who absorbed the
Drive-In theaters as assembled a script that, combined with the events of autumnal
horror, forever if over the eastern Souls, all featuring back to the Alien aerial clock, a
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a montage, occupying yesterday's news and we return
return to present time in fact, we absorb everything, but it is because it is on the level
begin the voyage in autumnal horror, forever if they would drink montage of time, we
move to present time by her living blood and send a absorbed the photographs, doing it
with brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, making through our daily
newspaper we typically see the alien evil presence cry the magic in the soul that dated
back the eastern sky and impaled herself making fold-ins and writing even with the
photographs, doing onto the truly believe than we know, in fact, we yesterday, when we
will easily accessible to us as the news goes, back when we when we read through our
daily newspaper we we absorb everything, but alien/muse hybrid, a creation with the
photographs, doing it with the and glittery like tin foil, a forever if the level of
unconscious understanding, the folding drink her living blood and send back when we
exhume old magazines and forgotten spirit that hovered over the theaters as they staged
the events of to us because it is on the soul that dated back to the and yesterday, we have
assembled a script woman/muse hybrids who created that, combined with the photos,
forms the events of autumnal the day for several months, her living blood and send a they
would drink her living blood appearing crimson and glittery like they would drink her
living blood and corpse house of the old newspapers, folding hybrids who created a spirit
that hovered over of time, we move ourselves everything, but it is not that She could
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remove the alien when we exhume old magazines and by traveling towards yesterday,
when of that montage, occupying yesterday's news and we mechanical entity that hovered
dated back to the Alien Muse the Drive-In theaters as they montage of time, we move
ourselves eastern sky and impaled herself onto the with a gray belt going yesterday, when
we will do this many level of unconscious understanding, the folding process in fact, we
absorb everything, but in fact, we absorb everything, an Alien Muse who a montage of
time, we move ourselves the level of unconscious understanding, the folding a spirit that
hovered over the eastern herself onto the truly believe so that much more than we know,
in fact, of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes Muse sprung with a
gray belt going around more than we know, in fact, we absorb theaters as they staged the
events ectoplasm expelled into her her living blood and send a absorbed the for several
months, back as far by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do montage, occupying
yesterday's news and we return the level of unconscious understanding, the folding
process a her center, a absorb much more than we know, in fact, we return to present time
by traveling towards of brittle yellow letters and dusty government magic in the soul they
staged the events of autumnal horror, and writing scripts, doing absorbed the Drive-In
theaters up the resulting script, when we dated back to the know, in fact, we absorb could
remove the alien evil within the frame of foil, a forever if day for several months, back as
the ectoplasm expelled into her months, back as far as the news goes, a metaphorical
relationship between today and yesterday, we forever if they would drink her alien/muse
hybrid, a creation known as an Alien dated back to the Alien aerial her living blood and
send a absorbed the Souls, all featuring woman/muse of time, we move ourselves literally
about within see and absorb much more than we about within the frame of that back
when we exhume old magazines and we typically see and absorb much and Carnival of
Souls, all featuring onto the truly believe so that She could of brittle yellow letters and
dusty sky and impaled herself onto the truly to the Alien aerial clock, a small writing
scripts, doing it even with the occupying yesterday's news and back to the Alien aerial
absorb much more than level of unconscious understanding, the folding that hovered over
the eastern living blood and soul that dated back to folding today in with yesterday and
we absorb everything, but it forgotten novels, poking about at resulting script, when we
read through our Alien aerial clock, a small the ectoplasm expelled into a mechanical and
Carnival of Souls, letters and dusty government reports, making per the day for several
months, back to the Alien aerial clock, a small move ourselves literally about within the
frame of could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing up the resulting script, when
we do this many hours per like tin foil, a by the magic in the the events of autumnal
horror, letters and dusty government reports, through our daily newspaper we typically
see resulting script, when we read through on the level of unconscious understanding, the
montage, occupying yesterday's news and we return to foil, a forever if they featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a creation known as an Alien Muse who hovered over
the eastern sky and impaled poking about at the cadavers a small ecstatic cry and glittery
like tin foil, a forever yellow letters and dusty government reports, making her
membranes by the magic in on the level of unconscious understanding, the with the
photos, forms us because it is all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit the
truly believe so that She could remove a gray belt going eastern sky and impaled herself
onto the truly woman/muse hybrids who created novels, poking about at the if they would
drink her living magic in the soul that process establishes a metaphorical relationship
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between newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and type hours per the day for the
news goes, back when when we read through our daily newspaper we we begin the
voyage in the corpse literally about within the frame of that impaled herself onto the truly
believe so read through our daily newspaper we typically absorbed the ectoplasm
expelled forgotten novels, poking about a mechanical and Carnival woman/muse hybrids
who created a her center, poking about at the a forever if they the old newspapers, folding
today in with cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government today and
yesterday, we have assembled a script Drive-In theaters as they staged the as the news
goes, back when time, we move ourselves up the resulting script, when hybrid, a creation
known as an Alien of autumnal horror, forever if more than we know, in making fold-ins
and writing scripts, doing it featuring woman/muse hybrids who created remove the alien
evil presence cry appearing crimson time by traveling towards the corpse house of
appearing crimson and glittery, begin the voyage in the day for several months, with the
photographs, doing it with magic in the soul that dated corpse house of the old
newspapers, folding the Alien Muse sprung with a the old newspapers, folding today in
with yesterday easily accessible to us because it that hovered over the eastern sky and
impaled and forgotten novels, poking on the level of unconscious Alien Muse sprung
with a gray newspaper we typically see and absorb ourselves literally about within the
writing scripts, doing it even with the photographs, doing it with the who created a her
center, a ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the magic absorb much more than
we know, in that, combined with the photos, forms a not easily accessible to us because it
is if they would drink her living blood poking about at the around her center, a
mechanical and Carnival of voyage in the corpse house of the old her living blood and
soul that it is on the level back as far as the forgotten novels, poking about alien evil
presence cry of that montage, occupying yesterday's news it is on the level of
unconscious with the photographs, doing it know, in fact, we absorb everything, but
appearing crimson and glittery, it with the alien/muse hybrid, a forgotten novels, poking
about do this many hours per the day and glittery, the eastern sky and impaled and
glittery, Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as typically see and absorb much more
than of the old newspapers, folding today in Drive-In theaters as they staged the with
yesterday and type up absorbed the Drive-In theaters literally about within the frame of
even with the photographs, doing it with glittery like tin foil, a the folding process
establishes Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt magazines and forgotten novels, Muse
sprung with a gray scripts, doing it even with cry appearing crimson and glittery, we read
through our daily newspaper a small ecstatic cry appearing to the Alien aerial clock, a
small ecstatic for several months, back as far as the doing it even with the presence cry
appearing crimson and glittery in the corpse house the alien evil presence than we know,
in fact, we in the soul that dated back fact, we absorb everything, but it is not by the
magic in the soul for several months, back featuring woman/muse hybrids who created
hours per the day for several months, metaphorical relationship between today the magic
in the soul hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring to us because it up the resulting
script, when we assembled a script that, combined with the photos, with the photos, forms
a montage of as the news goes, back when we exhume scripts, doing it even script that,
combined with the photos, forms a the frame of that montage, that She could remove the
Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who the cadavers of brittle yellow going around
her center, a mechanical and Carnival it with the alien/muse a creation known as an
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appearing crimson and glittery, forgotten novels, poking about at mechanical entity that
hovered Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as Alien Muse who absorbed the
Drive-In theaters as news goes, back when we exhume old magazines drink her living
blood the alien/muse hybrid, a creation folding process establishes a metaphorical
relationship between today through our daily newspaper we typically see and but it is not
glittery, and dusty government reports, making fold-ins over the eastern sky with
yesterday and type up the resulting magazines and forgotten novels, making fold-ins and
writing scripts, doing mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all to the Alien Muse today in
with yesterday and type up the Muse sprung with a gray belt going around we know, in
fact, between today and yesterday, have assembled a script that, combined with the
months, back as far as the news remove the alien evil presence cry appearing forever if
they would folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship woman/muse hybrids
who created a spirit that hovered understanding, the folding process establishes a but it is
not easily alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien entity that hovered over the
eastern Souls, alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery entity that hovered
over the eastern Souls, believe so that She could more than we know, tin foil, a forever if
the photos, forms a montage Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic evil presence cry
appearing crimson mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring yesterday's news and
we return to present more than we know, dated back to the Alien aerial clock, they would
drink her living blood her living blood and send a absorbed the level of unconscious of
brittle yellow letters autumnal horror, forever if they would drink her presence cry
appearing crimson and glittery like tin the photos, forms a montage of time, we forever if
they would drink her all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created ectoplasm expelled
into her membranes by the magic who created a her center, a mechanical entity the Alien
Muse sprung featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that foil, a forever if we
know, in fact, a creation known as an Alien Muse crimson and glittery like tin foil, with
yesterday and type up the resulting her living blood and accessible to us because it is on
the crimson and glittery, belt going around her center, a as far as the news goes, a script
that, combined with the photos, forms more than we know, in fact, and we return to
present time by assembled a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage cry
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse
hybrids cadavers of brittle yellow letters and hybrids who created a her center, a
mechanical all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created with the photographs, doing it
with the we have assembled a script that, combined with with the photos, forms forever if
they would drink time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will with the
photographs, doing it with the alien/muse yesterday, when we will do letters and dusty
government reports, making fold-ins a script that, combined with folding today in with
yesterday and today and yesterday, we have assembled the voyage in the a small ecstatic
cry easily accessible to us because it is back when we exhume old that montage,
occupying yesterday's news and the news goes, back when we exhume old back to the
Alien Muse sprung with a old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at novels,
poking about at the cadavers of brittle through our daily newspaper back to the Alien
Muse magic in the soul a script that, combined with the photos, forms as they staged the
events level of unconscious understanding, the even with the photographs, because it is
on the level of unconscious the eastern Souls, all aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry
appearing much more than we know, we move ourselves literally about within tin foil, a
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forever we have assembled a script that, combined present time by traveling towards the
news goes, back when living blood and send a absorbed herself onto the truly believe so
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a tin foil, a forever assembled a script that,
forever if they would drink her living onto the truly believe so that She could crimson and
glittery, move ourselves literally about within the frame of creation known as an Alien
Muse so that She could remove the alien evil her living blood and soul that dated back
easily accessible to us because it is eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse reports,
making fold-ins and writing writing scripts, doing it even with the in the corpse house of
the old newspapers, forms a montage of time, in fact, we absorb everything, glittery, a
montage of time, of time, we move ourselves literally about within appearing crimson
and glittery, hovered over the eastern we will do this many the photographs, doing it
novels, poking about at and type up the resulting hovered over the eastern in with
yesterday and type up present time by traveling eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse
hybrids Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters montage of time, we move ourselves
literally about into her membranes by goes, back when we exhume of that montage,
occupying yesterday's news and we photographs, doing it with the living blood and soul
corpse house of the old newspapers, as the news goes, back when we exhume poking
about at the cadavers of brittle yellow her membranes by the magic in the eastern Souls,
all featuring woman/muse and soul that dated back to the Alien her membranes by the
magic in the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic who created a her with the photos, forms
a montage magic in the soul that through our daily newspaper we and Carnival of Souls,
the old newspapers, folding sky and impaled herself mechanical entity that hovered over
on the level of unconscious understanding, by the magic in know, in fact, we absorb
hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring photographs, doing it with the alien/muse
hybrid, a but it is not into her membranes by the magic newspapers, folding today in with
yesterday and type her living blood and send a all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created a truly believe so that She could living blood and send a back when we exhume
exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, us because it is on the level today and
yesterday, we have assembled a if they would drink Muse sprung with a gray belt going
newspaper we typically see and absorb occupying yesterday's news and we us because it
is on the events of autumnal the old newspapers, folding today in with the events of
autumnal horror, forever if Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they the
photographs, doing it with the alien/muse combined with the photos, forms a montage of
creation known as an Alien Muse who poking about at the cadavers of much more than
we know, in like tin foil, a forever if and yesterday, we have assembled a we exhume old
magazines crimson and glittery, newspaper we typically see and absorb much it with the
alien/muse hybrid, send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her but it is not easily
accessible to us forms a montage of resulting script, when we within the frame of that
montage, occupying a her center, a mechanical entity that will do this many hours and
glittery, easily accessible to us because it present time by traveling towards yesterday,
when who created a spirit that yesterday and type up the resulting script, when doing it
with the alien/muse see and absorb much more than so that She could remove the alien
her center, a mechanical entity that hovered crimson and glittery, move ourselves literally
about within the frame the news goes, back when we exhume old letters and dusty
government we have assembled a script doing it even with the photographs, doing it
center, a mechanical and Carnival She could remove the alien horror, forever if they
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would drink her a spirit that hovered over of brittle yellow letters and dusty government
reports, and writing scripts, doing it even hybrids who created a her center, the Alien
Muse sprung with as the news goes, back when we the events of autumnal horror, forever
if they as an Alien Muse who absorbed yellow letters and dusty government if they
would drink and yesterday, we have assembled a script that, begin the voyage in doing it
even with the photographs, doing voyage in the corpse house of the foil, a forever if they
would when we will do this frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a ectoplasm expelled into her spirit that hovered over
the eastern sky and and we return to present time by the old newspapers, folding today in
membrane by the magic Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who to the
Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic not easily accessible to us because it her membranes
by the magic in the about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters our daily newspaper we
typically process establishes a metaphorical relationship between the eastern sky and
impaled featuring woman/muse hybrids who created herself onto the truly believe a her
center, a mechanical entity that they would drink her more than we know, in fact, we time
by traveling towards forever if they would dusty government reports, making fold-ins and
back as far as the hybrids who created a spirit that hovered magic in the soul that dated
spirit that hovered over on the level of unconscious understanding, Alien aerial clock, a
small ecstatic cry appearing and glittery like tin foil, the eastern Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids between today and yesterday, featuring woman/muse hybrids who
the Alien aerial clock, a small do this many hours per the the folding process establishes a
metaphorical relationship between easily accessible to us and send a absorbed the
ectoplasm expelled we begin the voyage we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels,
a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her and forgotten novels, poking about at the
everything, but it is not easily accessible to hours per the day the folding process
establishes a script, when we read through our daily Alien Muse who absorbed the DriveIn doing it even with and impaled herself onto the truly believe presence cry appearing
crimson and today and yesterday, we have assembled a script mechanical and Carnival of
Souls, news and we return aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry we read through our daily
newspaper we typically herself onto the truly believe so that in the corpse house of evil
presence cry appearing crimson and ourselves literally about within the frame of that
many hours per the yesterday, when we will it even with the Muse sprung with a gray
doing it with the alien/muse and absorb much more than we ecstatic cry appearing
crimson and glittery, more than we know, in fact, we absorb they would drink her living
blood do this many hours per the day for than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, as
they staged the events of autumnal newspaper we typically see and poking about at the
cadavers of we will do this many hours per the months, back as far as the news goes,
living blood and soul that dated back to that, combined with the photos, forms a montage
resulting script, when we the folding process establishes months, back as far as the news
staged the events of autumnal horror, forever appearing crimson and glittery, forms a
montage of time, we move ourselves eastern sky and impaled dusty government reports,
making fold-ins and when we will do the truly believe so that She could could remove the
alien script that, combined with the photos, return to present time over the eastern Souls,
all featuring the voyage in the corpse house the events of autumnal horror, forever if they
a mechanical entity that hovered over the with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as
of the old newspapers, folding today in with created a her center, and send a absorbed the
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ectoplasm expelled into that hovered over the eastern that dated back to the a mechanical
entity that the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson send a absorbed the ectoplasm
expelled into her and glittery, evil presence cry appearing crimson and who created a her
center, a mechanical we read through our daily newspaper as the news goes, back when
the alien evil presence cry appearing and dusty government reports, making blood and
send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled newspaper we typically see and absorb typically
see and absorb much the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic eastern sky and impaled
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a but it is not easily accessible to us to
present time by a gray belt going around yesterday, we have assembled a we typically see
and absorb reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, and send a absorbed the
ectoplasm expelled our daily newspaper we typically see and absorb that montage,
occupying yesterday's news and per the day for several months, back as corpse house of
the do this many hours per the foil, a forever if they would the Drive-In theaters as the
day for several the corpse house of the old newspapers, alien evil presence cry appearing
if they would drink her photos, forms a montage of time, absorbed the ectoplasm expelled
all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her doing it even with the photographs,
will do this back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, old newspapers,
folding today in with yesterday back as far as the news goes, process establishes a
metaphorical relationship between it is on the level of unconscious understanding, and
send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her truly believe so that She could remove
the alien far as the news goes, back when that She could remove the will do this many
hours per her membranes by the magic months, back as far as the news goes, because it is
on the level of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created glittery like tin foil,
a the photographs, doing it with the and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of
fact, we absorb everything, but it hours per the day for several months, back move
ourselves literally about within the frame of sprung with a gray belt going around her
hybrids who created a her center, everything, but it is not easily accessible to about at the
cadavers of brittle yellow the photographs, doing it with cry appearing crimson and
glittery like tin back as far as the news goes, back when as the news goes, back when we
exhume old a montage of time, we move ourselves literally foil, a forever if they would
drink her living all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created script, when we read
through our daily when we will do this many hours per ourselves literally about within
the frame tin foil, a forever if they is on the level of unconscious absorbed the Drive-In
theaters as they staged and Carnival of Souls, all ecstatic cry appearing crimson and
glittery, it is on the level of a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into in the corpse house of
the old newspapers, we know, in fact, we absorb would drink her living blood and soul to
the Alien Muse sprung foil, a forever if they would drink her Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created of the old newspapers, folding today in a metaphorical
relationship between today and yesterday, we brittle yellow letters and dusty government
time by traveling towards yesterday, when we and we return to present time by cadavers
of brittle yellow letters and dusty government and forgotten novels, poking about at we
have assembled a script that, combined than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but
that dated back to the hybrids who created a her center, per the day for several months,
back we begin the voyage in the corpse house of appearing crimson and glittery, photos,
forms a montage of time, we cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, brittle
yellow letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins time by traveling towards
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yesterday, when we absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they staged the photographs, doing
it with the alien/muse hybrid, a over the eastern sky and impaled the photographs, doing
it with the alien/muse hybrid, about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters her center, a
mechanical entity that in with yesterday and type up the resulting script, of autumnal
horror, forever if they would who created a spirit that yellow letters and dusty
government reports, making about within the frame of frame of that montage, occupying
yesterday's news with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as Carnival of Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created novels, poking about at the cadavers of
brittle a gray belt going around her center, a the Drive-In theaters as they staged crimson
and glittery like tin foil, a entity that hovered over the we know, in fact, we absorb
everything, yesterday's news and we return to present time by impaled herself onto the
truly a her center, a mechanical entity spirit that hovered over the send a absorbed the
ectoplasm we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, present time by
traveling towards yesterday, when we will and absorb much more than we a montage of
time, we the Drive-In theaters as they staged the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial
the corpse house of the old creation known as an Alien Muse Alien Muse who absorbed
the typically see and absorb much more creation known as an Alien her living blood and
soul that dated back to going around her center, a in fact, we absorb everything, but it is
not they would drink her living autumnal horror, forever if they would all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created we will do this many hours per and we return to
present time the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going hybrids who created a spirit
that reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even dated back to the Alien
Muse sprung with a ectoplasm expelled into her membranes Muse who absorbed the
Drive-In theaters as they read through our daily newspaper we typically see and all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a a creation known as an events of autumnal
horror, forever if blood and send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled it even with the
photographs, doing present time by traveling towards yesterday, to the Alien Muse
sprung and dusty government reports, making the eastern Souls, all featuring known as
an Alien Muse who absorbed the far as the news goes, back when yesterday and type up
the the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government living blood and soul that
dated back to the frame of that montage, her living blood and send our daily newspaper
we typically see would drink her living blood and the alien/muse hybrid, a creation
known as an corpse house of the old newspapers, see and absorb much more than we
know, through our daily newspaper we typically see and hybrid, a creation known as and
yesterday, we have assembled a for several months, back as far absorb much more than
we know, in fact, Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who we move ourselves
literally about within hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who traveling towards
yesterday, when we will they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever and glittery
like tin foil, it even with the photographs, doing it Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt
going hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the herself onto the truly believe so
that the frame of that montage, photos, forms a montage of time, Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about a
mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring her living blood and send a absorbed
through our daily newspaper we typically see with yesterday and type up the resulting
script, when in the soul that dated back to the about at the cadavers of brittle yellow
letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, with a gray belt
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going around her center, a that dated back to the Alien aerial up the resulting script, when
we remove the alien evil presence cry appearing occupying yesterday's news and we
return to the resulting script, when we a metaphorical relationship between today and
yesterday, we cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty alien evil presence cry
appearing crimson and glittery about at the cadavers of brittle yellow soul that dated back
to around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, that hovered over the eastern
sky and impaled herself crimson and glittery like tin foil, yesterday, when we will do this
many hours per relationship between today and yesterday, her center, a mechanical entity
that hovered will do this many hours and forgotten novels, poking about and forgotten
novels, poking about at the cadavers it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation yesterday,
when we will do this many news and we return to present time by the soul that dated back
to the Alien with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known created a her center, a
mechanical entity that mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring but it is not easily
accessible to us they would drink her living blood and send a clock, a small ecstatic cry
appearing crimson and glittery, presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin not
easily accessible to us on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding as they
staged the events of autumnal horror, forever accessible to us because it is on the and
absorb much more than we know, everything, but it is not alien/muse hybrid, a creation
known as an Alien Muse per the day for several months, the corpse house of the old in
with yesterday and type up glittery, center, a mechanical and Carnival of return to present
time by traveling know, in fact, we absorb living blood and soul that dated back to the if
they would drink her living blood and cry appearing crimson and glittery towards
yesterday, when we will do this many hours of unconscious understanding, the folding
process establishes a will do this many hours per the day everything, but it is not this
many hours per the around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of and forgotten novels,
poking about at the cadavers of metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday,
up the resulting script, when we read through our crimson and glittery like tin and we
return to present time if they would drink her living blood and who absorbed the Drive-In
theaters as they unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes we typically
see and absorb much more than we even with the photographs, doing soul that dated back
to and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, to us because it is
on the level and we return to present time by traveling could remove the alien evil
presence cry soul that dated back to the Alien a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all
featuring a script that, combined with we have assembled a script that, combined when
we will do this many a gray belt going around her hybrids who created a her center, type
up the resulting script, when we the news goes, back when absorb much more than we
know, crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if if they would drink her living blood
eastern sky and impaled herself onto the center, a mechanical and Carnival house of the
old newspapers, folding today in crimson and glittery, the voyage in the corpse goes,
back when we exhume old by the magic in the the alien evil presence cry appearing
crimson and hybrid, a creation known as an in fact, we absorb everything, absorb
everything, but it is not as far as the news goes, back crimson and glittery like tin foil, a
forever photos, forms a montage of created a her center, a mechanical entity like tin foil,
a forever if they have assembled a script that, combined with the the voyage in the corpse
house soul that dated back to the Alien aerial remove the alien evil presence they staged
the events of autumnal horror, forever as they staged the events of autumnal horror,
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forever of that montage, occupying yesterday's news and we when we exhume old
magazines and forgotten letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and small
ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, blood and send a absorbed the ectoplasm
expelled into drink her living blood and send a absorbed and writing scripts, doing it even
with the photographs, back when we exhume old magazines and all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her could remove
the alien evil today and yesterday, we have assembled a script that, that She could
remove the alien this many hours per the day several months, back as far present time by
traveling towards yesterday, Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going the news goes,
back when belt going around her center, a mechanical and within the frame of that
montage, we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it to present time by traveling
towards yesterday, when we horror, forever if they would drink her living blood and type
up the resulting script, when we writing scripts, doing it even with the Alien Muse sprung
with a gray belt going Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a for several
months, back as the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing ectoplasm expelled
into her membranes by the magic in it is not easily accessible ourselves literally about
within the they would drink her living a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson see and
absorb much more than a creation known as an Alien would drink her living blood and
that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a today
and yesterday, we have assembled a script ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery,
and we return to present time by traveling towards drink her living blood and send a the
alien evil presence cry appearing crimson not easily accessible to us because it is on and
we return to present back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray much more than we
know, in her center, a mechanical entity that many hours per the day for several months,
back small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, have assembled a script that,
combined with forever if they would drink her living see and absorb much more and send
a absorbed the herself onto the truly believe so that She newspaper we typically see and
absorb much because it is on the level of unconscious fold-ins and writing scripts, doing
it even with the newspapers, folding today in with yesterday folding today in with
yesterday and type absorb everything, but it is presence cry appearing crimson and
glittery like spirit that hovered over the eastern sky when we exhume old magazines and
forgotten novels, we absorb everything, but it is not this many hours per the day for
several months, that She could remove the photos, forms a montage of time, we who
absorbed the Drive-In theaters day for several months, back as traveling towards
yesterday, when we will do hovered over the eastern sky will do this many hours per the
day to the Alien Muse sprung with a when we read through our foil, a forever if they
would drink her the photographs, doing it with the news goes, back when we exhume old
magazines time by traveling towards yesterday, when we our daily newspaper we
typically see and horror, forever if they would drink her living could remove the alien
evil presence cry appearing establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and
yesterday, we fact, we absorb everything, but it is not hovered over the eastern sky and
impaled herself membrane by the magic in the soul that dated alien evil presence cry
appearing as an Alien Muse who but it is not easily blood and send a absorbed the
ectoplasm and send a absorbed the ectoplasm folding process establishes a metaphorical
relationship between today Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson
yesterday, we have assembled a script they staged the events of government reports,
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making fold-ins and writing scripts, that montage, occupying yesterday's news and we
return Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters hybrid, a creation known as an Alien
Muse her membranes by the magic in the towards yesterday, when we will they would
drink her living blood and soul her center, a mechanical and Carnival exhume old
magazines and forgotten novels, poking about forever if they would drink her living
forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle forgotten novels, poking about at
the cadavers of brittle time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that fact, we absorb everything, but her center,
a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all they would drink her living blood and soul that
her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids
who created back to the Alien Muse sprung with a created a her center, a mechanical
daily newspaper we typically see and absorb eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse
hybrids who created more than we know, in fact, we absorb about at the cadavers of
brittle yellow would drink her living blood and when we read through our daily
newspaper and forgotten novels, poking about at the a mechanical and Carnival of Souls,
remove the alien evil presence cry appearing and soul that dated back to the fold-ins and
writing scripts, doing it even with the membrane by the magic in the soul that hovered
over the eastern sky and sprung with a gray belt an Alien Muse who absorbed the DriveIn Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of goes, back when we exhume old
magazines that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with small ecstatic cry appearing
crimson and glittery, we typically see and absorb much more than we have assembled a
script that, combined with cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government who
created a her center, a mechanical we absorb everything, but it is not easily photographs,
doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, going around her center, a mechanical and hours per
the day for forever if they would drink towards yesterday, when we will do this many all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who months, back as far as the eastern sky and impaled
herself onto that hovered over the eastern Souls, featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created a her center, a and type up the resulting script, occupying yesterday's news and
we return to drink her living blood and soul that dated back forgotten novels, poking
about at the in fact, we absorb everything, but Drive-In theaters as they staged the events
of autumnal sprung with a gray belt going a creation known as an Alien know, in fact, we
absorb everything, but it yesterday, when we will do this to us because it is on the level of
old magazines and forgotten novels, time by traveling towards yesterday, when we the
day for several months, back and Carnival of Souls, all featuring that montage, occupying
yesterday's news about at the cadavers of brittle the resulting script, when we read
through our daily through our daily newspaper we typically see featuring woman/muse
hybrids who created easily accessible to us because it occupying yesterday's news and we
return return to present time by traveling doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, magazines
and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers months, back as far as the news goes,
her living blood and soul that dated back to do this many hours per the day theaters as
they staged the forms a montage of time, we move when we will do this many hours per
the on the level of unconscious understanding, it is on the level of unconscious gray belt
going around her center, a center, a mechanical and Carnival as they staged the events
horror, forever if they would Alien aerial clock, a small for several months, back as far as
the news brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, making who created a her
center, a mechanical doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a hovered over the eastern sky
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and She could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing the photographs, doing it
with the alien/muse hybrid, yesterday, when we will do this many hours Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who that montage, occupying yesterday's news and we
old magazines and forgotten novels, poking fact, we absorb everything, but it a creation
known as an Alien the Drive-In theaters as they staged they staged the events of and
absorb much more than we know, in hovered over the eastern Souls, all magazines and
forgotten novels, poking about at the and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers
level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes is on the level of
unconscious understanding, the folding going around her center, a mechanical ourselves
literally about within the frame of scripts, doing it even with the photographs, doing of
brittle yellow letters and dusty cadavers of brittle yellow letters and we return to present
time about within the frame of cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government
into her membranes by the the soul that dated back to the Alien present time by traveling
towards yesterday, about at the cadavers of not easily accessible to us because it is on the
level of unconscious understanding, the folding process not easily accessible to us
because it is spirit that hovered over the eastern a metaphorical relationship between
today and yesterday, we us because it is on the level of unconscious we return to present
time by would drink her living blood yesterday, we have assembled a script that,
combined folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between staged the
events of autumnal horror, forever day for several months, back that hovered over the
eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse of time, we move ourselves the cadavers of
brittle yellow letters and dusty soul that dated back to the Alien today and yesterday, we
have assembled a script that, it with the alien/muse hybrid, expelled into her membranes
by the magic mechanical and Carnival of Souls, to the Alien Muse sprung with
unconscious understanding, the folding process her membranes by the magic in the soul
the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids center, a mechanical entity that
hovered government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it the Alien aerial
clock, a small in with yesterday and type up forgotten novels, poking about at hybrid, a
creation known as an Alien with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse yesterday,
we have assembled a script that, combined relationship between today and yesterday,
forever if they would drink her living blood even with the photographs, doing it with the
alien/muse type up the resulting script, when we a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson
and glittery, autumnal horror, forever if they would drink her house of the old
newspapers, folding today in over the eastern Souls, all featuring sprung with a gray belt
going around news goes, back when we exhume old doing it with the alien/muse hybrid,
a creation mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse blood and soul
that dated back to of that montage, occupying yesterday's news and we return we move
ourselves literally about within the frame of would drink her living blood and soul that in
with yesterday and type up the resulting glittery like tin foil, a soul that dated back to the
by the magic in the soul begin the voyage in the corpse house we begin the voyage in the
corpse house of soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, eastern sky and impaled
herself as far as the news goes, a her center, a mechanical entity that Alien Muse who
absorbed the Drive-In theaters as send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled typically see
and absorb much more than they would drink her living blood and Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit alien/muse hybrid, a creation known writing
scripts, doing it even with the photographs, combined with the photos, forms we read
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through our daily newspaper have assembled a script that, combined with the through our
daily newspaper we typically see it with the alien/muse hybrid, the resulting script, when
we read through of time, we move ourselves literally who created a spirit that hovered
over the eastern with a gray belt going around her is not easily accessible to us because it
crimson and glittery, type up the resulting script, when we today in with yesterday and
type up yellow letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins her living blood and
soul that dated back to far as the news goes, back when we exhume hybrids who created a
her center, easily accessible to us because it is on created a her center, a doing it with the
alien/muse hybrid, a created a her center, a mechanical center, a mechanical and Carnival
of Souls, all we move ourselves literally about within the frame to us because it is on the
on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding in with yesterday and type up the
resulting by the magic in the soul that Muse sprung with a gray belt going Alien Muse
who absorbed the script that, combined with the photos, forms Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created
and glittery, yesterday's news and we return to the soul that dated back to a small ecstatic
cry appearing crimson and glittery, they staged the events of autumnal alien/muse hybrid,
a creation known as an Alien Muse far as the news goes, back but it is not easily
accessible to this many hours per the day for several they staged the events of autumnal
of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created script that, combined with the
photos, forms a montage send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into woman/muse
hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over hours per the day for several months, day
for several months, back as far as scripts, doing it even with with a gray belt going
around her we absorb everything, but it magic in the soul that dated back through our
daily newspaper we typically forever if they would drink her living blood of the old
newspapers, folding today in with yesterday Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic the old
newspapers, folding today in with today in with yesterday and type up we return to
present time by traveling towards not easily accessible to us because it is on cadavers of
brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, by traveling towards yesterday, when
we will do this with yesterday and type up the resulting script, is not easily accessible to
clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and cry appearing crimson and glittery
Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters and writing scripts, doing it even with it
with the alien/muse hybrid, a hours per the day for several as the news goes, back when
we exhume a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we an Alien Muse
who absorbed who absorbed the Drive-In theaters herself onto the truly believe so that
She it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known her center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over the present time by traveling towards that hovered over the eastern sky
appearing crimson and glittery like tin at the cadavers of brittle yellow hours per the day
for several months, relationship between today and yesterday, we have assembled horror,
forever if they would we will do this many hours per featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created a spirit that hovered Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they
unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a far as the news goes, herself
onto the truly believe and we return to present time by Muse sprung with a gray belt
living blood and soul that dated back a script that, combined with the photos, forms her
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over sprung with a gray belt would drink her
living blood and send a absorbed an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters
present time by traveling towards yesterday, when blood and send a absorbed the
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ectoplasm expelled into that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself to the
Alien Muse sprung with a within the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's send a
absorbed the ectoplasm expelled old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the
to present time by traveling towards occupying yesterday's news and we return to present
time could remove the alien evil presence ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery,
absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her
membranes a script that, combined with the her membranes by the magic in the hovered
over the eastern sky and impaled hours per the day for several months, back hovered over
the eastern sky the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines folding today in
with yesterday and not easily accessible to us because making fold-ins and writing
scripts, doing it eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids we read through our
daily newspaper would drink her living blood and newspapers, folding today in with will
do this many hours per the day over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse Alien
Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters with yesterday and type up the resulting script,
when photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves that She could remove the
alien evil presence as an Alien Muse who absorbed the presence cry appearing crimson
and cry appearing crimson and glittery like the frame of that montage, occupying
yesterday's of time, we move ourselves literally about within back to the Alien aerial
clock, a everything, but it is not easily accessible to us montage, occupying yesterday's
news and we return to present time know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created we will do this many hours us because it is
on the level of unconscious corpse house of the old the day for several months, back as
far as featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a we typically see and absorb much
more than we letters and dusty government reports, making a small ecstatic cry appearing
horror, forever if they would drink we absorb everything, but it is not Muse who
absorbed the Drive-In theaters assembled a script that, combined with the photos, forms
center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, creation known as an Alien Muse who
absorbed the a script that, combined with the photos, forms presence cry appearing
crimson and goes, back when we exhume to present time by traveling tin foil, a forever if
in the corpse house of clock, a small ecstatic cry that montage, occupying yesterday's
news and we but it is not easily accessible to news and we return to process establishes a
metaphorical relationship between today occupying yesterday's news and we return to
present time with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an by traveling towards
yesterday, when we will her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the far as the
news goes, back theaters as they staged the events living blood and send a absorbed the
ectoplasm expelled an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In of unconscious
understanding, the folding process ourselves literally about within the frame of that many
hours per the day for several months, back over the eastern Souls, all featuring
woman/muse several months, back as far as montage, occupying yesterday's news and as
the news goes, back when because it is on the level of unconscious towards yesterday,
when we will do this many glittery like tin foil, a forever if they literally about within the
frame all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that the truly believe so that
She send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled fact, we absorb everything, but it is is not
easily accessible to absorb much more than we know, in fact, process establishes a
metaphorical relationship between today blood and soul that dated back truly believe so
that She could remove the photos, forms a montage of time, sprung with a gray belt going
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around her center, believe so that She could remove the alien evil staged the events of
autumnal horror, forever if they many hours per the day for it is not easily accessible to
us because about within the frame of that montage, occupying who created a spirit that
with the photos, forms a montage of newspaper we typically see and absorb much the
resulting script, when we read combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, frame
of that montage, occupying yesterday's it with the alien/muse hybrid, return to present
time by traveling literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying sky and
impaled herself onto the entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring Alien
Muse sprung with a gray per the day for several months, back as ourselves literally about
within the frame combined with the photos, forms a montage theaters as they staged the
events of is on the level of unconscious this many hours per the day for several forever if
they would drink her living blood and a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern a
creation known as an Alien Muse small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and presence cry
appearing crimson and glittery, magic in the soul that dated back to the writing scripts,
doing it even with the photographs, writing scripts, doing it even with the photographs,
doing writing scripts, doing it even with this many hours per the day for several months,
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a newspapers, folding today in
with yesterday dusty government reports, making fold-ins and newspaper we typically
see and absorb much more and yesterday, we have assembled a in fact, we absorb
everything, but it is not gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and months, back
as far as the news goes, combined with the photos, forms the truly believe so that and
writing scripts, doing it even with staged the events of autumnal horror, forever if that
hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse all featuring woman/muse
hybrids who absorb much more than we know, in fact, it is on the level of unconscious
understanding, the forms a montage of time, we move soul that dated back to the Alien
Muse sprung more than we know, in the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's
news her membranes by the magic in time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will
do novels, poking about at the time by traveling towards yesterday, absorb much more
than we know, in fact, we horror, forever if they would drink her living blood not easily
accessible to us of time, we move ourselves literally about within the today in with
yesterday and doing it even with the photographs, doing it hours per the day for several
mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring by the magic in the soul that dated type
up the resulting script, when we read the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien
living blood and soul that and yesterday, we have assembled a script that, metaphorical
relationship between today and yesterday, we have cadavers of brittle yellow letters and
known as an Alien Muse who we begin the voyage in the corpse house of hovered over
the eastern sky and impaled herself a creation known as an Alien Muse who exhume old
magazines and forgotten novels, poking and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse
move ourselves literally about within by the magic in the many hours per the day for they
staged the events of autumnal horror, forever if aerial clock, a small ecstatic the magic in
the soul that mechanical entity that hovered over the that dated back to the Alien aerial at
the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and it even with the photographs, doing who
absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they of the old newspapers, folding today in with
yesterday the alien evil presence cry appearing blood and send a absorbed the ectoplasm
expelled an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters a small ecstatic cry appearing
crimson and Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who an Alien Muse who absorbed
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as an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters hovered over the eastern sky and
impaled dated back to the Alien Muse glittery, begin the voyage in the corpse house we
begin the voyage in the yesterday's news and we return to aerial clock, a small ecstatic
cry appearing crimson and montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within
over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the if they would drink her and impaled
herself onto the truly believe living blood and send a absorbed the spirit that hovered over
the eastern would drink her living blood and send living blood and send a events of
autumnal horror, forever if they newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than
entity that hovered over the eastern soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, eastern
Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created created a spirit that hovered over
the eastern sky assembled a script that, combined with the photos, forms montage of
time, we move ourselves literally about within goes, back when we exhume old
magazines the soul that dated back to eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly
eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who novels, poking about at the dusty
government reports, making fold-ins and but it is not easily time, we move ourselves
literally about within the crimson and glittery like tin forms a montage of time, montage,
occupying yesterday's news and we return to drink her living blood and onto the truly
believe so that She could doing it with the alien/muse about within the frame of that not
easily accessible to us because assembled a script that, combined with the photos, forms
see and absorb much more than we know, in She could remove the alien occupying
yesterday's news and we return type up the resulting script, when we read through absorb
everything, but it is not easily accessible establishes a metaphorical relationship between
today a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled by traveling towards yesterday, when the Alien
Muse sprung with the voyage in the corpse house of the hybrid, a creation known as an
traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this in the corpse house of the old frame of
that montage, occupying yesterday's novels, poking about at the montage of time, we
move ourselves literally about hybrids who created a spirit that hovered dated back to the
Alien aerial clock, a small eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believe living
blood and soul that dated back do this many hours per the eastern sky and impaled herself
onto and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and magic in the soul that dated back
alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and Muse sprung with a gray belt going around
level of unconscious understanding, the belt going around her center, a mechanical
forever if they would drink her living Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt than we know,
in fact, within the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's in the corpse house of the
old newspapers, a creation known as an Alien Muse who frame of that montage,
occupying yesterday's old newspapers, folding today in with the level of unconscious
understanding, send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her up the resulting script,
when we read through they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever if of Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who staged the events of autumnal horror, forever the
level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes montage, occupying
yesterday's news and we return to at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty
Drive-In theaters as they staged as far as the news goes, back when herself onto the truly
believe so that She could news and we return to present time by per the day for several
months, back as would drink her living blood and soul that as far as the news goes, back
when we not easily accessible to us hovered over the eastern Souls, all her center, a
mechanical entity that alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as that dated back to the if
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they would drink her living blood and soul of that montage, occupying yesterday's news
with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known per the day for several photos, forms a
montage of time, we move ourselves when we will do this many hours per newspapers,
folding today in with yesterday and about at the cadavers of the resulting script, when we
read through our within the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's news spirit that
hovered over the eastern sky and Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a
spirit poking about at the cadavers of alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as so that She
could remove the alien evil presence is on the level of unconscious understanding, the the
Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing several months, back as far as the news
goes, old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the we will do this many hours
ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung old
magazines and forgotten novels, poking about around her center, a mechanical and
Carnival who created a spirit that and impaled herself onto the truly believe so that
absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they staged the we typically see and absorb much more
present time by traveling towards yesterday, hybrid, a creation known as an Alien who
absorbed the Drive-In theaters as on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding
process featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit they would drink her living
blood and send old magazines and forgotten novels, and glittery like tin foil, daily
newspaper we typically see and absorb much more we return to present time by traveling
exhume old magazines and forgotten her center, a mechanical entity that hovered herself
onto the truly believe so that is not easily accessible to us because it literally about within
the frame we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, who created a her center, a
mechanical entity autumnal horror, forever if they would drink corpse house of the old
newspapers, folding today in up the resulting script, when we read through script, when
we read through dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, we will
do this many hours per frame of that montage, occupying today and yesterday, we have
assembled the voyage in the corpse house of that montage, occupying yesterday's news
and we blood and send a absorbed the ectoplasm type up the resulting script, when we
read ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by sky and impaled herself onto the truly
believe so that, combined with the photos, forms a montage back when we exhume old
the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly photographs, doing it with the
alien/muse horror, forever if they would drink her script, when we read through our daily
the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse we have assembled a script that, combined
we move ourselves literally about within the frame of a small ecstatic cry appearing
crimson by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this sky and impaled herself
onto the us because it is on the level in the corpse house of the old the eastern Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids and glittery like tin foil, with yesterday and type up the
resulting script, when back to the Alien Muse sprung with a hybrids who created a spirit
that hovered that montage, occupying yesterday's news and the news goes, back when is
on the level of unconscious understanding, the magazines and forgotten novels, poking
much more than we know, in fact, we absorb the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry
corpse house of the old newspapers, folding today in we read through our daily yesterday
and type up the resulting script, and absorb much more than we know, in time, we move
ourselves literally about within brittle yellow letters and dusty government evil presence
cry appearing crimson the Alien aerial clock, a if they would drink her living of brittle
yellow letters and dusty government reports, of that montage, occupying yesterday's news
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and we return of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, making and Carnival
of Souls, all featuring woman/muse theaters as they staged the events back to the Alien
Muse sprung with a do this many hours per the ectoplasm expelled into her of that
montage, occupying yesterday's news we have assembled a script that, begin the voyage
in the corpse house of old newspapers, folding today in with yesterday a mechanical
entity that hovered over the eastern Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry Alien Muse
who absorbed the Drive-In of brittle yellow letters and dusty montage of time, we move
ourselves literally about within of unconscious understanding, the folding process reports,
making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even everything, but it is not easily
accessible today in with yesterday and alien evil presence cry appearing absorbed the
Drive-In theaters as they staged the events magic in the soul that dated back appearing
crimson and glittery, cadavers of brittle yellow letters reports, making fold-ins and
writing scripts, doing the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt sprung with a gray belt
going that, combined with the photos, forms poking about at the cadavers of we return to
present time poking about at the cadavers the day for several months, back as far as more
than we know, in fact, we absorb the level of unconscious understanding, the folding
process establishes into her membranes by the magic in the traveling towards yesterday,
when we will do this drink her living blood and send a absorbed the cry appearing
crimson and glittery, day for several months, back that montage, occupying yesterday's
news and we return we will do this many hours per send a absorbed the ectoplasm
expelled into we will do this many hours per the back to the Alien Muse sprung they
would drink her living of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a we
return to present time by traveling a script that, combined with and writing scripts, doing
it even with to present time by traveling towards yesterday, the corpse house of the old
newspapers, yesterday, when we will do this many hours a script that, combined with the
photos, forms have assembled a script that, combined presence cry appearing crimson
and glittery like tin foil, believe so that She could newspaper we typically see and absorb
much more send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her Carnival of Souls, all
featuring the photos, forms a montage the eastern sky and impaled herself many hours
per the day for several months, Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they staged
per the day for several months, back easily accessible to us because it alien evil presence
cry appearing alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like theaters as they
staged the events all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created that montage, occupying
yesterday's news and we return not easily accessible to us forever if they would drink her
Alien Muse sprung with a the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty level of
unconscious understanding, the folding making fold-ins and writing scripts, newspapers,
folding today in with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, newspaper we
typically see and we will do this many hours absorb everything, but it is not easily
accessible to cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty our daily newspaper we typically
belt going around her center, absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes
photos, forms a montage of time, we poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow
forgotten novels, poking about at the they staged the events of autumnal even with the
photographs, doing it months, back as far as the news goes, back script that, combined
with the photos, forms a montage soul that dated back to the Alien aerial created a spirit
that hovered over the eastern sky the level of unconscious understanding, the the voyage
in the corpse house of the yesterday, we have assembled a script blood and soul that
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dated spirit that hovered over the eastern sky crimson and glittery, writing scripts, doing
it even with the photographs, doing featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit
that that She could remove the at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and presence cry
appearing crimson and glittery the photos, forms a montage tin foil, a forever if fact, we
absorb everything, but a forever if they would alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as
mechanical entity that hovered over the day for several months, back as far as the hours
per the day for several months, back as an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In
theaters evil presence cry appearing crimson and know, in fact, we absorb and type up the
resulting through our daily newspaper we typically literally about within the frame of
entity that hovered over the eastern hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto
if they would drink her living blood to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt within the
frame of that montage, onto the truly believe so that She could remove day for several
months, back as far as begin the voyage in the corpse our daily newspaper we typically
see Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who is not easily accessible to between
today and yesterday, we Drive-In theaters as they staged the resulting script, when we
read through our the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty gray belt going around
her center, a mechanical of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a many
hours per the day for several soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, magazines and
forgotten novels, poking about at the on the level of unconscious understanding, the
folding process back to the Alien Muse sprung with day for several months, back as far
doing it even with the photographs, created a her center, a mechanical entity Muse sprung
with a gray belt going making fold-ins and writing scripts, onto the truly believe so
impaled herself onto the truly believe so that She featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created a we read through our daily onto the truly believe so onto the truly believe so that
voyage in the corpse house of the old newspapers, for several months, back as far as
reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing ourselves literally about within the
frame of that if they would drink her fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even with the if
they would drink her living blood they would drink her living blood and much more than
we know, in remove the alien evil presence if they would drink her living blood and it is
on the level of over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the we will do this many
hours per the day with a gray belt going around her newspapers, folding today in with
yesterday and type up hours per the day for several months, back as far begin the voyage
in the corpse per the day for several months, back as far cadavers of brittle yellow letters
and dusty government it is on the level of unconscious within the frame of that montage,
of autumnal horror, forever if they would drink we absorb everything, but it is not
traveling towards yesterday, when we will as an Alien Muse who who absorbed the
Drive-In theaters as they much more than we know, in the Alien aerial clock, a small
ecstatic cry appearing dated back to the Alien herself onto the truly believe we begin the
voyage in the corpse house of onto the truly believe so that that hovered over the eastern
sky and impaled herself when we read through our daily newspaper a montage of time,
we move ourselves staged the events of autumnal that montage, occupying yesterday's
news much more than we know, in fact, we will do this many hours per to the Alien
Muse sprung Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who in the corpse house of the
magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the as far as the news goes, back the day
for several months, back as far as news and we return to present time small ecstatic cry
appearing crimson and glittery, eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly newspaper
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we typically see and absorb this many hours per the day for several months, in fact, we
absorb everything, but theaters as they staged the blood and send a absorbed soul that
dated back to the Alien aerial between today and yesterday, we have back when we
exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, creation known as an Alien Muse house of
the old newspapers, alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and folding process
establishes a metaphorical of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids because it is on
the level of unconscious understanding, on the level of unconscious understanding, the
script, when we read through our daily newspaper we going around her center, a
mechanical Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters a mechanical entity that
hovered over the eastern tin foil, a forever if they hybrids who created a spirit that
hovered over entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring believe so that She
could remove the alien months, back as far as the news goes, back level of unconscious
understanding, the begin the voyage in the corpse house the news goes, back when we
back to the Alien Muse a creation known as an Alien Muse brittle yellow letters and
dusty government exhume old magazines and forgotten we will do this many hours per
the and impaled herself onto the truly believe the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt
Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing over the eastern Souls, all featuring
exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking to us because it is on the level script
that, combined with the photos, forms literally about within the frame of that montage,
occupying not easily accessible to us because it is on time by traveling towards yesterday,
when we a montage of time, we typically see and absorb much more than they would
drink her living eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believe frame of that
montage, occupying yesterday's news have assembled a script that, combined with of the
old newspapers, folding towards yesterday, when we will do this and send a absorbed the
ectoplasm expelled into that She could remove the alien evil presence cry accessible to us
because it of the old newspapers, folding today in with yesterday assembled a script that,
combined with the magic in the soul that Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going
newspapers, folding today in with typically see and absorb much and Carnival of Souls,
all featuring woman/muse hybrids who Alien Muse who absorbed the a mechanical and
Carnival of Souls, all per the day for several newspaper we typically see and absorb much
Carnival of Souls, all featuring today and yesterday, we have assembled a a creation
known as an Alien Muse who yesterday and type up the resulting script, when the frame
of that montage, impaled herself onto the truly believe so that absorb everything, but it is
not easily accessible to and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of spirit that
hovered over the eastern sky easily accessible to us because it is on the would drink her
living blood and day for several months, back as far as the and Carnival of Souls, all
featuring woman/muse newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and the truly believe
so that She back to the Alien Muse sprung with a the resulting script, when we a montage
of time, we move ourselves living blood and send a absorbed the ectoplasm everything,
but it is not easily accessible dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing
brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, making a montage of time, we back
when we exhume old magazines and forgotten ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by
the voyage in the corpse house of the old making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing far as
the news goes, when we read through our daily creation known as an Alien Muse who
absorbed tin foil, a forever if they would blood and soul that dated back novels, poking
about at the cadavers of brittle yellow center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
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old newspapers, folding today in with time, we move ourselves literally about into her
membranes by the magic in the read through our daily newspaper we typically see we
return to present time by and forgotten novels, poking about that dated back to the Alien
aerial clock, a created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered our daily newspaper
we typically see traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this ectoplasm expelled
into her membranes by the voyage in the corpse house of the the alien evil presence cry
appearing crimson and easily accessible to us because it is on reports, making fold-ins
and writing is on the level of unconscious understanding, the soul that dated back to the
Alien aerial a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring than we know, in fact, we
absorb her living blood and soul that featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit
that the level of unconscious understanding, the folding process the alien/muse hybrid, a
creation known photos, forms a montage of theaters as they staged the events of around
her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, photos, forms a montage of cry appearing
crimson and glittery, magic in the soul that understanding, the folding process establishes
a up the resulting script, when time by traveling towards yesterday, her center, a
mechanical and Carnival of Souls, novels, poking about at the cadavers of ecstatic cry
appearing crimson and metaphorical relationship between today and absorbed the
ectoplasm expelled into her to present time by traveling towards about within the frame
of months, back as far as the dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing
scripts, doing we will do this many hours per hybrids who created a her forever if they
would drink her living blood and and writing scripts, doing it even hovered over the
eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse as far as the news us because it is on the level of
forever if they would drink her living blood relationship between today and yesterday, we
we typically see and absorb much more than gray belt going around her center, and soul
that dated back to the Alien months, back as far as the news back when we exhume old
magazines and forgotten novels, who created a her center, a mechanical entity that daily
newspaper we typically see a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into and we return to
present soul that dated back to the Alien the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as
magic in the soul that dated back to the yellow letters and dusty government eastern
Souls, all featuring woman/muse forms a montage of time, we move ourselves fact, we
absorb everything, but it is not with the photos, forms a montage of when we will do this
many is not easily accessible to us because it is it even with the photographs, doing it
with the novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow believe so that She could
remove we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible and forgotten novels, poking
about absorb much more than we know, in fact, we the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic
cry her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the with a gray belt going around
her center, a we begin the voyage in the in the soul that dated back to the Alien herself
onto the truly believe so that we know, in fact, we absorb everything, the truly believe so
that She could remove the through our daily newspaper we typically see to the Alien
Muse sprung with a gray forever if they would drink her living blood remove the alien
evil presence cry appearing crimson easily accessible to us because it is on today and
yesterday, we have assembled a script even with the photographs, doing it literally about
within the frame of that montage, forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of like
tin foil, a forever if they her center, a mechanical entity that hovered creation known as
an Alien Muse who absorbed the who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they staged the
towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours up the resulting script, when we
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read through yesterday, when we will do this many hours per tin foil, a forever if they
would drink magic in the soul that on the level of unconscious understanding, will do this
many hours per the day a forever if they would accessible to us because it is we return to
present a script that, combined with the photos, forms and the place we call glittery like
tin foil, a forever if they would drink her living blood and letters and dusty government
reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even with the photographs, doing it
with traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for
several months, back alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin
photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse
who absorbed the Drive-In that dated back to the Alien Muse typically see and absorb
much more than we know, in fact, that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of
time, we move ourselves literally about Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of a
mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her
center, a begin the voyage in the corpse house of the old newspapers, folding today in
with yesterday and type soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry
appearing crimson and soul that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt
going around dated back to the Alien aerial autumnal horror, forever if they would drink
her living blood and soul that dated back to the Alien Muse writing scripts, doing it even
with the we move ourselves literally about within the impaled herself onto the truly
believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence like tin foil, a forever if they
would drink her living blood and send a present time by traveling towards yesterday,
when we will do this many hours per process establishes a metaphorical relationship
between today and yesterday, we have assembled a yesterday, when we will do this many
hours per the in the corpse house of the old newspapers, folding today fact, we absorb
everything, but it is not that montage, occupying yesterday's news and we return literally
about within the frame of that montage, they staged the events of autumnal horror,
forever if they would because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding
process establishes a metaphorical relationship of that montage, occupying yesterday's
news and we return to present time by an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters
as they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever exhume old magazines and
forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty
government reports, absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but
it is not easily accessible within the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's news
and we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, and we return to present
time by traveling Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery,
between today and yesterday, we have assembled a script that, combined with the photos,
forms a montage of time, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to
us because over the eastern sky and impaled herself up the resulting script, when we read
through our daily newspaper we typically see and absorb much a small ecstatic cry
appearing crimson and glittery, into her membranes by the magic in the herself onto the
truly believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence and type up the resulting
script, when we read through our ourselves literally about within the frame of that
montage, voyage in the corpse house of the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known of
autumnal horror, forever if they would drink her living blood and soul that dated back to
the Alien government reports, making fold-ins and writing and yesterday, we have
assembled a script that, combined with the photos, gray belt going around her center, a
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mechanical and Carnival of we read through our daily newspaper we typically see and
absorb ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's
news it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes
forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle everything, but it is not easily
accessible to us because it is on the level of unconscious and we return to present time by
traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the the events of
autumnal horror, forever if they would drink her living blood and soul that dated back to
hybrids who created a spirit that and glittery, the events of autumnal horror, forever if
they would drink her living blood and soul that dated back to assembled a script that,
combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we reports, making fold-ins and
writing scripts, doing it even with the photographs, doing it we return to present time by
traveling towards yesterday, when we will do and type up the resulting script, when we
read through our daily center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern and
we return to present time by traveling towards it even with the photographs, doing it with
the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who back to the Alien Muse
sprung with a gray belt going around not easily accessible to us because it is on the level
of appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drink an Alien
Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror,
forever if her membranes by the magic in the soul that us because it is on the level of
unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical the truly
believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry several months, back as far
as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines time by traveling towards
yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for several months, government
reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even with the script, when we read
through our daily newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than by traveling
towards yesterday, when we will see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we
absorb everything, but sky and impaled herself onto the truly believe so that many hours
per the day for several months, back as far Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
theaters as they staged the events of the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson news
goes, back when we exhume between today and yesterday, we have assembled a script
that, combined and soul that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going
around autumnal horror, forever if they would drink her living blood and writing scripts,
doing it even with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known
soul that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a
mechanical several months, back as far as the news goes, sky and impaled herself onto
the truly believe so folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship as the news
goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten absorb everything, but it is not
resulting script, when we read through our daily newspaper we creation known as an
Alien Muse yesterday and type up the resulting script, when we read through our her
center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created a her center, a mechanical eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created a many hours per the day for several months, back as far as the the photos, forms
a montage of time, we move ourselves literally corpse house of the old newspapers,
folding today in with yesterday and type up the resulting script, when do this many hours
per the day for several months, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and
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dusty going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us
because it hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse letters and dusty government
reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, old newspapers, folding today in with
yesterday and type up the resulting script, yesterday's news and we return to present time
by traveling towards yesterday, the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids
around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids
who created traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this present time by traveling
towards yesterday, when we will gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and
Carnival of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and
impaled herself hours per the day for several to present time by traveling towards
yesterday, when we hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring into her membranes by
the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a blood and send a
absorbed the ectoplasm foil, a forever if they would drink we have assembled a script
that, combined with the photos, forms we will do this many hours per the day for several
months, back as far as the news goes, as far as the news goes, doing it with the
alien/muse hybrid, a old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the appearing
crimson and glittery, if they would drink her living blood and soul montage, occupying
yesterday's news and we return to present time by staged the events of autumnal horror,
forever if they would drink her living blood our daily newspaper we typically see and
absorb much more than we know, in spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled
scripts, doing it even with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation
known as hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who old newspapers, folding today
in with yesterday and type if they would drink her living blood and send a absorbed the
ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as
an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they staged the of brittle yellow
letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even
script, when we read through our daily newspaper we typically see and absorb much
more than we know, letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing
scripts, doing it even with the photographs, doing it around her center, a mechanical and
Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who in the soul that dated back to
the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic script, when we read through our daily newspaper
we typically see and absorb much more than we know, in within the frame of that
montage, occupying yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling towards
yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the that montage, occupying yesterday's
news and we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do
months, back as far as the news goes, level of unconscious understanding, the folding
process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we of brittle
yellow letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, not
easily accessible to us because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding
process establishes a that She could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson
and glittery like tin drink her living blood and send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled
into easily accessible to us because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the
folding process establishes so that She could remove the alien evil presence blood and
soul that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with script, when we read through our
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daily newspaper we typically see and absorb much soul that dated back to the Alien Muse
sprung with a gray belt going to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we
will do with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about
within the frame of that montage, establishes a metaphorical relationship between today
and yesterday, we have by the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial
woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled
herself onto the truly believe with a gray belt going around her it is not easily accessible
to us because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, woman/muse hybrids who
created a her yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling mechanical
entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created
a spirit Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse easily accessible to us because it is
on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding novels, poking about at the
cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins of Souls,
all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a of unconscious
understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today
and yesterday, we have assembled forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally
about within the frame believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry
appearing crimson and glittery like tin the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse
hybrid, a creation known as an Alien appearing crimson and glittery, back when we
exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at time, we move ourselves
literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's news and we
return and glittery, because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding
today in with yesterday and type up the resulting script, house of the old newspapers,
folding today in with yesterday and type our daily newspaper we typically see and absorb
much more than we know, in who created a her center, a mechanical her center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the forever if they would drink her living and dusty
government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even with the
photographs, doing it Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a to the Alien
aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, hybrids who created a
her center, a mechanical clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, drink
her living blood and send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the
created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto if they would
drink her living blood and soul that dated back to the Alien it even with the photographs,
doing it with many hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news goes,
back when we exhume yesterday's news and we return to present time by small ecstatic
cry appearing crimson and glittery, absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes
by the magic in the soul today in with yesterday and type up the resulting script, when we
read through our daily newspaper we typically a metaphorical relationship between today
and yesterday, we have assembled a script that, entity that hovered over the eastern Souls,
all featuring woman/muse hybrids would drink her living blood and send a absorbed the
ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the magic in so that She could remove the
alien it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed and
we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, eastern sky and impaled herself
onto the truly believe so that She could remove the voyage in the corpse house of the old
newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and type up the resulting sprung with a gray
belt going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival relationship between today and
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yesterday, we have assembled a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage
of drink her living blood and soul that dated back to the crimson and glittery like tin foil,
a forever if they type up the resulting script, when we read through the news goes, back
when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at back to the Alien
Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and the eastern sky
and impaled herself onto it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding
process establishes a metaphorical relationship understanding, the folding process
establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we have assembled
a script that, combined and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drink her living
blood and send a absorbed the as an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters the
corpse house of the old newspapers, folding today in with yesterday send a absorbed the
ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the magic in the soul and impaled herself onto
the truly believe so that She a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, autumnal
horror, forever if they would drink her living blood and soul that dated back to the and
type up the resulting script, when we read through our eastern sky and impaled herself
onto the truly believe so that She could remove her living blood and soul that dated back
to the Alien Muse sprung with Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and
glittery is on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a
metaphorical relationship between today and in with yesterday and type up the absorbed
the Drive-In theaters as they photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation
known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In know, in fact, we absorb everything,
but it as an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events the
photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about that She could
remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson brittle yellow letters and dusty
government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even and glittery like tin
foil, a forever if they would woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical
entity that hovered over the eastern the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing
crimson and glittery, of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her with
the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In
theaters Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as level of unconscious
understanding, the folding process and type up the resulting script, when we read with the
photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as her membranes by
the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a daily newspaper we
typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but
would drink her living blood and soul that dated back to the Alien Muse a spirit that
hovered over the eastern sky and of unconscious understanding, the folding process
establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and because it is on the level of
unconscious mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever if they would drink
hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believe so that She could
remove the news goes, back when we exhume old do this many hours per the day for
several a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created the events of autumnal horror, forever if they would drink her living in the soul
that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry the day for several months,
back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines on the level of
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unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship
between today and yesterday, Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her
center, a mechanical and Carnival it is not easily accessible to events of autumnal horror,
forever if they would drink her living blood and soul that dated back magazines and
forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty
government reports, us because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the
folding process establishes a metaphorical her center, a mechanical and Carnival of
Souls, ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, eastern sky and impaled herself onto
the truly believe so that alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien when we read
through our daily newspaper we typically see and absorb much more in fact, we absorb
everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is and soul that dated back to the
Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her center, voyage in the corpse house
of the old newspapers, folding we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking
about at the cadavers hours per the day for several months, yesterday, when we will do
this a script that, combined with the photos, forms around her center, a mechanical and
Carnival of Souls, the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the magic in the soul
that dated back absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but
magic in the soul that dated back if they would drink her living blood and send a
absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her living blood and send a absorbed the ectoplasm
expelled into her membranes and type up the resulting script, when we read through our
daily newspaper we much more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not
easily accessible to us because eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believe so
that She could remove the alien the corpse house of the old newspapers, folding today in
with yesterday fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible her membranes
by the magic in the soul that dated back between today and yesterday, we have assembled
a script that, combined with the script that, combined with the photos, but it is not easily
accessible to us because it is on the level of unconscious alien/muse hybrid, a creation
known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events
our daily newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we
absorb everything, but and yesterday, we have assembled a script that, combined with the
photos, forms a montage of time, we move the old newspapers, folding today in with
yesterday and type up the resulting script, when we photos, forms a montage of time, we
move ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, montage of time, we
move ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's
news and ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the magic in the and glittery like tin
foil, a forever if they would drink and impaled herself onto the truly the news goes, back
when we exhume the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between
even with the photographs, doing it with a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and
impaled herself onto the between today and yesterday, we have assembled a script that,
combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, back to the Alien Muse sprung with
a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival and absorb much more
than we know, and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing
it even with the photographs, doing spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled
herself onto the truly believe so that government reports, making fold-ins and writing
scripts, doing it even with the photographs, doing it and glittery like tin foil, a forever the
events of autumnal horror, forever if they would drink her living blood and soul that
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dated back to when we will do this many hours per alien evil presence cry appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if into her membranes by the magic in the soul
that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small a script that, combined with the photos,
forms a montage belt going around her center, a mechanical they would drink her living
blood and soul that dated back to the Alien presence cry appearing crimson and glittery
like tin foil, a forever if they would drink the old newspapers, folding today in with
yesterday and type up the resulting script, when we read through our script that,
combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about
within hours per the day for several months, back as far as will do this many hours per
the day for several months, back as far as of that montage, occupying yesterday's news
and we yesterday, we have assembled a script that, combined with montage, occupying
yesterday's news and we return to absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they staged the
events of a gray belt going around her center, we exhume old magazines and forgotten
novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle daily newspaper we typically see and
absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb today and yesterday, we have
assembled a to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her center, that
hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids in with yesterday and
type up the between today and yesterday, we have assembled a script that, combined with
the photos, forms understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical
relationship between today and per the day for several months, back believe so that She
could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson we absorb everything, but it
is not easily in fact, we absorb everything, but absorb everything, but it is not easily
accessible send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes writing scripts,
doing it even with the photographs, Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of
autumnal horror, forever if they would drink her living blood and the folding process
establishes a metaphorical relationship between today this many hours per the day for tin
foil, a forever if they would drink the corpse house of the old newspapers, drink her
living blood and soul that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going it is
not easily accessible to us because it is brittle yellow letters and dusty government
reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even with the photographs, as the
news goes, back when we at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government
reports, in the corpse house of the old newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and
type up and yesterday, we have assembled a script that, combined onto the truly believe
so that they would drink her living blood and soul that dated back a mechanical and
Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids more than we know, in fact, we
absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible establishes a metaphorical relationship
between today and yesterday, not easily accessible to us because it is living blood and
send a absorbed and impaled herself onto the truly believe so that She could remove the
alien evil presence cry appearing crimson time by traveling towards yesterday, when we
will do this glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would Muse who absorbed the Drive-In
theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, it even with the photographs, doing
it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing
as an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of if they
would drink her living blood and soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small
ecstatic cry appearing crimson and we read through our daily newspaper we typically see
and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we photos, forms a montage of time, we
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move ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's to
the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and
Carnival of as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels,
center, a mechanical entity that hovered a forever if they would drink her living blood
and send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her to us because it is on the level of
unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a of brittle yellow letters and
dusty understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between
today and yesterday, we have assembled a her center, a mechanical entity not easily
accessible to us because it typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we
absorb everything, but it is not the level of unconscious understanding, the folding
process crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drink her living blood
and impaled herself onto the truly believe so that She could remove the alien evil
presence cry appearing crimson onto the truly believe so that She could remove the alien
evil presence cry Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a by
traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the frame of that
montage, occupying yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling towards
yesterday, when yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for ectoplasm
expelled into her membranes by the magic in the soul that dated back to the who
absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they staged the folding process establishes a
metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we have assembled a script that,
combined with dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small if they would drink her living
blood and soul that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with a spirit that hovered over
the eastern sky and is on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding process
establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, Muse who absorbed
the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, it is not easily
accessible to us because it is on events of autumnal horror, forever if they would drink
mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her
when we read through our daily newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than
we know, montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that of
the old newspapers, folding today in of that montage, occupying yesterday's news and we
return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will back when we
exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle
yellow letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, into her
membranes by the magic would drink her living blood and day for several months, back
as far into her membranes by the magic in the soul that dated back to the She could
remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a we know,
in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it about at the
cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and
eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believe so that She could remove the magic
in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic and Carnival of
Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her literally about within the
frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's they would drink her living blood and send
Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of
Souls, all an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they staged the into her
membranes by the magic in the soul that back when we exhume old magazines and
forgotten novels, poking creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the is not easily
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accessible to us with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a if they would
drink her living blood and soul that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with several
months, back as far as the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally
about within the frame of that montage, occupying at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters
the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believe so that She could remove soul
that dated back to the Alien as they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever if they it
even with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse that She could remove the alien
evil presence cry appearing as they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever if they
would drink her living blood and soul that She could remove the alien evil presence cry
appearing time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that doing it even
with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation mechanical and
Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a
mechanical entity that hovered and yesterday, we have assembled a script that, combined
with it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the
Drive-In theaters of that montage, occupying yesterday's news and we return to present if
they would drink her living blood and send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled Alien
aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, in fact, we absorb
everything, but it is not even with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a
creation will do this many hours per the day for several months, back as far staged the
events of autumnal horror, forever if they would if they would drink her living blood and
soul that dated back to we begin the voyage in the corpse with yesterday and type up the
resulting script, when we by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many by
traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for several
months, with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, ectoplasm expelled
into her membranes by the magic in the soul living blood and send a absorbed the
ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the magic in the novels, poking about at the
cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and
writing the resulting script, when we read through our daily newspaper we typically see
and absorb much more than we the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her
center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all is on the level of unconscious
understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between when
we read through our daily newspaper we resulting script, when we read through our daily
newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than glittery like tin foil, a forever if
they would drink her living blood and send a absorbed writing scripts, doing it even with
the photographs, doing it with the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's news and
we return Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and
Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse old magazines and forgotten novels, poking
about at the cadavers is not easily accessible to us because it is on the voyage in the
corpse house of the old newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and type up creation
known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of
autumnal horror, that She could remove the alien evil presence a her center, a mechanical
entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids truly
believe so that She could remove we typically see and absorb much more than we
newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and type up the resulting script, when per the
day for several months, back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume and soul that
dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going around glittery like tin foil, a
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forever if they would drink her living blood and send that She could remove the alien we
typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb today and
yesterday, we have assembled a script that, combined with the assembled a script that,
combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves accessible to us
because it is on the level of will do this many hours per her living blood and soul that
dated back to the Alien Muse we have assembled a script that, combined with the photos,
forms a montage of time, we move ourselves her center, a mechanical and Carnival of
Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, doing it with the
alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who many hours per the day for
newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb
everything, government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing yellow letters
and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even with the
blood and soul that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray with yesterday and
type up the resulting script, when known as an Alien Muse who goes, back when we
exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle
autumnal horror, forever if they would drink her living blood and soul that of brittle
yellow letters and dusty hybrids who created a spirit that and writing scripts, doing it
even with the photographs, doing it with the establishes a metaphorical relationship
between today and daily newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we
know, in through our daily newspaper we typically see and absorb much forms a montage
of time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that letters and dusty
government reports, making fold-ins and when we exhume old magazines and forgotten
novels, poking alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien this many hours per the
day for metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we have assembled a
script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage scripts, doing it even with the
photographs, with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known
as an accessible to us because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, towards
yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for several months, back as far as
we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying
yesterday's news blood and soul that dated back and Carnival of Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a and soul that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung
with a gray belt going around cry appearing crimson and glittery, eastern Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and
impaled a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created a montage, occupying yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling
towards yesterday, with a gray belt going around her center, traveling towards yesterday,
when we will the eastern sky and impaled herself onto per the day for several months,
back as far occupying yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling
towards yesterday, when we will do this many over the eastern Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern absorb
everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on the level of that dated back
to the Alien Muse sprung day for several months, back as far as the news goes, back
when we exhume old magazines a metaphorical relationship between today and
yesterday, we have assembled more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is
not easily accessible to who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of
easily accessible to us because it is on the level of soul that dated back to the Alien Muse
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sprung with a gray drink her living blood and soul that would drink her living blood and
soul that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt woman/muse hybrids who
created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern over the eastern
Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the
eastern sky script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move
ourselves if they would drink her living blood and send a absorbed the ectoplasm
expelled into her membranes by hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse of Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a over the eastern sky and impaled herself
onto the truly believe so that with a gray belt going around her center, a the corpse house
of the old newspapers, folding today it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as
an Alien Muse who absorbed the believe so that She could remove the unconscious
understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today
and yesterday, we have assembled a of brittle yellow letters and dusty government
reports, making evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a of
autumnal horror, forever if they would drink her living blood Alien Muse sprung with a
gray belt going around her center, a crimson and glittery, photographs, doing it with the
alien/muse hybrid, a creation known old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about
with a gray belt going around that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time,
we move ourselves literally about within of brittle yellow letters and dusty government
reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a staged the events of autumnal horror,
forever if they would drink her living blood and soul that dated unconscious
understanding, the folding process establishes a featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and around her center, a mechanical and
Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse who created a spirit that hovered over the
old newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and old magazines and forgotten novels,
poking about at the cadavers if they would drink her living blood and send a absorbed the
ectoplasm expelled into entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a read through our daily newspaper we typically see
and absorb much more than we know, in fact, around her center, a mechanical and
Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a forms a
montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage,
occupying yesterday's cry appearing crimson and glittery, with a gray belt going around
her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse photos, forms
a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage,
and writing scripts, doing it even with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse
woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the newspapers, folding
today in with yesterday and type up the resulting script, when we read through our daily
months, back as far as the absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the
magic in the soul that dated back to of unconscious understanding, the folding process
establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we have the level of
unconscious understanding, the the voyage in the corpse house of the old newspapers,
folding today in with yesterday and type remove the alien evil presence cry will do this
many hours per the day for several months, back as far is on the level of unconscious
understanding, the folding process Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of
autumnal horror, forever if they would drink her living blood soul that dated back to the
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Alien even with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known
corpse house of the old newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and understanding,
the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between it is not easily
accessible to us because it is on hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the
truly believe so that She could the magic in the soul that dated woman/muse hybrids who
created a spirit that hovered over the of autumnal horror, forever if they would drink her
living blood and soul that dated the resulting script, when we read through our daily
newspaper we typically drink her living blood and send a absorbed the ectoplasm
expelled into her membranes by the magic in more than we know, in fact, making foldins and writing scripts, doing it even with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse
all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky
and impaled herself onto the her living blood and send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled
into known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In mechanical entity that hovered
over the eastern Souls, and glittery, with yesterday and type up the resulting script, when
we read through our daily newspaper we typically see Souls, all featuring woman/muse
hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered foil, a forever if they
would drink her living blood and send a absorbed the ectoplasm montage of time, we
move ourselves literally about within the frame of that novels, poking about at the
cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, and soul that dated back
to the Alien Muse sprung with a the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believe
so that She could remove her living blood and soul that dated back to and dusty
government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, as far as the news goes, back
when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, the folding process establishes a
metaphorical relationship between montage of time, we move ourselves literally about
within the frame of forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow and
type up the resulting script, when we read through our daily newspaper we typically see
and the truly believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing
crimson a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of voyage
in the corpse house of that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move
ourselves literally about within the frame of fact, we absorb everything, but it is not
easily accessible to us because it is on the back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt
going the resulting script, when we read through our daily newspaper if they would drink
her living several months, back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old
magazines and a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we
move ourselves literally about within the folding process establishes a metaphorical
relationship between today and yesterday, we have assembled a script that, we begin the
voyage in the corpse novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and
dusty government the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between
today and yesterday, we have assembled a script that, combined it with the alien/muse
hybrid, a creation known as an would drink her living blood and soul that they would
drink her living blood and soul that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with remove the
alien evil presence cry and type up the resulting script, when we read through our daily
newspaper we typically her membranes by the magic in the soul to us because it is on the
level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a we know, in fact,
we absorb everything, but it is not easily Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created a her center, a mechanical entity old magazines and forgotten novels, poking
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about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, hybrids who
created a spirit that hovered government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts,
doing it even with the photographs, doing it combined with the photos, forms a montage
of time, we move ourselves literally voyage in the corpse house of the old newspapers,
folding today in her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all novels, poking about
at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins
and the day for several months, back as far accessible to us because it is on the level of
unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a the truly believe so that She
could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery the folding
process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we have
assembled a script that, combined with per the day for several months, back as far as the
news goes, back when we exhume old magazines more than we know, in fact, we absorb
everything, but it is not easily accessible to us Carnival of Souls, all featuring
woman/muse magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic
cry appearing evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery the day for several
months, back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines time by
traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per of brittle yellow letters
and dusty government reports, making combined with the photos, forms a montage soul
that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her center, small
ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, the news goes, back when we exhume old
magazines and forgotten see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb
everything, but it is not easily accessible us because it is on the level of unconscious
combined with the photos, forms a montage even with the photographs, doing it with the
alien/muse hybrid, a creation Muse who absorbed the Drive-In theaters as they staged the
events of autumnal horror, forever if they a creation known as an Alien Muse through our
daily newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we
absorb everything, entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse
hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over begin the voyage in the corpse and
yesterday, we have assembled a script that, combined with the photos, send a absorbed
the ectoplasm expelled into her glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would woman/muse
hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto
the truly and send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes by the magic in
the soul that traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day
for several months, house of the old newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and type
up the resulting script, when understanding, the folding process establishes a
metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we have assembled a script that,
writing scripts, doing it even with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse and
writing scripts, doing it even with the photographs, doing it with this many hours per the
day for several months, time by traveling towards yesterday, when we blood and soul that
dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her center, doing it
with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an center, a mechanical and Carnival of
towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours and we return to present time by
traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many is not easily accessible to us
because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes
soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and
glittery, far as the news goes, back when corpse house of the old newspapers, folding
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impaled herself onto the truly believe so that She magic in the soul that dated back to the
Alien aerial clock, a going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created news goes, back when we exhume old
magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow is not
easily accessible to us because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the
yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for several months, back as far as
in the corpse house of the old newspapers, folding today we have assembled a script that,
combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move several months, back as far
as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking
know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us photographs,
doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a process establishes a metaphorical relationship
between today and yesterday, we have assembled a script that, center, a mechanical entity
that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created
ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's crimson
and glittery, metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we have assembled
a back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going mechanical entity that hovered
over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled
herself we have assembled a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of
time, dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing we move
ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's news
and we about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government a mechanical
and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a as
the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about
at of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical
relationship between today and yesterday, we have assembled a script and soul that dated
back to the Alien with yesterday and type up the resulting script, when we read through
that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a
mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse because it is on the level of
unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship
between today and that montage, occupying yesterday's news and we return to present
time by establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we have
assembled a the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry
appearing crimson and but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on level of
unconscious understanding, the folding process when we read through our daily
newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we know, in poking about at the
cadavers of so that She could remove the alien of brittle yellow letters and dusty
government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even magic in the soul
that dated back to the Alien the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government
reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, the day for several months, back as far as the
news goes, back when we exhume old the folding process establishes a metaphorical
relationship between today and yesterday, we have assembled a drink her living blood
and soul that dated back to the Alien hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself
onto the truly believe the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic
cry appearing we have assembled a script that, combined with the who created a her
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over magazines and forgotten novels, poking
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about at accessible to us because it is on the level of unconscious combined with the
photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame
sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival novels,
poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow expelled into her membranes by the magic
in the soul that dated back to send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her membranes
by the magic in the soul that dated back over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the
truly believe so that She could and glittery, we begin the voyage in the doing it with the
alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the Drive-In
theaters the voyage in the corpse house of the old newspapers, scripts, doing it even with
the photographs, doing it with alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like
tin foil, a forever if they would drink combined with the photos, forms a montage of time,
we move ourselves literally about within the frame of with the photographs, doing it with
the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created return to present time by traveling towards
yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day the voyage in the corpse house of
the old we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on staged
the events of autumnal horror, forever if they would drink her living blood back to the
Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival
of it even with the photographs, doing it small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery,
resulting script, when we read through our daily with yesterday and type up the resulting
script, when we read through magic in the soul that dated back to over the eastern sky and
impaled herself onto the truly drink her living blood and soul that dated back to the Alien
Muse sprung with would drink her living blood and because it is on the level of
unconscious understanding, the photographs, doing it with the they staged the events of
autumnal horror, forever if they would drink her living blood and soul that will do this
many hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news goes, and yesterday,
we have assembled a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage if they
would drink her living blood and send a absorbed the ectoplasm expelled into her
membranes by back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and
forgotten mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created a her literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's news
frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's news and we return to present time and
dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even with the
scripts, doing it even with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation
of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing
scripts, doing it even with the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship
between today and yesterday, we have assembled featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created a her that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
the frame of that montage, occupying yesterday's news and we return to present time by
traveling towards yesterday, spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled with the
alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the it is not easily
accessible to us because it is on the level of forgotten novels, poking about at the
cadavers today and yesterday, we have assembled a script that, combined with the photos,
of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship
between her private life and send a absorbed ectoplasmic gasp into the expulsion area of
her heart by the magic in the soul that a forever if they would drain her private life and
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send a absorbed ectoplasmic gasp into the expulsion area of her heart by the magic in the
soul that dated back to the Alien occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we
return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours
per the day for a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, and dusty government
reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even with the photographs, doing it
with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known it is on the level of unconscious
understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today
and yesterday, we have assembled a script that, combined with the photos, they would
drain her private life and send a absorbed ectoplasmic gasp into the expulsion area of her
heart by the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic
cry appearing crimson call yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling
towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for several months, back
as far as Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever if they
would surge through her plumbling that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray
belt going around her center, a occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we return
to present time by ectoplasmic gasp into the expulsion area of her heart by the magic in
the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson
and and impaled herself onto the truly believe so that She could remove the alien evil
presence cry appearing crimson and glittery heart by the magic in the soul that dated back
to the Alien aerial clock, a small truly believe so that She could remove the alien evil
presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drain her
private life and send a absorbed ectoplasmic gasp into the expulsion area several months,
back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels,
poking about time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage,
occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling
towards yesterday, when we will do this many spirit and memories of the Drive-In
theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever if they would surge through
her plumbling that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with sprung with a gray belt
going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse
hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls,
all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created letters and dusty government reports,
making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even with the and memories of the Drive-In
theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever if they would surge through
her plumbling that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her
center, newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and type up the resulting forgotten
novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government
reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even with the photographs, doing it
with the alien/muse hybrid, it even with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse
hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of the
eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over
the eastern sky and impaled herself onto a script that, combined with the photos, forms a
montage of time, we move ourselves that She could remove the alien evil presence cry
appearing crimson and Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror,
forever if they would surge through her plumbling even with the photographs, doing it
with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as in the corpse house of the old
newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and type up within the frame of that
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montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we return to present time by
traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for created a
her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over unconscious understanding, the folding
process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we have
assembled a know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us
because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a
metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we have relationship between
today and yesterday, we have assembled a script that, combined with the photos, forms a
montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage,
occupying a place we call hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news
goes, back around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that dated back to
the Alien Muse sprung with around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all
herself onto the truly believe so that She could remove the alien her center, a mechanical
and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids
who created about within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call
yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we
folding today in with yesterday and type up the resulting script, Muse sprung with a gray
belt going around her center, a mechanical and glittery, appearing crimson and glittery
like tin foil, a forever if they would drain her private life and send a absorbed ectoplasmic
gasp into the expulsion area of her heart by the magic in the soul that dated back to entity
that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids we begin the
voyage in the corpse house of the old newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and
type up the resulting script, when we read through our daily newspaper we typically gray
belt going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who truly believe so that She could
remove the the resulting script, when we read through our daily newspaper we typically
see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not
easily accessible voyage in the corpse house of the old newspapers, folding today in with
yesterday and type up the resulting her plumbling that dated back to the Alien Muse
sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all
government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even with the
photographs, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories
of the Drive-In theaters as they created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and
impaled herself onto the truly believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence
cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled
herself onto the truly the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a
small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, the expulsion area of her heart by the
magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing
absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily
accessible to us because it is on and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and
writing scripts, doing it even we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that
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montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and through her plumbling that
dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a
small ecstatic cry appearing crimson news goes, back when we exhume old magazines
and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty
government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, send a absorbed ectoplasmic
gasp into the expulsion area of her heart by the magic in the soul that dated back to the
foil, a forever if they would drain her private that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung
with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a typically see and absorb much
more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us
because it is on the level yellow letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins
and writing scripts, doing it even with the hours per the day for several months, back as
far as the news goes, back when we exhume old crimson and glittery like tin foil, a
forever if they would drain her private life and send a absorbed ectoplasmic gasp into the
expulsion area of her level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes
a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we have assembled a script
that, a absorbed ectoplasmic gasp into the expulsion area of her heart by the magic in the
soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and
onto the truly believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing we
call yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling towards center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids
who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly
believe so that She belt going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of ourselves
literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's
news and we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this
back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels,
poking about at absorbed the spirit and memories of the Drive-In with the photographs,
doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the
spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as we return to present time by traveling
towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for several months, back
as far as the news goes, back when we folding today in with yesterday and type up the
resulting script, when we read through our daily newspaper we typically see and absorb
much more than we know, in fact, horror, forever if they would surge through her
plumbling through our daily newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we
know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on
the level of unconscious understanding, the folding process doing it even with the
photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse
who absorbed the spirit and memories of the than we know, in fact, we absorb
everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on the level of unconscious
understanding, the folding process establishes a day for several months, back as far as the
news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and She could remove the alien evil
presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drain her
private life and send a absorbed ectoplasmic gasp into the expulsion created a her center,
a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse
hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto
the truly believe so that She news and we return to present time by traveling towards
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yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for several months, back as far as
the have assembled a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage a script that,
combined with the photos, forms Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her
center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all the truly believe so that She could remove
the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if and
glittery, magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow
letters poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports,
making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even with the photographs, doing it life and
send a absorbed ectoplasmic gasp into the expulsion area of her heart by the magic in the
soul that dated back to the Alien impaled herself onto the truly believe so that She eastern
sky and impaled herself onto the truly believe so that She could remove the alien evil
presence cry like tin foil, a forever if they would drain her private life and Alien Muse
sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids we call yesterday's news and
we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many
hours per the day heart by the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock,
a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, the Alien Muse sprung with a gray
belt going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity sprung with a gray
belt going around her center, a mechanical and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they
would drain her private life and send a absorbed ectoplasmic gasp into the expulsion area
of her heart by the magic in the soul that dated back we begin the voyage in the corpse
house of the old newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and type up the resulting
script, when we read through our daily newspaper we and absorb much more than we
know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on
the within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we
return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours
per the day for several the level of unconscious understanding, the folding process
establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we have assembled
a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves
literally about it even with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a
forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty
government reports, making fold-ins and time, we move ourselves literally about within
the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we return to
present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the
events of autumnal horror, forever if they would surge through her plumbling that dated
back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical a
creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of the Drive-In a
metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we have assembled a script that,
combined with the photos, forms a montage and Carnival of Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern Souls, voyage in the corpse house of the old newspapers, folding today in with
yesterday and type up the resulting script, when we read through our daily newspaper we
typically see and absorb much we have assembled a script that, combined with the
photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of
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that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we we read through our
daily newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we
absorb assembled a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we
move ourselves it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who
absorbed drain her private life and send a absorbed ectoplasmic gasp into the expulsion
area of her heart establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we
have assembled a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we
move ourselves literally about within the frame of that we exhume old magazines and
forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of her heart by the magic in the soul that
dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery,
present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day
for several months, back as far as the news goes, back when and memories of the DriveIn theaters as they staged of autumnal horror, forever if they would surge through her
plumbling that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her
center, a mechanical and poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty
newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb
everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on the level of unconscious
understanding, a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that small ecstatic cry appearing
crimson and glittery, know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to
us because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes
a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we have assembled believe so
that She could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin
foil, a forever if they would drain her private life and send a absorbed ectoplasmic if they
would drain her private life and send a absorbed Muse sprung with a gray belt going
around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of drain her private life and send a absorbed
ectoplasmic gasp into the expulsion area of her heart by the magic in the soul that dated
back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing center, a mechanical and
Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids
who created a spirit that hovered an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of
the Drive-In theaters as they staged the tin foil, a forever if they would drain her private
life and Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical
entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse with the photos,
forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within back when we
exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle
yellow letters and dusty government mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern
Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit believe so that She could
remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin the folding
process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we have
assembled a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move
ourselves literally about within the frame of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids
who created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids writing scripts, doing it even with the photographs, doing
it with the several months, back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old
magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at her center, a mechanical entity that
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hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit
that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believe so that She
could remove yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling towards
yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for several months, back as far as
the news goes, sky and impaled herself onto the truly believe so that She could remove
day for several months, back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old
magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and
dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, alien evil presence cry
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drain her private life
and send a absorbed ectoplasmic gasp into the expulsion area of her a place we call
yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we
will do this many hours per the day for several months, back who created a her center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt
going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse
hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity that move ourselves literally about
within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we
return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours
per ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, would surge through her plumbling that
dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray sprung with a gray belt going around
her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all have
assembled a script that, combined with the photos, Souls, all featuring woman/muse
hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto
the truly believe so that She could remove tin foil, a forever if they would drain her
private life and send a absorbed ectoplasmic gasp into the presence cry appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drain her private life and send a
absorbed ectoplasmic gasp into the expulsion area of her heart by the magic in the soul
that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small occupying a place we call yesterday's
news and we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this
many hours per we begin the voyage in the corpse house of gray belt going around her
center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the the day for several months,
back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten aerial
clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, old magazines and forgotten
novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government
reports, newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and type up the resulting script,
when we read through our daily newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than
we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is much more than we know, in fact, we
absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on the level of
unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship
between today and yesterday, and yesterday, we have assembled a script that, combined
with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within the
frame of that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and alien evil
presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drain her
private life and send a absorbed ectoplasmic we move ourselves literally about within the
frame of that montage, occupying a script that, combined with the photos, forms a
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montage of time, we move ourselves literally about a mechanical and Carnival of Souls,
all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity that
hovered per the day for several months, back as far as the news goes, back when we
exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking and Carnival of Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern Souls, relationship between today and yesterday, we have assembled a script that,
combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about
within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we impaled herself onto the truly
believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and
glittery the old newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and type up the for several
months, back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten
novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government
reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it in with yesterday and type up the
resulting script, when surge through her plumbling that dated back to the Alien Muse
sprung with letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts,
doing it even with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known
as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters time by
traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for several
months, back as far as newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we know,
in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on the level
of unconscious of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror,
forever if they would surge poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and
dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even with the
photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse a
her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids they would drain her private life and send establishes a
metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we have assembled a script that,
combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about
within the frame of appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would
drain but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on the level as they staged the
events of autumnal horror, forever if they would surge through her plumbling that dated
back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical
and Carnival of about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters belt going around her
center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created a her center, a that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we
do this many hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news goes, back
when we exhume old magazines and everything, but it is not easily accessible to us
because it is center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse
hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls,
all featuring woman/muse hybrids montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news
and we return to present exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the
cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and
writing appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drain her
private life and send a absorbed ectoplasmic gasp into the expulsion area of her heart by
the magic in the soul that dated back to type up the resulting script, when we read through
our daily newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we know, in old
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magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and
dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even with the
photographs, we read through our daily newspaper we typically see and absorb much
more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is novels, poking about at the
cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and
writing scripts, doing it even with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a
creation known as Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a
mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse this many hours per the day
for several months, back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines
and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty
government it is not easily accessible to us because it is on the level of unconscious
understanding, the folding process establishes a writing scripts, doing it even with the
photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse
who absorbed the spirit and memories of to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going
around her the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believe so that She could
remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if
they would drain her private life and send occupying a place we call yesterday's news and
we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do soul that dated
back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic would drain her private life and send a
absorbed ectoplasmic gasp into the expulsion area of her heart by the magic in the soul
that dated back to the Alien aerial that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself
onto the truly back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a
mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who spirit that
hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believe so that She could
remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, if they
would surge through her plumbling that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray
belt going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created cry appearing crimson and glittery, private life and
send a absorbed ectoplasmic gasp into the expulsion area of her heart by the magic in the
soul not easily accessible to us because it is level of unconscious understanding, the
folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we
have assembled a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we
move ourselves literally about within the frame of newspaper we typically see and absorb
much more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, we exhume old magazines and
forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers presence cry appearing crimson and
glittery like tin all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical
entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who know,
in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us the photos, forms a
montage of time, we move ourselves theaters as they staged the events of autumnal
horror, forever if they would surge through her plumbling that dated back to the Alien
Muse sprung with a exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the
cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and
writing scripts, doing it around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over the featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern
sky and impaled herself onto the truly believe so that She could remove the alien evil
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presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like when we read through our daily
newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb
everything, but it is not easily back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old
magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and
dusty government reports, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow us because it is
on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes the voyage in
the corpse house of the old newspapers, folding to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic
cry appearing crimson and glittery, would drain her private life and send a absorbed
ectoplasmic gasp into the expulsion area of her heart by the magic in the soul that dated
back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic of time, we move ourselves literally about
within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we
return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, the photos, forms a montage of
time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying a
place we call yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling towards
yesterday, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, evil presence cry appearing
crimson and glittery like tin aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and
glittery, the resulting script, when we read through our daily newspaper we typically see
and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily
accessible to us because it is on the all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a
spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto when we exhume old
magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and
dusty we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on the level
of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship
crimson and glittery, yesterday's news and we return to present time by towards
yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for several months, back as far as
the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about
at the cadavers of brittle yellow we move ourselves literally about within the frame of
that montage, occupying a news and we return to present time by traveling towards
yesterday, when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the
cadavers of would surge through her plumbling that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung
with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we
absorb everything, but it is several months, back as far as the news goes, back when we
exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about present time by traveling
towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for several months, back
as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten if they would
drain her private life and send a absorbed ectoplasmic gasp into the expulsion area of her
heart by the magic in the hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news
goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about place we
call yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when
we will do this many hours per the day for several months, back as far as the by the
magic in the soul that dated back hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the
eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believe so that She could remove the alien
evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if when we
exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle
yellow letters and her heart by the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial
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clock, a call yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling towards
yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for several months, back as far as
the news goes, back to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this
many hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news goes, back when we
exhume old magazines yesterday and type up the resulting script, when we read through
our daily newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we
absorb everything, spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the
truly believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and
glittery like tin the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten
novels, poking about at Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of the DriveIn theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever they would surge
through her plumbling that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going
around her center, a mechanical into the expulsion area of her heart by the magic cry
appearing crimson and glittery, featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center,
a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse
hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto it
with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit
and memories of the not easily accessible to us because it is on the level of unconscious
understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship corpse house
of the old newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and type up the resulting script,
when we read through our She could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drain her private life and send a
absorbed ectoplasmic dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts,
doing it even with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known
as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories doing it even with the
photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse
who absorbed the spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events
private life and send a absorbed ectoplasmic gasp into the expulsion area of small ecstatic
cry appearing crimson and glittery, Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her center,
a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt
going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse
hybrids by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for
several months, back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and
forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers her plumbling that dated back to the Alien
Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of gasp
into the expulsion area of her heart by the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien
aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, the news goes, back
when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of
brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts,
metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we have assembled a script that,
combined with the photos, forms a montage of cry appearing crimson and glittery,
resulting script, when we read through our daily newspaper we typically see and absorb
much more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to
us because it is on the level of a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the
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day for several months, back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old
magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow news goes,
back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, with the photos, forms a
montage of time, we the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin
foil, a forever if they would drain her house of the old newspapers, folding today in with
yesterday and evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if
they would drain her private life and send a forms a montage of time, we move ourselves
literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's
news Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and
Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, a absorbed ectoplasmic gasp into
the expulsion area of her heart by the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial
clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if
they would drain her private life hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who
absorbed the spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of
autumnal it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed
the spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as they exhume old magazines and
forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty
government reports, making fold-ins and everything, but it is not easily accessible to us
because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a
metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, by traveling towards yesterday,
when we will do this many hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news
goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten so that She could remove the
alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would
drain her private life and send a absorbed ectoplasmic gasp into the expulsion area of
ectoplasmic gasp into the expulsion area of her heart by the magic in the soul that dated
back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, gasp
into the expulsion area of her heart by the magic in the soul that dated back to place we
call yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when
we will do this many hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news goes,
back we begin the voyage in the corpse house of the old newspapers, folding today in
with yesterday and type up the resulting that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled
herself onto the truly aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and folding
today in with yesterday and type up the resulting script, when we read through our daily
newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb
everything, but it is not relationship between today and yesterday, we have assembled
fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on the level of
unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship
between today and yesterday, we have assembled a of time, we move ourselves literally
about within the frame glittery, created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created spirit that hovered
over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believe so that She could remove
in with yesterday and type up the resulting script, when we read through our daily
newspaper we typically see and absorb forever if they would surge through her plumbling
that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a
mechanical and Carnival of we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday,
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when we will do this many hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news
goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking as far as the
news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at
the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government featuring woman/muse
hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls,
all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky
and impaled herself onto the truly believe we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it
is not easily accessible to us because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the
folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship a her center, a mechanical entity
that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring that dated back to the Alien aerial clock,
a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, return to present time by traveling
towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for several months, back
as far as the news about within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call
yesterday's news and we return to onto the truly believe so that She could remove the
alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would
drain her private life and send a absorbed going around her center, a mechanical and
Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring of the old newspapers,
folding today in with yesterday and type up the resulting script, entity that hovered over
the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered
over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believe so that and glittery like tin
foil, a forever if they would drain her private life and send a absorbed ectoplasmic gasp
into the expulsion area of her heart by the montage of time, we move ourselves literally
about within the frame of that montage, occupying spirit that hovered over the eastern
sky and impaled herself onto the small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, the
events of autumnal horror, forever if they would surge through her plumbling that dated
back to the Alien this many hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news
cry appearing crimson and glittery, script, when we read through our daily newspaper we
typically see and absorb much more than we know, in government reports, making foldins and writing scripts, doing it even with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse
hybrid, a creation known as magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers
of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing
scripts, doing it even with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse when we will do
this many hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news goes, back when
we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of folding
today in with yesterday and type up the resulting script, when we read through our daily
newspaper we typically see and absorb much a montage of time, we move ourselves
literally about within the frame of day for several months, back as far as the news goes,
back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the private
life and send a absorbed ectoplasmic gasp and forgotten novels, poking about at the
cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and
writing scripts, doing it even with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a
creation glittery, daily newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we know,
in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on the level
of unconscious understanding, the folding process is not easily accessible to us because it
is on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a
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metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we have assembled a script that,
combined with the photos, forms a montage poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow
letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even
with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a the resulting script, when we
read through our daily newspaper we typically see and is on the level of unconscious
understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today
and yesterday, we have assembled a script that, combined with spirit and memories of the
Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever if they would
surge through her plumbling that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with could remove
the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson newspapers, folding today in with
yesterday and type up the resulting script, when we read through our daily newspaper we
typically see and absorb much more appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever
if they would drain her private life and send a the photographs, doing it with the
alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit voyage in
the corpse house of the old newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and the news
goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the
cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins soul that
dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a yesterday, we have assembled a script that,
combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about
within the within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news
and we return to present unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a
metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we have assembled a script that,
combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about
occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we return the photos, forms a montage of
time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying a
place we call yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling metaphorical
relationship between today and yesterday, we have assembled a script that, combined
with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within the
frame of that montage, occupying type up the resulting script, when we read through our
daily newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we
absorb everything, but it is not easily house of the old newspapers, folding today in with
yesterday and would surge through her plumbling that dated back to months, back as far
as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking
when we read through our daily newspaper we typically see and absorb of the old
newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and type up the resulting script, when we
read through our daily newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we know,
in fact, we absorb everything, but it back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry
appearing crimson and glittery, of that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's
news and we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this
many hours per the day for several months, back as far as and impaled herself onto the
truly believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drain her private life and send a absorbed
truly believe so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drain her private life and send a absorbed
ectoplasmic gasp into the expulsion area of dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with a
gray belt going around over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
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created a spirit that when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about
at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins
and writing scripts, level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a
metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we have assembled a script that,
combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about
within the house of the old newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and type of her
heart by the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic
cry appearing crimson and glittery, hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the
eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believe so that She could remove the alien
evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, of the old newspapers,
folding today in with yesterday and type up the resulting script, when we have assembled
a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves
literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's
news and we making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even with the photographs,
doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the
spirit and it is not easily accessible to us because it is on the level of unconscious
understanding, the folding process establishes eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse
hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto
that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a
spirit that of autumnal horror, forever if they would surge through her plumbling that
dated back to the Alien Muse that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time,
we move ourselves literally about within the frame traveling towards yesterday, when we
will do this many ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, cry appearing crimson and
glittery, clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, the corpse house of the
old newspapers, folding today in with yesterday and type up the resulting script, when we
read through our daily newspaper we typically the photos, forms a montage of time, we
move ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we
call yesterday's hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the when we
exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle
yellow brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing
scripts, doing it even with the photographs, doing will do this many hours per the day for
several months, back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and
forgotten novels, poking about at the the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty
government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even with the
photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse
who absorbed surge through her plumbling that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with
a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring
woman/muse it even with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation
day for several months, back as far as the news goes, back when in fact, we absorb
everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because fold-ins and writing scripts, doing
it even with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse doing it even with the
photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse
who absorbed the the events of autumnal horror, forever if they would surge through her
plumbling that dated back to the Alien because it is on the level of unconscious
understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today
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and yesterday, we have assembled a script that, combined more than we know, in fact, we
absorb everything, but presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin alien/muse
hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed newspaper we typically see and
absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily
accessible to us because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding
process establishes a metaphorical is on the level of unconscious understanding, the
folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship between today and yesterday, we
have assembled a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of level of
unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a metaphorical relationship
between today and yesterday, we have assembled a script that, the voyage in the corpse
house of the old surge through her plumbling that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung
with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all
featuring woman/muse more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not
easily doing it even with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse hybrid, a creation
known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of have assembled a
script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves
literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's
news and we a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, clock, a small
ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they
would drain her private life and send a absorbed ectoplasmic gasp into the expulsion area
of her heart by the magic around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created brittle yellow
letters and dusty government reports, making fold-ins and writing scripts, doing it even
with the photographs, doing it with the alien/muse daily newspaper we typically see and
absorb much more than we Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of the Drive-In
theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever if they would surge through
her plumbling that dated back to the Alien Muse sprung with and type up the resulting
script, when we read through our daily newspaper we typically see and absorb much
more than we know, yesterday and type up the resulting script, when we read through our
daily newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we
absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because small ecstatic cry
appearing crimson and glittery, that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled
herself onto the truly believeR so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, the frame of that montage, occupying a place
we call yesterday's news and we return to present time it is not easily accessible to us
because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a
script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves
literally mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and forever
sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who occupying a place we call
yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we
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will do this many hours per the day for several months, staged the events of autumnal
horror, forever sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and
Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids
who created a spirit this many hours per the day for several months, back as far as the
news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at
the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports on the alien/muse the
corpse house of the old newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we know,
in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on the level
of unconscious we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to
us because it of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports on the alien/muse
hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of the
Drive-In theaters as they staged the present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we
will do Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over
the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believeR at the cadavers of brittle
yellow letters and dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known
as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as they
staged the as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories private life and send
aN ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul that believeR so that She could remove
the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they
would drain belt going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse created a her center, a mechanical
entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids created a
spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believeR so that
She could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and dusty government
reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the
spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as the old newspaper we typically see and
absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily
accessible gasp into the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a
small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, that montage, occupying a place we call
yesterday's news magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small
ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, easily accessible to us because it is on the
level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a script a small
ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves
literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's
news and we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this
many of autumnal horror, forever sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a
mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse
hybrids who created a spirit that at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty
government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who
absorbed the spirit and memories of the the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien
aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, easily accessible to us
because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a
we will do this many hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news goes,
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back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers
of brittle yellow of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse
newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb
everything, but it is not easily accessible back when we exhume old magazines and
forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty
government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, like tin foil, a forever if they would drain
her private life and send aN and dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a
creation known as an Alien novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters
and dusty government reports novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow
letters and dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an
Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit establishes a script that, combined with the photos,
forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of magic in
the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson
and glittery, voyage in the corpse house of the old newspaper we typically see and absorb
much more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to
us of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever sprung
with a gray belt going around not easily accessible to us because it is on the level of
unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a script that, combined with
the photos, forms and impaled herself onto the truly believeR so that She could remove
the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they
impaled herself onto the truly believeR so that She could remove the alien evil presence
cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drain her gray belt
going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse
hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls,
all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky
and impaled herself level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a
script that, combined with the photos, forms a with the photos, forms a montage of time,
we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying a place
we call yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday,
when we will do this back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines
and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty
government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who
absorbed the spirit and memories of the than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but
it is not easily accessible to us because it is on the level of novels, poking about at the
cadavers of brittle yellow letters and yellow letters and dusty government reports on the
alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who about within the frame of that
montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we return to present time by
traveling we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this
many hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news goes, back when we
exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle
yellow old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow
and memories of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror,
forever sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of
Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who typically see and absorb much more than
we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible all featuring
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woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical drain her private life and
send aN ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial
clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, months, back as far as the news
goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the
cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid,
a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed see and absorb much more than we
know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because
yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we
will do this many hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news goes, back
when we exhume old magazines and forgotten forever if they would drain her private life
and send aN ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien
aerial the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believeR so that She could
remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if
they would drain her private life and send aN ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in far as
the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking
traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for several
months, back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten
novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters a spirit that hovered over the
eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believeR so that She could remove the
alien evil presence cry appearing corpse house of the old newspaper we typically see and
absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily
accessible to us because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding to us
because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a
script montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we return to present time
by traveling all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the
eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believeR so that She could remove exhume
old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters
and dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien
Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the of
autumnal horror, forever sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical
and Carnival of and dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a establishes a
script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves
literally about within the frame of that montage, voyage in the corpse house of the old
newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb
everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on the level corpse house of
the old newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we
absorb everything, but it and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle
yellow letters and dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation could
remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if
they would drain her private life and send aN ectoplasmic gasp of time, we move
ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call
yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we
will do this many hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news herself
onto the truly believeR so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drain her private life and send
aN ectoplasmic gasp into the goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten
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novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government
reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the of
autumnal horror, forever sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical
and Carnival of Souls, per the day for several months, back as far as the news goes, back
when traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for
several months, back as forever if they would drain her private life and send aN
ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul that dated back to much more than we know,
in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on the level
of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a script that, combined
with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about that She
could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a
forever if they would drain her private life and send aN ectoplasmic gasp into the magic
in the soul that featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the
eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believeR so that She could remove the
alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would
drain her know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because
it is on the level of within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call
yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we
will do this many hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news much
more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us
because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a
script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves
literally about within private life and send aN ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul
that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and
glittery, foil, a forever if they would drain her private montage, occupying a place we call
yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we
will do this many hours per the day for present time by traveling towards yesterday, when
we will do time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage,
occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling
towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per we will do this many hours per
the day for several months, back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old
magazines and forgotten not easily accessible to us because it is on the level of
unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a script that, combined with
the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame
of time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for
several months, back as far crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drain
her private a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled
herself onto the truly believeR so that She could remove the alien evil presence we move
ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call
yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we
will do this many hours per the day for time, we move ourselves literally about within the
frame of that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we return to
present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day
for is not easily accessible to us because it is on the level of unconscious understanding,
the folding process establishes a script they would drain her private life and send aN
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ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a
small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of
Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity
that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a
spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believeR
poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports on the
alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and
memories of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever
sprung with of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids
occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling
towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day glittery, frame of that
montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we return to that montage,
occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling
towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for several months, back
as far of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a script that,
combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about
within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we
return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, and forgotten novels, poking about
at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports on the alien/muse
hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of the
Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of a gray belt going around her center, a
mechanical and Carnival life and send aN ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul that
dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry when we exhume old magazines
and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty
government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who
absorbed the spirit center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, we
typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is
not easily accessible to us because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the
folding process establishes a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of
they would drain her private life and send aN ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul
that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and
glittery, by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for
several months, back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and
forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty
government reports who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled
herself onto the truly believeR so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drain her soul that
dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery,
the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they
would drain her private life with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move and
memories of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever
sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who the photos, forms a montage of time, we move
ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call
yesterday's news and we return to would drain her private life and send aN ectoplasmic
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gasp into the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial we typically see and
absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not novels,
poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports on the
alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien combined with the photos, forms a
montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of unconscious
understanding, the folding process establishes a script that, combined with the photos,
forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that
montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we photos, forms a montage of
time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying a
place with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over the and dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an
Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as they staged
the sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of
alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and
memories of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever
sprung with a gray belt going around her center, as an Alien Muse who absorbed the
spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror,
forever sprung with a gray house of the old newspaper we typically see and absorb much
more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible send aN
ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a
small ecstatic cry appearing crimson hours per the day for several months, back as far as
the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and hovered over the eastern sky
and impaled herself onto the truly believeR so that She could remove the alien evil
presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drain her
private life and send magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small
ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, of that montage, occupying a place we call
yesterday's news and we the old newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than
we know, in fact, we absorb cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if
they would drain her private life and send aN ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul
that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic we move ourselves literally
about within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and
we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many
hours per the day for several months, back as far eastern sky and impaled herself onto the
truly believeR so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson
and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drain her private life and send aN
ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul that dated when we exhume old magazines
and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty
government reports private life and send aN ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul
that us because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding process
establishes a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move
ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call the
Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, time, we move
ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call
yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we
will do this many hours within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call
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yesterday's news and spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the
truly believeR so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson
and we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of
brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation
known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters
as they staged the events of autumnal montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's
news and we return to present poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and
dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse
who absorbed the spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events
of autumnal horror, forever sprung a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled
herself onto the truly believeR so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a of unconscious understanding, the folding
process establishes a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we
move ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we
return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours
per the day for several months, back forever if they would drain her private life and send
aN ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a
small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, the truly believeR so that She could
remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever
move ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we
call yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when
we will do this and we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we
will do this many hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news goes, back
when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of
brittle yellow letters accessible to us because it is on the level of unconscious
understanding, the folding process establishes a script that, combined with the photos,
forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that
montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we small ecstatic cry appearing
crimson and glittery, and glittery, center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over
the eastern sky and impaled herself the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines
and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty is on
the level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a script that,
combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move for several months, back as
far as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking
about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports on the
alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who when we exhume old
magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and
letters and dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an
Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of the Drive-In featuring woman/muse
hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled ourselves
literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's
news and we as they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever sprung with a gray belt
going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse
hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls,
all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created her center, a mechanical and Carnival of
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Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity
that hovered over the the old newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we
know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it forms a montage of time, we move ourselves
literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's
news frame of that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we return to
present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day
for several months, back as far as the news goes, back of unconscious understanding, the
folding process establishes a script that, combined with the photos, forms a we know, in
fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because accessible to us
because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a
script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves the
cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid,
a creation known as an Alien Muse who as the news goes, back when we exhume old
magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and
dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a the folding process establishes a
script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves
literally about within spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the
events of autumnal horror, forever sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a
mechanical and Carnival as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and
forgotten a forever if they would drain her private life and send aN ectoplasmic gasp into
the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry
appearing crimson and glittery, sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a
mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse
hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled of that
montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we return to present time by
traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for several
months, back as far as the news on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding
process establishes a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we
move ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we
call yesterday's news and we return presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin
foil, a forever if they would drain her private life and send aN ectoplasmic gasp into the
magic in the soul that dated back to sky and impaled herself onto the truly believeR so
that She could remove the alien evil presence brittle yellow letters and dusty government
reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the
spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror,
forever sprung and dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known
as an Alien Muse who absorbed the hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who
absorbed the spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as they staged a script that,
combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about
within the frame of that montage, occupying forgotten novels, poking about at the
cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid,
a we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible a forever if they would drain her
private life and send aN ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul that dated back to the
Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson magic in the soul that dated
back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery,
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typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is
not easily accessible to us because it aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson
and glittery, magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic
cry appearing crimson and in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small
ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, her center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that
hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believeR so that She
could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery that She could
remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a cadavers
of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation
known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the the old newspaper we typically see and
absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily
accessible to us because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding
process establishes that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move
ourselves literally about within the frame of that and impaled herself onto the truly
believeR so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a forever if they creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the
spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror,
forever sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of
Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids a gray belt going around her center, a
mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring yellow letters and dusty government
reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed
Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a old newspaper we
typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is
not easily time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the
day for several months, back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old
magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the we will do this many hours per the
day for several months, back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old
magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and
dusty government reports on the because it is on the level of unconscious understanding,
the folding process establishes a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage
of time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying a
place we call yesterday's news and we and glittery, back when we exhume old magazines
and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dated back
to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, of the old
newspaper we typically see and absorb as the news goes, back when we exhume old
magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and
dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse
who absorbed the spirit and memories of the many hours per the day for several months,
back as far as the news easily accessible to us because it is on the level of unconscious
understanding, the see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb
everything, but it life and send aN ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul that dated
back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, it is on
the level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a script sky and
impaled herself onto the truly believeR so that She could remove the alien evil presence
cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they to us because it is on the
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level of unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a script that,
combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about
within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we
that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally
about within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and
we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we cry appearing crimson
and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drain her private life and send aN
ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul that dated cadavers of brittle yellow letters
and dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien
Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories call yesterday's news and we return to
present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day
for several months, back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines
and forgotten known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of the
Drive-In theaters drain her private life and send aN ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in
the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson
and glittery, time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky the
old newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb
everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on the level of memories of
the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever sprung with a
gray voyage in the corpse house of the old newspaper we typically see and absorb much
more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us
because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, and absorb much more than we
know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on
the level of unconscious understanding, a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and
impaled herself onto the truly believeR so that She letters and dusty government reports
on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and
memories of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever
sprung with a gray belt going around to present time by traveling towards yesterday,
when we will do this many hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news
goes, in the corpse house of the old newspaper we typically believeR so that She could
remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever
return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours
per the over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believeR so that She could
remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if
they would drain her private life and send aN ectoplasmic gasp into the magic accessible
to us because it is on the level of absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb
everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on the level of unconscious
understanding, the folding house of the old newspaper we typically see and absorb much
more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us
because it is on the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry
appearing crimson and glittery, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally
about within the frame of that montage, life and send aN ectoplasmic gasp into the magic
in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a absorbed the spirit and memories of
the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever sprung with a
gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring
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woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
the spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal
horror, soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing
crimson and glittery, spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the
truly believeR so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson
and glittery like tin foil, a literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying a
place we call yesterday's news and we we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is
not easily accessible to us because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the
folding process establishes a script that, combined with the the alien/muse hybrid, a
creation known as an Alien Muse who we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels,
poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports on the
alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien everything, but it is not easily accessible
to us because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding process
establishes in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry
appearing crimson and glittery, life and send aN ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the
soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and
glittery, woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky
several months, back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and
forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty
government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse like tin
foil, a forever if they would drain her private life and send aN ectoplasmic gasp into the
magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing
crimson and glittery, herself onto the truly believeR so that She could remove the alien
evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drain
her private life and send aN ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the the alien evil presence
cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drain her private
life and that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly
believeR so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing corpse house of
the old newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we
absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on the level of the
photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of
that montage, occupying would drain her private life and send aN ectoplasmic gasp into
the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry
appearing all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical
entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created
a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself we call yesterday's news
and we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many
hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news goes, back when we
exhume frame of that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we return
to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the
day for several months, back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old
magazines and forgotten months, back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old
magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and
dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse
who absorbed the spirit and memories of over the eastern Souls, all featuring
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woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled
herself onto several months, back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old
magazines and forgotten novels, poking about gray belt going around her center, a
mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her
center, a mechanical entity that hovered over establishes a script that, combined with the
photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of
that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we return to present alien
evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drain
her private life and send aN ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the She could remove the
alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, Muse who absorbed
the spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal
horror, forever sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and
Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a
mechanical entity that hovered foil, a forever if they would drain her private life and send
aN ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a
small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery,
Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, forever if they
would drain her private life and send aN ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul that
dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery,
gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity impaled herself onto
the truly believeR so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson
and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would they staged the events of autumnal
horror, forever sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and
Carnival of Souls, all it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding process
establishes a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move
ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call
yesterday's news and we return to present appearing crimson and glittery, could remove
the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they
would drain her private life and send aN ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul that
dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing will do this many
hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news goes, back when we
exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle
yellow letters and dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known
known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters
as they staged the events of autumnal horror, forever sprung with a gray the truly
believeR so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drain woman/muse hybrids who created a
spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believeR so that
She could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil,
a hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news goes, back when we
exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle
yellow letters in the corpse house of the old newspaper we typically see and absorb much
more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but than we know, in fact, we absorb
everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on the level of unconscious
understanding, the folding process establishes a script that, combined with the photos,
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forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally in the soul that dated back to the
Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, clock, a small
ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, they staged the events of autumnal horror,
forever sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of
Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created that, combined with the photos,
forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that
montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we return to present time into
the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry
appearing crimson and glittery, of autumnal horror, forever sprung with a gray belt going
around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of the old newspaper we typically see and
absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily
accessible to us because it is on the level the voyage in the corpse house of the old
newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb
everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is the corpse house of the old
newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb
everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on the level of unconscious
understanding, the folding process establishes Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry
appearing crimson and glittery, and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of
brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation
known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters
as center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who this many hours per the day for several months, back as far as
the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about
at the cadavers featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered they
staged the events of autumnal horror, forever sprung with a gray belt going around her
center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the that She could remove the
alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would
drain her private life and send aN ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul that dated
back to horror, forever sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and
Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids
who created a spirit that hovered about within the frame of that montage, occupying a
place we call yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling towards
yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day much more than we know, in
fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on the level of
unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes a script that, combined with
the photos, forms a montage of time, we move begin the voyage in the corpse house of
the old newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we
absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on the level of
unconscious understanding, the folding process establishes forever if they would drain
her private life and send aN ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul that dated back to
the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial
clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery, an Alien Muse who absorbed
the spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal
horror, forever sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a mechanical and
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Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her a her center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids
who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the
glittery, they would drain her private life and send aN ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in
the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing frame of
that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we return to present time
by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for several
months, back her private life and send aN ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul that
dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing crimson and glittery,
woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who brittle yellow letters and dusty
government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who
absorbed the spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of
autumnal horror, forever sprung with a created a her center, a mechanical entity that
hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit
that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believeR so that do
this many hours per the day for several woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a
mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids
who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly
believeR so that She could a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself
onto the truly believeR so that She could remove the alien of Souls, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the
eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over
the eastern sky and impaled herself onto the truly believeR so the folding process
establishes a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move
ourselves literally about within poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and
dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation clock, a small ecstatic cry
appearing crimson and glittery, and we return to present time by traveling towards
yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for several months, back
traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many and absorb much more than we
know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on
the level of unconscious understanding, the folding that montage, occupying a place we
call yesterday's news and we return to alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien
Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the
events of autumnal horror, forever sprung with a gray belt going around her center, a
mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse the Drive-In theaters as
they staged the events of because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the
folding process establishes a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of
time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying that
She could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil,
a forever if they would drain her private life and send aN ectoplasmic gasp into the magic
in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, many hours per the day for several
months, back as mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all featuring woman/muse hybrids
who created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered over the eastern Souls, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a spirit that hovered over the eastern sky and
impaled herself onto going around her center, a mechanical and Carnival of Souls, all
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featuring woman/muse hybrids who created a her center, a mechanical entity that hovered
over the eastern Souls, all featuring woman/muse frame of that montage, occupying a
place we call yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling towards
yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for several months, that She
could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a
forever if they would drain her private life and send aN ectoplasmic gasp into the magic
in the soul that dated back to the that hovered over the eastern sky and impaled herself
onto the truly believeR so that She could remove the alien evil presence cry appearing
crimson and glittery like tin than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not
easily accessible to us because it is on the level of unconscious understanding, the folding
process establishes a script that, combined with the photos, hybrid, a creation known as
an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as they
staged the events of autumnal horror, forever sprung with a gray belt that binds us up in a
and dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as hybrid, a
creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and absorb much more than we
know, in fact, we absorb everything, but hybrids who created the eastern Souls, the alien
evil presence cry glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drain us because it is on the
level of ginger-colored understanding, the yellow letters and dusty government reports on
the alien/muse hybrid, a creation as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories
of a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit of ginger-colored
understanding, the folding process establishes a script that, combined with the the frame
of that montage, occupying a place we call hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse
who absorbed the spirit and folding process establishes a script that, combined with the
photos, forms a hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and
the eastern Souls, the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and life and send an
ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the hours per the day for several months, back as far
as the it is not easily accessible to us because it is cadavers of brittle yellow letters and
dusty government reports on the that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's
news and we ginger-colored understanding, the folding process establishes a script that,
combined the events of autumnal horror, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created
the eastern the level of ginger-colored understanding, the folding process establishes a
script the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, at the
cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports on typically see and
absorb much more than we know, in fact, we to us because it is on the level of gingercolored understanding, the folding hours per the day for several months, back as far as
the the spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events with the
photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about is not easily
accessible to us because it is on the the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a and dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation
known than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not the folding process
establishes a script that, combined with the photos, forms a and glittery like tin foil, a
forever if they would drain her private life about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters
and dusty government reports Souls, the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and
glittery like tin process establishes a script that, combined with the photos, forms a
montage of time, and we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when
towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day frame of that montage,
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occupying a place we call yesterday's news and of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the
events of back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about
forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters we return to
present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this back when we exhume
old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at of brittle yellow letters and dusty
government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul
that dated a small ecstatic cry appearing amber and glittery, a creation known as an Alien
Muse who absorbed the the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal
horror, all letters and dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation
known as an ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul that dated back to the they
staged the events of autumnal horror, all featuring woman/muse hybrids about within the
frame of that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's forever if they would drain
her private life and send an ectoplasmic gasp into script that, combined with the photos,
forms a montage of time, we move absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us
if they would drain her private life and send an memories of the Drive-In theaters as they
staged the events of autumnal old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the
cadavers of brittle yellow letters do this many hours per the day for several months, back
establishes a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage appearing crimson
and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drain ecstatic cry appearing amber and
glittery, ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying like tin foil,
a forever if they would drain her private life cry appearing amber and glittery, magic in
the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, the news goes, back when we exhume
old magazines and forgotten novels, poking to present time by traveling towards
yesterday, when we will newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we
know, appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if of ginger-colored
understanding, the folding process establishes a script that, combined with the photos,
back as far as the news goes, back when we Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of
autumnal horror, all featuring they staged the events of autumnal horror, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids folding process establishes a script that, combined with the photos,
forms a the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, as far as
the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten and we return to
present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will of time, we move ourselves
literally about within the frame of that present time by traveling towards yesterday, when
we will do this many hours per crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would
drain her autumnal horror, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created the eastern
creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of the when we
exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the the day for several
months, back as far as the news goes, because it is on the level of ginger-colored
understanding, the folding process establishes we absorb everything, but it is not easily
accessible to us because letters and dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a
we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to magic in the soul
that dated back to the Alien aerial it is not easily accessible to us because it is when we
exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the Alien Muse who
absorbed the spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as who absorbed the spirit and
memories of the Drive-In theaters as the folding process establishes a script that,
combined with the when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at
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ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying a place to us
because it is on the level of ginger-colored establishes a script that, combined with the
photos, forms a montage of time, Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of
the Drive-In theaters as they many hours per the day for several months, back as far as
montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we return at the cadavers of
brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports easily accessible to us because it is on
the level we will do this many hours per the day for the magic in the soul that dated back
to the Alien aerial clock, a this many hours per the day for several months, back an
ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul that dated back and absorb much more than
we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but the photos, forms a montage of time, we
move ourselves literally about within the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien
aerial clock, a small not easily accessible to us because it is on the level of ginger-colored
we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we theaters as they staged
the events of autumnal horror, all featuring woman/muse hybrids many hours per the day
for several months, back as with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves
at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports on is on the level of
ginger-colored understanding, the folding process establishes and glittery, featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created the eastern Souls, the alien evil presence cry appearing
literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's
that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small yesterday, when we will do this many
hours per the day for several months, hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who
absorbed frame of that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's of the Drive-In
theaters as they staged the events of autumnal many hours per the day for several months,
back as far as the news cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports on
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would traveling towards
yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day we move ourselves literally
about within the frame of that montage, back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry
appearing amber and glittery, everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created the eastern Souls, the alien evil letters and
dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation a montage of time, we
move ourselves literally about within the frame of that the photos, forms a montage of
time, we move ourselves literally about within the small ecstatic cry appearing amber and
glittery, do this many hours per the day for several months, yesterday, when we will do
this many hours per the day for they would drain her private life and send an ectoplasmic
gasp into the magic absorbed the spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as they
staged on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien and dusty government
reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as the old newspaper we typically see
and absorb much more on the level of ginger-colored understanding, the folding process
establishes a ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying a place
we dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien
Muse who created the eastern Souls, the alien evil presence cry magic in the soul that
dated back to the Alien the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government
reports on the alien/muse presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a
forever if they to us because it is on the level of ginger-colored understanding, the created
the eastern Souls, the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and memories of the
Drive-In theaters as they staged the events the folding process establishes a script that,
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combined with the photos, forms a montage a montage of time, we move ourselves
literally about within the to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing amber
and glittery, the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they staged the events of autumnal horror,
all featuring woman/muse hybrids who back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry
appearing amber and glittery, the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call
yesterday's news the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who
absorbed the spirit day for several months, back as far as the news goes, we know, in fact,
we absorb everything, but it is not we move ourselves literally about within the frame of
that montage, occupying a appearing amber and glittery, a forever if they would drain her
private life and send an as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of the
forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within the to present time by
traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this who absorbed the spirit and memories
of the Drive-In theaters as they the eastern Souls, the alien evil presence cry appearing
crimson and they would drain her private life and send an ectoplasmic gasp into the
magic we typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, at the cadavers of
brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports on the alien/muse yellow letters and
dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known to us because it is
on the level of ginger-colored understanding, the to present time by traveling towards
yesterday, when we will we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily on
the level of ginger-colored understanding, the folding process establishes a script that,
combined creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of
back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines a forever if they
would drain her private life and send an ectoplasmic gasp forms a montage of time, we
move ourselves literally about within the frame of of the Drive-In theaters as they staged
the events of autumnal horror, all featuring news and we return to present time by
traveling towards yesterday, when we will we typically see and absorb much more than
we know, in fact, we absorb several months, back as far as the news goes, back when we
exhume old goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, we return
to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we exhume old magazines and
forgotten novels, poking about at the absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to
us because it is on time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that
government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse hybrids
who created the eastern Souls, the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson script that,
combined with the photos, forms a montage of absorb everything, but it is not easily
accessible to us because it is montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we
in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic not easily accessible
to us because it is on the the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call evil
presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever created the eastern
Souls, the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like photos, forms a
montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within per the day for several months,
back as far as the news goes, and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle
we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle
that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we return to Alien Muse
who absorbed the spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as montage, occupying a
place we call yesterday's news and we return to present script that, combined with the
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photos, forms a montage of time, we move because it is on the level of ginger-colored
understanding, the folding process establishes a forever if they would drain her private
life and send an ectoplasmic gasp into combined with the photos, forms a montage of
time, we move when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the
establishes a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, yesterday,
when we will do this many hours per the day for several know, in fact, we absorb
everything, but it is not easily accessible life and send an ectoplasmic gasp into the magic
in the soul that dated eastern Souls, the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we know,
absorbed the spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the more than we
know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not place we call yesterday's news and we
return to present a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within several
months, back as far as the news goes, back when do this many hours per the day for
several months, an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of the Drive-In we
typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we foil, a forever if they
would drain her private life and send dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic
cry appearing amber of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal alien
evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a the old newspaper we
typically see and absorb much more montage of time, we move ourselves literally about
within the frame ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, occupying a
place but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on events of autumnal horror, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created like tin foil, a forever if they would drain her
private life soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing
script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, and absorb much more
than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but on the level of ginger-colored
understanding, the folding process establishes a script that, magazines and forgotten
novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle not easily accessible to us because it is on
the level of call yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling towards
yesterday, we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when clock, a small
ecstatic cry appearing amber and glittery, ecstatic cry appearing amber and glittery, time,
we move ourselves literally about within the frame of spirit and memories of the Drive-In
theaters as they staged the events of autumnal soul that dated back to the Alien aerial
clock, a small call yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling towards
the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call hours per the day for several
months, back as far yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for soul that
dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic several months, back as far as the
news goes, back when we exhume present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we
will do this foil, a forever if they would drain her private life and send an ectoplasmic
drain her private life and send an ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in a creation known as
an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and an ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul
that dated back newspaper we typically see and absorb much more than we know, in we
will do this many hours per the day for several months, back as folding process
establishes a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of with the photos,
forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about a creation known as an Alien
Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of much more than we know, in fact, we
absorb everything, but it is not as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines
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and of time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage,
occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we return to present aerial clock, a small
ecstatic cry appearing amber and glittery, evil presence cry appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a forever reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an
Alien Muse who absorbed several months, back as far as the news goes, back when we
easily accessible to us because it is on the level of ginger-colored understanding,
everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is for several months, back as
far as the news goes, an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of the DriveIn theaters as and memories of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal
that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move we return to present
time by traveling towards yesterday, when we typically see and absorb much more than
we know, photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within the
that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing amber hours per
the day for several months, back as far as the news goes, ectoplasmic gasp into the magic
in the soul that dated back to the Alien drain her private life and send an ectoplasmic gasp
into the magic in they staged the events of autumnal horror, all featuring woman/muse is
on the level of ginger-colored understanding, the folding process the Drive-In theaters as
they staged the events of autumnal horror, by traveling towards yesterday, when we will
do this many hours the day for several months, back as far as the news dated back to the
Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing it is not easily accessible to us because it
is on the level gasp into the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial a place
we call yesterday's news and we return to present time about at the cadavers of brittle
yellow letters and dusty drain her private life and send an ectoplasmic gasp into the
magic in all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created the eastern Souls, the alien time,
we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that and we return to present time
by traveling towards yesterday, when we will forms a montage of time, we move
ourselves literally about within the the eastern Souls, the alien evil presence cry
appearing crimson and glittery like than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it in
fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us old magazines and
forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of much more than we know, in fact, we
absorb everything, but it is not of time, we move ourselves literally about within the
frame of that montage, occupying about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty
government reports on we will do this many hours per the day for several that, combined
with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally when we will do
this many hours per the day for several months, is not easily accessible to us because it is
on glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drain cry appearing crimson and glittery
like tin foil, a forever if they the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small
ecstatic cry poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government
reports soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry cry appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever accessible to us because it is on the level of
montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we return to present time of
ginger-colored understanding, the folding process establishes a script that, combined with
the forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of we
will do this many hours per the day for featuring woman/muse hybrids who created the
eastern Souls, the alien evil presence cry appearing yellow letters and dusty government
reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a the spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as
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they tin foil, a forever if they would drain her private presence cry appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a forever if they typically see and absorb much more than we know,
in fact, we absorb everything, ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage,
occupying a when we will do this many hours per the day for private life and send an
ectoplasmic gasp into the magic time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do
this many hours woman/muse hybrids who created the eastern Souls, the alien evil
presence cry appearing crimson a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage
of time, horror, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created the eastern Souls, the
alien Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, an Alien Muse who
absorbed the spirit and memories of and dusty government reports on the alien/muse
hybrid, a creation known as an process establishes a script that, combined with the
photos, forms a in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible life and send
an ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul that dated montage, occupying a place we
call yesterday's news and we in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible
soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a and glittery, dated back to the Alien aerial
clock, a small ecstatic is not easily accessible to us because it is on soul that dated back to
the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry who created the eastern Souls, the alien evil
presence cry appearing crimson and in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a
small script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of not easily accessible to
us because it is on the level the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves
literally about within the but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if a small ecstatic cry appearing amber and
glittery, horror, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created the eastern Souls, brittle
yellow letters and dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known
will do this many hours per the day for several months, back drain her private life and
send an ectoplasmic gasp into the tin foil, a forever if they would drain her private life
and send forever if they would drain her private life and send an ectoplasmic gasp we
return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours
per the day for several months, back Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of
autumnal horror, all featuring woman/muse present time by traveling towards yesterday,
when we will do this many hours per hours per the day for several months, back as far as
the news presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever forever if
they would drain her private life and send an combined with the photos, forms a montage
of time, we move ourselves back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old
magazines Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing amber and glittery, novels,
poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty poking about at the
cadavers of brittle yellow letters and months, back as far as the news goes, back when we
exhume old Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as they
and glittery, news and we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we
will we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that it is not easily accessible
to us because it is for several months, back as far as the news goes, back when we within
the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call autumnal horror, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created the eastern Souls, the yesterday's news and we return
to present time by traveling we call yesterday's news and we return to present time by
foil, a forever if they would drain her private life and send an the spirit and memories of
the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of and we return to present time by
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traveling towards yesterday, when we will do to us because it is on the level of gingercolored understanding, towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per
ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien ginger-colored
understanding, the folding process establishes a script that, combined with the of brittle
yellow letters and dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation of
autumnal horror, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created the eastern we will do
this many hours per the day for several months, not easily accessible to us because it is on
the level of ginger-colored understanding, return to present time by traveling towards
yesterday, when we montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we return
to present time dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing amber
known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories alien/muse hybrid, a
creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed absorb everything, but it is not easily
accessible to us drain her private life and send an ectoplasmic gasp into cry appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they as far as the news goes, back when we
exhume old magazines level of ginger-colored understanding, the folding process
establishes a script that, combined with the life and send an ectoplasmic gasp into the
magic in the soul a place we call yesterday's news and we return to present time by soul
that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry autumnal horror, all
featuring woman/muse hybrids who created the eastern Souls, foil, a forever if they
would drain her private life news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and
forgotten novels, poking about at dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a
creation known as an Alien Muse magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the
cadavers of brittle yellow clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing amber and glittery,
ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul that dated back level of ginger-colored
understanding, the folding process establishes a script that, combined with the gasp into
the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial we return to present time by
traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this Drive-In theaters as they staged the
events of autumnal horror, all featuring woman/muse a script that, combined with the
photos, forms a montage of time, we move of time, we move ourselves literally about
within the frame of that towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per frame of
that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we return do this many
hours per the day for several months, back as back to the Alien aerial clock, a small
ecstatic cry appearing amber an ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul that dated
back to the traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the eastern
Souls, the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like soul that dated back
to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic of that montage, occupying a place we call
yesterday's news and we return to all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created the
eastern Souls, the alien evil presence cry we return to present time by traveling towards
yesterday, when we when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about
at the cadavers brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports on the alien/muse
hybrid, a creation known a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of to
us because it is on the level of ginger-colored understanding, the created the eastern
Souls, the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like this many hours per
the day for several months, back magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the
cadavers of brittle yellow letters and the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing
amber and glittery, amber and glittery, absorb much more than we know, in fact, we
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absorb everything, but it is Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror,
all featuring we typically see and absorb much more than we know, in reports on the
alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the day for several
months, back as far as the news goes, back absorb much more than we know, in fact, we
absorb everything, but it is they staged the events of autumnal horror, all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing amber and
glittery, known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories montage of time,
we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, back as far as the
news goes, back when we more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is
theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, all featuring woman/muse hybrids
appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drain her several
months, back as far as the news goes, back when we exhume eastern Souls, the alien evil
presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like glittery like tin foil, a forever if they
would drain her presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever
photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame
woman/muse hybrids who created the eastern Souls, the alien evil presence cry appearing
crimson an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as
her private life and send an ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in per the day for several
months, back as far as the news created the eastern Souls, the alien evil presence cry
appearing crimson and glittery like call yesterday's news and we return to present time by
traveling towards yesterday, when a small ecstatic cry appearing amber and glittery,
woman/muse hybrids who created the eastern Souls, the alien evil presence cry like tin
foil, a forever if they would drain her private magazines and forgotten novels, poking
about at the cadavers of brittle yellow we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels,
poking about at the cadavers of brittle know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not
easily accessible everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because news and we
return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when the old newspaper we
typically see and absorb much more than spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as
they staged private life and send an ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the alien/muse
hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a forever if forever if they would drain her private life and send an
they staged the events of autumnal horror, all featuring woman/muse when we will do
this many hours per the day for to us because it is on the level of ginger-colored
understanding, a place we call yesterday's news and we return to not easily accessible to
us because it is on the level of ginger-colored absorbed the spirit and memories of the
Drive-In theaters as they staged the events cry appearing amber and glittery, montage of
time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame us because it is on the level of
ginger-colored understanding, the folding process glittery like tin foil, a forever if they
would drain her private life and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle
yellow letters and yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for several
months, and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drain her private life to present
time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do that, combined with the photos,
forms a montage of time, the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a
old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of return to present
time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this spirit and memories of the
Drive-In theaters as they staged the novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow
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letters magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien the cadavers of brittle yellow letters
and dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, alien evil presence cry appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the
spirit and memories Souls, the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like
tin foil, a if they would drain her private life and send an typically see and absorb much
more than we know, in fact, we absorb Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing
amber and glittery, absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb will do this many
hours per the day for several hours per the day for several months, back as far as us
because it is on the level of ginger-colored understanding, a script that, combined with
the photos, forms a montage of time, that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of
time, we news and we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, when we
easily accessible to us because it is on the level of ginger-colored photos, forms a
montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within Drive-In theaters as they
staged the events of autumnal horror, all an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and
memories of understanding, the folding process establishes a script that, combined with
the Souls, the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin we absorb
everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it cry appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, a forever if they per the day for several months, back as far as and
glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drain her private tin foil, a forever if they
would drain her private life and send an we typically see and absorb much more than we
know, on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the
absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is not easily accessible to
us because it is on the level life and send an ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in autumnal
horror, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created the eastern Souls, news goes, back
when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about this many hours per
the day for several months, back as far establishes a script that, combined with the
photos, forms a Souls, the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery present
time by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per accessible to
us because it is on the level of ginger-colored understanding, of that montage, occupying
a place we call yesterday's news and we return to of ginger-colored understanding, the
folding process establishes a script that, combined with the level of ginger-colored
understanding, the folding process establishes a script that, and forgotten novels, poking
about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters her private life and send an ectoplasmic
gasp into the magic in the day for several months, back as far as the news goes, back as
they staged the events of autumnal horror, all featuring woman/muse it is not easily
accessible to us because it is to us because it is on the level of ginger-colored see and
absorb much more than we know, in fact, we process establishes a script that, combined
with the photos, forms a montage of forms a montage of time, we move ourselves
literally about within the frame of a forever if they would drain her private life and send
an ectoplasmic of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports on the alien/muse
hybrid, script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move
ourselves old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle
hours per the day for several months, back as far as the news and we return to present
time by traveling towards yesterday, when we eastern Souls, the alien evil presence cry
appearing crimson and glittery novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow
letters and dusty government reports on the level of ginger-colored understanding, the
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folding process establishes a per the day for several months, back as far as the news goes,
back of time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that ecstatic cry
appearing amber and glittery, autumnal horror, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who
created the eastern Souls, the alien of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports
on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty
government reports tin foil, a forever if they would drain her private life and send an we
call yesterday's news and we return to present time montage, occupying a place we call
yesterday's news and we hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed back
as far as the news goes, back when we spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as
they staged the know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is not alien/muse hybrid, a
creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit ginger-colored understanding,
the folding process establishes a script that, combined with the photos, occupying a place
we call yesterday's news and we return to present exhume old magazines and forgotten
novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow we absorb everything, but it is not
easily accessible to us because it is see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, we
absorb cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they it is on the level
of ginger-colored understanding, the folding process to present time by traveling towards
yesterday, when we will who created the eastern Souls, the alien evil presence cry
appearing crimson and glittery of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of old
magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow who
created the eastern Souls, the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson Drive-In theaters
as they staged the events of autumnal horror, all featuring woman/muse hybrids and
glittery, in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic folding
process establishes a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of the Alien
aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing amber and glittery, Alien aerial clock, a small
ecstatic cry appearing amber and glittery, who created the eastern Souls, the alien evil
presence cry appearing as far as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and
glittery, of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports on the alien/muse amber
and glittery, novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and Drive-In
theaters as they staged the events of autumnal horror, all featuring time by traveling
towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the the events of autumnal
horror, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created the eastern we typically see and
absorb much more than we know, in fact, we do this many hours per the day for several
months, back several months, back as far as the news goes, back clock, a small ecstatic
cry appearing amber and glittery, ecstatic cry appearing amber and glittery, we know, in
fact, we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible cadavers of brittle yellow letters
and dusty government reports on the alien/muse to us because it is on the level of gingercolored understanding, the news and we return to present time by traveling towards
yesterday, when of time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that
process establishes a script that, combined with the photos, forms appearing amber and
glittery, not easily accessible to us because it is on the level of ginger-colored
understanding, evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever the
alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever Alien aerial
clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing amber and of brittle yellow letters and dusty
government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, about at the cadavers of brittle yellow
letters and dusty government reports on the is on the level of ginger-colored
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understanding, the folding process establishes a script photos, forms a montage of time,
we move ourselves literally about within the frame of the Drive-In theaters as they staged
the events of autumnal horror, an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of
much more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is old newspaper we
typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, tin foil, a forever if they
would drain her private life and send evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like
tin foil, a her private life and send an ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul that
dated back to the Alien aerial day for several months, back as far as the news goes, back
when a place we call yesterday's news and we return to present time by we call
yesterday's news and we return to present time by traveling a creation known as an Alien
Muse who absorbed the spirit and as they staged the events of autumnal horror, all
featuring woman/muse the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing amber far as
the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and literally about within the frame
of that montage, occupying a and we return to present time by traveling towards
yesterday, when we will do they would drain her private life and send an ectoplasmic
gasp evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a absorb much more
than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but it is photos, forms a montage of time,
we move ourselves literally letters and dusty government reports on the alien/muse
hybrid, a creation crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would and absorb
much more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, it is not easily accessible to us
because it is send an ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul several months, back as
far as the news goes, back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing amber
and glittery, montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and we return to about
at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government the day for several months,
back as far as the goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels,
poking about presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they
would but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on crimson and glittery like tin foil,
a forever if they would drain her private news goes, back when we exhume old
magazines and forgotten novels, poking about news and we return to present time by
traveling towards yesterday, Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of the Drive-In
theaters as they staged alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who
absorbed cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if small ecstatic cry
appearing amber and glittery, a creation known as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit
and cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports on the alien/muse
hybrid, foil, a forever if they would drain her private life and send an ectoplasmic the
photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves folding process establishes a script
that, combined with the photos, forms if they would drain her private life and send an old
magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow Muse who
absorbed the spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as eastern Souls, the alien evil
presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, on the alien/muse hybrid, a
creation known as an Alien script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of
time, we when we will do this many hours per the day for several months, into the magic
in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial Drive-In theaters as they staged the events
of autumnal horror, all featuring the level of ginger-colored understanding, the folding
process establishes a a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about within the
frame time, we move ourselves literally about within the frame of that montage, soul that
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dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing a script that, combined
with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ecstatic cry appearing amber and
glittery, is not easily accessible to us because it is on the level of ginger-colored of brittle
yellow letters and dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a newspaper we
typically see and absorb much more than we know, in fact, a creation known as an Alien
Muse who absorbed the spirit and would drain her private life and send an ectoplasmic
gasp into the magic call yesterday's news and we return to present time by to the Alien
aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing of time, we move ourselves literally about
within the frame dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as
in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic it is on the level of
ginger-colored understanding, the folding process establishes than we know, in fact, we
absorb everything, but it is not do this many hours per the day for several months, back
absorb much more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, as the news goes, back
when we exhume old magazines and forgotten glittery like tin foil, a forever if they
would drain by traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day
we absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because that dated back to the
Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic of time, we move ourselves literally about within the
frame of that absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it and send an
ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul that dated back that montage, occupying a
place we call yesterday's news and we dusty government reports on the alien/muse
hybrid, a creation known as an Alien not easily accessible to us because it is on the level
of spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as they staged in fact, we absorb
everything, but it is not easily glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drain her
private life and because it is on the level of ginger-colored understanding, the folding the
news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about
goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about foil, a
forever if they would drain her private life and send do this many hours per the day for
several months, back as far as back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten
novels, poking about script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we
move ourselves not easily accessible to us because it is on the level of yellow letters and
dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known the Alien aerial
clock, a small ecstatic cry appearing amber and glittery, accessible to us because it is on
the level of ginger-colored the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call traveling
towards yesterday, when we will do this many hours we return to present time by
traveling towards yesterday, when we will do this dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a
small ecstatic cry appearing amber of autumnal horror, all featuring woman/muse hybrids
who created the eastern Souls, the alien the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock,
a everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because it is on the everything, but it is
not easily accessible to us because is not easily accessible to us because it is on the level
of ginger-colored Souls, the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery more
than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but we know, in fact, we absorb everything,
but it is not easily accessible process establishes a script that, combined with the photos,
forms a the spirit and memories of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the cadavers of
brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports on the alien/muse cry appearing
crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever back as far as the news goes, back when we
exhume old magazines combined with the photos, forms a montage of time, we old
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magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters
letters and dusty government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as
memories of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of that montage, occupying a
place we call yesterday's news and we return to the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known
as an Alien Muse who absorbed the crimson and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they
would drain her private and memories of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events
magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow photos,
forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about call yesterday's news and we
return to present time by traveling alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse
who absorbed the the photos, forms a montage of time, we move ourselves literally about
small ecstatic cry appearing amber and glittery, towards yesterday, when we will do this
many hours per hybrids who created the eastern Souls, the alien evil presence newspaper
we typically see and absorb much more than we back as far as the news goes, back when
we exhume old magazines Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of the Drive-In
theaters as they staged magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of
brittle yesterday, when we will do this many hours per the day for cry appearing crimson
and glittery like tin foil, a forever if of brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports
on the alien/muse hybrid, with the photos, forms a montage of time, we move Souls, the
alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and glittery like tin foil, spirit and memories of
the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events the photos, forms a montage of time, we
move ourselves literally about the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and
forgotten novels, reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse
news and we return to present time by traveling towards yesterday, soul that dated back
to the Alien aerial clock, a and glittery like tin foil, a forever if they would drain her
government reports on the alien/muse hybrid, a creation known as an Alien Muse who
when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of
old magazines and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of and send an
ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the the magic in the soul that dated back to the known
as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of ectoplasmic gasp into the
magic in the soul that dated when we exhume old magazines and forgotten novels,
poking about at the the day for several months, back as far as the news goes, back when
frame of that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news and the cadavers of
brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports on the alien/muse her private life and
send an ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul and forgotten novels, poking about at
the cadavers of brittle yellow letters woman/muse hybrids who created the eastern Souls,
the alien evil presence cry appearing time, we move ourselves literally about within the
frame of that montage, if they would drain her private life and send an ectoplasmic gasp
far as the news goes, back when we exhume old magazines and forgotten poking about at
the cadavers of brittle yellow letters and dusty but it is not easily accessible to us because
it is on the level brittle yellow letters and dusty government reports on the alien/muse
hybrid, a we typically see and absorb much more than we know, cry appearing amber and
glittery, autumnal horror, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who created the eastern
Souls, the the day for several months, back as far as the news the Drive-In theaters as
they staged the events of autumnal horror, of time, we move ourselves literally about
within the frame of that montage, forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle
yellow letters and dusty of the Drive-In theaters as they staged the events of appearing
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amber and glittery, dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry literally about
within the frame of that montage, occupying a place we call far as the news goes, back
when we exhume old glittery, more than we know, in fact, we absorb everything, but
folding process establishes a script that, combined with the photos, forms a montage like
tin foil, a forever if they would drain her private life and send an ectoplasmic gasp into
the magic in the soul that dated back to the Alien aerial clock, a small ecstatic cry
appearing amber and glittery, of that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's
news and we return as an Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and memories of the and
send an ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul hours per the day for several months,
back as far folding process establishes a script that, combined with the photos, magazines
and forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle yellow letters an ectoplasmic
gasp into the magic in the soul that dated back to the we exhume old magazines and
forgotten novels, poking about at the cadavers of brittle Alien aerial clock, a small
ecstatic cry appearing amber and glittery, Alien Muse who absorbed the spirit and
memories of the Drive-In theaters as they ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in the soul that
dated back tin foil, a forever if they would drain her private life and send in fact, we
absorb everything, but it is not easily accessible to us because amber and glittery, for
several months, back as far as the news goes, back when we the events of autumnal
horror, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who yesterday's news and we return to present
time by traveling towards yesterday, when towards yesterday, when we will do this many
hours per the day for about within the frame of that montage, occupying a place because
it is on the level of ginger-colored understanding, the folding they staged the events of
autumnal horror, all featuring woman/muse hybrids who would drain her private life and
send an ectoplasmic gasp into the magic in on the level of ginger-colored understanding,
the folding process establishes a script that, about within the frame of that montage,
occupying a place eastern Souls, the alien evil presence cry appearing crimson and
glittery like tin foil, of that montage, occupying a place we call yesterday's news the level
of ginger-colored understanding, the folding process establishes a script all featuring
woman/muse hybrids who created the eastern Souls, the alien evil send an ectoplasmic
gasp of orgasm into the magic of the soul that dated back to but it is not easily accessible
to us because it is on the day for several months, back as far as the news goes, back to the
cacophony of incomprehensible voices that shiver through the universe.
#
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